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Abstract
Co-constructing Empire in Early Chosŏn Korea:
Knowledge Production and the Culture of Diplomacy, 1392–1592
Sixiang Wang
Political, military, and economic power alone cannot explain how empires work, for empiremaking is also a matter of theories, narratives, ideas and institutions. To sustain themselves, empires
both coerce and persuade. Tools of persuasion, however, were seldom the monopoly of those who
sought to dominate, for they could also be contested and appropriated by those who sought to
resist. This dissertation on Chosŏn Korea’s (1392–1910) interactions with Ming China (1368–1644)
offers a cultural history of interstate orders and diplomatic institutions in early modern Korea and
East Asia. I illustrate how Chosŏn appropriated the persuasive technologies that sustained Ming
empire as a political imaginary to contest Ming imperial claims and ultimately reshape imperial
ideology.
Chosŏn-Ming relations have long been described in terms of “tributary relations.” This
paradigm, as conceived by John K. Fairbank and others, understands these relations as the logical
consequence of a shared Confucian ideology and illustrative of Korea’s historical status as China’s
model tributary. These approaches privilege a metropole-centered vantage and have failed to
account for Korean agency. They treat Korean envoy missions, ritual performances, and literary
production as scripted gestures that can only reflect stable ideology. Meanwhile, they miss how these
acts were contesting and transforming ideology in the process. I argue that the Chosŏn court in fact
exercised enormous agency through these ritualized practices. The discourses of the Ming as moral
empire and Korea as a loyal vassal, long held to be emblematic features of the tributary system, were
a large part reified products of Chosŏn diplomatic strategy. They did not reflect a pre-existing

political order, but constituted its very substance. They were part of the “knowledge of empire”
produced by the Chosŏn court for comprehending the Ming and its institutions and influencing
imperial ideology. Facilitated by institutional practices at the Chosŏn court, this “knowledge of
empire” allowed Chosŏn to manage successfully asymmetrical relations with the Ming and coconstruct Ming empire in the process.
Chapter 1 examines Korean diplomatic epistles to show how the Korean court used its
knowledge of historical precedents, ritual logics, and literary tropes of empire-making to contest
symbols of imperial legitimacy. Chapter 2 discusses how Korean emissaries appealed to ideals of
moral empire and reified particular understandings of Korea’s relationship with the Ming to achieve
their diplomatic ends. Chapter 3 treats Korean envoy missions as a conduit for information on Ming
institutions and politics. As a result, the Chosŏn was able to construct a dynamic of knowledge
asymmetry where it knew more about the Ming than vice-versa. Once empire was constructed, its
symbols and institutions were subject to appropriation. Chapter 4 looks at one such example, where
a Korean prince manipulated diplomacy with the Ming to usurp the Chosŏn throne. Chapter 5
shows how the practices of envoy poetry associated with the Brilliant Flowers Anthology (Hwanghwajip)
became a site where competing narratives of how Chosŏn’s relationship to empire, civilization, and
the imperial past could stand together. Chapter 6 continues the discussion of envoy poetry by
turning to its associated spatial practices. Chosŏn court poets invested the city of P’yŏngyang with
symbolic resonances that asserted Korean cultural parity with China, legitimized Korean autonomy
and denounced historical imperial claims on Korean territory, all without infringing on Ming claims
of universal empire.
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Introduction
In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Chosŏn Korea 朝鮮 (1392–1910) maintained
stable and peaceable relations with the Ming empire 明 (1368–1644). This dissertation makes
several related arguments about these relations and the practice of diplomacy during this period. The
first is that the Chosŏn Korean court co-constructed empire with the Ming in order to shape, frame,
and ultimately delimit Ming sovereign claims. To make empire pliable to its interests, Chosŏn
tailored its interactions to suit imperial desires of political recognition from Chosŏn and pretenses to
universal rule.
The second is that acts like the ritual of tribute, the writing of envoy poetry, or the
profession of loyalty to the Ming created what now appears in retrospect to be the stable, reified
structure of tributary relations. Whereas prevailing narratives of Chosŏn-Ming relations explains
Korean diplomatic practices as compliance with a Sinocentric world view or an ideology of “Serving
the Greater” (Kr: sadae juŭi 事大主義) that upheld a stable “tributary system,“ I contend that what
appears as stable ideology is in fact a product of the strategic use of language, ritual and other forms
of representation in the context of diplomatic practice.
At stake in these relations were Korea’s political autonomy, cultural prestige, and position in
a transnational imaginary of political order that was controlled by a counterpart who dwarfed it in
size and power. The third argument is that Chosŏn was able to maintain a space of agency by
cultivating a favorable dynamic of knowledge asymmetry in which Korea’s superior knowledge of
empire could counteract the unfavorable power asymmetry inherent in its relations with the Ming.1

Asymmetry, as used in this dissertation and discussed further in chapter 3, is theorized in Brantly Womack, China and
Vietnam: The Politics of Asymmetry (Cambridge University Press, 2006).
1

1

With an asymmetry of power manifest in an inverse asymmetry of knowledge, Chosŏn’s coconstruction of empire transformed Korea’s relationship with empire so that Korea’s
acknowledgment of imperial authority became an integral piece of imperial legitimation. In other
words, whomever Korea paid tribute to was the legitimate empire; it was the vassal who made the
ruler.
Centuries of diplomatic exchange has left a documentary record abound in declarations of
Korean fealty and proclamations of the Ming emperor’s universal sovereignty. In a preface to a Ming
envoy poetry anthology, Hong Sŏm 洪暹 (1504–1585), the Chosŏn court’s most esteemed literary
official hailed the Ming as “the August court who receives its brilliant mandate from heaven.” The
Ming emperor was the “Son of Heaven” who “succored a myriad realms,” extending its influence by
promulgating its calendar to the “marches of the eight [directions].” Hong was proud that Chosŏn
Korea, a “humble country occupying the sea’s edge,” was treated by the Ming “no differently than
its interior territories.”2 If the wages of time had spared only this fragment of the documentary
record from destruction, a modern reader could only conclude that the Chosŏn saw itself as an
integral part of the Ming empire.
A far richer textual record survives, but much of it seems only to corroborate the story. We
know that the Chosŏn king compared himself to Ming princes of the blood, sharing with him the
titles of wang (王) and wearing the same regalia. His court observed the Ming imperial calendar and
he ruled with Ming patents of investiture (komyŏng/ gaoming 誥命) that demonstrated the derivation

The collection was the 1567 edition of the Brilliant Flowers (Hwanghwajip 皇華集), which celebrated the arrival of the
ambassadors from Ming China 明 (1368–1644) to Korea, then ruled by the Chosŏn dynasty , to proclaim the accession
of the Wanli Emperor 萬曆 (r. Shenzong 神宗 1573–1620). The anthology was published under the auspices of the
Chosŏn court. Hong Sŏm 洪暹, “Hwanghwajip sŏ” in Injae sŏnsaeng munjip 忍齋先生文集 f.4 in Han’guk munjip
ch’onggan 韓國文集叢刊 (Hereafter HMC) v.32:382d-383d. 欽惟皇朝受天明命 撫有萬寓 以敝封雖處海表 而世
謹侯度 視均內服 慶弔騁問 必首及焉 今我聖天子新登寶位 頒正朔于八荒...
2

2

of political authority from the Ming emperor.3 It seems indisputable that Chosŏn recognized of the
Ming emperor as a universal ruler and showed Korean pride of inclusion in the Ming’s political
order.
If one considers the context of these rhetorical and symbolic assertions of imperial
possession, a rather different image emerges. Chosŏn operated as its own state, with institutions
mirroring those of the imperial court. It sought to monopolize legitimate violence in its own
domain, contested Ming territorial claims on its hinterland, taxed its population and tried to confine
them within its borders. It also conducted diplomacy with its neighbors, such as the Ryūkyūans,
Jurchens and the Japanese, on its own terms, all hallmark behaviors of a modern sovereign state.4
And, perhaps most importantly, no representative of Ming authority—not a single soldier,
bureaucrat, or administrator—resided in Chosŏn on a permanent basis.
The situation can be contrasted with how the Chosŏn’s predecessor, the Koryŏ 高麗 (918–
1392) dynasty interacted with the Mongol-Yuan 蒙元 (1206–1388) court.5 The Mongol empire
subjugated Koryŏ through military force, established concrete institutional links, and actively
intervened in Korean court politics.6 When Mongol power waned, the Koryŏ shed the coercive
institutions, which were never to be restored, even after the establishment of relations with the

JaHyun Kim Haboush, The Confucian Kingship in Korea : Yŏngjo and the Politics of Sagacity (New York: Columbia University
Press, 2001), 21–26.
3

4

Kenneth R. Robinson, “Centering the King of Chosŏn,” The Journal of Asian Studies 59, no. 1 (2000): 33–54.

These dates include several iterations of Mongol imperium in East Asia, traditionally separated into three periods.
They are the as follows: Mongol Empire period (1206–1259), which marks a period of a unified Mongol imperium until
its breakup with the accession of Khubilai Khan in 1260, the Yuan period (1260–1368) which technically begins with the
proclamation of the Yuan dynasty in 1271 until the end of Mongol rule in China proper, and the Northern Yuan period
(1368–1388), which marked continued Mongol imperial rule in Manchuria and North Asia after the court’s exile from
Beijing.
5

For an overview of the Yuan “intervention” period as it is commonly described, see Kim Tangt’aek 金塘澤, Wŏn
kansŏp ha ŭi Koryŏ chŏngch’isa 元干涉下의高麗政治史 (Seoul: Ilchogak, 1998); For a more integrative view that focuses
on interconnections, see David M. Robinson, Empire’s Twilight : Northeast Asia under the Mongols (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Asia Center for the Harvard-Yenching Institute : Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2009).
6
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Ming. Whereas Mongol-Yuan domination of Koryŏ can be understood in terms of analogues with,
for example, nineteenth-century European notions of empire rooted in Roman legal discourse, i.e.
territorial possession (dominium) and sovereign jurisdiction (imperium), the relations between the
Chosŏn and the Ming empire defies such characterization.7 Without mechanisms for enforcing its
will in Korea, the Ming could neither exert juridical control nor impose territorial claims.
It is tempting to distinguish the Koryŏ-Yuan and Chosŏn-Ming cases in terms of “formal”
and “informal” empire, respectively. In the former, domination is made explicit through visible
institutional channels, but in the latter such influence is exercised without the “form,” though it
possesses the substance. But, empire was anything but “informal” in the Chosŏn-Ming case.8
Inscriptions, such as that on the tombstones of a Korean monarch, which includes the words
“....Great King of the State of Chosŏn of the Ming,” made Ming political domination explicit.9
Furthermore, Korean diplomatic documents also declared the dynasty’s unswerving loyalty to the
Ming; envoy-poets from both courts jointly composed paeans to imperial rule. While Korea’s
landscape was littered with monuments asserting the Ming empire’s universal authority, the Chosŏn
court even continued Mongol-Yuan period ritual and institutional precedents that had symbolically

Lauren A Benton, A Search for Sovereignty: Law and Geography in European Empires, 1400--1900 (Cambridge; New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2010), pp. 4–7, esp. n.8. For example, the Koryŏ court implemented Yuan law through the
Zhizheng tiaoge (Chichŏng chogak 至正條格) and Yuan judges were occasionally sent to Koryŏ. Although the Chosŏn
continued to use the Yuan legal code and later implemented the Ming legal code, its jurisprudence was entirely
independent. For an Yuan judges see for instance Chŏng Inji 鄭麟趾 et. al., Koryŏ sa 高麗史, (Hereafter KS) ed. Sahoe
Kwahagwŏn (Korea: North). Kojŏn yŏnʼguso. (Seoul: Yŏgang chʻulpʻansa, 1991) f.90:11a–b. For Yuan law in Korea,
see Yi Kaesŏk 李玠奭, “Wŏncho chung’gi pŏpchŏn p’yŏnch’an yŏn’gu wa ‘Chijŏng chogyŏk’ ŭi palgyŏn 元朝中期 法
典編纂 硏究와 『至正條格』의 發見,” Tongyang sahak yŏn’gu 83 (June 2003): esp. 181–184, 203–204.
7

Michael W Doyle would probably describe Chosŏn-Ming case as “suzerainty,” where only the “form” of empire exists,
without its “substance.” He only devotes cursory attention to this form of domination, likely because he saw it to be
more characteristic of “feudal” arrangements, too distant from the experience of the modern interstate order. Empires
(Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1986), 30–47, esp. 42–43; 135–136.
8

9

Sejong sillok 17:19a–21b [1422/09/06#3]: 獻陵有明朝鮮國太宗聖德神功文武光孝大王之陵.
4

curtailed the authority of the Korean monarchy.10 How are we to understand the persistence of
these technologies of imperial legitimation in the absence of institutions of coercion?
If one understands the legitimation of empire in terms of a “technology of rule,” a
mechanism by which ideology conceals the methods of power, then the representation of imperial
authority, in Marxian terms, should do nothing more than adorn Ming hegemony in beautiful words.
Then, the Chosŏn court’s active participation in legitimating Ming domination becomes even more
puzzling; it could not have concealed methods of coercion, because they did not exist in the first
place. Why, then, would the Chosŏn produce technologies of its own subjugation?
Towards a History of Empire
Resolving these apparent paradoxes, requires recognizing how discourses and
representations of empire can serve purposes other than buttressing imperial authority. We return to
an understanding of legitimation closer to its classical Weberian sense—that is, not simply as the
rationalization of existing authority, but rather as a mechanism for enabling political action within a
specific framework of normativity. How a particular political arrangement is made legitimate alters its
terms accordingly.11 For Chosŏn then, raising the banner of Ming imperial authority was to rewrite
the terms of its relationship with the Ming; constructing empire was to bind it within specific
parameters. Ironic though it was, legitimating imperial rule could in fact be a way to subvert it.
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Empire, as used here, is not equivalent to the Ming, either as a dynasty or a state. One goal
of this dissertation is to break open the facile equation of empire with a particular dynasty or even
China as a geopolitical entity. In conventional parlance, an empire is more or less a really big state.
What distinguishes an empire from other, “small-scale” political forms in this definition is its relative
degree of cultural, ethnic, and political heterogeneity, and geographical extensiveness.12 This study,
therefore, departs from these vernacular understandings of empire. Instead, I take a cue from Ann
Stoler and Carole McGranahan’s critique of the “fixation on empires as clearly bounded
geopolities,” to move beyond understanding “empire” in terms of expansionist territorial states.
Empires are better thought of as “imperial formations,” which are not “steady states, but states of
becoming, macropolities in states of solution and constant formation.”13
To capture this sense of dynamism, I prefer to employ empire as a category of analysis—a
set of heuristic devices that highlight a set of issues, instead of a stable object of study. Karen Barkey
treats “empire” as an analytical framework that is “about political authority relations...between a
central power and many diverse and differentiated entities.” Key to this understanding is the
presence of “peripheries, local elites, and frontier groups” that work with an imperial authority to
“maintain compliance, resources, tribute, and military cooperations, and to ensure political
coherence and durability.”14 Empire is a useful category because it can help bring into analytical
focus the multiple facets of these relations and the intersections between different registers of
historical phenomena. It poses a set of questions for analysis, ones that interrogate how
institutionalized control, coercion, material extraction, imperial desire, and political persuasion

In this state-centered view, what makes Ming China an “empire” and Chosŏn Korea not one, for instance, would
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operate and interact in contexts where expansive political imaginaries extend across putative ethnic,
cultural, and territorial boundaries.
As C.A. Bayly puts it, empire was not only a matter of economic or political interest, but
“[also] a matter of attitudes, legends, theories and institutions.”15 Empires had to be created both on
the ground and in the mental worlds of their subjects, articulated through the concrete
manipulations of people, resources, and space, effected through representation, and perpetuated in
discourse.16 Any specific empire in history must be understood in terms of both its persuasive and
coercive dynamics. To do so, I propose that any historical empire can also be parsed as a transection
of three interrelated and mutually reinforcing registers that each comprise a separate, but integral
dimensions of the total phenomena. They are empire as 1) a spatial-political entity, 2) a series of
interconnected social configurations that sustain or are engendered by that entity, 3) a political
imaginary buttressed by representations, ideologies, and discourses. In the first register, empire is
anchored to an imperial state, such as the Mongol-Yuan and Ming imperiums and its organized,
coercive institutions. Territorial conquest, military and economic control, and governing apparatuses
fit well in this level of analysis.17
The imperial state, to borrow Philip Abrams’s classic critique, can be thought of as an
“effect” of the second register of empire: a series of sociological configurations.18 Here, empire is
constituted by dynamics of connections and relationships, which may include the bureaucratic
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institutions, military organization, commercial networks, flows of information, ethnic, religious, or
corporate solidarities that make imperial power possible. Actors operating through these social
configurations may choose to pursue their political or economic goals by manipulating imperial
institutions. Any act done in the name of an imperial authority can further sustain the empire both
ideologically and materially.
In the second register, where a diversity of practices are tied to the authority of empire, the
realms of coercion and persuasion intersect. Whereas coercion implies the use of force, persuasion,
as Torquil Duthie describes it, “[offers] an administrative and ideological structure for [imperial]
subjects to belong to and make sense of their position within the larger world.”19 This third, and
final register, which depends on the power of discourse and signs, then points to the legitimation
and enunciation of imperial domination. Given the diversity of actors and practices involved, means
of persuasion are seldom monolithic and constant across social and geographic space. In the case of
the Chosŏn and the Ming, these are found not only in official documents such as edicts and
memorials, but also in ritual, poetry, visual culture, and architectural monuments. Each of these
objects embed notions of authority, the relations between power and normative ideals.
These three registers of phenomena, although interconnected, are not mutually
interchangeable. They reinforce one another in one arena, but mutually interfere in others. The
territorial extent of the imperial state is rarely coterminous with the reach of its influence. The
relationship between empire as an imperial state and the second and third registers of empire can
also be thought of in terms of emergent properties, where the latter registers emerge from the first.
Common parlance regarding American empire is illustrative of this understanding. American empire
seldom refers solely to the territories and peoples formally part of the American dominion. It points
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also to the mechanisms of American economic, military, and political influence. The official policies
of the United States may help engender new political relations, business interests, and cultural
influences that slice across not only American society, but also the rest of the world.20 What results,
however, are a plethora of dynamics that fall outside of the control of the American state.
Nonetheless, the United States still attempts to control these dynamics by exercising its “imperial”
prerogatives, acting in the name of universal standards and global peace and prosperity, often
through multinational institutions, such as NATO, the United Nations or the World Bank.
Empire is therefore conceptually related to the desire to control, reflected in the
etymological origins of the English term “empire” in the Roman concept of imperium—the power of
military command, which enabled the control of peoples, territories, and resources. Military control,
however, also tends to spawn new political, economic, and cultural connections that elude control,
motivating the design of new institutions to establish it. One is reminded of how the British East
India Company’s activities invited wider and more frequent interventions by the British crown, as
what began as audacious and rapacious commercial ventures became a project of territorial empire.21
The zealous generals of Rome, like the nineteenth-century colonizers of India and Africa, secured
their new acquisitions by conquering the environs of their new territories.22 The most obvious
parallel in the case of the Ming, and later Qing, context, is the gradual integration of wide swathes of
upland Southeast Asia into the imperium. State concerns with frontier security led to the
encouragement of Chinese settlement in aboriginal regions, which in turn led to conflicts over land
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and resources between the Chinese and the natives, demanding further military intervention, a
process which ultimately resulted in these regions’ formal integration.23
Common to all examples of empire, from postmodern American empire to ancient Rome
and early modern East Asia, are dynamics in which new sociological dynamics emerge from
attempts to control. Burbank and Cooper describes these patterns as a “fundamental political
dynamic” that rested on the “externalization of sources of wealth,” which incentivized and
“emboldened” rulers to “collect resources in a regular...way, to facilitate the incorporation of new
peoples’ territories, and trade routes without imposing uniformity in culture or administration.” A
resource-oriented understanding of empire, while accurate for many macropolitical formations and
able to explain many aspects of empire-making in East Asia, still does not fully account for the
Chosŏn-Ming relationship.24 The practice of empire is not only about expansion, but also laying
claims of authority to justify that expansion. While there were certainly extractive incentives for the
Ming, motivations for constructing a Ming political imaginary that extended to Chosŏn had less to
do with the acquisition of material resources than of ideological ones. In other words, it was about
claims of authority.
The importance of authority claims again point to the persuasive dimension of empire. This
rationalization of the desire for control is what Negri and Hardt have identified as “empire” as a
“juridical concept,” where empire is conceived as political power in the service of “utopias of
‘perpetual peace.’” Chosŏn and Ming diplomats who spoke of Ming rule in these terms did not
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necessarily presume that they lived in an age free of warfare or violence. When the Chosŏn and
Ming dispatched joint-military campaigns to castigate the Jurchens who harried their borders, their
diplomats identified these acts of violence as exceptional measures for enacting universal justice,
appealing to empire’s “capacity to present force as being in the service of right and peace.”25
Pacifying those beyond the pale could always be justified in these universalistic terms, especially in
cases where effective control was elusive. In this dialectic interplay, new horizons of desire gave rise
to new persuasive technologies that legitimized claims of control.
In sum, a history of empire is therefore conceived less as a history of particular imperial
states than as a history of issues related to the process of empire-making. Much as a good economic
history is concerned not only with questions of exchange, wealth, value, productivity, and material
accretion, but also with the institutions, ideas, and discourses surrounding these issues, a history of
empire grapples with questions of sovereignty and authority, and the extension of these claims
across geographical, cultural and ethnic zones, in addition to the technologies, institutions, and
ideologies that support, challenge, and inform these claims.
Empire, Territory, and Sovereignty
Using empire as an analytical framework allows us to compare the diverse empire-making
experiences of the Ottoman, British, Manchu, American, Roman and other imperial formations by
foregrounding common historical questions. Writing a history of Chosŏn-Ming interactions as a
history of empire therefore explicitly places early modern East Asian empire-making on the same
analytical plane as empire in other regions and time periods. The very versatility of empire as a
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heuristic tool might elicit objections. After all, is not the term “empire” an imposition from
contemporary, Western analytical vocabulary? How appropriate is it for describing the experience of
early modern Korea?
Certain risks are inherent to any approach that transplants analytical terminology from one
context to another. Discursive violence can result from a mismatch of critical vocabulary with
historical context. The best way to approach this problem is neither to deny, a priori, the
appropriateness of transplanted terms for understanding non-Western societies, nor to assume that
the Western historical experience should provide the models for doing such comparisons. Instead,
as JaHyun Kim Haboush has argued, there needs to be a “mutual accommodation between the new
user and old usage: the new user searches and employs words of best approximation from the
Western regime; conversely, the new usage should be assimilated into the old word, and the new
usage becomes another possible meaning of this word.”26 The task at hand then is to first recognize
the repertoire of practices, including their persuasive technologies, distinct to each imperial
formation. Then, by understanding how they operated in their cultural and historical context, i.e.
that of Chosŏn-Ming relations, we can expand our own notions of empire to tell a more inclusive
history.
Understanding early modern empire in East Asia hinges on the concept of t’ong (Ch: tong
統). I posit it as a suitable equivalent for the idea of “empire.” Not only does t’ong encapsulate both
the coercive and persuasive dimensions of empire-making,27 it also embeds the dialectical
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relationship between the exercise of control and expanding horizons of political desire. T’ong, as
used in various compounds, could point to legal-juridical, military, and administrative mechanisms
of enforcement. This control can be spatial; a political regime can “control and administer,”
(t’ongche/tongzhi 統治) a particular region. It can also be temporal, as hinted by the deep etymology
of t’ong, as “thread,” links of transmission from the present to an origin. This is also the sense
adapted in the modern word for “tradition,” chŏnt’ong (Ch: chuantong 傳統), which parses as
“transmitted authority.”28
The spatial and temporal notions of authority are intertwined in the concept of “legitimacy,”
chŏngt’ong (Ch: zhengtong 正統), both in the sense of authoritative political power and scholastic
transmission. This sense of t’ong, as diachronic transmission, becomes an important element of
persuasion in political discourse. “Imperial succession” was thus described as hwangt’ong (most
literally, “august thread,” Ch: huangtong 皇統) or chet’ong (dit’ong 帝統) embody all the senses above.
Authentic connections to the past are what makes present imperial authority legitimate, permitting
its synchronic control over territories, institutions, and peoples. T’ong then dovetails with both the
semantic and etymological ranges of the word “empire,” with an added, diachronic dimension, a
sense of a continuous “imperial tradition.”29 For the purposes of this dissertation, the diachronic
and temporal aspects of t’ong will be emphasized over the spatial, synchronic ones, because it was the
temporal aspects of imperial authority that were most salient for Chosŏn-Ming relations.
I again part ways from linguistic convention by associating empire with the concept of t’ong.
In modern East Asian languages, the English word “empire” conjures the character compound
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cheguk (帝國, Ch: diguo; Jp: teikoku literally, “emperor-state”).30 The putative interchangeability of
“empire” with “cheguk” appears to convenience the task of comparison, but it, however, is unsuited
to the analytical goals of this dissertation. The problem with “cheguk” is that the compound poses as
an indigenous, East Asian equivalent to “empire,” when in fact it is both anachronistic and
exogenous. No East Asian state called itself or its contemporaries a “cheguk” before the late
nineteenth century. The Chosŏn and Ming were no exception.31 The exogeneity of the term
“empire” at least allows a level of comparative distance; cheguk, on the other hand, infuses an air of
false authenticity, one which is revealed in the complex history of its translation and coinage.
Absent in earlier sources, the character compound cheguk was coined as a neologism,
deliberately fabricated as a referent for “empire” in contemporary Western usage. As Lydia Liu
would describe it, cheguk-as–empire was a “supersign,” one of many produced by massive projects of
translation in the wake of nineteenth century imperialism. As East Asian terms were adapted to new,
Western concepts, novel character compounds were forged.32 When East Asian monarchies began
to call themselves the Great Qing Empire (Da Qing diguo 大清帝國), the Great Japanese Empire
(Dai Nihon teikoku 大日本帝國) or the Great Korean Empire (Taehan Cheguk 大韓帝國), they did
so as part of a broader adaptation of Western discourses and symbols of sovereignty and authority.
Using these terms in diplomatic discourse, for instance, put them on par with Western imperialist
powers, such as the “Empire of Great Britain” (大英帝國).33 When these terms took root, they
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fundamentally reoriented the political discourse in East Asia thereafter. Disavowing the equivalence
between cheguk and “empire” here, then, is to identify notions of political authority in transpolity
relations in East Asia before the age of gunships and opium. The disavowal seeks to undo the
discursive violence of a particular critical discourse, by exorcising the implicit privileging of
nineteenth century and post-nineteenth century models of interstate relations that have long haunted
contemporary understandings of East Asia’s past.
The cheguk-as–empire supersign brings a slew of associations and assumptions that risk
clouding our analysis. Cheguk is embroiled with late nineteenth-century notions of territorial
sovereignty, hinted already by the character compound. Cheguk, literally “emperor-state,” embeds a
definition of “empire” that rests on a notion of a “state,” a kuk/guo 國 whose political sovereignty
is linked the person of an emperor. This link to statehood is in turn related to a discourse of
international law that entered East Asian political vocabulary after the translation of Henry
Wheaton’s Elements of International Law (Man’guk kongpŏp/ Wanguo gongfa 萬國公法). Most notably,
notions of sovereignty (chugwŏn/zhuquan 主權) and suzerainty (zongzhu 宗主) over “tributary states”
(sogguk/shuguo 屬國) entered the political discourse.34 In the language of Wheaton, the Chosŏn has
often been described as entering “suzerain-vassal relations” with the Qing court.35 Whether this
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extrapolation of nineteenth century European terminology implies the Qing enjoyed “sovereignty”
over the Korean peninsula is unclear, leaving both the nature of Korean sovereignty and the terms
of Chosŏn-Qing relations equally ill-defined.36
With these new frameworks in vogue, Chosŏn Korea and the Qing dynasty found
themselves struggling to describe the nature of their relationship in these new terms to outside
observers.37 The simultaneous claim of Qing sovereignty over Korea and assertion of Korea’s
independence were incomprehensible to contemporary Western observers who dismissed them as
mere “romance and hyperbole” typical of “Oriental claims to sovereignty.”38 Whereas nineteenth
century European observers blamed this illegibility on the Chosŏn and the Qing, it was really their
own notions of territorial sovereignty that was at fault.39
The common sense of modern international law is inappropriate for understanding
interpolity interactions in not just East Asia at the time, but also other parts of the world, including
Europe. Lauren Benton has cautioned against “project[ing] backward in time the post-nineteenth
century idea that territoriality” was the “defining element” of sovereignty. While control of territory
was “an important part of early modern constructions of sovereignty,” it was only one mechanism
of figuring imperial dominion, which also relied on “strategic, symbolic and limited claims” that
Yuanchong Wang argues that by the late nineteenth century, the Qing was in fact operating through two different, coexisting modes of internstate relations and diplomatic practice. “Recasting The Chinese Empire: Qing China And
Choson Korea, 1610s–1910s” (Ph.D. Diss., Cornell University, 2014)
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recognized the “incomplete and tentative nature of more expansive spheres of influence.” In other
words, the origins of modern territorial sovereignty in a European empire’s gradual “rationalization
of space” had a contingent history, developing out of a complex interaction between a variety of
competing practices of sovereignty and jurisdiction.40 Since all forms of sovereign thinking are
historically contingent, the task at hand is to historicize them.
Sovereign thinking was certainly not foreign to East Asia. Li Chen’s discussion of the late
Qing case offers an illustrative example. The Qing did maintain “sovereignty,” if defined as a
“supreme authority of an independent state or imperial formation to administer matters within the
geographical boundaries... under its effective control.” It, however, did not always exercise sovereign
prerogatives according to the expectation of international law, such as “the strict enforcement of its
law against all foreign offenders within its territory.” Furthermore, Qing notions of sovereignty was
complicated in several ways by the extension of its influence over its “tributary states,” especially
Chosŏn Korea.41 The first is what “effective control” means. Did it entail enforcement of law,
military domination and deciding policy? This leads to the second issue, the nature of sovereign
prerogatives. What if sovereign prerogatives did not entail the above, but questions of ceremonial
practice and dynastic succession, and were coded not in geographical terms, but temporal ones?
And, finally how did Chosŏn Korea understand Qing sovereign claims?
The Chosŏn court saw its political autonomy not as a grant by an imperial sovereign, but as
fundamentally rooted in its own internal transmission of political legitimacy, ideas which once
shaped its relations with the Ming as well. In effect, the Chosŏn court ruled a territorially sovereign
state, but one whose sovereignty was hierarchically defined vis-a-vis that of an imperial claim to
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time. This arrangement, which informed the relations Korean states had with imperial powers on the
mainland for over a millennium, effectively exchanged territorial independence for temporal
domination.42 Sovereignty conceived in this manner then, was not inherently unitary nor territorial,
as it was for the world of Wheaton. The Chosŏn court possessed supreme authority and legal
jurisdiction over Korean territory; if it did not, it would have made no sense for the Qing and
Chosŏn to negotiate the limits of their respective national borders.43
The exact relationship between these two concepts: territoriality and sovereignty, should be
examined, not assumed. Indeed, assumptions of their firm association, as informed by modern,
contemporary legal usage, have derailed discussions of the Korean (and much of the East Asian)
past by inevitably distracting them with a question that is mostly a red herring: was Korea part of the
Chinese empire? Or, in the cartographic conventions of modern geopolitical imagination, should a
map of the Yuan, Ming, or Qing empires include the Korean peninsula?44
To draw lines on a map as an attempt to answer the above questions is to reproduce political
claims of territorial sovereignty in one’s analytical perspective (and thereby naturalizing the idea that
people or territory can be possessed). It is to be a voyeur who borrows the gaze of an emperor to
fantasize from his throne room all the people and lands in his possession. Imperial fantasies, like
those elaborated by Italo Calvino’s fictional Marco Polo, cannot explain the diverse experience of
empire on the ground.45 For people, land, and resources to “belong” to political entities, claims of
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matters of temporal inscription and its ritual prerogatives, but they nevertheless defended their territorial claims. Korea
between Empires, 1895-1919 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002) Korea between Empires, 199–216
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If a cursory image internet search of maps of the Mongol-Yuan empire is any guide, there appears to be no common
consensus to such an apparently simple question.
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Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1978).
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possession had to be first imagined, constructed, and reinforced. In the present day, when
irredentism is combined with modern territorial nationalism, when ancient empires have become
avatars of modern nation-states, establishing past possession can be easily leveraged to legitimize
political domination.46 This project, however, has no interest in claiming history as national
“property;” neither will it use past claims to legitimize present sovereignties.47 The central concern,
instead, is to trace the articulations of political authority, legitimacy and order in early East Asia in
order to historicize the competing and interacting sovereign claims between the Ming and the
Chosŏn courts.
Chosŏn Korea and the Imperial Tradition
Chosŏn-Ming ideas of sovereignty and territoriality, even if understood as antecessors to
modern notions, should be restored to the structures of relevance specific to their immediate
historical context. Avoiding anachronistic transplantation of conceptual assumptions and dealing
with them explicitly is not enough. We need to appreciate the valences, logics, and practices of
empire-making that shaped how the Chosŏn and the Ming understood their own relationship, all the

This particular political use of history is quite evident in modern Chinese justification of rule in Tibet and Xinjiang,
with refrains like “this land has always belonged to China,” ubiquitous in diplomatic discourse and state reportage. The
Chinese-Korean controversy over the “identity” of the kingdom of Koguryŏ, being either a “Chinese” or “Korean”
kingdom is a similar case. When scholars at the Chinese Northeast Project (Dongbei gongcheng 東北工程) claimed the
kingdom of Koguryŏ being a “Chinese minority kingdom” to buttress the historical legitimacy of Chinese rule over
Manchuria, it elicited enormous protest from Korean academia and the public at large. The establishment of the
Northeast History Foundation in Korea was explicitly meant to counteract this discourse in China. Although the
controversy was in theory limited to the status of an ancient kingdom, because Koguryŏ’s territory spanned modern
North Korea and Chinese Manchuria, the debate can easily be seen as a proxy for debates over territorial sovereignty,
especially given Korea’s irredentist views on Manchuria. Mark Byington, “A Matter of Territorial Security: China’s
Historiographical Treatment of Koguryŏ in the Twentieth Century,” in Nationalism and History Textbooks in Asia and
Europe – Diverse Views on Conflicts Surrounding History (Seoul: The Center for Information on Korean Culture, Academy of
Korean Studies, 2005), 147–75; Schmid, Korea between Empires, 224–235.
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This dissertation, then, will pretend to make no argument, either prescriptive or descriptive regarding where the
imperial state begins and ends. The geographical limits of Korean states and the imperial states shifted back and forth
over time, with the accompanying territorial contentions accumulating over time. Rather than try to resolve these
ambiguities, it would be best to embrace them. Different definitions of “belonging” and different ideas of what “empire”
is, will result in different answers.
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while positing and experimenting with putative equivalences and imperfect translations between
their conceptual world and our own analytical perspective.48
How the Chosŏn and the Ming acknowledged each other’s territorial claims illustrates why
modern assumptions about territorial sovereignty simply do not work. When the Chosŏn was first
established, it had to contend with a series of border disputes with the Ming that lingered from the
collapse of Mongol-Yuan rule. These concerned the jurisdiction of areas north of the Yalu river in
Liaodong, which had formerly been an appanage of a Koryŏ prince during the Yuan, but had been
annexed by the Ming, and a wide swath of land north of Chŏllyŏng pass in Hamgyŏng province in
modern North Korea, which was had been annexed by the Mongols, but now returned partly to
Chosŏn control.49 Against the backdrop of these tense relations, one Korean envoy Kwŏn Kŭn 權
近 (1352–1409), dispatched to the Ming in 1396, alluded to these territorial questions in an poem
on the Yalu River, written on the command of the Ming emperor:50

Since I am advocating, as Haboush does, a “mutual accommodation between the new user and old usage,” where
“new usage” is “assimilated into the old word,” it also follows that terms like cheguk/diguo might not one day acquire the
analytical suppleness that “empire” has acquired through comparative research. The question is simply whether the
scholarly discourse in modern Korean and Chinese would support this sort of new “usage” at this current moment. The
problem is partly endemic to the term itself, and how difficult it would be wrest it away from its state-centered
connotations. Another problem is cheguk/diguo is often equated immediately with the “imperialism” (cheguk chuŭi/diguo
zhuyi 帝國主義), especially of the nineteenth century, no doubt partly owing to the term’s etymology. Korean scholar
Paek Yŏngsŏ, in an essay on “Chinese empire” (Zhongghua diguo 中華帝國) written for a Sinophone audience, remarks
on the exogenous etymology of the terms cheguk/diguo and its associations and tries wrest them away from these
contexts. In this piece advocating for a project of “Chinese empire” that engages with its neighbors peacefully and
collaboratively, Paek deploys cheguk/diguo largely in the sense of described in this dissertation, disavowing the negative
connotations of this term in modern East Asian languages in the process. See Bai Yongrui [Paek Yŏngsŏ] 白永瑞,
“Zhonghua diguo zai Dongya de yiyi: tansuo pipanxing de Zhongguo yanjiu 中華帝國在東亞的意義： 探索批判性
的中國研究,” Kaifang Shidai 開放時代, 2014. http://www.opentimes.cn/bencandy.php?fid=373&aid=1783. I thank
Ziyao Ma for alterting me to this issue and Paek’s essay.
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Pak Wŏnho[hyo] 朴元熇, Myŏngch’o Chosŏn kwan’gyesa yŏn’gu 明初朝鮮關係史硏究 (Seoul: Ilchogak, 2002) 33–113;
Kim Sunja, Han’guk chungse Han-Chung kwan’gyesa 韓國中世韓中關係史 (Seoul: Hyean, 2007), 54–62, 199–221.
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For Kwŏn’s mission and his poems, see Dane Alston, “Emperor and Emissary: The Hongwu Emperor, Kwŏn Kŭn,
and the Poetry of Late Fourteenth Century Diplomacy,” Korean Studies 32 (2008): 101–47; also discussion of these issues
in chapter 2.
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Imperial influence is not bound by limits of the civilized and the barbarian?
What use is there to distinguish one’s territory from another’s?51

The Yalu River was an effective natural barrier that separated Ming and Chosŏn zones of control at
the time and has remained the Chinese-Korean border into the present day. Kwŏn’s couplet,
however, denied the river the power of demarcation. In contrast to the Ming emperor, who in his
own poem saw the Yalu River as reminder of conflict a place “dotted with ruins of ancient
fortresses,” the remnants of wars over contested land; in Kwŏn’s rendering, the river became a a
mere fact of geography, one whose divisive power melted away in the face of the Ming’s allembracing imperial influence. In this latter logic, imperial rule transcended geographical limitations,
rendering distinctions of territory irrelevant. Korean control did not preclude imperial claims over
them.
Kwŏn Kŭn’s deterritoralized reading of imperial sovereignty points to several important
issues. For one, it was possible because of how sovereignty was figured in the imperial tradition in
East Asia. Since the Ming was a huangchao, an “imperial court” (Kr: hwangcho 皇朝), it received its
mandate to rule from heaven, which placed in the line of a succession of preceeding imperial
dynasties. The domain of its ruler, as the son of heaven (Ch: tianzi/ Kr: ch’ŏnja 天子), was properly,
tianxia, “all-under-heaven” (Kr: ch’ŏnha 天下), often translated simply as “the realm,” in modern
scholarship. His universal rule would then culminate in a “grand unification,” the Da yi tong (Kr: tae’il
t’ong 大一統).52 Huangchao referred to the emperor and his court, but it also carried clear cosmic
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Kwŏn Kŭn 權近, Yangch’onjip 陽村集 f.1 in HMC v.7:15b. 皇風不限華夷界 地理何分彼此疆.

This concept is associated with the Gongyang commentaries to the Spring and Autumn Annals, which saw a revival in
the High Qing. Nonetheless, this terminology and parallel terminology of “unification,” such as hon’il (hunyi 混一) still
maintained a significant, if less foregrounded presence in Chosŏn-Ming discourse, especially in diplomatic memorials.
See for example, T’aejong sillok 13:20b [1407/05/01#1]: 仰惟皇考太祖高皇帝 混一天下 懷綏遠人 ; Sejong sillok
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implications. The idea of a chao (Kr: cho 朝) is related, etymologically, to the dawn, because the
emperor holds court in early morning, but is also extended to the period of time that a particular
ruling dynasty could claim sovereignty over tianxia. Both the diachronic, temporal claims of
authority, and the spatialized rendition of it in tianxia signified at least, a theoretical assertion of
universal sovereignty that transcended geographical space, figuring political control in cosmic, rather
than geographic terms.53
Imperial sovereignty figured here contrasts with the explicitly territorialized understanding of
Korean rule in the early Chosŏn. There were cosmic elements to Korean kingship, but by the
fifteenth century, Chosŏn courtiers defined the sovereign prerogative of the Korean ruler in terms
of a limited, bounded geographical space. Whereas the Ming son of heaven could commune directly
with heaven and earth in ceremony, the Chosŏn king, as a ruler of bounded state, was entitled only
to worship the “mountains and rivers.” By receiving Ming imperial investiture, Chosŏn kings ruled
their territory as one of the “feudal lords.”54 On the other hand, the Ming initially implemented
rituals to sacrifice even to the mountains and rivers of Korea, and those of other neighboring states
as assertions of universal sovereignty. Though this gesture was not repeated in later years, a
discourse of universal empire persisted, even if the Ming no longer acted on these prerogatives by

The universalizing tendency of empire is not peculiar to East Asia, and can be found in many other early modern
imperial orders. Some scholars, such as Zhao Dingyang, have argued that tianxia, a universlizing vision of the political
that transcends, a priori, the limitations of territorial states is at the basis of poltical thought in the Chinese tradition.
According to Zhao, that such is the case is what fundamentally distinguishes this tradition from Western political
philosophy, which begins with national states. For a discussion of the concept of tianxia and its universalizing
implications, see Zhao Dingyang 趙訂陽, Tianxia tixi: shijie zhidu zhexue daolun 天下體系: 世界制度哲學導論
(Nanjing: Jiangsu jiaoyu chubanshe, 2005), esp. p. 51. See also William A. Callahan " Tianxia, empire, and the world" in
William A. Callahan and Elena Barabantseva [eds.] China Orders the World: Normative Soft Power and Foreign policy,
2011, p. 111; For a detailed discussion of Chinese notions of universal sovereignty and the contentions around them, see
Lydia Liu’s discussion of them for the early and mid Qing in Clash of Empires, 70–90; for association with the Gongyang
commentarial tradition, see 89.
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initiating contacts with the world beyond its borders after the mid-fifteenth century.55 In contrast to
the implications of territorial sovereignty in the modern term cheguk, what made a certain claim of
sovereignty “imperial” in the Chosŏn-Ming context was its deterritorialization and universalism.
With this definition in mind, to equate empire with a territorial state is a contradiction in terms.
What made a state “imperial” was its claim to universal authority, even if it can never be actualized in
practice.
What made these claims of sovereignty legible for both sides is a shared imperial tradition.
This constellation of concepts foundational to empire-making linked political practice to an
inherited past. Taken in the most literal sense, the imperial tradition is the delineation of inherited
imperial rule, the huangtong or ditong, the diachronic succession of legitimate rulers, the zhengtong (Kr:
chŏngt’ong 正統). Since at many points in history, there were multiple rulers and dynasties who
claimed this imperial succession at any given moment, later rulers and their officials had to draw
their own narratives of legitimate imperial succession, which could vary greatly from one another.
Drawing lines of descent, then, was essential for determining which dynastic precedents could
provide legitimate models and ideals for immediate political action. A whole body of knowledge
developed around the question of transmission that debated not only the lines of legitimate descent
but also the various practices and precedents they offered.56 Dynastic histories, classical texts (and
their commentaries), literary paeans, and works of statecraft sustained this transmission. Imperial
tradition, writ large, points to this body of knowledge that illustrated how empire was to function.

Chŏng Tonghun 鄭東勳, “Myŏng ch’o kukche chilsŏ ŭi chaep’yŏn kwa Koryŏ ŭi wisang: Hongmu yŏngan Myŏng ŭi
sasin insŏn ŭl chungsim ŭro 명초 국제질서의 재편과 고려의 위상 –홍무 연간 명희 사신 인선을
중심으로–,” Yŏksa wa hyŏnsil 89 (2013), 137. The major watershed moment was the death of the Yongle emperor and
the cessation of his “treasure fleets.”
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For a discussion of zhengtong and the imperial tradition, see Hok-lam Chan, Legitimation in Imperial China: Discussions
under the Jurchen-Chin Dynasty (1115-1234) (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1984), 19–43.
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Access to this body of knowledge depended on the circulation of certain foundational texts
on the one hand and literacy in the classical language on the other. As such, the ways of articulating
empire and figuring sovereignty are legible only within a specific scriptal zone (that of literary
Sinitic), making this imperial tradition peculiar to East Asia. The East Asian tradition differed from
the Roman, Islamic, or Sanskrit ones, not for distinctions in practices of rule, dynamics of evolution,
or even semiotics of sovereignty per se, but in their hermeneutic technologies—that is which body of
texts could be legitimately cited to appraise, interpret and ultimately define political practice.57
The imperial tradition, like all traditions, have elements of reinvention. Its pretension to
antiquity could only be sustained because enough people found the imperial tradition useful enough
to appropriate and reinvent. Claims of political authority within the same imperial tradition are
mutually legible, and often speak to similar issues, but they do not always say the same thing. A
reigning emperor could draw on the deeds of past rulers as rationales for his decisions. Likewise, an
imperial official could borrow the authority of the classics to justify a policy position. The actions of
a well-evaluated past ruler were more readily acceptable as models for emulation, while the deeds of
poor rulers would often be cited to criticize contemporary policy. The imperial tradition was
therefore not a monolith, but something mutable over time and pliable to change, even as those who
sought to derive authority from it found its reification convenient for their own ends.58 The
tradition’s coherence was not preexisting, but produced out of how the past was applied.

For Sanskrit, see Sheldon I Pollock, The Language of the Gods in the World of Men Sanskrit, Culture, and Power in Premodern
India (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), 1–75; for Islamic, see Brinkley Morris Messick, The Calligraphic State
Textual Domination and History in a Muslim Society (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 15–36, 135–166; for
interpretive communities, see essays in Stanley Eugene Fish, Is There a Text in This Class?: The Authority of Interpretive
Communities (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1980).
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How imperial precedents, such as those of the Ming founder Zhu Yuanzhang, fucntioned thereafter in Chinese
politics is a good case example. See essays in Sarah Schneewind, ed., Long Live the Emperor! : Uses of the Ming Founder across
Six Centuries of East Asian History (Minneapolis: Society for Ming Studies, 2008).
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This malleability is true for the early Chosŏn case as well. The tradition did not provide selfevident normative models for how Chosŏn was to interact with the Ming. Even the designation of
the Chosŏn king as a ruler of a territorial state and the Ming as universal, cosmic sovereigns, a
portrayal standard in modern textbooks, is a best a snapshot of different elements in flux. Chosŏn
rulers, for instance, at times sought more universalist idioms to describe their authority, only to be
reined in by their own officials. Kwŏn Kŭn’s poetry exchange with the Ming emperor is also a useful
illustration of how the imperial tradition could be used for different ends. Kwŏn’s pronouncement
of Ming universal sovereignty was in fact an implicit challenge to an alternative vision of empire, one
espoused by the founder of the Ming dynasty himself, the Hongwu emperor Zhu Yuanzhang 朱元
璋 (Ming Taizu 明太祖 r. 1368–1398).
Zhu Yuanzhang envisioned a world in which the ecumene was unequivocally separate from
the barbaric beyond, but coterminous with the imperial domain, and conveniently demarcated by
natural geography. In this paradigm, Chosŏn Korea was but one among the “barbarian peoples of its
four frontiers, with culture and customs distinct.” Its king could not be among the lords who
“shared the white thatch of invested territory.”59 Its “separation by mountains” and location
“beyond the seas,” made its exclusion from the civilized ecumene of imperial rule a matter “heaven
made and earth endowed.”60 For the Ming emperor, the proper role of the universal ruler was to
police these preternatural boundaries. Kwŏn Kŭn’s vision of all-embracing sovereignty, on the other
hand, hearkened back to the universalist vision of empire of the Mongol-Yuan. Although the
Mongol-Yuan had tried to conquer Korea, annexed a wide swath of its territory, curtailed its

In Chinese, fenmao zuotu (Kr: p’unmo chakt’o 分茅胙土). By giving a vassal a bundle of white satintail thatch, the
Imperata cylindrica, along with a pile of dirt, the ruler granted him dominion over a particular area of land.
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kingship’s ritual status and administrative autonomy, it embraced a cosmopolitan vision of empire.
Their inclusive approach to cultural and ethnic diversity meant that Korea’s ecumenical membership
was never under question.
Evoking Mongol-Yuan universalism did not mean Kwŏn wished to return to the political
configurations of the Koryŏ-Yuan period. He wanted to have his cake and eat it too— maintaining
Korean territorial claims while including Korea within the ecumene.61 Therefore, when Kwŏn Kŭn
divested the Yalu River of significance as a boundary separating the “civilized” from the
“barbarian,” and charged that imperial influence extended beyond natural barriers, Korea’s inclusion
became a demonstration of the Ming’s universal reach. Yet, elevating Ming authority to the register
of the universal also made its territorial claims inconsequential. By reframing the relationship
between ecumenical boundaries and political authority, Kwŏn intervened on interpretations of the
imperial tradition itself. In other words, Kwŏn contested one vision of empire by elucidating his
own. That Kwŏn’s version was at odds with what the Ming emperor espoused speaks to how the
relationships among sovereignty, territoriality, and ecumenism could evolve and change even within
the same imperial tradition.
Other Chosŏn envoys relied on this disjunction between sovereignty and territoriality in their
interactions with the Ming. Ironically, they turned to a deterritorialized vision of sovereignty
precisely to maintain Chosŏn Korea’s territorial integrity. This vision was useful because of Korea’s
peculiar place within the imperial tradition. In imperial histories, Korea had been represented as a
target of conquest, a territory properly within the pale of direct rule. Later emperors, motivated by
irredentism, attempted to conquer it in order to demonstrate themselves to be heirs of a unified

Other scholars may prefer to call the question of ecumenism the hua-yi discourse (Kr: hwa-yi non 華夷論), i.e. where
the boundaries of “civilization” or “barbarian” ought to fall.
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empire.62 Appeals to empire’s boundless civilizing power provided a useful counter to irredentism
by turning territorial acquisition into a meaningless venture.
Millennia of empire-making in East Asia produced a gamut of precedents to guide imperial
policy towards Korea. One precedent sitting above another made alternative and often contradictory
interpretations possible. The imperial tradition had the quality of a palimpsest.63 Its selective reading
then becomes a powerful technique of negotiation. Just as the devil may cite scripture to suit his
purpose, any Confucian scholar can find some turn of phrase in some authoritative text to make
legitimate what may otherwise have been a radical claim. The task of a Chosŏn envoy was to turn
imperial policy away from precedents unfavorable for Korean goals towards others that were more
conducive to their interests. In reading their tactics, it is important to not mistake the discourse for
the utterance. A statement may be couched in familiar language, but it could very well be stating
something dramatically novel. Therefore, identifying which discourses Korean diplomats used,
whether of Confucian ecumenism, tributary relations, or universal empire, is only the beginning. The
task at hand then, is to contextualize Korean diplomatic statements within field of negotiation,
identifying the substance of the utterance, by teasing it out of the discourse and historicizing the
ends to which they were used.64 It is with an awareness of these issues that one must approach the
discourse of diplomacy in Chosŏn and Ming interactions.
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This is discussed in chapter 6.

For instance, the Ming, despite overthrowing the Yuan, inherited many Mongol-Yuan institutions. David M.
Robinson, “The Ming Court and the Legacy of the Yuan Mongols,” 365–422.
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There are difficult hermeneutic challenges, because it is not always clear that such teasing is indeed possible. There is
admittedly a risk of “overreading;” nonetheless, it is worth consistently “overreading” in this case because these sources
have thus far been consistently “underread,” dismissed as the empty rhetoric of blind bondage to tradition and
precedent.
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The Tributary System and Korea: A Literature Review
It is in part to give due weight to the strategic use of representation (discourse and ritual) in
Chosŏn-Ming relations that this study parts ways from existing scholarship,65 whose analyses
revolve around the idea of the “tributary system.” This paradigm informs the study of not only
Chosŏn-Ming relations, but also much of Korean-Chinese relations in the premodern period, not to
mention interpolity relations in premodern East Asia as a whole. Understood as an “overarching set
of rules that governed international relations at the time,” the “tributary system” enforced a
hierarchical order that maintained “Chinese hegemony” while “provid[ing] a set of tools for
resolving conflicting goals and interests short of resorting to war.”66 In an East Asia under a
“Chinese world order,” those who desired goods from China dispatched regular tribute missions in
exchange for formal political recognition.67 As described by John King Fairbank and his
collaborators, in particular S.Y. Têng, and Mark Mancall and Chun Haejong in the Chinese World
Order,68 the “tributary system” is not simply an analytical category, but the institutional manifestation
of a “normative pattern... developed and perpetuated by the rulers of China over many centuries.”69
It is unfeasible to systematically review the massive body of relevant scholarship in English, Korean, Chinese and
Japanese langauges in a way that will do justice. Instead, I focus on works that have offered important conceptual
insights to or whose empirical work helped lay the groundwork for this dissertation. They are meant to be samples, not
comprehensive reviews. In the course of this discussion, I will also point out some conceptual pitfalls that these existing
analytical paradigms have led to, in additional to critical historiographical omissions that result from them.
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In other words, it was also the discourse of diplomacy, the way interpolity relations were talked
about by historical actors themselves.
The “tributary system” has oriented the study of Korean diplomatic history across multiple
academic communities.70 In lieu of “tributary relations,” Korean and Japanese scholars tend to
prefer a variation of the term “tribute-investiture system” (Kr: chogong-chaekpong ch’egye, Jp: chōkō–
sakufū taikei 朝貢冊封體系) or the general notion of a regional East Asian order.71 Sinophone
scholars also use this terminology as well, but also use “suzerain-vassal institutions” (Ch: zongfan tizhi
宗藩體制) or (Ch: zongfan guanxi 宗藩關係).72 As Koo Bumjin has argued, despite their diverse

“tributary system” in order to contrast it with Westphalian diplomacy, rather than investigate the historical development
of the “tributary system” per se. By emphasizing this contrast, he could demonstrate the strength of the Western impact
in the late nineteenth century in support of his “impact-response” thesis. For scholars in search of a ready-made model
to generalize pre-nineteenth century relations in East Asia, the “Chinese World Order” offered a neatly packaged point
of departure. For a critique of the “impact-response” thesis, see Esherick, Joseph W., “Harvard on China: The
Apologetics of Imperialism,” Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars 4, no. 4 (December 1972). For a critique of the descriptive
use of the “Chinese World Order” , see Kim, Key-Hiuk. The Last Phase of the East Asian World Order : Korea, Japan, and the
Chinese Empire, 1860-1882. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980, and more recently, William A. Callahan, “SinoSpeak: Chinese Exceptionalism and the Politics of History,” The Journal of Asian Studies 71, no. 01 (2012): 33–55.
Kye Sŭngbŏm [Seung B. Kye] 계승범, “15-17 segi tong asia sok ŭi Chosŏn” 15-17 세기 동아시아 속의 조선, in
Tong Asia kukche chilsŏ sok ŭi Han-Chung kwan’gyesa: cheŏn kwa mosaek 동 아시아 국제 질서 속 의 한중 관계사 :
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Chinese World Order, wrote his seminal work on the history of Korea-China relations in the 1960s. Chŏn’s oeuvre, notable
for rigorously outlining the fundamental institutional features of “tributary relations” (chogong kwan’gye) for each period in
dynastic history, with particular attention to economic issues, inaugurated the field in South Korean academia. Like
Fairbank, Chŏn looked to institutional history and issues of “political economics” to circumvent the distortions of
ideology often present in the source material. Also important for later scholarship, is Chŏn’s turn away from a prevailing
perspective of “tributary relations” by previous Korean historians as a “humiliation.” This, Chŏn, asserts has led to
distorted interpretations that he has sought to correct, thus legitimizing its study as a historical field. Chŏn Haejong 全
海宗, Han-Chung kwan’gyesa yŏn’gu 韓中關係史硏究 (Seoul: Ilchogak 一潮閣, 1970), 27, 252–253.
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See Ku Pŏmjin [Koo Bomjin] 구범진, “Tong Asia kukche chilsŏ ŭi pyŏntong kwa Chosŏn–Ch’ŏng kwan’gye”
동아시아 국제질서 의 변동 과 조선–청 관계,” 293–380, esp 293–304. For the seminal work on this subject in
Japanese, see Nishijima Sadao 西嶋定生, Chūgoku kodai kokka to Higashi Ajia sekai 中国古代国家と東アジア世界
(Tokyo: Tōkyō Daigaku Shuppankai 東京大学出版会, 1983); Hamashita Takeshi 浜下武志, Kindai Chūgoku no
kokusaiteki keiki: chōkō bōeki shisutemu to kindai Ajia 近代中国の国際的契機: 朝貢貿易システムと近代アジア
(Tokyo: Tōkyō Daigaku shuppankai 東京大学出版会, 1990); Fuma Susumu 夫馬進, Chūgoku Higashi Ajia gaikō
kōryūshi no kenkyū 中国東アジア外交交流史の研究 (Kyoto: Kyōtō Daigaku Gakujutsu Shuppankai 京都大学学術
出版会, 2007).
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This terminology has been adopted in Anglophone scholarship as well. See for instance, Nianshen Song, “My Land,
My People: Discourses and Practices in the Tumen River Demarcation, 1860s to 1910s” (Ph.D. Diss., The University of
Chicago, 2013), Yuanchong Wang, “Recasting the Chinese Empire.”
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nomenclature, they essentially operate within the Fairbankian paradigm outlined in the Chinese World
Order. These frameworks ultimately share a focus on issues of institutional, political, and economic
history and disagree little in how practices such as tribute missions and rites of investiture are
interpreted.
Common analytical perspectives translate into shared hazards. These problems are
connected in particular to the idea that Chosŏn Korea was a “model” tributary of the Ming. Each
can also be addressed with by rethinking them in terms of “empire” They are as follows. The first is
the problem of Sinocentrism, which can take a variety of forms. On an analytical level, it is the
privileging of a Sinocentric discourse in our terms of analysis. On a conceptual level, it is the casual
conflation of a host of distinct phenomenon—from imperial formations, vast bodies of text, to the
entire Confucian tradition—with some essentialist idea of “China.” And, on a historiographical level,
it is a systematic discounting of the historical agency of actors on China’s “periphery,” in this case,
Korea. These are related to a second problem, that of contextual and diachronic perspective, where
an overarching, stable model is upheld at the expense of historical specificity and resolution. The
final problem, which is in turn related to the discounting of Korean agency, is the inadequate
accounting the role of ritual and literary practices in the construction of “tributary relations.”
The problem of Sinocentrism is in many ways inherent to the paradigm. By emphasizing
dyadic relationships founded on the institutions of “tribute,” ritualistic gifts that recognize imperial
overlordship and “investiture,” the imperial grant of patents recognizing local rulers, this paradigm
assumes that tributary practices largely derive from “Chinese ideas” that enforce hierarchies
delineated by “Confucian notions of cultural achievement.”73 Polities like Chosŏn Korea were thus
integrated in a Sinocentric (Kr: Chunghwa sasang 中華思想) vision of the world. Foregrounding the
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Kang, East Asia before the West, 8–9, 11–12.
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technologies and discourses of Sinocentric imperial rule in analytical vocabulary risks conflating the
ideology present in imperial sources with the “actual” operations of the East Asian world order.74
Another point of criticism that the paradigm has elicited is best represented by scholars of
New Qing History and Inner Asia. They have interrogated whether imperial practices really reflect a
singular Chinese view at all. They have shown how a variety of imperial traditions, world views, and
technologies of legitimation, many drawn from non-Chinese traditions, such as those of Qing

Ku Pŏmjin [Koo Bumjin] 구범진, “Tong Asia kukche chilsŏ ŭi pyŏntong kwa Chosŏn–Ch’ŏng kwan’gye 동아시아
국제질서 의 변동 과 조선–청 관계,” in Tong Asia kukche chilsŏ sok ŭi Han-Chung kwan’gyesa, 298–300. For many
scholars, including Koo, the structure of interstate relations is not to be found in the conceptual imagination of the
“Chinese World Order,” but located in the concrete institutional and economic linkages that constitute, what they call an
“East Asian World Order.” I take this critique of “world order” thinking even further. While geopolitical considerations
often meant that interstate politics were intertwined with one another such metaphors and characterizations borrowed
from the discourse of modern international affairs work poorly in the early modern East Asian context.
74

To elevate Korea’s experience in the “tributary system” into an overriding structure that encompasses East
Asia only makes sense from a vantage point at the hub of the proverbial wheel. In East Asia, tributary system(s) nearly
always operated bilaterally, and its defining institutional features could be reproduced locally. A center could be
constructed vis-a-vis one’s neighbors, but seldom do these “world orders” cohere into something universal. Kenneth
Robinson, for instance, has shown how a Korean-centered “world order” could be constructed in parallel with a Sinocentric one in the fifteenth and sixteenth century, using many of the same ritual and institutional technologies. The
different ways the distinction between “civilization” and “barbarity” was understood in China, Japan, and Korea during
this period illustrate these disjunctures aptly. The ideational “world orders” used to interpret these phenomena did not
cohere together.
There was also no institutional forum where Koreans, Japanese, Ryukyuan, Vietnamese and Chinese envoys
worked together. The only place of tangible, multi-lateral state contact in this period, was, in fact, the (Ming) imperial
capital, but even there contact between various groups was rare. Anecdotal exceptions of Koreans meeting Vietnamese
envoys in Beijing are an exception. In other words, there was not an overarching multilateral political order to speak of.
This discrete bilaterality distinguishes East Asia from the multi-state system of early modern Europe and the current
global system. (Notably, unlike the European nobility who intermarried and often traveled across Europe, by the
fifteenth century, East Asian political elites operated in a space that was coterminous with the territorial boundaries of
the states to which they owed their allegiance.)
All this is not to say there was no geopolitical structure that bound these states together or that the structural
linkages of trade and exchange were moot, but simply that they had no counterpart at the level of political institutions.
Whereas the Fairbankean Chinese “world order” is merely conceptual, the East Asian world order is only an exchange
structure, lacking a conceptual counterpart in the realm of political discourse. If one must speak of “world orders,” one
should recognize that they were inherently self-centered and solipsistic.
See Kenneth R. Robinson, “Centering the King of Chosŏn,” The Journal of Asian Studies 59, no. 1 (2000): 33–54; For
different ways of defining civilization in East Asia, see Etsuko Hae-jin Kang, Diplomacy and Ideology in Japanese-Korean
Relations : From the Fifteenth to the Eighteenth Century (Houndmills, Basingstoke, Hampshire New York, NY: Macmillan
Press ; St. Martin’s Press, 1997). For Vietnamese and Korean envoys, see Liam C. Kelley, Beyond the Bronze Pillars : Envoy
Poetry and the Sino-Vietnamese Relationship (Honolulu: Association for Asian Studies : University of Hawai’i Press, 2005).
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China’s Manchu rulers and their non-Chinese constituents informed interstate relations.75 In the
case of Chosŏn-Ming relations, as Peter Yun has shown, many practices considered typical of

Whether the Manchus were “Chinese” hinges on the so-called “Sinicization” (Hanhua 漢化) debate. Although New
Qing historians like Evelyn Rawski, Mark Elliot, Pamela Crossley, and Yao Dali have convincingly demonstrated the
importance of Inner Asian traditions in Qing empire-making, the once dominant narrative of the gradual Sinicization of
the Manchus remains a strong counterpoint. While there is a case to be made for either position, there is a tendency for
the “Sinicization” camp to ignore experiences, archives, and perspectives of polities and ethnic groups who have a
different story to tell. The details of this politically charged debate is tangential to this study, but it is important to
recognize that those who argue in favor of “Siniciziation” rarely interrogate the assumption that imperial institutions,
Confucian classics, and literary Chinese were inherently “Chinese” (Han 漢) objects, the adoption of which made one
Sinicized. This perspective is untenable from the Korean perspective. For Chosŏn Koreans, there was no question that
these objects were technologies that originated in China, but they often viewed as elements of a universal civilization
rooted in a classical past. Therefore, in the Korean context, appropriation of these objects should be distinguished from
an ethno-cultural transformation implied in the term “Sinicization” (Hanhua). Simply put, Koreans adopted these cultural
paraphernalia and did not become “Chinese” or Han.
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Ultimately, the debate thus hinges on how closely one seeks to identify particular technologies of statecraft and
cultural practices as inherently “Chinese.” To describe how Koreans viewed with the authority of things “Chinese,” a
different term, confusingly coined, “Chosŏn Sinocetrism” (Chosŏn Chunghwa chuŭi 朝鮮中華主義) has been used in
Korean language scholarship. It hinges on the fact that from the Chosŏn perspective, Chunghwa (Ch: Zhonghua 中華),
commonly understood as a referent for China or Chinese, had a variety of meanings. It can be used refer to the center or
fountainhead of civilization (i.e. the “Central Efflorescence”), or “China,” either as a political entity or a geographical
referent, or “Chinese” as an ethno-political identity. These were all related concepts, but these registers were not
coterminous, even if they were often conflated. Even Chosŏn period discourse is not always clear whether a particular
instance what the term Chunghwa (or its related terms) in fact refers to. Nonetheless, Chunghwa, a civilizational tradition,
the state, or a geographical or ethnic marker, could be disaggregated at times and it is clear that these things had distinct,
though linked conceptual livelihoods. In other words, any combination of meanings are in theory possible when
Chunghwa was used in the Chosŏn context. For this reason, this dissertation will translate Chunghwa differently to capture
the semantic scope, depending on the context. A different reading, however, may lead to different interpretations.
Chunghwa chuŭi, then, really points to several distinct registers of phenomena. On the analytical level, it is a
critique of Sinocentric historical methodologies or perspectives. When placed in Chosŏn history, it points to a Korean
view of imperial China as an axis mundi. But, it also points to Chosŏn adoption of the Confucian universalism of the
imperial project and institutions derived either from contemporary Chinese examples or classical models. Finally, for the
late Chosŏn period, it can also refer to how Koreans saw themselves as the new center of civilization and guardian of the
classical tradition, a “Small Central Efflorescence,” (So Chunghwa/ Xiao Zhonghua) to replace a lost axis mundi after the fall
of the Ming to the Manchus.
For the “Sinicization” debate and New Qing History, see Evelyn S. Rawski, “Presidential Address: Reenvisioning the
Qing: The Significance of the Qing Period in Chinese History,” The Journal of Asian Studies 55, no. 4 (November 1, 1996):
829–50; Mark C. Elliott, The Manchu Way ; the Eight Banners and Ethnic Identity in Late Imperial China (Stanford, Calif.:
Stanford University Press, 2001); Pamela Kyle Crossley, A Translucent Mirror : History and Identity in Qing Imperial Ideology
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999); Pei Huang, Reorienting the Manchus: A Study of Sinicization 1583-1795
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell Univ East Asia Program, 2011); Ping-Ti Ho, “In Defense of Sinicization: A Rebuttal of Evelyn
Rawski’s ‘Reenvisioning the Qing,’” The Journal of Asian Studies 57, no. 1 (February 1, 1998): 123–55. For “Sinocentrism”
and its problems in Korean historiography, see, for example, Kim Yŏngmin 김영민, “Chosŏn Chunghwa chuŭi
chaegŏmt’o 조선중화주의의 재검토,” Han’guk sayŏn’gu 한국사연구, no. 162 (September 2013): 211–52. For the
seminal study on Chosŏn “Sinocentrism,” see Chŏng Okcha 정옥자, Chosŏn hugi Chosŏn chunghwa sasang yŏn’gu 조선
후기 조선 중화 사상 연구 (Seoul: Ilchisa, 1998).
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Korean relations with imperial China in fact owe to the Mongol-Yuan innovations.76 Furthermore,
they view the adoption of pre-existing Chinese institutions by Manchu (and Mongol) conquerors of
China not as a story of inevitable “Siniciziation” but rather as a process of appropriation.77 It is
therefore important to appreciate different threads, trajectories, and genealogies of imperial practice
across time, while accounting for agency in processes of appropriation.78
Scholars working in Korea have long recognized the limitations of the tributary system
paradigm and have endeavored to address the issues of Sinocentric perspectives by emphasizing
change over time and the particulars of the Korean experience. Lee Ik Joo and several other
prominent scholars in Korea have compared how tributary relations took on a variety of forms for
Korea from their early origins in the third century to their collapse in the nineteenth century, a
welcome remedy to the pitfalls of a totalizing, imperial perspective.79 This pericentric view
decouples Korea’s experience from a metropole-projected “world order;” Korea is no longer a
spoke in the proverbial imperial wheel, but a partner in a dyadic relationship.

Peter Yun, “Rethinking the Tribute System: Korean States and Northeast Asian Interstate Relations, 600-1600”
(Ph.D. Diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 1998), 6–33.
76

For a more detailed delineation, see Kye Sŭngbŏm’s critiques of the “Sinicization” narrative implicit in views of the
“Chinese World Order” and its relationship to New Qing history. He also summarizes several other critical perspectives,
in particular those of Morris Rossabi and James Hevia. Kye Sŭngbŏm 계승범, “15-17 segi tong asia sok ŭi Chosŏn 1517,” in Tong Asia kukche chilsŏ sok ŭi Han-Chung kwan’gyesa, 236–90, esp. pp. 239–248; Hevia, Cherishing Men from Afar, 7–
15; Morris Rossabi, ed., China among Equals : The Middle Kingdom and Its Neighbors, 10th-14th Centuries (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1983).
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For instance, the multiple imperial traditions in Yuan legitimation and practice discussed in Herbert Franke, From
Tribal Chieftain to Universal Emperor and God : The Legitimation of the Yüan Dynasty (München: Verlag der Baerischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1978) and Kim Hodong 김호동, Monggol cheguk kwa Koryŏ : K’ubillai chŏngkwŏn ŭi t’ansaeng
kwa Koryŏ ŭi chŏngchʻijŏk wisang 몽골 제국 과 고려 : 쿠빌라이 정권 의 탄생 과 고려 의 정치적 위상. (Seoul:
Sŏul taehakkyo chʻulpʻanbu, 2007); and the inheritance of these practices and ideologies by the Ming, shown in David
M. Robinson, “The Ming Court and the Legacy of the Yuan Mongols,” in Culture, Courtiers, and Competition : The Ming
Court (1368-1644), ed. David M. Robinson, Harvard East Asian Monographs 301 (Cambridge, Mass.: Published by the
Harvard University Asia Center : Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2008), 365–422.
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Lee and others provide a fine-grained understanding of how historical periods differ from one another, dispelling the
notion of unchanging continuity. Then, such overviews emphasize varied historical experiences for Korea across time,
making diachronic comparison possible. The “tributary system” is thus made accountable to geography and history. Yi
Ikchu [Lee Ik Joo] 이익주 et. al., Tong Asia kukche chilsŏ sok ŭi Han-Chung kwan’gyesa : cheŏn kwa mosaek.
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A pericentric view is only the first step for addressing the problems the Fairbankian
paradigm presents. Fairbank wrote that the “world order” was a “unified concept only at the
Chinese end and only on the normative level,” implying that any pericentric view, such as one that
examines how Mongols or Tibetans viewed the empire—80promised to destabilize the relationship
between imperial ideology and practices on the ground. Chosŏn Korea however, is an exception, for
it was the only polity “attracted” only by “cultural and ideological” means, and not coerced by force
or incentivized by material gain.81 Korea’s semiotic participation in the project of empire—writing,
performing, and acting in its discourses and ritual regimes—make it impossible to cleanly separate
the Korean perspective from an imperial one, even for heuristic purposes. Although tributary
relations took on various forms throughout the history of Sino-Korean interactions, the degree to
which Korean polities, especially the Koryŏ and the Chosŏn seemed to acknowledge its normativity
only speaks to the paradigm’s relevance.
For these reasons, the Chosŏn-Ming relationship is idealized as a quintessential illustration of
what the “tributary system” was.82 This is especially true for the period this dissertation examines,
the two centuries between the establishment of the Chosŏn dynasty in 1392 and the outbreak of the

Johan Elverskog, Our Great Qing: The Mongols, Buddhism and the State in Late Imperial China (Honolulu: University of
Hawai’i Press, 2006), Gray Tuttle, Tibetan Buddhists in the Making of Modern China (New York: Columbia University Press,
2005).
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Fairbank, The Chinese World Order, 12–13. Chun Hae-jong differs somewhat from Fairbank and argues Chosŏn
participation served a largely political purpose, where the reverence for Qing China was offer in exchange for peace and
political non-interference. Chun Hae-jong [Chŏn Haejong 全海宗], “Sino-Korean Tributary Relations in the Ch’ing
Period,” in The Chinese World Order, 90–111.
81

Larsen, Traditions, Treaties and Trade, 24–32. Vietnam has also been described in this manner, though it is clear it had
much fractious relations with the Ming and Qing courts. Furthermore, while Korean rulers did not assume imperial
titles, Vietnamese rulers did, suggesting that they were keener to assert parity with the Ming and Qing. Nonetheless, as
Liam Kelley and Kathlene Baldanza have argued it is not enough to see Vietnamese relations with the Ming and Qing
only in terms of resistance to Chinese imperial authority. The onus on scholars has been to take the cultural affinities
between the Vietnamese elite and Chinese high culture more seriously, rather than focus on conflict Sino-Vietnamese
relations simply as one of contention. Indeed, the early modern Vietnamese and the Korean experiences deserve further
comparison, and may have await future collaboration across regional fields. See Kathlene Baldanza, “The Ambiguous
Border: Early Modern Sino-Viet Relations” (Ph.D. Diss., University of Pennsylvania, 2010); Kelley, Beyond the Bronze
Pillars, 1–3, 9–17, 19–23.
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Imjin War in 1592.83 Although Chosŏn-Ming relations were fractious during the first two decades,
they soon stabilized, and in the words of Donald Clark, “the tribute system functioned relatively
smoothly until the last decade of the sixteenth century.”84 The terms established during this period
then became the basis for “tributary relations” for centuries to come.85 These two macro-historical
events: the dynasty’s founding and a cataclysmic war, both subjects of extensive historiographical
treatment, serve as bookends in the standard narrative of Sino-Korean relations.86

There is thus far no full-length work in English dedicated to this period of Sino-Korean relations. Recent work on
Sino-Korean relations in English have tended to focus on the late 19th century. Larsen, Tradition, Treaties, and Trade;
Joshua John Van Lieu, “Divergent Visions of Serving the Great: The Emergence of Chosŏn-Qing Tributary Relations as
a Politics of Representation” (Ph.D. Diss., University of Washington, 2010); Nianshen Song, “My Land, My People:
Discourses and Practices in the Tumen River Demarcation, 1860s to 1910s”; Yuanchong Wang, “Recasting The Chinese
Empire: Qing China And Choson Korea, 1610s–1910s.”
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Donald N. Clark, “Sino-Korean Tributary Relations under the Ming,” in The Ming Dynasty, 1398-1644, Part 2, The
Cambridge History of China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 273, 284. Ye Quanhong, whose study on
Sino-Korean relations during the Yuan-Ming transition, is to date the most thorough and even-handed treatment of this
subject in Chinese, marks the advent of literary exchange to signal a new phase in Chosŏn-Ming relations. Philip de Heer
compares three separate Ming envoy missions from the fifteenth century as representing a “stage in which the working
of the system came closer to theoretical norms.” He sees the “maturation” of Sino-Korean relations during this period
to “coincide” with the “ripening of Ming political life” that came with the stabilization of Ming rule and the end of
political violence that characterized its earlier years. Others, like Pak Wŏnhyo and Kim Sunja see their studies as
documenting the establishment the beginning of “typical” tributary relations (chŏnhyŏng chŏgin chogong-chaekpong kwan’gye) by
the early fifteenth century, which served as the foundation of relations through the end of the early mdoern period.
Although these authors differ on when relations truly “stabilized,” they all identify the significance of the fifteenth
century in terms of inaugurating a new phase of Sino-Korean relations. Ye Quanhong, Mingdai qianqi Zhong Han guojiao,
119, 125–126, 131–134; Philip de Heer, “Three Embassies to Seoul: Sino-Korean Relations in the 15th Century,” in
Conflict and Accommodation in Early Modern East Asia: Essays in Honour of Erik Zurcher, ed. Leonard Blusse and Harriet T.
Zurndorfer (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1993), 243, 255–257; Pak Wŏnho, Myŏngch’o Chosŏn kwan’gyesa, 288–290, 294–301; Kim
Sunja, Han’guk chungse Han-Chung kwan’gye, 14–15.
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More recently, David Kang has reinforced this view. Kang sees Ming intervention in the Imjin War as one chief
example for how the tributary system was able to restore lasting peace. East Asia before the West, 1, 93–98.
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Scholarship on Chosŏn-Ming relations has gravitated either to the Imjin War and its aftermath. For example, Kenneth
Swope and Masato Hasegawa have focused in particular on Ming involvement in the Imjin War. Kenneth Swope, A
Dragon’s Head and a Serpent’s Tail : Ming China and the First Great East Asian War, 1592-1598 (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 2009); Hasegawa, Masato. “Provisions and Profits in a Wartime Borderland: Supply Lines and Society
in the Border Region between China and Korea, 1592-1644.” Ph.D. Diss., Yale University, 2013. or, in the case of
several classic studies have tended to focus on their early establishment in the context of dynastic transition. Kim Sunja,
Han’guk chungse Han-Chung kwan’gyesa; Ye Quanhong 業泉宏, Mingdai qianqi Zhong Han guojiao zhi yanjiu: 1368-1488 明代
前期中韓國交之研究 (Taipei: Taiwan shang wu ying shu guan, 1991); Pak Wŏnho[hyo], Myŏngch’o Chosŏn kwan’gyesa
yŏn’gu.
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To be sure, there is no shortage of empirical work on the particulars of Chosŏn-Ming
relations during the “placid” period,87 in English, Korean, Chinese and Japanese. Studies on the
shifts in Ming diplomatic personnel and its relationship to Ming politics are an example.88 Other
works focus on periods following dynastic turmoil, such as the Chungjong restoration of 1506,
where the seemingly routine matters of investiture and tribute were sources of controversy.89
Territorial disputes,90 exacerbated by cross-border conflict with Jurchens and the Uriyangkhai, are
another area of contention in Chosŏn-Ming relations that scholars have examined.91
These studies approach Sino-Korean relations largely through the lens of traditional
diplomatic history, emphasizing trade, warfare, and political negotiation. Another body of
scholarship examines the practice of diplomacy itself, turning to the history of concrete institutional
practices. They are interested, for instance, in the frequency and practice of envoy travel, the flow of
documents, and the verification of envoy identities.92 Other works turn to the establishment of
87

Clark, “Sino-Korean Tributary Relations under the Ming,” 284.

Cho Yŏngnok 曺永祿, “Sŏnch’o ŭi Chosŏn ch’ulsin Myŏngsa ko -- Sŏngjong cho ŭi tae Myŏng kyosŏp kwa
Myŏngsa Chŏng Tong-- 鮮初의 朝鮮出身 明使考 -- 成宗朝의 對明交涉과 明使 鄭同--,” Kuksagwan nonch’ong
14 (1990): 107–34.
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David M. Robinson, “Korean Lobbying at the Ming Court: King Chungjong’s Usurpation of 1506: A Research
Note,” Ming Studies 41, no. Spring 1 (1999): 37–53; Kye, Seung B. “Huddling under the Imperial Umbrella: A Korean
Approach to Ming China in the Early 1500s.” Journal of Korean Studies 15, no. 1 (2010): 41–66.
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For instance, Diao Shuren 刁書人, “Jingtai, Tianshun nianjian Jianzhou sanwei Nüzhen yu Ming chao, Chaoxian
guanxi 景泰、天順年間建州三衛女真與明朝、朝鮮關係,” Shixue congkan, no. 1 (2010): 101–7; Diao Shuren 刁書
人, Wang Jian 王劍, “Mingchu Maolin wei yu Chaoxian de Guanxi 明初毛憐衛與朝鮮的關係,” Dongbei Shidi 1
(2006): 252–68.
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Chŏng Taham [Chong Daham] 정다함, “Chŏngpŏl iranŭn chŏnjaeng / Chŏngpŏl iranŭn chesa 征伐이라는 戰爭
/征伐이라는 祭祀,” Han’guksa hakpo 52 (August 2013): 271–306; Kye Sŭngbŏm 계승범, Chosŏn sidae haeoe p’abyŏng
kwa Han-Chung kwan’gye: Chosŏn chibae ch’ŭng ŭi Chungguk insik 조선 시대 해외 파병 과 한중 관계: 조선 지배층
의 중국 인식 (Seoul: P’urŭn yŏksa, 2009).
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For example, Kim Kyŏngnok 金暻錄, “Chosŏn sidae tae Chungguk waegyo munsŏ ŭi chŏpsu - pojun ch’aegye
조선시대 대중국 외교문서의 접수ㆍ보존체계,” Han’guksa yŏn’gu 한국사연구, no. 136 (March 2007): 133–77;
Kim Kyŏngnok 金暻錄, “Chosŏn sidae chogong ch’eje tae Chungguk sahaeng 朝鮮時代 朝貢體制와 對中國 使
行,” Myŏng Chŏng sa yŏn’gu 30 (2008): 91–128; Chŏng Tonghun 鄭東勳. “Myŏngdae chŏn’gi oegyo sachŏl ŭi sinpun
chŏngmyŏng pangsik kwa kukkagan ch’egye 明代前期 外國使節의 身分證明 方式과 國家間 體系.” Myŏng Chŏng
sa yŏn’gu 10 (October 2013): 1–34.
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ritual regimes to enforce political hierarchies.93 This body of scholarship, especially in Korean, has
increased our understanding of the institutional operation of Korean diplomacy, but have not
fundamentally challenged the standard narrative, that the two centuries between 1392 and 1592 can
be adequately characterized as reflecting the “tributary system” at work.94
Further inquiry along the same paradigm will inevitably reproduce existing axes of analysis
and become a mere case study confirming what existing analytical frameworks have totalized in their
explanations. Even if a diachronic sensitivity can increase awareness of difference across time, we still
lack a conceptual apparatus that can be used to explain how these practices evolved from within.
Only macro-historical events, such as the Chosŏn or Ming dynastic foundation, or cataclysmic wars
like the Imjin War (1592–1597) or Manchu Wars (1627, 1636), and the impact of foreign colonialism
in the nineteenth century, appear able to alter the structure of “tributary relations.”95 Once the
Chosŏn court established tributary relations with the Ming, it entered into a rigid, pre-existing
structure and appeared powerless to alter it.

Kuwano Eiji 桑野栄治, “Chōsen Chūsōdai niokeru tai Mei yōhai girei - 16 seiki zenhan no Chōsen to Mei, Nihon
朝鮮中宗代における対明遥拝儀礼-16 世紀前半の朝鮮と明・日本,” Bulletin of Faculty of Literature, Kurume
University. Intercultural Studies 久留米大学文学部紀要 25 (March 2007): 51–78.; Ch’oe Chongsŏk 崔鐘奭, “Chosŏn
sigi Sŏnghwangsa ipji rŭl tullŏssan yangsang kwa kŭ paegyŏng: Koryŏ irae chlsŏ wa ‘Siwang chi che’ sai ŭi kilhang ŭi
kwanjŏm esŏ 조선시기 城隍祠 입지를 둘러싼 양상과 그 배경: 高麗 이래 질서와 ‘時王之制’ 사이의
길항의 관점에서,” Han’guksa yŏn’gu 한국사연구, no. 143 (December 2008): 145–200; Ch’oe Chongsŏk 崔鐘奭,
“Koryŏ sidae Chohaŭi ŭirye kujo ŭi pyŏndong kwa kukka wisang 고려시대 朝賀儀 의례 구조의 변동과 국가
위상,” Han’guk munhwa 한국문화 51 (September 2010): 223–64; Chŏng Tonghun 정동훈, “Myŏngdae ŭi yeje chilsŏ
esŏ Chosŏn kukwang ŭi wisang 명대의 예제 질서에서 조선국왕의 위상,” Yŏksa wa hyŏnsil 역사와현실, no. 84
(June 2012): 251–92.
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Even as individual scholars recognize the inadequacies of this paradigm, corrections tend towards either minor
modifications or empirical revision. An exception is the critique offered by Chŏng Taham [Chong Daham] 정다함,
“‘Sadae’ wa ‘kyorin’ kwa ‘Sochunghwa’ ranŭn t’ŭl ŭi ch’osiganjŏgin kŭrigo Ch’ogong’ganjŏgin maengrak ‘事大’와 ‘交
隣’과 ‘小中華’라는 틀의 초시간적인 그리고 초공간적인 맥락,” Han’guksa hakpo 42 (February 2011): 287–323.
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Typical long-view readings of Korea-China relations, for instance, see change in terms of ruptures instigated by such
events. For instance, see the narrative offered in Ch’oe Yŏnsik, “Chogong ch’eche ŭi pyŏntong,” 101–21.
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These factors are responsible for the prevalent characterization of Korea, and especially
Chosŏn, as China’s so-called “model tributary.”96 This characterization is conceptually problematic
and ultimately short-circuits our historical agency by occluding Korean agency, a result of an
inadequate accounting of the role ritual and literary practices played in constructing Chosŏn-Ming
relations during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
Viewing Korea as a “model” tributary leads to an array of epistemic and methodological
fallacies. Chosŏn Korea was a “model” tributary because it functioned as an ideal tributary state
should; and, it was also “paradigmatic” for best illustrating how the tributary system worked. Here
the ouroboros consumes its own tail. To explain Chosŏn-Ming relations as an example of “tributary
relations” is to say nothing more than Chosŏn-Ming relations operated like itself. It would be
analogous to stating that the European Union is a representative example of a “transnational order”
and defining, a priori, that “transnational order” is whatever the European Union happens to be.
What does it mean when an example is paradigmatic, and yet is, essentially, the model of itself?
The problem is not only logical, but also empirical. The conformity of ideology and practice,
which premised the notion of a “model tributary,” was not so seamless in the actual operation of
Korean diplomacy. Cha Hyewŏn, in addressing the many inconsistencies with seeing Chosŏn as a
“model,” calls attention to the politics of self-representation, where “overt and outwardly
ingratiating displays of affection that [Chosŏn] deployed to honor China may not necessarily align
with its true feelings toward the country.”97 The political use of rhetoric and representation places

It would repetitive to give a full genealogy of this view, suffice to say, as Donald Clark has stated, Korea was “often
referred to as a model Chinese tributary state.” Fairbank, who lists Chosŏn as the only state who participated in the
tribute system for cultural and ideological reasons alone, describes Chosŏn Korea as the “primary example, almost the
ideal model, of tributary relations.” See Clark, “Sino-Korean Tributary Relations under the Ming”; Fairbank, The Chinese
World Order; Chŏn Haejong repeats this view as well in Han-Chung kwan’gyesa yŏn’gu, 50–58.
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Cha Hyewon [Ch’a Hyewŏn] 차혜원, “Was Joseon a Model or an Exception? Reconsidering the Tributary Relations
during Ming China,” Korea Journal 51, no. 4 (Winter 2011): 53–55.
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assumptions of Chosŏn’s sincere adherence to imperial ideology on shaky ground. Nonetheless,
since the Chosŏn court professed these “ingratiating displays of affection” so convincingly, and so
consistently, it is hard to argue that there not real sentiments behind them. While evidence against
the transparent authenticity of these sentiments exist,98 the kind of outright defiance in public
ideology evident in late Chosŏn attitudes towards the Manchu Qing are not easily found in early
Chosŏn sources.99 Furthermore, the Chosŏn-Ming relationship even came to be idealized in the late
Chosŏn memory and discourse.100 Indeed, it was often Korean envoys themselves who described
Chosŏn Korea as the Ming’s model tributary.101
This massive body of literal declarations of fealty and admiration have been used to suggest
Chosŏn participation in the Ming “tributary system” was an inevitable outgrowth of Korean
ideological predilections. In these analytical tropes, the Chosŏn sought tributary relations with the
Ming because of the Neo-Confucian orientation of Chosŏn’s founders, which was expressed in an
ideology of sadae or “Serving the Greater” (sadae juŭi 事大主義), a reflection Korea’s “admiration
for China” (mohwa sasang/ muhua sixiang 慕華思想).102 As deterministic understandings of the

Peter Yun, “Confucian Ideology and the Tribute System in Chosŏn-Ming Relations,” Sach’ong 55, no. 9 (2002): 275–
278.
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The Chosŏn never really recognized the Manchu rulers of the Qing as legitimate emperors, and continued to revere
the Ming in court rituals and historiographical projects. See JaHyun Kim Haboush, “Constructing the Center: The Ritual
Controversy and the Search for a New Identity in Seventeenth Century Korea,” in Culture and the State in Late Chosŏn
Korea, ed. JaHyun Kim Haboush and Martina Deuchler (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center, 1999), 46–
90; “Contesting Chinese Time, Nationalizing Temporal Space: Temporal Inscription in Late Chosŏn Korea,” in Time,
Temporality and Imperial Transition: East Asia Form Ming to Qing, Asian Interactions and Comparisons (Honolulu; Ann
Arbor Mich.: University of Hawaii Press; Association for Asian Studies, 2005), 115–41.
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Sun Weiguo 孫衛國, Da Ming qihao yu xiao Zhonghua yishi : Chaoxian wangchao zun Zhou si Ming wenti yan jiu, 1637-1800
大明旗號與小中華意識：朝鮮王朝尊周思明問題研究 (Beijing: Shangwu yinshu guan, 2007). Saeyoung Park,
“Sacred Spaces and the Commemoration of War in Choson Korea” (Ph.D., The Johns Hopkins University, 2011).
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Korean envoys certainly portrayed themselves as such; as did the Ming and Qing imperiums. For example, James
Hevia notes that Korean tribute embassies were always held as exemplary in Qing ritual texts. They were thus
exceptional, rather than “models” for the reception of other foreign embassies. Cherishing Men from Afar, 50–51.
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The notion of “severing the greater” has a locus classicus in the Mencius where relations with smaller states and larger
states can be rooted in reciprocity. It is undeniable that Chosŏn relations with the Ming was rooted in this discourse, but
it is problematic to attribute the locus classicus as the reason for why Chosŏn-Ming relations took the shade it did. It is
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relationship between culture and structure, they provide self-evident explanations for the history of
Chosŏn-Ming relations, as any particular historical phenomenon can simply be explained as an
expression of these ideological predilections.
These tropes contain a series of problematic assumptions and logical leaps. There is an
implicit teleology in the “Neo-Confucian” narrative, which skirts around the question of historical
causality. It is undeniable that Neo-Confucian discourses were deployed in Chosŏn’s diplomatic
approach towards the Ming. But, while Neo-Confucianism was influential in the early Chosŏn, it had
yet become a dominant orthodoxy; it is dangerous to read the first two centuries of Chosŏn history
from a vantage point that presumes the eventual, firm establishment of Neo-Confucianism in
Chosŏn court and elite after the sixteenth century.103

preferable to conceive of sadae as a set of policies rather than fixed ideology. The idea of sadae as an ideology of “Serving
the Greater” owes primarily to how Sino-Korean relations were perceived in Korea in the colonial and postcolonial
context. Identifying sadae as a form of “toadyism” or “flunkeyism” associated with Korea’s Confucian tradition, this
discourse faults sadae juŭi for Korea’s loss of independence in the early twentieth century to the Japanese. For locus
classicus see Mencius, King Hui of Liang, part 2 (孟子 梁惠王下)； for discourse and policy, see Sun Weiguo 孫衛國,
“Shida zhuyi yu Chaoxian wangchao dui Ming guanxi 事大主義與朝鮮王朝對明關係,” Nankai xuebao, no. 4 (2002):
66–73; for “admiration for China” as ideological cause, see p. 71 and Sun Weiguo 孫衛國, “Shilun Chaoxian wangchao
zhi muhua sixiang 試論朝鮮王朝之慕華思想,” Shehui kexue jikan, no. 1 (2008): 25–31. For sadae in colonial and
postcolonial discourse see, Andre Schmid, Korea between Empires, 1895-1919 (New York: Columbia University Press,
2002), 129–136. John B. Duncan, “Uses of Confucianism in Modern Korea,” in Rethinking Confucianism : Past and Present
in China, Japan, Korea, and Vietnam, ed. Benjamin A. Elman, John B. Duncan, and Herman Ooms (Los Angeles: UCLA
Asian Pacific Monograph Series, 2002), 433–439, 447–448, 460–461.
John Duncan and Javier Cha have shown that what has been labeled “Neo-Confucianism” in fact reflects several
distinct intellectual strands in the late Koryŏ and early Chosŏn. Furthermore, as Martina Deuchler has noted, the
eventual dominance of Neo-Confucianism in Korean society was a long term and gradual process. Peter Yun, and
others, have long noted that early Chosŏn diplomacy was founded on practical strategic concerns, and not NeoConfucian dogmatism, although even he has subscribed to the view that the eventual ascendancy of Neo-Confucianism
made Korean adherence to tributary system a matter of ideological conformity. The firm seperation between ideological
conformity and diplomatic strategy is also specious—ideological confirmity was also potentially straetgic.
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Another problem with the Neo-Confucian thesis is that it remains to be explained how an intellectual tradition that
centered around “internalizing the project of empire” and focusing on the moral authority of the scholar-gentleman can
somehow be transferred to the space of diplomacy. The usual explanation is that Neo-Confucianism emphasized the
“righting of names” (正名) and strict attention to hierarchy, but this too is unconvincing because these concepts were
not unique to Neo-Confucianism. For examples of the “Neo-Confucian thesis,” Chŏng Tuhŭi 정두희, Wangjo ŭi ŏlgul:
Chosŏn wangjo ŭi kŏn’guksa e taehan saeroun ihae 왕조 의 얼굴: 조선 왕조 의 건국사 에 대한 새로운 이해
(Seoul: Sŏgang taehakkyo ch’ulp’anbu, 2010), 313–319; Huang Zhilian 黄枝连, Dong Ya de liyi shijie: Zhongguo fengjianwang
chao yu Chaoxian bandao guanxi xingtai lun 東亞的禮義世界： 中國封建王朝與朝鮮半島關係形態論 (Beijing:
Zhongguo renmin daxue chuban she, 1994), 321–351; Hugh Dyson Walker, “The Yi-Ming Rapprochement: SinoKorean Foreign Relations, 1392-1592” (Ph.D. Diss., University of California, Los Angeles, 1971), 155, 204; Ch’oe
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If the Neo-Confucian explanation suffers from teleology, the idea of “admiring China”
suffers from tautology. Quite prevalent in Sinophone scholarship, it attributes Chosŏn’s tributary
relationship with the Ming to the affinity toward Chinese civilization on the part of the Korean elite.
There is a grain of truth to this, since some members of the Chosŏn elite did exhibit admiration for
Ming elite culture. Those who traveled to China as envoys often took pride in having done so.
However, explanation is both logically recursive and empirically reductive. For one, affinity towards
Chinese culture does not necessarily inspire the desire for political allegiance. Furthermore, the
primary evidence for ascribing Korean political allegiance to “admiration” of “Chinese civilization”
is Korean participation in the tributary exchange and statements gleaned from Chosŏn envoys, who
often expressed them explicitly for an imperial audience. We cannot then use this professed
admiration as the sole explanatory cause for the phenomena of tributary relations, when tributary
relations was the evidence for this admiration in the first place. Since professions of “admiration”
also served clear political ends, not to mention that Chosŏn Koreans, including court envoys, also
harbored complex and sometimes antagonistic sentiments towards the Ming, it seems then
“admiring China,” should also be treated as part of a Korean discourse of self-representation; it
cannot then be reinserted into the interiority of the Chosŏn envoy-scholar as a causal explanation.
The prevalence of this trope reflects an unexamined assumption that Chinese things should
naturally be admired. It is essentially a figment of what I call the “Whig narrative” of Chinese

Yŏnsik 최연식, “Chogong ch’eche ŭi pyŏntong kwa Chosŏn sidae Chunghwa - sadae kwannyŏm ŭi kuljŏl 조공체제의
변동과 조선시대 중화-사대 관념의 굴절,” Han’guk chŏngch’i hak hoepo 한국정치학회보 41, no. 1 (March 2007):
101–21, esp. 106–108, 119; See also p. 111 for a bifurcation of “strategy” and ideological conformity. For NeoConfucianism in early Chosŏn, John B. Duncan, The Origins of the Chosŏn Dynasty (Seattle: University of Washington Press,
2000); 237–265; Joohang Javier Cha, “The Civilizing Project in Medieval Korea: Neo-Classicism, Nativism, and
Figurations of Power” (Ph.D. Diss., Harvard University, 2014), 8–36. Martina Deuchler, The Confucian Transformation of
Korea : A Study of Society and Ideology (Cambridge, Mass.: Council on East Asian Studies Distributed by Harvard University
Press, 1992). For Neo-Confucian dogmatism and its influence on tributary system, see Peter Yun, “Rethinking the
Tribute System,” 208–222. For Neo-Confucianism as a way to shift sovereignty to the literati elite, see 138–152, 216–
217, 266–268.
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imperial history. Like the Whig reading of British imperial history, the Chinese Whig narrative either
assumes or tries to demonstrate that the Chinese imperial project was essentially and inherently
moral and that its political successes can be attributed to its morality.104 In the Chinese case, the
persistence of the tributary system through the Ming and Qing periods demonstrates the success of
imperial influence, when its “moral civilization/transformation” (Ch: dehua 德化) earned the
admiration of faraway people.105 Like the Whig narrative of British imperial history, this position
assumes the inherent normativity and naturalness of imperial power, and never interrogates its
presumed legitimacy, or why those who turned to imperial authority did so in the first place.106 This
interrogation may be unnecessary, when writing from a Sinocentric and empire-centered perspective
that adopts the vantage of an imperial gaze, but it is untenable when one wants to take seriously the

Certainly,the moral claims of Chinese sovereignty were at the service of different sets of “ideologies, interests, and
ambitions” from that of the British, though both justified them in moral terms. And, it should be added that, when the
two clashed in the nineteenth century, they did not as “civilizations” but as imperial powers, though they both sought to
represent the conflict otherwise. Li Chen, Chinese Law in the Imperial Eyes; Liu, The Clash of Empires, esp. 1–4, 88–96, 140–
153.
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For example, in his richly textured reading of primary materials, Huang Zhilian emphasized the normative dimension
of what he called the “Celestial Court’s system of ritual governance” (Ch: Tianchao lizhi tizhi 天朝禮治體制). Huang was
right to assert the centrality of “moral empire” in imperial ideology in this seminal study, but he also took the normative
claims of the imperial state for granted. Vacillating between asserting the inherent morality of the imperial order and
being clear-eyed about its political function, his narrative is essentially triumphalist, where the Ming dynasty was able to
attract Korea into its orbit by dint of moral suasion. See Dongya de liyi shijie.
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This issue is particularly prevalent in works that follow seek to identify the “moral” quality of the “Chinese World
Order.” Inconvenient truths such as exorbitant tributes exactions, the demand for human chattel or unscrupulous
imperial envoys get relegated as mere aberrations that cannot represent the proper manifestation of the moral intentions
of the imperial project. See Wang Wei 王薇, Yang Xiaolei 楊效雷, and Wu Zhenqing 吳振淸, Zhong Chao guanxi shi:
Ming Qing shiqi 中朝關係史: 明淸時期, ed. Bai Xinliang 白新良 (Beijing: Shijie zhishi chuban she, 2002), 96–101.
For a more recent case, see the discussion of the Imjin War in Song Huijuan, Qingdai Zhongchao zongfan guanxi shanbian
yanjiu (Jilin daxue chuban she, 2007), 12–15. Recent work in Chinese on Chosŏn envoy travels such as that of Xu Dongri
has illustrated why such a view is incomplete. Xu exposes cases of corrupt Ming officials and the sense of superiority
over the Chinese that Chosŏn literati illustrate the instability and outright hypocrisy that “moral empire” often entailed.
Even so, these examples are often posed as negative examples that contravene the expected norm. Xu Dongri 徐東日,
Chaoxian chao shichen yanzhong de Zhongguo xingxiang : yi “Yan xing lu” “Chao tian lu” wei zhongxin 朝鮮朝使臣眼中的中國
形象 : 以《燕行錄》《朝天錄》為中心 (Beijing: Zhonghua shu ju 中華書局, 2010)，54–59; 150–165.
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historical experience of those who were threatened by, and thus had to reckon with and manage
imperial power.107
These tropes have stunted our historical curiosity by portraying the “tributary system” as an
inevitable consequence of stable ideological dispositions. Literary expressions in envoy poetry or
diplomatic missives, which form the core of this dissertation, became, along with Chosŏn tribute
missions and Ming enfeoffment of Korean rulers, rituals that either reflected a preexisting hierarchical
order between the Ming as suzerain and the Chosŏn as its tributary and showed Korean adherence
to a particular ideology.108 In short, Chosŏn and Ming diplomatic practices were effectively blackboxed in the paradigm of “tributary relations.” Since how these relations operate is already
theorized, further scrutiny of these cultural practices may offer additional texture, detail, or subtlety,
but have no potential to fundamentally alter our historical understanding.
To read cultural production only as subordinate to or as byproduct of the structure of
tributary relations, however, fundamentally distorts the role of cultural production. I argue
something of the converse: that the “structure” of the tributary system actually emerged from
literary and cultural practices. To understand how this worked, we must open the figurative black
box of the “tributary system” and examine Korean diplomatic practices, not as reflective, but as
constitutive, with the potential to alter the terms and even the structure of a relationship.

This, of course, is not exclusive to the Korean experience and equally applies to those who lived in lands
administered by the imperial state.
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For instance, Du Huiyue, in her own magisterial literary history of Chosŏn envoy poetry, largely views envoy poetry
as a conduit for the transmission of Chinese culture and literary exchange within the framework of tributary relations.
She calls the Anthology of Brilliant Flowers, a “crystallization” of literary exchange and treats ideology and the political
relationship to be determinative of the poetry’s content. In other words, politics influences literature, not vice versa. Du
Huiyue 杜慧月, Mingdai wenchen chushi Chaoxian yu “Huanghuaji” 明代文臣出使朝鮮與「皇華集」 (Beijing: Renmin
chubanshe, 2010). 11–12, 66–67, 255–262.
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Knowledge of Empire: Sources and Approaches
What is needed therefore is an approach that tackles the questions of representation,
discourse, and symbolism in the practice of diplomacy. The approach needs to sidestep the
historiographical rut created by generations of scholarship on premodern East Asian relations that
has largely treated ideology as determinative of, rather than constituted by cultural practices. Rather
than a diplomatic history in the traditional sense, I propose something methodologically akin to a
“cultural history of diplomacy.” In lieu of what states and their actors negotiated and contested, it
centers on the practice of official interaction and what was produced from it.109
I eschew the use of the “tributary system” as an overarching framework;110 nonetheless, by
thinking of Chosŏn-Ming diplomatic relations in terms of a history of empire, I am still interested in
the macro-historical questions that the tributary framework was meant to answer, such as how the
Chosŏn and the Ming maintained stable relations over two centuries. It, however, shifts the search
for causality in what Karen Barkey has called the “meso–” level of “intermediary spaces.”111
Institutional actors such as Korean and Chinese envoys and interpreters, who operated as gobetweens for the Chosŏn and Ming courts, come to the fore as central protagonists of this story.112

Such a history does not see diplomacy merely as a window into international politics, but rather historicizes the
practices, rituals, and conventions of diplomacy itself. Although the practice of diplomacy is fundamental to any kind of
interstate politics, there has been remarkably little English language work on early modern or premodern diplomacy
since Garret Mattingly’s classic treatise on Renaissance diplomacy, though there are notable recent exceptions. Garrett
Mattingly, Renaissance Diplomacy. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1955); see also, Daniela Frigo, ed., Politics and Diplomacy in
Early Modern Italy: The Structure of Diplomatic Practice, 1450-1800, trans. Adrian Belton, Reissue (Cambridge University
Press, 2011); Keith Hamilton and Professor Richard Langhorne, The Practice of Diplomacy: Its Evolution, Theory and
Administration, 2nd ed. (Routledge, 2010).
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For the sake of legibility with prior scholarship, I will still use the term “tributary system” to refer generally to the
institutional practices related to the dispatch of tribute envoys. These include the envoy travel (sahaeng/shixing 使行),
their entertainment (i.e. guest ritual, pinrye/binli 賓禮), formalized border trade they facilitated (hosi/husi 互市), and the
rites of investiture (cefeng/chaekpong 冊封) and tribute presentation (chaogong/chogong 朝貢) they carried out. “Envoy
system” might be a better catch-all, but may create unnecessary confusion.
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Theirs is also a story of how those on the margins of empire could interpolate and interweave into
the process of its construction. At this level of analysis, their seemingly minute interactions—letter
exchanges, envoy poetry, ceremonial displays—constitute and ultimately shape ideological and
structural patterns.
A history of empire in early Chosŏn is also a story of how the Chosŏn court grappled with
the Ming to comprehend their relationship, so that it could control— bring sense, regularity, and
predictability to its dynamics. Chosŏn-Ming diplomacy often engendered processes that eluded the
total control of either party. Pervasive smuggling and illicit trade under the cover of tributary
missions, activities which sometimes threatened the feasibility and operation of envoy exchange
itself, are cases in point. A parallel dynamic can be observed on the level of cultural and ideological
construction as well. The Chosŏn court interpolated Korea into the cultural and ideological
constructs of the Ming. It helped reinforce Ming imperial authority that, in theory, extended to allunder-heaven. These constructs did not truly comprise a “world order,” at least insomuch as “order”
implies a comprehensibility, legibility, and coherence between the imagined and the observed. It was
instead a desire of order—an imposition of coherence that could make all the messy complexities
legible to the interests of the Chosŏn and Ming courts. In short, all the hackneyed representations in
historical sources thought of as emblematic of the “tributary system” and the “Chinese World
Order”—not least of all the notion that the Ming ruler was a virtuous universal sovereign and the
Chosŏn king was his loyal vassal—were only that, representations. These narratives of how the
relationship worked were hopelessly imperfect, often a result of many distillations of the phenomena
they supposedly described. Such descriptions, however, were neither accidental nor inert.
Representations did not only describe, they enabled. By structuring the world and making diverse, often
complex phenomena legible, these representations constituted a form of knowledge, a regime of
interpretation that made action, and therefore, agency possible.
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The Korean construction of a vision of Chosŏn and its place in empire should be seen as an
investment in what I refer to as a “knowledge of empire.” By “knowledge,” I am thinking in terms
of two distinct, but related forms. They are differentiated by French thinkers like Henri Lefebvre
through the terms savoir, which points to the first, and connaissance, which points to the second. The
first form of knowledge is found in the constructs produced from a dialectic relationship between
the epistemic structures and the phenomenological “reality” they were meant to comprehend. This is
the knowledge, in the words of Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, that “constitutes the fabric
of meanings” and provides “relevance structures” that make interpretation of “objective reality”
possible.113 The second form of knowledge can be thought of as the repertoire of tactics and
strategies that allow one to navigate those constructs. Although Lefebvre conceives these forms to
be in “antagonism,” in which the former “serves power” and the latter “refuses to acknowledge
power,” they can in fact be mutually constitutive.114 Tactics of navigation (connaissance), whether in
the form of direct subversion, deflection, or appropriation, are only legible and effective within a
particular framework of knowledge (savoir). A tactic (connaissance), insofar as it acknowledges the
epistemic structures (savoir) it seeks to manipulate or circumvent, not only constructs and reinforces
them, but also requires that they are readily legible; otherwise the tactic is both meaningless and
ineffectual.
In the context of this discussion of early Chosŏn diplomacy, “knowledge of empire” refers
both to the act of constructing “empire” as a legible entity and the tactics that allow Chosŏn agents
to navigate them. Though they are in theory separate, they are intertwined intimately in practice. The
Chosŏn tried to make empire work in their favor. To do so required first comprehending the

Peter L Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality: A Treatise in the Sociology of Knowledge (Garden
City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1967), 1–18, 37–39, 45, 66–69, 110.
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Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Oxford OX UK ;;Cambridge Mass. USA: Blackwell, 1991), 10–11, esp n.16.
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ideological basis of empire and then contesting it by producing an alternative vision that could fit
seamlessly with the original.
The imperial tradition itself was one portion of this knowledge. Korean diplomats could
negotiate imperial policy or contest imperial claims because they mastered the Confucian classics,
imperial histories, and the imperial language (literary and spoken Chinese, and during the Yuan
period, Mongolian). Korean interactions with empire could therefore intercede and transform what
empire was supposed to be, because it built on a preexisting imperial tradition and interfaced with
the institutional and discursive production of imperial authority at the Ming court. For instance, the
Chosŏn exploited classical tropes, such as the idea that “submission” (pok/fu 服) by “distant
peoples” (wŏn’in/yuanren 遠人), authenticated the moral virtue of the imperial house. Although this
notion was arguably always important to imperial conceptions of political order, how it was
institutionalized in Chosŏn-Ming relations was unprecedented.115 The Chosŏn leveraged this notion
to carve an essential place for Korea within the imperial imagination in order to displace preexisting
ideas, ones which perceived Korea either as an object of irredentist ambitions or a realm beyond the
pale. The relationship between mastery and politics was thus dialectic; the political demands of
diplomacy encouraged mastery, while mastery further linked Korea to empire.

Chosŏn diplomatic strategy had antecedents in the way the Koryŏ engaged with the Mongol-Yuan in the 1260s, the
Koryŏ saw its autonomy drastically curtailed. Although the Mongol emperor Khubilai Khan had initially assured the
survival of the Koryŏ royal house, the situation remained precarious throughout the Mongol period. During this period,
the Koryŏ court pursued a number of strategies to ensure its survival, including pursuing marital ties with the imperial
family. Among the strategies the Koryŏ pursued was to recast its capitulation not as an ignoble surrender, but as their
own recognition of imperial destiny. Their submission then, served to legitimize the Mongol dynasty. The significance of
this event for understanding early Koryŏ relations with the Mongol-Yuan and its role in early Chosŏn historical
imagination is further explored in my manuscript: “What Tang Taizong Could Not Do: The Koryŏ Surrender of 1259
and the Imperial Tradition in East Asia.” See also Yi Myŏngmi 李命美, “Koryŏ-Mongol kwan’gye wa Koryŏ kukwang
uisang ŭi pyŏnhwa 고려-몽굴 관계와 고려국왕 위상의 변화” (PhD Diss., Seoul National University
서울대학교, 2012); Yi Ikchu [Lee Ik Joo] 이익주, “Koryŏ, Wŏn kwan’gye ŭi kujo e taehan yŏn’gu- sowi ‘Sejo kuje’ ŭi
punsŏk ŭl chungsim ŭro 고려 , 원관계의 구조에 대한 연구 - 소위 ‘ 세조구제 ‘ 의 분석을 중심으로 -,”
Han’guk saron 36 (1996): 1–51.
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Interacting with empire through the language and symbols of imperial power may have
facilitated communication, but it also implicitly legitimized and strengthened imperial authority, for
it deployed the discourse of power on which imperial authority rested. The geopolitical reality of
vast differentials of power meant that Korea had to reckon with a neighbor whose superior
command of human and natural resources loomed as a serious existential threat, while Korea’s
status as a target of irredentist ambitions in certain interpretations of the imperial tradition meant
that a potential rationalization for the obliteration of any Korean state always lurked in the shadows.
Letters written to imperial throne had to reckon with the very real, though often unspoken, potential
of overwhelming imperial power in the form of an invading army, but, more often than not, used
the opportunity to create and fashion an imperial image, not only one of august majesty, infinite
power, but also one that was tempered, rational, merciful, and most importantly, civilized.
Even if Chosŏn were to ignore the legitimating technologies of its imperial neighbor,
refusing to participate in its construction of authority, the peculiar place of Korea within the imperial
tradition meant that Korea, as an object of imperial desire, would never be free from the gaze of
empire. The Korean choice to participate in the construction of empire could be construed, as
Chŏng Chiyŏng has, as a “weapon of the weak.” Rather than deny imperial claims outright, it sought
to alter them, using the “tools of the master,” the language of empire itself. Therefore, the
effectiveness of diplomatic rhetoric required anticipating how the privileged imperial observer looks
upon a “barbarian Other,” “infantaliz[ing] and trivializ[ing] what [its gaze] falls upon.”116 Chosŏn
had to be made legible to the imperial agent who presumed his own cultural values universal and
paramount. To anticipate imperial eyes, the Korean envoy employed chiefly two sorts of rhetorical

My use of this term, the imperial gaze is inspired by, though distinct from how it has been used in postcolonial
studies. While in postcolonial studies, it is usually the centrality of the “western subject” that is presumed, this is clearly
inappropriate in the Korean context. Edward Said, (1993/1994), xxiii; Orientalism, E. Ann Kaplan, Looking for the Other:
Feminism, Film, and the Imperial Gaze (London: Routledge, 1997), 78–80.
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tactics. The first tactic was “autoethnography.” Mary Louise Pratt uses “autoethnography” to
“[refer] to instances in which colonized subjects undertake to represent themselves in ways that
engage with the colonizer’s terms.” These texts “[collaborated] with and [appropriated] the idioms of
the conqueror.”117 Korean drafters of diplomatic missives and the envoys who bore them were ever
conscientious of what the imperial tradition meant to their audience and composed their letters,
poems, and memorials to be legible to them.
Though the Chosŏn-Ming situation shares the asymmetrical power dynamics of a colonial
context, it differs fundamentally in one important way. The “colonizer’s terms,” in this case the
discourse of the imperial histories and classics, had long been appropriated and owned by the
Korean elite since at least the seventh century, if not earlier. This distinction is an important caveat.
The colonial context of autoethnography implies a degree of alienation between the colonized
subject and the discourse of the colonized; this kind of alienation was not present for early modern
Korea. The Chosŏn court never doubted its ecumenical membership or saw itself to be any less a
legitimate heir of the classical past than the Ming. Nevertheless, “autoethnography” is appropriate
because a Korean envoy often had to contend with Ming counterparts, whose attitudes towards
empire were strongly colored by notions of cultural and ethnic superiority. Imperial officials often
described Koreans as “barbarians” (Ch: waiyi, Kr: oei 外夷) and relegated them to the ecumenical
margin. Korean autoethnography then, sought to dispel the imperial gaze of what they considered to
be an erroneous view, but in doing so they had to elevate Korea in terms of imperial discourse,
ultimately acknowledging the discourse’s legitimacy.
The second rhetorical tactic at work is what I call the “imperializing mode.” Whereas
autoethnography was a mode of self-representation, the imperializing mode was a set of rhetorical
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tropes that brought to bear the normative elements of the imperial tradition to the table of
negotiation. Texts and gestures that make use of this mode sought to exhort the imperial state and
its representatives to behave according to their own professed values. In this sense, it is similar to
autoethnography as it requires collaboration with and appropriation of imperial discourse. The
strategies it entails requires the selective and judicious deployment of the imperial tradition to cajole,
entice, and ultimately persuade an emperor or his official to a course of action beneficial to the
supplicant. In this sense, the imperializing mode was hardly the exclusive property of Korean
envoys, but a manner of appeal that was quite common in the context of court politics. Courtiers
who found themselves needing remonstrate with recalcitrant rulers were in positions where power
asymmetry could be quite severe, and resorted to this rhetorical strategy to achieve their own ends.118
But, what made the use of this imperializing mode peculiar to the Korean context was how the
target of persuasion shifted away from the imperial person. Imperial officials, military officers,
eunuch chamberlains, literati ministers and even private scholars all became its target as Korean
diplomats foisted the demands of imperial magnanimity onto them.
By aligning Korean diplomatic goals with imperial prerogatives, the Chosŏn court was able
to achieve its own ends without appearing to challenge imperial authority. Although the Ming was
the dominant party in this relationship, the discourse of empire produced out of it was not one of
Ming hegemony, but rather a counter-hegemonic one.119 It veiled Korean claims of sovereignty,

The situation may be compared the court context of early China. Garret Olberding writes that when “an erudite
ministerial subordinate addressed a perhaps intellectually inferior executive, the difference in their status, and the
associated norms of etiquette, were frequently vulnerable to irreverent contestation. Though the essence of political
persuasion ideally is the argument.... the political address must embrace both reasonable argument and unreasonable
bias. Like the early Chinese minister, a Korean envoy often took an “instructive” stance in his rhetoric when addressing
emperors and imperial officials alike. In these situations, his “disposition remained mild and accommodating, avoiding to
challenge to the ruler’s authority.” In short, “his aim was not to berate, but to cajole.” Garret P. S Olberding, ed., Facing
the Monarch: Modes of Advice in the Early Chinese Court (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center, 2013).2013, p.
4–5; 9–10.
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autonomy, and cultural parity under a guise of Ming supremacy. The ideologies of empire espoused
by the Chosŏn was not to adorn Ming hegemony, but to conceal the challenge Korea posed to the
imperial state’s claims to universal political authority and its monopoly on the legacies of classical
civilization. The language of imperial adulation in Korean diplomatic writing, then, was never simply
“lip-service” or even “legitimation.” Their cumulative role in the production of empire, especially
when taken in the longue durée was in fact much more subtle, for they were the very substance of its
construction.
Foregrounding the strategic uses of language and representation also obviates the need to
determine, once and for all, whether particular declarations reflected genuine sentiment. Rather than
try to pin down or distill what is authentic from these declarations, I will embrace their diversity and
seek instead to locate the kinds of cultural and political work they were deployed to do. A discourse
of “sincere” subservience to the Ming and Korea as a loyal, “ideal tributary,” should not be taken as
transparent description or historical fact but rather as strategic utterance infused with political intent.
What needs to be avoided is an analysis that generalizes Chosŏn Korea as a “model” tributary state
simply because historical actors seems to suggest so. Doing so ignores the “cultural work” that such
statements performed in a Korean strategy of self-representation. Rather than be seduced by such
representations, we can instead move towards a historicized understanding of how this notion came
into being and how it was used. This understanding will not only show how such representations in
fact altered Chosŏn-Ming relations, but also reveal how Chosŏn appropriated Ming ideology and its
imperial tradition as part of its diplomatic strategy.
The Chosŏn made the preservation of Korean political autonomy a keystone concept in
their vision of empire, and ultimately succeeded in ensconcing it in the imperial tradition. By the end

Locality in Mughal India: Power Relations in Western India, C. 1572-1730 (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press,
2004), 129.
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of the Ming period, a legitimate imperial power was obligated to preserve and respect Korea’s
political autonomy, even when it had the wherewithal to subjugate and annex Chosŏn to its
dominion. This notion of an inviolable Korean autonomy would have lasting reverberations and
implications for how Koreans considered political sovereignty and understood their relations with its
neighbors, down from centuries to the present day. This history of Chosŏn and empire is clearly an
integral chapter in the formation of Korean identity and the history of nationalism. At the same
time, it is also a history of how Korea fit in empire, not so much in territorial terms, but in terms of
empire as a transnational political imaginary—a moral and philosophical ideal.
The Chosŏn court had significant stake in maintaining and perpetuating empire as an ideal.
Only by participating in its production could it hope to insert into it notions of Korea’s political
autonomy or cultural coevality with the Ming. The Chosŏn court’s regular dispatch of envoys
peddled these narratives of self repeatedly over the centuries, but it would take more than a
compelling narrative to convince the Ming. A mastery of a tactical form of knowledge, and the
cooperation of its own agents, was indispensable. For this reason, Chosŏn’s envoys, courtiers, and
interpreters kept records, collected poems, letters and memorial, and compiled institutional
handbooks and language manuals with the awareness that they would be consulted in the future.
The production of knowledge invested these discrete gestures of fashioning empire with lasting
significance. Momentary acts, by shaping later practice, had cumulative effect. A past precedent set
in the past, once documented, could acquire a normative authority.
This awareness transforms wide swaths of the historical record that have largely been
neglected by historians into crucial sources. With issues of representation underscored, the exchange
of envoy poetry, the composition of routine, “ritualistic” diplomatic memorials, and ceremonial
procedures now become central to the story. These include diaries of envoy missions, letters and
poems exchanged with imperial officials located literary anthologies (munjip 文集) of Korean literati
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officials.120 Other literary sources include massive Chosŏn court compilations such as the Literary
Selections of the East (Tongmunsŏn 東文選), notable for its repository of diplomatic memorials, and a
series of Ming-Chosŏn envoy poetry collections, the Anthologies of Brilliant Flowers (Hwanghwajip 皇華
集).121 They will be supplemented by miscellanies (p’ilgi 筆記), whose anecdotal accounts provide
valuable windows into the social context of diplomacy.122 Often compiled by Chosŏn officials who
were personally involved with diplomacy, these and diaries of embassies to the Ming provide firsthand accounts of diplomatic interactions.123
What these sources have in common is that they were immediate products or media of
diplomatic exchange. Empire, then, was in many ways sustained by words on paper, a “fictive”
production, made expressly for imperial consumption. That did not mean it was merely fictional,
because these texts and the discourses and ideologies they contained had tangible, if subtle effects
on politics. These sources should be understood in terms of a “social history of knowledge,” in
which they are not treated as inert repositories, but as bodies of knowledge with cultural work to
do.124 Ideological claims expressed in these sources, then, should not be treated as inert veneers
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painted by the imperial center, but as open-ended and dynamic constructs that Korean modes of
self-representation and diplomatic strategy could interact with and shape. This reading thus offers a
correction to narratives that overlooked Korean agency in constructing the “tributary system.” Since
it was precisely in these mechanisms of self-representation that Korean agency was most
pronounced, any framework that overlooks or marginalizes these processes also ignores a priori the
way Korean actors were in fact involved. The quantity of material, human and cultural resources that
the early modern Korean court invested in tribute missions, the entertainment of Ming envoys,
literary compilations and diplomatic ceremony must be accounted for.
Although literary anthologies and diplomatic missives form the bulk of the material
investigated, no understanding of the knowledge of empire without considering institutional records
and court chronicles. Official Korean records are no stranger to any scholar of Korean history. In
particular, the Veritable Records of the Chosŏn Dynasty remains an important chronicle.125 The Veritable
Records also includes numerous diplomatic missives, envoy reports and detailed accounts of Ming
envoy visits. Other compilations of the Chosŏn court used here include institutional handbooks and
language textbooks, which together were used to train and guide Korean interpreters, who often
managed the routine matters of diplomatic activity.126
No picture of Chosŏn-Ming interaction would be complete without a consideration of Ming
materials, far less detailed and extensive though they are. In many ways they parallel Chosŏn
materials. Ming literary collections offer glimpses into how Korea was perceived by the Ming elite.127
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Most valuable among Ming source materials are envoys’ records, which document their sojourns in
Korea,128 and a variety of encyclopedic Ming writings documenting Ming relations with foreign
peoples.129 Institutional texts such as the Ming Compendium (Ming Huidian 明會典) and the Ming
Veritable Records (Ming shilu 明實錄) only deal cursorily with Ming relations with Chosŏn, but are
important for illustrating how attitudes towards Korea were formalized in official discourse.
These texts helped constitute a knowledge of empire. Used both for comprehending the
Ming and its institutions and influencing imperial ideology, the knowledge of empire was a set of
technologies that enabled the Chosŏn court and its agents to assert Korean sovereign claims. The
vivid imperial presence that materialized in the historical record, then, was intimately tied to Korean
diplomatic strategy and the production of knowledge that guided it. Once empire became an object
of knowledge, it became a resource to be appropriated, often in contexts with only tangential
relevance to the exigencies of diplomacy. For the agents of both the Chosŏn and Ming courts,
participation in empire could be motivated by a host of disparate, and often personal, concerns.
Economic profit, literary reputation, political power, and social status were among them. A
fundamental tension thus emerges between the desire of the Korean court to master and control this
knowledge and the disparate sites and diffuse processes in which they come to be produced and
deployed.
What also emerged from the confluence of these processes is a dynamic of knowledge and
power that is also quite distinct from what has usually been observed between imperial “metropoles”
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and their “peripheries.” Rather than a central archive that foregrounds the experience and
perspective of imperial rule, what we have that squarely centers the experience of the peripheral. In
the Chosŏn-Ming case, it is not in the imperial “metropole” that knowledge about empire is
produced and preserved, instead this knowledge was located in its erstwhile “periphery.” In many
ways then, it was Chosŏn Korea that maintained empire, at least for this corner of all-under-heaven.
****
The dissertation is in six chapters. Each of the first three chapters deal with one aspect of
early Chosŏn diplomacy with the Ming that have not been fully accounted for by long-standing
interpretations of Chosŏn-Ming relations. They are: the presentation of diplomatic memorials, the
political ramifications of ecumenical discourse, and the importance of intelligence gathering for
envoy missions. Chapter 1 deconstructs a prevailing stereotype of Chosŏn Korea as the Ming’s
“most loyal tributary,” by examining Korean diplomatic memorials preserved in the fifteenth century
Chosŏn court compilation, the Literary Selections of the East. It argues Korean memorial composers
appropriated a genre of imperial encomium to interpolate into a process of imperial legitimation.
Chapter 2 examines how Chosŏn envoys also held Ming officials responsible in a similar manner in
their letters of appeal. Records related to these appeals—envoy reports, interpreter’s manuals, and
the letters of appeals themselves—show Korean envoys walked a fine line, navigating contradictory
visions of this imaginary at the Ming court. These ideals, often used by scholars to describe ChosŏnMing relations as a whole therefore emerged from Korean rhetorical strategies of negotiation.
The effectiveness of Korean appeals rested on the Chosŏn court’s practical savvy about the
intricate workings of Ming institutions it nurtured by investing in regular envoy missions. Chapter 3
understands envoy exchange as a channel the Chosŏn court could use to influence the dynamics of
empire. Korean envoy travel to the Ming fostered unofficial, unsanctioned, and often clandestine
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relationships between the Chosŏn court and Ming officials. These connections allowed Chosŏn to
acquire information about Ming political developments vital to Chosŏn’s decision-making process.
Whereas previous chapters discussed how techniques of engagement and representation,
dynamics of knowledge production, and social connections came to constitute empire, Chapter 4,
argues that these all became resources for appropriation and manipulation. It follows the dramatic
rise of Prince Suyang who had used diplomacy with the Ming to become the king of Korea (King
Sejo). Although diplomacy was the exclusive prerogative of the monarch, his representatives could
appropriate and usurp these functions in practice. As king, he continued to appropriate Ming
authority instrumentally, flouting Ming orders and concealing his insubordination through assiduous
self-representation.
Suyang’s reign also saw the emergence of novel techniques of Korean self-representation,
namely the Korean compiled anthologies of Chosŏn-Ming envoy poetry, the Brilliant Flowers. When
Korean diplomacy appealed to Ming authority, it could mitigate unfavorable imperial policies, but it
also risked undercutting the Chosŏn court’s own claims of cultural and political sovereignty. Chapter
5 argues that the Brilliant Flowers addressed this particular dilemma. Envoy poetry posed as
transparent celebration of imperial grandeur, but through their composition, Chosŏn poet-envoys
contested empire by clarifying the ideological bases for Ming sovereignty and positing alternative
narratives for triangulating the relationships between Chosŏn, the Ming, and the imperial tradition.
Chapter 6 address spatial practices of historical self-representation. The Chosŏn court used historical
sites in the city of P’yŏngyang related to the legendary Shang Chinese prince Kija, widely credited
with bringing civilization to Korea, to represent particular narratives of Korea’s history to Ming
visitors. Chosŏn secured Korean links to the Kija mythos and divested it of resonances with an
irredentist view of Korea as lost imperial territory. Kija became instead a symbol for Korea’s status
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as an autonomous and civilized political entity, which the Chosŏn court used to designate legitimate
bounds of imperial desire.
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Chapter 1
“Eternal the Eastern Fief, Serving the Great with Utmost Sincerity”:
Diplomatic Memorials and the Imperial Tradition
For over a millennium, Korean rulers regularly presented diplomatic memorials, known as
p’yomun, literally “documents of expression” (Ch. biaowen 表文), to the emperors of China. The
documents, composed in the ornate style of four-six parallel prose (四六駢文), arrived at the courts
of the Tang 唐 (618–907), Liao 遼 (907–1125), Northern Song 北宋 (960–1127), and Jin 金
(1115–1234) emperors. The practice continued through the Mongol-Yuan 蒙元 (1206–1368), the
Ming 明 (1368–1644), and the Qing 清 (1644–1911) periods. These documents provided valuable
symbolic capital for these rulers, because imperial discourse treated “presenting memorials” as a
gesture of “declaring [oneself] a vassal” (Ch. fengbiao chengchen 奉表稱臣), an act of political
submission. Dynastic chronicles described the recognition of imperial legitimacy by foreign rulers
and local leaders alike in these terms.1
The emperor’s court counted on its officials to provide effusive encomia to its virtue, but it
could not control the presentation of diplomatic missives from polities beyond its rule. Herein lies a
fundamental tension, one which scholars of “traditional Chinese foreign relations” have long
pointed out.2 The imperial court desired foreign contact as a demonstration of its superiority, but
foreign rulers were not always eager to play the role of a political inferior. In theory, memorial
presentation and submission were inseparable; in practice, the two did not always go hand in hand.
A so-called memorial of submission from a foreign ruler could intimate rather different notions of
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relational hierarchy. When the Yamato court of Japan first established ties with the Sui dynasty (隋
581–618), its state letter offended Emperor Yangdi (隋煬帝 r. 569-618) for having greeted him as
the “son-of-heaven where the sun sets.”3 The potential for diplomatic encounters to challenge its
authority gave the imperial court good reason to manipulate such encounters to project an image of
power it desired. As the Qianlong emperor (乾隆 r. 1711–1799) famously did for the return of the
Torghuts to Qing rule, an emperor could deploy the vast cultural apparatus of the imperial state to
portray the arrival of guests from afar as “submission.”4 Moments of interaction with those beyond
the pale became a site to proclaim desired relational hierarchies.
The desired gestures of submission required foreign contact, but the volatility of such
relations presented a challenge to the imperial court. Its frontier officials had incentives to minimize
volatility. Mismanaging a border conflict could cost them their career prospects, and even their lives.
At times, border officials even manipulated frontier interactions to suit the ideological desires of the
imperial court.5 The court’s own Translators Institute (Siyiguan 四譯館, or 四夷館), responsible
for translating documents from unfamiliar, foreign scripts into literary Chinese, was also complicit in
this process of equivocation.6 Translation could ensure that letters conformed to the discursive
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conventions of imperial rhetoric. Although original documents do not survive from the Ming or
earlier, examples of original Burmese, Thai, and Laotian “diplomatic memorials” in Qing archives
exhibit this manufactured conformity.7 The messages of such “memorials” were rewritten
considerably to avert any possibility of offense. After concluding a war with the Qing, the Burmese
ruler addressed the Qing emperor as equals in his original letter, but the translated version exhibits
deference coded in the language of “the tributary system.”8 What appears on the page in the
imperial chronicles need not have matched the intent of the letter-giver or the substance of his
missive.
Korea was, in fact, a remarkable exception to the rule. Its documents never had to undergo
translation, because its documents were already in the literary language of the imperial court.9
Korean rulers, unlike their counterparts from Japan and Vietnam whose idioms of authority were
also legible to the Sinitic imperial tradition and relied on literacy in classical Chinese, seldom
infringed on imperial prerogatives.10 Korean rulers portrayed themselves as kings and acknowledged
the cosmic authority of the emperor.11

7

e.g. documents 106204; 287678; 117451; 056317 of the Grand Secretariat Archives.

Yingcong Dai, “A Disguised Defeat: The Myanmar Campaign of the Qing Dynasty,” Modern Asian Studies 38, no. 1
(February 1, 2004): 173–175. In where no official translator was available, an extensive process of translation had to take
place in order to render the content, diction, and rhetoric in a way that fit how the Qing imagined itself, as was the case
for an 1808 “memorial” from the British. Toyōka Yasufumi 豊岡康史, “Igirisugun Macao jōuriku jiken (1808 nen)ni
miru Shindai chūki no taigai seisatsu kettai katei イギリス軍マカオ上陸事件(1808 年)に見る清代中期の対外政策
決定過程,” Tōyō gakuhō 東洋學報 90, no. 3 (December 2008): 332–305. Note also the “outmaneuvering” of the Jiajing
emperor by his own border officials in the border conflict of 1540 with the Vietnamese ruler Mạc Đăng Dung 莫登庸
(1483–1541). See Kathlene Baldanza, “The Ambiguous Border: Early Modern Sino-Viet Relations,” 83–91.
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Ye Quanhong, Mingdai qianqi Zhong Han guojiao, 84. Sixiang Wang, “The Sounds of Our Country: Interpreters,
Linguistic Knowledge and the Politics of Language in Early Chosŏn Korea (1392–1592),” in Rethinking East Asian
Languages, Vernaculars, and Literacies, 1000–1919, ed. Benjamin A. Elman (Leiden, Netherlands: Brill, 2014), 62–63.
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For discussions of controversies over titles in Tang exchanges with Japan see Wang Zhengping, Ambassadors from the
Islands, 139–179, Tao Jing-shen’s treatment of Song-Liao relations in Two Sons of Heaven: Studies in Sung-Liao Relations.
(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1988). For the Japanese use of the Sinitic imperial, see Torquil Duthie, Man’yōshū
and the Imperial Imagination in Early Japan.
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JaHyun Kim Haboush, The Confucian Kingship in Korea : Yŏngjo and the Politics of Sagacity (New York: Columbia University
Press, 2001), 21–26.
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Korean memorial drafters not only wrote in the language of the empire, but also did so with
full knowledge of their symbolic significance for the imperial court. This mastery of classical Chinese
meant that Korean documents were wrought by Korean hands and were not fictions of imperial
conceit manufactured by wily translators; thus they appeared to represent genuine sentiment. With a
paper trail of declaring submission for over a millennium, it seems, as imperial accounts often
suggested, that Korea was indeed the empire’s most “loyal vassal state.”12 The apparent
confirmation of this long-standing stereotype, however, depends on locating Korean sincerity in
literary mastery, a line of reasoning that contains the seeds of its own contradiction. If Korean
competence was adequate to the symbolic construction of empire, what prevented a Korean author
from manipulating those symbols?
Recognition of Korean literary mastery did lead imperial readers to suspect Korean authors
of such manipulation. The first emperor of the Ming dynasty, Taizu (明太祖 r. 1368–1398) once
described a memorial written by Yi Sung’in 李崇仁 (1347–1392) as “crafted and pointed in
diction”(表辭精切).13 Only a few years later, in 1396, the Ming emperor accused Korean memorial
drafters of hiding insults in ornate allusions. Since Korean literati mastered the art of composition,
any perceived flaw in diction or rhyme, not to mention suspicious homophones and miswritten
characters, alerted to possible irreverence.14 The sincerity of Korean memorials hinged on Korean
literary mastery, but the very same mastery of language enabled subversion.

Clark, “Sino-Korean tributary relations,” 273. This and similar phrasings reflect a vantage point from the imperial
center. Hevia, Cherishing Men from Afar, 50; Hae-jong Chun, “Sino-Korean Relations in the Ch’ing Period,” in The Chinese
World Order, 92–93.
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T’aejo sillok f.1:54a [1392/08/23#2].

Chen Long 陳龍 and Shen Zaiquan [Sim Chae-gwŏn] 沈載權, “Chaoxian yu Ming Qing biaojian waijiao wenti
yanjiu 朝鮮與明清表箋外交問題研究,” Zhongguo bianjiang shidi yanjiu 20, no. 1 (2010): 61–68.
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When emperors and their officials scrutinized Korean documents, they were mostly overreading genuine gestures of friendship, not actual attempts to subvert the imperial order.15 As one
Chosŏn official lamented for the 1396 controversy, the emperor was “blowing away hair to look for
blemishes,” searching for instances of lèse-majesté where none was present.16 Such suspicions,
however, were not unwarranted. What was at work was simply not the subversion of petty insults or
coded insinuations, but something much more subtle, sophisticated, and powerful. These letters,
composed by Korea’s most talented writers, interfaced with the literary enterprise of empire to insist
on Korea’s prerogative in the discursive construction of imperial order. In other words, Korean
communications with the imperial court did not so much challenge empire as perform a subtler sort
of subversion by shaping and guiding it.
Understanding this process of construction requires resisting the temptation to read the
literary devices of the diplomatic memorial as “mere rhetoric.” Admittedly repetitive use of
consistent themes across time in these texts certainly lends to an air of disconnection from the world
beyond the text. Yet, it is precisely this temporal stability and endurance that caution against such a
reductive view. For if they were ossified gestures, their stakes, shown both in the enormous energies
Korean courts devoted to composing them and their sensitive reception by imperial audiences,
become difficult to explain. As Joshua Van Lieu has argued in the only serious treatment of this
genre in English to date, the literary devices in these texts possessed an illocutionary force that
maintained and reenacted the terms of the relationship. Coined by language theorist J.L. Austin,
illocutionary force points to the power of a speech-act that moves either the speaker or the audience
to future action, even if such demands are not made explicit in the grammar or diction of the
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The Ming Taizu period case is discussed in Pak Wŏnho[hyo] 朴元熇, Myŏngch’o Chosŏn kwan’gyesa yŏn’gu, 5–27.
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statement.17 Paeans of empire in these memorials spoke of benevolent rule, literary and civil virtue,
universal sovereignty, and reciprocity not as fanciful description, but as appeals exhorting action
according to these principles. This chapter argues that by investing illoctuionary force in its
memorials, the Korean court did not only negotiate with individual imperial regimes. They were
framing the terms of empire itself.
The endurance of the diplomatic memorial in Korea as both a genre and practice raises
several questions. How should this remarkable continuity across dynastic time be understood?
Should the tropes and rhetorical strategies they employ be read in terms of generic qualities or
situated in the specific, historical contexts of their composition? As this chapter will show, these
texts were in dialogue with both scales of time, situating the moment in relation to the broader
imperial tradition.
Fifteenth century Chosŏn court compilations preserved Koryŏ and early Chosŏn memorials.
They allow an approach to these questions from the perspective of knowledge production. The
memorial was both an object of knowledge and a component of knowledge production, a dual
existence that makes explicit the dialogic relationship between the two scales of time. On the one
hand, these compilations preserved these memorials as examples of literary and rhetorical expertise
so they could be consulted in the future. On the other, the memorials themselves produced a
timeless image of Korea for imperial consumption.
Treating the memorial as an object of knowledge makes salient that two features of the
genre, its putative “eternity” and the “sincerity” of its expression, were both rhetorical devices of the
genre itself. Its “eternity,” visible in the memorial’s consistent use over a millennium, resonates with

Joshua John Van Lieu, “Divergent Visions of Serving the Great,” chapter 2. Illocutionary statements work as follows
in everyday speech. When a person is told by a colleague, “you look like a strong person” and “these boxes sure are
heavy,” she is very likely help the colleague move the boxes, even though no literal request was made. For definitions
and discussions, see John Langshaw Austin, How to Do Things with Words (Oxford University Press, 1975), 99–120;
William P. Alston, Illocutionary Acts and Sentence Meaning (Cornell University Press, 2000), 11–30.
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its performative use of a rhetoric of timelessness, fashioning Korea’s relations with empire into one
that transcended dynastic time, and for all intents and purposes, an eternal and therefore inevitable
political order. These declarations depended on the memorial’s “sincerity.” Both its exhortative
rhetoric and utility for imperial propaganda rest on the assurance of authentic representation, that
the memorial indeed expressed genuine feelings.
These two tropes have featured prominently not only in the memorials themselves, but also
in the appraisals of later scholars and observers, who have called Korea imperial China’s “model
tributary.” This stereotyped image itself, however, emerged from Korean self-representation. It was
an artifact crafted for the memorial, one element in the grander construct of empire. Eternity and
sincerity, far from stable notions, and were by far the qualities most volatile in the genre itself and
most suspected in the course of diplomacy. For these very reasons, they were the things their
drafters most emphasized.
Diplomatic Memorials: The Genre
By the Chosŏn period, the diplomatic memorial already had a long history in Korea. After
the fifteenth century, whenever Chosŏn memorial drafters prepared a new document for an embassy
to the Ming, they could consult a repertoire of precedents documented in several compilations.
Although superficially similar to Chinese antecedents, their organization in these compilations
reveals stark differences from earlier examples. These compilations, as both a reflection of past
practices and a guide for future ones, granted the Korean memorial a stability of genre and form and
codified the diplomatic memorial as an object of knowledge.
The Chosŏn court and its offices compiled diplomatic memorials as part of other projects.
The Chosŏn Office of Diplomatic Correspondence18 kept copies of past memorials in the Recorded
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Notes of the Pagoda Tree Hall (Kwewŏn tŭngnok 槐院謄錄), a selected collation of the bureau’s
documents.19 Various dynastic histories provided scattered examples antedating the Chosŏn. Court
officials gathered these documents in one place when they included them a larger compilation, the
Literary Selections of the East (Tongmunsŏn 東文選) in the middle of the fifteenth century.20 This
anthology also collected a range of other diplomatic epistles, such as official rescripts to imperial
agencies (as opposed to memorials to the emperor) and personal letters from Korean rulers to
imperial officials in addition to p’yomun. The documentary record of pre-Chosŏn Korean diplomacy
largely owes their survival to these fifteenth-century compilations.21
The name, Literary Selections of the East, echoed that of the anthology compiled by the Liang
(梁 502–557) prince Xiao Tong 蕭統 (501-530), The Literary Selections (Wenxuan 文選). The
compilers of the Korean anthology deliberately hearkened back to the older title as way of creating a
literary canon of the “East” (i.e. Korea) that was not only distinct from, but also on par with that of

So named because of the pagoda tree’s association with high officials working close to the king, the Kwewŏn tŭngnok
(hereafter the KWTN) is one among many institutional archival compilations from the Chosŏn period. Even though the
Veritable Records also included many (but not all) diplomatic memorials, its expansive scope and restricted access made it
unwieldy and was thus consulted in rare cases. See KWTN f.1–2 for its memorials. Chosŏn archival records were
extensive. Records more detailed that the above, however, do not survive from before the Imjin War. In the wake of the
Japanese invasion, the Chosŏn court abandoned the capital city. When the city’s angry denizens rose up to protest the
court’s departure, they looted the palace and set fire to the archives of many government offices to destroy slave
registers. The ensuing urban unrest left the royal palaces, along with the city’s libraries and extensive holdings, in
smoldering ruins. See Sŏnjo sillok 26:7a [1592/04/14#28]. Diplomatic records after 1592, however, are mostly preserved
and are far more extensive. See for example the Sadae mun’gwe (Document trail of Serving the Great 事大文軌) for later
diplomacy with the Ming and the Tongmun hwi go (Collated Reference of Writing Unified 同文彙考）.
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Diplomatic memorials preserved in the official dynastic history, the Koryŏ History (Koryŏsa 高麗史, hereafter the KS)
or included in the Abbreviated Summary of the Koryŏ History (Koryŏsa chŏryo 高麗史節要) are illustrative pieces of a court
chronicle, relevant less for its textual or literary integrity, but for the political history it documented. Routine memorials,
such as imperial birthday felicitations, were almost always omitted; on the other hand, documents written during
moments of political tension were much more likely to be preserved. The Tongmunsŏn (hereafter, TMS) largely mitigates
the problem. As a literary anthology first and foremost, the criterion for selection was more inclusive, including not only
memorials with express political goals but also documents that appear to be routine and ritualized. The breadth and
variety of his selections suggests that Sŏ Kŏjŏng had wanted to cull a representative group of documents that spanned
the entire scope of this genre. Tongmunsŏn 東文選 (Kyŏnghŭi ch’ulp’ansa: Seoul, 1966).
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China. One of the leading compilers and the preface writer for the anthology, the Chosŏn official Sŏ
Kŏjŏng 徐居正 (1420–1488), wrote that it collected “neither the literature (mun 文) of the Song
and Yuan nor the literature of the Han and Tang, but the literature of Our country.” The
compilation finally “place[d] it on alongside the literature of the ages,” so that it could be transmitted
to posterity.22
Xiao’s Selections and the Chosŏn Selections of the East share organizational similarities. Both
offer a comprehensive view of literary genres and styles. The Selections of the East also reproduced
Xiao’s order, maintaining the precedence accorded to poetry over prose. It treated differently the
two classical generic categories to which the diplomatic memorial belonged, the biao (Kr: p’yo 表)
and the jian (Kr: chŏn 箋).23 Whereas Xiao Tong only included three examples of biao and jian in
total, a minuscule proportion of the entire collection, p’yo and chŏn together occupy fourteen out of
one-hundred and thirty fascicles (roughly one-tenth) of the Korean anthology. The shared
nomenclature of Korean memorials and the Chinese genre is misleading, for these documents of the
same name had an entirely different existence in Korea.
The Korean p’yojŏn, like the classical biao and jian, addressed rulers. In the Ming context, the
former was used for personal correspondences with the emperor while the latter addressed other
members of the imperial family. They were reserved only for highly formal occasions and became

TMS Preface 2a–2b in v.1, p. 1: 非宋元之文 亦非漢唐之文 而乃我國之文也 宜與歷代之文 幷行於天地閒
胡可泯焉而無傳也哉.
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The Literary Selections describes the biao 表 to be a medium that allows one “to speak forth and describe affairs and
things, to make them clear and apparent in order to enlighten one’s lord and accomplish the [duty] of loyalty,” serving
the purpose of exposition. Xiao Tong 蕭統,Wenxuan 文選, 6 vols. commentaries by Li Shan 李善 (Shanghai guji
chuban she: 2005), v. 4, p. 1667. As for the jian 箋, E.D. Edwards describes it also as a letter or a written document,
categorized as a kind of memorial, only less formal. E.D. Edwards, “A Classified Guide to the Thirteen Classes of
Chinese Prose,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London 12, no. 3/4 (1948), 774.
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formulaic as conventional documents of congratulations by the late imperial period.24 The Chosŏn
king also presented such documents for imperial celebrations. The Selections of the East include
memorials presenting felicitations to emperors on the New Year (hajŏng p’yo 賀正表) or other
important ritual events such as the investiture of a crown prince or empress.25 These celebratory
memorials could also address specific events, such as the successful conclusion of an imperial
military campaign.26 Memorials such as these, written for specific occasions are thus more varied in
content and can often be found in other sources, such as the literary anthologies of their authors or
official histories. Korean letters also expressed gratitude for imperial gifts (saŭn p’yo 謝恩表). These,
and the “expression memorial” (chinchŏngp’yo 陳情表) or the “request memorial” (chuch’ŏng p’yo 奏請
表), tended to be less formulaic because they usually addressed specific diplomatic issues.27
The nomenclature gives no hint of their function as diplomatic documents, since memorials
by the same name could also be presented by the Ming officials and nobility.28 At work was a
conceptual framework of political hierarchy distinct from that which bound a Ming official to his

Chen Xuelin [Chan Hok-lam] 陳學林, Mingdai renwu yu chuanshuo 明代人物與傳說 (Hong Kong: Zhongwen daxue
chubanshe, 1997), 1.
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TMS f.31–33 in v.1, pp. 389–430.
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Generally speaking, p’yomun nomenclature matched the taxonomy of envoy mission types employed by the Chosŏn
court. For an overall list of the kinds of envoy missions Korea has sent, in addition to general characteristics of relations,
see Chŏn Haejong 全海宗, “Han-Chung chogong gwan’gye kaeron—Han-Chung kwan’gyesa ŭi chogam ŭl wihayŏ—
韓中朝貢關係概觀—韓中關係史의 鳥瞰을 위하여—,” in Kodae Han-Chung kwan’gyesa ŭi yŏn’gu, ed. Han’guksa
yŏn’gu hoe (Seoul: Samjiwŏn, 1987), 53–62.
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emperor. Korean monarchs ruled a domain beyond de facto imperial control, a distinction carefully
preserved in the language of these memorials. They represented the Korean ruler as the master of
his own people (min 民), ancestral shrines (chongmyo 宗廟) and altars of state and grain (sajik 社稷).
Nevertheless, by reserving p’yo for the emperor, Koryŏ and Chosŏn monarchs deferred to Yuan or
Ming rulers as universal, cosmic rulers. This arrangement placed the Korean ruler on par with
imperial officials; both were imperial subjects (sin/chen 臣). Korean rulers, by receiving only chŏn
from their own subjects, occupied a position of parity with imperial princes, consistent with their
treatment in Ming ritual hierarchy.29
Here we have a tension between two competing and overlapping operative logics. From the
vantage of the Ming court, Korean memorial presentation was a ritual practice legible to the
integrative logic of imperial rule, as it was coherent and compatible with its own institutions. This
logic obliterated any distinction between what was “internal” (nae/nei 內) and “external” (oe/wai 外)
as the Chosŏn monarch and his kingdom were but one of many such entities in the imperial fold.
The other, from the perspective of the Korean court, was their diplomatic function. These

This consistency is rhetorically possible because the title used for a Korean ruler, wang, was the same enjoyed by
imperial princes. This positionality emerged during the Yuan period. Koryŏ kings, married to imperial princesses, were
formally ranked in the Yuan ritual hierarchy as imperial kin, and one among the “various princes and consorts” (Ch:
zhuwang fuma 諸王駙馬). The Chosŏn and the Ming ruling families never had direct kinship ties, but an institution of
virtual kinship remained in force. The Ming conferred Chosŏn rulers with ritual emoluents usually reserved for princes
of the blood (qinwang 親王). See Chŏng Tonghun 정동훈, “Myŏngdae ŭi yeje chilsŏ esŏ Chosŏn kukwang ŭi wisang
명대의 예제 질서에서 조선국왕의 위상,” Yŏksa wa hyŏnsil no. 84 (June 2012): 251–92. See also the Yongle
emperor’s pronouncement in T’aejong sillok 3:11b [1402/2/26#1]: “Though [the] Chosŏn [kingship] was originally of the
rank of a commandery prince (junwang) and should be granted robes of five or seven emblems.... Nevertheless, Chosŏn,
despite being in a distant commandery, it is able to improve rites and morals on its own... and so I shall specially grant
[its king] the robes of an imperial prince (qinwang) with nine emblems.” 且朝鮮本郡王爵 宜賜以五章或七章服... 今
朝鮮固遠郡也, 而能自進於禮義.... 玆特命賜以親王九章之服.
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Figure 1 . Chosŏn Diplomatic Memorial (dated to 1627)

memorials represented Korea as a state to an outside power.30 These two modes, in practice, worked
together; the rhetoric of any given memorial had to satisfy both sets of demands.
The organization of the Selections of the East reflects an attention to rhetorical function. The
compilers arranged the letters first according to occasion, before arraying them in chronological
order. Attention to discursive function, highlighting rhetorical form and style thus superseded
historicist concerns, reflecting the decidedly literary emphasis of the anthology. The Selections of the
East could thus provide convenient models for future composers.
The anthology did not just provide models for diplomatic missives. Early Koryŏ period
memorials did not always formally distinguish Korean rulers from their erstwhile overlords, the Liao,
Jin, and Song emperors.31 From the fourteenth century onward, during the period of Mongol

The language is reminiscent of the Zhou period fengjian model (封建), where local powers were de facto states that
owed their allegiance to the Zhou overlord. The Ming maintained this rhetoric for its own so-called “feudal lords” (Ch:
zhuhou 諸侯) and local princes (Ch: fanwang 藩王), but these emoluments were based on stipends and land grants, not
independent fiefs. Chosŏn, however, was a state. The symbols of autonomy used here: people, ancestral shrines, and the
altars to earth and grain, were the same used for Zhou period local lords. The kings of Chosŏn, however, unlike the
Zhou local lords, were never placed in power by the Ming. The description then was always figurative, spoken in simile.
Imagining the Chosŏn and the Ming relationship as a reenactment of the pre-Qin fengjian model was an important trope
in the diplomatic discourse of the time. See Fairbank, The Chinese World Order, 7. See also Chapters 5 and 6 of this
dissertation.
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These documents celebrated important ritual occasions, such as the P’algwanhoe (八關會), or showed gratitude for
ritual favors. The P’algwanhoe was a Buddhist religious celebration closely connected to expressions of Koryŏ royal
sovereignty. These ceremonies had occurred in periods when Koryŏ rulers saw themselves as sovereign rulers of a
localized “all-under-heaven” (ch’ŏnha) in Korea, unfettered by an imperial suzerain. These celebrations were abolished in
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domination, Koryŏ officials no longer addressed their own monarchs with p’yo, but only with chŏn, a
reflection of the Korean monarchy’s demoted status vis-a-vis their imperial suzerains.32 Taxonomic
distinctions notwithstanding, these documents differed little in form and style either from diplomatic
missives or their earlier Koryŏ predecessors. Modes of imperial adulation easily transferred to
Korean rulers and vice versa. Although chŏn carefully avoided obvious imperial titles, the rhetorical
paraphernalia of Korean kingship did violate imperial prerogatives. One early Chosŏn memorial, for
instance, lauded the Korean king for “succeeding heaven’s [mandate] and ascending to a supreme
[position],” and “inaugurating [his own] inheritance of a new august throne” (繼天立極 誕膺景祚
之新) in celebration of a royal sacrifice.33 The “august throne” (景祚), “heaven’s [mandate]” and
the “supreme position” were unmistakably imperial pretensions.34 Chosŏn memorial writers used
such turns of phrase liberally to describe the Ming emperor in diplomatic memorials, but described
the Korean ruler in these terms only in documents for domestic consumption.
The legitimation of rulership in both the Chosŏn and the Ming relied on a common classical
idiom, so the lexical overlap comes as no surprise. Another Korean memorial, for example,
celebrated the Chosŏn king’s fulfillment of “the lessons of the Great Plan [of Yu]” (講洪範之訓辭),
the same classical text that was the foundation of both classical rulership and provided the link to
antiquity required for imperial legitimacy.35 A congratulatory memorial for a royal birthday traced

1392 when the Chosŏn dynasty began suppressing Buddhist institutions. See No Myŏngho 노명호, Koryŏ kukka wa
chiptan ŭisik: chawi kongdongch’e, Samguk yumin, Samhan ilt’ong, Haedong ch’ŏnja ŭi ch’ŏnha 고려 국가 와 집단 의식: 자위
공동체, 삼국 유민, 삼한 일통, 해동 천자 의 천하 (Seoul: Sŏul taehakkyo ch’ulpan munhwawŏn, 2009).
This change likely occurred in 1301 when the Yuan demanded the Koryŏ alter the nomenclature of its institutions to
avoid conflicting with those in use at the imperial court. See KS f.32:2a–2b [1301/04 己丑].
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“Ha ch’in sa Taemyo chŏn” 賀親祀大廟箋, TMS f.32:21a–b in v.1, p. 414.

For example, in a memorial for an emperor, terms such as “supreme position” (立極) referred to the imperial throne.
See “Chŏlil hap’yo” 節日賀表, TMS f.32:25a in v.1, p. 416.
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the Korean king’s legitimacy to his personal virtue and heaven’s will, manifested in his “careful
devotion to the emperor” (小心於事帝) and his “dutiful observance of envoy missions” to China
(叨領使華). Even so, all this was nested in his “reverence of Tang dynasty’s models” (慕唐朝之典)
and “sharing the ceremonies of the Han palace” (同漢殿之儀). Even as these domestic memorials
avoided challenging imperial authority, and acknowledged its superiority, they nonetheless appealed
to the models of legitimate monarchy offered by a common imperial tradition. The drafters of these
memorials walked a narrow tightrope between an appealing to a shared tradition and infringing on
imperial prerogatives.36
Inheriting a shared political tradition did not automatically translate into good relations,
because it also implied rival claims on an imperial transmission that was in theory indivisible. In the
Koryŏ period, one Yuan official who visited the Korean court protested how similar its ceremonies,
“the grand meetings, royal canopies, dragon screens, and retinues,” were to those of the emperor’s
court. Officials even called aloud to wish the ruler long-life and performed kowtows, which he
declared a “gross usurpation” of imperial prerogatives.37 Cognizant of these issues, the Chosŏn
court deigned to share with Ming envoys the details of its government institutions, for fear that
similarity to Ming ones would be taken as an affront to the imperial court.38
Korean diplomatic memorials, thus mutually constitutive and ideologically interdependent
with their domestic counterparts, point to a larger set of issues. Together they are part of a broader
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“Kyŏnggido kwanch’alsa hat’anil chŏn” 京畿道觀察使賀誕日箋, TMS f.32:25b–26a in v.1, p. 416.

YS f.108, p. 4623: 又其大會 王曲蓋 龍扆 警蹕 諸臣舞蹈山呼 一如朝儀 僭擬過甚. These protests led to
proposals to formally annex Koryŏ into the Yuan’s direct administration, an act staved only by resounding protests by
Koryŏ officials, along with a diplomatic memorial that appealed to earlier Yuan promises to preserve Koryŏ’s autonomy.
The Koryŏ had been military subjugated by the Mongol-Yuan dynasty and its rulers were also active participants in Yuan
politics, a combination which made the Koryŏ more vulnerable to imperial intervention. See Ko Pyŏngik 高柄翊, Tonga
kyosŏpsa ŭi yŏn’gu 東亞交涉史의研究 ([Seoul]: Sŏul taehakkyo ch’ulpan bu 서울大學校出版部, 1970), 200–216; KS
31:28b.
37

38

Chungjong sillok 6:7a [1508/05/16#6].
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story of appropriation, in which Korean statecraft had long adapted imperial practices. The
institutional parallels that emerged of which the use (of the memorial is only one example) fostered
legibility between Korean and imperial practices, but it also meant Korean claims of authority were
always in implicit contest with imperial ones. The avoidance of obvious affronts to imperial claims,
such as the use of a separate calendar, illustrates the delicateness of diplomatic representation. That
Korean rulers and their officials tailored their correspondences in this manner demands
acknowledging the strong possibility for deliberate representation in such political performances and
cautions against reading them simply as genuine expressions of some general truth about the nature
of Chosŏn-Ming relations. Diplomatic memorials, p’yomun, cannot be taken literally as transparent
“documents of expression.”
The crux of the matter is a tension between competing sovereign claims. How does the
diplomatic memorial manage this tension? Addressing this question requires examining the
diplomatic memorial as a genre diachronically. The memorial bound Korea to the imperial tradition,
and so its history must be understood in conjunction with the history of empire.
A Genealogy of Empire
Compilations like the Literary Selections of the East gave diplomatic memorials a generic
coherence, constructed through their accumulation of tangible examples. Their compilers
transformed a repository of inert documents by bringing them together collectively as a device of
knowledge. Through them, the rhetorical strategies for engaging with empire became a craft that
could be mastered. Reading diplomatic memorials as a form of knowledge is crucial to
understanding their significance in Korean diplomacy. In his preface to the Selections of the East, Sŏ
Kŏjŏng writes the following of Korea’s literary achievement.
When the [Northern and Southern] Song contended with the Liao and Jin, [we] avoided national
calamity over and over by dint of literary writing. In the time of the Yuan, [our scholars] arrived as
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foreign guests in their civil service exams and met as equals the talented men of the Central Plains [i.e.
China].39

The first achievement was strategic. Sŏ credited memorials and other diplomatic missives for saving
Korea from destruction during times of upheaval, a time period where multiple contenders and
claimed imperial status. The second accomplishment was its ability to demonstrate cultural parity
with China. This second claim did not address diplomatic writing per se, but its assertion of cultural
parity was ultimately inseparable from Korea’s strategic encoding of its relations with empire.
The Literary Selections of the East was not an inert repository. At the outset, it was a result of a
selective rendering of a genre. Its compilers had culled a particular set of documents from extant
materials. Although they predated the Chosŏn, these texts were meant to inform later compositions,
so they are as much objects of the Chosŏn as they are of earlier historical moments. Their
retrospective accounting of Korea’s interactions with past empires also offers a genealogical reading
of the past, a window into its compilers’ understanding of how Korea’s history had come to
constitute the Chosŏn present. The immediate task here then is to read “along the grain,” to
discover the strategic work they were intended to do.40
Although a form of encomium, the diplomatic memorial was appropriated for strategic use
from its inception. The earliest examples were not congratulatory memorials or declarations of
fealty, but missives that sought to enlist imperial authority and commandeer its power. One, sent by
the P’aekche (百濟 trad. 18 BCE–660 CE) ruler to the Northern Wei (北魏 386–534) emperor,
was a request for military aid, hoping to draw imperial intervention against the rival kingdom of

TMS Preface 1b–2a in v.1, p. 1: 當兩宋遼金搶攘之日 屢以文詞得紓國患 至元朝 由賓貢中制科 與中原才士
頡頏上下者...
39

The nature of this “archive” is very different from the colonial archive studied by other scholars of empire.
Nonetheless, I take Ann Stoler’s cue to attempt an “ethnographic” view on the archive, with the caveat being that it is an
ethnography, not of imperial control, but of accommodation and appropriation. Ann Laura Stoler, Along the Archival
Grain: Epistemic Anxieties and Colonial Common Sense (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2009)., 46–49.
40
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Koguryŏ (高句麗).41 Another, sent by the Silla for Tang Gaozong (唐高宗 r. 628–683), was the
memorial that spurred on the Tang invasions of P’aekche, which precipitated the unification of the
Korean peninsula under Silla.42 Although these early memorials adopted the language of vassalage,
they were not unequivocal paeans to imperial power. They were instead tools designed by their
anonymous composers who used them to glorify imperial power only to turn it to their own ends.
The diplomatic memorial appears as a bona fide genre only with the work of the Silla literatus
Ch’oe Ch’iwŏn 崔致遠 (857–951), whom Sŏ credited as the “originator of Korea’s literary
tradition” (吾東方文章之本始也). Ch’oe’s life was in many ways a shorthand for the cultural
dynamics of appropriation between the peninsula and the continent at the time. He was a
representative example of the many individuals who traveled west to China and returned home with
the fruits of their experience.43 Ch’oe left Silla at a young age for the Tang capital Chang’an to
pursue his studies. There, he passed the civil service examinations and served as a Tang official until
he returned to Silla in 884.44 In his homeland he promoted literary Chinese and argued in particular

TMS f.41:1a-b in v.1 p. 530: 百濟上魏主請伐高勾麗表 It is possible that this memorial was not an actual,
historical ones, but mock memorials written as literary exercises. Another “Paekche” memorial, for example, was
attributed to Ch’oe Chiwŏn. The inclusion of mock memorials further demonstrates the use of these texts as literary
models, not historical documents. See TMS f.39:1b–3a in v.1 p. 500：百濟遣使朝北魏表.
41

TMS f.39:1a–b in v.1 p. 500: 新羅上唐高宗皇帝陳情表. The memorial poses as a mea culpa, but instead exhorts the
emperor to recognize the sincerity of the Silla monarch, while laying blame its rival, the Paekche ruler.
42

The transmission of cultural practices therefore did not result from proselytizing efforts by imperial agents, but was
an outcome selective of appropriation of the many individuals who sojourned west to China during this period. They
brought back east the cultural technologies they found most valuable, whether it be Confucian statecraft, literary culture,
or Buddhist teachings. For Buddhist examples, see essays in Robert E. Buswell, ed., Currents and Countercurrents : Korean
Influences on the East Asian Buddhist Traditions (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2005).
43

During his time at the Tang court he famously wrote an exhortation letter to rally Tang forces against the roving
rebels led by Huang Chao rebellions. Hong Sŏkchu 洪奭周 (1774–1842), “Preface to the Redacted and Printed Kyewŏn
p’ilgyŏng chip” 校印桂苑筆耕集序, 1 in Ch’oe Ch’iwŏn 崔致遠 Guiyuan bigeng ji [Kyewŏn p’ilgyŏng chip] jiaozhu 桂苑筆耕
集校注, ed. Dang Yinping 党銀平 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2007). For his writings in the Tang, see Kyewŏn p’ilgyŏng
chip f.1:2, 5–6, 9, 11–12, 14, 20 etc in Guiyuan bigeng ji jiaozhu; See also TMS f.31:1a–11a in v.1, pp. 389–394.
44
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for the importance of literary craft to the conduct of diplomacy.45 He applied his craft in this
capacity, as the the first diplomatic memorial to receive an attribution of authorship in the Selections of
the East was one Ch’oe wrote to present felicitations to the Tang court.46
After a long period of selective appropriation, elements of Tang court practice had become
an established part of Korea’s cultural landscape. The use of the p’yo-memorial in diplomacy was no
exception. The majority of the extant documents date from the Koryŏ period, though a significant
portion are from after the Mongol invasions.47 The pre-Mongol memorials addressed the Liao, Jin,
and Song courts, who all claimed to be legitimate successors of the Tang’s once unified empire by
adapting and reinventing its ritual and rhetorical technologies in the process.48 Rival claimants to
unified empire competed for Koryŏ’s recognition. In the meantime, as Michael C. Rogers described
it, Koryŏ relied on “its considerable diplomatic skills, with a keen awareness of the distinction
between rhetoric and reality” as it negotiated with these three courts at different junctures in the
“post universalistic world” after the Tang’s demise.49 The use of the p’yo-memorial, then, was a
signature practice of Korean diplomacy; just as no one emperor monopolized the imperial tradition,
no one imperial dynasty exclusively enjoyed Koryŏ’s tribute missions or its declarations of fealty.
These documents are poignant reminders that the imperial tradition was not coterminous with an
ethnocentric idea of “China.” For the greater duration of this period, Koryŏ sent these memorials,

Joohang Javier Cha, “The Civilizing Project in Medieval Korea: Neo-Classicism, Nativism, and Figurations of Power”
(PhD, Harvard University, 2014), 58; see also HMC 1:158d. Ch’oe thus played a foundational role in transmitting Tang
court literary practice to Silla.
45

See 新羅賀正表 TMS f.31:10b–11a in v.1, pp. 393–394.; Ch’oe Ch’iwŏn 崔致遠, Koun sŏnsaeng munjip 孤雲先生文
集 f.1 in HMC v.1:153b–c.
46

47

Even as four-six parallel prose was relegated to highly formal ritual uses, it retained its place in diplomatic practice.

Gungwu Wang, “The Rhetoric of a Lesser Empire: Early Sung Relations with Its Neighbors,” in China among Equals:
The Middle Kingdom and Its Neighbors, 10th-14th Centuries, ed. Morris Rossabi (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1983), 47–63, esp. pp. 47–50, 55; Hok-lam Chan, Legitimation in Imperial China, 37–38, 81, 103–107.
48

Gungwu Wang, “The Rhetoric of a Lesser Empire,” 53; Michael C. Rogers, “National Consciousness in Medieval
Korea: The Impact of Liao and Chin on Koryŏ,” in China among Equals, 151–72, esp. p. 166.
49
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not to the Chinese-ruled Song, but to the “multiethnic” empires of the Khitan Liao and the Jurchen
Jin.50 The “diplomatic memorial” and the practices surrounding it developed through a line of
dynastic transmission that mainly circumvented the Song, and passed through the northern dynasties
of the Liao and Jin, and finally to be inherited by the Mongol Yuan.51
In this context, a Korean diplomatic memorial acquired additional symbolic importance for
these rival imperial states. Korean envoys bearing these missives arrived at least annually to the Liao
and Jin courts, but their presence in the Song was a rare cause for celebration. The reign of Emperor
Huizong (徽宗 r. 1100–1126) saw a flurry of renewed diplomatic activity with Koryŏ. Huizong,
hoping to isolate the Khitan Liao who had occupied the “lost” sixteen prefectures in northern China
for generations, sought to kindle an alliance with the Koryŏ against them.52
The Song court celebrated the arrival of Koryŏ embassies by holding special civil service
examinations for the Erudite Degree,53 where examinees wrote mock diplomatic memorials in the
voice of the Koryŏ king. Huizong held one such examination in 1114. On this occasion, examinees
wrote as the Koryŏ king showing thanks for a bestowal of musical instruments.54 Why the Song
asked its examinees to write in the voice of the Koryŏ king requires explanation. The test could have

Koryŏ and Song merchants maintained commercial ties during the Southern Song, but Koryŏ dispatched evnoys only
to the Jurchen Jin. For an overview, see Kim Wihyŏn 金渭顯, Koryŏ sidae taeoe kwan’gyesa yŏn’gu 高麗時代對外關係史
硏究 (Seoul: Kyŏng’in munhwasa, 2004).
50

The Yuan court saw itself primarily as successors to the Liao and Jin, and not the Song, thanks to the involvement of
former Jin literati. See Chan, Hok-lam, “Wang O (1190–1273),” Papers on Far Eastern History 12 (September 1975): 43–70.
51

Michael C. Rogers, “Notes on Koryŏ’s Relations with Sung and Liao,” Chindan Hakpo 12 (1991): 310–35; see for
example the records of Huizong envoy, Xu Jing 徐兢, the Xuanhe fengshi Gaoli tujing 宣和奉使高麗圖經, Congshu
jicheng chu bian 叢書集成初編 3236–3239 (Shanghai: Shangwu yinshu guan, 1937).
52
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Ch. boxue hongci 博學宏詞.

Similar examinations had taken place in 1095 to celebrate an arrival of a Koryŏ tribute embassy and in 1100 to
commemorate the imperial bestowal of the Taiping yulan 太平御覽. In both cases, the candidates were asked to write
mock memorials on behalf of the Koryŏ king. See Xu Song 徐松, Song huiyao jigao 宋會要輯稿, Xuanju 選舉 f.12; p.3
[Xuanju 12/ Zhike 3/ Hongci/ Zhezhong/ Shaoxing 2]; p. 5 [Xuanju 12/ Zhike 3/ Hongci / Huizong / Yuanfu 3]; p.8
[Xuanju 12/ Zhike 3/ Hongci/ Huizong/ Zhenghe 4].
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measured literary versatility, a desirable quality for a court composer. Since the Song court
dispatched diplomatic letters of its own to rival imperial states, a mock Koryŏ letter could have also
served as a model. Or, it could have been a template for “translating” letters from other foreigners
into a language suitable for presentation to an imperial audience.Perhaps the rhetorical niceties
considered appropriate to this context could be recycled to suit the ideological needs of the court.
Regardless of their purpose, comparing these mock memorials to actual Korean memorials reveal
stark differences. It amounts to the difference between an imperial fantasy’s clichéd projection of
what a Koryŏ memorial should be and what an actual Koryŏ strategy of self-representation was.
Korean memorials defied these imperial expectations, but they also exceeded them. They offered
something far more valuable than what the imperial court initially hoped for, but not before claiming
a piece of the imperial tradition for themselves.
The top examination passer for the 1114 Erudite exams was Sun Di 孫覿 (1081–1169).
The editor of the Southern Song Compass to Composition (Cixue zhinan 詞學指南), Wang Yingling (王
應麟 1223–1296) found Sun’s response worthy of inclusion as a model essay.55 He lauded Sun’s
essay for its effective use of diction:
If in the opening phrases, one spoke only words such as “favor extending to distant countries,” like a
second-rate writer would, it would be weak and without power. And so, [Sun Di] took the meaning of
these words and transformed them. [The phrases] “[You] granted the letters [of investiture] and for a
myriad leagues culture is all unified” are what [I mean]. One has only to read these two phrases to see
the big picture.56

The structure of the essay was equally important:

Wang Yingling, Cixue zhinan 詞學指南 in Yuhai 玉海 f.948, p.203. SKQS; Chang Tong’ik 張東翼 Songdae Yŏsa
charyo chimnok 宋代麗史資料集錄 (Seoul: Sŏul Taehakkyo ch’up’anbu 2000), 533.
55

起頭若如弟二人 止說寵逮遠邦之語 則弱而無力 故用此意 而擇語言換轉 十行賜札 萬里同文是也 才讀
此兩句 便見大體.
56
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He first speaks of how the distant barbarians are not worthy enough to know elegant music and then
narrates the splendor of the musical performance and the favor of bestowal. One can use this as a
model for any memorial [expressing thanks] for receiving gifts as one of the four barbarians. 57
The memorial not only proclaimed the universal claims of imperial rule, but also demonstrated the
humility of the “barbarian” ruler, who once ignorant of civilized ways, was now basking in the
transforming glory of “elegant music.” Weaving these tropes together with appropriate classical
allusions in the proper parallel prose made for a good memorial.58

Huizong may have been thinking of the Dashengyue (大晟樂) when he held the special round of civil
service exams in 1114. Completed in 1105, the Dashengyue project was a new repertoire of court
ceremonial music designed to restore the musical standards of the Sage Kings. The creation of the
new music coincided with other cultural and political projects that meant to augment the prestige of
the Song imperial house. In this period of renewed imperial activism, the Dashengyue was thus
intimately connected with an irredentist war against the Khitan Liao, which ultimately precipitated
the Northern Song’s destruction.59 When Huizong bequeathed the instruments and scores of his
new music to Koryŏ in 1116,60 he also made relations with Koryŏ an integral element in the plan to
restore Song imperial splendor.61

57

先說遠夷不足以知雅樂 而後敘作樂之盛 受賜之寵 凡四夷受賜表 皆可倣此.

Wang concludes with the following: “The aphoristic phrases in this memorial all make use of classical allusions.
Moreover, these allusions are beautiful, and in general, as long as is for an exam on writing using four-six style, one
should have one or two couplets like these, so that it would be easy to read.” 此表警句 全用經句 而復典麗大凡詞
科四六 須間有此一兩聯 則易入人眼
58

The Dashengyue, a part of the classical revival undertaken in his early reign. Its revival in the Song court and its
promulgation to Koryŏ fit squarely within Emperor Huizong’s self-construction as a sagely ruler. The irony of course,
was that, with the Northern Song’s demise at the hands of the Jurchen Jin, the Dashengyue became a symbol of imperial
excess and dynastic decline. albeit one that was fated to be abortive. For a full discussion of the Dashengyue, see Joseph
S.C. Lam, “Huizong’s Dashengyue, a Musical Performance of Emperorship and Officialdom,” eds. Patricia Buckley
Ebrey and Maggie Bickford, Emperor Huizong and Late Northern Song China : The Politics of Culture and the Culture of Politics,
Harvard East Asian Monographs (Harvard University Asia Center : Distributed by Harvard University Press: Cambridge,
2006), 395–452.” For irredentism and imperial prestige in Huizong’s reign, see in the same volume, Paul Jakov Smith,
“Irredentism as Political Capital : The New Policies and the Annexation of Tibetan Domains in Hehuang (the QinghaiGansu Highlands) under Shenzong and His Sons, 1068-1126,” 78–130.
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KS 14:14a–15b [1116/06 乙丑].
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Michael C. Rogers, “Notes on Koryŏ’s Relations with Sung and Liao,” pp. 334–335 for the Dashengyue.
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One need only read the actual Koryŏ letter Huizong received to see how different it was
from the mock memorial. The actual Koryŏ letter thanking Huizong for this gift of music differed in
essential ways from the Song mock memorial, matching neither its structure nor its rhetorical flow.
Instead of humble barbarians professing their ignorance in the face of the civilizing imperial
knowledge of Song, we find the following:
Your Servant has heard that when Xuanyuan [the Yellow Thearch, Huangdi] created the Xianchi and
Yu [the Sage King] completed the Daxia, they used their own body for their measures and forged
tripods to test their sounds.62 Before the Zhou, all followed their rules. [Those] from the Han on
failed in their transmission. The [corrupt sounds] of the Zheng and Wei burgeoned, and the Airs and
Elegantiae [i.e. the proper music of the Book of Songs] were long broken.63 The various scholars could
not construct them, and the generations that followed could not develop them. [But] the Way was not
enacted in vain, and Principle had something to it. Now, Your Majesty the Emperor, wise and sagely,
brilliant through sincerity, took up the remonstrance of recluses, absolved the confusion of
measurements, and followed the legacy of the ancient kings. And so, [You] achieved the balance of
the Yellow Bell,64 adorning it with the five modes, disseminating it in the eight instruments.
Promulgating them in the altars and shrines, the various spirits submit; and proclaiming them in the
imperial court, the commoners and officials are harmonious. [With this you] illuminated the
achievements of an age, and revived the fallen paragons of antiquity. 65

The Koryŏ letter exhibited a mastery of classical diction and rhymeprose equal to that of the Song
court composer. This mastery allowed the Koryŏ to represent its own interpretation of the
Dashengyue as a project of cultural revival. No less an encomium to imperial virtue, praises of
Huizong for matching the achievements of sage rulers show that the Koryŏ recipient could
appreciate as a connoisseur and not as a mere consumer. He is not simply overawed by the music’s

Both The Xianchi (Kr: hamchi 咸池) and the Daxia (Kr: taeha 大夏) were the perfect music of Sage Rulers of
antiquity. See the “Musical Records” 樂記 section of the Book of Rites 禮記.
62

The songs of the states of Zheng and Wei have become synonymous with corrupt music. For example, we have the
following appraisals from Confucius in the Analects 論語. Confucius said, “Give up the sounds of Zheng and stay away
from bad people. The sounds of Zheng are corrupt, and bad people are dangerous.” 放鄭，遠佞人 鄭聲淫佞人殆.
He also stated, “I disdain that the sounds of Zheng have brought chaos to the elegant (ya) music.” Analects 15.10; 17.8.
63
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The Yellow Bell (huangzhong/hwangchung 黃鐘) provided the scale for perfect pitch and harmony.

“Memorial giving thanks to the bestowal of new music” 謝賜新樂表, see TMS v. 34.13b-14a; 437b-437a: 臣聞軒造
咸池 禹成大夏 乃以身而爲度 仍鑄鼎以審音 在周以前 皆因此法 自漢而下 卽失其傳 鄭衛以興 風雅久絶
諸儒不能擬議 歷世不能發揮 道非虛行 理若有待 恭惟皇帝陛下 惟睿作聖 自誠而明 採隱士之獻言 斥其
秬黍之惑 稽先王之遺法 得乃黃鍾之均 文之以五聲 播之以八器 薦之郊廟而衆神格 奏於朝廷而庶尹諧 以
明一代之成功 以起千古之墜典.
65
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splendor, but can hear the resonances of its classical tunes. He recognized its accomplishment
because he was not an ignorant barbarian, but a cultivated listener knowledgeable of the classical
past. Their culture hailing from the same tradition, the Koryŏ approached the Song as cultural
equals.
The letter amplified the cultural significance of Huizong project, but did so while
underscoring Koryŏ’s qualifications as a participant in this project. The letter closes with the
assurance that with “the enduring echoes of the bells and chimes,” the Koryŏ too will “use the
ocarina and flute to set straight the sounds,” and replicate the musical standards the Song
promulgated. By participating jointly in the spread of the Dashengyue, the Koryŏ well help bring
“great peace that flows in unison with heaven and earth” for “transmissions [lasting] a hundred
generations,” and celebrate the “mutual joy of ruler and subject.”66 Koryŏ was not grateful for this
piece of Song civilization, but to the Song for contributing to the civilizing project as a whole.
The Koryŏ letter also exceeded Song expectations for praise, even where it echoed them.
The actual and mock memorials did share some features. Phrases such as “flowing in unison with
heaven and earth” (天地同流) and “the mutual joy of ruler and subject” (君臣相悅) find their way
into both. Since both Song and Koryŏ writers drew from a common classical repertoire, identical
allusions were sometimes unavoidable. In this case, a passage in the Mencius that saw harmonious
resonance between the human and natural worlds to parallel good relations between ruler and
subject served as an apt referent.67
Indeed, the revival of ancient music was also to produce these harmonious correspondences.
Ritually correct music could not only regulate the empire, but also acquire the cooperation of

TMS v. 34.13b-14a; 437b-437a: 制鏞磬之遺響 用塤箎之正音 命彼敎坊 勤資按習 參之大晟 乃至和平 與天
地以同流 傳之百世 爲君臣之相悅.
66

67

See the following sections of the Mencius: Jingxing 1 盡心上 and Liang Huiwang 2 梁惠王下.
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barbarian peoples and supernatural beings alike. To this effect, Sun Di likened imperial music to the
“the dance of shields” performed by the sage ruler Shun 舜. In its locus classicus, the “Counsels of
Great Yu,” the dance represented the ruler’s moral influence, which succeeded in moving his
enemies, the Miao barbarians, to “submit after seventy days.”68 The Koryŏ memorial alluded to the
same passage and adapted it to the wording of Huizong promulgation of the Dashengyue. Though the
Song edict only described the performance of this music as a way to “honor the deities and spirits,”
the Koryŏ memorial claimed that the performance of music brought even “spirits to submission.”69
Here, we have a correspondence not of emotional resonance, but of literary fashioning. By
acknowledging Song claims in writing, the Koryŏ achieved the same sonorous harmony sagely music
was to achieve. Like musical harmony, both correspondences in text and in diplomatic practice
required mutual action for their effect.
The resulting intertextual harmony was not a spontaneous response to the moral virtue of
the Song. Even though both the mock and actual memorials referred to the power of music as moral
influence, the harmony of both text and action resulted from deliberate orchestration, as both the
Koryŏ and the Song worked together to construct Huizong’s sagely image. The question remains
whether such orchestrations occurred at the behest of the imperial court or if Koryŏ had responded
to the Song on its own terms. Behind these issues is a tension fundamental to this genre. On one
hand rested imperial desire to control these representations and on the other lay the need to
preserve Korean agency, because only “spontaneous” (read: not coerced) responses could serve as
adequate testimony to imperial virtue.

“Dayu mo”大禹謨 Shangshu zhushu 尚書註疏 f.4:52b in Shisanjing zhushu: 班師振旅 帝乃誕敷文德 舞干羽于兩
階 七旬有苗格.
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Huizong’s edict regarding the Dashengyue is reproduced in Lam, “Huizong’s Dashengyue,” 432–433.
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By using mock memorials in its civil service examinations, the Song showed its interest in
establishing norms and expectations for this genre of writing. The intended audience of these
exemplary exam answers was not likely the Koryŏ court. Thousands of leagues away, the Koryŏ
produced a memorial with stark deviations from Song expectations. Furthermore, Koryŏ court
composers had their own models to consult. During this period, Koryŏ’s court composers had
already honed their rhetorical craft in their dealings with the Liao court. By Huizong’s reign, the
Song were interlopers in a preexisting tradition, one that for over a century the Koryŏ had
developed with the Liao without Song participation.
Korean memorial writers anticipated the imperial gaze, ever cognizant of the symbolic value
these memorial presentations had for the imperial court. Emperors expressed their displeasure, if a
Korean memorial did not somehow fit their expectations. Sŏ Kŏjŏng noted, for example, a Jin
emperor who thought that a classical allusion in a Koryŏ memorial had insinuated the less-thanglorious way in which he came to the throne.70 Yuan regulations prohibited certain words from such
memorials. Such a rule was intended for Yuan officials, but it also applied to memorials from the
Koryŏ court.71 Most famously, the Ming founder, the Hongwu emperor (Taizu 明太祖 r. 1368–
1398), prohibited words that reminded him of his humble past. Scholars who violated these
regulations were severely punished, including Korean memorial drafters.72 The early Ming

Sŏ Kŏ-jŏng 徐居正. P’irwŏn chapki 筆苑雜記 v.1, collected in the Taedong yasŭng 大東野乘 [Hereafter the TDYS],
f.3, v.1:670. The memorial in question was written by Ch’oe Posun (崔甫淳 1162-1229) for the accession of the Jin
emperor Wanyan Yongji 完顏永濟 (r. Prince of Weishao 衛紹王 1208–1213). See KSCY f.14 Hŭijong 5 [1209/03].
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Yuan dianzhang 元典章 f.28:4a–5a. Koryŏ kings, as husbands of Yuan princesses, were treated as imperial princes in
the Yuan.
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Although some scholars find these stories of Ming literary inquisition to be later exaggerations based on unofficial
histories rooted in rumor and mythology, the experience of the Chosŏn court in this matter suggests otherwise.The
source usually cited for these literary purges is the essay “Ming chu wenzi zhi huo” 明初文字之禍 by the Qing scholar
Zhao Yi 趙翼 (1727–1814) in his Ershier shi zhaji (See f.32). Hok-lam Chan faults Zhao, “a reputable historian,” of
being “misled by vulgar hearsay and flimsy allegations” in what he considered unreliable unofficial histories written in
the late Ming. While Ming Taizu had tried to enforce literary style, the bloodshed around these events is exaggerated.
Chan, however, neglects and misreads the Korean evidence surrounding the affair. His conclusion that Korean envoys
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“memorial incidents” (p’yochŏn sagŏn 表箋事件) caused considerable consternation at the Chosŏn
court and led to the detainment, exile, and execution of Korean ambassadors.73 Amid all this, the
Chosŏn court still insisted on sending these memorials, even after the Ming emperor had demanded
it desist.74
Ming Taizu’s intervention in the matter of diction and literary craft, however dramatic, was
unusual.75 Later Ming emperors and officials mostly lauded Korean memorials for their prose and
diction. The Yongle emperor was said to have “sighed in praise without end” after reading Korean
memorials.76 The Ming grand secretary Yan Song 嚴嵩 (1480–1567) once compared Korean
missives favorably to other “memorials from the four quarters,” which he dismissed collectively as

were merely reprimanded not did not face capital punishment (極刑) is based on exclusive use of the Ming Veritable
Records, a risky scholarly practice. Chosŏn sources present a very different picture. At least three Korean envoys were
executed in connection with this affair and about a dozen others extradited and detained in the Ming court.
Furthermore, Chan’s claim that “Taizu did not in fact forbid words of sound, as shown in his edicts promulgating the
rules of taboo avoidance,” is directly contradicted by the fact that Korean memorial writers were explicitly accused of
using homophones for insulting puns. See Hok-lam Chan [Chen Xuelin], Mingdai renwu yu chuanshuo, 2–3, 5, 5n12, 13–21;
For Chan’s reading of the Korean evidence, see 12, 12n26; see also Hok-lam Chan and Laurie Dennis, “Frenzied
Fictions: Popular Beliefs and Political Propaganda in the Written History of Ming Taizu” in Sarah Schneewind eds., Long
Live the Emperor! : Uses of the Ming Founder across Six Centuries of East Asian History, Ming Studies Research Series. (Society
for Ming Studies: Minneapolis, 2008), 15–33, esp. pp. 27–31. For discussions of this incident in Korean, see Pak
Wŏnhyo, Myŏngch’o Chosŏn kwan’gyesa yŏn’gu, 5-61; Kim Sunja, Han’guk chungse Han-Chung kwan’gyesa, 17, 164-170.
T’aejo sillok 5:6a [1394/02/19#1]; 9:2a [1396/02/09#1]; 10:1b [1396/07/19#1]. For the detainment, exile and
execution of Korean envoys, see 9:2a [1396/02/15#1]; 9:4a [1396/03/29#3]; 10:7b [1396/11/06#1]; 11:9b
[1397/04/14#1]; 12:8b [1397/11/30#2]; 14:2b [1398/05/14]. Many of those detained were never repatriated, though in
1402, it was reported that one envoy thought to have been executed had in fact been exiled to Yunnan and was living
peaceably there. See T’aejong sillok 4:18a [1402/10/16#2]. Chosŏn envoys managed to secure the return of some in 1404.
See T’aejong sillok 7:11a [1404/03/27#1].
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T’aejo sillok 9:9b [1396/06/14#1]; 12:9b [1397/12/18#1]. This incident will be discussed in detail in a manuscript in
progress, Sixiang Wang, “Literary Authority and Chosŏn-Ming Diplomacy: The Memorial Incident of 1396.”
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There are of course other famous examples of literary inquisition in imperial history, but seldom did they extend to
Korea. The Qing Qianlong emperor enacted a literary inquisition to weed out potential (and imagined) Ming
sympathizers. Even though this inquisition never extended to Korea, he did scrutinize Korean memorials and protested
the Chosŏn court’s continued usage of Ming reign titles when he discovered them on the identity plaques of
shipwrecked Koreans. See, R. Kent Guy, The Emperor’s Four Treasuries: Scholars and the State in the Late Chʻien-Lung Era
(Harvard Univ Asia Center, 1987), 157–200; JaHyun Kim Haboush, “Contesting Chinese Time, Nationalizing Temporal
Space: Temporal Inscription in Late Chosŏn Korea,” in Time, Temporality and Imperial Transition: East Asia Form Ming to
Qing, Asian Interactions and Comparisons (Honolulu; Ann Arbor Mich.: University of Hawaii Press; Association for
Asian Studies, 2005), 132.
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T’aejong sillok 20:33a [1410/10/23#1].
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“inappropriately worded for the most part.” Literary mastery allowed the Korean memorial to
navigate the rhetorical fine line between vague platitudes and indecorousness. The memorial that
impressed Yan Song had “congratulated” the Jiajing emperor for narrowly escaping an assassination
attempt by his palace ladies. Yan praised it for managing to avoid “[laying] bare the details of the
matter,” while still preserving “the facts” of the matter, thus balancing the demands of decorum
without losing a sense of relevance.77 To gain recognition as pieces of “literary” writing and its style
already required a through expertise, but the requisite knowledge for writing these memorials went
beyond conventions, tropes, and prosody. It required a mastery of rhetorical strategies and, most of
all, an understanding of the political concerns of its audience.
Despite their visibility as a genre in the Selections of the East, neither the memorials’ literary
quality nor the rhetorical strategies they embed have been substantively addressed in existing
scholarship. Its diction has seldom been addressed beyond its symbolic significance as a gesture of
submission.78 Neither do these texts enter literary histories.79 The lack of attention to their literary
quality is perhaps a result of a combination of factors. Their explicit ceremonial use makes their
rhetorical goals seemingly self-evident, while their highly allusive rococo prose seems to serve
nothing more than to ornament straightforward messages of political fealty and praise. The
importance Sŏ Kŏjŏng and other early Chosŏn scholar-officials placed on the genre and its
prominence in the Literary Selections of the East, however, should alert us to the inadequacy of

Ŏ and Lee, A Korean Storyteller’s Miscellany, 84; P’aegwan chapki f.1 in TDYS f.4, v.1:732; for the memorial in question,
see the collected works of the author, Kim An’guk 金安國 (1478–1543), the Mojae sŏnsaeng jip 慕齋先生集 f.9, in
HMC v.20:162d–163a. For a discussion of this affair, see Chapter 3.
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Li Guangtao 李光濤, “Ji Chaoxian guo ‘Ci zhi wu zi’ de biaowen 記朝鮮國「此紙無字」的表文,” Zhongyan
yanjiuyuan yuankan 中央研究院院刊 3 (1956): 207–13. When they come to the center of scholarly attention, it is usually
in the context of how they were implicated in political controversies, such as the memorial incident of 1396 mentioned
above.
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No anthology of premodern Korean literature to my knowledge includes this genre. The only exception is Epistolary
Korea.
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dismissing them as mere rhetoric. At the very least, their inclusion in a literary canon signifies their
importance for a fifteenth-century Korean world-view that has yet to be properly appreciated. This
monumental task is beyond the scope of this chapter; what instead follows is a deconstruction of
two central rhetorical tropes in all these memorials: sincerity—that Koreans were genuinely loyal to
the empire, and eternity—that they would always be so.
Constructing Authenticity: Sincerity and the Imperializing Mode
At the Ming court, the symbolic significance of the Korean memorials depended on their
sincerity. The Ming court mandated the presentation of congratulatory memorials (hebiao 賀表)
from its officials for imperial birthdays and other important occasions. They could not have directly
coerced foreign groups, such as the Koreans, Vietnamese, Ryūkyūans and the like, to do so.80 For
one winter solstice in 1543, the Ming Jiajing emperor (嘉靖 1521–1567) expressed his dismay that
very few foreign rulers sent their felicitations. The emperor lauded Chosŏn for being one among the
few. He also asked the Ming Board of Rites to “encourage” the Chosŏn ruler to come to the Ming
to pay his personal respects, which the Chosŏn refused.81 The imperial court could not control
memorial presentations or their contents, but it was precisely that lack of control that granted them
symbolic power. Couched in a rhetoric of sincerity, these letters were supposed to express
spontaneous, willing submission. Autonomous acknowledgment of imperial authority thereby
demonstrated its moral attraction. All hinged on the letter’s lyrical authenticity— that is to say
whether the emotions they expressed were genuine.

For Ming ritual regulations, see the Libu zhigao 禮部志稿 f.59:15b–16b; 64:36a. Specific provisions were made for
memorials from foreign kingdoms like Korea, Vietnam, the Ryūkyūs and Siam.
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Chungjong sillok f.100:23a [1543/01/28#1].
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For a memorial to be “sincere” (sŏng/cheng 誠) did not only mean that the sentiments
were genuine. In a ritualized context, what authenticated these sentiments was the regularity and
consistency of their performance. In other words, the reliability of performance was in itself a
demonstration of its sincerity. Therefore, that a particular sentiment was deliberately performed did
not necessarily gainsay its authenticity. Moreover, the transformative power ascribed to ritual
performance in premodern East Asian ritual thinking meant that repeated demonstration on its own
had the potential to alter even disingenuous sentiments. Ritual was supposed to be performative, in
that the repeated performance of sentiments also transformed the performer.
However, this also means those who performed rituals were also aware of their performative
power and could use them strategically. Repeated performance of ritual, then, could be the very
mechanism the performer used to show his audience that he had indeed been transformed in the
manner desired by his audience.82 The literary and ritual demonstration of sincerity in the diplomatic
memorial itself could thus be a site of potential intercession. Korean diplomats and memorial writers
used a rhetoric of sentimental authenticity and performed ritual consistency to construct sincerity as
a central tenet of Korean diplomacy for an imperial audience. In doing so, they brought their
gestures of sincere submission into a moral economy of empire that exhorted imperial action in
terms of principled obligations.
Memorials invariably assumed the voice of the Korean ruler. As missives from the Korean
king to the emperor, these documents were to express the authentic sentiments of an embodied
sovereignty: kingship personified as an incarnation of a state and its people. The irony was that it
was always a fictive, disembodied royal voice. A Korean king never wrote these letters himself; the

Needless to say, these acts were not “mere ritual.” See Edward Muir, Ritual in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge, UK ;
New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 2–3; 298–300; Catherine Bell, Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions (Oxford
University Press, USA, 2009), 147–148. For the notion of performativity, see John Langshaw Austin, Philosophical Papers
(Oxford University Press, Incorporated, 1979), 233–252. My gratitude to Theodore Hughes for this insight.
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task of fashioning his royal voice for the imperial ear fell on his court composers. Whereas historical
records rarely include names of memorial drafters, treating them as state level communications, both
the Literary Selections of the East and the Recorded Notes of the Pagoda Tree Hall ascribe authorship to
specific individuals.83 These included the foremost literary officials of the day. From the period of
the Mongol invasions until the early 1400s, memorial writers included figures such as Yi Kyubo 李
奎報 (1168–1241), Kim Ku 金坵 (1211–1278), Yi Chehyŏn 李齊賢 (1297–1367), Yi Kok 李榖
(1298–1351) and his son Yi Saek 李穡 (1328–1396), Yi Sung’in 李崇仁 (1347–1392), Chŏng
Tojŏn 鄭道傳 (1342-1398), and Kwŏn Kŭn 權近 (1352–1409), each of whom was a significant
literary and political figure of his day.84
The writers listed above were certainly involved in crafting these memorials, but
wordsmithing was only one step in a longer chain of production. Any one diplomatic memorial
passed through many hands before a final version was approved for delivery. Chosŏn institutional
texts describe an extensive review process.85 Differing versions of the same memorial in different
sources suggest an extensive process of drafting and revision, confirmed also by such discussions in
Later compilers of literary collections of individual authors (munjip 文集) likely benefited from attributions in the
TMS and KWTN. These literary collections sometimes postdating the composition of these documents by centuries,
included official correspondence as personal writings. For example, Kim Ku’s literary collection, the Chip’o chip was first
compiled only in the 19th century. It drew extensively from the TMS and included diplomatic memorials ascribed to
Kim.
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For instance, Yi Kok and his son Yi Saek not only passed the munkwa exams in Korea, but became degree holders in
the Yuan as well. Yi Kok had passed the regional examinations in 1333, while Yi Saek had participated and passed the
metropolitan exams in Dadu in 1354. Yi Saek soon returned to Koryŏ and served as a preceptor in the Royal Academy.
Yi Sung’in was his disciple, who passed Koryŏ civil service exams as its optimus (changwŏn 狀元). Chŏng Tojŏn and
Kwŏn Kŭn, both important figures in the founding of the Chosŏn dynasty, were also Yi Saek’s disciples. By the early
Chosŏn, many memorial writers enjoyed the position of literary adjudicator (munhyŏng 文衡), an informal designation for
a civil officials who concomitantly held the highest positions in the Hall of Assembled Worthies (集賢殿), Office of
Special Counselors (弘文館), and the Office of Literary Arts (藝文館). During this period, they emerged from a narrow
court elite, bound together by kinship and scholarly community. The literary adjudicators after Kwŏn Kŭn included his
disciple Pyŏn Kyeryang, his grandson Sŏ Kŏjŏng and his granddaughter’s husband Ch’oe Hang. For a discussion of
munhyŏng in early Chosŏn see Kim Hyŏngcha 金亨姿, “Chosŏn sigi munhyŏng yŏn’gu” 朝鮮時期文衡硏究, Yŏksa wa
hyŏn’sil 17·18 (January 2000): 77–102.
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See Kyŏngguk taejŏn 經國大典 f.3:32a (禮部-事大); Kosa ch’waryo 攷事撮要 (Asami version) f.3:2a–3a.
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court annals.86 In 1396, the first Ming emperor, offended by turns of phrase in a Korean memorial,
demanded the extradition of Chŏng Tojŏn, who was reputed to be the drafter. The Chosŏn court
replied, undoubtedly to protect Chŏng, that the memorial was in fact wrought by several other
officials. As the affair escalated, functionaries, scribes, and other Chosŏn officials came to be
implicated.87 Since authorship was not always clear, responsibility was likewise diffused. Authorship
was thus in the end just as much as a manufactured effect as the document’s disembodied sovereign
voice. Together they occluded an entire institutional complex behind their production.
Drafting the text of the memorial was only the first step in preparation. The materiality of
the text was equally important and obeyed set conventions by the fifteenth century. The memorial
would be written on specially prepared “memorial paper” (箋紙). Officials known for their
calligraphy were selected for transcribing text.88 They wrote in thin characters and light ink with
references to the emperor and the imperial state elevated to show their superiority, political
hierarchies were made explicit in the form of the document.89 The imprint of the Chosŏn king’s
royal seal (Chosŏn gukwang chi in 朝鮮國王之印), a gift from the imperial court, would be stamped
on the paper to demonstrate its authenticity.90 The document had to be in fixed dimensions, at 7.5
For example, P’yŏn Kyeryang’s collected works included an undated diplomatic memorial that matches in rhetoric
and form a memorial sent in 1420, recorded in the Vertiable Records. The two, however, differ significantly in diction, in
which individual phrases and character combinations were shifted around or replaced in the final version without
significant alteration in meaning. Pyŏn may have drafted the version in his collected works (a later compilation), but it
was only deemed acceptable after revision and polishing. See Pyŏn Kyeryang, Ch’unjŏng sŏnsaeng munjip 春亭先生文集,
f.9 in HMC v.8:119d–120a; Sejong sillok f.8:4b–5a [1420/04/15#1].
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T’aejo sillok f.9:9a [1396/06/11#1]; f.10:1b [1396/07/19#1]; f.14:2b [1398/05/14#2]; f.14:5b [1398/05a/03#1].
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Sejo sillok f.39:30b [1466/08/11#3].
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Li Guangtao 李光濤, “Ji Chaoxian guo ‘Ci zhi wu zi’ de biaowen,” 207–13.

T’aejong sillok f.29:36b [1415/06/04#1]. By the Jiajing reign, Korean memorial paper came to be quite valued. Later
the Ming painter and calligrapher Dong Qichang 董其昌 took a special liking for Korean memorial paper. He evidently
purloined memorials of this sort stored in the imperial archives, and after washing off the ink bearing these royal
missives, he used them for his own artwork. The red cinnabar-based oils used for seal imprints, however, were not water
soluble. For this reason, several of Dong Qichang’s works still bear the mark of the Chosŏn king, though the original
writing is barely visible. There are few examples of Ming period memorials extant. Some Ming examples are contained in
the 翰林 archives, though many Korean memorials remain from the Qing. For imperial interest in Korean paper, see
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ch’on wide and 2.6 ch’on high, with space for twenty characters per column. Finally, the document
would be placed in a case of precise specifications. Once sealed inside, the document remained in
the container until its presentation to the emperor.91 These elaborate practices functioned both to
authenticate the document as a genuine representation of the Korean court’s intentions and to
ensure their reliability through an establishment of consistent protocols.92
At the heart of these practices was a process of self-construction, but one deliberately
tailored for imperial consumption. Conscious of the artifice inherent in the production of such a
document, its drafters paid particular attention to the problems of authenticity. They deployed a
discourse of sincerity in the diction and rhetoric of these diplomatic documents. Chosŏn memorials
described diplomacy with the Ming as the Korean ruler “serving the greater with utmost sincerity”
(至誠事大). Viewed this way, memorials were simply a way to express a “sincere [will] to pray [for
the emperor’s] fortune” (禱祝之誠).93 Such rhetoric suggests the genuineness of Korea’s
submission, evinced also by the regular, repeated presentation of tribute and the explicit declarations
of loyalty, assuring its desire was rooted in authentic sentiment. Sincere submission was in turn
supposed to be an unequivocal demonstration of the naturalness and legitimacy of the empire itself.

Chungjong sillok f.100:62b [1543/05/08#1]; f.100:73a [1543/06/10#4]; Myŏngjong sillok f.4:72a [1546/11/09#4]. Yun Insu
尹仁洙, “Myŏngdae Tong Kich’ang [Dong Qichang] ŭi Chosŏn p’yŏchŏn chamunchi sayong sarye yŏn’gu 明代 董其
昌의 朝鮮 表箋·咨文紙 使用 實例 硏究,” Minjok munhwa, no. 36 (January 2011): 273–301. For an example see
Dong Qichang 董其昌, River and Mountains on a Clear Day 江山秋霽圖, handscroll, ink on Korean paper, 1627–1624,
The Cleveland Museum of Art.
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Cases were to be 8.8 ch’on by 3.1 ch’on by 2.9 ch’on. Kosa ch’waryo (Asami version) f.3:4a–5a.

Ensuring that foreign ambassadors were indeed dispatched by the rulers they claimed to represent was a perennial
problem for the Ming. The Ming used a tally (符勅) and matching-seal (勘合) system to address this issue. It expected
foreign ambassadors to bring the tallies they bequeathed to their rulers to prove their status as official envoys. The
consistent ritual practices of the Chosŏn court obviated the use of the tally system and took its place as a way to ensure
authenticity. Chŏng Tonghun 鄭東勳, “Myŏngdae chŏn’gi oegyo sachŏl ŭi sinpun chŏngmyŏng pangsik kwa kukkagan
ch’egye 明代前期 外國使節의 身分證明 方式과 國家間 體系,” Myŏng Chŏng sa yŏn’gu 10 (October 2013): 1–34, p.
23.
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See Chungjong sillok f.99:63b [1542/11/18#1]; Kim Anguk, Mojae sŏnsaeng chip f.9 in HMC v.20:162d.
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To take only such a view, however, would be to play into the discursive constructs of the Korean
memorial. The insistence on sincerity in these documents may have indeed mirrored actual
sentiments in certain instances, but it was also a rhetorical tactic of the Korean memorial writer.
The diplomatic memorial was forged precisely in a context where sincerity could not be
taken for granted. In a period of political fragmentation, the Koryŏ treated the Liao, Song, and Jin in
turn (and often simultaneously) as universal sovereigns. When the Mongol invasions devastated
northeast Asia in the early thirteenth century, the Koryŏ court again used diplomacy to make peace
with the ascendant Mongol empire. A lasting peace eluded both parties; harsh Mongol terms proved
unacceptable to the Koryŏ court, which reneged on earlier agreements once Mongol troops
withdrew. When the Koryŏ offered submission to stave off Mongol aggression in 1238, the Mongols
questioned the sincerity of Koryŏ’s overture.94
These suspicions were well placed. The Koryŏ court was not ready to capitulate. In 1233, it
had sent an envoy bearing a memorial to the Jurchen Jin court in Kaifeng. The Koryŏ hoped that a
rekindled alliance with the Jin could be a basis for resisting the Mongols. Its drafter, Yi Kyubo,
described the Jin emperor as universal ruler of the cosmos, whose virtue brought peace to the world.
The Mongols, on the other hand, were “brutes and barbarians” (獷俗) so “insolent as to have
forced the displacement of the imperial realm,” an allusion to Jin court’s exile to the south. Yi
showed the sincerity of the Koryŏ king through tears that “flowed down in torrents” upon
witnessing the “accumulated piles of [Jin] imperial letters.” The emissary bearing the letter, however,

For an overview of the Koryŏ-Mongol wars, see William E. Henthorn, Korea: The Mongol Invasions (Leiden,: E.J. Brill,
1963); Gari Ledyard, “Early Koryŏ-Mongol Relations with Particular Reference to the Diplomatic Documents” (MA
Thesis, University of California., 1963).
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never reached the Jin court. The Mongols had began their final assault on the Jin’s last strongholds,
destroying it a year later.95
Only four years later, Yi Kyubo found himself arguing for the sincerity of Koryŏ’s allegiance
to the very “brutes and barbarians” of the 1234 Jin letter. The eternal commitment to the Jin
notwithstanding, Yi Kyubo transferred the same effusive adulations once reserved to the Jin to the
Mongols in his 1238 diplomatic memorial to their ruler Ogodei Khan (r. 1229–1241). In this appeal,
he deflected Mongol accusations of insincerity:
Your magnanimity that understands forthrightness has been laid bare to us....Humbly yours, this
servant dwells afar in the barren marches and improperly occupies a humble fief. And so, this ignoble,
small country would need to depend on a Great State. Still more, the Sage that we have been
expecting has just descended. As one among the vassals who hold on to their lands, how dare we not
submit with sincerity?96

The Mongols suspected Koryŏ of submitting only for necessity’s sake, a way to avert an existential
threat. Yi Kyubo transformed this existential necessity into a compulsion of duty, an ethical
necessity. Koryŏ had no choice but to be sincere in submission. It submitted not out of fear, but
because recognizing the inevitability of the Mongol’s imperial destiny was its moral obligation:
....How could one say that “this was taken out of necessity when the situation became difficult?”
Though we are sincere, we have been doubted, and on the contrary elicited chastisement from our
Ruler and Father, and so [You] have repeatedly sent armies to punish these transgressions. 97

Although as “ruler and father,” the emperor always reserved the right to “punish these
transgressions,” Koryŏ’s sincerity meant the chastisement was unjust. Instead, the emperor should

See KS f.23:26a–b [1233/03]; Yi Kyubo, “Sang Tae Kŭm hwangche kigŏ p’yo” 上大金皇帝起居表, Tongguk Yi
Sangguk chip f.28:23a–23b in HMC v.1:593a–593c; TMS f.39:16b–17b in v.1, pp.512–513: ....及上朝之撫綏 泰然無患
久荷太平之化 切輸樂率之誠 豈圖獷俗之猖狂 反致祌州之遷徙 始而懵若....益慕大邦之恩愛 每對賜書之堆
積 不堪隕涕之滂沱.
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諒直之懷 披露迺已 中謝 伏念臣邈居荒服 叨據蔽藩 自惟僻陋之小邦 須必庇依於大國 矧我應期之聖
方以寬臨 其於守土之臣 敢不誠服.
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豈謂事難取必 信或見疑 反煩君父之譴訶 屢降軍師而徵詰.
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have used this opportunity to demonstrate his all-encompassing virtue. Yi thus exhorted imperial
magnanimity with promises of eternal tribute:
We humbly hope that Your Majesty, the Emperor, whose deep benevolence extends his generosity
afar, whose virtue values life, would only not exert the might of his armies. With our old customs
preserved, though our tribute of seas and mountains (i.e. local produce) is meager, how could we miss
a single year? This is not only something for today, but something [we will fulfill] eternally.98

The assertion of sincerity and the declaration of fealty were tokens of negotiation, a way to express
Koryŏ terms of peace to demand the cessation of war. At the same time, it also appealed to a vision
of moral empire; Koryŏ demands of the Mongols were not made explicitly, but couched within the
rhetorical logic of the document. Its appeals rested on assumptions about the moral prerogatives of
the emperor; in portraying his motivations and his magnanimity in this way, the Koryŏ memorial did
not seek an accurate depiction of who the Mongol ruler was, but a clear image of who he should be.
Performing sincerity, through literary embellishment and the promise of tribute, was a political
strategy.99
Declarations of sincere loyalty worked within the warp and woof of a broader rhetorical
structure, in which ideals of empire were erected from claims of sentimental authenticity. The
memorial asserted sincerity, foundational as it was to this construction, often at times when it was
most suspect. In 1259, the Koryŏ sent its crown prince to the Mongols to sue for peace. He
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See Yi Kyubo, Tongguk Yi sangguk chŏnjip f.28:25b–26b in HMC v.1:594a–b; and TMS f.39:25b–25a, pp. 512a–b.

Mongol suspicions were likely rooted an awareness of the strategic use of such rhetoric. Although this diplomatic
memorial was addressed the the Mongol emperor, the true audience for its appeal was not the illiterate Mongol ruler
Ogodei, but the former Jin minister Yelü Chucai who had managed the newly conquered lands of northern China for his
Mongol overlords. Yelü had obliquely voiced his suspicions over the sincerity of Koryŏ’s professed surrender to its
envoys. Perhaps more so than any other member of the Mongol court, Yelü was cognizant of Koryŏ’s diplomatic
strategy, given Koryŏ’s history of interaction with the Jin court he once served. This instance would not be the only, or
the last, where seeming ease with how Koreans seemed to shift their loyalties from one imperial claimant to another
became a source of distrust. Yelü entreated the Koryŏ to demonstrate the sincerity of their submission. See Zhanran jushi
ji 湛然居士集, f.7:14a–b in SKQS. The Manchu emperor Hong Taiji expressed his doubts about the sincerity of
Chosŏn’s submission to him in 1640 because of Korea’s history of its “inconstant double-crossing” (反覆不常) in its
dealings with the Liao, Jin and Yuan courts. Injo sillok f.40:18b [1640/03/25#2].
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surrendered to Khubilai Khan, who restored him to the Koryŏ throne as King Wŏnjong (元宗 r.
1260–1274) in 1260. His position as king remained tenuous.100 In 1265, Wŏnjong returned to the
Mongol court for several months to show Koryŏ’s allegiance. After an imperial feast to bid the
Koryŏ entourage farewell at Wanshou Hill, the Koryŏ ruler had his official Kim Ku compose a
memorial expressing his gratitude.101 The overwhelming imperial beneficence “moved the [king’s]
bowels and saturated [his] marrow” so deeply that his “undrying tears and rheum” have left his
“lapels and sleeves on the verge of crumbling away.”102 Hyperboles of sentiment portrayed the
emotive intensity of the Koryŏ king’s reaction as indicating artless spontaneity, lest the gesture of
submission be dismissed as political calculation.
The infusion of emotional authenticity shifted the political into a mode of familial
sentimentality. The emperor’s “utmost benevolence” made coming to court no different than
“returning to one’s father and mother.”103 The familial metaphor, together with the intensity of
emotional reaction, worked together with the rest of the letter to demand a relationship of
reciprocity: “Though it is [a ruler of] small country who comes in person to court, [his arrival] can
still aid in glorying Sagely Brilliance”104 The glorification, achieved in this letter by casting the Koryŏ
ruler’s emotional outpouring as testimony to imperial virtue, transferred political agency from the
emperor-as-sovereign to the tribute-bearing vassal, subtly transforming the relative importance of

In addition to uncertain Mongol support, Koryŏ’s military officials who once controlled the kingdom remained wary
of close relations between Mongols and the Koryŏ kingship. They ousted Wŏnjong and placed their own ruler on the
throne in 1269, but the Khubilai again restored Wŏnjong to power. See Yi Myŏngmi 李命美, “Koryŏ-Mongol kwan’gye
wa Koryŏ kukwang uisang ŭi pyŏnhwa,” 18–58; For Wŏnjong’s surrender see Sixiang Wang, “What Tang Taizong Could
Not Do: The Koryŏ Surrender of 1259 and the Imperial Tradition in East Asia,” Manuscript in progress.
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雖小國而親朝 則尙能助顯於聖明.
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their positions. The memorial’s description of the imperial banquet as a “feast of calling deer” (鹿鳴
之讌), further reinforced this positional shift. In the poem from the Book of Songs it alludes to, the
deer beckon their own kind to forage, an affective evocation (xing 興) for a wise lord sharing his
bounty with loyal followers. He shares his “baskets of offerings” in hopes that they will “love [him]”
and “show [him] the perfect path.” The lord and his vassals enter reciprocal relationship, since
enjoying its fruits require both parties to play their proper roles.105 The allusion suited a description
of an imperial banquet, but in this classical expression of rulership, the Koryŏ king as a “guest” was
not to offer absolute obedience. Instead, he owed the emperor first his love and, most importantly,
guidance toward moral rule. The munificence of the emperor, once expressed in the infinity of his
virtue, power, and glory was transformed into an instrument of reciprocity. This image of the
“calling deer” rephrased the political implications of Koryŏ’s acquiescence. Not simply an
expression of fealty, it also claimed for Koryŏ a dignified and important place as authenticator of
and participant in the project of empire. In the logic of the diplomatic memorial, it is the vassal who
made the ruler.
Portraying acquiescence to imperial sovereignty in terms of reciprocal relations between lord
and vassal was a persistent trope in Korean diplomatic writing. Its iteration in the mid-thirteenth
century was significant because it implicitly challenged the ideological principles that guided the
Mongol wars of conquest, at least before the the fragmentation of the Mongol empire during the
reign of Khubilai Khan. The desperate and drawn out war between Koryŏ and the Mongols resulted
partly from divergent expectations of the Koryŏ court and the Mongols. During the early phase of
Mongol expansion, the Mongols, according to William Henthorn, “regarded everything and

Shijing, Lesser Odes, Decade of the Calling Deer, Calling Deer. David Legge’s Translation. Shijing 315–317 in SSJZS: 呦呦
鹿鳴 食野之苹 我有嘉賓 鼓瑟吹笙 吹笙鼓簧 承筐是將 人之好我 示我周行.
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everyone in a conquered nation as absolute chattel, a concept which differs considerably from the
Chinese oriented system with which Koryŏ was accustomed.”106 The discourse Koryŏ adopted in its
memorials accompanied the Mongols as they shifted from what Herbert Franke has called an
“unsophisticated and unconditional claim to legitimacy as universal rulers” of the time of Chinggis
Khan to one that was attenuated by concepts of Confucian rulership with Khubilai’s accession and
the establishment of the Yuan Dynasty.107
In letters such as these, complex politics were flattened and redrawn along familiar classical
tropes, making them pliable for reinterpretation within a fiction of moral empire. This process, one
in which Koryŏ was complicit, legitimized Mongol-Yuan rule by connecting it to the hallowed past,
and painted over troubling memories of its violent rise and the embers of Koryŏ’s ruined cities with
a broad brush dipped in imperial yellow. But, in declaring the sincerity of its submission and praising
imperial endeavors, the Koryŏ presented a Trojan Horse. Unadulterated praise concealed the real
function of these classical references. They pointed to the distant past only to raise standards for the
present. Whereas Koryŏ eagerly celebrated Mongol military successes against others, when imperial
ambitions impinged upon its own interests these very same allusions and classical models could be
redeployed as bulwarks against Mongol overreach. While an emperor could do no wrong, the words
used to praise him became the shackles for restraining his actions.
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William E. Henthorn, Korea: The Mongol Invasions, 70.

See Herbert Franke, “From Tribal Chieftain to Universal Emperor and God: the Legitimation of the Yuan Dynasty,”
16-17. The Koryŏ court’s active role in constructing this mode of legitimacy can be seen elsewhere. The Koryŏ also
submitted memorials of congratulations when Kublai defeated his younger brother Ariq Böke. Brought to Kublai by
Wŏnjong’s own son, the Crown Prince Wang Shim, the letter opens, “The Sage’s victory has just been announced, and
within the Four Seas, who is not in celebration? Imperial Beneficence has now come full, and it is the Three Hans (i.e.
Koryŏ) that is in greatest celebration.” The letter then compared the accomplishment to the Sage King Yao’s defeat of
the Miao and King Xuan of Zhou’s righteous war against rebelling barons. A Mongol civil war had thus be recast as a
Chinese monarch suppressing barbarians and rebels. KS f.25:21b–22a [1261/04/己酉].
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“Eternal the Eastern Fief”
Korean diplomatic documents exhibit a remarkable generic and stylistic stability across a
millennium. Even as the existential threat of imperial invasion had abated, the rhetorical techniques
honed in those contexts persisted. Few institutional practices in human history can boast this level
of endurance. Read together, these documents appear repetitive, recycling old classical allusions into
tired tropes of empire. The Recorded Notes of the Pagoda Tree Hall alone contains over six hundred
examples of such memorials from the Ming period. A cursory perusal would not be able to
distinguish one memorial from another, especially since many of them were for routine, yearly
presentations. Common refrains, formulaic phraseology, and stereotyped references only add to a
repetitiveness reinforced by their own rhetoric of timelessness. In every memorial the Korean king
declared his intentions to “forever guard [his] fief in the Eastern Sea” and “always bless [the
emperor’s] longevity, [as eternal as] Southern Mountain” and his “sincere” admiration of the
emperor and his court, albeit in different recombinations of allusions and turns of phrase.108 Like
the issue sincerity discussed already, timelessness too, expressed both in the trope of eternal fealty
and reflected in the temporal stability of the genre, was a mask for volatility.
The facility with which the Koryŏ transferred allegiances from the Jin to the Mongols
suggests that the rhetoric of empire contained in these documents was wholly detached from
historical experience: a veneer of hollow words rather than a means of substantive negotiation. The
emperors of the moribund Jin and the ascendant Mongols received the same treatment as allencompassing, virtuous, and benevolent universal rulers. The rhetorical ornaments in these
documents, as tropes common in panegyric writing, could be used for conventional political flattery,
but the examples discussed so far show that even the most hackneyed classical allusion could carry

KWTN f.1:1b, 永守藩於東海 恒祝壽於南山; or, for example v1:3a, “... a foundation for a great peace of a
myriad generations” 以基萬世之太平.
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resonating messages. In the case of the Jin and Mongol letters, it was precisely their will to
timelessness—the apparently ahistorical vision of empire—that in fact imbued them with their
rhetorical power. The Koryŏ articulated Mongol rulership within the ethos and modality of imperial
rule that it had once granted the Liao and Jin emperors. They did this even before the Mongol
leadership had aspired to those ideas or accepted the imperial tradition as their own. Koryŏ, by
engaging with the Mongols on the same terms and in the same mode as it had done with past
empires, attempted to revive an imperial tradition that had been extinguished with the Jin’s
destruction.109 In other words, the Koryŏ memorial did not simply legitimate Mongol claims to
imperial authority. By acknowledging these claims even before the Mongols made them for
themselves, it attempted to fashion the very terms on which imperial authority was based by
preemptively situating Koryŏ within an established tradition of empire.
Related to this effort to impose the imperial tradition on Mongol rulers, these Koryŏ letters
and diplomatic dispatches also fostered a sense of cultural recognition among the Confucian officials
at the Yuan court. This recognition enabled a site of political intercourse that remained productive
through the end of the Yuan period. For example, Kim Ku, with the dispatches he wrote from 1260
until his death in 1274, earned the praise of Wang E (王鶚 1190–1273), a former Jin optimus
responsible for reviving imperial rituals at the Mongol court.110 Mutual cultural identification
between former Jin officials in Mongol service and the Koryŏ provided a requisite discursive space
for casting Koryŏ’s preservation as integral to imperial restoration and cultural revival. In this space
of negotiation, Confucian officials occupied the center, whereas their Mongol overlords often

When the Jurchen Jin destroyed the Liao, it quickly resumed relations with Koryŏ according to the “old precedents
of the Liao.” Whereas the Jurchens proactively sought to inherit Liao institutions, the Mongols did not seek to revive Jin
ones until well after the Jin’s destruction. See KS f.15:19a–b [1126/09–10].
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read these memorials, it was said that he “he would sigh and lament that he could not see [Kim Ku] in person” (每見表
詞必稱美恨不得見其面). See Kim Ku’s biography in in KS 106:14a.
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appeared as marginal interlopers, the “barbarian” other that was the implied target of their civilizing
project.111
Kim Ku’s memorial of 1260, written to congratulate Khubilai Khan on his accession, offers
an example of how imperial legitimacy could be encoded. Its praise of the Mongol ruler abstracted
him within that classical idiom:
After a thousand ages, a new beginning arrives like the rising sun. [All those who] call the four seas
home [are] recipients of Heaven’s protection; upon the commencement of [this new] rule, [they]
celebrate in unison. With veneration we serve the Sagely and Glorious succession to the mandate.
Divine wisdom in decisiveness, He cultivates the literary (文) and sets aside the whip [of war]; dances
of shields and feathers [fill] the two stairs. Administering government and disbursing benevolence, He
assembles the tribute ships of a myriad nations. The Exalted Mandate is restored and his august
fortune augmented. Upon thinking that I, Your Servant, on account of my return to inherit this
fiefdom, am unable to be among those to prostrate before you at Court and only gaze towards the
[imperial] court, I [now] doubly show my sincerity [that can] move mountains. 112

The memorial portrayed Khubilai’s accession as a new beginning, a grand restoration of the
“Exalted Mandate [of Heaven].” His sovereignty was boundless, celebrated by “a myriad nations,”
among whom was the Koryŏ. In this memorial, Kim Ku, like Yi Kyubo before him, deployed
conventional tropes, but their effects relied on allusions that extended the text’s resonances beyond
exalting imperial majesty or assuring dutiful allegiance. They wove together a structure of relevance
that drew both from its immediate historical context and the classical canon. The allusive power of
its images deployed encoded not just any vision of imperial legitimacy, but a narrowly specific one.
Praising the emperor for “[cultivating] the literary (文),” and laying down arms, the memorial
obliquely recalled the recent warfare between Koryŏ and the Mongols. Thus implicitly repudiating
military aggression, it championed the primacy of civil virtue over martial force in its evocation of

Xiao Qiqing 蕭啟慶, Nei Beiguo er wai Zhongguo: Meng-Yuan shi yanjiu (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2007), 125–131; for
examples see Kim Ku’s letters to Khubilai’s officials in Chip’o chip 止浦集 f.3 in HMC v.2:361d–362a; 326b.
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The term aobian (Kr: obyŏn 鼇抃), literally “a turtle’s clap [that can move mountains]” is a metaphor for sincere joy.
See Chip’o chip 止浦集 f.2 in HMC v.2:332c; TMS f.32; KS f.25:13b–14a [1260/04/丙寅]. 千齡啓旦 如日之升 四海
爲家 受天之祜 統臨所洎 欣戴悉均 恭惟聖烈丕承 神謀果斷 修文偃革 舞干羽于兩階 發政施仁 湊梯航於
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the “dances of shields and feathers.” This reference to the “Counsels of Great Yu,” as it did in the
Koryŏ-Song memorials discussed earlier, represented the power of civil virtue. When the Sage King
Shun campaigned against the rebellious Miao, his counselor Yu remonstrated against the use of
force and called for “entire sincerity” (至諴感神 矧茲有苗) to move them instead. Taking Yu’s
advice, the sage king “led back his army” and “broadly diffused civil virtue and danced with shields
and feathers on the two staircases [in his palace courtyard]” to bring about their submission.113 The
memorial inverted the relationship of agency implied in the locus classicus. The Koryŏ did not dispatch
“tribute ships” to recognize Mongol military prowess, but rather as the Miao did in days of yore, to
pay obeisance to a ruler who commenced a new age of peace with his benevolent rule. The Koryŏ
only submitted because the Mongols had set aside the “whip” of war. These rhetorical flourishes,
not mere ornaments of political flattery, in fact encode normative political standards, shaping and
defining what virtuous rulership entailed. In the process, Koryŏ authenticated not only Khubilai’s
virtue, but also the classical logic of empire itself. In it, civil virtue worked and was a viable
alternative to martial force.
Koryŏ’s submission thus became a symbol of sanction to the new imperial order.
Subservience, then, was not declared without implicit conditions. Accompanying the 1260 memorial
was a separate missive, which ostensibly thanked the Mongol emperor for releasing King Wŏnjong
(元宗 r. 1260–1274) from captivity:
...having permitted me to return over a thousand leagues, You have comforted me in many ways,
many times more than usual. As such, I have returned without injury, and gratitude overwhelms my
heart. As soon as I arrive in my humble fief, you bestowe upon me enlightened instructions to honor
me.114
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“Dayu mo”大禹謨 Shangshu zhushu 尚書註疏 f.4:52b in SSJZS.

許還千里 多般慰諭 敻倍尋常 故無而旋歸 而曷勝於感戴 纔及弊封之戾止 又加明訓而榮之 Kim Ku,
Chip’o chip f.2 in HMC v.2:333a–333d; TMS f.32. There are considerable textual differences between the version in Kim
Ku’s anthology and the letter as it is recorded in the Koryŏ History. There is no definitive way to determine which version
was actually sent to the Mongol court. Although the text differs considerably, the content and rhetorical mode do not
different significantly. What is more interesting is that Khubilai’s edicts are quoted rather differently as well. This may be
because his orders were transmitted orally, since no complete version of the original seems to exist. If indeed it was an
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Although the statements above credited Koryŏ’s autonomy to imperial magnanimity, the Koryŏ
king’s own prerogatives were reasserted in the next line. The letter enumerated the “enlightened
instructions” that had been promulgated:
[Your] edict said, “Your old territory will be restored and you will eternally be [our] eastern vassal.”
Receiving the extended beneficence from this Sagely Dawn, I will now continue to guard the lands of
my forebears.115

Through selective quotation of Khubilai’s edict, the Koryŏ letter reiterated the emperor’s assurances
to Wŏnjong, recast as guarantees of Koryŏ’s perpetual survival. This reminder implored the emperor
and his servants to stay true to their word. Given the tenuousness of Mongol-Koryŏ relations,
poisoned by decades of warfare, neither Khubilai’s promises of Koryŏ’s preservation nor Koryŏ’s
own declarations of loyalty were taken for granted. When this atmosphere of mistrust hung
overhead, statements guaranteeing Koryŏ “eternal” status as a “vassal” amounted to little. The
Koryŏ letter thus quoted Khubilai’s original edict:
‘If you set straight your territory and boundaries and settle the hearts of your people, then my armies
will not come ever again. Now that I have made such a declaration, I will certainly not eat my words.’
A great declaration thus made; the utmost benevolence can be seen. With the arrival of one letter
wrapped in silk, a whole nation’s tears fall down at once.116

Khubilai’s support of the Koryŏ throne and his promise not to attack Koryŏ again became a mark

oral edict, the Koryŏ court’s use of citation becomes even more significant. The use of writing here then fixes the
imperial will to a particular interpretation of Khubilai’s orders, when that could be deployed later on for Koryŏ’s benefit.
See KS 25:14a–16a: 其詔云 完復舊疆永爲東藩 祗膺聖旦之推恩繼襲先人之守土 The TMS and HMC cite
the edict differently, “Return to your country and establish governance and eternally be our eastern vassal.” Receiving
your inspired grace, we are only moved with fear. I observe the duty of imperial audience [i.e. coming to court] and hold
fast to the decorum of one charged with a realm.” 歸國立政 永爲東藩 祇荷恩靈 但增感悚 當效覲王之度 恪守
任土之儀.
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of great virtue, an act of benevolence that could move even “trees and stones.” The Koryŏ king then
promised that “his descendants will die to repay” this honor, swearing “upon the mountains and
seas” that he “will never change, and eternally observe his duty towards the land of his charge.”117
In this manner, the Koryŏ letter transmuted Khubilai’s policies into a gesture of utmost
benevolence, and along with it, the Koryŏ ruler acquired for himself and his descendants an eternal
mandate. The preservation of the kingdom of Koryŏ was no longer a reprieve from inevitable
destruction or a precarious survival scrounged from the emperor’s pleasure, but a matter of duty:
Koryŏ’s duty to the emperor. The perpetuity of Koryŏ rule became the mechanism for repaying the
emperor. Koryŏ, once a territory to be conquered, had integrated its preservation into the logic of
imperial rule.
Asserting such promises in one memorial did not guarantee the interests of the Koryŏ
monarchy. Conquering regimes tend to forget their promises, especially to those who cannot resist
them, and the terms of this relationship had to be repeatedly reasserted. The wording of Khubilai’s
edicts, as it is interpreted in this memorial, came to be deployed repeatedly throughout the late
Koryŏ to defend the kingdom’s territorial integrity, the well-being of its monarchs, and the sanctity
of its customs. Part of affirming this relationship was reiterating Koryŏ’s commitment to Khubilai’s
imperial project.118 For the Koryŏ, and later the Chosŏn, repeated assertions of consistent tropes
was not simply reiterations of preexisting constants, but the transformation of political arrangements
forged in one historical moment into normative constants to be leveraged in the future.119
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Diplomatic memorials constructed eternity in content, form and practice. The genre’s stable
persistence through time echoed with a rhetoric of timelessness reaching both backward to the sage
kings of yore and forwards to an infinite future. These documents project a vision of empire that
transcended the political exigencies of the moment and the finite scale of mortal time. This
timelessness helped construct both imperial legitimacy and the legitimacy of Korea’s relationship
with empire. Timelessness, then, equated imperial authority with cosmic ontology, and thus
naturalized its political power.
On the other hand, diplomatic documents were invariably framed within the scale of dynastic
time. For Koreans, how imperial time was inscribed had symbolic significance for the recognition of
imperial legitimacy, as JaHyun Kim Haboush has shown. For the imperial audience of Korean
documents, evidence of “observing the proper lunation” (尊正朔), i.e. following the imperial
calendar, was an important symbol of Korean sincerity. Mongol-Yuan officials wanted to make sure
the Koryŏ did not observe Song lunations upon its surrender. A Ming loyalist was moved to tears
when he read Korean books that marked time with the Ming calendar. A Qing emperor was miffed
when he discovered that Koreans still observer Ming reign eras. For all of them, the observation of
specific dynastic time demonstrated political fealty.120
Loyalty belonged to dynastic time, but the memorial genre itself transcended it. These two
temporal scales were in tension. Korea’s relationship with empire was couched in a rhetoric of
eternity that implied its values and political arrangements existed beyond dynastic time. Yet, empire
itself was temporally inscribed and circumscribed, a momentary manifestation of an immanent moral
order. Was the relationship conceived in these memorials one that existed beyond the confines of

For question of Song lunation, see Wang Yun 王惲, “Zhongtang shiji” 中堂事記 in Qiujian ji 秋澗集 f.82:4b–6b;
Ming loyalist lamentations, see Qian Qianyi 錢謙益, Qian Muzhai youxue ji 牧齋有學集 v.46, 1527–1528; Qing
discovery of the Korean use of the Ming calendar, see JaHyun Kim Haboush, “Contesting Chinese Time,” 115–41, esp.
p. 132.
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dynastic history? Or, was it one firmly located within the institutional structures of one particular
dynastic state? In other words, did the Korean memorial declare its loyalty to a particular emperor, a
particular state, and a particular ruling family, or as an affirmation of the imperial system and its
tradition as a whole?
If one, as many scholars have done, understands Korean relations with “China” in terms of a
transdynastic ordering of East Asian states with the “Chinese” empire at the center of a spatial
imagination and its ruler the apex of a hierarchy of monarchs (i.e. the tributary system), then the
answer should be the latter. The Korean memorial, then, by configuring dynastic time in a cosmic
scale, effectively elevated spatial and temporal rulership into something transcendent and universal.
These memorials were thus producing a sense of an eternal, transdynastic order within dynastic time.
Following this line of reasoning in historical analysis, however, risks mistaking the rhetorical
construction of eternity in such texts for unadulterated reality. The “tributary system” appears as a
consistent structural feature only because those who made use of its practices willed it to be so. The
strategy in this chapter, and throughout this dissertation then, is to posit an alternative ways of
thinking about these memorials and other diplomatic genres. Although these practices took on an
apparent fixity of form, they were in fact sites for contestation and negotiation. Genres of imperial
legitimation on the surface, the Korean diplomat and memorial writer participated in the production
of empire to shape and ultimately define imperial authority. The memorial was not a reflection of
the “tributary system,” but a central process through which such structures were recreated and
reproduced. The sense of stability then is an illusion sustained by numerous discrete acts of
contestation and rewriting. Each individual memorial might appear infinitesimal in the grand scheme
of things, but their accumulated effect over the longue durée was the illusion of a timelessness
transcending dynastic time. It infused the terms of Korea’s relationship with empire a sense of
immobile permanence. While this image meant Korean rulers could not assert sovereign authority
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completely independently from empire, it also fixed Korea’s ontological status as an inviolable
eternal entity, impervious to the vicissitudes of political fortune.
Conclusion
Diplomatic memorials gradually settled into a documentary form with stable generic
conventions. Sŏ Kŏjŏng’s Literary Selections provided ready models for future composers. A cursory
examination of these letters in the Ming and Qing period exhibit a remarkable stylistic and rhetorical
consistency. When the Chosŏn court official Sin Yong’gae (申用漑 1463–1519) compiled a
continuation of Sŏ’s anthology, he did not include any new diplomatic memorials. In contrast to Sŏ
and his collaborators who devoted nearly a dozen fascicles to the genre, Sin’s compilation included
only two mock memorials, written by Chosŏn literati in the voice of imperial officials.121 The
exclusion of diplomatic memorials did not indicate a decline in the importance of relations with the
imperium. Sin Yong’gae active in diplomacy with the Ming, the reign of King Chungjong during
which he made his career, was one of the most active periods of Chosŏn-Ming diplomacy. One can
surmise that for Sin, Sŏ’s anthology was already an adequate guide for compositions in this genre.
After the Manchus conquered the Ming, the Korean practice of sending such memorials
continued. The weight of rhetoric continued to demand much of a memorial drafter’s talent. Writing
mock memorials became a major subject of Korean civil service exams through the end of the
Chosŏn period.122 In 1705, the Manchu Qing sought to fix the Korean memorial by promulgating
specific templates formalizing not only the style of the document, but also its rhetorical structure.
The Qing complained that “all the memorials from the myriad [emphasis mine] states followed a
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fixed form, but only the memorials from Korea differed.” Despite this rhetoric of universality, the
Qing court only received similar memorials from the Vietnamese and Ryukyuans, and the formats
demanded of the Koreans never applied to them.123 The Qing thus disguised a targeted attempt at
regulating Korean memorials in terms of a general reform of memorial style. Aware of Korean
misgivings about Manchu legitimacy, the Qing was concerned that the Chosŏn might slip in
references to its “barbaric” origins. A Chosŏn memorial included the controversial character i/yi 夷.
There were a wide-range of possible meanings. Although the memorial used the character in the
sense of “awakening,” the Qing evidently saw its use to be an insinuation of “barbarity,” one of the
character’s other possible senses.124 By enforcing a strict form for memorials, and occasionally
protesting to the Chosŏn the misuse of certain words and faulty prosody, it could enforce its
political authority through the regulation of literary standards.125
The imperial court developed specific expectations over time, but the emergence of stable
standards was a gradual, long-term process. Attempts at regulating their form and diction did not
fundamentally alter the performative and rhetorical operation of these memorials. Ming and Qing
emperors alike were dealing with an institutional practice that already had a long history and a
prescribed role in diplomatic interchange. Since the value of such a memorial to imperial ideology
still ultimately rested in its alleged spontaneity, “foreign barbarians” had to “present memorials” on
their own accord, if their submission were to truly naturalize imperial authority. To dictate too

Kim Chinam, T’ongmungwan chi 通文館志 (Kyujanggak charyo ch’ongsŏ edition) v.1, p. 112–118 [f.3:14b–17b].
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strictly the extent and substance of their letters would contravene its very purpose as an authentic
expression of sentiment. Herein lies the inherent tension of such letters: meaningful only if
produced from the outside, and yet acceptable only if they matched the expectations of the imperial
reader.
For this process to work, diplomatic practices such as memorial writing had to be legible to
both parties and read in terms of a common history. This tension between Korean strategy and
imperial expectation in turn produces a dialectic relationship between practice and normativity. They
navigated the expectations of an audience attuned to established norms, and yet were in themselves
part of the process of shaping those norms. What a diplomatic memorial was supposed to be then,
was something that was not entirely the product of either imperial conceit or Korean diplomatic
practice. The formulaic reproduction of this imperial fiction in these texts was thus not an outright
imposition by any imperial court, but a result of co-construction that occurred over many
generations. Consistent and repetitive, this seemingly monolithic genre surely reflected continuity
that was a product of a dialectial process with shifting equilibriums. Each letter then, was informed
by the precedents developed over time through their actions; the production of empire was
ultimately a cooperative venture.
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Chapter 2
“A Land of Propriety and Righteousness”: Representing Korea in Appeals to
Empire
In 1271, shortly after the Koryŏ forged a tenuous alliance with the Mongols, the murder of
Mongol emissaries in the town of Sangju threatened to plunge the peninsula into war once again.1
To avert war, the Koryŏ court dispatched emissaries, presenting the following p’yo-memorial to the
Mongol ruler Khubilai Khan:
When the emissaries arrived in Sangju, the people of the prefectures of Milsŏng and Chŏngdo heard
that the men and horses of the Higher Court (i.e. the Mongol court) would soon follow. They
brooded in idle and baseless suspicion. They made declarations and sent them all the neighboring
counties and prefectures to lure [people] to their cause:
“Though the Emperor truly feels responsible for living beings, our country has just suffered from
military campaigns. Our wives and children have been seized from us and our resources and
provisions have all been confiscated for their use. [The emperor] cannot see this land, so how could
he understand the sufferings of the dislocated populace? If armies arrive once more, how many more
days could we live?"
And with that, they wantonly killed the [Mongol] officials, committing evil and violence with abandon.
What more can we say of their stubbornness and belligerence? 2

Faced with this crisis, the Koryŏ court declared its unswerving allegiance to the emperor. Its
language of deference and its central message then, do not distinguish this memorial from others in
the Literary Selections of the East. What makes it remarkable was how it managed to combine a gesture
of fealty with direct reproach. As the Koryŏ distanced itself from the actions of its subjects, it
implied that the Mongols themselves were to blame for this incident. The effect is achieved through
a clever use of diegetic and extradiegetic modes.3 Its extradiegetic narration of the memorial denied

The murder of Mongol emissaries in 1225 ended a tentative peace and led to a long, bloody war that devastated
Koryŏ. Henthorn, Korea: the Mongol Invasions, 28–30.
1

Kim Ku, Chip’o chip, f.2 in HMC v.2:341d–342c: 行到尙州 有密城淸道兩郡人等 聞上朝兵馬繼來 妄自疑懼
宣言誘檄于旁近縣郡曰 雖皇帝實矜乎生靈 乃國家方困於師旅 妻息尙被其攘奪 資糧亦殫於歛徵 地非所觀
豈可曉遺黎之苦 兵若又至 吾其爲幾日之生 於是擅殺官員 肆惡橫行 欲配于珍島之逆賊 頑嚚曷足道哉. See
also TMS f.40:4a–5a in v.1, pp. 515–516.
2

For an expalantion of diegesis and extradiegesis, see Rosemary Huisman, Julian Murphet, and Anne Dunn, Narrative
and Media (Cambridge University Press, 2005), 111–115.
3
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the assassins, the people of Chŏngdo and Milsŏng, any claim to moral or rational agency, blaming
them alone for these wanton violations. When it quoted at length a fictionalized reporting of the
rebels’ motivations, it moved into diegesis, taking up the voice of the rebels. The latter narrative
offered an altogether different explanation of the events. It implicated the Mongols in depredations
that had aroused fear and resentment; the murdering of their emissaries were reasonable acts of
retaliation. It then drew a further distinction between the actions of the imperial armies and the
intentions of the Mongol ruler. Since the imperial will could only be magnanimous and benevolent,
the emperor could not be blamed for the depredations of his minions. The letter instead exhorted
the emperor to action by placing him in a quandary. Now, he had to correct his earlier policies or
risk falling short of the standards of virtue expected of him.4 When the memorial returned to the
extradiegetic mode, it returned to condemning the rebels. In this manner, the Koryŏ censured past
Mongol policy without having to speak any words of criticism. Thus, the memorial appealed for
imperial sympathy and clemency, while indicting the empire’s policies in the same stroke. The trick,
then, was to challenge imperial authority without appearing to challenge it at all.
The combination of subtle audacity and rhetorical forcefulness here was rare, even in the
highly crafted genre of the diplomatic memorial. The fundamental, underlying rhetorical logic of
appealing to ideals of empire to challenge empire, nevertheless, was fairly typical of the genre. To
strengthen their case, such memorials often cited existing documents, usually edicts or past
correspondences, to establish precedents as a basis for argumentation. For instance, a memorial,
drafted by the same Koryŏ official, Kim Ku, in 1268 appealed to imperial majesty while expressing
incredulity that the empire could fall short of those standards. Kim wrote this letter on behalf of the

The existential threat the Mongol empire posed to the Koryŏ created a political urgency that required them, but these
appeals to imperial clemency were not targeted at an imperial audience per se, but the Han Chinese officials who shared
an interest with the Koryŏ in remodeling Kublai Khan as a Chinese emperor, beholden to the all the ritual, moral and
institutional obligations it implied.
4
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Koryŏ to Kublai Khan in order explain Koryŏ reluctance to provide soldiers and provisions for the
invasion of Japan.5 In this letter, the initial encomium of imperial perfection sets up an appeal to the
emperor’s preternatural ability (and duty) to hear out his subject. The emperor’s unrealistic demands
on Koryŏ is portrayed to contravene his original intentions. Kim then cites verbatim Kublai’s earlier
assurances to Koryŏ, and the very image of imperial virtue is fashioned for the ruler against him.
That Koryŏ dared resist the emperor’s requests emerged not from recalcitrance, but from an
inconsistency between the emperor’s original intentions and his new orders. But because the Koryŏ
was assured of the Mongol ruler’s wisdom and sympathy, it had no reason to shirk from candid
expression. Writing from a place of extreme disadvantage and vulnerability, the Koryŏ still
challenged and resisted, though it had to do so while preserving the infallibility of the imperial will.
The Mongol emperor could do no wrong, but the cause of Koryŏ’s suffering was a mystery to no
one. Though never made explicit, it was the Mongol invasions in the first place that had reduced
Koryŏ to such a condition.6 A rhetorical sleight of hand changes the object of scrutiny from
Koryŏ’s dubious loyalty to an emperor who fell short of his own ideals.
Writers of diplomatic memorials to Mongol-Yuan rulers appealed to principles of moral
empire to negotiate terms for Koryŏ’s survival. In this respect, they fared quite well, considering the
utter devastation Koryŏ suffered during the Mongol-Koryŏ wars. They not only negotiated a
working peace with the Yuan, using assurances of allegiance to its imperial project as a way to
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KS f.26:13a [Wŏnjong 9th year, 1268/02/壬寅].

Kim Ku, “Expository memorial in response to edict censuring [us] about troops and ships” 詔責兵船陳情表 from
Chip’o chip f.2 in HMC v.2, 339c–340c; TMS f.40:12a–13a in v.1, p.519–520. Kim Ku declared on behalf of his king that,
“Only heaven’s greatness is that, those who gaze up on it are in constant awe of its looming presence. Where there is
injustice, the aggrieved will lament so that those on high can hear” (惟天爲大 仰之常畏於下臨 凡物不平 鳴也必哀
於上聽). Heaven, all-encompassing and all-hearing, represented a model of impartial, cosmic justice. In this appeal to
Sage Ruler’s all-seeing “double pupils,” the Koryŏ letter asked him to “condescend his compassion to the actual
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suffering “years of war and disease.”(則積年之兵病所餘 遺噍之保釐無幾 )
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deflect imperial demands, but also drew on imperial resources to bolster the position of the once
embattled Koryŏ house.7 Their central rhetorical strategy was to appeal to a vision of empire
sanctioned by the authority of classical texts, finely tuned to suit the needs of the Koryŏ court. As
they insisted on Koryŏ’s own loyalty, they always asked the Yuan to make good on its duty to
“cherish men from afar” (huairou yuanren 懷柔遠人). As both a description and an injunction, this
term enshrined principles of reciprocity that created the necessary discursive space for Koryŏ to talk
of what the imperial court should do.8 The task of imperial rule, in Koryŏ terms, was neither
conquest nor exploitation. Instead, it was to civilize the world through the power of literary and civil
influence, i.e. wen (文), and to show its magnanimity in the “preservation of local customs” (不改土
風).9 Empire is defanged in the first instance and Korea’s continued independence guaranteed in
the latter. When Korean emissaries exalted the majesty and asserted the infallibility of empire, they
did not simply legitimize power, but sought to constrain it within a framework so as to guide its
operation. The discourse of empire in these appeals thus provided a tangible of moral standards
through which specific policies could be critiqued, without overtly posing as a challenge to the
institution of empire. These representations of the core topoi of moral empire idealized imperial
power in order to encode what an emperor and his empire should do.
Korean diplomatic writing often mirrored the phraseologies of imperial authority. Indeed,
they often referenced the same classical authorities and utilized the same turns of phrase, but what is
clear is that they do not say the same thing with the same words. This chapter continues the discussion
Korean diplomatic writing into Chosŏn-Ming period. The rhetorical techniques honed in the
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Mongol period provided a useful repertoire to address the Chosŏn court diplomatic needs. Like in
the examples explored in chapter 1, Chosŏn period memorials also made use of the “imperializing
mode,” where the supplicant foisted the lofty standards of moral rule in the imperial tradition onto
the imperial audience in an act of negotiation. These interventions in the raison d’etre of the imperial
project interceded directly on imperial policies and practices, often ones that directly determined
whether Korean envoys in Beijing could achieve their desired diplomatic goals.
One major difference between the Chosŏn-Ming and the Koryŏ-Yuan context was the
degree to which these appeals to empire came to be detached from their original context in the
imperial audience. Korean memorial writers no longer had to face down the threat of an imperial
army, but they had to deal with the uncertain whims of Ming bureaucrats, both petty and grand. In
the process, high-imperial discourse left the confines of formal memorials and seeped into other
registers of diplomatic exchange, and finding its way into informal letters delivered to Ming officials
and interpersonal interactions. In a process akin to what some anthropologists have called,
“entextualization,” a particular turn of phrase becomes “detachable from [its] immediate context of
emission” and is “made available for repetition or recreation in other contexts.” In the case of
Korean diplomacy, the movement is from one type of written text to another, not between different
oral contexts, but the quality of detachability remains the same. Key phrases and idioms from the
formal memorial was now appropriated and “re-embedded in a new context.” For these reasons,
Chosŏn diplomatic communications across genres resemble one another, for they make use of
similar rhetorical techniques and tropes. This reuse, however, does not point to the existence of
“inert given[s],” cultural forms “[shackled by] tradition.” Since endurance and repetition is also the
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“result of constant activity and creativity,” the “investment” in a consistent, reified discursive
strategy needs to be explained just as much as one that is protean and varied.10
What kind of “investment” was being made by the Chosŏn court when it reified a particular
discourse of empire? For this, we must first examine the kinds of cultural work such discourses
performed. We must also recognize reification only occurred after a distillation from a broader range
of potential interpretations and imaginations. What could constitute empire was not a fixed and
constant formula. Certainly aspects of the imperial tradition, such as principles of hierarchy, the
importance of the civilizing process, and a political imaginary rooted in succession, remained
common features across time. How these different dimensions were imagined in conjunction with
one another and how they manifested in the institutions and policies that shaped the structure of
relations with Korea could vary greatly. Reifying empire then was less about reinforcing imperial
power, but a particular form of it, a way to select one manifestation of empire from a wide range of
possibilities.
The reason these diplomatic appeals were so consistent in rhetoric I argue was because they
performed a common task. They all had to create and maintain a coherent picture of Chosŏn
Korea’s proper relationship with empire for Ming eyes. These regularized, if not stereotyped,
portrayals were to ensure that Korean embassies received consistent treatment at the hands of the
Ming bureaucracy, whose views and policies were in fact wildly inconsistent. One underlying factor
in why Ming officials treated Korean embassies differently was how they understood Korea’s
position in an ecumenical order—whether Koreans counted as “foreign barbarians” (Ch: waiyi/ Kr:
oei 東夷). The Chosŏn court and its agents protested any insinuation of their “barbarity” not simply

For a discussion of “entextualization,” see Karin Barber, The Anthropology of Texts, Persons and Publics: Oral and Written
Culture in Africa and beyond (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007) 22; Michael Silverstein and Greg
Urban, Natural Histories of Discourse (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1996), 21.
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to defend their cultural pride, but because how Ming emperors and officials regarded Korea
determined which sets of policies and precedents they would enforce in interactions with Chosŏn
envoys.
To understand these shifts, we must first examine parallel shifts in ecumenical thinking that
occurred during the Yuan-Ming transition. The Mongol-Yuan ruled over a culturally and ethnically
diverse empire, bringing together denizens from its far-flung empire to its capital in Dadu.11
Although its rulers ultimately drew on many imperial repertoires (and invented new ones in the
process), their Chinese and Confucian advisers managed to successfully secure the court’s
implementation of the “rites and institutions” (Ch: lizhi, Kr: yeche 禮制) that made them inheritors
of the imperial tradition claimed by the Song, Liao, and Jin empires they replaced.12 A literary
culture rooted in Chinese classics and a civil service examination testing Neo-Confucian
commentaries saw strong support from segments of the Mongol elite by the mid-fourteenth
century.13 Late Yuan writers saw the efflorescence of civil and literary culture as a renaissance that
incorporated a diverse, multi-cultural world going beyond the narrow confines of a Sinocentric
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ecumene.14. Koryŏ elites benefited from these developments, as they too came to participate in this
broader civilizing project.15
This widening of the Confucian civilized world beyond an ethnocentric Chinese one was
made possible by Confucian-minded officials who accommodated their tradition to their Mongol
patrons. Their way paved by their Liao and Jin predecessors, Kublai’s advisers such as Hao Jing 郝
經 (1223–1275) sought to detach the imperial tradition and the patronage of Confucian learning
from the ethno(Sino)-centric ideas it embedded.16 In the Mongol-Yuan world, being Confucian and
imperial within that tradition was no longer coterminous with “China,” narrowly defined. As such,
Korean membership in the civilized ecumene was not under question.17 The fall of the Yuan and
the rise of the Ming dynasty, however, dramatically altered this arrangement.
When the Ming overthrew Mongol rule in 1368, the founding Hongwu emperor sought to
demonstrate that the Mongol imperial mandate had passed to him, partly by repudiating the Mongol

The Uyghur Confucians of the Lian 廉 and Xie 偰 clans are cases in point. Michael C Brose, Subjects and Masters :
Uyghurs in the Mongol Empire (Bellingham, WA: Center for East Asian Studies, Western Washington University, 2007);
Thomas T. Allsen, “The Yuan Dynasty and the Uyghurs of Turfan in the 13th Century,” in China among Equals : The
Middle Kingdom and Its Neighbors, 10th-14th Centuries, ed. Morris Rossabi (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983),
243–280. See for instance, the Yuan literary anthology, the Tianxia tongwen ji 天下同文集, whose title roughly translates
as “A collection of the same-writing from all-under-heaven.” The compilation included writers of all manner of ethnic
background, celebrating the triumph of the Yuan civilizing project. Zhou Nanrui 周南瑞, Tianxia tongwen ji, vol. pt. 4
(jibu), no. 8 (zongji lei), Siku quanshu zhenben 5, 1422–1426 (Taipei: Taiwan shangwu yinshuguan 臺灣商務印書館,
1974)
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past altogether. Even though in practice the Ming imperial system inherited wholesale significant
aspects of the Yuan institutional apparatus, the Ming cast its rise in terms of “expelling barbarian
caitiffs and restoring the Central Effloresence.”18 It re-conceived the imperial space in terms of a
new civilizational order that saw China, civilization, and the empire to be co-terminous. The Ming
called for “purifying the realm of the Mongols’ polluting influence” and required its subjects to “give
up Mongol styles and customs in favor of Chinese practices” and forcibly assimilate remnants of the
multiethnic elite that Mongol rule had left behind.19 Ming repudiation of Mongol-Yuan practices
was sometimes more rhetorical than actual, but it had important ramifications for Korea.20
The civilizationalist reconciliation of the imperial system with non-Chinese rulers, a
necessary condition for Mongol patronage of the Confucian tradition and adoption of the imperial
system, was now in jeopardy. Now that China, civilization, and empire were coterminous, Korea’s
place as a civilized country in this ecumenical arrangement was uncertain. Early Ming officials like
Song Lian 宋濂 (1310–3181), who saw Korea’s inheritance of “the legacies of the former kings”
setting it apart “other countries [whose] rulers were attached to barbarian ways,” acknowledged
Koryŏ’s membership in the civilized world, broadly conceived.21 However, the internal strife in
Koryŏ, precipitated by factions at court who sought closer relations with the Northern Yuan,
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seriously damaged relations with the Ming. Events such as the assassination of King Kongmin, who
had initiated friendly relations with the Ming, along with the murder of a Ming envoy in 1374
drastically altered Ming perceptions.22 Koryŏ’s moral standing in Ming eyes continued to suffer as a
series of coup d’etats, instigated by the Chosŏn founder Yi Sŏnggye, ousted one Koryŏ ruler after
another. Yi Sŏnggye had tried to improve relations with the Ming after aborting an invasion of
Ming-controlled Liaodong in 1388, but this gesture had little effect in improving Ming esteem.23
Viewing Yi Sŏnggye as a usurper, the Ming founder, the Hongwu emperor refused to recognize the
legitimacy of the new regime. Distinguishing between China, where “moral norms rested” and
Korea, a land of inveterate barbarity, and beyond the pale of Chinese rule, the Hongwu emperor
rejected Korea’s membership in the civilized order.24
Though the Hongwu emperor’s statements were arguably meant to chastise Yi Sŏnggye as
part of a high-pressure policy towards the fledgling Chosŏn court, these statements nevertheless
resonated with a strand of nativist thinking that was already embedded in the imperial tradition.
Later Ming emperors and officials alike often lapsed into treating and imagining Korea as simply
another “barbarian” country. Many Ming literati, statesmen, and emperors alike did identify Korea as
a “country of ritual and righteousness,” but this status was not something Korea could take for
granted.25 Both ways of envisioning the boundary between the civilized and the barbarian
understandings were present. Though these divergent views could be reconciled with some
conceptual gymnastics, it serves just as well to see them as two points on a broader gradient of
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discussed in Chapter 5.
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Examples are too numerous to cite severally. See for instance, T’aejong sillok 7:25b [1404/06/11#1]; 35:55b
[1418/05/19#2]; Sejong sillok 8:24a [1420/07/22#5].
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possibilities of how empire could be understood. Neither represented the sole, true view of either
Ming discourse or the imperial tradition as a whole. Nor should a definite, unitary characterization
be sought after. Political contingencies, individual idiosyncrasies and the strategic use of a particular
discourse or utterance could shift the point of equilibrium. Chosŏn could just as easily be seen as
barbaric or civilized.26 At the root of the two views were fundamentally different ways of imagining
the role of empire in the civilizing process and its relationship to political sovereignty.
From the Korean perspective, being “barbarian” was not desirable, as both Koryŏ and
Chosŏn elites prided themselves on the Korean ability to “use Chinese ways to transform the
barbarian” (yongha pyŏni/ yongxia bianyi 用夏變夷).27 In early Chosŏn, this political and social reform
program, often called the “Confucian transformation” of Korea implemented a state-centered
civilizing program that fashioned Chosŏn sovereignty. This process not only involved NeoConfucian social reforms, but also the creation of a comprehensive institutional and ritual system
with based on interpretations of early Chinese classics and, occasionally, contemporary Ming
models.28 The Chosŏn sought to demonstrate that their “ritual, music, culture and artifacts are on
par with that of the Central Efflorescence” (侔擬中華). Nonetheless, to what degree Chinese
models, both classical and contemporary, were viable for emulation, and to what degree preexisting

Chelsea Wang has shown how certain interpretative traditions of the Confucian classics could lead to vastly different
understandings of how a non-Chinese state like Chosŏn Korea could be understood as a civilized country. The passage
examined, in Analects 3.5, 夷狄之有君 不如諸夏之亡也 has been understand to mean either “barbarians with a ruler
are inferior to the Chinese without [a ruler]” or “even the barbarians have [true] rulers, unlike the Chinese who do not
[have a ruler].” The former implies an inherent superiority of the Chinese and their culture while the latter implies the
potential for non-Chinese states to surpass the Chinese, if they attend to good governance. “The Shadow of the Master:
Development of Commentaries to Section 3.5 of the Analects,” January 15, 2012.
26

See Ch’oe Malli 崔萬里 and his opposition to the invention of the Korean alphabet on these grounds. Sejong sillok
103:19b [1444/02/20#1]; Gari Ledyard, “The International Linguistic Background of the Correct Sounds for the
Instruction of the People.,” in The Korean Alphabet: Its History and Structure (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1997),
31–87.
27

For instance, T’aejong sillok 1:35b [1401/06/19#2]. See also Deuchler, The Confucian Transformation of Korea, 89–102,
107–126.
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native practices were to be preserved remained perennial questions. For instance, certain practices,
such as court rituals involving female musicians were derided by Ming envoys as uncivilized, yet
were also celebrated as markers of Korean distinctiveness.29
There were several problems with cleaving to Chinese models. For one, adoption of court
rituals and institution statecraft could be perceived as an affront to the ritual and political
prerogatives of the imperial court.30 As Kathlene Baldanza has argued, to the Ming, “foreign states
that instituted models of Chinese statecraft but had independent governments were potentially
threatening,” which both invited and legitimated imperial intervention.31 The Ming annexation of
Vietnam in 1407, was justified in exactly these terms, in the belief that being amenable to civilization
made it governable.32 Its former administration by the Han and Tang also allowed the Ming
invaders to call the annexation “the recovery of [their] ancient realm” and see the “[re]propagation
[of] the ritual institutions of the Central Efflorescence,” possible.33 For Korea, which like Vietnam
occupied lands ruled by the Ming’s imperial predecessors, the specter of imperial irredentism was a
perennial risk, one which being perceived as civilized only compounded.34 The advantage of being

See for instance Sejong sillok 49:8a [1430/07/28#2]; 68:15a [1435/05/20#2]. For further discussion on the issue of
female musicians, see Sixiang Wang, “Refusing the Courtesan: Moral Virtue and the Politics of Diplomacy in Early
Chosŏn” (presented at the 26th Association of Korean Studies in Europe (AKSE) Conference, Vienna, Austria, July 7,
2013); for a case study of the how the Chosŏn treated native practices in light of contemporary Chinese models, see
Ch’oe Chongsŏk 崔鐘奭, “Chosŏn chŏngi ŭmsajŏk Sŏnghwangche ŭi yangsang kwa kŭ sŏnggyŏk 조선전기 淫祀的
城隍祭의 양상과 그 성격,” Yŏksa hakpo 204 (December 2009): 189–236.
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See chapter 1. Note the Ming invasions destroyed countless Vietnamese records and documents, which insinuated the
Vietnamese state was “an empire equal to Ming China,” as “further evidence of the Vietnamese court’s presumption and
duplicity.” Wang Gungwu, “The Cambridge History of China,” in Ming Foreign Relations: Southeast Asia, ed. Denis C.
Twitchett and Frederick W. Mote, vol. 8 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 316–317.
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Kathlene Baldanza, “The Ambiguous Border: Early Modern Sino-Viet Relations” (Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania,
2010), 81–82.
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John K. Whitmore, “Chiao-Chih and Neo-Confucianism: The Ming Attempt to Transform Vietnam,” Ming Studies 3
(Spring 1977): 65–71.
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Baldanza, “The Ambiguous Border: Early Modern Sino-Viet Relations,” 47–48.

With ample historical precedent, the Chosŏn court was cognizant of the possible threat of imperial annexation. This
issue is explored further in Chapter 3 more detail. The problem of imperial irredentism were less relevant during the
tenth to thirteenth centuries because when “empire” was divided among rival contenders; no one power monopolized
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seen as barbarian was the division from China was “natural,”35 and thus made Korea “unsuited to
Chinese rule” and “beyond the pale” and “not China’s responsibility.”36 As the Ming founder
warned his descendants, “the various barbarians of the four directions,” which included Korea and
Vietnam, should not be invaded, because “once their people are acquired, they cannot be ordered.”37
In sum, incorrigible barbarians could be left alone, but amenability to civilization implied
governability. In the dichotomies of this imperial logic, the choices were as follows: being civilized
meant that one should be directly governed by the empire; being barbaric meant one could be left to
one’s own devices. One could either be incorrigibly barbarian, but entitled to autonomy, or civilized
and subject to imperial authority. The worst case scenario would be to be seen as barbarians who, by
adopting imperial institutions, both demonstrated amenability to imperial rule and encroached on its
prerogatives; the Chosŏn wanted to be both autonomous and civilized. The path to this Goldilocks
position, where a sovereign space could be fashioned through its own civilizing projects without
inviting imperial censure, was not self-evident.
The way to manage these issues was to preempt empire by narrowing the spectrum in which
imperial claims could be seen as legitimate. Demonstrating mastery of Confucian classics and
adoption of Chinese-style institutions were inadequate to the task, because they potentially undercut

the civilizing claims of imperial sovereignty, let alone possessed the military might to actualize a grand unification. The
Mongol-Yuan restoration of a unified empire and its continuation under the Ming, however, created a precarious
situation for states like Korea and Vietnam who faced the possibility of obliteration. Morris Rossabi, ed., China among
Equals.
i.e. as in the “heavenly created Eastern Barbarians” (天造東夷), as articulated by the Hongwu emperor. T’aejo sillok
2:14b [1392/11/27#1].
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Baldanza, “The Ambiguous Border: Early Modern Sino-Viet Relations,” 93–102, 118–120. This dichotomy had a
longstanding tradition in imperial discourse. Note the existence of the latter notion in the Spring and Autumn Annals. See
for instance in the Han Confucian treatise, the Baihu tongyi 白虎通義, the author Ban Gu 班固 (32–92 CE) argued that
a wise ruler did not “make subjects” out of “barbarians,” because “ritual and righteous are unable to transform them.”
Ban Gu 班固, Baihu tongde lun 白虎通德論, SBCK pt.4, 431–432 (Shanghai: Shangwu yinshu guan, 1922), f.6:1a–1b, pp
33–34.
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Ming Taizu 明太祖 (Zhu Yuanzhang), Huang Ming zuxun 皇明祖訓 shouzhang, 5a–7a in SKCM pt. 2, pp. 167–168.
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claims of political autonomy based on cultural difference. The Chosŏn court also had to produce a
vision of empire that could at once resonate with an imperial audience and still carve out a space of
freedom for its own political independence. In other words, any strategy of autoethnography had to
also account for the imperial gaze.
This chapter thus examines how deploying the discourse of empire was in fact the Korean
response to the problem of the imperial gaze. As Chosŏn envoys tried to resolve various diplomatic
problems with the Ming, they negotiated with an awareness of imperial expectations. As part of their
strategy of negotiation, they distilled a particular vision of Korea’s relationship with the Ming from
various possibilities of empire. In other words, they sought to shape Ming policy by narrowing the
range of legitimate possibilities for imperial action. These considerations also explain why the early
Chosŏn court spent enormous efforts to conceal its own political upheavals, such as internal coup
d’etats, from the Ming and campaigned for the Ming to rewrite its unfavorable accounts of the
Chosŏn dynasty’s early history. What was at stake was not only legitimacy and esteem. Instead, these
concerns were part of this broader diplomatic strategy, which hinged on establishing Korea as a
civilized country, ruled by generations of virtuous monarchs, whose unwavering loyalty demanded
the Ming reciprocate by behaving exactly in the way the Chosŏn desired.
At the Emperor’s Court
The Chosŏn court and its envoys turned to the “imperializing mode” on a variety of
occasions. The envoy Kwŏn Kŭn encapsulated its rhetorical logic when he famously declared in
1396 to the Ming emperor that “imperial airs” could transcend the boundaries between the “civilized
and the barbarian.” The Yalu river that separated Ming and Chosŏn was thus a mere fact of the
landscape, powerless in the face of imperial influence. His statement echoed a point he made several
years earlier in 1389, when he wrote on behalf of the Koryŏ to dispute Ming claims over its
northeastern territories: “[our state] had long dutifully observed the responsibility of the feudal lord;
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our land has already entered the imperial domain.” Since empire transcended territorial boundaries
and Korea was already part of the imperial project, seizing Korean territory was a meaningless
venture.38
In 1404, another Chosŏn envoy used a similar approach in another appeal over disputed
territories. Reminding the Yongle emperor that the Ming dynasty “should not discriminate against
[what is outside] its [direct] influence [but should] treat all with equal benevolence.”39 the envoy
convinced the emperor to relinquish claims over Hamju (咸州). He reportedly exclaimed “The land
of Chosŏn is already in my control; what point is there for me to contest this” as he acceded to the
Korean appeals, thereby relinquishing imperial claims on this territory.40 Remarkable of the 1404
appeal is how the Chosŏn court succeeded despite the resounding protests of Ming officials, who
argued to the emperor that these lands should be considered imperial domains. As modern scholars
Diao Shuren and Wang Jian have described them, the Korean appeals “exploited the vain selfimportance” of Ming imperial ideology.41 Characterizing these acts as “open obeisance and secret
defiance...” (Ch: yangfeng yinwei 陽奉陰違), “conquering the strong with softness” (Ch: yi rou ke gang
以柔克剛), lends a hint of disapprobation, but otherwise illustrates well their tactical approach.

Dane Alston, “Emperor and Emissary: The Hongwu Emperor, Kwŏn Kŭn, and the Poetry of Late Fourteenth
Century Diplomacy,” Korean Studies 32 (2008): 101–47; see also Kwŏn Kŭn 權近, Yangch’onjip 陽村集 f.1 in HMC
v.7:15b. When Ming Taizu had taken over Liaodong in 1389, he intended to establish a garrison south of the Chŏllyŏng
range (in modern Kangwŏn province in Korea), a place only “three hundred ri” from the Koryŏ capital Kaesŏng. This
dispute had nearly lead to war. According to Kwŏn, it was his diplomatic memorial to the Ming, which combined a
detailed delineation of historical precedent with an appeal to imperial magnanimity that convinced the Ming to retract its
plans. Kim Sunja, Han’guk chungse Han-Chung kwan’gyesa, 105–126. For Kwŏn’s memorial, Yangch’onjip f.24 in HMC
v.7:237a–237c: 鐵嶺之山 距王京僅三百里 公嶮之鎭限邊界非一二年 其在先臣 幸逢昭代 職罔愆於侯度 地
旣入於版圖....; for Kwŏn’s account, see T’aejo sillok 12:11a [1397/12/24#2].
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T’aejong sillok 7:20b–21b [1404/05/19#4]; 35:45a–b [1418/05/04#2].
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天朝大國妄自尊大心理.
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Treating these strategies as exploitative, however, ignores that they were integral to the construction
of imperial ideology itself.42
The rhetorical contours of these exchanges pervade the discourse of empire in Chosŏn-Ming
interactions. When the Chosŏn court requested a cancellation of its gold and silver tribute, it echoed
the appeals to paternal magnanimity visible in the Koryŏ-Mongol memorial cited earlier. It called for
the Ming to show “compassion and love of a father,” who could not bear to see his child suffer
when it begged for help. The Chosŏn explained that since its “its territories are small and scarce [in
goods], and do not produce gold and silver,” their procurement presented great difficulties.
Embedded in this appeal was also a direct claim about what an imperial state should do. Quoting the
pronouncements of the Hongwu emperor, it argued that “since ancient times, when vassal states and
distant countries presented their tribute, it was only to pay their obeisance and show their
sincerity.”43 As such, “local produce and cloth bolts” (土産布子) would suffice as tribute. The
meaning of tribute then, like the emotional ties between parent and child, did not rest in the
exchange of value, but “emerged from the utmost authentic sentiment” (實出至情).44
These appeals to imperial magnanimity addressed the emperor directly. They cajoled him to
action over the reservations of his officials. The appeals were therefore also vulnerable to the
vicissitudes of the monarch’s temper. The first attempt to cancel the gold and silver tribute in 1421

The sense that emerges from Diao and Wang’s discussion is that the Koreans essentially tricked the Ming into
relinquishing its legitimate territorial claims. The term yangfeng yinwei has strong moralizing connotations, implying
treachery on the part of the Koreans. It thus invests “obeisance” with a positive normative value, as if Chosŏn envoys
were morally obliged to act on behalf of Ming interests. See Diao Shuren 刁書人, Wang Jian 王劍, “Ming chu Maolin
Wei yu Chaoxian de guanxi 明初毛憐衛與朝鮮的關係,” Dongbei shidi 1 (2006): 252–268, esp. 257–258. It also
should be noted that Chosŏn envoy made his case by citing a slew of historical precedents to contest the
historiographical interpretation of Chinese officials, who claimed that these territories were formerly administered by the
Liao and Jin Dynasties. See T’ajŏng sillok 35:45a–b [1418/05/04#2].
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古來藩邦遠國 其所貢獻 不過納贄表誠而已.

“Memorial requesting the cancellation of gold and silver [tribute].” 請免金銀表 in KWTN v.1:4a–b; Pyŏn
Kyeryang, Ch’unjŏng sŏnsaeng munjip f.9 in HMC v.8:129c–130b; KWTN v.1:9a–9b.
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had failed for this exact reason. Emissaries “did not dare present the appeal” because the Yongle
emperor was peeved over the wording of another, unrelated Korean memorial. The Chosŏn tried
again in 1429, this time to the Xuande emperor.45 The appeal to imperial magnanimity did not
immediately prevail. When the Xuande emperor opened the appeal to discussion by the Six Boards,
the Board Minister of Finance, Jian Yi 蹇義 (1363–1435), contested the Korean claims and argued
that that the tribute of gold and silver was the iron law of the Hongwu emperor, and could not be
altered.46 The Chosŏn court had evidently anticipated this counterargument. It cited one instance
where the Hongwu emperor had refused gifts of gold and silver. It used a rare demonstration of
generosity to represent the original intent of the Ming founder, who had in fact often demanded
heavy tribute from the Koryŏ and Chosŏn.47 The selective reading of precedents established by the
former emperor provided the necessary counterpoint to Jian Yi’s arguments.48 Faced with
contending interpretations, the Xuande emperor accepted the Korean appeal, noting Chosŏn’s
“utmost sincerity in Serving the Great” and the necessity of taking into account the “situation of
faraway people.”49

There are two memorials, one attributed to Pyŏn Kyeryang sent in 1420, quoted above, and one to Yu Hyot’ong 兪
孝通 (fl. 1408–1431), both of which are reserved in KWTN v.1:9b–10a. Pyŏn’s original memorial was never actually
presented to the Ming court. Yu Hyot’ong’s version appears truncated, as many of the formal elements of the p’yo
memorial are absent from the extant version. It is possible that Yu Hyot’ong’s text was an emendation of Pyŏn’s
original. However, Yu also passed a special civil service examination 1427, whose subject included a mock memorial of a
request to the cessation of gold and silver tribute. It is also possible that Yu’s memorial in the KWTN was actually
selected as a model examination answer. Though it is uncertain which text Xuande emperor actually read, both versions
of the text rely on similar tropes. For Pyŏn’s memorial see also Sejong sillok 8:9b [1420/5/2#2]; 35:21b [1427/3/14#1].
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Sejong sillok 46:13a [1429/11/29#3]

Jin-Han Lee, “The Development of Diplomatic Relations and Trade with Ming in the Last Years of the Koryŏ
Dynasty,” International Journal of Korean History 10 (December 2006): 1–24.
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The Chosŏn were certainly not alone in citing scripture to suit its own purpose, so to speak. The authority of the
Ming founder had been evoked in numerous ways throughout the history of the Ming. Sarah Schneewind, ed., Long Live
the Emperor! : Uses of the Ming Founder across Six Centuries of East Asian History (Minneapolis: Society for Ming Studies, 2008).
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Sejong sillok 46:13a [1429/11/29#3].
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Korean appeals could not rely on the rhetorical evocation of empire alone. They also had to
anticipate how the imperial audience would react. Drawing on an alternative reading of the Hongwu
emperor’s policies to Korea was but one manner in which the Chosŏn preempted possible protests
by Ming officials. Even before the Chosŏn court began its campaign to secure the cancellation of
tribute in precious metals, its officials proposed that the court discontinue the use of gold and silver
decorations in official court garb and ritual implements. While arguments against the use of precious
metals in later periods were rooted in Confucian discourses of moral austerity, these proposals were
couched exclusively in the material difficulties of acquisition and production. They also noted that if
Ming envoys were to see Korean courtiers dressed in gold and silver, they might report to the
imperial court that Korea in fact abounded in metallic wealth. If the Ming were to truly believe that
gold and silver were scarce in Korea, the Chosŏn cannot afford to provide evidence of the
contrary.50 Preempting possible protests by Ming officials through selective self-representation was
an integral part of Korean strategy.
Although the outcome of these appeals was vulnerable to the predilections of individual
emperors, once an emperor was convinced, his personal intervention could ensure an appeal’s
success. The strategy, however, required the presence of a monarch who could devote personal
attention to Korean affairs. Early Ming rulers like the Hongwu, Jianwen, Yongle and Xuande
emperors all turned to foreign relations to augment their authority, an interest which granted Korean

Sejong sillok 3:1b [1419/01/06#4]; 13:11b [1421/09/07#5]. The risk of a silver tribute being reinstated informed later
Korean reluctance to exploit gold and silver veins that were later discovered. Throughout the early Chosŏn, the Chosŏn
court made it a point to Ming envoys that no precious metals were used in Korea. In 1521, the minister Nam Kon 南袞
raised similar concerns over the Korean use of precious metals for purchasing Chinese goods during tribute missions.
Fear that newfound sources of wealth would only attract extractive policies or exorbitant tribute demands form the Ming
may have greatly disincentivized the early Chosŏn state from developing metal currency, interstate trade, and mineral
extraction, even when opportunities to do so presented itself. For Korea and silver mining, see Kim Seonmin, “Borders
and Crossings: Trade, Diplomacy and Ginseng,” 211–213; Ming envoy perceptions, see Dong Yue, Chaoxian fu, 4:b–5a;
Nam Kon’s concerns, Chungjong sillok 42:49a–b [1521/07/17#1].
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envoys privileged access to their ears.51 Generous treatment of Koreans became an opportunity to
demonstrate the emperor’s magnanimity, an opportunity Koreans readily provided by inviting these
emperors to “embrace the righteousness of grand unification” and “cherish those afar to bring them
to submission” (懷大同之義 柔遠能邇).52 In return, Chosŏn promised to acknowledge their
“receipt of imperial influence with joyful celebrations in percussion and dance.”(懽欣皷舞於聖化
之中).53
Later Ming emperors were either less attentive to personal rulership or less interested in
using foreign relations as a means to construct authority. Routine matters of governance and
diplomacy became the purview of their underlings.54 Without an active ruler to count on, Chosŏn
envoys faced a different set of challenges and vicissitudes—not of imperial whim, but of a sprawling
bureaucracy and its entrenched interests. Even low-ranking individuals in a Ming institution could
have outsized influence on the course of events. The shift also raised the stakes of Korea’s status as
“civilized state.”

Though this attention often translated into acquisitiveness in their demands for Korean tribute, it was also rooted in
familial and personal connections. For example, the Hongwu, Yongle, and Xuande emperors all had Korean consorts.
The early Ming inner palace had a noticeable Korean imprint, a legacy of late Yuan court culture. The Yongle emperor’s
birth mother may also have been a Korean consort of the Hongwu emperor, Lady Gong (碽妃). Extant sources are
either unreliable or inconsistent, and so the identity of Yongle’s mother remains unresolved. Once the Xuande emperor
asked for a Korean cook who could make tofu just as a retired Korean palace lady once made for him as a youngster.
Pak Wŏnho, Myŏngch’o Chosŏn kwan’gyesa yŏn’gu, 122–137. David M. Robinson, “The Ming Court and the Legacy of the
Yuan Mongols,” 365–422; Huang Yunmei 黄雲眉, Mingshi kaozheng 明史考證 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1979), 62–
63.
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Pyŏn Kyeryang, Ch’unjŏng sŏnsaeng munjip f.9 in HMC v.8:130b, KWTN v.1:9a–9b. Korea’s foreignness may have been
an advantage in such contexts, as evinced by the willingness of an early envoy like Kwŏn Kŭn to describe Korea as a
“barbarian” 夷 in his poem cited above. Such gestures may have earned the Ming emperor’s approbation, but given
both Kwŏn and the Chosŏn court’s general concern with establishing Korea as a civilized state, these expedients could
only have been taken with reluctance.
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Eunuchs and the imperial bureaucracy as matters of administration were routinized (and contested) by different
elements in the Ming imperial system. For the classic illustration of these issues, see Ray Huang, 1587, a Year of No
Significance: The Ming Dynasty in Decline (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981).
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In the first month of 1477, the Chosŏn court received a report from its envoys in Beijing
that the Ming had arrested one of its interpreters for having buffalo horns in his baggage. As these
were a necessary raw material for the construction of composite bows, the Ming court wished to
prevent their export to hostile Mongols and Jurchens. Although Koreans were not the original target
of the ban, the wording of the Ming prohibition prevented Chinese merchants from doing business
with all “tribute-bearing barbarians,” including Koreans. The Ming court ultimately released the
Korean interpreter and explained that it showed leniency because Korea was a “country of ritual and
righteousness.”55 The Ming reaction alarmed the Chosŏn court. Buffalo horns were a strategic
resource vital to the battle-readiness of the Chosŏn military, who were in engaged in prolonged
hostilities with various Jurchen groups during this period.56 They could not however be acquired
within Korea; clandestine trade with the Ming was Korea’s only reliable source.57 Until this point,
the Chosŏn court had tacitly encouraged the smuggling of buffalo horns.58 With the matter

Sŏngjong sillok 75:18b [1477/01/17]. Although the Ming did not punish the Chosŏn interpreter involved in the
smuggling, it severely punished functionaries and horn dealer who had abetted in the smuggling, flogging them each one
hundred times, and punished them with frontier military duty. See also Sŏngjong sillok 77:2a [1477/02a/06#2]; Li
Shanhong 李善洪, “Mingdai Huitongguan dui Chaoxian shichen menjin wenti yanjiu 明代會同館對朝鮮使臣門禁問
題研究,” Lishixue yanjiu 132, no. 3 (2012): 143–46. See also Yŏnsangun ilgi 4:5a [1495/03/10#4]
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For example, see Sŏngjong sillok 85:14a [1477/10/22#3]. For the Chosŏn-Jurchen wars, see Han Sŏngju 한성주,
Chosŏn chŏn’gi sujik Yŏjinin yŏn’gu 조선 전기 수직 여진인 연구 (Seoul: Kyŏng’in munhwasa, 2011); Kye Sŭngbŏm
계승범, Chosŏn sidae haeoe p’abyŏng kwa Han-Chung kwan’gye: Chosŏn chibae ch’ŭng ŭi Chungguk insik 조선 시대 해외 파병
과 한중 관계: 조선 지배층 의 중국 인식 (Seoul: P’urŭn yŏksa, 2009); Chŏng Taham 정다함, “Chŏngpŏl
iranŭn chŏnjaeng / Chŏngpŏl iranŭn chesa 征伐이라는 戰爭/征伐이라는 祭祀,” Han’guksa hakpo 52 (August
2013): 271–306.
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The range of the water buffalo, Bubalus bubalis, did not extend to Korea. Native Korean oxen, Bos taurus coreanae, did
not have large horns. In late Chosŏn, horns were acquired through the Japanese island fiefdom of Tsushima. It in turn
procured buffalo horn from Chinese traders who brought them from Southeast Asia to Nagasaki. See Kim Tongch’ŏl
김동철, "Chosŏn hugi suugak muyŏk kwa kakkung kyegong’in" 朝鮮後期 水牛角貿易과 弓角契貢人 Han’guk
munhwa yŏn’gu 4, 1991. For the construction of composite bows in Korea see Pak Hŭihyŏn 박희현, "Kakkung kwa
hwasal ŭi chechak" 각궁과 화살의 제작, Han’guk minsok hak 10, 1977. Special thanks to Kevin Hyeok Hweon Kang
for this note.
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There is no mention of this trade in official records until 1475, when Chosŏn officials initially noticed the clamp
down at the Ming. Sŏngjong sillok 56:4a–5a [1475/06/04#4].
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discovered, Chosŏn envoys could no longer feign ignorance of the activity nor could they hope to
avoid the watchful eyes of Ming officials.59
With smuggling no longer an option, the only remaining option was to ask the Ming court
for a relaxation of these regulations, lest the Chosŏn lose its only source of this strategic resource.
The court dithered on the appropriate strategy, but all the proposals assured emphasizing Korea’s
fundamental difference from other foreigners to be essential. One official suggested that they should
argue that since the Ming had always prohibited envoys from foreign states from carrying weapons
into Ming territory, but had permitted Koreans to bear arms, they had assumed the prohibition
against horn export did not apply to them.60 Another angle was to appeal on the basis of precedent.
The Hongwu emperor had once bequeathed cannons to the Chosŏn. The minister Hyŏn Sŏkkyu 玄
碩圭 (1403–1480) proposed that one could use that incident to show that the Hongwu emperor
“had treated our country as a [part of his own] family.” Though Hyŏn believed that this would
deflect any blame by the Ming for smuggling arms, he feared that since Chinese officials like the
Song dynasty minister Su Shi had “seen our country as foreign barbarians,” and had been “reluctant
to give us even books,” a long-term solution to the problem would be elusive.61 A memorial was
written incorporating these arguments, emphasizing Chosŏn’s qualitative difference from the
Mongols and Jurchens, and was sent with an embassy in the 8th month of 1477.62 Hyŏn’s worries

One of the high officials, Hyŏn Sŏkkyu, pushed for the punishment of the interpreter caught in the act, even though
he acknowledged that the smuggling was done in the auspices of the Chosŏn state. The interpreter was flogged forty
times, not for smuggling per se, but for doing so with “carelessness and indiscretion” (不愼密犯禁罪). Sŏngjong sillok
75:25b [1477/01/25#7]; 76:1b [1477/02/03#3].
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were not unfounded. When Chosŏn envoys arrived in the Ming, they found that the both the
Ministry of War and the Ministry of Works opposed exporting the horns to Chosŏn.63
The Ming ultimately released an edict that permitted the limited purchase of horns. The edict
recapped the Korean arguments in the appeal and proclaimed that although buffalo horns were
prohibited to barbarians (Ch: huren 胡人) in principle, this rule would not apply in full force to the
Chosŏn. Since it had “observed the proper lunations, was dutiful in tribute and steadfast in a vassal’s
duties,” it was “different from the various barbarians.”64 Extending these prohibitions to Chosŏn
might cause Koreans to lose their “heart of submission.” The Ming solution was a compromise,
which awarded Chosŏn a quota of fifty sets of buffalo horns a year.65 Chosŏn’s loyalty to the Ming
mitigated the problems of being seen as a “barbarian” state, but the label stayed. Ming policy makers
perceived relations with Korea and other foreign groups as lying along the same continuum. Chosŏn
Korea differed from them in degree, but not in kind.66
The Ming decision probably reflected a separate compromise between the relevant ministries
and the Ming inner palace. The Korean emissaries tasked with the mission were not the ones who in
fact made the breakthrough. Instead, it was owing to the efforts of another Chosŏn ambassador,
Han Ch’irye 韓致禮 (1441–1499), who was dispatched for an unrelated matter. Earlier that year,
the Korean-born Ming eunuch Chŏng Tong 鄭同 had asked the Chosŏn king to send an envoy

The opposition from the Ming bureaucracy can only be gleaned from the responses of Chosŏn reactions to the
envoys who reported back. The relevant envoy reports are not included in the Veritable Records. See Sŏngjong sillok 88:6a
[1478/01/15#2].
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who was from the family of Lady Han to the Ming.67 Following Chŏng’s suggestions, the court
dispatched Lady Han’s nephew, Han Ch’irye.
Lady Han, whose name was Han Kwiram 韓桂蘭 (?–1483), was instrumental in
overcoming the opposition of the Ming bureaucracy. She was a powerful Korean palace lady who
was sent to join the Xuande emperor’s harem. After his death, she remained in the Ming instead of
returning to Korea and was now a lady-in-waiting of the Empress Dowager.68 Her family, the
Ch’ŏngju Han were a well-connected family in Korea. Her niece was the mother of King Sŏngjong
(which made her his great-aunt) and her nephew, Han Ch’irye was the king’s maternal uncle. When
Han Ch’irye arrived in Beijing, the envoys responsible for appealing the horn prohibition had yet to
leave.69 Meanwhile, the eunuch Chŏng Tong, acting on behalf of Lady Han, told Han Ch’irye to
write a letter to relate the Chosŏn court’s concerns about the horn prohibition to his aunt. Han
Kwiram soon wrote back, telling her nephew that the matter had been reported directly to the
emperor, and would soon be resolved.70 By appealing to Lady Han, the Chosŏn acquired permission
for horn procurement, though the reservations of the Ming bureaucracy at large was still reflected in
the meager quota of fifty horns per annum.
King Sŏngjong initially celebrated Han Ch’irye ‘s success. It was soon discovered that Han
had also presented large quantities of gifts for the emperor, his aunt, Han Kwiram, Ming officials
and eunuchs. Although his methods were ultimately effective, they earned the reproach of many
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Han Hyochung 韓孝仲, ed., Ch’ŏngju Han ssi sep’o 清州韓氏世譜, Kyujanggak Archives (Seoul National University)
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other court officials. They not only believed his ends did not justify the means, but also that by
circumventing the Ming bureaucracy and using connections with the inner palace, Han had
“embarrassed the state.”71 Han’s methods thus touched on broader anxieties. The court wished to
sway Ming policy by demonstrating Chosŏn’s dutifulness. If the policy now changed only because of
bribery or the use of personal connections in the inner palace, the damage to the country’s
reputation “far exceeded the benefit of acquiring horns.” For the Chosŏn censorate, these actions
made Chosŏn’s reliability suspect when it was precisely these perceptions of unreliability that had
elicited the ban in the first place. Han’s actions did a great disservice by undermining a reputation
carefully cultivated over generations to achieve a momentary goal. In this logic, observation of
propriety in order to fundamentally shift Ming perceptions, not covert strategies for momentary
expedience, was both the only proper method and the only viable long term solution.72
Nonetheless, the permitted volume was still too meager to satisfy Chosŏn needs. The
Chosŏn continued to petition for more relaxed restrictions, and despite these outstanding
reservations, its diplomats found the support of the Ming inner palace too effective to forgo. In
1481 the Chosŏn court sent a senior statesman, the Second State Councilor73 Han Myŏnghoe 韓明
澮 (1415–1487) who was also a distant cousin of Han Kwiram, to appeal the matter again.74 Han
Myŏnghoe penned a personal letter to Lady Han that evoked their familial relationship, calling
himself her nephew (chillam 姪男), and addressed her as aunt (konyang 姑孃). Han Myŏnghoe,

Sŏngjong sillok 88:5b [1478/01/14#1]; 88:6a [1478/01/15#2]. For protests, see 88:4b [1478/01/12#1]; 88:5a
[1478/01/13#1]. Among the accusations was that Han had interfered with the matter, since he was not tasked with
making this petition in the first place.
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For Han Myŏnghoe’s blood relation to Lady Han, see Han Hyochung 韓孝仲, ed., Ch’ŏngju Han ssi chokp’o 清州韓
氏族譜, Kyujanggak Archives (Seoul National University), 1617 edition, f.1:1a–1b; chart 1, section hwang 荒; chart 2, p.
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perhaps in anticipation of possible criticisms that could arise from using private channels, also
argued his case on the basis of imperial precedent and Chosŏn’s continuous “reverence in serving
the [Ming] court and reception of deep imperial favor.” Reminding her that past emperors had
granted armaments to Chosŏn “without suspicion,” Han implied he merely hoped that the
Chenghua emperor would do the same.75 Nothing in Han’s letter is particularly unique in terms of
rhetorical strategy, for it employed tried and true methods of appeal. What is remarkable is how the
terms of familial correspondence slipped into the formal language of diplomacy, as kinship ties
between Han Myŏnghoe and Lady Han became synedochal for Chosŏn-Ming relations. Meanwhile,
the letter moved between the personal mode and the political appeal; though addressed to his
relative, the letter implicitly exhorted the Chenghua emperor through examples of past emperors.
Imprinting a notion of imperial duty to an intermediary was an expansion of the imperial appeal and
its modes of persuasion to a broader audience. Imperial responsibility did not fall on the emperor
alone, but demanded cooperation from his minions as well.
The Gate Restriction Policy
After Han Myŏnghoe’s mission in 1481, the Ming approved an expansion of the quota to
two hundred horns a year.76 By 1482, the Ming Minister of Rites had memorialized to have
inspections of Korean baggage rescinded, arguing that “Chosŏn was a country of ritual and
righteousness,” and should not be subject to these restrictions. Despite these orders, inspections
were shortly reinstated.77 Ming policy was curiously fickle, subject to sudden and arbitrary reversals.
Although justifications for the original prohibitions revolved around whether regulations against
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In the course of the past few years, the Ming and Chosŏn had coordinated in military operations against the Jianzhou
Jurchens, allaying Ming anxieties about the possibility of Chosŏn exporting the strategic resource to their mutual enemy.
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“barbarians” should also apply to Koreans—a question of how Korea’s state of civilization was
perceived—its initial instigation and subsequent reversals owed to other reasons entirely. In fact,
they were results of neither Ming imperial pronouncements nor the strategies of its central
policymakers.
Profiteering by low-level Ming officers led to the original crackdown in 1477. The Korean
interpreter caught smuggling had enlisted the help of a couple of petty brokers attached to the Yuhe
House, where the Chosŏn embassy was housed. Military officers caught wind of the matter and
launched a surprise inspection. They confiscated the contraband and embezzled the money the
brokers made from the exchange.78 After the trade had been reinstated under allotted quotas, rentseeking profiteering continued. In 1495, a Ming frontier official confiscated horns acquired by a
Chosŏn embassy. The emissaries protested that these horns were purchased legally and fell within
the two-hundred item allotment. The Ming returned the items, but the Chosŏn party discovered that
of the two-hundred pieces confiscated, only one-hundred and six were returned.79 According to the
writings of the sixteenth century Chosŏn interpreter Ŏ Sukkwŏn, whenever the Chosŏn entourage
reached Shanhai Pass, a group of protocol officials would “invariably declare that those below the
rank of interpreter had purchased [buffalo horns].” Only with exorbitant payments, sometimes on
the order of “seven or eight thousand ounces of silver” did the Koreans avoid being searched.80
Chosŏn ambassadors faced a related problem after 1522, when Ming officials imposed the
so-called “gate restriction” policies (Ch: menjin; Kr: mungŭm 門禁), a set of curfews designed to
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Presumably, Chosŏn envoy entourages did not wish to be searched because they were smuggling other prohibited
items as well. Buffalo horns were only one of these objects. See Peter Lee and Ŏ Sukkwŏn, A Korean Storyteller’s
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prevent foreign envoys from traveling and trading freely in Beijing. These policies turned the Korean
sojourn in Beijing into virtual house arrest. Like the horn restrictions, these rules did not emerge
from a coherent, centralized imperial policy towards Chosŏn, but involved a convergence of Ming
institutional politics, ulterior motives of Korean envoys and Ming officials alike, and Korea’s shifting
positionality vis-a-vis the Ming.
The prohibitions began when the Ming Ministry of Rites Director81 Sun Cun 孫存 (1491–
1547) had discovered a Korean interpreter purchasing books published by the imperial printers.82
The books in question were the Da Ming yitongzhi 大明一統志, an imperially commissioned atlas of
the entire Ming empire.83 As Hyŏn Sŏkkyu had presaged, the Ming indeed now begrudged even
books desired by Koreans because of their foreignness. Sun, in charge of the Bureau of
Receptions,84 required that Chosŏn emissaries receive written permission before venturing outside
of their hostels.85 Sun’s concerns echoed the reservations expressed by the famous Song literati
official Su Shi 蘇軾 (1036–1101). Like other Song officials, Su believed that Koryŏ envoys, by
acquiring Song books, maps, and documents, would access information “inappropriate for foreign
and barbarian” (Ch: fanyi 蕃夷) eyes. Like his Song predecessors, Sun likely believed that enforcing
a strict curfew was a way to protect his country from the prying eyes of untrustworthy foreigners. 86
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Chungjong sillok 44:22a [1522/02/03#3]. Sun Cun is better known for having authored the Methods of Reading the Great
Ming Code (Da Ming lü dufa 大明律讀法), a set of commentaries to the Ming Code. See MS f.99, p. 2398; Mingdai zhuanji
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The initial ban again was owing to a fundamental distrust of Koreans-as-barbarians, but like
in the buffalo horn case, the situation was far more complex than a concern with security. The
Korean embassy in Beijing was soon embroiled in conflicts among different rungs of the Ming
bureaucracy. In these conflicts, past precedents, the rationale of empire, and Korea’s status all
became areas of disagreement.
On the outset, the Chosŏn court decided against the king appealing the ban in a royal
capacity. Instead of sending formal diplomatic memorials on the king’s behalf, it charged its envoys
to petition the Ming Ministry of Rites in proxy.87 Initial overtures were successful, as the Ming
Minister Xi Shu 席書 (1461–1527) rescinded the restrictions, allowing Chosŏn officials to travel
freely from their hostel. Chosŏn emissaries, however, found the Bureau of Receptions Secretary and
Huitong Hostel Superintendent88 Chen Bangcheng 陳邦偁 (fl. 1520) less cooperative. Chen
continued to obstruct the movement of Korean ambassadors and even reduced the Korean quota of
buffalo horns to fifty sets a year. When Korean officials retorted that Minister Xi had already
granted them special permission, Chen responded angrily. He threatened the Koreans with insults,
“If you do not report the matter to Minister Xi, then I’ll let you head-severed bitch-boned curs go
out. If you report the matter to the court, then I won’t let you bitch-boned curs go out.”89 Chen’s

decision on a diminished reception of Koryŏ [envoys]” 乞裁損待髙麗事件劄子; “Memorial again requesting that the
underlings of the Koryŏ ambassador be prevented from entering and leaving freely [from their quarters]” (再乞禁止髙
麗下節出入劄子) in Luancheng ji 欒城集 f.45 in SKQS v. 1112; Zhang Fangping 張方平 (1007–1091), “Request for
precautions against the three chief envoys of the Koryŏ” (請防禁高麗三節人事) in Lequan ji 樂全集 f.27 in SKQS v.
1104, with annotations and explications cited in Chang Tong’ik 張東翼, Songdae yŏsa charyo chimnok 宋代麗史資料集錄
(Seoul: Sŏul taehakkyo ch’ulp’anbu, 2000), 308–312; 314–318; 319.
Chungjong sillok 53:33b [1525/03/12#4]. King Chungjong was personally affected by the ban, as rare medical
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behavior elicited protests from within the Ming bureaucracy. A Ming Uyghuric interpreter90 Hu
Shishen 胡士紳, impeached Chen Bangcheng on this matter. According to Hu’s account, Chen
showed no signs of remorse, even after the Korean emissary protested these vituperations. The
protest was effective, and Chen, along with his supervisor Director of the Bureau of Receptions of
the Ministry of Rites91 Chen Jiuchuan 陳九川 (1514 jinshi) were arrested and replaced. The new
bureau director loosened the restrictions and permitted the Koreans to trade.92
Hu’s impeachment of Chen Bangcheng focused on his abusive behavior towards the Korean
supplicants.93 Chen’s degrading treatment of the Chosŏn envoys may reflect a deep-seated
reluctance to see Korean ambassadors as his social equals. Though Hu too referred to the Chosŏn
ambassadors as “barbarians,” his vision of Ming policy towards Korea was diametrically opposed to
Chen’s, pointing to vastly different philosophies on how the imperial court should manage foreign
relations. In Hu’s reckoning, the duty of the “high and low officials of the Central Court” was to
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take “cherishing those afar as their charge,” so that “foreign barbarians, even if stupid as dogs or
sheep, will turn and submit the Central Court.”94 In this view, Chen’s “ignorance of affairs and
propriety,” (事體不知) along with his “rashness and incompetence” (急躁無才) exposed by his
resort to vulgar curses, would cause “the barbarians of the four directions to develop grievances
deeper than rivers and seas” (四夷怨深河海). The behavior of men like Chen, in his view, would
not only “earn the mockery of the foreign barbarians,” but also invite them to “betray” the imperial
court. In short, for Hu, granting Koreans more open access to Chinese goods, especially knowledge,
was an opportunity to demonstrate Ming magnanimity and instill a sense of gratitude in foreign
peoples. On the other hand, for those like Chen Bangcheng who reinstated the fifty-horn limit, and
Sun Cun who raised alarm at Korean book purchases, it was precisely unfettered access that was the
problem.95
This conflict may have also had an additional dimension in conflicts of interest in the Ming
institutional structure itself. Whereas Chen was attached to the Bureau of Receptions, Hu was a lowranking functionary attached to the Court of State Ceremonial96 Although the agencies were parallel
institutions under the Ministry of Rites with theoretically distinct jurisdictions, their overlapping
responsibilities in entertaining foreign envoys was an arrangement that led to competing claims of
jurisdiction.97 Control over the reception of envoys was a lucrative racket, and this incident was but
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The Bureau of Receptions managed the envoy hostels, while the Court of State Ceremonial arranged for imperial
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one of many instances of administrative competition.98 Later hostel superintendents continued to
enforce strict travel restrictions, despite the Ministry’s official relaxation of these rules.
In 1534, the Chosŏn envoy So Seyang 蘇世讓 (1486–1562) tried again to appeal the gate
restrictions. He spoke to both the Bureau of Reception Director and the Hostel Superintendent,
who both deferred the issue to their superiors, referring him directly to the Ministry of Rites. On the
fourth day of the leap second month, So submitted a petition to the Ministry through the Hostel
Superintendent Zhang Ao 張鏊 (fl. 1526–1534), who promised his support. So Seyang, however,
soon heard rumors that led him to believe Superintendent Zhang had ulterior motives. Chinese
merchants offered kickbacks of one-half to the superintendent for permission to do business with
foreign emissaries. If the prohibitions against travel were to be lifted, these merchants would no
longer have privileged access to the Korean embassy, and the superintendent would no longer be
able to maintain his racket. Further observation only confirmed his suspicions that Superintendent
Zhang was being duplicitous. He worried that his original petition, which passed through
Superintendent Zhang, was now being suppressed, and would never reach the Ministry of Rites. So
took matters into his own hands.
Nine days after he approached Zhang, on the thirteenth day of the month, So attended a
welcoming banquet hosted by the Ming Minister of Rites, Xia Yan 夏言 (1482–1548). He
approached the minister and prostrated in front of him, ostensibly to offer his thanks for
considering his petition. He also expressed his gratitude for an impending imperial edict that would
lift the prohibition. It should be noted that at this point, since he believed Zhang Ao had suppressed

The Ministry of War and the Ministry of Rites fought over control of the Huitong Hostel. Lower-ranking interpreters
also sought to monopolize its management. See Wang Jianfeng 王建峰, “Mingchao tidu Huitongguan zhushi shezhi
tanwei 明朝提督會同館主事設置探微,” Liaoning daxue xuebao: zhexue shehui kexue ban 34, no. 6 (November 2006): 81–
82.
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his petition, So had no reason to think a Ming edict was forthcoming, let alone know whether Xia
had even read his petition. So was only using the opportunity to ascertain whether Xia had actually
learned of his petition. Xia nonetheless assured So that the matter was being discussed. After this
exchange, So remained pessimistic about a possible breakthrough. On the seventeenth day of the
same month, an edict arrived permitting Korean emissaries freedom of travel once every five days.
The hostel superintendent finally allowed So and his entourage to travel out, but still only under
close supervision.99
So and other Korean emissaries had to navigate carefully through the interstices of a
byzantine bureaucracy whose precise operation was unpredictable to outside observers. Although So
insinuated that Zhang Ao had intentionally obstructed his petition, this was a conclusion he reached
from speculation during the days he waited in uncertainty.100 Xia Yan did in fact receive So Seyang’s
appeal through Zhang Ao. Xia Yan even cited it in his own proposal for granting Korean envoys
freedom of travel once every five days.101 A passage from So’s petition reads:
Since our country roughly understands ritual and ceremony and Served the Greater with utmost
sincerity, the [imperial] court has treated it as its own internal realm. Whenever our country’s envoys
come to the capital, they move about freely and never see restrictions or limitations. This [practice]
has continued until now. For over one hundred years, we have acted respectfully, reverently, and
obediently, never once transgressing. Only in recent years did the prohibitions extend to us, confining
us to our hostels behind locked doors. Even with official orders or for public business, only one or

Chungjong sillok 77:24a–26b [1534/4/24#1]. So and his entourage arrived at the Yuhe Hostel on the twenty-sixth day
of the second month. The timing of these events are related in brief in So Seyang’s travel journal. Yanggok pu’gyŏng ilgi 陽
谷赴京日記 in YHNCJ v.2, pp. 401–403.
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Between his submission of the appeal and the promulgation of the edict, So waited a total of thirteen days, which
was a reasonable amount of time for an imperial response.
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So’s original petition does not survive in Korean records, a rare example of such a case in Chosŏn-Ming diplomatic
correspondence. The document owes its survival, to the best of my knowledge, to its partial preservation in a collection
of Xia Yan’s memorials. For both So’s letter and Xia’s petition See Xia Yan, “Request to allow Chosŏn barbarian envoys
to leave the hostel once every five days” 請令朝鮮夷使五日一次出館 in Guizhou xiansheng zouyi 桂洲先生奏議
f.20:20b–22b, collected in SKCM pt.2, v.60:570–571. So’s petition, along with this affair, is treated in the Shuyu zhouzi lu
f.16b–17b.
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two interpreters are permitted to come and go at set times under the watch of the hostel guards with
special papers. [These policies] violate the former precedents. 102

So Seyang situated his appeal in two related discourses. First is that of reciprocity. The Ming treated
Korean embassies exceptionally because of Chosŏn’s state of civilization and allegiance to the Ming.
Second is that of precedent. So identified specific prohibition policies as a violation of the longstanding traditions the Ming had established over the centuries. So then laid out a series of relevant
past examples to distill (and ultimately construct) a tradition of Korean exceptionalism in Ming
practice. Quoting a Hongzhi period example, So argued that similar prohibitions had existed after a
Jurchen emissary murdered other “barbarians.” But, since the Ministry of Rites noted “Chosŏn
always observed ritual and righteousness, serving the court dutifully,” and was thus “different from
other barbarians,”103 it exempted Korean emissaries from the regulation. So also cited the example
of Sun Cun from 1522. He tactfully obfuscated Sun’s reasons for prohibiting Korean book
purchases to dismiss it as a “meaningless restriction.” When it came to the present case, So
synthesized this reasoning with a reiteration of Hu Shishen’s argument from 1524, emphasizing the
importance of showing imperial magnanimity to the “barbarians”:
The Ministry of Rites already investigated the past precedents. Documents permitting [Koreans] to
come and go at will had already been forwarded to the hostel [administrators]. Not long after, there
was a Superintendent Chen who stubbornly refused to respect [these orders] and made the restrictions
even more severe. For a long time, we could not appeal this matter. Judging from this, the hopes of
distant men who come in awe of righteousness, are completely disappointed. How could it be that we
dare badger about this, unable to hold our peace, because we hope only to restore old [precedents] for
commerce’s sake?
Whether you sequester or not brings us no benefit or loss except in one matter. We only believe that if
we were treated with the same compassion and not discriminated on account of our foreignness, and
were allowed to visit and travel without limitations, we would be able to witness rituals and
ceremonies, investigate the substance of civilization, and be infused with transformative culture—all
matters of great benefit. This would truly actualize the utmost virtue of cherishing [men from afar]

竊照本國粗識禮儀至誠事大 朝廷待遇 有同內服 凡本國使臣到京 自行出入 不見防範 迤至于今 百有
餘年 敬謹彌篤 別無違異 近年以來 始加拘禁 鎖閉館門 遇有稟奉公幹 只許通事一二員 刻期出入 着令館
夫 帶牌管押 有礙舊式.
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朝鮮素守禮義敬事朝廷 比與他夷不同.
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and exhaust the sincerity of serving the great. It will allow our distant marches always to shoulder the
grace [of the imperial] spirit. For ten thousand generations, we will be in harmony together. 104

Only at the end of his appeal did So mention potential transgressions on the part of the Korean
tribute emissaries, but quickly dismissed them as the errors of ignorant underlings. More important
was that by confining Korean embassies like “prisoners” (囚縶), Ming officials “not only violated
the rules of old practices,” but also contravened “the intention of favorable treatment by many past
emperors.”105 It would ultimately disappoint Korea’s longstanding “admiration for righteousness”
(慕義).106 So Seyang’s strategy, then, was to elide the original issues that motivated the restrictive
polices, those of profit and security, and made them a question of the Ming’s magnanimity and its
Ming’s civilizing project. Instead of challenging directly the Ming rationale for these restrictions, So
showed how Korea, as a country who admired the Ming, could validate the Ming’s mission civilisatrice.
Xia Yan’s proposal for limiting Koreans to one free day every five, which the emperor
approved, sought a compromise between two positions. He accepted So’s argument for the large
part, noting that Chosŏn knowledge of “ritual and ceremony” distinguished them from “barbarian
envoys of other places.” Xia argued So’s desire to be “infused with the transformative culture” of
the imperial capital was evidence for his “sincere veneration of the greater state,” which justified the
loosening of restrictions. Rhetorically, So Seyang’s appeals were successful, but in practice, Xia’s
policies improved the situation only incrementally. The Ming still restricted envoys by time and

蒙部准告 查照舊例 許令自行 出入已經本館移文知會 去後有提督陳主事 執已不尊 迫束愈嚴 久莫申
省 眙此因循 遠人慕義之望 殊用缺然 所以區區陳瀆 不能自默者 豈是意 在買賣 以圖復舊哉 其拘閉與否
亦非有他虧益 只以一視之仁 罔有內外 使之觀遊無間 光瞻禮儀 考質文物 薰炙遷化 大有開益 此實敦懷
柔之至德 將事大之盡誠 俾我遐服 永荷寵靈 綿曆萬世 與之匹休爾.
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非唯有違舊行之規 恐非累朝優待之意.

As he had argued elsewhere “these [regulations]” were the “momentary policy of one Ming official, Director Sun,”
were arbitrary indiscretions that violated “the old precedents of the former emperors.” Chungjong sillok 77:24a
[1534/04/24#1]: 此非祖宗朝舊例, 乃孫郞中一時之事故爾.
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placed them under constant surveillance. Arguing that “the language and dress of distant men are
different,” and will thus “easily transgress the state’s prohibitions,” Xia spoke to the concerns of
security, while balancing it against the arguments So had presented. It was a compromise that, in
Xia’s words, “would not disappoint the sentiments of distant men” nor “render futile the laws of the
Central Court.”107
How then should we understand the effectiveness of So’s appeal? There are several plausible
interpretations. One modern scholar, Li Shanhong, understands the gate restriction issue to reflect
fundamental conflicts of interest between the Chosŏn and the Ming. While the Chosŏn desired
access, both for cultural goods and for trade opportunities, it was in the Ming’s interest to minimize
Chosŏn access to Ming knowledge. Knowing full well that Chosŏn envoy missions used their
journey to Beijing as an opportunity to carry out illicit trade, Ming officials like Xia Yan
acknowledged Chosŏn’s appeals to imperial magnanimity and reciprocal relations only on the
surface. They maintained reservations towards foreign countries like Chosŏn. Therefore they only
nominally relaxed restrictions as a tip of the hat to eloquent emissaries like So Seyang, so that correct
ideological positions could be acknowledged without compromising practical political needs. In Li’s
retrospective analysis, the apparently contradictory attitudes of the Ming Ministry of Rites and the
Hostel Superintendents reflected not so much dysfunction in Ming bureaucracy as the intentionally
duplicitous diplomatic posturing of Ming. The compromises that emerged then, were largely
symbolic concessions to the Koreans that also preserved the integrity of Ming foreign policy.108

See Guizhou xiansheng zouyi f.20:22b in SKCM pt.2, v.60:571. 看得朝鮮國使臣頗閑禮儀委與他處夷使不同 朝廷
自來待遇以禮 出入禁防 具有舊例所據 蘇洗讓等具呈前事相應議處其呈稱欲行觀游無間 光瞻禮儀 考質文
物 薰炙遷化 固見其仰慕上國之誠 但遠人言服既殊 易罹國禁 亦須曲爲之處 合候命下每五日一次 許令該
國正使及書狀官人等出館於附近市衢觀遊 本部仍紮付空閑通事一員陪侍出入 以示禮待防衛之意 其隨從人
役仍行照前拘禁 不許擅自出入 庶幾不拂遠人之情 不廢中國之法.
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Li Shanhong 李善洪, “Mingdai Huitongguan dui Chaoxian shichen menjin wenti yanjiu 明代會同館對朝鮮使臣
門禁問題研究,” Lishixue yanjiu 132, no. 3 (2012): 143–46.
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Another possible reading, documented in a history of the Ming’s interactions with foreign
states, the Comprehensive Record of Diverse Realms (Shuyu zhouzi lu 殊域周咨錄), offers a contemporary
perspective. Its compiler, Yan Congjian 嚴從簡 (fl. 1559–1574) was a Ming official who had
served in the envoy office.109 He shared a concern for security with his predecessors who enacted
these prohibitions and denounced the effects of So Seyang’s memorial, believing it had undermined
“border security.” He reserved his harshest criticisms for those whom he considered corrupt hostel
attendants, such as Hu Shishen, accusing them of “teaching” So Seyang how to write the the
memorial. According to Yan, the only reason the superintendent Zhang Ao agreed to relax the
prohibitions was to avoid the fate of his predecessor, Chen Bangcheng, whom Hu Shishen had
impeached on behalf of the Koreans.110
Both these readings dismiss Korean agency. The first charges that So’s appeals were
altogether ineffectual; the latter views So as a mere pawn of a wily Ming bureaucrat. These analyses
only appear to converge, but really offer contradictory diagnoses of the situation. Whereas the first
assumes the coherence of Ming policy, the second reading views the case as evidence of institutional
dysfunction. The former implies the rhetoric itself was ineffective, whereas the latter suggests that
the rhetoric of empire had worked, only that it were exploited for nefarious ends. These two
perspectives agree on little else except the assumption of Korean impotence. In undercutting
Korean agency, they both miss larger implications of So Seyang’s exchange with Xia Yan.
The compiler of the Record of Diverse Regions, Yan Congjian, concluded So was tutored by the
Ming’s own officials, likely because the wording of his appeal echoed Hu Shishen’s earlier
impeachment of Chen Bangcheng. The phrases in question, which insinuated that the Ming would
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Ch. xingrenci 行人司.
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今蘇洗讓之請 皆我館伴教之也 是時主事張鏊前陳邦你之事 而曲意從之 關防蕩矣.
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fail in earning the allegiance of foreign peoples if it continued to impose such restrictions, however,
had long been a central trope in Korean diplomatic communiqués. The Korean envoy appealed to
the force and principle of past precedents; his evocation of Chen Bangcheng’s case could just as well
be read as reflecting So’s awareness of Ming institutional politics. So Seyang, privy to Chosŏn’s past
interactions with the Ming as a high official, and a composer of diplomatic memorials, would not
have needed a Ming official to tutor him either in past Ming precedents or the effective use of
rhetoric.
So Seyang’s appeal certainly only had a limited initial effect.111 Nevertheless, Ming officials
were still compelled to address So’s concerns. Even if lip service, this attention points to the
normative power of So’s argument. When Xia Yan granted yet another exception to the rule for
Korean emissaries, he implicitly acknowledged the merit of So’s reasoning and Korea’s entitlement
to exceptional treatment, at least in principle. The real effect of the appeal, then, was not so much in
altering Ming policy, but in recalibrating and reframing the discourse surrounding the issue of gate
restrictions. They had been implemented to address Ming concerns of security, anxieties that rested
on a fundamental distrust of Koreans-as-barbarians. So, by successfully distinguishing Chosŏn from
barbarians, transformed the gate restriction problem from one of security into one of proper
treatment of foreign dignitaries. Chosŏn envoys like So Seyang foregrounded a vision of imperial
magnanimity to counteract and negotiate with other imperial concerns. However limited they may
have been, the privileges awarded still became another in a long list of precedents for Korean

Indeed, Chosŏn envoys continued to face occasional tightening of restrictions. The 1537 envoy Chŏng Hwan 丁煥
(1497–1540) virtually reenacted So Seyang’s mission. Finding even the purchase of "vegetables and everyday items"
difficult, Chŏng lamented the severity of the restrictions he faced. He too appealed to the officials in the Ministry of
Rites and eventually acquired limited reprieve. See the Beijing diary of Chŏng Hwan, “Chochŏllok” (朝天錄) in Hoesan
sŏnsaeng munjip 檜山先生文集 f.2, collected in HMC b2:217b–222d The Kosa chwaryo, a late 16th century Korean
political handbook that summarizes important diplomatic exchanges and political events shows that in 1547, the envoys
Song Chun and Yu Chisŏn appealed to the Ministry of Rites again for the same reason. There are no details about Song
Chun’s mission extant. See Kosa chwaryo f.1:37a–38b
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exceptionalism. Even if So’s appeal had been only successful on paper, it still ensured Korean
exceptionalism remained in force for future diplomacy.
What was at stake then, was not simply whether Koreans were allowed to travel freely in
Beijing, but the ideological bedrock that made Chosŏn appeals possible in the first place. The
rhetorical devices in So’s example became a model for other Korean appeals.112 Korean supplicants
returned to the notion of “cherishing men from afar” and the universalizing power of civilization
over and over. As a stock argument against a recurring problem, it promoted a specific vision of
empire while reifying a tradition of its interpretation in Ming precedent. Korean civilization and
Ming magnanimity had informed past cases and were now called on to intervene in new ones. This
reification did not simply intervene in a particular moment but constructed a set of norms that could
serve as guides to the future. Reification then was a way to construct a modicum of stability to
counter problems of arbitrariness and uncertainty in a dynamic of extreme asymmetry.

The Sangwŏn che’o, an interpreter training manual comprising sample statements in colloquial Chinese, includes a
generic oral appeal to an unnamed Ming official for lifting the restrictions. Encapsulating the rhetorical strategies in So’s
petition, this verbal appeal too spoke of Korea’s “constant observation of ritual and law,” despite being a country from
“beyond the sea.” Reiterating the central points in So’s petition, it emphasized that the Ming had always treated the
Chosŏn exceptionally, “just like a princely court of the internal realm,” and that when Koreans came to the Ming, they
always felt that it was “just like being at home with one’s father and mother.” Conflating the actions of Sun Cun and
Chen Bangcheng, it complained, that “Director Sun of the Bureau of Receptions, for a reason we do not know, got
angry, and didn’t report to the high officials and didn’t write a memorial. He did it all on his own discretion.” Although
Sun Cun had enacted the ban in 1522, during the Jiajing reign, the interpreter’s stock statement claimed that Sun lived
during the Zhengde period. In a further collapse of temporal consistency, it claimed that the Koreans went to appeal this
matter to the Minister of Rites Xia Yan who spoke on behalf of the Koreans. The emperor then permitted the Koreans
to “come and go at will.” Although each element of the narrative was grounded in an actual event, their temporal
immediacy (the appeal to Xia Yan occurred a full twelve years after Sun Cun’s enforcement of the menjin policies) and
the specific details are strategically omitted (Xia Yan never actually granted Koreans full freedom of movement). The
Korean interpreter exclaims that “in these recent years, things have gotten so strict, even more stringent than before.”
Finally, it asked the unnamed Ming official to “investigate past precedents and open the doors in according to them, so
as to cherish men from afar.” In this selective and fuzzy rehashing of the events, a Ming policy, central to Ming
diplomatic practice, becomes an arbitrary exaction, quickly retracted by imperial intervention. “Colloquial speech on the
door prohibition” 門禁白話, Sangwŏn che’ŏ 象院題語 10b–11b: 小的稟一件事 本國雖在海外素守禮法 敬事朝廷
無不盡心 朝廷也 優禮厚待比海內王府一般 接待 所以我們人到這裏 父母家一般 放心走 從古到今 遵守
禮法 一些兒也沒有違法的事正德年間 主客司孫郎中不知因何事 惱了不稟堂上 也不題本 自家擅便不許出
入後頭 本國送咨禮部高說 門禁的事情 那時 姓夏名言爺就題本奏 聖旨後開門自行出入 這幾年又門禁 好
生嚴緊 比在前越發緊了 內外大小門都鎖了 一日兩遣灶 開門紫火也由不得出入 把我們韃子一般接待那裏
有優禮厚待的勾當 又 [?] 虧了先皇先帝的規矩 望老爺查看舊例依舊開門柔遠人自行出入了.
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A Tenuous Membership: Korea’s in the Civilized Ecumene
How strictly prohibitions against horn exports and the gate restriction policy were to apply
to Korean envoys depended on where Korea fit in the Ming’s ecumenical imagination. Different
interpretations of Korea’s place rationalized different policies. When the 1576 envoy Hŏ Pong left
Beijing, his entourage was not subject to the expected inspections. Whereas previous inspectors
would search their luggage, often at random for smuggled or prohibited goods, when Vice-Director
of the Bureau of Receptions,113 named Qian, and the Secretary of the Bureau of Equipment and
Communications114 Cao Xi 曺銑 came for the inspection, they only asked that the Koreans report
the contents of their belongings. Qian declared that Korea “had always observed ritual and
righteousness,” and so their envoys would “certainly not be willing to purchase prohibited items,”
and so, they could be treated “according to the precedents reserved for other countries.”115 Qian’s
circular reasoning notwithstanding, when officials did inspect Korean baggage, they often did
discover contraband. It was, therefore, unlikely that Qian naively believed that because Chosŏn was
a country of “ritual and righteousness,” its envoys would not smuggle. Instead, by separating
Koreans from the usual foreigners and “barbarians,” he could exempt them from standard
procedures. Linked to this symbolic language were related notions. As the early Ming literati official
Song Lian put it, Korea’s state of civilization meant that it “should be viewed like China, and not be
treated according to precedents meant for foreign states.”116 For Korea to be “viewed just like [the
Ming’s] internal realm” (視同內服), meant virtual inclusion in the Ming dominion, making Koreans
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Ch: zhukesi yuanwai 主客司員外
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Ch: Jujiasi zhushi 車駕司主事

Hŏ Pong, Hagok sŏnsaeng Chochŏn’gi 荷谷先生朝天記 f.2 from Hagok sŏnsaeng chip in HMC v.58:462c: 余等具冠服
行禮畢 閱包物 或有抽看之時 今也錢員外以我國素秉禮義 必不肯買違禁之物 未可以他國例視之 故特免
驗包之禮 蓋重待我國之至也
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Song Lian, Wenxian ji 文憲集 9:42b–44a: 正當以中夏視之 未可以外國例言之也.
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no different from the Ming’s own subjects.117 If so, they would be granted the privilege to trade and
travel, exempt from the strict regulations imposed on other foreign envoys. In this logic, because
Korea observed “rites and ceremony,” it could by definition do no wrong. The logic, specious as it
is, was a convenient heuristic, especially for Ming officials, both petty and grand, who often received
gifts from Chosŏn embassies and porbably needed to explain why they did not enforce regulations
more strictly.
On the other hand, a new board minister could imagine Chosŏn to be no different from
“other barbarians,” and that whatever entitlements had once been accorded to a Korean embassy
could be removed. Korea’s status as a “civilized” state was therefore highly tenuous, often
contingent less on differences in ecumenical vision than on the practicalities of Ming bureaucratic
politics. Its vicissitudes, exacerbated by bureaucratic infighting, competition, and rent-seeking, meant
that divergent schemes of rationalizing policies towards Koreans and foreigners became the
discursive battlegrounds for the competing Ming agencies.118
Chosŏn envoys, aware of the tenuousness of Korea’s status, protested whenever there was
an insinuation that Korea was anything less than civilized. For instance, when a Ming official
petitioned on behalf of Chosŏn envoys to the emperor, he referred to Koreans as “barbarians” (Ch:
yiren/ Kr: i’in 夷人) in the text. The envoys protested. They argued that since Korea had “for a long

The Ming History states the following of Korea: ”Although Chosŏn was called a vassal state during the Ming, it was
no different from a realm within its borders” (朝鮮在明雖稱屬國 而無異域內). This vision was tenuous as best. Note
also the Korean official Yun Ŭnp’o 尹殷輔 (fl. 1494–1539) who once stated, “the Central Court [i.e the Ming] treats us
as a foreign state beyond the sea, and does not see us like its internal realm” (但中朝 以我國爲海外藩邦 不視同內
服), the exact inverse of the Ming History’s formulation. In short, these formulations were in flux. MS f.320, p. 8307;
Chungjong sillok 90:14b [1539/04/07#1].
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Li Shanhong acknowledges that the menjin policies opened up opportunity for rent-seeking practices, especially by
low-ranking Ming bureaucrats. Agencies and offices related to managing foreign embassies were reshuffled several times
as a result of bureaucratic infighting. See “Mingdai Huitongguan” 145–146; See also Wang Jianfeng 王建峰, “Mingchao
tidu Huitongguan zhushi shezhi tanwei 明朝提督會同館主事設置探微,” Liaoning daxue xuebao: zhexue shehui kexue ban
34, no. 6 (November 2006): 79–82, esp 81–82.
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time used Chinese ways to change the barbarian,”119 the use of the term “barbarian” in the letter
made them “uncomfortable.” The Ming official “laughed” and agreed to change the wording,
altering the characters yiren to “waiguo,” foreign country (Kr: oeguk 外國). The Ming official may
never have intended the term “barbarian” as an insult, and for him, the difference between “foreign
country” and a “barbarian” was not a substantive one. To the Chosŏn envoy, however, the matter
was essential. His concern for reputation was not hypersensitivity, but an awareness of how language
and discourse surrounding a particular issue, once recorded and established as precedent, became
the basis for future policies.120
Besides ramifications for material gain and political access, questions of rank, status, and
image thus also took on an intrinsic value for Chosŏn envoys. It was important to enforce a
consistent image of Korea for imperial eyes, precisely because it was so vulnerable to change. It was,
however, not enough that precedents dictating how Korea was to be treated be consistent; the larger
discourse surrounding Korea must be consistent as well. In other words, being “civilized” and not
“barbarian” was only the linchpin that held a much more elaborate Korean diplomatic strategy
together. This point will become clear with the following discussion of a case where status and rank
became, in itself, a matter of dispute.
In 1569, the Chosŏn envoy Pak Sŭng’im 朴承任 (1517–1586), a disciple of the influential
sixteenth century philosopher Yi Hwang 李滉 (1501–1570), encountered these problems when he
arrived in Beijing. He learned that officials at the Ming Court of Ceremonial had altered the
procedures for the Winter Solstice ceremony. In the past, Chosŏn officials participated in the
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Kwŏn Pal 權潑, “Chŏ chŏllok” 朝天錄 Ch’ungjae sŏnsaeng munjip 冲齋先生文集 f.7 in HMC v.19:449b: 李應星
等摘題本內緣係夷人之語 請許郞中曰 本國用夏變夷 有自來矣 今見題本 有夷人之語 竊所未安 望大人酌
量何如 郞中笑而答之 卽稟于尙書 改夷人二字爲外國云.
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ceremonies from within the palace gates, ranking below only Ming court officials. Now, Chosŏn
envoys were “barred from entering the Gate of August Supremacy,”121 the main entrance of the
Forbidden City. They had to participate in the ceremonies from without. Worse, the Chosŏn
emissaries were to array behind scholars without official posts and other commoners. In this logic of
ritual positionality, proximity to the emperor expressed prestige, while further distance corresponded
with descending rank. If Chosŏn officials stood behind titled officials, but in front of Ming scholars
without office, it implied the superiority of Korean officialdom to officeless degree-holders in the
Ming. The spatial exile of Chosŏn officials to outside the gates implied a parallel ritual demotion.
Furthermore, exteriority was also synonymous with foreignness and barbarity, especially since these
envoys were now even less esteemed than commoners.
Pak protested this ritual demotion directly to the Board of Rites.122 Since the affair was
premised on interpretations of ritual precedence, he had to establish his understanding of Chosŏn’s
position vis-a-vis the Ming court, before showing why this new move was such an affront. In its first
lines, Pak argued that even though Korea “was a foreign vassal in name, it was really the same as
[the Ming’s] internal realm” (名爲外藩 實同內服). Accompanying this rewriting of spatial
distinction was an explanation of why this was the case. The Ming court had long recognized
Korea’s “loyalty and deference” and “admiration of righteousness,” and treated Korea with “special
rites, distinct from other countries.” The change in policy then, was a sudden shift from “longstanding precedents.” It upset the the hierarchical distinctions between “the esteemed and the base,”
leaving “men from afar,” i.e. he, Pak, and his compatriots, “trembling in confusion, ignorant of the

I.e. Huangji men 皇極門. Note that this gate was originally the Gate of Esteeming Heaven (Fengtian men 奉天門). It
was later renamed to the Gate of Supreme Harmony (Taihe men 太和門) in 1645.
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For the text of the appeal, which is quoted extensively below, see Pak Sŭng’im 朴承任 “Letter addressed to the
Secretary of the Ministry of Rites,” 上禮部主事書 from Sogo sŏnsaeng munjip 嘯皐先生文集 f.3 in HMC 36:293d–
295a.
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reason [for the change].” Although they could “for the moment follow these new orders,” such
“acquiescence” would require “hiding and enduring [their distress], with “shame on their face, and
sweat on their backs.”123
Belying this self-represented helplessness was Pak’s concerted effort to appeal to different
bodies of the Ming government. He had noted that he had already dispatched interpreters to inquire
of the matter and that the Ministry’s Bureau Director,124 showed his “surprise at the recklessness of
the change”125 and already ordered that Koreans be restored to their original place in the ranks. Like
many emissaries before him, Pak became a victim of Ming bureaucratic in-fighting, and attempts to
appeal the decision only escalated the situation. Not only had the Court of Ceremonial ignored the
orders from their superiors, they retaliated against the Koreans by further demoting the place of the
Korean embassy. Now, the Koreans were made to stand “outside the Halberd Gate,” among other
foreigners, “barbarians” whom Pak disparaged as “left-lapeled, bestial-odored grotesques.”126 What
was now at stake was not just Korea’s relative esteem vis-a-vis the Ming court, but its very identity as
a civilized country. As Pak recounts the escalation of the affair in his appeal to the Ministry of Rites,
his rhetoric takes on a more forceful tenor. No longer a supplicant, he had become a sermonizer,
fully convinced of the moral and ideological correctness of his position:
Howsoever the superior state receives [envoys] of its vassals and subjects necessarily involves
compromises and alterations. However, even during the time of the Spring and Autumn annals, it was
unheard of that vassals who came to their king’s court, would be degraded and humiliated by being
placed behind the ranks of the base.127
朝廷亦鑑其忠順 嘉其慕義 遇以殊禮 別於他邦 其字小之仁 無間內外 眷待寵榮 靡所不至 較諸久遠見
行事例 尊卑懸絶 遠人惶惑 罔知厥由 卽欲呈稟于該部 以未行見朝之禮 不敢徑進干冒 姑循新令 隱忍遷
就 靦面汗背 無地容措.
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He then went on to lecture the Ming on the proper operation of government:
Those who are in charge of court rituals should always observe the old precedents with resolve like
the hardness of metal or stone. If it had been a matter that fomented corruption or interfered with
government, and could harm the interests [of the state], then they should have memorialized the
matter. It would then have to be delegated to the relevant ministries, who could debate and decide on
a policy to be proposed for imperial consent. Then it could be promulgated, informing all, so that
there would have been no confusion or surprise. If things had been decided this way, then it would be
in accordance with propriety, and [we] men of afar would have nothing more to say of it. 128

What Pak witnessed at the Ming fell drastically short of proper procedure:
Now [however], the imperial court knows nothing of the matter. The relevant ministry does not
debate the matter. There is neither half a line of documentation nor a single explanation offered. We
were forced by the ceremonial officials with tongues flailing and arms waving, to destroy the old rules
long decided by previous reigns and changed a harmless, existing law in a spur of the moment. I have
thought of this over and over, and I cannot understand it. It must because [the ceremonial officials]
see us as lowly messengers from distant marches, ignorant and without learning, so they [believe] they
can order us around with impunity.... 129

Pak’s concern with Korea’s status is clear, but by highlighting the faults of Ming administration, he
also makes a much broader claim. He hones in on two issues. The first is the lack of transparency
and accountability. The second is what he saw to be an insinuation that Koreans need not be treated
according to rules because they were ignorant foreigners. By asking that decisions regarding the
treatment of Korean emissaries be taken both according to precedent and to the routine of
bureaucratic governance, he not only demonstrated Korean awareness of the operation of
“civilized” governance. Pak was also insisting that Chosŏn Korea had a legitimate stake in the
operation of Ming decision-making and that Ming agencies ought to be accountable to Koreans as well.
Pak thus continued this line of argumentation.
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I, however, believe that when the imperial court receives [emissaries] from foreign states, every
announcement and every instruction is a matter of decorum and propriety (體統). Every move
forward and backward is tied to a question of rank and authority.... [This sudden change in our status],
does it not harm decorum and propriety? [Does it not] disappoint our hearts of admiration? 130
Moreover, the government of a [True] King only promotes when there is good... and punishes only
when there is fault...; our small country has served the greater with utmost sincerity continuously for
many generations, and have no transgressions or cause for guilt. The former emperors of the imperial
court had treated us with munificence and exception, praising and rewarding us. Their edicts are all
extant [as proof.] We do not know what fault we committed, that led to our demoted status, or made
us deserve this punishment.131

Pak concluded his appeal by pointing out that the Chosŏn had fulfilled all its obligations. Since
Korea was faultless and consistent, any change in Ming behavior would be illegitimate. The Ming
owed Korea a proportional reciprocity, and now, by arbitrarily altering existing precedents had failed
not only Korea, but also its own standards for behavior. It was the court’s duty to treat Korea with
decorum and propriety, not simply because of what it owed Korea, but also because that is what an
imperial court ought to do. Pak drives home his appeal by pointing at the broader ramifications of the
Ming’s failure to observe its own obligations:
My King had always feared the authority of heaven.... [If he were to hear of this matter], he would
certainly be alarmed and distraught.... He, along with all the officials and people of our country would
agitate over this, unable to sleep or eat in peace.132
....My ruler guards his small country and must attend to matters dawn to dusk. Since he cannot come
[to the Ming] in person, he orders one or two of his retainers to present tribute offerings. Though we
retainers are lowly, we are in fact the representatives of our rule and are only well-treated because of
him. Now we have lost our positions in the ranks and are left to pay our obeisance outside the gates.
Though it appears [only we] retainers have lost our places, it is in fact the disgrace of our ruler.
Though it appears that only the Court of Ceremonial who humiliates us retainers, it is in fact the
imperial court who, for no reason, humiliates our small country.... The humble mission of one whose
status is lowly like mine is not worth considering, but [what is at stake] is the munificent intent of the
Imperial Court and my ruler’s purely sincere admiration from afar, which has all come to naught. 133
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Pak’s appeal was ultimately successful. Although Ming records make no note of this affair, the
Korean Veritable Records indicated that the Board of Rites “restored the rank order to their proper
place, and made it standard for perpetuity.”134 The appeal, in the end, was essentially an essay on
how an imperial court should treat its loyal vassals. Though couched in a diction of perfect deference,
the Korean envoy was telling the empire what to do and why.
Empire, then, did not begin and end with the Ming, for at least in theory, the Ming had to
follow a set of idealized standards and practices. The Ming court was responsible for actualizing a
vision of empire, but it too was supposed to be judged according to those standards. This notion
was long in the making, as the written appeals of generations of Korean emissaries and statesmen
had tried to make the Ming accountable to its own ideals. The basic contours of this rhetoric were
visible in many places, though at times it took the form of private lamentation. As Hŏ Pong once
complained, “the severity of the laws in the Central Court [against us], especially fall short of their
vision of impartial benevolence and intention of treating those from within and without impartially.”
For Chosŏn envoys, the Ming, by treating Koreans as outsiders, had disappointed none other than
its own ideals of universal empire.135
The ubiquity of this notion, that the operation of the imperial state ought to conform to
loftier ideals, point to a persuasive normativity. Chosŏn envoys tasked with official business were
not the only ones to turn to it; so did other Koreans who had to interact with Ming officials. One
well-known case involves the Chosŏn official Ch’oe Pu 崔溥 (1454–1504), who was shipwrecked
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in Chinese Zhejiang. He was blown off course when he sailed from the site of his appointment, the
island of Cheju, to his hometown to mourn the death of his mother.136
The Ming repatriated Ch’oe Pu after confirming his identity as a Chosŏn official.137
Throughout the journey, however, Ch’oe obstinate insistence on ritual correctness repeatedly
threatened his homecoming. Ch’oe was observing the mourning period for his recently deceased
mother and kept his mourning attire on through his entire time abroad. He repeatedly refused
entreaties by his underlings to doff his mourning garb and put on his court robes in order to
establish his identity as a Chosŏn official.138 His decision must have alarmed his followers. As
foreigners, they worried they would be mistaken for Japanese pirates by the Ming military, which
indeed occurred at a later point.139 Ch’oe’s continued to inconvenience his party. When they were in
the custody of Ming officers, Ch’oe was asked to provide the Chosŏn king’s taboo given name in
order to establish his identity as a Korean official. Ch’oe, however, refused, explaining that it was
offensive for a subject to speak or write the given name of his ruler. His Ming interrogator pressed
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further, and told Ch’oe that since he was in Ming territory, he need not observe Chosŏn taboos.
Ch’oe retorted and declared, “as a servant of Chosŏn,” he could not “change his ways or alter his
words” or “betray his country,” simply because he had traveled beyond its borders.140 In Beijing,
Ch’oe was asked to pay his obeisance to the emperor and render thanks for his impending
repatriation. Ch’oe, however, refused to change his mourning garments for “auspicious garb,” the
formal attire appropriate for a court audience. Ch’oe, refusing to compromise his filial devotion,
spurned the imperial invitation. Meanwhile, his underlings went to the palace in his stead. He finally
agreed to change out of his mourning clothes only after repeated insistence by his Ming handlers,
and only at the last possible occasion.141
Scholars have rightly attributed Ch’oe’s insistence on ritual propriety throughout his journey
to a commitment to “Neo-Confucian” ethical standards. As one among a coterie of promising,
activist officials in the Chosŏn court, he devoted enormous energies to actualizing Zhu Xi-style
family rituals in Korea and Neo-Confucian learning in general.142 His willful flouting of imperial
authority suggested Ch’oe believed universal Confucian values trumped even the temporal power of
the emperor. That, however, did not mean Ch’oe was unconcerned with the imperial gaze. In fact,
his obstinacies were also consciously meant to shape imperial perception of Korea. For him, it was
not enough to show to the Ming that he was a Chosŏn official, but that by demonstrating his
attention to ritual norms, he could ensure that Korea too could be seen as a civilized state.143
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There is then a grain of truth in John Meskill’s characterization: that Ch’oe, as a Korean,
would have felt “a compulsion to prove by word and deed their utter Confucianism.” And, in light
of their marginality in Ming eyes, “zealous to prove their worth.” Even so, it was not simply
“sectarian fervor” that motivated him.144 Although Ch’oe Pu was not an envoy, how Ch’oe
interacted with the Ming’s representatives echoed representational and rhetorical strategies that Ming
envoys used during their trips to Ming China. Once a Ming handler, by the name of Yang Wang 楊
旺 had abused a member of Ch’oe entourage. He ordered the Korean to be flogged ten times, an
act which Ch’oe protested:
[Your] job is to escort on our journey. Now, you inflict the penalty of flogging. Is there a legal statute
pertaining to us foreigners? The members of my entourage are as blinds and mutes; though they may
commit infractions, you ought to explain the matter to them and treat them well. Yet, you hurt them
with beatings. This is not the way of a Greater State [i.e. the Ming] in escorting men from afar.”145

Ch’oe’s protest, which chastised the Ming official for failing “men from afar,” (遠人) reportedly left
Yang speechless. Elsewhere, Ch’oe offered made used of the same turn of phrase, and appealed to
the Ming’s duty to “cherish those afar” (柔遠) to ensure sound treatment of his entourage:
My Chosŏn, is in a land faraway, beyond the seas, but its clothing, caps, and matters of civilization, are
identical to that of the Central State, and so we should not to be treated as a foreign state. Now that
the Great Ming has unified all under its rule, with all the barbarians of the north and south as one
family. Now, all under heaven are my brothers. How can the distance of territory be cause for division
between the interior and the exterior? Moreover, my country has dutifully served the Celestial Court
and has never neglected its tribute. For these reasons, the Son of Heaven treats us with propriety and
nurtures us with benevolence. The embrace of His civilizing transformation has reached an acme.
As for me, I am a servant of Chosŏn. You, general, are a servant of the Son of Heaven, who shares in
his concerns, and must understand the Son of Heaven’s intent in nurturing the small[er state with
benevolence]. Now that you treat [us] men of afar to this degree, does it not show your loyalty?146
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Ch’oe’s reiteration of an imperial obligation towards “men from afar” echoed the language
of diplomatic correspondence discussed earlier. Like his diplomat colleagues, Ch’oe had
appropriated discourse that was originally used to legitimate imperial rule to hold its agents
accountable. That Ch’oe took a play from a diplomatic repertoire is unsurprising. A munkwa (文科)
exam passer, he shared a common background in classical knowledge and belles lettres with official
envoys and court composers. What is telling, however, is the use of a high language of empire in
dealings with petty imperial agents.
For Ch’oe, his obstinate behavior worked hand in hand with his attempts to cajole Ming
officials. Ch’oe articulated his strategy to his underlings upon their arrival in China. He explained
that “Our Country is one of propriety and righteousness” (我國本禮義之國) and despite their
abject condition of being shipwrecks, it was necessary to show the Chinese their attention to
ceremony, so that “they will know that our country’s rituals are as such.” He instructed his
underlings to pay attention always to hierarchical distinctions, prostrating to each other according to
rank. His also emphasized that they should always pay their respects with clasped hands in their
sleeves, especially in front of curious onlookers.147 These gestures, along with his consistent
observance of mourning rites, showed his Ming handlers that their foreignness did not make them
ignorant of Confucian standards of civilized behavior espoused by the Ming and expected to be
treated according to them. Ch’oe, by insisting that propriety and ritual standards transcended
political boundaries and could trump even imperial authority, implied that these moral standards
were universal and that all Ming officials had to be beholden to them, especially in their dealings
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with Korea.148 This strategy was deployed in both the microcosmic space of individual interactions
to the macrocosmic context of the most formal diplomatic ceremonies. Its adoption by a castaway
like Ch’oe suggests that these methods had become embedded in common-sense understandings of
how Korea was to relate to empire and the proper bounds and responsibilities of imperial power.
Ch’oe’s example also suggests that ceremonial display was a necessary complement to ritual
suasion in Korean self-representation. Chosŏn envoys often paid enormous attention to the ritual
bearing. Meanwhile, court annalists who documented their behavior for posterity took special care
to note the impression such ritual displays had on imperial audiences. Take for instance, the
following example in Chosŏn Veritable Records. One Korean envoy, Yi Chinggyu 李澄珪 (fl. 1450s),
bequeathed on royal orders a gift of wine from the king to another Korean envoy, Han Myŏnghoe:
Myŏnghoe and the others received the royal gift of wine. When it was time for the officials to drink
the wine, they first bowed four times before arriving at their seat. Chinggyu raised the cup to bequeath
it. Myŏnghoe then prostrated again to receive it.

Yi had met Han at a Ming hostel, where local Ming functionaries were present. These curious
witnesses asked the Korean interpreter about the unfamiliar ceremony:
‘He bowed and sat down, but then prostrated to drink the wine. What sort of ceremony was this?’
The interpreter replied, ‘[one] to pay obeisance to a ruler’s gift,’ and explained the matter. There was a
Confucian scholar present who remarked with sighs of praise: ‘It is indeed as others have said, [Korea]
is a country of propriety and righteousness.’149

The particulars of the ceremony were alien to the Ming observers, but the ritual logic behind its
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gestures became apparent to them after the explanation. Han Myŏnghoe had not performed what
was likely a routine ritual specifically for imperial eyes. For the compilers of the Veritable Records,
however, it was precisely the presence of Ming observers and their vocal acclaim that made Han’s
behavior worth of note. Cases where a Chinese observer praises the ritual behavior of a Korean
traveler were common in Korean accounts. Their presence points to an overriding concern with the
imperial gaze, but also suggests that these particular displays were at least believed to be efficacious
for reinforcing Korea’s reputation as a “land of ritual and righteousness.”
For those who were charged with representing Chosŏn, whether in official capacity as an
envoy or one who stumbled upon the the task, like Ch’oe Pu did, maintenance and even
enforcement of Korea’s moral and civilized image was extremely important. This image had
immediate practical benefits, granting access to protected goods: books, horns, gunpowder, but it
also took on both intrinsic and extrinsic value as a centerpiece of a broader strategy of selfrepresentation. Consistency was key, for this image was fragile and could be jeopardized by
alternative readings of precedent. This need to represent Korea consistently as a civilized state,
moral country, and loyal vassal, then, also explains other patterns in Chosŏn’s diplomatic relations
with the Ming: why it went to such lengths to influence how the Ming portrayed Korea in its own
records and to conceal the political upheavals that plagued its dynastic history.
Representing a Land of Ritual and Righteousness
In 1506, a coup d’état overthrew the unpopular king, Yŏnsan’gun 燕山君 (r. 1494–1506),
and replaced him with his brother, King Chungjong. In the aftermath, the Chosŏn court went to
great lengths to secure the support of Ming officials and palace eunuchs to ensure that a document
of investiture was forthcoming.150 Envoys dispatched to the Ming at this juncture were given precise

These activities are undocumented in Ming accounts. The Chungjong usurpation in many ways, is comparable to
Sejo’s in the mid-fifteenth century. In both the aftermath of these two coup d’états, the Chosŏn court was able to conceal
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instructions regarding the fibs they would need to tell. Some matters were to be relayed truthfully,
but the envoy’s telling of the circumstances of abdication were outright fabrications. Chosŏn envoys
informed the Ming that the king had long suffered from seizures, which had worsened after his son’s
death, and left the former king debilitated.151 David Robinson, who discussed in detail how the
Chosŏn court “lobbied” Ming eunuchs to ensure Chungjong’s recognition, also noted the significant
discrepancy between Chinese and Korean records regarding these events. The Ming History suggests
that investiture was granted for “the purest of reasons.” Yŏnsan’gun only abdicated because of
severe illness, leaving Chungjong the rightful ruler. With the reasons for succession clear, “there was
no need to investigate, for the Koreans were honest; there was no mention of bribery or lobbying
for the Chinese were magnanimous and scrupulous.” Korean records, however, told a different
story.152
According to an envoy report in the Chosŏn Veritable Records, the irregularity of Chungjong’s
accession raised suspicions immediately. Ming officials suspected conspiracy (謀作之事)
immediately. The envoys responded according to their scripted and claimed that “Our Country
[Chosŏn] is a land of propriety and righteous; how could there be such a thing?” assuring the Ming
that illness was the true reason for the king’s sudden abdication.153

from the Ming the nature of these events. Given the taciturnity of Ming records from this time period, it is difficult to
ascertain whether the Ming court was truly been ignorant, or had simply chosen to do so as political expedient. In both
cases however, Ming envoys arrived after these usurpations to inquire after the deposed king. At least in its public face,
the Ming treated these rulers in the way the Chosŏn portrayed them, ailing monarchs who abdicated in favor of a more
capable relative. The Sejo usurpation is discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
For envoy instructions, see Chungjong sillok 1:19b [1506/09/21#6]; See also 1:23a [1506/09/27#2] for the diplomatic
message.
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我國禮義之邦 豈有如此等事?
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A lively discussion at the Ming court ensued. In the Korean records, there was little
elaboration on the underlying rationale behind each position, but the debates hinged on one major
issue: how should the Ming behave towards a Korea, which was a country of “propriety and
righteousness,” but yet unmistakably a foreign state. One low-ranking Ming diplomacy official154
suggested that an imperial doctor be sent to treat the king’s illness, in recompense for the king’s
“dutiful reverence of the imperial court.” Regardless of whether this plan emerged from friendly
regard for an ailing monarch of a friendly state or a ploy to ascertain the truth of the matter, it would
certainly have exposed the Korean conspiracy. The higher-ranking Board Ministers, however,
decided against it. In their reckoning, “Chosŏn may be a country of propriety and righteousness, but
it was still a foreign state.”155 In this logic, Korea’s civilized status may invite Ming aid, but
interfering with the affairs of a foreign state by dispatching a doctor would still be inappropriate. Still
other officials believed that Chungjong’s formal investiture should await Yŏnsan’gun’s death, but
this too was overruled because “matters related to foreign states must not be dealt in this way.” The
Ming minister implied that interference with succession matters of a foreign state was
inappropriate.156 What emerges from this exchange again is an interplay between two sets of
precedents for Ming interactions with Chosŏn. Portraying Chosŏn as a civilized state was
rhetorically useful to insist upon the impossibility of usurpation, but it did open the way to
intervention. Korea’s foreign status, however, made it possible for the Ming to leave aside its
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An usher. Ch. xuban 序班.
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朝鮮禮義之邦 然亦是外國.

外國事不可如此. See Chungjong sillok 2:34a–35b [1507/02/15#2]. Note that the Ming bureaucracy decided on a
completely different course of action with regards to Chosŏn requests for the investiture of Kwanghae’gun, first as heir
apparent, and then as king. The Ming wished to enforce the law of primogeniture, and repeatedly denied Kwanghae
recognition because he was chosen over his older brother. Seung B. Kye, “In the Shadow of the Father: Court
Opposition and the Reign of King Kwanghae in Early Seventeenth-Century Choson Korea” (Ph.D. Diss., University of
Washington, 2006), See 42–54; 153–171.
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suspicions and refrain from further investigation. The double-think here was ultimately convenient
for the Chosŏn court, who could use either (or both) instrumentally.
Concealing the true reasons for Yŏnsan’gun’s abdication was one thing, but sustaining the
conspiracy was another. Yŏnsan’gun died shortly after his abdication under suspicious circumstances
in 1506. In 1508 Ming emissaries finally arrived to bring patents of investiture to Chungjong.157
They also brought imperial gifts to Yŏnsan’gun, of whose death the Ming was still ignorant. The
Chosŏn welcoming committee were ordered to maintain the illusion that Yŏnsan’gun was still alive.
They explained “the former king’s illness and was now bedridden, and could not longer attend even
to routine matters,” in case the envoys expected the king to receive him. If the envoys wished to
visit the king in person, they were to be told that “the king’s daily life—drinking, eating, urination
and defecation—all depended on the help of others” and lived in the inner quarters of the palace
close to the queen-mother, a place “inappropriate for proclaiming an imperial edict.”158 The Ming
envoys remained in Chosŏn for several months. Though they continued to request an audience with
the “sick king,” they were denied access.159
The dissembling continued for decades. Ming embassies continued to bring regular gifts to
Yŏnsan’gun, the “retired king,” while the Chosŏn continued to insist that he was alive. The Chosŏn
never reported his death and the Ming court likely remained ignorant of Yŏnsan’gun’s death and the
circumstances of his removal, even if suspicions lingered.160 Not all Chosŏn officials approved of

It took several entreaties before this occurred. For the letter in 1507, see Chungjong sillok 2:35b [1507/02/16#1]. See
also Seung B. Kye, “Huddling under the Ming Umbrella,” 54–56.
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Chungjong sillok 5:29b [1508/02/18#6]: 因語之曰: ‘上王病成沈痼 委身床第 尋常事理 都不記省 其賜物賜勑
殿下當代受’ 天使若曰: ‘前王病不能親授 我當就其所在處傳命’ 則語之曰: ‘上王凡起居飮食大小便 皆須人
爲之 聞人足音 亦驚悸 其所在處 又與母妃所居至近 是褻居之地 不可頒帝命于此’
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Chungjong sillok 41:27b [1521/01/23#2]; f.41:47a [1521/04/10#4]. Intriguingly the 1521 envoys to Chosŏn, Kim Ŭi
金義 (fl. 1506–1521) and Chin Ho 陳浩 (fl. 1506–1521) were the very same eunuchs that the Chosŏn court “lobbied”
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the duplicity required to conceal this decades-old conspiracy. One compiler of the Chungjong Veritable
Records lamented the deceptive diplomacy of the period. In his view, Yŏnsan’gun’s crimes should
have been directly reported to the Ming.161 In 1544, another Chosŏn official believed it was
unnecessary to pretend the king was still alive. In his reckoning, the Ming treated Chosŏn as one
among the “foreign barbarians,” and would never have scrutinized the matter seriously. It would
behoove the court to report his death. He worried that the “retired king’s” fictional longevity would
only become more suspicious, especially after the death of his successor, Chungjong in 1545.162 By
1562, it was clear to the Chosŏn court Yŏnsangun, dead for five decades, was no longer of interest
to the Ming, since its envoys had not inquired after the “retired king” for years.163
Efforts to conceal the Yŏnsan’gun matter during the Chungjong reign paralleled another
diplomatic affair, the so-called “disputing slander” (pyŏnmu 辯誣) campaign. It concerned the
insinuation that the Chosŏn founders were illegitimate usurpers in Ming documents, most notably
the Ming founder Taizu’s Admonitions of the Imperial Ancestor (Huang Ming zuxun 皇明祖訓). The
Ming identified the Yi founder Yi Sŏnggye to be the son of the Koryŏ official Yi Inim (李仁任 ?–
1388), the two Yi’s, father and son, conspired to seize the Koryŏ throne, and together “assassinated
four kings” of Koryŏ, Kongmin 恭愍王 (r. 1351–1374), U 禑王 (r. 1374–1388), Chang 昌王 (r.

to secure Chungjong’s investiture. Perhaps knowledge of Yŏnsan’gun’s deposition and subsequent death was kept from
them as well?
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See Chungjong sillok 5:53a [1508/04/15].

Chungjong sillok 105:44a [1544/12/05#2]. The reluctance to report Yŏnsan’gun’s death at first was probably because it
would rouse suspicions over Chungjong’s legitimacy; the reluctance later was probably because the court did not want
Yŏnsangun to receive a glorious sounding posthumous title (siho/shihao 諡號) from the Ming. When Chungjong died in
1545, the envoys sent to the Ming to report his death were still ordered to claim that Yŏnsan’gun was alive. See Injong
sillok 1:55a [1545/02/27#3].
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1388–1389), and Gongyang 恭讓王 (r. 1389–1392).164 The Chosŏn court, beginning in 1402,
sought to “correct” these narratives and petitioned the Ming to amend them.
The official Chosŏn version of the dynasty’s founding was as follows. The first point was
that Yi Sŏnggye was not in fact Yi Inim’s son. They belonged to separate lineages and rival factions.
Yi Inim was indeed complicit in King Kongmin’s death in 1374, but Yi Sŏnggye had been
responsible for removing Yi Inim’s faction from power in 1388. According to Chosŏn official
historiography, two of the last Koryŏ rulers, King U and King Ch’ang, were sons of a Buddhist
monk, rather than legitimate scions of the Wang royal house.165 Moreover, they were poor rulers
who had instigated conflict with the Ming. Yi Sŏnggye forced their abdication and installed a
legitimate Wang scion, King Gongyang in office. King Gongyang then abdicated to the Yi
willingly.166
These “disputing slander” campaigns were tied to both an overriding anxiety over the
Chosŏn court’s political legitimacy and a concern with Chosŏn’s reputation at the Ming court.167
Koh Khee Heong has described these campaigns as an attempt by Koreans to restore their lost
reputation in the Ming in order to reclaim a comparable loss of legitimacy for the Chosŏn dynasty.
One caveat to this instrumentalist reading is the question of what exactly this legitimacy meant, for
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This point is disputable. By the mid-Chosŏn period, Korean officials themselves had already challenged this
orthodox narrative. See Jeong Ho-hun, “Deconstructing the Official History of Koryŏ in Late Chosŏn,” Seoul Journal of
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the legitimacy of the Chosŏn state never rested entirely on Ming sanction. Furthermore, Ming
knowledge of Chosŏn’s violent establishment had not stopped Ming recognition of Chosŏn
legitimacy for the past century. If we consider that successful Chosŏn diplomacy rested on its ability
to create and then control stable mythologies for the imperial gaze, then it follows that the
formalization of a rival narrative thus did not simply threaten existing ones, but the feasibility of
Korean diplomacy as a whole. The goal was not so much to secure legitimacy from the Ming than to
protect Chosŏn’s past investments in a particular strategy of diplomacy.168 The logic of modern
territorial sovereignty requires defending incursions against claimed space at every juncture, lest the
disputed space default to another’s control.169 In much the same way, for the early Chosŏn court,
any assault on its claims to “ritual and righteousness” must also be protested. Failure to do so would
mean relinquishing control over self-representation and risk letting an imperial discourse of Korea to
default to one of “barbarity,” leaving Korea no different from other foreign states.
Neither the Chosŏn nor the Ming narratives were entirely accurate. The Ming indeed
confused Yi Sŏnggye’s familial identity and erroneously blamed Yi Sŏnggye for killing the Koryŏ
king Kongmin in 1374. Nonetheless, Yi Sŏnggye’s behavior shadowed that of Yi Inim, who were
both powerful military men who controlled court politics from behind the scenes. Yi Sŏnggye was
not involved with King Kongmin’s death, but he and his supporters certainly deposed the latter
three monarchs and ordered their deaths. The last Wang ruler, King Gongyang, whom Chosŏn
petitioners insisted “lived out his natural years” had in fact perished, along with his two sons in

Xu Qixiong [Koh Khee Heong] 許齊雄, “Shida zhicheng —Cong 16 shijimo ‘Zhaoxue guoyi’ he ‘Renchen
qingyuan’ kan Chaoxian Li Chao zhengzhi hexin dui Zhongguo de xiangxiang he qixu 事大至誠—從 16 世紀末’昭雪
國疑’和’壬辰請援’看朝鮮李朝政治核心對中國的想象和期許,” in Cong zhoubian kan Zhongguo 從周邊看中國, ed.
Ge Zhaoguang 葛兆光 et al. (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2009), 337–45.
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E.g. Korean and Japanese contestation of the Liancourt Rocks (i.e. Dokdo or Takeshima).
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1394. They were strangled to death under Yi Sŏnggye’s royal orders.170 In the meantime, the
Chosŏn court drowned the entire Koryŏ royal family, throwing them into the sea while they were en
route to their place of exile.171 Distant members of the Wang royal clan still at large were hunted
down and killed.172 Those who had received the royal surname as honors were ordered to revert to
their original surnames, and those who happened to have the Wang surname, but were unconnected
to the royal family, were compelled to adopt the names of their maternal lineages.173 Through these
acts, a combination of killings and discursive effacement, the Chosŏn eliminated its Koryŏ
predecessors, potential rival claimants to the Korean throne, and vestiges of symbolic loyalty to the
Koryŏ past. In other words, efforts by the Chosŏn court was as much an attempt to correct Ming
documentation of royal ancestry as it was an attempt to whitewash the bloodshed that surrounded
Chosŏn’s rise.
Chosŏn envoys were relatively successful in receiving assurances that the matter would be
amended. The Yongle emperor granted his approval in 1404 and permitted the emendations to be
added. Although the Unified Gazetteer of the Great Ming included the corrections, they did not make it
into the Ming Compendium (Ming Huidian 明會典).174 Envoys who returned from Beijing in 1518
noted that inclusion of the offending passages. Their reemergence was troubling because it undercut
the received mythology of the Chosŏn’s glorious origins foundation. At the same time, the sense of
grievance may have been genuine. The orthodox, white-washed narrative of Chosŏn’s founding may
have already been accepted as unvarnished truth in court circles. Although the details of the Chosŏn
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This omission was attributed to a fire in a Ming palace that destroyed the archives that documented the Yongle
emperor’s approval. See also Kuwano Eiji, “Chōsen Chūshūdai niokeru shūkei benfu mondai no sainen,” 57–58, 63.
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founding was recorded in the Veritable Records, even the king and his court were not necessarily privy
to its details.175 King Chungjong was furious and incredulous after reading the Ming account of
Chosŏn’s founding. He asked naively, “How could have [my] ancestors done this sort of thing?” and
concluded that they must request the Ming for a change.176
Perhaps doubly troubling for Chungjong was that these accusations of usurpation of his
distant ancestors obliquely reminded him and his court of their own questionable moral authority.
Even if they were assured Yŏnsan’gun’s deposition was justified, they never revealed the fact of the
matter to the Ming. When the court and its envoys to Beijing discussed the diplomatic strategy for
lobbying the Ming, the matter of past deposed kings, Yŏnsan’gun and Nosan’gun 魯山君177 was
broached. Although the Veritable Records omits its details, the diplomatic instructions for the envoys
to Beijing likely included orders to continue to conceal the Yŏnsan’gun affair. One official, the royal
secretary Kim Chŏng’guk 金正國 (1485–1541) protested, and argued that the envoys should not
“embellish or fabricate.” Kim explained this in terms of moral considerations, but by comparing
Yŏnsan’gun’s overthrow to the deeds of ancient sages Yi Yin 伊尹 and the Duke of Zhou 周公,
who too replaced incompetent or tyrannical rulers with virtuous ones, he likely implied that this path
was also the most effective. To extrapolate from this logic, showing that irregular succession in
Korea occurred for only virtuous reasons could then resolve the controversies surrounding the
Chosŏn’s founding. The State Councillor, Sin Yong’gae 申用漑 (1463–1519) however, disagreed.
The problem was that Korea’s diplomatic posturing thus far had relied on consistent dissimulation.

The Veritable Records were only to be consulted for specific reasons, and the Chosŏn king himself was barred from
accessing them, so as to maintain their credibility as documents of “true history.”
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Nosan’gun is better known now by his temple name, Tanjong 端宗, which was granted to recognize his legitimacy
as a king of Korea. This elevation, however, did not occur until 1698. See Chapter 4.
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Sin, whose family had been at the center of court power for generations, likely knew full well that
the reputation of the Chosŏn dynasty was suspended by webs of lies.178 If the truth were revealed
now, it would discredit everything the Chosŏn had thus far insisted to be true, which included the
actual details not only of the 1509 coup d’etat (and the regicide that likely followed), and Nosan’gun’s
forced abdication in 1455, but also events surrounding the Chosŏn founding itself.179
The envoy mission dispatched in 1518 met with reasonable success. The emissaries returned
with an official Ming rescript that acknowledged the mistaken genealogy in the Ming documents and
assured the Koreans that it would be amended.180 The chief envoy of this mission, Nam Kon 南袞
(1471–1523), was also the drafter of the official memorial that stated the Chosŏn case.181 In Beijing,
Nam Kon also penned his own letter to the Chief Minister of the Board of Rites, Mao Cheng 毛澄
(1460–1523). In this letter, Nam recounted the Chosŏn position. Like official Chosŏn letters, it
obfuscated the circumstances behind the Chosŏn rise, cleaving to the orthodox narrative, but what
is interesting is the rhetoric used. Rather than focus on particular details that “proved” the Ming
narrative incorrect, he appealed to a logic of empire, explaining why it was the Ming’s moral
obligation to correct the matter on Chosŏn’s behalf. In the letter, he employed an a priori logic in
which Korea’s state of civilization, once established, could be taken as evidence of its moral virtue,
and thus the impossibility of any misdeeds during its founding:
Sin Yong’gae was a grandson of Sin Sukchu, a participant in the 1455 coup that ousted Nosan’gun. His family’s
reputation too likely hung in the balance.
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Chungjong sillok 35:48b [1519/03/15#6].

Chungjong sillok 33:51a–52a [1518/06/16#1]. Once he arrived in Beijing, however, several issues stalled the progress
of his mission. The Ming Zhengde emperor was away, and was not present to approve of the Korean petition. Nam
Kon’s official petition hinged on a preexisting precedent during the Yongle reign, but this incident could no longer be
found in official Ming records, but it was eventually uncovered in the book held privately by a Ming ceremonial official.
Finally, the Chosŏn envoys wanted to ensure that the language of the Ming rescript did state that the Chosŏn had
petitioned the change or even mention the original allegations. For this reason the Ming made no mention of the
“assassination of the four kings” at the Korean behest. See Chungjong sillok 35:59b [1519/04/07#1]. For a complete
discussion of Nam’s mission see Kuwano Eiji, “Chōsen Chūshūdai niokeru shūkei benfu mondai no sainen,” 60–64.
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We, the state of Chosŏn, are by the edge of the sea. Though we are faraway and humble, we have for
generations communicated with the Central State and have are well-versed in the teachings of poetry,
writing, propriety and righteousness. We respect rectified names and value moral relations. It has been
a long time since we have ‘used the Chinese to transform the barbarian.’ Now, the time of the sagely
dynasty [i.e. the Ming], its eastward transmission of civilization has reached us first..... 182
But as for assassination and rebellion—these are the greatest evils in all the world. No man can
tolerate them; no law can forgive them. As for the assassination of four kings, it is so vile, that even
[the rebellious officials of yore] Houyi 后羿 and Hanzhuo 寒浞 did not do such a thing. As for
how my country’s founding ancestors treated the Wang house—all its details are clear in my
petitions—they did not even meance them with even a hairbreadth’s force, but yet they have now
suffered the evil reputations of Huoyi and Hanzhuo. It turns Korea into a lair of rebels. 183

Nam’s letter appealed less to logos than to pathos. The central rhetorical thrust of the letter was not to
defend Chosŏn’s actual moral status, but rather on the emotive harm that would come about
because of this lingering problem. Nam focused on what he called the “grievances” (wŏn/yuan 冤)
Chosŏn suffered.184 This grievance, however, did not end with the Chosŏn. He turned the matter
back to the Ming and highlighted the form of grievance the Ming would suffer, if the matter were
not resolved:
What would then become of all that it has learned from the Central State? The poetry, writing,
propriety, righteousness? The moral relations and the rectified names? [Those in the future who read
these lines] will certainly all say: ‘Chosŏn is a country of assassins and rebels! They will also say: “could
it be that a country of assassins and rebels were among countries that paid tribute?” 185

Posterity would judge not the Chosŏn dynasty alone, but the entire Chosŏn-Ming moment. With a
longer temporal gaze, the representation of Chosŏn’s founding spoke to concerns greater than the
prestige of the Chosŏn royal house. In Nam’s words, it was not only a matter of “this small country

我朝鮮國 於東海之濱 雖僻且陋 然世通中國 頗聞詩書禮義之敎 尊名分 重綱常 用夏變夷 有自來矣
逮入聖朝 東漸之化 尤所先被.
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suffering [the injustice of] an ill-deserved reputation.” Instead, the wrongs suffered by Korea would
extend to the Ming. Since the Ming had “nurtured the small country,” later men would believe that
the Ming had wrongly supported an immoral regime in Korea. If Korea were an immoral country,
then the Ming would have to be as well.186 Nam, then, transferred his indignation for the ruling
house of his own state to the Ming, and insisted that he was motivated to preserve the Ming’s
reputation as well as the Chosŏn’s.
Nam’s reasoning is interesting for two reasons. First, Nam had turned a matter of Korea’s
reputation into one that impinged on the prestige and legacy of the Ming itself. Chosŏn’s loyalty,
compared to the “wings and regalia” of the Ming court (朝廷羽儀), ornamented Ming political
legitimacy. For this symbol to be damaged, would be to damage the Ming itself.187 But, most
importantly, he transformed a problem of moral-political responsibility in historical representation
into an opportunity to use history writing to whitewash the moral reputation of those parties. A
tarnished Chosŏn automatically tarnished the Ming; only by insisting the former be pristine, could
the latter remain immaculate.
These “disputing slander” appeals worked in the sense that they acquired Ming token
acknowledgment of the issue at hand, but the actual revision of the Ming Compendium was not
forthcoming. A massive undertaking, the Ming Compendium had already been printed, and the Chosŏn
were told to wait for the new edition. The Chosŏn ultimately waited decades, until 1588, before the
promised changes were included. In the meantime, Chosŏn envoys continued their petitions.188
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See the activities of the 1540 envoys in Chungjong sillok 92:58a–60b [1540/01/05#3]. Kwŏn Inyŏng uses the 1539–
1540 Korean mission to illustrate the “limitations” of Korean diplomacy. While it is true the mission did not succeed in
changing the Ming Compendium, such a characterization undersells the significance of these “disputation” missions as a
whole for Korean diplomatic strategy, even if their immediate goals were not reached. “Myŏng chung’gi Chosŏn ŭi
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Even the revised 1588 edition did not put an end to the matter. After the Imjin War, the Chosŏn
continued to protest to the Ming of the appearance of these “slanders,” along with other
information that was unflattering to Chosŏn Korea, not only in Ming official publications, but also
in private Chinese publications.189 As Sun Weiguo has shown, this attempt to rectify the reputation
of the Chosŏn dynasty extended even to the late Chosŏn dealings with the Qing. The official Ming
dynastic history compiled by the Qing documented not only the original, offending phrases in Ming
texts, but also Chosŏn’s repeated campaigns to correct them.190 The insinuation of the Chosŏn’s
illegitimate beginnings remained a thorn in the side of Chosŏn dynasts. The revelation in these
Chinese texts may even have spurred on both official and private scholars from Chosŏn to question
the authority of the received orthodox narrative.191 The “disputing slander” campaigns, drawn out
over several decades, may have appeared ineffectual (if immediacy is to be a sign of efficacy). But,
when viewed alongside the other examples discussed in this chapter, a reevaluation may be
warranted. Along with other Korean appeals to the Ming, they helped to reproduce and reify
particular notions of Korea’s relationship with empire. The repeated insistence on Korea’s identity

Chong’gye pyŏnmu wa tae Myŏng oegyo 明中期 朝鮮의 宗系辨誣와 對明外交,” Myŏng-Ch’ŏngsa yŏn’gu 24 (October
2005): 93–116.
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Kwanghaegun ilgi (chungch’opon) f.33:52a–61a [1615/08a/08#2].
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Sun Weiguo, Ming Qing shiqi Zhongguo shixue, 1–21

The moral authority of the Chosŏn court was never absolute, and struggled to maintain it. Matters of dynastic
usurpation may have been taboo subjects, but these were open secrets. There were many famous officials who were
killed in the course of usurpations, such as Chŏng Mongju during the Koryŏ-Chosŏn transition, Chŏng Tojŏn 鄭道傳
during King T’aejong’s usurpation of 1398, Sŏng Sammun 成三問 during the Sejo’s rise to power in the 1450s Other
men, such as Kim Chong’jik 金宗直 (1431–1492), who exposed the details of Sejo’s usurpation, died in a royal purge,
or Cho Kwangjo 趙光祖 (1482–1519), who was framed for seeking the overthrow of the dynasty (possibly by Nam
Kon, Chungjong’s 1518 envoy), and executed in 1519. Yet, these figures who challenged (or, allegedly challenged) the
monarchy all later enjoyed either official or popular recognition, apotheosized as figures of moral authority. Chŏng
Mongju, Kim Chong’jik and Cho Kwangjo all received veneration in the Confucian temple, constituting a lineage of
moral legitimacy and Confucian orthodoxy that was alternative to the political lineage represented by the kingship itself.
Their veneration did not explicitly invalidate the legitimacy of the Chosŏn royal house per se, but it compromised its
ability to extend its authority over a public discourse (kongnon 公論) that represented the will of the broader educated
community.
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as a “country of propriety and righteousness” and a “loyal vassal,” and the Ming as a magnanimous
overlord were their central rhetorical tropes. They not only figured in Korean appeals itself, they
were also reiterated by the rescripts and reactions of Ming officials themselves, lending credence to
their effectiveness as diplomatic tools. All the negotiations explored in this chapter, which involved a
variety of issues—bullion tribute, buffalo horns, freedom of movement, ritual status, treatment of
shipwrecks, investiture, usurpation, and historiographical portrayal—converged on this common
repertoire of rhetorical strategies. It may be tempting to see Chosŏn loyalty, Ming magnanimity, and
a common notion of civilization—ideas considered foundational to the “tributary system” as a
normative order—as the reasons for why these campaigns took place and were usually successful. I
contend, however, the chain of causality was more likely the inverse. These notions were
constructed and deployed to deal with practical concerns. Over time, they did acquire a normative
power, but only because of they were repeatedly used and called upon for particular strategy of
diplomacy. And, that strategy was to create and control a mythology about Korea and its
relationship with empire that could withstand the vicissitudes of imperial politics.
Conclusion
To achieve their aims, Chosŏn diplomats supported imperial claims of universal sovereignty
and then turned them on their heads. In the process, Chosŏn diplomats also homed in on and then
reproduced particular institutional practices, literary motifs, and ritual gestures. Taken together, these
elements constitute what scholars have often identified as the defining features of the “tributary
system.” What this chapter has shown is that this semblance of systematicity in fact emerged through
the practice of contentious diplomacy.
These practices constituted Chosŏn’s “Serving the Great” approach to diplomacy with the
Ming. The consistency of the approach did not obligatorily make it a function of ideology, as
commonly understood. How it was encoded in institutional handbooks, historical accounts, and
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ritual protocols could also be read in terms of a strategic normativity, pointing to reliable modus
operandi that could ensure positive and successful interactions with the Ming and its agents. Even if
issues like prestige and legitimacy in Ming eyes had become ideological goods, valued in and of
themselves, and not simply instruments, it did not stop the Chosŏn from deploying them in
instrumental ways.
The strategies of Chosŏn envoys explored in this chapter proved useful at a variety of
junctures and found application well beyond the space of formal diplomacy. Even shipwrecked
Chosŏn officials employed these repertoires to deal tactfully with exigencies of being marooned. In
particular, the rhetorical strategy they deployed, mirroring the “imperializing mode” so typical of
official diplomatic discourse, convinced not only emperors and high officials, but also Ming agents
of all stripes and ranks. Knowledge of empire, in this case, was the mastery of the ways in which the
ideals of empire: imperial magnanimity, its universal civilizing power, and its duty to loyal vassals
could be brought to bear in versatile ways. Chosŏn envoys could thus voice their grievances in a
discursive space legitimized by an appeal to empire. It was particularly effective on Ming officials
who shared a commitment to this political imaginary and believed that the imperium’s relations with
its neighbors ought to be expressed in terms of the Ming’s civilizing influence and magnanimous
treatment of outsiders. Commitment need not imply wholehearted compliance. A Ming agent
sharing a concern only for the mere image of the Ming-as-virtuous granted enough room for Chosŏn
emissaries to maneuver.
Room for maneuver did always translate into success, especially since ideals, whether
sincerely believed or pretentiously enforced, could not preclude considerations of profit, power, and
politics. The colloquial Chinese adage, “a scholar who crosses a warrior may have right on his side,
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but he won’t explain it clearly”192 colorfully illustrates two problems with reliance on rhetoric and
ideals as one’s sole weapons. The first is that convincing rhetoric depends on the audience in
question; the second is that, in the microcosmic scale of the personal, coercion always trumps
persuasion. This statement would probably have resonated with Chosŏn envoys who had to bribe
their Ming handlers to carry out even routine tasks like buying groceries.193 The envoy Hŏ Pong, in
his travelogue from a 1576 envoy mission, relates an incident involving the highest-ranking official
of the Liaodong command, Chen Yan 陳言, to illustrate the abuses Korean emissaries suffered at
the hands of local officials. Chen asked Chosŏn envoys to bring a number of gifts for him, five
copies of the Brilliant Flowers Anthology (Hwanghwajip 皇華集), sixty rolls of fine memorial paper, and
five Korean-style horsehair hats. The Chosŏn court refused, believing that acceding to him will
invite “limitless abuses,” and gifted him only one copy of the anthology.194 Chen Yan, offended by
the meager gift, demanded from the envoy mission luxurious trade items: otter skins, fine woven
mats, cotton cloth, an inkstone, multicolored silk embroidery, and ginseng for trade. When the
Chosŏn interpreter insisted that some of these items could not be acquired, because of their status as
imperial tribute gifts, Chen only grew angrier and froced the interpreter to accept the silk bolts he
offered as “payment.”195 The Korean interpreter in charge of representing the mission later tried to
placate the official with offerings of other goods. Chen accepted these “gifts,” so he took back his
“payment” in silk bolts for his original order.196 What appears as a transaction for trade goods, was
essentially, for Chen Yan, a roundabout mechanism for waylaying the Korean entourage.
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Chosŏn envoys could persuade through appeals to imperial magnanimity, when dealing with
Ming high-officials and emperors. This rhetoric, as Kim Yŏngmin, who in borrowing the words of
James Scott, has argued, was a “weapon of the weak” against the strong.197 It was used against the
very people who “violated.... [the] social artifact, which they themselves had a major hand in
creating.”198 But, the less publicly visible a particular dealing was the less effective this “weapon”
was. Against a powerful local official like Chen Yan, whose day-to-day behavior could not be
supervised directly by the imperial center, it was particularly futile. Chen, nonetheless, was evidently
aware of the power of this rhetoric. Hŏ Pong wrote in his diary that after their encounter with Chen,
he noticed a poster in the garrison that said the following:
The Commander announces the following rules: “Chosŏn is a country of ritual and righteousness. I
saw that when their envoys came to this post-station, there were veteran soldiers who guarded the
post-station who indulged in trickery, using extortion to forcibly trade. This damages the Central
State’s regulations in ‘cherishing [men] from afar.’ This is deeply despicable..... those who repeat these
acts will be arrested and placed in a cangue for interrogation. We will not treat these matters
lightly.”199

Hŏ Pong noted the hypocrisy of the Liaodong commander and pointed out how the poster
ironically portrayed the commander’s own misdeeds in his diary.200 In cases like this, the rhetoric of
the imperial duty to “cherish men from afar” (to again borrow the words of James Scott) becomes
“like all [other] ideological self-representations,” a “cruel parody of lived experience.”201
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The Ming nevertheless did consider extortion to be a violation. Chen’s predecessor had in
fact been removed for corruption and graft. Chen simply knew to present a different image of
himself to his superiors in the imperial court. When the imperial embassy to Korea, led by Han
Shineng 韓世能 (1528–1598), passed through the region, Chen posted a declaration prohibiting
abuses against the locals and Korean officials. Once they departed, however, he simply resumed his
acquisitive ways.202 Hŏ Pong relates another incident involving a protocol official203 from the Court
of Ceremonies named Xu Jiru 許繼儒, who demanded from the Koreans a gift of fifty bolts of
white cloth. The Koreans had none to give him. Thus refused, Xu Jiru, grew upset and took out his
anger on an employee of the Huitong Hostel. The employee reported the actions to their superiors.
After an investigation, Xu Jiru was sentenced to exile and conscription in the frontier army. He was
levied a fine of one ounce of silver for each bolt of cloth he had demanded. The matter ended in
greater tragedy. Xu Jiru had to sell all of his property to pay the fine. His family thus impoverished,
Xu’s aged mother hanged herself in desperation.204 The Ming institutional apparatus could correct
abuses when they came to light, but like in the case of Hu Shishen and Chen Bangcheng several
decades earlier, how such incidents played out were contingent and variable. Rent-seeking practices,
on the other hand, were systemic.205 Even when the Ming sought to correct its failings, it relied not
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on civilizing or nurturing gestures of benevolence, but violence; the power of coercion underwrote
these relations. One might be tempted to dismiss all this as completely hypocritical; but hypocrisy is
only so because power is concerned with image—so long as his image mattered, a hypocrite can still
be cowed.
The concern with image was shared by both the Ming and Chosŏn, but as this chapter
showed, images: perceptions, representations, and impressions were important tools of argument for
establishing precedents. Images reify the permanence of the imperial project and its tradition, but it
also leaves it abstracted from particular circumstances—at once both a denial of their own historicity
and an assertion of history’s value. Projecting a normative vision of a political imaginary that reality
may resemble only palely implicitly excludes any ugly moment from empire’s grand and varnished
image. However, when an envoy evokes, instantiates or appeals to a normative order of classical
ideals through his speech, action, or writing, he lets the image perform the role of exemplar.
Through these animations of the imperial tradition, empire becomes inextricably historical, as those
who operated within were constantly reminded of its legacy.
A reified set of notions about empire were useful for Chosŏn envoys who faced a smattering
of often contradictory polices from the Ming. Insomuch as the Ming did have a coherent, top-down
policy towards Korea, it dissolved at the level of execution. Chosŏn envoys therefore did negotiate
Ming policy on bilateral state-to-state terms, but with the Ming through a complex field of
intersections with multiple dimensions. Material profit (economics), calculations of power (politics),
idioms of empire (ideology) were among some of the considerations. That these axes in turn crisscrossed the boundary of the official and the personal only added to the sense of arbitrariness. In this
atmosphere of unpredictability, the appeal to precedent, whether in the context of Chosŏn-Ming
relations as a whole, the classically sanctioned duty of empire, or even the discrete relations between
individual actors, could provide a modicum of consistency and reliability. Korean maintenance of an
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idiom of empire, one in which the Ming was a generous, virtuous, and magnanimous overlord and
the Chosŏn was a dutiful, civilized, moral, and deferent subject must also be understood in in light
of this process. The reification and the idealization of the Ming, Chosŏn’s dynastic past, and the
institutions of diplomatic practice, then, was less an attempt to whitewash the obvious shortfalls of
reality, than a way to create normative guides to set the parameters of the relationship.
As we see in the examples explored in this chapter, maintaining these idealizations required
regular diplomatic activity. Envoys had to make sure that the Koreans were always represented in a
positive light, that usurpations were not recorded in Ming historical writings, and that Korean rulers
were given the patents of investiture they required. To achieve these goals required navigating
through the patrimonial networks within the Ming bureaucracy itself. It meant cultivating ties with
individual Ming officials and reading the fractures of power within the imperial court. These
activities point also to a different kind of knowledge: a familiarity with the political realities of the
Ming court and a practical ken of how to use them.
The next chapter therefore will examine another set of tools in the repertoire of a Korean
envoy, a “knowledge of empire,” constituted not by historical precedents and imperial logics, or the
rhetorical strategies of their use, but the concrete understanding of how the Ming worked. This
know-how was important because it helped convert a drastic differential of power between the
Chosŏn and the Ming into a set of asymmetries in which the Chosŏn in fact acquired advantages in
the form of knowledge. Behind a rhetoric of empire that normalized political asymmetry and
hierarchy by upholding Ming moral and political superiority, were a set of practices that gave the
Chosŏn a valued space of agency, which proved not only instrumental in the functioning of the
Chosŏn state but also integral to sustaining Chosŏn-Ming relations as a whole.
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Chapter 3
Knowledge of Empire and the Dynamics of Asymmetry
On the 27th day of the eleventh month of 1542, the Chosŏn court learned from a returning
envoy of startling developments at the Ming court. About two months earlier, on the 21st day of the
ninth month, sixteen palace ladies had attempted to assassinate the Jiajing 嘉靖 emperor (r.
Shizong 世宗 1522–1567) by strangling him with a cord. One loyal palace maid had sought help in
time and rescued the emperor, but not before he fainted from asphyxiation. Palace guards
apprehended the would-be assassins, who were then beheaded and dismembered. Over two hundred
others were eventually executed in connection with the affair.1 The Chosŏn court soon dispatched
an envoy mission to congratulate the emperor on the successful elimination of these “rebels” and
the enduring protection of his ancestral spirits.2
The arrival of the Korean embassy came as a surprise to the emperor. He wondered how,
first of all, “the Chosŏn king could have known of these palace incidents,” and also how his
emissary arrived to “inquire of [him] with such alacrity?”3 Korean knowledge of the affair surprised
the emperor because he had not in fact informed the Chosŏn king. Indeed, the Ming rarely boasted
of internal upheavals abroad. His Grand Secretary, Yan Song admitted to the emperor that it was he
who informed Chosŏn envoys in Beijing of the affair.4 Yan’s explanation, however, was misleading.
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Yan Song did communicate with Chosŏn embassies regarding the matter, but Chosŏn had
discovered the matter through other means. Successful information acquisition depended deliberate,
systematic effort on the part of the Chosŏn court.
The Chosŏn court invested considerable resources in understanding the Ming; regular tribute
missions were one manifestation of that investment. Chosŏn, already familiar with the imperial past
through the classics and dynastic histories, relied on embassies for information on Ming local
conditions and its contemporary politics. Embassies interacted with many levels of the Ming state
apparatus, including not only the Ming civil bureaucracy in Beijing, but also the eunuchs of the inner
palace, military officers in Liaodong, and petty functionaries at the Huitong Hostel. Knowing how to
navigate Ming institutions and cultivate relations required a sensitivity to the peculiar interests each
of these groups had in the Chosŏn-Ming exchange. Knowledge of empire thus went beyond the
warp and woof of imperial ideology, but into its concrete substrate, in the form of the quotidian
interactions on the ground. By the same token these two dimensions were inextricably linked.
Knowledge of the workings of the Ming state spilled over into questions about the moral purpose of
empire, bound up with moral judgment and reflections at the Chosŏn court over how relations
between Korea and the empire were to be imagined.
The burden of this quotidian diplomacy fell not on court-appointed envoys, but the official
interpreters (t’ongsa 通事). Their abilities went beyond skill of tongue; as seasonal visitors to the
Ming, they guided official Chosŏn emissaries, their erstwhile social and political superiors, through
the complex workings and interstices of imperial politics, managing interactions between Chosŏn
envoys and Ming officials.5 They also helped institutionalize and formalize their knowledge, accrued

Sixiang Wang, “The Sounds of Our Country: Interpreters, Linguistic Knowledge and the Politics of Language in Early
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through lifetimes of experience. Together with Chosŏn officials, these professional diplomats
compiled a host of language manuals, institutional handbooks, caches of diplomatic missives, envoy
journals and reports, and institutional records.This “archive of empire” was located not in the Ming,
but in Chosŏn; the knowledge of “empire” was not produced in the proverbial hub of the imperial
wheel, but on its rim.
In general, the Chosŏn knew more about the Ming that the Ming knew about Chosŏn.
Chosŏn knowledge of the Ming was on a larger scale, wider in scope, and of a finer grain than what
the Ming possessed about Korea. The sheer frequency of Chosŏn travel to the Ming (several
embassies a year), when compared to the occasional visits by Ming envoys (once every several years)
granted the Chosŏn an advantage in first-hand access. The tilt in Chosŏn’s favor speaks to a
dynamic of “asymmetrical relations” at work, used by Brantly Womack to describe the history of
Vietnamese-Chinese relations. As a way to conceptualize interstate interactions without presuming
the normativity of Westphalian sovereign equality, the notion of asymmetry helps illuminate
Korean-Chinese interactions as well, as they too entailed a “relationship [of] great disparities, all in
China’s favor.” Differentials in power, resources, size translates into entirely different stakes the
relationship had for each party.6
Asymmetrical dynamics thus partly explain the schematic nature of Ming knowledge about
Korea, and the comparatively detailed view of the Ming in Chosŏn. The Ming court (and the later
Qing court) did maintain records about Korea, but they were often vague and dispersed. What little
exists is often rife with omissions and inaccuracies.7 More reliable accounts, drawn from official
archives, were generally part of broader encyclopedic works describing Ming relations with peoples
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and states on its frontier.8 Listed among other “tributary states” (藩國) and “foreign barbarians”
(外夷) along the Ming frontier, Korea was but one vista in a broader imperial horizon.9 Whereas
the most high-ranking officials undoubtedly had access to information about borders, frontiers, and
foreigners10 the working knowledge of how to deal with any specific foreign group was dispersed
among different parties. Since dedicated attention to Korean issues from the center was difficult,11
Ming policies toward Chosŏn were likely to be “uncoordinated,” with different arms of the Ming
state enacting contradictory policies, a pattern confirmed by Korean experiences discussed in the
previous chapter.12 Knowledge about Chosŏn, then, was likewise fragmented and diffuse.
On the other hand, the relationship posed greater risks for the weaker party. Whereas a
weaker party does not pose an existential threat to its partner, the stronger power has the potential
to cause great harm to, if not entirely destroy, its counterpart. Chosŏn, as the smaller partner in an
asymmetrical relationship, had an incentive to pay as much as attention to the relationship as
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information about, effectively breaking the Chosŏn court’s monopoly of self-representation. See Alexander Van Zandt
Akin, “Printed Maps in Late Ming Publishing Culture: A Trans-Regional Perspective” (Ph.D. Diss., Harvard University,
2009), 291–306.
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possible; missteps could be disastrous. The Chosŏn court knew more about the Ming because the
Ming mattered more to it.
This combination of what Womack has called respectively, “the politics of inattention” and
“overattention,” were seeds of instability. Uncoordinated policies from the Ming produced
contradictory signals and could lead to small crises which, when interpreted in Chosŏn through the
lens of heightened attention, could escalate into larger confrontations.13 Nonetheless, early ChosŏnMing relations are illustrative of “normative asymmetry,” situations in which asymmetrical relations
were stable, consistent, and peaceable over long periods. Such stability should not be taken for
granted. Not all asymmetrical relations stabilize—small states are in fact sometimes destroyed as
small crises snowball into existential conflicts. The stability of fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, then,
was not the logical outgrowth of asymmetrical dynamics. The imbalance of power the Chosŏn faced
may have been inherent to its historical and geopolitical situation, but the stability of its relations
with the Ming required effort: in particular a significant investment in the relationship on the part of
the Chosŏn court.
To understand how the Chosŏn and Ming managed a persistent, if occasionally fractious,
peace, one must delve into how such asymmetrical relations were actually managed. Womack
proposes that the management of asymmetrical relations requires the recognition of the asymmetry
of the relations by both sides and relies potentially on two “sleeves of negotiation.” One is the
establishment of multilateral institutions and cross-cutting connections that can manage crises; the
other is the history of the relationship itself, i.e. the force of precedent.14 These features are
observable in the Chosŏn case. Ji-young Lee, drawing on Womack’s insights, has argued that the
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policy of sadae (“serving the great” 事大) was a “mechanism adopted to reduce the tensions” in a
situation of power asymmetry.15 In the same vein, the language of hierarchy that suffuses ChosŏnMing discourse and the persistent use of “imperializing mode” in Korean diplomacy explored in the
previous chapters can be seen as mechanisms for making explicit this hierarchy. Likewise, shared
institutions like ritual and tribute provided the multilateral, or in this case, bilateral “sleeve of
negotiation,” while the force of past precedent, whether embedded in the imperial tradition or the
history of Chosŏn dealings with the Ming, became authoritative points of departure in negotiations.
Both Womack and Lee interpret these institutions as fundamentally mechanisms of maintaining the
“soft power” of the stronger party. On the contrary, this chapter argues the maintenance of these
practices and institutions fell on Korean shoulders. Each of Womack’s requirements for stable
relations— recognizing asymmetry, creation of bilateral connections, establishing and appealing to
precedent—occurred on the Korean end. Though burdensome, these activities also generated an
invaluable space for Korean agency. Chosŏn-Ming relations stabilized as they did, not mainly
because Ming China “craft[ed] remarkably stable relations” and “focus[ed] on the practice of foreign
relations,” as often characterized. Instead, it was because Chosŏn Korea had learned to manage
them.16
One chief prerequisite for managing these relations was knowledge production. This entailed
keeping records to document the relations’ history and construct the values and ideals that informed
them. Knowledge production also augmented one (perhaps, only) major structural advantage for the
Chosŏn in this asymmetrical partnership. The desire to know about the Ming may have merged

Ji-Young Lee, “Diplomatic Ritual as a Power Resource: The Politics of Asymmetry in Early Modern Chinese-Korean
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from a “politics of over-attention,” but cultivating this “knowledge of empire” converted power
differentials into an advantage of knowledge. The conversion was achieved through deliberate
choices in strategies of information control and self-representation in Chosŏn diplomacy.
Asymmetry of power was reversed into an asymmetry of knowledge.
The Chosŏn court cultivated this imbalance of knowledge by carefully limited access to
information about Korea and tailored its self-representation. The production of knowledge for
engaging the Ming went hand in hand with these representations of Korea customized for Ming
eyes. Travel to Korea during this period was limited strictly to the occasional imperial envoy. His
arrival often stimulated a wholesale refurbishing of Chosŏn’s ceremonial display. Always under the
careful watch of Chosŏn court officials and interpreters, a Ming embassy had no freedom of travel
within Chosŏn. What it could see in Chosŏn territory was orchestrated ahead of time.17 Envoy
activities were coordinated by the Reception Commission (Yŏngjŏp togam 迎接都監),18 while Ming
ambassadors to Chosŏn were accompanied by a Chosŏn high official who reported directly to the
king and received detailed instructions. Ming travelers found themselves constantly under watch by
the king’s immediate representatives.19 Chosŏn officials who contacted Ming emissaries without
prior approval or who divulged sensitive matters were severely punished.20 Political secrets were
maintained on the pain of death, and an image of a civilized, literate, and halcyon Korea was
continuously reproduced. With the exception of an occasional Ming envoy, the Ming did not have a
channel of direct communication with the Chosŏn. Unlike twenty-first century states operating in a
17
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e.g. Sejong sillok f.27:11a [1425/01/20#4]. Detail records of reception survive from 1608. See for example, Yŏngjŏp
togam toch’ŏng ŭigwe 迎接都監都廳儀軌, Kyujanggak Archives kyu 14545, 14546.
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He usually resided with the Ming envoys throughout the journey as a Hostel Companion (kwanpan 館伴). For examples
of reports see, Sejo sillok f.15:25a [1459/03/27#4]; Yŏnsan’gun ilgi f.50:9a–10b [1503/07/03#4].
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multimedia context in which constant flows of information make it possible not only to mount
challenges against official narratives, but also supplant their authority entirely, the Chosŏn court
could achieve a higher degree of homogeneity in self-representation through these efforts. Though
Chosŏn arrangements for secrecy and controlled self-representation were also not necessarily foolproof, they still meant that the Chosŏn court exercised a considerable amount of control over the
flow of knowledge about Korea outside of its territories.
Chosŏn reception practices mirrored how the Ming treated Korean envoys. The Ming court,
sensitive to questions of secrecy and knowledge, placed Chosŏn envoys under close watch. Ming
surveillance measures, however, were only marginally effective. With the aid of Chinese-speaking
interpreters, a Chosŏn embassy often circumvented seemingly ironclad imperial prohibitions by
enlisting the help of the right Ming go-between or power-broker. The petty officials charged with
guarding Chosŏn emissaries were easily bribed or co-opted, cultivated contacts at the Ming court
regularly divulged valuable information. Contraband goods and guarded information flowed to
Korea despite imperial prohibitions. Ming envoys, however, lacked the ability to escape surveillance.
As a result, Chosŏn knew more about the Ming than the Ming knew about Chosŏn; and much of
what the Ming knew about Chosŏn was what Chosŏn wanted the Ming to know about itself.
This chapter addresses this issue of knowledge asymmetry by understanding how
information flowed from the Ming to the Chosŏn. For information to transfer, and become
meaningful “knowledge,” it required a layer of “social processing.”21 Given the importance of the
social medium of knowledge transfer, both the structural dynamics of information transfer and the
social contexts of these flows will be examined. It treats the knowledge of Ming institutions and its

For essays on Korean history taking this approach, see Marion Eggert, Felix Siegmund, and Dennis Würthner, eds.,
Space and Location in the Circulation of Knowledge (1400-1800) : Korea and beyond (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang GmbH,
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personnel in diplomacy as part of a generative dynamic, where better knowledge of how the Ming
functioned was essential for the cultivation of that same knowledge.
The chapter begins with an examination of the structures and strategies deployed by the
Chosŏn court to acquire information from the Ming. As the Chosŏn sought information about Ming
policies, it also had rely on accomplices in the Ming to acquire valuable information. This together
spawned the need to develop ongoing contacts with different echelons of the Ming state.
Diplomacy, abstracted as relations between monarchs or between two states was in fact constituted
by a series of micro-diplomatic relations. They blurred the boundary between official and unofficial
contact as sanctioned institutional interchange was shadowed by emergent webs of interest. Through
these connections, the Chosŏn developed a stronger awareness of Ming institutions, which in turn
allowed for more effective diplomacy. Together these dynamics explain the relative richness and
focus of Korean documentation of Chosŏn-Ming relations. This richness relied on concerted efforts
in preservation, formalization and integration; it was not the natural result of asymmetrical relations
of power and knowledge, but a consequence of Chosŏn strategy in navigating the institutions in
tribute.
The second half of this chapter shifts the discussion towards the kinds of information the
Chosŏn court acquired through its traveling envoys. These travelers to Beijing brought back
information critical to Chosŏn decision making. Asymmetry in knowledge helped create interstitial
spaces through which the Chosŏn court could exercise influence and acquire political initiative. As
the Chosŏn court deliberated on critical decisions, contingencies and uncertainties presented
repeated challenges and dilemmas. Maintaining stable ties with the Ming were far from the inevitable
result of tributary relations, but instead demanded the regular flow of new information. In the
meantime, information about the Ming, strongly colored Chosŏn perceptions about the state of
Ming governance and the personal virtue (or lack thereof) of its rulers. Its seasonal celebrations of
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Ming virtue and splendor notwithstanding, the Chosŏn harbored no illusion about the Ming’s
excesses and abuses. For the Chosŏn court, the Ming never really represented an unquestioned
source of moral authority, even if the language and discourse of tribute seem to suggest it was. There
are broader implications for this observation, which will be explained in the conclusion.
Matters of Time and Space: Envoy Missions as Intelligence Operations
The Chosŏn dispatched at least three tribute missions a year to the Ming for over two
hundred years. The nomenclature of Chosŏn embassies suggest that “coming to court” (來朝)
acknowledged Ming centrality and superiority in a logic of ritual hierarchy. These three regular
embassies were described in the language of ceremony and tribute: to express felicitations and
present gifts for the new year (hachŏng 賀正), the imperial birthday (sŏngjŏl 聖節), and the heir
apparent birthday (lit. Thousand Autumns, ch’ŏnch’u 千秋), which was eventually replaced by the
winter solstice mission (tongji 冬至).22
The burden of travel fell largely on Korean envoys. Chosŏn envoys traveled significantly
more frequently to the Ming than vice-versa. Ming envoys came to Chosŏn relatively frequently in
the early half of the fifteenth century23 but did so very rarely in the sixteenth century.24 Even with
this decline of Ming embassies, from several a year to one or two a decade, the Chosŏn court still

For exhaustive tabulations of envoy mission types, see Chŏn Haejong, “Han-Chung chogong gwan’gye kaeron,” 54–
60. see also Gari Ledyard, “Korean Travelers in China over Four Hundred Years, 1488-1887,” Occasional Papers on Korea,
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maintained the basic three embassies per year.25 Where maintaining this frequency seems to show
ideological conformity to Ming expectations, for Korean embassies to take up the burden of travel
reflected the clear hierarchical distinction between the Ming emperor as a universal ruler and the
Chosŏn king as a vassal lord of a local kingdom.26
Reading the envoy mission as an expression of hierarchy has its merits. Chosŏn observance
of ritual codes and precedents in regular acknowledgment of Ming political superiority sent
consistent signals to the Ming, valuable in a context of power asymmetry as a way to avoid conflict.27
For any one side to alter precedents, even pro forma ones, may lead to unnecessary
misunderstandings; as such, the diplomacy relies on mutually agreed upon practices. Institutional
inertia results because the parties involved “reiterated” the terms together in the course of dealings.
The precedents established through reiteration often operate with guiding principles quite abstracted
from the initial context that birthed them.28 It should also be noted, however, that this hierarchy
existed only because such rituals constituted them by producing meaningful distinctions and markers
of that hierarchy. Without the rituals of envoy exchange, and when their attendant pronouncements

Frequent envoy missions in general placed an enormous burden on the resources and capacities of the early Chosŏn
state. Petitions from central officials and local governors alike pointed to the strains such embassies placed on local
resources. Embassies sent to the Ming, especially those bearing tribute, were costly for the court, but reception of Ming
embassies could be even more prohibitive. These burdens partly explain the efforts the Chosŏn court made to limit
envoy exchange. Sŏngjong sillok 150:2b [1483/01/03#5]
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and ceremonies are pared away, hierarchy would be a meaningless abstraction.29 Without Korean
participation in this rituals, Ming claims of supremacy would have been moot. Therefore, it would
not be enough to say that Koreans participated in these rituals, simply because their hierarchical
relationship demanded it, but also because the ritual constitution of hierarchy had important
functions to play.
Ritualizing hierarchy did have normative effects for diplomacy, especially once the gradual
accretion of past practices transformed them into established precedents.30 Nonetheless, even the
most long-standing and rigid precedents had to be established against a wide range of possible
alternatives or interpretations, often in the context of considerable debate or contention. Debates
around the efficacy or necessity of frequent envoy missions beyond the usual three were a case in
point.31 Where ritual observance ended and political calculations began was not always clear. As
Seung B. Kye has observed, certain Chosŏn kings, such as Chungjong, who sought connections with
the Ming as a way to buttress their own political prestige, went above and beyond what the Ming
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expected.32 They sought to represent themselves to the Ming court as dutiful loyal vassals,
sometimes disregarding dissent from their own officials. These practices, then, cannot be explained
solely as examples of ideological conformity. A discourse of following “old precedents” (kurye 舊
例) and “ritual duty” (yeŭi 禮義) did not speak to self-evident ethical standards with immutable
rules, but could be political slogans open to interpretation and exploitation.
The basic three missions a year to the Ming had Yuan-Koryŏ antecedents. The way they
emerged in the early Chosŏn suggests that ritual observance, despite its ubiquity in diplomatic
discourse, was not the driving force for their establishment as precedent. The first Ming emperor
Hongwu actually asked the Koryŏ to send no more than one embassy every three years. At one point,
when Chosŏn-Ming relations were tense, Hongwu asked the Chosŏn to cease dispatching emissaries
altogether; when relations thawed, Hongwu reiterated his former demand that embassies should be
sent once every three years. The Chosŏn again appealed to relatively recent Koryŏ-Yuan precedents
of three missions a year to argue that these frequent missions in fact adhered to ritual norms.33 With
broader geopolitical issues as the backdrop of these contentions over ritual practice, a discourse of
normative conformity became a way to legitimize particular practices over others.
The activities of envoy missions always exceeded their express ceremonial functions. They
were valued in more ways than as gestures of fealty or a way to accrue symbols of political
legitimacy.34 As Ch’oe Tonghŭi suggested, Chosŏn’s desire for frequent contact was not only to
acquire “political legitimacy and security,” but also cultural artifacts and material resources for both
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the Chosŏn court and its agents.35 All members of the embassy, envoy-officials, interpreters, and
even their porters, all profited from the opportunity for trade. They often had to carry out specific
orders, such as research into ritual institutions and the purchase of books, became matters of
routine.36 Book purchases were intended to augment the holdings of the government libraries, and
thus were generally limited to works of classical and historical learning. One Chosŏn king,
Yŏnsan’gun, however, also asked his envoys to indulge his interest in Chinese romances, by
purchasing titles such as the Story of the Western Chamber (Xixiang ji 西廂記) and the Story of Alluring
Crimson (Jiaohong ji 嬌紅記).37 Court records documented these and other requests for exotic
tropical luxuries like lychee, longans, and betel nuts with disapproval.38 Though maligned, they were
only atypical, because a king had asked for these particular objects. Other kings made special orders
before and after, while the journeys of their own officials were in part funded by trade in tropical
luxuries, like peppercorn.39
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There was also a third major function of the envoy mission: intelligence gathering, which has
hitherto been comparatively neglected, and deserves further attention.40 In the trifecta of trade
goods, political legitimation (to which hierarchy was integral), and information, the third resource
was in fact the most critical for the Chosŏn court. Information mattered more than commercial
goods, which, mostly smuggled for private gain anyway, rarely found their way into Chosŏn coffers.
Information certainly superseded the need for official recognition from the Ming when royal
legitimacy was not at stake (i.e. whenever a Chosŏn ruler had already received patents of investiture,
which was most of the time). And most importantly, just as the hierarchical order of Chosŏn-Ming
relations would disappear without envoy missions and other rituals constituting them, in a context
where sustained contact could only exist through envoy exchange, no traveling envoys meant no
information.
Envoys who traveled to Beijing reported were expected to report what they heard and saw
during their travels. In times of border unrest, these envoy reports were a valuable source of
intelligence about frontier conditions.41 For diplomacy to double as a mechanism for intelligence
gathering was not unique to the Korean context. In the multilateral political environment with
crosscutting and shifting alliances in Europe of the same period, the development of permanent
legations allowed rulers to conduct diplomacy while enabling their ambassadors to conduct
“honored espionage.”42 Interstate relations in East Asia, however, differ in several significant ways.
For one, they were conducted on bilateral and unipolar terms. They never involved permanent
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legations, an institution evolved in the context of a multi-lateral system in early modern Europe.43
The strategic ends of intelligence gathering had to be achieved through rather different mechanisms.
Frequent, short-term embassies took the place of permanent plenipotentiary representation. With
three envoy missions a year to the Ming, the Chosŏn court was able to maintain regular, if not nearly
constant, contact with the Ming.
For about half the calendar year, a Chosŏn embassy was traveling in Ming territory. The
Chosŏn court not only had a form of representation at the Ming court, and but also sets of eyes and
ears to acquire information. Given that travel distance from Seoul to Beijing, over rugged terrain and
through hostile lands, was around three thousand Korean ri, the degree of sustained contact alone is
remarkable. At twelve hundred kilometers (seven hundred miles), it was roughly the length of the
diagonal from southwest corner of France to the northeast corner of Germany, an overland distance
on a different order of spatial magnitude than the context of contemporary Italian city states who
pioneered the institution of permanent representation.44
While nineteenth century Western observers found the East Asian illegible, absent institutions and principles familiar
to them, it should be recognized these institutions, which includes permanent legations, a professional diplomatic civil
service and the notion of Westphalian sovereignty, were contingent on peculiar historical forces. There is no reason to
presume the inherent normativity of the European interstate model outside of its own historicity, but yet the assumption
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diplomats: the interpreters who accompanied the official envoys. At the other extreme, the nature of envoy travel in
early modern East Asia have been commonly misrepresented, where Chosŏn and Ming were akin to the ambassadors of
contemporary international diplomacy, living in foreign countries as permanent representatives, a view that has spilled
over into popular misconceptions. For discussion of nineteenth-century Western views, see Kirk W. Larsen, Tradition,
Treaties, and Trade : Qing Imperialism and Chosŏn Korea, 1850-1910 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center :
Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2008), 13–14, 23–24, 47–52 ; for critique, see David C. Kang, East Asia Before
the West, 2–4; see also Kwŏn Inyong 權仁溶, “Myŏng chung’gi Chosŏn ŭi ip Myŏng sahaeng So Seyang ŭi ‘Pu Kyŏng
ilgi’ rŭl t’onghayŏ 明中期 朝鮮의 入明使行 —蘇世讓 의 「赴京日記」를 통하여,” Myŏng Ch’ŏng sa yŏn’gu 19
(2003): 131–132.
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The distance estimate is computed from the numbers provided in Kim Kyŏngnok 金暻錄, “Chosŏn sidae chogong
ch’eje tae Chungguk sahaeng 朝鮮時代 朝貢體制와 對中國 使行,” Myŏng Chŏng sa yŏn’gu 30 (2008), 107. 1186 ri
from Seoul to Ŭiju and 2012 ri to Beijing. Each Korean ri corresponds to roughly 393 meters.
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Frequency translated into tangible advantages in the flow of information. Intelligence
acquisition was formalized in the institutional organization of these envoy missions. Designated
members of the embassies: the chief envoy and his vice-envoy had to stay with the mission for its
entire duration, many individuals in this coterie had a much more flexible role. The permanent staff
of an embassy included a number of official interpreters45 Some of these traveled as “advance
interpreters”(sŏnnae t’ongsa 先來通事), detached from the main body of the embassy to relay urgent
matters.46 Nearly every envoy mission traveling between Beijing and Seoul dispatched these
messengers for delivering information in a timely fashion.47
This mechanism of transmission sometimes delivered valuable information weeks in advance
of an official Ming embassy. In this manner, major events in the Ming court would often be privy to
the Chosŏn before the information was disclosed through official channels or proclaimed by Ming
envoys. The Chosŏn court usually learned the identities of the Ming emissaries, their purpose, and
planned departure dates if not the precise timetable well ahead of time.48 Once within Chosŏn
territory, information could travel even faster. Messages could travel by horse from Ŭiju to Seoul
within three days.49 Anticipating the arrival of an envoy mission provided the Chosŏn court time to
make advance preparations and adjust to changing circumstances.50 When it learned from an earlier
45

Kim Kyŏngnok 金暻錄, “Chosŏn sidae chogong ch’eje,” 99–106; Yang Yulei, Yanxing yu Zhong-Chao wenhua, 23–25.
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This practice was formalized in institutional texts such as the T’ongmungwanchi and the Kyŏngguk Taejŏn.

Kim Kyŏngnok, “Chosŏn sidae tae Chungguk oegyo munsŏ ŭi chŏpsu - pojun ch’aegye 조선시대 대중국
외교문서의 접수ㆍ보존체계,” Han’guksa Yŏn’gu no. 136 (March 2007): 146–147.
47

48

Sejo sillok 15:25a [1459/03/27#4].

Three days is probably close to the fastest time possible when traveling through the waystation system. In 1468, Sejo,
after receiving a dispatch from Ŭiju in only three days, ordered that from “henceforth, except for military intelligence,
galloping [like this] through the waystations is to be forbidden.” See Sejo sillok 45:41b [1468/03/26#1]: “自今非軍情事
不許馳驛”
49

Although it seems that the Ming usually informed Chosŏn envoys of the sending of emissaries through documents
called paiwen 牌文 it is unclear how routine this protocol is. There are ample instances where the Chosŏn court was
taken by surprise or were uncertain of Ming embassy arrivals. On other occasions, the Chosŏn had to dispatch
messengers to Liaodong for this information. See Chŏng Tonghun Chŏng Tonghun 鄭東勳, “Myŏngdae chŏn’gi oegyo
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embassy that the Jingtai emperor had replaced his nephew with his own son as the Ming heir
apparent, it still could inform a separate set of envoys, already en route to the Ming, to change the
recipient of the tribute gifts.51 In the meantime, Chosŏn prepared another embassy to congratulate
the Ming on the prince’s investiture.52
Table 1: Jingtai’s Crown Prince Affair in 1452 (Timeline):

Jingtai changes crown princes
Chosŏn learns of Crown prince change
Envoy Dispatched to Congratulate the Ming
Ming envoy departs for Seoul with announcement
Chosŏn learns of Ming envoy
Arrival of Ming emissary in Ŭiju
Arrival of Ming emissary in Seoul

05/02
05/24
06/15
07/04–07/05
07/21
08/07
08/21

The Ming did not dispatch its own envoy to inform Chosŏn until early in the seventh
month, but a congratulations embassy departed two months before the arrival of the Ming
announcement in Korea.53 The Chosŏn court learned of the change in heir apparent two weeks
before the Ming embassy even left Beijing, only twenty-two days after its occurrence. The effective
relaying of information by its envoys and interpreters made for the rapid Korean response. The
result was virtual prescience; it was as if the Chosŏn had acquired the ability to bend space and time.
Official Ming channels were not the only way, or even the most important way, such
information traveled to Korea. Hearsay from petty officials, deserting soldiers, and Jurchen
emissaries, along with domestic Ming proclamations (Ch: bangwen) surreptitiously copied from
waystations, contributed a considerable portion. Documents of the latter kind were compiled in

sachŏl ŭi sinpun chŏngmyŏng pangsik kwa kukkagan ch’egye 明代前期 外國使節의 身分證明 方式과 國家間 體
系,” Myŏng Ch’ŏng sa yŏn’gu 10 (October 2013): 1–34. Sŏngjong sillok 109:17b [1479/10/29#3]; 109:18b [1479/10/30#4].
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Tanjong sillok 1:17a [1452/05/24#1]; 1:17b [1452/05/25#2]
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Tanjong sillok 1:25b [1452/06/15#2].

53

Tanjong sillok 2:8a [1452/07/21#3].
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Chosŏn institutional records, including the Kwewŏn tŭng’nok. A documentary style handbook, the
Imun 吏文, used Ming documents acquired during envoy missions for its model examples.54
Information was relayed to the Chosŏn court in a variety of forms, including written
dispatches and oral testimony by members of a diplomatic retinue. Chosŏn embassies always
included an official Recorder (sŏjanggwan 書狀官) who was responsible for keeping records of the
mission and for managing their travel documents. Embassies also included Correctors (chichŏnggwan
質正官). The original purpose of this office was for “correcting” the language and wording of
documents, which included consulting authoritative Chinese texts. Eventually, their responsibilities
extended to Chinese culture in general and imperial institutions. Ritual practices and official
institutions deemed suitable for appropriation or consultation would be reported back by these
officials for consideration by the Chosŏn court.55 The records of these officials comprised the bulk
of extant envoy travel journals, the so-called “Beijing diaries,” the Yŏnhaengnok 燕行錄. Only a
handful survive from the early Chosŏn.56 Nevertheless, some of their contents survive in
paraphrased form. The Chosŏn Veritable Records includes numerous envoy reports presented after
the conclusion of a mission.57

See Kim Kyŏngnok, “Chosŏn ch’ogi Imun ŭi p’yŏnch’an kwa tae Myŏng oegyo munsŏ ŭi sŏnggyŏk 조선초기『吏
文』의 편찬과 對明 외교문서의 성격,” Ihwa sahak yŏn’gu 이화사학연구소 34 (2007): 238–240; see also Kim
Kyŏnggnok, “Chosŏn sidae tae Chungguk oegyo munsŏ ŭi chŏpsu,” 154–163.
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For the Corrector’s relationship to language, see Sŏngjong sillok 38:7b [1574/01/19]; for an example of ritual concerns
see Sŏngjong sillok 77:13b [1477/02a/18#6]. See also Yu Hŭich’un 柳希春, Miam ilgi [Sŏnjo 4, 04/25] in Miam sŏnsaeng
chŏnjip f.4 in HMC 34:277a–b.
55

In general, Ming period travelogues were called the Chochŏnnok 朝天錄, “record of courting heaven.” The term
Yŏnhaengnok demoted the imperial capital of Beijing from being a veritable axis mundi to a mere geographical location
among many others. This discursive demotion was an expression of the Chosŏn’s antipathy towards the Manchus and
their refusal to recognize their political legitimacy and cultural authority. These journals have been compiled and
published in many editions and have received considerable attention by scholars in many languages. Most of the work,
however, focuses on the Chosŏn-High Qing exchange. For published compilations, see Yŏnhaengnok sŏnjip 燕行錄選
集; Im Kijung, Yŏnhaengnok chŏnjip 燕行錄全集.
56

The T’ongmungwan chi attributes a 1401 envoy mission led by Cho Malsaeng 趙末生 (1370–1447) for initiating this
practice. See T’ongmungwan chi (1720), Kyujanggak ko 古 5120-11, f.2a–2b. The Yŏnhaeng sarye 燕行事例 (College de
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The Chosŏn response to the attempted assassination of Jiajing, mentioned at the outset of
the chapter, well illustrates the practices and dynamics discussed so far. Again, the timing of envoy
travel played a critical role. The Chosŏn court first learned of the assassination attempt on the 17th
day of the eleventh month of 1542. It received a report from a Chosŏn envoy sent earlier in the year
to congratulate the Ming heir apparent’s birthday (千秋使). On the 22nd day of the ninth month,
one day after the attempted assassination, the envoy arrived in Beijing. He saw the decapitated heads
and dismembered bodies of the would-be assassins on the southeast corner of the city’s walls. News
of this startling affair, coupled with earlier reports of a massive Mongol invasion in Shanxi, left King
Chungjong and his court in shock.58
As the court reeled from its dismay at the state of Ming politics, it also debated the proper
course of action. The initial envoy report mentioned that the emperor had ordered the Board of
Rites to “perform sacrifices at the ancestral temples and send down proclamations to both inside
and beyond” (祭告宗廟 降勑中外), with the expectation that relevant offices would present
“congratulations” to the Ming emperor for performing the ancestral sacrifices. The Korean envoy
could not determine whether the edict applied to Chosŏn. Without precedent for a Korean
congratulations mission for such an event, the ambiguous wording of the edict remained open to

France, Fonds de Maurice Courant 54b–55a). In most cases, their contents can only be gleaned from the conversations
the envoys had during a royal audience, but sometimes extensive passages, likely lifted directly from these records, are
also extant in Chosŏn historical records. Although these reports undoubtedly varied significantly in form and content,
their appearance in the Veritable Records together imbue them with a certain generic similarity. The Veritable Records was a
distillation of available documentary material for a given reign. The basic chronicles that the Veritable Records are based
on, the Sŭngjŏngwŏn ilgi and the various Tŭngnok, however, do not survive in significant volumes from the sixteenth
century, when the capital city suffered extensive destruction during the Imjin War; but if later Chosŏn practice of the
compilation process is any indication, a considerable degree of loss must be presumed. These “envoy reports,” when
they were actually presented to the court, were likely much more extensive and varied. The kinds of questions and
concerns expressed by the king and his court that did not lead to interesting or significant responses were omitted.
One official worried that these two incidents together may lead to “unforeseeable changes” 不虞之變. The courtiers
speculated that this attempt on the emperor’s life was a result of the ruler’s own failures. In their reckoning, the
emperor’s abuses and excesses must have alienated both the inner palace and his own officials, circumstances which
helped foment the conspiracy. Chungjong sillok 99:44a [1542/10/21#1].
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interpretation.59 “Beyond” could refer either to foreign states like Chosŏn or simply the outer
provinces of the Ming. If the former, it would mean a Ming imperial edict was forthcoming,
necessitating an envoy mission to inquire of the emperor’s well-being (hŭmmun 欽問) and to
congratulate him (chinha 進賀) on the destruction of his enemies.60 If the latter, then it was never
Jiajing’s intent to inform Chosŏn, who then “should not casually send inquiries or
congratulations.”61 The court officials recommended that the king await further news from another
group of envoys, sent for the winter solstice, before deciding on how to proceed.62
The court did not have to wait for the solstice envoys. On the 24th day of the eleventh
month, one week after the first report from, a letter arrived with information that helped resolve the
court’s dilemma. Consultation with the Ming Board of Rites clarified that “beyond” was “not in
reference to foreign states” and that there would be no edict promulgated to Chosŏn. The Jiajing
emperor, however, did order the Board to inform the Chosŏn envoys of the events. In light of this
new development, the Chief Councilor Yun Ŭnpo 尹殷輔 (1468–1544) argued that, even without
a forthcoming edict, the emperor’s personal communications warranted a congratulatory embassy.
After extensive deliberation, the Chosŏn court dispatched an envoy bearing a memorial, as it was
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Chungjong sillok 99:62b [1542/11/17#1].
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Chungjong sillok 99:63b [1542/11/18#1]: 須擇吉遣官祭告 及降勑中外 以安人心.

Chungjong sillok 99:65a [1542/11/20#2]: 皇朝宮闈之變 曠古所無 但我國 非內服之比 若無降勑之事 則欽問
進賀 不可輕擧.
61

Chungjong sillok 99:5a [1542/08/13#1]: These examples also show how open-ended, in fact, diplomacy really was.
There were certain expectations and rules, but the precise manner in which the Chosŏn court chose to deal with one
incident or another was hardly ever a routine matter. A considerable degree of contingency was in play. How these
contingencies were dealt with at a particular moment had the potential to reify one principle or strengthen one kind of
precedent over another.
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known in Chosŏn to “congratulate on the punishment and execution of the palace ladies who
committed treason” 賀宮嬪謀逆伏誅表.63
Table 2 Envoy Travel Intervals from Chosŏn to Ming (1542)

Mission purpose
Imperial Birthday 聖節
Thousand Autumns 千秋
Winter Solstice 冬至

Departure
1542/05/27
1542/07/12
1542/08/13

Arrival of Report1
1542/10/21
1542/11/17
1542/11/24

Return of Envoy
1542/11/18
1542/12/18
1543/01/28

During the second half of 1542, the Chosŏn court had three separate envoy entourages
traveling through Ming territory. In the course of their travel, the Chosŏn received regular updates
regarding situations of note in Ming territory. Travel to and from Beijing and Seoul generally took
two months, with twenty days of which was spent traveling within Chosŏn.64 Each envoy trip took
around five months, leaving each Chosŏn mission about one month in the imperial capital, with a
total of nearly four months spent in Ming territory.
An exhaustive tabulation of numerous similar cases in Chosŏn-Ming diplomacy would be
tedious, especially since the above anecdotes already illustrate a common set of institutional
practices. Chosŏn envoys who traveled to China acquired important intelligence throughout their
sojourn. They were able to acquire this information through hearsay and observation, but Ming
officials themselves often divulged this information, either as part of protocol or out of their
personal ties with the Chosŏn court. When possible, Chosŏn diplomats made copies or summaries
of Ming bureaucratic documents, which they sent back to Chosŏn along official interpreters who
traveled ahead of the embassy through the Chosŏn post system. Timely information allowed the

The text of this memorial can be found in the collected works of Kim Anguk 金安國, Mojae sŏnsaeng chip 慕齋先生
集 v.9 in HMC 20:162d. The envoys were dispatched on the 28th day of the 12th month. See Chungjong sillok 99:79b
[1542/12/28#1].
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Travel times vary. Yang Yulei counts 47 days from Seoul to Beijing. Yanxing yu Zhongchao wenhua, 27–28.
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Chosŏn court to adjust its diplomatic posturing and policies according to the circumstance. In the
meantime, developments within Chosŏn were completely unknown to the Ming, save for what could
be reported by an occasional ambassador. This was an institutional production of knowledge
asymmetry.
“Vassals Have No Private Relations”
The sheer frequency of its embassies distinguished Chosŏn from other states who only
occasionally sent envoys to the Ming. Even compared to the kingdoms of Ryūkyū and Đại Việt,
who also relied on a shared script and literary culture in their interactions with the Ming, Korean
embassies were on an entirely different order of magnitude.65 Granted, Beijing, the Ming capital,
was closer to Korea, but these embassies nonetheless required tremendous institutional investment
by the Chosŏn court. Frequent contact meant more intensive interactions with Ming officials, which
proved an additional burden, but it also provided opportunities to cultivate both personal and
institutional relations. All along the tribute route between the two capitals and across the Yalu River,
diplomacy was deeply embedded in informal and personal interactions. The channels of
communication and opportunities for collusion these interactions opened up are key to
understanding Chosŏn diplomacy.
In principle, diplomacy was the strict purview of rulers. Prohibitions against lateral dealings
between their minions emerged from recognizing how contacts could be exploited for personal gain
by agents of both courts. The chains of mutual benefit could therefore compromise their integrity
and dependability. Frequently cited, both in historiography and by the historical actors themselves,
was the hallowed principle that “those who serve do not engage in private [or: foreign] relations (人

Ryukyuan and Vietnamese embassies arrived once every two or three years whereas Chosŏn embassies arrived at least
three times a year, a ten-fold difference.
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臣無私[外]交).”66 The principle, as enshrined in the Record of Rites, demanded that a loyal vassal
avoid unsanctioned intercourse with outsiders, lest he acquire for himself “two lords.” This
principle, then, imagines monopolization of foreign affairs to be integral to monarchical sovereignty.
Only approved proxies could engage in legitimate diplomacy, save that they occurred through public
and official channels, and not in private for private reasons. From the Ming perspective, the
principle, in theory, also applied to the Chosŏn king, who as a vassal of the Ming emperor, was not
to have private relations of his own, let alone those with Ming subjects barred from such dealings in
the first place.67 When Chosŏn envoys presented a gift of horses at the request of the Prince of Yan
(燕王, later the Yongle emperor), the Hongwu emperor arrested and exiled the Chosŏn envoys to
Yunnan, charging, “how could the King of Chosŏn [be allowed to] have private relations?”68
These declarations were also part of a discourse of sovereignty that imagined the Ming
emperor and Chosŏn king in a personal relationship of lord and subject, synecdochal for the ritual
status of their respective states. In the first decades of Chosŏn-Ming relations, the language of
personal ties corresponded to the personalized character of diplomatic practice. Emperors received
Chosŏn emissaries in person, spoke with them either directly or through an interpreter, and asked
them to relay personal messages to the Chosŏn ruler.69 Personal ties between monarchs, however,
became largely figurative by the sixteenth century when emperors became less involved with
See for instance, how concern regarding divulging sensitive information to the Chinese by official attachés was
expressed in these terms. Sejong sillok 63:31b [1434/03/21#4].
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The Chosŏn for example, tried to hide or downplay its frequent dealings with the Japanese and Jurchens for this
reason. Sejo sillok 15:1a–3a [1459/01/04#2]. See Kenneth R. Robinson, “Centering the King of Chosŏn,” The Journal of
Asian Studies 59, no. 1 (2000): 33–54.
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See T’aejong sillok 8:12b [1395/11/06#1]. The logic of the Ming emperor here, and of how this principle was applied,
is admittedly contradictory; if the Chosŏn king could not have foreign contacts with outsiders because he was a Ming
subject, why would he be prevented from having relations with other Ming subjects? Here, as in many other places, the
Chosŏn ruler’s status as a virtual Ming subject and his well-recognized position as a sovereign of a foreign kingdom led to
unresolved tensions and incongruities.
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See the examples of Sŏl Changsu and Yi Saek, see T’aejo sillok 11:4b [1397/03/08#1]; 15:2a [1398/09/15#3]; T’aejo
sillok 1:25a [Preface#86].
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governing in general. As the imperial person retreated from everyday politics, lateral relations and
the informal channels they engendered became ever more important.
Between Ming eunuchs of the inner palace, military officers posted at the borders, and
functionaries responsible for entertaining foreigners, a Chosŏn envoy mission had to move through
many channels and thread many interstices. Contact with these groups fell within the bounds of
sanctioned contact, since official business required it, but it was not always clear when formal
business ended and the personal began. The lines between the sanctioned and prohibited were often
blurred, as was that between the public and the clandestine. Iron prohibitions against “personal”
dealings would have been impractical and the principle was regularly flouted by Ming and Chosŏn
agents alike. Even during periods when strict curfew regulations were in place, designed to prevent
this sort of lateral contact, Chosŏn envoys still managed to seek out Ming literati who had visited
Chosŏn, bringing them gifts from Korea, though the court did tread carefully, keeping the principle
of sovereign monopoly in mind.70 Yet, Chosŏn attention to these lateral ties sometimes eclipsed
what was due to the emperor. If quantity is a valid measure, Korean gifts to visiting Ming envoys
often far exceeded the formal tribute due to the emperor himself.71 Contact with high profile figures
like Ming princes or former Ming envoys led to greater scrutiny, but the less prominent the agent,
the more room for maneuver there was. Despite appeals to the principle of sovereign monopoly in
diplomacy, (and occasional use of this pretext to punish violators), Chosŏn diplomacy in practice
depended on lateral relations cemented by exchanges of gifts and information.
In other words, the Chosŏn did not only interact with the Ming on the register of the
emperor and his immediate court, but also in multiple strata of the Ming’s institutional
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Chungjong sillok 89:12a [1538/11/28#2].

For example Sejo sillok 19:39a [1460/03/11#2]. In 1634, one Ming envoy demanded an exorbitant “gift” of tenthousand taels of silver. See Injo sillok 29:23b [1634/06/19#2].
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infrastructure. In the meantime, the Chosŏn court, along with its agents who had to navigate
through the Ming’s interstices and fractures, sought to comprehend them. The best evidence for
Chosŏn awareness of these interstices and fractures is their formalization in knowledge. Chosŏn
institutional texts made a recognition of the Ming state’s varied channels of power explicit.
Knowledge of them, then, comprised not only the institutional makeup of Ming state and society,
but also encoded strategies of engagement. Like knowledge of diplomatic practice in general, its
responsibility fell on the Chosŏn’s official interpreters who managed the quotidian tasks of the
tribute embassy.72 Seldom did a chief envoy or his assistants directly manage official matters and
protocols for entering Ming territory; instead the interpreters did most of the talking.73 A
considerable portion of the interpreter’s expertise remained tacit, acquired through experience and
often passed within the family.74 Official training of interpreters, part of court efforts to routinize

As I have argued elsewhere, Chosŏn-Ming elite discourse often downplayed the role of these language specialists, but
they were in fact essential to the conduction of diplomacy. Present in nearly every diplomatic encounter, Chosŏn’s
official interpreters not only translated the spoken word and mediated the interactions of their social superiors, but
managed nearly all the procedural, institutional and practical dimensions of diplomatic activity. Aristocratic envoys who
led embassies to the Ming rarely traveled to the Ming more than a few times in their whole life. Interpreters, on the other
hand, “spend mornings in Seoul and the evenings in Beijing, until they die on their journey” (朝漢都而暮燕京 卒老于
行). As the travel records of the 1576 embassy kept by the Recorder Hŏ Pong 許篈 had indicated, the embassy
repeatedly relied on the experience of its interpreter, Hong Sunŏn 洪純彦 (f. 1576–1592). It was from Hong that Hŏ
Pong learned the details of the political careers and rivalries of the Ming Grand Secretaries Xia Yan and Yan Song. As
well-known figures before his generation, Hŏ was already familiar with these names, but he only learned of the details of
their respective downfalls during a casual evening conversation Hong. Interpreters, by spending their entirely careers,
between the two capitals, developed an intimate familiarity with the Ming through first-hand experience, even as their
social superiors insisted that their cultivation was inadequate to appreciate the sights and sounds of Ming civilization.
Sixiang Wang, “The Sounds of Our Country” 58–95. Kang Hŭimaeng 姜希孟, Sasukjae chip 私淑齋集 f.8 in HMC
12:1118a. Hŏ Pong, Hagok sŏnsaeng Ch’och’ŏngi 荷谷先生朝天記 part 1, from Hangok sŏnsaeng chip 荷谷先生集 in
HMC v.58:410c–411d.
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Interpreters served as a social buffer between the high-ranking Chosŏn envoys and relatively low-ranking local Ming
officials who really had the upper hand in these interactions. Interpreters, as mediators, did the dirty work, so to speak.
For these interactions in Liaodong, see Liu Chunli 劉春麗, “Mingdai Chaoxian shichen yu Zhongguo Liaodong 明代
朝鮮使臣與中國遼東” (Ph.D. Diss, Jilin University, 2012), 43–61.
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Interpreting became virtually the exclusive hereditary purview of a few select chungin lineages after the sixteenth
century. See Eugene Y. Park, “Old Status Trappings in a New World The ‘Middle People’ (Chungin) and Genealogies in
Modern Korea,” Journal of Family History 38, no. 2 (April 1, 2013): 167, 172–174.
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diplomacy, nevertheless, led to the formalization of such knowledge in institutional handbooks.75 By
the sixteenth century, the Chosŏn court had published a great deal of such texts. They included not
only language textbooks but also handbooks that served as references for envoy travel, such as Ŏ
Sukkwŏn’s Kosa ch’waryo.76 Not meant as a focused treatise, the information it contained was not
notable for its depth, but its breadth. The way information was presented in this text suggests its
main use was the retrieval of details in which precision was key: precedents, dates, and titles, usable
only in the hands of one already familiar with his responsibilities. It covered a range of general topics
in statecraft, such as the institutional organization of the Chosŏn and Ming courts and reference list
for Ming and Chosŏn reign eras, but its emphasis was on diplomacy. It included a basic chronicle of
Chosŏn-Ming relations,77 standard tribute item lists for different occasions.78 and specifications for
diplomatic documents.79 The organization of Ming bureaucratic offices, titles, and ranks in such a
book thus also suggests that an interpreter was responsible for at least a working knowledge of Ming
institutions.80 With editions in only three or five volumes, it was a handy guide, one that spared both
expert and training interpreters the need to wade through much more voluminous archives or the

These texts, like the T’ongmungwan chi standardized, for instance, specific allotments as gifts for imperial officials, along
with strict guidelines for other areas of diplomatic practice. See Kim Chinam, T’ongmungwan chi (Kyujanggak charyo
ch’ongsŏ edition) v.1, pp. 118–197 [f.3:52a–57b].
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Wang, “The Sounds of Our Country,” 71–76. The Kosa ch’waryo was originally a sixteenth century compilation,
surviving editions date to as late as the eighteenth century. The chronicles in the Kosa ch’waryo do not extend past the
Ming period. Though extant versions are expansions of Ŏ’s original compilation, they should fundamentally be seen as a
Ming text. Early editions of the text are divided in three fascicles I will cite the five fascicle version in the Asami
collection.
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See Kosa ch’waryo f. 1–2.
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Kosa ch’waryo 3:5a–10b.

Kosa ch’waryo f.3.2–5a. The text also includes information about diplomacy with Japan. Chosŏn period institutions are
also given extensive treatment, in addition to areas of practical knowledge. First aid medicine, foraging and fishing,
veterinary medicine and animal husbandry, and even laundry techniques are among the areas covered. This assortment
of knowledge, though diverse, was not random, as each area had practical applications for a road weary Korean
interpreter. A sick horse, an injured companion, soiled garments, and short food supplies were all problems he could
have faced during his journey. See Liu Chunli, “Mingdai Chaoxian shichen yu Zhongguo Liaodong,” 23–25
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See Kosa ch’waryo f.3:9b–13b. A basic knowledge of Korean institutions, I believe, was meant for the interpreter to
represent his country accurately when asked of these issues by Chinese interlocutors.
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Ming institutional compendium to find relevant information. In other words, it was a tool of
information management.81
Like the Kosa ch’waryo, another early Chosŏn publication, the Sangwŏn cheŏ (Conversation
subjects of the Translator’s Hall), devotes considerable attention to various Ming agencies. It was,
however, not an institutional manual per se. For one, the information was not transcribed in literary,
written Chinese. The function of various Ming agencies and petty officials was described in the
colloquial language. Interpreters-in-training could hit two birds one with one stone; as they
memorized phrases in spoken Chinese, they were also committing to memory the functions and
duties of various Ming offices, which included the Hanlin Bachelors82 and the Three Judicial
Offices83 and also those who oversaw Korean reception in Beijing, such as the Ushers84 of the
Court of State Ceremonial

85

and its Grand Interpreter.86 Towards the second half of the guide,

there are also sample statements about specific subject matter, addressed to different members of
the Ming bureaucracy. One such stock statement was an appeal to lift the travel restrictions on
Korean envoys. Addressing an unnamed Ming official with the colloquial honorific, laoye 老爺, the
interpreter blamed the policy on the unexplainable actions of one Ming official in charge of the

Ann Blair, Too Much to Know: Managing Scholarly Information before the Modern Age (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 2010), 11–14, 28–33.
81
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Ch. Shuji shi 庶吉士.

83

Ch. Sanfa si 三法司.

84

Ch. Xuban 序班.
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Ch. Honglusi 鴻臚寺

86

Ch. Da Tongshi 大通事.
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Bureau of Receptions.87 The interpreter hoped to enlist the sympathies of the unnamed laoye to
follow the rules of the “former emperor” and allow the Koreans to move freely.88
The experience of Chosŏn envoys in Beijing was fraught with unpredictability. As the
examples in Chapter 2 had shown, Ming policy towards Chosŏn ambassadors were inconsistent, and
subject to the meddling of Ming officials, often acting out of step with official policy. In the case of
movement restrictions in Beijing, even though the Grand Secretary Xia Yan had managed to
convince the Jiajing emperor to lift them, his underlings still limited the activities of the Korean
embassy. Envoys thus concluded these were only maintained, in spite of orders to the contrary,
because only with strict restrictions could the functionaries at the hostel continue to extort bribes
from the Koreans and merchants.89 Ming institutional complexity and the politics behind it gave
Chosŏn envoys much grief. Yet, it was precisely the complexity, that Ming bureaucracy and its
apparatuses often did not operate in a coordinated or coherent fashion that produced the fractures
that allowed Chosŏn envoys to circumvent the strictest of regulations.
These fractures existed not only between different rungs of the Ming bureaucracy, but also
among what have been called “interest groups,” whose collective operations produced the “effect”
of empire. Understood as collections of individuals who share a common socio-political identity, an
interest group worked under common motivations and utilized similar structures of social
advancement.90 Their range of behavior were often limited by social rules that bound them within
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Ch.zhukesi 主客司.
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Sangwŏn che’ŏ 10b–11b.
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Chungjong sillok 80:53b [1535/11/16#2]; Chungjong sillok 86:23b [1537/11/12#1].

Interest groups differ from factions in that those within a particular interest group are rivals, because they share a
common path to social advancement. Factions, then, tend to be made across interest groups, rather than along them,
except when a contentious issue relates to the structure of access. In those situations, factions may form along interest
groups who wish to protect or expand vested institutional prerogatives. Phillip Hasley Woodruff, “Foreign Policy and
Frontier Affairs along the Northeast Frontier of the Ming Dynasty, 1350-1618: Tripartite Relations of the Ming Chinese,
Korean Koryo, and Jurchen-Manchu Tribesmen” (Ph.D., The University of Chicago, 1995), 14–25, esp. p. 14n9.
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specific social, cultural and political paradigms of behavior. The most obvious examples in the Ming
context would be literati officials (Ch. wenchen 文臣), palace eunuchs (Ch. huanguan 宦官), military
officials (Ch. wuguan 武官), and petty functionaries (Ch. xuli 胥吏). Although some permeability
was possible between them, each group’s career trajectories, sources of institutional power, and
strategies for acquiring social and cultural prestige differed dramatically. The way to success for a
palace eunuch was fundamentally different from the path of advancement open to a degree-holding
literati official. A eunuch under the service of the emperor might view the acquisition of gifts for the
emperor to be his duty as an imperial envoy, while even a greedy literati might still appeal to and
perform the values of austerity and restraint.91 Reputations of moral virtue and literary talent were
conducive to advancement in the civil bureaucracy, but this channel of advancement was barred to
hereditary military households. A military officer stationed in Liaodong, with regular interactions
with Chosŏn emissaries, might turn instead to a long-term rent-seeking relationship of informal
patronage with the Chosŏn court, where customary gifts and political favors translated to tangible
gain.92 The Chosŏn court, then, had to understand the incentive structure that motivated each
group. Their embassies needed to know whom to contact and in what manner; it meant anticipating
how the emperor, the bureaucracy, and the inner palace would respond to particular demands; and it
meant deciding which individuals and which agencies would respond best to particular of strategies
of rapprochement.

See the example of the notorious Ming envoy Gu Tianjun 顧天俊 (fl. 1602), whose greed was nearly sociopathic.
Du Huiyue, Mingdai wenchen chushi Chaoxian, 401–403.
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An “interest group” then is not bound necessarily by shared political goals and do not form factions unto themselves.
In fact, factions are more likely formed across “interest groups.” It was far more common to see eunuchs, literati, and
military officials building a coalition together for mutual benefit, than to see factions split neatly along “interest group”
lines. David M. Robinson, Bandits, Eunuchs, and the Son of Heaven : Rebellion and the Economy of Violence in Mid-Ming China
(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2001), 100–117.
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Dealings with military officials at the Liaodong Command illustrate how formal, sanctioned
diplomatic interactions were intermeshed with informal ties. Liaodong, as the point of entry to Ming
domains, received Korean embassies on a regular basis, who in turn required the Liaodong
government’s cooperation in nearly all matters related to the Ming.93 Chosŏn contact with Liaodong
Command was thus official, documented in a “paper trail.” The correspondences acknowledged the
legitimacy of these interactions, as its discourse, the bureaucratic language of the Ming, treated
Chosŏn as a virtual branch of the imperial government.94 Yet, it was precisely in these sanctioned
avenues of contact that that official prohibitions against private dealings were most impractical.
In the shadow of these public, official dealings were a host of other interactions absent from
these formal, bureaucratic correspondences. Nonetheless appearing in Chosŏn records, they
straddled the boundary of the public and the private, the official and the unofficial. Responsibility
for enforcing Ming regulations fell on military officers like the Liaodong Commander and his
subordinates. Korean clandestine trade in in prohibited goods like horn for making composite bows,
gunpowder, and history books occurred with their tacit approval, with Ming military officers
sometimes choosing to make exceptions.95 Ming officers also often relayed information to the

With the exception of the later years of Chosŏn-Ming diplomacy when a sea route was used to circumvent the region,
already under Manchu control, no Chosŏn embassy could enter the Ming without first passing through Liaodong. In
1393 the Hongwu emperor, offended by his manner of kneeling, sent a Korean envoy back to Chosŏn. The emperor
prohibited the waystations from providing him with board and horses, so the envoy trekked home on foot. The emperor
then ordered the Liaodong commander refuse other Chosŏn embassies. For the remainder of the year, all Chosŏn
embassies were denied entry to Ming territory. T’aejo sillok 4:6a [1393/08/15#1]; 4:7b [1393/09/17#1]; 4:11a
[1393/09/29#2]; 4:12a [1393/10/27#5]; 4:13b [1393/12/07b].
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Symbolically, the use of documents like ziwen (Kr: ch’amun 咨文) between Liaodong and Chosŏn implied, at least
within the logic of Ming bureaucracy, that these relations were parallel and lateral, i.e. existing on the same hierarchical
level. These practices were inherited from the Koryŏ. See Chŏng Tonghun 정동훈, “Koryŏ-Myŏng oegyo munsŏ sŏsik
ŭi sŏngrip kwa paegyŏng 高麗-明 外交文書 書式의 성립과 배경,” Han’guk saron 56 (2010): 139–207. Many official
matters, such as border control, frontier disturbances and the repatriation of Koreans and Chinese, were often dealt with
on this level. The repatriation of shipwrecked Koreans by the Ming or the Chosŏn repatriation of Chinese who escaped
from Jurchen enslavement were some examples. See for example Tanjong sillok 2:16b [1452/08/10#6]; Tanjong sillok
7:23a [1453/09/21#1]; Sŏngjong sillok 11:3a [1471/07/05#9], etc.
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See Chapter 2
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Chosŏn envoys.96 A portion occurred through sanctioned channels and included official
correspondence, but not all of the information was originally intended for Korean eyes. It included
sensitive information about Ming court affairs and valuable intelligence about border disturbances.
For example, it was the Liaodong military judge97 who passed on the intentions of hostile Jurchen
coalitions to the Chosŏn embassy in 1468.98 Not all such information was reliable. One Chosŏn
envoy complained in his diary about the behavior of one Commandant Xiao at Shanhai Pass, who
passed along false information as a ploy to acquire gifts of oiled paper from the Koreans.99
The Ming military was indispensable to the Chosŏn in many matters, not least of all the
protection of its embassies from hostile Jurchens and roving bandits.100 This dependency
contributed to an already uneven power dynamic. Imperial officers, by being gatekeepers of both
valuable information and access to the imperial state, often expected gifts in return. Chosŏn
embassies brought customary gifts, euphemistically called, injŏng (Ch: renqing 人情), literally “[things
for cultivating] personal feelings.” Evidence from the late Ming and Qing periods suggests that
border trade and other commercial transactions with Chosŏn envoys was a significant part of the

As one Chosŏn State Councillor Nam Kon stated, “our country learns of all matters about the Central Court from
the Liaodong command.” 本國凡中朝事, 必傳聞於遼東. See Chungjong sillok 42:51a [1521/07/21#1].
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Ch: zhenfu 鎭撫.
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Sejo sillok 45:25b [1468/0/3/02#3]; see also Sejo sillok 41:8b [1467/02/05#2].

The envoy Chŏng Hwan 丁焕 (1497–1540) wrote that by his return trip, the embassy had exhausted his supply of
oiled paper (油芚), and could offer no more to other Ming officers who asked for them. Oiled paper was essential for
travelers who desired protection from the rain. See Chŏng Hwan, “Choch’ŏrrok” 朝天錄 in Hoesan sŏnsaeng munjip 檜
山先生文集 f.2, HMC part.2 v.2:211b–c, 215a, 226b.
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Chosŏn convoys usually only protected their envoy groups until they reached the first Ming fortification across from
the Yalu river. When one such escort was ambushed by “bandits” in Liaodong jurisdiction, the command sent its own
punitive expedition. When a Chosŏn envoy returned from Beijing, the Liaodong commander showed him the severed
heads of the culprits. Sŏngjong sillok 88:3b [1478/01/11#1]; 92:23b [1478/05/29#5]. Coordination with Liaodong also
extended to other matters, such as in the extradition of Koreans who absconded from P’yŏngan province. For example,
in 1471 an interpreter returning from the Ming claimed he had heard of an itinerant Korean monk in Liaodong who
impressed the Chinese with his poems. A message was dispatched to the Liaodong commander to seek his arrest and
repatriation. The Liaodong commander obliged and sent him back to Chosŏn. Sŏngjong sillok 10:8b [1471/04/20#4];
10:8b [1471/04/21#4]; 10:26a [1471/06/02#6].
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local economy.101 Although the documentation for this phenomenon is relatively scant for the early
Ming, a kind of symbiotic relationship did emerge at least between the Liaodong command and the
regular envoy missions that arrived. Each passing envoy trip, each favor done by the Liaodong
military for the Chosŏn was an opportunity for personal gain.102 For the Chosŏn court however,
this reliance only exacerbated the problem of graft for its embassies, but this was only one side of
the story.
It is tempting to see these emergent ties as simply “corruption.” Certainly, the behavior of
many Ming officials disappointed the expectations of their Chosŏn guests, but these operations was
not a debased version of preexisting system that functioned without these practices. This was the
system. The difference between a gift, a bribe, and a commodity for trade was also contextual and
relative. Even as some Chosŏn officials balked at practices such as extensive gift giving, others like
the experienced diplomat and official Sin Sukchu 申叔舟 (1417–1475) believed that they were a
necessary part of diplomacy. He asked rhetorically, “for a journey of a myriad leagues,” how can
“‘personal’ feelings be dispensed with?”103 Later diplomatic handbooks like the Tongmungwan chi
included comprehensive, standardized lists of items, all called injŏng to be bequeathed to various
Ming officials along the the tribute journey.104 To what degree such lists actually conformed to what

Seonmin Kim, “Borders and Crossings: Trade, Diplomacy and Ginseng between Qing China and Choson Korea”
(Ph.D. Diss, Duke University, 2006), 245–264.
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For example, during a time of border unrest, the Chosŏn sent its military to Liaodong to escort its returning envoys.
Knowing that the Liaodong commanders would fête their officers, the court prepared additional items to give to the
Liaodong officers. See Sŏngjong sillok 54:6b [1475/04/14#1]. The interpreter, Ŏ Sukkwŏn notes another case in which a
military escort provided by the Liaodong military became regular practice, because the Ming soldiers “sought the reward
they would receive” from the Chosŏn court.
102
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Sŏngjong sillok 39:5b [1474/02/07#1]: 萬里之行 豈無人情 此所以不能禁也.
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Kim Chinam T’ongmungwan chi (1720 edition) f.2:7a–9a.
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was really exchanged is difficult to know in general, but anecdotal evidence suggests that gifts easily
exceed the quantities from prescribed lists.105
Documentation formalized gift giving practices, perhaps as an attempt to establish clear
precedents. It reflected a desire to draw, distinguish and enforce a boundary between acceptable
practice and a breach of custom, which was in practice fluid and indeterminate. In 1461, a Chosŏn
emissary returned with requests of stationery by the Ministry War Secretary Yang Ju 楊琚 in charge
of Shanhai pass106 and of composite bows by Dong Xing 董興, the Regional Commander of
Guangning. The court officials rebuffed Yang’s requests, because of his low rank, but complied with
Dong’s, because Dong “was in charge of matters [pertaining] to our country [i.e. Korea] 專主我國
事.”107 Though there were Ming prohibitions in place against gifts of weapons, eventually gifts of
Korean bows became an established precedent. And so, when a scribe to the Liaodong Command108
came to Chosŏn in 1467 with requisitions of deerskins, composite bows, and over one hundred
arrows for the Commander, the Chosŏn State Councilors, after debate, ultimately acceded to the
request in light of established precedent, and in spite of Ming prohibitions.109 Yet, only several
months later, the Chosŏn refused to give another Ming military officer exactly the same gifts. He,
the son of the Liaodong military judge Wang Heng 王鐄, had come with a Ming embassy to
Chosŏn and requested fifteen composite bows. The same State Councilors rebuffed him because it

See Hŏ Pong’s example in Chapter 2; Hŏ Pong, Hagok sŏnsaeng Chochŏn’gi 荷谷先生朝天記 pt.1 from Hagok
sŏnsaeng chip 荷谷先生集 in HMC 58:412a–b.
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I.e. Ch: Shanhai guan Bingbu zhushi 山海關兵部主事
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Sejo sillok 25:14b [1461/08/07#2].
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Ch: Liaodong sheren 遼東舍人.
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Sejo sillok 44:4b [1467/10/06#2]
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would violate Ming regulations to give weapons to the son of a frontier military officer.110
Inconsistently applied, imperial prohibitions were convenient pretexts to begrudge specific items, or
ignored, even as the Chosŏn recognized the risk of eliciting imperial censure.
The exigencies of diplomacy thus made contradictory demands on the Chosŏn court. The
Ming’s own officials often flouted the very imperial prohibitions they were tasked to enforce. For
the Chosŏn, who wished to maintain cordial relations with Ming officials and maintain good
standing with the imperial court, determination of the permissible involved a complex accounting of
multiple factors, not least of all the desire to maintain the patrimonial links that made diplomacy
possible.111 It was therefore not always clear whether a particular incident involved the Chosŏn
court cultivating relations with a Ming official or a Ming official extorting the Chosŏn court.112
Even as euphemism, the term “personal feelings” cautions against reducing such exchanges
to mere transactions. Not simply tit-for-tat, they were integral to the cultivation of long-term
relations on both the institutional and personal level. For instance, when a Liaodong commander
passed away, the Chosŏn court sent envoys with gifts to offset funerary expenses as condolences.113
Few Chosŏn envoys went to the Ming more than a couple of occasions in a lifetime, but a
significant degree of continuity persisted among the coterie of professional interpreters. Repeated,
regular interactions lent to the personal character of these missions, which could nevertheless be
exhibited in other ways. The Veritable Records relates one anecdote involving Kang Hŭiyŏn 姜希顔
(1417–1464), a scholar-official known for his calligraphy and painting. When he went to Beijing on
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Sejo sillok 46:13b [1468/04/30#1].
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The Chosŏn faced a similar dillemma in 1461. See Sejo sillok 23:17b [1461/02/17#2]; 23:32b [1461/03/29#5].

After a Chosŏn embassy returned with lists of requests from the chief Ming officials at the hostel in Beijing, Shanhai
Pass, and the Liaodong command, the court prepared the requested items to be sent with the next embassy. See for
example, Sŏngjong sillok 9:4b [1471/01/10#10].
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Sejo sillok 10:11a [1457/11/20#1; #2]
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an envoy mission, he had given a gift of his work to the Ministry Secretary Yang Ju at Shanhai Pass.
As the gateway to China from the northeast, it was another important site along the envoy route.
The commander, fond of Kang’s work, “kept it away as a treasure,” and asked later envoys for his
calligraphy. When Hŭiyŏn’s younger brother Kang Hŭimaeng was dispatched as an envoy, Hŭiyŏn
asked Hŭimaeng to bring a poem of his to give to the commander. Because Hŭimaeng was Hŭiyŏn’s
younger brother, the commander treated him especially well during his stay.114 With the personal
and the official thus intermixed, it was no wonder that Ming military officers occasionally even asked
for the Chosŏn’s help in their official careers. A Regional Commander named Han Bin 韓贇 once
told to a Chosŏn envoy that the Ming court was to remove him from office. He explained that if the
Chosŏn king could write a memorial that praised him for “being able to defend against Jurchen
incursions, thus making it possible for Chosŏn embassies to reach [the Ming],” his job could be
saved. He reminded the envoys that in the past he had done his best to divulge whatever
information he could to help the Chosŏn and hoped now they would aid him in this matter.
Although the Chosŏn king found the request ludicrous, from the perspective of the Ming officer,
relying on relations he developed with the Chosŏn court appeared a viable solution to his
professional predicament.115
Here is a picture of a kind of diplomacy far removed from the both the imperial center and
the exalted rhetoric that accompanied it. Much of diplomatic activity was in fact highly localized, as
Ming agents acted independently of the Ming itself. Rules were implemented inconsistently and
different interest groups along the route from Seoul to Beijing demanded different strategies of
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Sejo sillok 34:32a [1464/10/09#2]

Sŏngjong sillok 99:15b [1478/12/21#3]. During the Imjin War, the Korean court did petitition on behalf of Ming
officers whom they believed to have been wronged by imperial politics. These letters of support were written for Ming
generals and civil officials who they believed best acted according to Korean interests. Gari Ledyard, “Confucianism and
War: The Korean Security Crisis of 1598,” Journal of Korean Studies 6, no. 1 (1988): 81–119, esp. pp. 85–91.
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engagement. If the Chosŏn, by sending tributary envoys, helped constituted Ming empire ritually,
these embassies helped form a figuration. Understood in the Eliasian sense, the figuration interlaced
different organs of the Ming state, the Chosŏn court, and its agents into a “flexible lattice-work of
tensions.” These “interdependent” relations emerges as a “changing pattern,” whose dynamics could
not be controlled entirely by any given entity, whether Ming court or the Chosŏn.116
The Ming, as it appeared to the Chosŏn, was therefore not a monolithic entity, but a diffuse
one. In turn, Chosŏn diplomacy, both in theory and in practice, was neither imagined as tête-à-tête
bilateral relations between two rulers, nor reducible to ritual performances reinforcing the hierarchy
between them, but one constituted at least partially through personal and informal ties, cultivated in
the shadows and interstices of formal institutional channels. At the analytical level, it means for us to
understand diplomacy primarily as relations between two states is a higher order abstraction at best.
For the Chosŏn, it meant that “knowledge of empire” had to account for not only an aggregate,
abstracted idea of the “Ming,” but also internal operation of Ming institutions and the vicissitudes of
their politics. For both information to flow and for an aggregate view of the Ming to form, how the
imperial bureaucracy worked and how they implicated Chosŏn all had to be legible to the Chosŏn
court. In sum, the Chosŏn had to also know the Ming in its disparate parts.
The resulting diplomacy was also protean and multifaceted, manifested in the lateral ties
cultivated by the Chosŏn court. As both a conduit and the purpose of knowledge, diplomacy was
the basis of a productive relationship between knowledge and power. Awareness of how the
imperial court functioned was both requisite and ancillary to the acquisition of other valuable
information, often acquired directly from Ming officials. The diplomatic process and the
“knowledge of empire” were mutually self-reinforcing. The better the Chosŏn could navigate the

Norbert Elias, What Is Sociology? (New York: Columbia University Press, 1978), 128–133. I thank Javier Cha for this
insight.
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Ming and its disparate parts, the more information it acquired about them; and the more
information it acquired, the better it could navigate them.
To say that Chosŏn envoys wove through the interstices of Ming bureaucracy unchecked
would be an exaggeration. These tactics were not always effective in achieving their intended end—
not all Ming bureaucrats were pliable and some certainly manipulated the arrival of Korean embassy
for their own ends. Yet, it was precisely the confluence of these personal, patrimonial interests by
various participants of diplomatic exchange that allowed for room for maneuver. A dishonest,
greedy official may extort, but that also meant he was willing to overlook violations of imperial
prohibitions. A Chosŏn embassy that acquired forbidden goods and sensitive information did not so
much as slip through the cracks as it entered through doors that others opened for them along way.
Critical Decisions
Chosŏn envoys often returned with news about the political climate at the Ming. They paid
close attention to the shifting landscape of power at the Ming court, for who was in power at the
Ming court directly affected the outcome of Chosŏn’s diplomatic efforts. When envoys reported
that the Grand Secretary Xia Yan, whose support Chosŏn envoys counted on,117 had been
impeached, the Chosŏn knew they had to work with on his replacement, Yan Song 嚴嵩 (1480–
1567).118 Knowing that Yan held the keys to power, the Chosŏn valued the relationship with Yan
and acceded to Yan’s requisitions for special gifts, in particular, for Korean memorial paper.119
When Yan had rebuffed a Korean petition for revising sections of the Ming Compendium (明會典)

Chungjong sillok 99:64a [1542/11/18#2]. He had been helpful in easing former limitations on the envoys’ freedom of
movement in Beijing. Chungjong sillok 77:24a [1534/04/24#1]; 79:21a [1535/01/27#2]; 80:53b [1535/11/16#2].
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Chungjong sillok 100:62b [1543/05/08#1].
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Chungjong sillok 100:73b [1543/06/10#4].
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the Chosŏn found offensive, it dropped the issue, knowing full well attempting to circumvent him
would have been fruitless.120
Interest in Ming affairs extended beyond matters of immediate relevance with Korea. Like in
other reports, dramatic political developments like the emperor’s successful suppression of the
Prince of Ning’s (寧王) rebellion was also related in detail. The Chosŏn court was also interested in
the Ming’s other foreign contacts. This mission reported the first contact the Ming court made with
Europeans, and Korea’s first interaction with European powers. The Korean emissaries informed
the king envoys that for the first time, envoys from the country of the “Franks” (Pullanggi 佛朗機)
had come to court.121 The report of these previously unknown foreigners, who arrived by sea from
far Western reaches and traveled “three thousand ri” overland to reach the capital, piqued the
interest of the Chosŏn king. The Korean emissaries had a chance to engage with the “Frankish”
envoy. They were impressed by their books, which contained writing “that looked like the dhāraṇī
writing [of the Esoteric Buddhists]122 and were finely wrought without peer.” Puzzled by their
appearance and customs, they noted their strange dress of “goose down coats” and “wide trousers”
and the practice of monogamy, where even the “ruler... has [but] one queen and does not remarry
even after her death.” The Franks also had puzzling dietary habits, “eating only chicken and wheat,”
due, no doubt, to those being the “only produce” of their faraway country. The Koreans were

Myŏngjong sillok 23:59b [1557/1106/#1]. The significance of these requests have been discussed in chapter 2. Yan
Song’s reputation in Chosŏn was no less negative than the one he acquired in the Ming. For a discussion of Yan Song in
Ming history, see Kenneth James Hammond, Pepper Mountain : The Life, Death and Posthumous Career of Yang Jisheng
(London: Kegan Paul, 2007). For Chosŏn views on Yan, see Myŏngjong sillok 14:10a [1553/02/21#2]; 24:70b
[1558/10/20#1]; 25:16a [1559/03/05#1].
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The name Pullanggi (Ch: Folangji) clearly follows its Arabic usage for describing Christian Europe. These Frankish
“tribute envoys” were the first formal embassies from a European nation to China. It was led by Tomé Pires (1465?–
1524?). The mission ended disastrously. The Ming distrusted the Portuguese for their recent acts of piracy conquest.
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otherwise unimpressed. According to the report, the Ming Board of Rites found these new
foreigners to be unruly and refused to grant them an imperial audience for three years.123 Given the
sheer number of individual envoy missions and resulting reports, their content varied considerably.
They often included information about Ming customs, intellectual trends, and literary culture, but
matters of war and peace and Ming imperial politics in particular remained perennial concerns.
It was in matters of war and unrest that the politics of “overattention” is most apparent, for
they directly concerned Chosŏn’s security and survival. These matters usually received extensive
documentation in Chosŏn envoy reports. The Chosŏn court watched attentively the Jianwen-Yongle
Wars of 1398-1402 carefully, as it pursued a cautious diplomacy to remain above the fray.124 As the
war raged on, the Chosŏn received regular reports gathered from the border related to the
succession crisis.125 Chosŏn watched closely not only to manage relations with the Ming but also to
be prepared in case the unrest spilled over to Chosŏn. In 1449, the Chosŏn court learned of the
debacle of Tumu, where the Emperor Yingzong was abducted by his enemies, led by the Mongol
commander Esen.126 Its immediate concern was not the well-being of the emperor, but what such a
turn of events would have for Chosŏn and whether the ensuing Ming-Mongol conflict might spill
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over to the Liaodong region. Instability of the Ming’s northeast frontier could manifest as present
threats. Once it was discovered that Esen traveled west to Datong, not east, the Chosŏn canceled its
defense preparations.127 In 1511, the court caught wind of a large-scale rebellion fomenting in Ming
Shandong. Court officials worried that the rebels might move up to take the Shanhai Pass and make
a pact with the Jianzhou and Haixi Jurchens. Most unnerving was the possibility that this coalition
would “carve out Shandong” and form its own state, then demand that the Chosŏn court submit to
them as vassals. Unwilling to be caught “unprepared,” the State Councilor Sŏng Hŭiyŏn (成希顔
1461–1513) implored the court to “take preemptive measures.”128 Although the rebellion did not
manifest into a threat of that scale, lest one dismiss Sŏng’s anticipated chain of events to be
unrealistic alarmism, it should be noted a version of these sort of events one hundred years later —
peasant uprisings, the Ming loss of Shanhai pass, and a Jurchen-reben alliance—was exactly what
brought destroyed the Ming and subdued the Chosŏn.129
Ming strength was feared just as much as weakness. Even though Chosŏn-Ming relations
developed largely peaceably, its early years were plagued with uncertainty and mistrust. As the
Hongwu emperor refused to recognize King T’aejo with patents of investiture, both the Ming and
Chosŏn talked of war, but when the Ming descended into civil war after his death, his successors
invested King T’aejong as the “King of Chosŏn.”130 The Hongwu emperor also explicitly prohibited
his descendants from invading a set of foreign countries, which included Korea, in his ancestral
injunctions. These two gestures, tacit acknowledgment of Chosŏn’s legitimacy, and the abjuration of
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future aggression, should have been ample guarantee of Chosŏn’s political autonomy, but they were
nevertheless unconvincing.131 For one, the Yongle emperor had not only disregarded his father’s
instructions regarding the line of imperial succession by usurping the throne, he also flouted the
injunction against foreign aggression by invading and conquering Vietnam in 1407.132
The conquest of Vietnam, and other Ming expansionist activities during this early fifteenth
century, elicited anxiety at the Chosŏn court. News of the conquest led to worry that Korea might
one day fall to the same fate. One Chosŏn courtier remarked that Vietnam, as a “small country,” to
be invaded by “all the troops under heaven,” “could [not] have stood a chance.” King T’aejong
agreed. In his eyes, “the emperor has always loved vainglory and delighted in triumph,” and so any
small failure in recognizing his superiority will be exploited as pretext to “launch an invasion.” The
king agreed with his officials that constructing fortifications and stockpiling provisions would be
necessary in the event of war, but he placed his faith on diplomacy, a stance he maintained through
the rest of his reign.133 T’aejong believed, in essence, the root of the matter was the emperor’s
vainglory; so long as his pride could be satisfied, diplomacy alone should be enough to ward off the
fate suffered by Vietnam. As a part of this “diplomacy of utmost sincerity” (至誠事大), T’aejong
called for a special round of civil service examinations that asked its candidates to write mock
memorials to congratulate the emperor’s victories.134 Only eight days after Ming envoys came with
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an imperial proclamation declaring victory over the Vietnamese, T’aejong dispatched an embassy
bearing such a letter of congratulations to the triumphant emperor.135
Later in the year, the Yongle emperor sought to allay the possible worries of the Chosŏn
king by explaining the justifications for his actions to a Chosŏn envoy. He had intervened on behalf
of the Trần (陳朝 1225–1400) rulers who were usurped by Lê Quý Ly (黎季犛 also Hồ Quý Ly
胡季犛 1336–1407).136 This casus belli may have only exacerbated tensions in Chosŏn, for T’aejong
too had questionable claims to dynastic legitimacy. Not only did he and his father usurp the throne
from the Koryŏ rulers, he had also wrested power after murdering rival claimants, two of his
younger brothers, in 1398. Moreover, the emperor had not in fact restored the Trần, but instead
annexed Vietnam as a Ming province.137 Yongle, believing the Chosŏn king would denounce his
activities as “war-making in distant lands,” asked a Chosŏn envoy to “explain the matter clearly to
[his] king.” He did not want T’aejong to think the cause for restoration was merely pretext for
conquest. He defended himself, arguing he had “no choice” in the matter because the Lê had already
killed off the Trần scions, leaving no legitimate claimants for him to support. Evidently unaware of
the Chosŏn ruler’s capacity for political machination, the Yongle emperor assumed T’aejong would
only have “misunderstood” him because he was a “bookish man,” too naive to understand the
“villainy of the Lê.”138
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Whatever effect the Yongle emperor’s assurances had, the specter of Ming expansionism
reared again, once more raising alarm in Chosŏn. After Vietnam was subdued, the Yongle emperor
soon turned his war machine to Mongolia. In 1413, news of a massive movement of Ming troops to
the Mongolian frontier sparked another round of debates in Chosŏn. A Korean-born eunuch, Yun
Pong (尹鳳 fl. 1400–1450) also informed a Chosŏn emissary that the emperor considered building
three thousand warships for an invasion of Japan. Court officials suggested that the king dispatch
military officers to the both the “western and eastern borders [i.e. along the Yalu river and the
southeastern coast]” to make war preparations. They feared that once the war in Mongolia
concluded, the Ming emperor would then turn his acquisitive attention to Chosŏn. T’aejong,
however, was assured that the Ming had no intention of including Korea in its territorial designs,
since the Ming emperor “had not lately treated [Chosŏn] any differently from before.”139
The court debated the proper response for several days. Not all Chosŏn officials shared in
the king’s faith that since Korea “has served the greater [state] with sincerity,” they had nothing to
fear. The minister Ha Yun 河崙 (1347–1416) reminded the king that diplomacy had been a tool of
past emperors in strategies of divide and conquer. An aggressor could use false promises of peace to
pick off rival states one by one. He implored the king to at least fortify the capital city. One
suggested that an alliance could be made with Japan to fend off a potential invasion.140 The king
explained he had given all this consideration. If the emperor really “intended to campaign east” to
conquer Chosŏn, then such a “fate would be unavoidable.” Only then, when he “had no other
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choice,” would he follow their suggestions. The Chosŏn king was particularly dismissive of the
notion of fortifying the capital:
If the situation deteriorates to the point that the only thing we can do is hold fast to our capital city,
what would be left of the state to speak of? All things have their rise and fall. The emperor disobeyed
his father’s commands and seized the throne for himself. He invaded Jiaozhi [i.e. Vietnam] to the
south, and now he attacks the deserts of the north. With what leisure is he to turn East [towards us?].
If there really is going to be difficulties, then we will just raise troops and meet him in the field, what
benefit is there in waiting inside our walls?141

The king acknowledged the merit of preparing against contingencies, but found the
defensive posture of his officials overly passive and ultimately self-defeating. Though still convinced
that the Ming, already burdened with war elsewhere, would not invade Chosŏn, T’aejong did not
preclude such a possibility in his calculations.142 In this vein, T’aejong’s diplomacy of “serving the
great,” was not a passive reaction to Ming power, but a strategy that both anticipated a vast
differential in power and sought to preserve a space for Korean agency. The goal was not to defeat a
Ming invasion by the walls of the Chosŏn capital, but to prevent it from materializing all together.
It is remarkable that T’aejong maintained a consistent diplomatic approach, without
resorting to preemptive military solutions, despite the near unanimous advice of his officials. The
king’s preferences could be generalized for Chosŏn policy towards the Ming for all of its early
history. Relying on diplomacy for security, however consistent it looks in hindsight, was not seen as
the default answer by the Chosŏn court.143 Diplomacy was one course of action among many.
T’aejong’s confidence in it rested on a judgment of the state of Ming politics and his evaluation of
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imperial intentions. He had no illusions about the emperor’s motivations in the invasion of Vietnam,
which he called a “moral error” of the emperor, but he saw the Mongolian campaigns to be
motivated by a different set of priorities. As a war to eliminate “brigands at [the Ming’s own] front
gates,” it concerned the Ming’s own security. Since the emperor thus far treated Chosŏn with
“extreme generosity,” Chosŏn’s diplomacy appeared to be working. In his reckoning, an “alliance
with the superior state” was enough to “preserve this one region [i.e. Korea],” though he ultimately
still acknowledged that “securing this fiefdom” may one day still require “stockpiling grain and
training troops.”144
King T’aejong could not have made his strategic assessments without the steady relay of
information about the Ming from his envoys. Here, as elsewhere, diplomacy was not only a
mechanism for engaging the Ming, but was also a conduit for intelligence. This relationship between
the flow of information about the Ming and broader strategic considerations persisted well after
fears of invasion subsided. For example, in 1481 Chosŏn learned from its emissaries that the Ming
wished to establish a fortress near the Chosŏn border in order to protect Chosŏn embassies from
marauding Jurchens. The court official Yang Sŏngji 梁誠之 (1415–1482) found this development
worrisome. He explained that the Ming Hongwu emperor’s willingness “to allow Chosŏn’s own
sovereignty in rule” was not simply because of cultural differences between Korea and China.145 It
was rather because Korea had successfully resisted the aggressions of past imperial dynasties. None
among them, whether the native Chinese Han, Sui, and Tang nor the conquest regimes of the Liao,
Jin, and Yuan, could subjugate Korea completely with its armies. In other words, Korean autonomy
rested on its ability to resist militarily. Now that the Ming was extending its power with new
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fortifications in Liaodong, it narrowed the natural geographical buffer between the Ming and the
Chosŏn, leaving only “one day’s distance” between the new Ming fortress and the Yalu River. He
wrote:
For now, there may be no problem [with the Ming]. But, five hundred years from now, how are we to
know that there will not be [a ruler] who abuses arms and indulges in the martial? Or [a ruler] who
loves vainglory and delights in triumph?146

When the Yongle emperor perished during a campaign in Mongolia, his grandiose ambitions died
with him. No other Ming emperor would attempt to subjugate his neighbors as he did. The clarity of
hindsight assures us that Chosŏn-Ming relations were to remain relatively peaceful, but Chosŏn
court did not have the benefit of prescience in its political calculus. The Chosŏn, while ever
conscious of the delicacy of its relationship with a giant neighbor, could not have known that history
would unfold as it did. Echoing King T’aejong’s description of the Yongle emperor as a ruler
enamored of vainglory and triumph, Yang warned that such a ruler may have been no more, but that
did not mean another emperor with the same flaws might not one day take his place.
For these reasons, imperial aggression, even when it was not directed towards Korea, stirred
up considerable anxiety in the early Chosŏn court. When Ming armies did one day come to Korea, it
was to defend it from a Japanese invasion in 1592. The experience of the subsequent Imjin War
might suggest that Chosŏn’s allegiance to the Ming was for protection, but Chosŏn never anticipated
such a cataclysmic invasion from the east, let alone pursue a consistent diplomatic policy for two
centuries for such a goal. What the Chosŏn really sought from diplomacy was protection from the

Yang thus implored the king to use diplomacy to prevent the Ming from establishing the fortress. He proposed that
the king bribe the Ming Korean eunuch Chŏng Tong and appeal to a Korean palace lady, who was the king’s great-aunt
to convince the Ming emperor to cancel these plans. Yang’s plan was rejected, but not because for lack of agreement.
Both the king and the officials shared Yang’s anxiety that the expansion of Ming control would “be of no benefit [our]
country.” At the moment the Chosŏn court, already locked in debate over the overweening demands of Chŏng Tong
and the perceived undue influence of Lady Han, balked at relying on them for yet another matter. With its hands tied,
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Ming, not by it. With such anxieties at play, any information regarding imperial designs shaped policy
debates at the Chosŏn court.
Critique of Empire
As Korean emissaries kept an eye on the state of Ming politics, the Chosŏn became privy to
court intrigue and palace coups, along with the personal moral failings of the Ming emperor. Korean
envoy testimonies spoke of the scandal and violence that surrounded the nexus of imperial power.
As historians of China have long noted, Chosŏn record-keepers, unconcerned with the taboos of
lèse-majesté, had no compunction casting the imperial person or his rule in a negative light.147 David
Robinson, for example, has drawn on Korean sources extensively in his study on the economy of
violence at the Ming court. Chosŏn envoys related in gory detail the aftermath of the attempted
coup by the palace eunuch Cao Jixiang in 1461. When this massive mutiny of Mongol military units
in the Ming capital, was suppressed, several thousand were dead with eight hundred executed by
slicing. For the three next days, it rained, and “water, mixed with blood, flooded the forbidden
palace.”148 The envoy report then appended a verbatim copy of the Yingzong emperor’s
proclamation, but made no additional comment on the matter. The bloodshed, even if exaggerated,
was a chilling reminder of the violence that lay behind imperial authority. This awareness did not
prevent the Chosŏn court from dispatching an envoy in the next month bearing memorials of
congratulations to the Ming court, singing the same praises of august majesty and eternal peace as
other memorials that came before.149
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Reports detailing the carnage of Ming imperial politics, are in good company. The Chosŏn
Veritable Records relates no discussion of the Cao Jixiang, likely because the affair had no immediate
consequences for the Chosŏn court. Events concerning Korea are another matter. In such cases,
even scandal from the emperor’s seraglio did not escape the Chosŏn court’s attention. In 1424, an
envoy returned to Chosŏn after the Yongle emperor’s death. He had discovered the tragic fates of
several Korean women who were sent to the imperial harem. According to his informants, a Korean
nurse at the service of one of the Korean concubines and a Korean-born eunuch at the Ming palace,
the women were implicated in a series of purges and massacres. A Chinese concubine by the name
of Lü (呂) tried to befriend a Korean concubine, Lady Yŏ (呂), by claiming virtual kinship with her
on the basis of their shared surname. Lady Yŏ, however, snubbed Lü. Thus spurned, Lü sought
vengeance against Yŏ. Lü accused Yŏ of poisoning another Korean concubine, Lady Kwŏn, causing
her death. The emperor, who had favored Kwŏn, was enraged, and executed Lady Yŏ along with
several hundred others in the palace, including many of the palace ladies presented to the Ming court
from Korea. Eventually, Lü was discovered to have engaged in sexual relations with palace eunuchs.
The emperor had her servants questioned. Under torture, they confessed to conspiring to assassinate
the emperor. The Yongle emperor personally attended to their executions by dismemberment. In all,
two-thousand and eight-hundred individuals perished, but not before some of them cursed the
emperor saying, “It was your own penis that shriveled, how could you have blamed her for having
an affair with a young eunuch?” When the Yongle emperor died, the two Korean concubines who
had survived all hanged themselves to join the emperor in his sepulcher.150
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Such information managed to escape the confines of the inner palace, and traveled, with
Chosŏn envoys to Korea, and preserved in the records kept by Chosŏn’s court historians. A policy
of “serving the greater” and declarations of “admiring China” did not mean Koreans entertained
romantic fantasies about the Ming. Effusive literary declarations of Ming imperial virtue did not
prevent open discussion about the failure of the imperial person in living up to those ideals. Chosŏn
envoys had no qualms appraising the failures of Ming emperors and blamed them for the perceived
devolution of court politics and Ming governance. Consider the ways in which they described the
Zhengde emperor. Early in his reign, the reports merely remarked that he was “an immature and
young ruler, who did not like listening to sound words.” He ignored the remonstrance of his
officials and neglected the duties of government. He often did not hold court until well past noon,
leaving his courtiers to wait outside with until their feet were frozen. But, at least he was said to have
“approved all matters presented to him by the chief ministers of the Six Boards.” In the meantime,
he devoted his time to “childish games,” and because of the favor he bestowed on the eunuchs,
“none among the court officials did not acquiesce” to them in all matters.151 An envoy report only
one year later, however, remarked that the “emperor grew lazier by the day," and did not hold court
more than once or twice a year.” Things had devolved to the point that whenever the envoy tried to
ask the Chinese about contemporary affairs, they “covered their mouths and ran away,” unwilling to
speak of such matters.152 Ming interpreters (xuban 序班) who worked at the Huitong House
nonetheless divulged a few things here and there. The emperor now took up dressing up as a
Mongol warrior, complete with “felt caps, leather coats, robes, and socks” and ordered his eunuchs
to role-play with him, “calling each other ‘barbarians,’ and “galloping around on horseback day and
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night, not returning [to the palace] for the whole evening.” When one loyal eunuch tried to reproach
his ruler, the emperor answered, “you are by nature loyal and straightforward; it would be good if we
sent you to a post to Nanjing,” and had him assassinated on the way. According to the report, after
this incident, no one else dared remonstrate with the emperor.153 From the emperor’s infatuation
with a young catamite leading to disinterest in his harem, to the outbreak of rebellions led by
imperial princes, reports of the Zhengde emperor’s private indulgences and his troubled reign
continued to flow into the Chosŏn court.154
In 1521, when the Zhengde emperor embarked on a campaign to put down a rebellion by
the Prince of Ning, which, to the emperor’s chagrin, had been taken care of by a local official, Wang
Shouren 王守仁 (1472–1529).155 In time, it became a tour of indulgence of the Ming’s southern
territories. A Chosŏn envoy who returned from Beijing that year remarked that “what the emperor
has done, was like child’s play,” and cannot be compared to actions of other indulgent rulers, such
as Chen Houzhu, or Sui Yangdi, who ultimately lost their states to conquest and rebellion. The
returning Chosŏn emissary assured the king that even though he “expected that [the Ming] would
certainly be in danger of being destroyed,” he found that “the common people are not especially
worried or anguished.” Though the emperor’s frolicking has caused suffering in the places he has
visited, the “court officials managed all sorts of affairs with utmost diligence.”156 Several decades
later, during the reign of the Zhengde emperor’s cousin and successor the Jiajing emperor, the tenor
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of Chosŏn envoy reports took a marked turn. One Chosŏn envoy, Yu Insuk 柳仁淑 (1485–1545),
described the Jiajing emperor’s excursion to Huguang in 1539:
From a [Ming] hostel officer I heard that [the emperor] was accompanied by a hundred thousand
soldiers, three thousand eunuchs, two thousand officers, and a thousand officials. Palace ladies were
carried in ten separate carts, with each cart holding five. The soldiers and horses in the retinue
suffered from thirst but could not drink. When they reached the Yellow River, they [competed] to
drink, climbing and trampling over one another. Many drowned as a result of this. The emperor
behaves as such; and at court, there is not one good person. All vie among each other to fawn and
flatter, tending to the emperor’s will. When auspicious clouds appeared when the emperor appointed
his Crown Prince, the officials all submitted memorials of congratulations, [for example].
Even though the Zhengde emperor was neglectful and licentious, there were still [good] people in the
imperial court and he left [the duties] of governance to respected officials. For this reason, all-underheaven was not so disturbed. The emperor is obstinately self-willed and there is no matter in the
empire that he does not preside over. When there is someone who remonstrates directly, they are put
under heavy punishment, and all are now silent. 157

Ming politics had deteriorated considerably in the eyes of the Chosŏn officials. Although both
Zhengde and Jiajing were licentious, the Jiajing emperor was also an autocrat, overruling his own
officials and incompetently interfering with their. The report also implicated Ming officials for
playing to the emperor’s desires, critiquing especially the presenting congratulations on meaningless
omens.
The irony of recriminating fawning Ming officials was that the Chosŏn court presented the
same sorts of flattering memorials to curry imperial favor, such as the 1542 “congratulating” the
emperor for escaping assassination at the hands of his harem. The Chosŏn too was complicit in the
adulation of it believed to be a morally bankrupt imperial regime. But, the outward celebration of the
execution of the palace-women-turned-rebels concealed a sharp sense of disapproval of the Ming
emperor himself. When the court first learned of the affair, it speculated that such a dramatic turn
events could only be due to the emperor’s personal failings. One member, Kwŏn Pal who had been
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an envoy to the Ming, blamed it on the emperor’s neglect of government, his failure of moral selfregulation, and his general indolence. When an emperor “does not cultivate [his body] or order [his
household], and is constantly in the company of women and girls,” how can he be expected to
“govern the state?” The complete deterioration of “moral standards” (紀綱) would inevitably lead to
disaster. With these “internal disturbances,” it would only be a matter of time before “barbarians will
descend” upon the empire.158 Kwŏn Pal’s concern was warranted, for only a month earlier, an
interpreter arrived sent by the Imperial Birthday envoy, had arrived to relay news of a massive
Mongol incursion in the border of Shanxi.159
Information about Ming politics envoys reports brought to the Chosŏn guided not only
Chosŏn policy making and diplomacy, but also became the basis for evaluating Ming governance of
China. Pithy appraisals of nearly every Ming ruler could be found in Korean sources. By in large they
do not depart far from how they are described in Chinese historical accounts. King T’aejo once
described the Hongwu emperor to have “killed excessively,” as even his “founding officials and
important advisers could not preserve themselves.”160 His son T’aejong repeatedly condemned the
Yongle emperor’s love of glory. The Chenghua emperor was notorious for giving his eunuchs free
rein, while Zhengde could not cease with “childish games.”161 A Chosŏn high official went as far to
say that it was only “appropriate that a muddleheaded ruler” like Jiajing “suffered an [attempted]
assassination.”162 The early Chosŏn court, its rulers, officials and historians would probably agree,
more or less, with the appraisals of the sixteen emperors of the Ming dynasty by the American
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historian Sarah Schneewind.163 They were “respectively, murderous, impractical, grandiose, sickly,
licentious, vainglorious, improvident, doltish, hen-pecked, bibulous, self-indulgent, profligate,
completely irresponsible, debauched, frivolous, and ineffectual.” Yet, a resoundingly negative image
of Ming rulers did not prevent the Chosŏn court from adhering to a diplomatic posture of
reverence. Just as Schneewind has asked of “the loyalty, the lifetime service, even the death as
faithful martyrs of many of their subjects,” a similar question could be asked of the Chosŏn court.
Why?164
That this outward presentation of reverence was only an expedient means to avert Ming
intervention in Korean affairs is a tempting answer. The Chosŏn court, even as it observed what it
took to be the Ming court’s political degeneration, never voiced its criticisms openly to a Ming
audience. In moments where the Ming had the most reason to doubt its own authority, the Chosŏn
envoys came to gently stroke away the anxieties of those in power. When examined in terms of the
envoy mission’s function of intelligence gathering, interpreting Chosŏn behavior as a utilitarian
“outward obeisance” appears even more convincing. The Chosŏn was mainly interested in Ming
politics for how its developments affected Korea. The state of Ming governance in China was
generally abstracted from the day-to-day operation of Chosŏn politics. Only when border conflicts
or imperial invasion threatened Chosŏn’s security did they matter. The excesses of one individual
Ming ruler did not matter, so long as diplomacy could stave off the immediate effects of his failings.
The problem with the utilitarian view is that it alone cannot account for the full range of
information that the Chosŏn envoys actually brought back. Intelligence was but only one area of
information transmission; Chosŏn interest in the Ming was not limited to areas of realpolitik. Envoys,
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often with directives from the court, also brought back observations of Ming customs, institutions,
and rituals. The travelogue of the Corrector for the 1576 embassy, Cho Hŏn 趙憲 (1544–1592),
enumerated a number of aspects of Ming society as models for Korean emulation. From their
personal experiences in China, envoys like Cho Hŏn acquired an appreciation for everything from
“China’s urban economic development” to its cultural accomplishments. Scholars like Xu Dongri
and Chen Shangsheng have argued that these attitudes gradually entered Chosŏn discourse in
general and became an important way the Chosŏn imagined Ming China.165 That envoys such as
Cho turned to the Ming for institutional, social, and political inspiration, has been read as indicative
of a “whole hearted acceptance of Chinese culture.”166
How, then, should these dimensions—the utilitarian goals of diplomacy, the critical gaze that
fell on the imperial state, and what appears to be a sincere admiration for Ming institutions—be
reconciled? Though Chen Shangsheng has argued that envoys like Cho Hŏn displayed “an attitude
of sincere attraction and active osmosis,”167 he also noted that proposals for reforming Korean
society along Ming lines were seldom taken-up wholesale. The appropriation of Ming institutions
was a selective process. Recognizing this selectivity is key. Zealous reformers like Cho Hŏn selected
models for emulation in ways informed by their own political goals. Cho Hŏn judiciously weighed
the kinds of institutions that could be emulated and rejected ones he found unworthy of copying.
I underscore the process of appropriation over a process of transmission not simply as a
matter of emphasis. Appropriation in fact more accurately captures the social and intellectual
dynamics behind this cultural process. The transfer of Chinese practices to Korea is described in
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terms of Chinese “influence” over Korea, both in historical documents (i.e. hwa/hua 化) or in
analytical discourse (i.e. yŏnghyang/yingxiang 影響), but as Foucault stated, “the notion of influence”
is a “too magical a kind [of explanation]” for transmission to be “very amenable to analysis.”168
When examined more concretely, all processes of influence required agency on the part of the
influenced—in other words, they are really always processes of appropriation. The pertinent
questions are not of who influenced whom and what the content of that influence was, but what and
why one appropriated.
For Chosŏn courtiers and rulers alike, the Ming provided founts of examples from which
they could draw authority for their own arguments. Ming cases became points of reference for their
own political agenda. Awareness of Ming practice certainly shaped Chosŏn court debates, but the
motivations were always tied up in Chosŏn concerns. During one royal lecture in 1509, Chungjong’s
advisers described their own experiences from traveling to Ming Beijing. One recounted an instance
where a Ming high-official was punished with severe beatings over a minor offense. Lamenting the
excesses of Ming punitive measures, Sŏng Hŭiyŏn used the example of Ming punitive excess to
argue for leniency for another Chosŏn official. In the same lecture, Sŏng praised the Ming’s use of a
systematic mechanism for assessing the merits and accomplishments of court officials. Ming
governance, then, provided case examples of statecraft in action, not a model for unqualified
emulation. It was possible for courtiers to borrow the authority of the imperial state to justify their
own policy point, as Sŏng did.169 But pressure for reform according to the model of Ming Chinese
institutions could always be deflected with a simple acknowledgment that “there is much in [Korea]
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that do not follow Chinese institutions—there is no need to change everything.”170 To see Ming
institutions, not as models for emulation, but as cases for illustration, also absolve the need to
dichotomize Chosŏn opinions of the Ming in terms of positive and negative appraisals. Instead,
these divergent responses can be understood to form a “knowledge of empire,” inextricably bound
with Chosŏn’s own concerns. Information about the imperial state was not only filtered through the
critical gaze of Chosŏn observers, but also strategically deployed in the politics of the Korean court.
Constitutive of this “knowledge of empire,” critiques of the imperial person are then
metonymic of a broader dynamic of implicit comparison and reflection. The excesses of imperial
politics was enough to shake the confidence of the Chosŏn court, but imperial profligacy could also
serve as a perfect, negative example for what a ruler should not do. When Kwŏn Pal condemned the
Jiajing emperor in 1542, he evoked the lessons of self-cultivation and self-regulation in the Greater
Learning in his critique of monarchical despotism. When he, and other Korean officials, appealed to
these enlightened rulership in their moralizing diagnosis of Ming decline, one wonders whether they
were in fact veiled reminders for their own rulers on the dangers of monarchical excess.171 Kwŏn’s
ruler, Chungjong, for example was known for punishing officials who were too forward in their
remonstrance. The so-called “literati purges” (sahwa 士禍) of 1498 and 1504, carried out by his
predecessor Yŏnsangun, and the 1519 purge that Chungjong enacted himself could not have been
too far distant in the court’s collective memory.172 Negative portrayals of the Zhengde emperor, for
instance, could have been used to justify the 1506 removal of the unpopular ruler Yŏnsangun, and as
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such, was an implicit check on monarchical excess.173 Much like the inculcation of Neo-Confucian
programs of self-cultivation to Chosŏn monarchs, it was another technique for court officials and
the educated elite they represented to circumscribe the authority of the Korean throne.174 In this
broad program of reining in the monarch, the excesses and failures of Ming emperors might have
provided ready examples to illustrate the validity of their remonstrances. Whereas their literati
counterparts in the Ming could only resort on the historical examples of long dead rulers to
remonstrate with their own rulers, thanks to likes of Zhengde and Jiajing, Korean court officials
could draw on the examples provided by living monarchs.
Conclusion
The practices described in this chapter worked consistently through the entire duration of
Chosŏn-Ming relations. The regularity of envoy dispatch has justified seeing Chosŏn-Ming exchange
from the rubric of the “tributary system.” Yet, it was often the microcosmic, incidental, and barely
visible interactions that made regular envoy missions possible. In these interactions, a different kind
of historicity appears, where the diverse actors involved could appropriate existing institutions for
ulterior ends. The ideological, discursive, and social context of tributary exchange made
appropriation possible, but in doing so, they also became subject to reinvention. Viewed from the
bird’s eye, the continuity and regularity of envoy travel appears an unchanging fact of Chosŏn-Ming
diplomacy; viewed on the ground, however, we see that it was constituted by a host of minute
practices subject to revision and restructuring. What looks like a static feature was in fact the
coalescing of a variety of dynamic processes.
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Viewing envoy travel through the lens of knowledge and its asymmetry makes this point
clear. The Chosŏn court did not collect intelligence about the Ming for curiosity’s sake, but rather
because what it garnered was vital to its activities. Imperial succession, frontier unrest, or matters of
Korea’s prestige and position in the Ming court all had consequential implications for Chosŏn.
These issues were doubly important because Chosŏn engaged the Ming on terms of extreme
asymmetry. Every single imperial agent its emissaries encountered could potentially ruin a Chosŏn
embassy, but this dynamic did not render Chosŏn powerless. Ming policy was rarely unitary and its
representatives were often disaggregated and dispersed. Awareness of how each disparate part
functioned and investment in ties with different echelons of Ming administration could allow a
Chosŏn embassy considerable discretion in moving through its cracks. In other words, intimate
knowledge of Ming politics, institutions, and interest could convert asymmetry into an advantage.
Chosŏn may have been relative powerless before each, individual imperial agent, but mastering the
workings of empire made it extremely effective in the broader context.175
Knowing empire and investing in empire were dialectical. Lateral connections with Ming
agents, then, can be seen as a form of investment in networks of patrimonial relations. Frequent
missions provided the Chosŏn court an opportunity to maintain and upkeep this network, which
extended beyond Chosŏn’s border, well into the Ming capital. When Ming border officials,
interpreters, merchants, Jurchen chieftains and other local figures entered into transactions of trade,
news, and favors, they were integrated into the sociological fact of empire. The gifts and favors used
to maintain these links were certainly costly for the Chosŏn court, but like any form of investment, it
was loaded with risk and did not always earn anticipated returns. It is possible to view these
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practices, as Chosŏn envoys often did, as “corruption.” But, even they (who were usually quite
removed from these activities) tolerated them, and tacitly allowed their underlings, career
interpreters to carry them out. It is also possible to see these parasitic figures on the tribute route as
potential allies or sources of valuable information. For those who had to carry out the day-to-day
business of an embassy, it was this systemic “corruption” that made a successful envoy mission
possible. In sum, these phenomena, far from aberrations, were essential for the regular operations of
an envoy mission and its dual purpose of diplomacy and intelligence.
This is not to discount the role of envoy missions as diplomatic ritual. They certainly
contributed to maintaining peaceable relations with the Ming. Envoy missions were one among a
“range of flexible institutional and discursive tools with which to resolve conflicts,” the tributary
system provided. Chosŏn missions signaled normality to the Ming, but, as the only substantive form
of sustained contact, also quite literally constituted normality through its performance of hierarchy.
The enduring peace the Ming and Chosŏn enjoyed then cannot be attributed simply to the Ming’s
“commitment not to exploit.”176
While it has now been a truism that the Ming court largely left Chosŏn to its own devices in
domestic affairs, such a result was not a natural outgrowth of something inherent to interstate
relations in East Asia nor to the Chinese imperial tradition. The Ming founder in theory guaranteed
Korean sovereignty and listed Korea (and many other neighboring states) among the “countries that
should never be invaded,” the value of these assurances were dubious, especially when his son, the
Yongle emperor, violated this injunction. Hindsight allows us to see these centuries as time of
enduring peace, but from the vantage of Chosŏn actors, there was little guarantee of such a result.
There is no way to know what would have happened if the Chosŏn court ceased its envoy missions
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and did not constantly remind the Ming of its commitment to moral empire and non-intervention.
The absence of direct intervention, instead, was at least partially related to Chosŏn’s careful
management of this relationship, not least of all through an exploitation of its asymmetrical dynamic.
Ever since Fairbank’s The Chinese World Order, there is also a tendency to conflate the
“tributary system” with the political designs prerogatives of imperial China. Given that the Chosŏn
court invested enormously in its upkeep, such a view is extremely reductive. At the very least for the
period in question, the Chosŏn court co-constructed with the Ming its basic institutions, if not most
of the burden for sustaining its operations. The Chosŏn also saw the “tributary system” as a
“legitimate institution,” but that legitimacy did not derive from it being a Chinese invention or its
imperial use.177 The extensive documentation of realpolitik considerations and the frequent, often
candid, appraisals of Ming politics ought to dispel any misconception that the Koreans viewed the
Ming court as an inherently moral institution. The tributary system, its rules, and its principles were
legitimate, along with the Confucian discourse that described it, but in Korean eyes, the legitimacy of
the Ming, the tributary system, along with those of the Chosŏn court itself derived from the same
universal principles.
Appeals to and the performance of ideals of empire did not automatically translate into a
wholesale worship of things Ming (or Chinese), despite Korean declarations to that effect in
numerous diplomatic dispatches and letters. Conversesly, critiques of Ming rule and practices in
envoy reports should not be read as Korean rejection of ritual hierarchy, or even of the Ming itself.
Neither wayward emperors nor their uncouth agents undermined these ideals, but rather served as
negative models of what things ought to be. The critiques themselves echoed an ideal of empire and
the moral injunctions of proper Confucian governance. Garret Mattingly, while discussing medieval
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European diplomacy, wrote the following of the relationship between an idealized community of
Christendom and the often violent political reality of the times: “Like other creatures, princes and
republics were prone to sin and error. That did not impugn the validity of the norms by which their
conduct must be judged.... it had not yet been suggested that in these matters society might
accomplish more just by expecting less.”178 The discourse of moral empire in East Asia may have
functioned similarly—those who participated in the system did not believe that the ideal
corresponded to reality, but that the imperfections of human action do not in themselves undercut
the norms that ought to govern it. For Chosŏn Korea, the celebration of the Ming as moral empire
was not to curry favor. Instead they, were a way shape the political commitments of the imperial
state in order to bind the empire to its own political ideals.
The realm of ideology and the sphere of political action were seldom mutually exclusive, and
as was the case in Chosŏn-Ming relations, were intertwined dialectically. What the sociological facts
of empire, their idealizations, and the rituals that constitute these idealizations have in common are
that they were vulnerable to appropriation. Actors who came into contact into these processes,
whether manifested as patrimonial connections or symbols of authority, could employ these for
ulterior ends. The next chapter will examine one case, the rise and rule of a Korean prince who
commandeered the resources of empire for his own ends and rose to become the ruler of the
Chosŏn dynasty. In the process, he even appropriated the most important symbol of Chosŏn
dynastic rule and its connection with Ming empire par excellence—Ming patents of investiture—to
achieve his ambitious designs. While the case itself is extraordinary, the methods he used were not.
Empire for him, like scripture for the devil, was something to cite for his own purpose.
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Chapter 4
In Empire’s Name: Korean Diplomacy during The Rise and Rule of Prince
Suyang, 1449–1467
In 1455, Prince Suyang, 首陽大君 (Yi Yu 李瑈 1417–1468) usurped the throne of his
nephew Yi Hong’wi (李弘暐 1441–1457, known posthumously as King Tanjong 端宗 r. 1452–
1455). Suyang ruled as the seventh king of Chosŏn until death (King Sejo 世祖 r. 1455–1468).1
Marred by bloodshed and intrigue, his reign is one of the most controversial in the history of Korea.
Controversies over Suyang’s rise compromised the legitimacy of his successors, precipitating more
political violence, such as the literati purge of 1498. Modern historians continue to debate Suyang’s
reign as a watershed moment in Chosŏn’s history.2
Suyang was politically prominent well before his accession to the throne. He transmitted
royal orders on behalf of his ailing father King Sejong 世宗 (r. 1418–1450) and carried out
important ritual functions as the most senior member of the royal family when his older brother,
King Munjong 文宗 (r. 1450–1452), was debilitated by illness.3 Sejong and his successor,
Munjong, died within three years of each other, leaving the Chosŏn throne to Munjong’s teenage
son, Tanjong. Suyang exploited the power vacuum that ensued. The senior ministers Hwangbo In
皇甫仁 (?–1453) and Kim Chongsŏ 金宗瑞 (1383–1453) held the reins of state, but their
increasingly rivalrous relationship with Suyang escalated into decisive coup d’état in the tenth month
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of 1453. Suyang killed Hwangbo and Kim, along with their allies, accusing them of plotting to usurp
the throne in favor of Suyang’s younger brother, Prince Anp’yŏng 安平大君 (1418–1453). After
the coup, Suyang executed Anp’yŏng and seized control of the bureaucracy, paving the way for his
formal accession as king in the leap sixth month of 1455.4 When Suyang discovered a conspiracy to
restore Tanjong in the summer of 1456, he executed the instigators and forced his deposed nephew
to commit suicide in 1457.5 With Tanjong dead, the throne was securely in Suyang’s hands.
Existing studies usually focus on the political context of Suyang’s usurpation or how the
incident led to the later political divide between the so-called royalist “meritorious officials” (hun’gu
勳舊) and the self-righteous literati known as the Sarim (lit. “forest of scholars” 士林).6 The events
of Suyang’s reign thus foreshadow both later political factionalism and the “literati purges” of the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The role of diplomacy, however, has never been discussed in this
context. Suyang’s embassy to the Ming in 1453, only months before launching his coup d’état, for
instance, is mentioned only in passing, if at all, in modern accounts of his rise. This neglect is
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“Sejo ŭi chipgwŏn kwachŏng kwa sunhŭng” 世祖의 執權過程과 順興, Chung’ang saron 10·11 (December 1998): 55–
78; Or, they focus on the activities of Suyang’s political opponents. See for example, Kim Kyŏngsu 김경수, “Sejo tae
Tanjong pokwi undong kwa chŏngch’i seryok ŭi chaep’yŏn 세조대 단종복위운동과 정치세력의 재편,” Sahak
yŏn’gu, no. 83 (September 2006): 73–113; Pak Ch’ansu 朴贊洙, “Kŭmsŏng taegun ŭi Tanjong pokwi Sunhŭng ŭigŏ” 錦
城大君의 端宗復位 順興義擧, Minjok munhwa, no. 34 (January 2010): 273–306. For a relatively standard treatment of
Suyang’s rise, see Kang Jae-eun, The Land of Scholars: Two Thousand Years of Korean Confucianism, trans. Suzanne Lee
(Paramus, N.J: Homa & Seka Books, 2005), 237–245.
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understandable, since, with the exception of the first two Chosŏn rulers, the Ming generally granted
requests of investiture by Chosŏn kings. The gesture of recognition appears to be pro forma, a
foregone conclusion.7
Suyang’s use of diplomacy went beyond acquiring symbols of legitimacy through the rite of
investiture. He also made use of the whole gamut of techniques available to the Chosŏn court. He
cultivated lateral relations with Ming officials and crafted tailored representations of both his
kingship and his country. Suyang and his supporters converted asymmetries of power and
knowledge into political initiative and exploited diplomacy for their own political goals. A coup d’état
from within, Suyang’s accession had everything to do with exploiting diplomatic channels to his
advantage. Foreign relations, in this case, was part and parcel of a contest for domestic power.
Suyang’s strategic use of established diplomatic institutions for partisan benefit and his
ability to maneuver the mechanics of power in the Ming institutions caution against the reading of
Chosŏn-Ming relations only in terms of state level interactions.8 Suyang’s achievements certainly
reflected existing strategies and are useful illustrations of the mechanisms of interchange between
the Ming and Chosŏn courts, but they should not simply be read as a reflection of so-called
“tributary relations” at work. Instead of arguing for the representativeness of Suyang’s case as
illustrations of a “system,” this chapter will examine how various contingencies came together with
existing practices, and ultimately shaped later practice. It treats diplomatic practice not as an
unchanging modus operandi that followed fixed rules, but an evolving set of practical repertoires.

Investiture and proclamations were seen, by the late Ming, to be routine gestures. “All matters of importance” were to
be announced to the Korean kingdom of Chosŏn and the Ming sent an envoy to announce matters related to imperial
succession. Yan Congjian 嚴從簡 Shuyu zhouzi lu 殊域周咨錄 1:9b: 天朝亦厚禮之 異於他蕃 每朝廷大事 必遣
頒詔於其國 告哀請封 必遣近臣及行人吊祭 冊封之例以為常.
7

This has been the general approach taken in readings of Sino-Korean relations from a political science perspective. For
a summary of recent approaches, see David C. Kang, “International Relations Theory and East Asian History: An
Overview,” Journal of East Asian Studies 13, no. 2 (August 2013): 181–205.
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Diplomacy is doubly important because Suyang’s gradual ascent, from a powerful prince in
1450 to the undisputed ruler of Chosŏn in 1457, coincided with a period of dynastic crisis in the
Ming. In 1450, the Ming throne in Beijing briefly sat empty; the Mongol commander Esen Taishi
captured the Yingzong emperor (英宗 r. 1436–1449, 1457–1464) after the destruction of the Ming
army in Tumu (Tumu zhi bian 土木之變). The Ming court, led by the War Minister Yu Qian 于謙
(1398–1457) installed Yingzong’s younger brother on the throne as the Jingtai emperor (景泰帝 r.
1450–1457). In 1450, the Ming dispatched Ni Qian (倪謙 ?–1479) to announce the sudden
accession of the Jingtai emperor. When he arrived, neither the Chosŏn king, Sejong, nor his crown
prince (later King Munjong 文宗 r. 1450–1452) were ready to receive him. When told they were
bedridden with illness, the envoy grew suspicious, fearing that Chosŏn may “harbor a second heart”
because of what he had termed, rather euphemistically, the Ming court’s recent “incidents.” His
worries that Chosŏn would renounce its loyalty to the Ming were soon allayed, once Prince Suyang
came to welcome the envoy at the head of the other royal princes.9 Esen returned Yingzong to the
Ming court, but the former emperor was sequestered in virtual house arrest. Several disgruntled
officials launched their own coup d’état, the so-called “storming of the gates,” (duomen zhi bian 奪門之
變) that reinstated Yingzong in 1457.10 The period of dynastic instability led to heightened

Ni Qian 倪謙 Chaoxian jishi 朝鮮紀事 in Congshu jicheng chubian 叢書集成初編 Jilu huibian 記錄彙編 v. 65,
6-7, 11:今始言病 詐也 毋得因朝廷有事，輒懷二心. Ni Qian’s travelogue took pains to document the names and
ranks of the various members of the Chosŏn court who welcomed him. As Philip de Heer explains, Ni’s attentive
documentation was related to the sensitive circumstances accompanying the accession of the Jingtai emperor. Since
proclamations of imperial accession were supposed to be accepted in person by Korean rulers, Ni’s failure to meet the
king placed the envoy in difficult straits. An envoy had proclaim the imperial edict to the proper recipient, on pain of
death, as one Ming envoy to Champa would discover in 1481. He had neglected to find the Champa ruler and
proclaimed the edict to his nobles. Hewas accused of deceiving the imperial court and was summarily executed. Ni, by
showing that the Chosŏn court took pains to attend to matters of protocol and that Suyang in fact represented the
throne, may have absolved himself of potential accusations of dereliction. See MS f. 324, p. 8389; Philip de Heer, “Three
Embassies to Seoul: Sino-Korean Relations in the 15th Century,” 246, esp. n. 15.
9

For a full length study of these issues see Philip de Heer, The Care-Taker Emperor: Aspects of the Imperial
Institution in Fifteenth-Century China as Reflected in the Political History of the Reign of Chu Ch’i-Yü (Leiden: Brill,
1986); for discussion in conjunction with Korea see Phillip Hasley Woodruff, “Foreign Policy and Frontier Affairs along
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diplomatic exchange. Imperial deaths and accessions had to be announced and reported while new
Korean rulers required investiture and their heirs apparent and consorts demanded recognition. All
of these affairs involved the exchange of emissaries. Dynastic upheaval was a source of insecurity for
both courts, but it also offered a valuable opportunity for Prince Suyang to actualize his political
ambitions. In using diplomacy, Suyang exploited fissures in the Ming bureaucracy and appropriated
symbolic repertoires connecting tribute, diplomacy, and royal authority to secure his accession and
legitimize his usurpation.
In spite of this heightened contact, Ming records make no mention of Suyang’s violent coup
d’état, his controversial elimination of his nephew, or the bloody purges that followed. Not only did
Suyang exploit diplomacy to take power, but he also did so while successfully concealing his
questionable legitimacy from the Ming court. This conspicuous omission in sources like the Ming
Veritable Records parallels the situation for other major political intrigues in the Chosŏn court. After a
coup removed Yŏnsangun and placed Chungjong on the throne in 1506, the Chosŏn court under
the control of the conspirators went to great lengths to secure the support of Ming officials and
palace eunuchs, all to ensure a document of investiture would be granted to the new king. Whereas
the Chosŏn Veritable Records relates numerous Ming rear palace scandals and political intrigues, similar
cases are virtually undocumented in Ming accounts.11
Suyang’s rise to power also showed the instrumentality of diplomacy. As king, Suyang
continued to exploit relations with the Ming for his own ends. The ideology of sadae that supposedly
drove the practice of the “tributary system,” Korea’s “admiration” for China and its “sincere”

the Northeast Frontier of the Ming Dynasty, 1350-1618: Tripartite Relations of the Ming Chinese, Korean Koryo, and
Jurchen-Manchu Tribesmen” (Ph.D., The University of Chicago, 1995), 157–165.
See Chapter 3; The Tumu incident, for instance, was reported in the Sejong sillok 125:24a [1449/09/29#2]; David M.
Robinson, “Korean Lobbying at the Ming Court: King Chungjong’s Usurpation of 1506: A Research Note,” Ming Studies
41, no. Spring 1 (1999): 37–53.
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submission, all became a part of a discursive repertoire, resources to be deployed at convenience.
On this count, it was hardly ideological at all, but rather a transactional motif that produced
momentary legibility between them. For Suyang, even as king, cordial relations with the Ming was
never an end in itself, but a means. He was more than willing to exploit Ming envoys and diplomacy
to his advantage, often in ways clearly contradictory to Ming interests and policy. Nevertheless,
Suyang, aware of his uncertain legitimacy went to great lengths to secure Ming support for his rule.
This was classic realpolitik, where ideological conformity mattered only insomuch as it could serve
the exercise of power. Suyang had appropriated the symbols of empire for other ends.
Suyang’s Embassy
No reliable contemporary sources about Suyang’s rise survive. Several accounts written by
contemporaries are now lost.12 Historians instead have to rely on the Tanjong Veritable Records. As
court annals, these Veritable Records all bear the mark of politically motivated redaction; it would be
naive to assume any work with the express purpose of leaving a “true record” for posterity was not
devoid of bias and political concern. The Tanjong Records was particularly compromised. When it was
first compiled, the Tanjong Records was dubbed the Daily Chronicles of Prince Nosan (魯山君日記), using
the deposed king’s princely title to reflect his alleged illegitimacy. The exact dates of its compilation
are unknown, but it was likely completed along with the Sejo Veritable Records, during the reign of
Suyang’s grandson, Sŏngjong (成宗 1469–1494).13 Their compilers had every reason to cast Suyang
in a positive light. The two individuals who directed the compilation of the Sejo annals, Sin Sukchu
申叔舟 (1417–1475) and Han Myŏnghoe 韓明澮 (1415–1487), were among Suyang’s chief

Written by Suyang’s supporters, they likely sought to legitimize Suyang’s seizure of the Chosŏn throne Kim
Youngdoo, “Making of Authority through History.”
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The Chronicle was not renamed to a Veritable Record until 1698 when King Sukchong rehabilitated Tanjong. See the
relevant explication notes for the Chosŏn Wangjo Sillok (http://sillok.history.go.kr/intro/haejae_fa.jsp).
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supporters and aided his rise to power. Sin Sukchu was the Recorder (sŏjanggwan 書狀官) who
accompanied Sejo on his embassy to the Ming and a chief envoy later. Han Myŏnghoe was already
one of Suyang’s close associates well before his accession.14 The portrayal of Suyang in the Tanjong
Records is indeed replete with the contrived hyperbole of hagiography, leaving its credibility suspect.
Reading the Tanjong Records requires caution. The lack of extant, corroborating sources
compounds problems endemic to historical interpretation based on court records. Its account of
Suyang’s diplomatic activities preceding his accession is no exception.15 The reading I offer will
manage, but not resolve these problems, by relying on a hermeneutic strategy of dual reading. On
the one hand, I will read the narrative as a fabrication to understand the kinds of political claims it
was meant to support. On the other, I will tentatively accept the version of the events narrated in
the account to see what strategies Suyang employed in diplomatic encounters. In other words, the
accounts are read concomitantly as post facto constructions of political legitimation and as naive
accounts of Suyang’s political self-fashioning. Instead of looking for what “really” happened, I will
try to understand what purpose these texts served, and the logics at work in both narrative modes.
Though a definitive account of events remains elusive, this mode of dual reading shows that the two
alternatives in fact converge on a consistent logic of political legitimation.
Suyang went to the Ming as the official Chosŏn envoy to express gratitude (謝恩使) for
Tanjong’s investiture in 1452. When the court debated over who to dispatch, Suyang volunteered
himself. His proposal was met with disapproval not only from his political rivals, the chief ministers
Hwangbo In, Kim Chongsŏ and his younger brother Anp’yŏng, but also his own advisers. They

Sejo sillok purok 47a-b: Sin Sukchu and Han Myŏnghoe were the directors of the Office of Historiography when the
Sejo annals were compiled. For Han’s career and his involvement in Suyang’s rise, see Kang Chehun 강제훈, “Chosŏn
ch’ogi hunch’ŏk Han Myŏnghoe ŭi kwanjik saenghwal kwa kŭ t’ŭkching 조선 초기 勳戚 韓明澮의 관직 생활과
그 특징,” Yŏksa wa sirhak 43 (November 2010): 5–43, esp. pp. 8–13.
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This account is in the Tanjong sillok 端宗實錄 5:18a [1453/02/26#1].
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tried to dissuade Suyang, noting that his absence will merely create an opportunity for his rivals to
seize power.16 Suyang prevailed over his opposition and overruled his advisers, though he offered
no explanation of why it was important for him to go to the Ming personally. Interpretation hinges
on how one understands the prince’s intentions. The Tanjong Records suggests that his coup d’état was
not planned until the ninth month of 1453, portraying it as a necessary and last-resort
countermeasure against those who threatened the integrity of the Chosŏn monarchy.17 The timing
of his trip, and the precautions he took against Hwangbo and Kim, suggest that it had been a part of
a long-term political plan. Perhaps, by leaving the country as a royal emissary, he was temporarily
protected from political designs upon him by his rivals.18
Regardless of Suyang’s motivations, the post facto account of the embassy offers a rather
different perspective. Diplomacy granted novel opportunities for the ambitious prince. It was not a
matter of conspiratorial logistics, but symbolic ascendancy: the arrogation unto himself the aura of
royal destiny.19 Suyang impressed those he encountered across the Yalu with his virtue, competence
and decorum. He kept discipline in his entourage to a degree “unmatched” by past envoys. When
soldiers violated his orders and procured provisions from locals, he punished them severely. Once in
Liaodong, Chinese soldiers and commoners squeezed by each other to catch a glimpse of him. His
gallantry, poise, and handsome appearance led the Chinese to refer to him as a “true knight” (真將

16

Tanjong sillok 3:5b [1452/09/10#2]; 3:7b [1452/09/10#5].

17

Tanjong sillok 7:25b [1453/09/25/#1].

With their political rivalry leading mutual suspicion, Suyang’s departure from the court at this critical moment seems
foolhardy at best. However, Suyang, as a precaution, insisted that the sons of Hwangbo and Kim accompany his mission
as a precaution, to hedge against any move against him. Hwangbo and Kim readily accepted; they may not have
anticipated what Sejo had in mind or perhaps sought to use their children as way to monitor Suyang. Tanjong sillok 3:23b
[1452/09a/22#3]; 4:3b [1452/10/05#3].
18

Before Suyang departed for Beijing, his uncles suggested as much, exclaiming that “he possessed the mandate of
heaven.” Tanjong sillok 4:5a [1452/10/08#5].
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軍也). Jurchen chiefs who encountered him referred to him as a “Buddha.” How others treated
Suyang testified to his princely virtue.
Suyang’s knowledge of ritual also impressed his hosts. In Beijing, he made five prostrations
to the emperor, but made only one to the ministers of the Six Boards. Those who were present
exclaimed, “the son of the Chosŏn King is a scion of noble essence,” whose “wisdom and virtue
surpass the average person.” They found him far superior to another foreign prince, a brother of the
ruler of the Shan kingdom of Mubang, whom they dismissed as “nothing extraordinary.”20 He
declined musical performances during banquets because he was still in mourning for his brother,
Munjong. When offered gifts, Suyang declined them and explained “a gentleman (kunja/junzi 君子)
loves men for their virtue, not their wealth. Why must there be gifts bequeathed before he knows
grace.” One of Suyang’s hosts explained that he had adorned the banquet table with plum, bamboo,
and pine, because, they, as symbols of virtue, “befit a gentleman” like Prince Suyang. Indeed, like the
gentleman of the classics, his steady virtue earned the submission of lesser men like the wind bends
the grass before it.21
His princely demeanor fostered an ambiguous regal aura. Convenient misunderstandings
over Suyang’s identity ensued, as observers mistakenly referred to him as the Chosŏn heir apparent
or the Chosŏn king himself. Jurchens who saw Suyang in Beijing declared that they will return to
Chosŏn to see the “Crown Prince” (Ch: taizi 太子) once again. It was no wonder then, that Ming
officials “addressed him as wang (王, i.e. king) or dianxia (殿下, i.e. your majesty),” titles properly
reserved for the ruling Chosŏn monarch himself, not a mere prince-envoy. These slippages of

The text reads Mokpang/Mufang (木方), which may refer to the Shan state of Mubang (木邦), located in modern
Theinni in Myanmar, on the border with modern Chinese Yunnan. See MS f.315, p. 8144.
20
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Analects, Yan Yuan #19.
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identification demonstrated a remarkable prescience on the part of these individuals. Did they know
what was to come?
In such accounts that depict the deeds of a ruler-to-be, records of these slippages were not
meant to show usurpation of royal prerogatives or invalid pretensions to divinity. It sought to
construct royal legitimacy by demonstrating its preordained character. These slippages were to be
understood as spontaneous reactions to virtue that naturalized the rise to power. In this case, even
the elephants at Ming palace recognized Suyang’s royal destiny. When Suyang entered the palace
grounds, they “moved back several steps in unison.” With beasts too susceptible to the power of his
virtue, Suyang’s royal destiny was obvious to all. As they did for other rulers who came to the throne
through irregular means such as usurpation and rebellion, these signs augured the inevitably of their
ascent.22 With destiny preordained, the irregularity of his accession became a moot point.
In this retrospective account of Suyang’s embassy, Suyang appears to have foreknowledge of
his eventual political success. At the conclusion of this embassy, Suyang capped his achievements
with an adroit demonstration of his twin mastery of literary craft and martial prowess. In an archery
contest, Suyang bested his followers. While none could hit his mark, the prince landed seven shots
in a straw man erected a hundred and thirty paces away. Accepting the exhortations to “loyalty and
righteousness” of his deputies, possibly a coded reference to his impending conspiracy, he
composed a long poem celebrating their journey to the Ming. In the last lines, Suyang hinted at his
loftier political designs: “On [my] return, the court and country will be renewed / and the royal
house will be at peace.” He then implored his companions to “aid [him] in [fulfilling his] ambitions”
with reassurances that he would not “forget the virtuous men” who supported him.

Note how the Veritable Records describes the reaction of the Liaodong commander Wang Xiang (王祥) upon Suyang’s
accession. He stated, "I am immensely happy. Two years ago, when Prince Suyang came here, I was able to visit, and
learned of his gallant air and pure refinement. He was a talent that was unparalleled in the whole world. At that time, I
had the honor of speaking with him, and still I have not forgotten that moment.” Sejo sillok 2:29a [1455/10/13#3].
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What do we make of the anecdotes in the Tanjong Records? The effort to portray Prince
Suyang’s rise as inevitable is clear. The hagiographic account certainly should not be taken at face
value, but as political encomiums go, few of the individual elements of the narrative are particularly
remarkable in and of themselves. The ritual decorum of Chosŏn envoys was a common trope in
envoy accounts. Other Korean visitors behaved just as well in the eyes of Ming officials.23. What
distinguishes this account of Suyang from the others is how its narrative elements were linked to the
construction of kingship. From behaving with due ritual deference, to showing benevolent
leadership, to, most importantly, eliciting the awe of all those who came in contact with him, Suyang
was in every way, in the words of a Ming envoy to Suyang’s court in 1460, five years after his
accession, a “wise king” of Chosŏn.24 One need not believe that even elephants could recognize
Suyang’s gleaming virtue and certain destiny to see how such narratives construct royal authority.
Whether these accounts were wholesale fabrications to justify seizure of the throne, or exaggerated
portrayals of actual deeds in China, only matter to a point—both were mechanisms of selfconstruction that rested on a similar symbolic logic. Talent, virtue, and destiny weave together to
augment the prince’s reputation.
What is remarkable, however, is the account’s inversion of classical imperial topoi. A tributary
mission, at least from the vantage of the imperial center, was a gesture that demonstrated the moral
and political supremacy of the imperial court. Now, a “foreign” prince had come to the imperial
capital, but his court composers utterly transformed its significance. In their account, the emperor’s
own subjects and tribute bearers turned their admiration to Suyang, demonstrating his moral
superiority and authenticating his political destiny. Not only had the symbolic logic of empire been
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See Chapter 2 and Ch’oe Puʼs Diary: A Record of Drifting across the Sea, trans. John Thomas Meskill.
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appropriated, it was displaced by an erstwhile tribute-bearer at the very site where imperial virtue
was to be made most manifest.
The Veritable Records are multivalent texts, often incorporating competing viewpoints through
their lacunae and inconsistencies. Their sheer volume alone makes it difficult for even their
compilers to control the narratives within.25 A separate entry in the Tanjong Records casts doubt on a
key detail of its account of Suyang’s mission. Returning seven months after Suyang, the leader of
another embassy to the Ming led by Yi Inson 李仁孫 (1395–1463) related words of apology from
the Korean eunuch Yun Pong 尹鳳 (?–1483) who worked at the Ming court. He explained that
because the Ming Board of Rites and Directorate of Ceremonial26 had failed to “investigate
precedents for entertaining a prince from our country [Korea],” Suyang’s arrival was not reported to
the emperor. For these reasons, Suyang’s “reception was inadequate.” The emperor realized only
later Suyang’s identity as a Chosŏn prince and regretted his “failure to observe the rites of
reception.” Whereas the account of Suyang’s mission shows the prince to be recognized as an
important guest by Ming officials and commoners alike, Yun’s apology on behalf of the emperor,
suggests that his reception in Beijing was disappointing at best.27 Although the Ming realized its
mistake, its initial oversight may have been related to Suyang’s ambiguous status as a “Grand Prince”
(taegun 大君), a title that was in Korea reserved exclusively for children of kings birthed of primary
consorts. Unfamiliar with this usage, Ming ritual officials might not have recognized its precise

For example, a recent, unabridged translation of only the seven years of the T’aejo sillok approaches one thousand
pages in English. See Byonghyon Choi, trans., The Annals of King T’aejo: Founder of Korea’s Chosŏn Dynasty (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2014).
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Tanjong sillok 7:23a [1453/09/21#1]. Notably, the Ming Veritable Records makes no mention of Suyang’s status as a
Chosŏn prince.
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meaning. This ambiguity may also explain the slippages of identity described in the first account of
the mission.
The account of the mission makes no indication that Suyang was slighted by Ming officials.
From border military officials to capital ministers, none seemed the least bit derelict in their
treatment. Another possibility for what Yun Pong and the Ming emperor might have meant then,
was that the court did not treat Suyang according to precedents reserved for the Korean rulers or
their heirs apparent. Ming ritual regulations had specific provisions for entertaining personal tribute
missions (Ch: qinchao 親朝) by foreign monarchs. Unlike their Koryŏ predecessors, Chosŏn kings
never pursued personal audiences with emperors, but they did occasionally send their princes as
envoys in gestures of fealty.28 Before Suyang, several Chosŏn princes went to the Ming to present
tribute, but only T’aejong’s heir apparent Prince Yangnyŏng (讓寧大君, 1394–1462), who went in
1408, received exceptional treatment from the Ming. T’aejong had gone to the Ming as well in 1396,
but because he was not an heir apparent, he was treated no differently than other Korean
emissaries.29 Without the necessary credentials or regalia, Suyang could not have openly claimed to
be the heir to the Chosŏn throne to enjoy this level of treatment. However, had Suyang wanted to
cultivate a royal aura, the ambiguity of his identity would have offered ample room for willful, if
oblique, misrepresentation.30

Chŏng Tonghun 鄭東勳, “Myŏngdae ŭi yeje chilsŏ esŏ Chosŏn kugwang ŭi wisang 명대의 예제 질서에서
조선국왕의 위상,” Yŏksa wa hyŏnsil 84 (June 2012): 251–92.
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T’aejong sillok 18:10a [1409/08/10#1]; 15:13a–17b [1408/04/02#1–18]. The Yongle emperor treated Yangnyŏng
lavishly. King T’aejong initially wanted to abdicate in favor of Yangnyŏng and saw the personal tribute mission to be a
way to strengthen his son’s political position. Yangnyŏng eventually lost favor with his father and was ultimately deposed
in favor of his younger brother.
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The year after Suyang seized the throne, he too wanted to send his own heir apparent to Beijing. The Ming court,
however, rebuffed the request and the mission was canceled. The personal tribute mission was seen as an important
mechanism for establishing royal authority in Chosŏn, though the practice was effectively discontinued after Suyang’s
reign. Sejo sillok 5:5b [1456/08/30#1]; 5:27b [1456/12/15#4–5].
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The seemingly exaggerated accounts in the Tanjong Records may yet be plausible, if we read
them as artifacts of this concerted misrepresentation. Traveling with a larger than usual entourage as
a Chosŏn prince could foster additional fanfare and spectacle and provide much food for rumor and
speculation among Ming officials, commoners, and Jurchen tribute-bearers. Without certain
knowledge of protocols surrounding past precedents and Suyang’s diplomatic credentials, few would
have been privy to the exact identity of the Chosŏn prince.31 That Suyang was mistakenly called
“wang” and “dianxia,” was not surprising. Ming official hesitation in ceremonial preparation and the
slippage in modes of address could both result from and compound these ambiguities. The
anecdotes of royal recognition then may not simply be discursive fabrications, but the intended
result of manipulated social situations. Neither verbatim transcripts of fact nor outright fabrications,
these accounts are more likely artifacts of a subtle interplay between textual construction and selffashioning. The accounts are thus likely embellishments of actual events, themselves the outcomes
of staged gestures and intentional equivocation.
All possible readings converge on the importance of Suyang’s mission for constructing his
legitimacy and the political opportunities diplomacy provided. If we believe the account, then
Suyang, through the performance of virtue and his disciplined behavior, arrogated unto himself a
regal aura. His coup d’état was transformed into a political and historical necessity, an event that
destroyed his wily, usurping rivals to secure the throne for its rightful claimant. If we do not, his
brush-wielding aides invented these stories to promote an identical narrative. But, even as wholesale
fabrications, they only underscore the symbolic importance of the same tropes, only in
historiographical representation. Symbolic manipulation on that plane ultimately shares the poetic
logic that would have informed Suyang’s social performance. Both were exploitations of Ming
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diplomacy for political legitimation; both deployed identical idioms of virtue and rulership. How we
choose to interpret these accounts has great implications for understanding “what actually
happened,” but does not alter the cultural and political symbolism of Suyang’s embassy itself.
Collusion
Regardless of whether the mission’s symbolic significance was in providing Suyang a regal
aura in anticipation of his accession or as a post facto rhetorical reconstruction to legitimize his rule
(or some combination of both), interpreting it entirely on a symbolic level would be an enormous
oversight. Accounts of his mission and of Suyang’s sustained contact with Ming officials suggest that
diplomacy also provided an opportunity for cultivating lateral ties to secure Ming approval for his
eventual accession.
Korean-born eunuchs were important points of contact for the Chosŏn. Sent as human
tribute to the Ming palace as young boys, some rose to positions of prominence in the Ming palace.
From the Yongle period onward, the Ming court also dispatched them as envoys to their native land.
Their role in diplomacy was not limited to envoy missions to Korea; they also served as points of
contact for Ming embassies. In the fifteenth century, it was common for Chosŏn envoys to be feted
at the residences of Korean-born eunuchs.32 The account of Suyang’s embassy related events at
several banquets held in Suyang’s honor at the Ming, but there was no mention of his reception by
Korean eunuchs. The absence is conspicuous, given that contact between emissaries and the palace
eunuchs were sanctioned by long-standing precedent. Other Korean emissaries, such as Yi Inson
who went several months later, were feted at the residence of Yun Pong, the highest-ranking Korean
eunuch at the Ming court. Given the high-rank of Suyang and the efforts Yun Pong usually made to

See for example the poems that Sejo’s 1459 envoy to the Ming, Yi Sŭngso 李承召 wrote during banquets at the
residences of the eunuchs Kang Ok and Chŏng Tong (太監姜玉第宴 and 太監鄭同第宴) in Samdan sŏnsaeng chip 三
灘先生集 f.6 in HMC 11:455a-c; these poems were likely written later, during Yi Sŭngso’s 1481 embassy.
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maintain relations with the Chosŏn court, the two would have at least contacted one another.
Though only a speculation, it is possible the compilers of the Tanjong Records had good reason to
conceal evidence of their contact.
Suyang’s documented contacts with other Ming Korean eunuchs leave other clues. The only
Ming envoys who arrived in Chosŏn between Suyang’s coup d’état in 1453 and his accession in the
seventh month of 1455 were the Vice-Director Ko Pu 高黼 (fl. 1455–1457) and the Palace
Attendant Chŏng Tong 鄭同 (fl. 1455–1480). The two Korean-born eunuchs arrived in Korea in
the fourth month of 1455.33 No extant records speak to the nature of their relationships with
Suyang prior to the 1453 embassy, but their interactions show that Ko and Chŏng were aware that
Suyang was already the real power behind the throne. Upon their arrival, they praised Suyang for his
“wisdom and brilliance” to his right-hand man, Sin Sukchu. They exclaimed that “all-under-heaven
has heard of Prince Suyang” and hoped to visit him before paying their respects to King Tanjong.
Suyang declined the overture and insisted they observe proper precedence and visit the king first.34.
Relating Suyang’s refusal to meet Ming envoys before they paid respects to his nephew may
have been meant as an illustration of the prince’s continued deference to King Tanjong. At the same
time, the account deployed the tropes of recognition used in its treatment of Suyang’s embassy to
again construct a sense of royal predestination. The Tanjong Records thus relates the conversation
between Suyang and the Ming eunuchs during their meeting:
Sin Sukchu brought a royal edict and liquor to come see the emissaries. The edict read, “Prince Suyang
has accomplished great deeds for me and so I [i.e. Tanjong] entrusted him with the affairs of state.
That Your Excellencies understand my intention, I am very happy.”
The emissaries said, “We have arrived here to witness the loyalty and sincerity of Suyang– it is no
coincidence. That His Majesty [i.e. Tanjong] entrusts him with these tasks is appropriate. All-underheaven knows the accomplishments and loyalty of Prince Suyang.”
[...]The emissaries said, “His Majesty [the Jingtai emperor] has said that Suyang has accomplished great
deeds. The merit of Suyang is known by all-under-heaven, and the Emperor knows all of this. How
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did we hear of this? At the imperial court it was talked about all over, and thus we know of it in detail.
All-under-heaven compares Prince Suyang to Li Jing (李靖 571–649) of the Tang.”35
Sejo [i.e. Suyang] declined [the compliment] and said, “The virtue of the Emperor is immense, and His
Majesty [King Tanjong]’s fortune is grand, and so the altars of state are without danger. For this
reason, the rebellious ministers have earned their own deaths. What sort of accomplishment could I
have in these [matters]?”
The emissaries said, “Without Prince Suyang, how could these matters have been settled? [...]We
should report today’s banquet and what the king has said of your merits to the emperor.”
Sejo said, “I also believe that today’s banquet should be made known to the emepror.” 36.

In this conversation Suyang emerges as an honorable, meritorious official acting on behalf of his
young king. His later political maneuvers certainly cast doubt over Suyang’s intentions as presented
here, but the internal logic of the account is already frayed. In attempting to sanitize Suyang’s image,
it exposes a separate set of issues. There is the problem of knowledge. How did the Ming court
already discover the details of his coup d’état? What were the channels of communication through
which such information passed? Secondly, there is a question of reporting Suyang’s
accomplishments to the emperor. Why should Suyang’s particular role in suppressing “rebellious
ministers” and his recognition by the Chosŏn king be a matter of concern to the Ming emperor?
Most telling, perhaps, is Suyang’s insistence that the banquet “should be made known to the
emperor.” Something was being implied.
The Ming emissaries offered a dubious account of how they discovered Suyang’s coup d’état.
They explained that the Ming court learned of it from a group of Jurchens. When Suyang left
Beijing, the Jurchens who had come to the Ming to pay tribute also began to disperse abruptly. Ming
officials, finding it strange, inquired after the reason for their sudden departure. They told the Ming
that they “were hurrying back” because “Prince Anp’yŏng, Hwangbo In and Kim Chongsŏ were
going to rebel in Chosŏn” and were worried that the conflict would spill over into their own

Li Jing was an important military commander and statesman during the early Tang. The comparison here likely meant
that Suyang was a capable and loyal official who was competent in both civil administration and the martial arts. See Jiu
Tang shu f.150, 2472–2482.
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backyard. When the Ming emissaries told Suyang this version of the events, he confirmed that he
had indeed put down this impending rebellion. The timing of those events, however, suggests that
there was more to it. Suyang only moved against his enemies months after his return. If the Ming
envoys’ account is to be believed, the timing suggested that the Jurchens had foreknowledge of the
impending contest between Suyang and his enemies.37
There are several ways to read this temporal discrepancy. The first is simply to accept the
Tanjong Records at its word: that An’pyŏng, Hwangbo In and Kim Chongsŏ’s ambitions were so
transparent that the Jurchens and the Ming court could know them in advance (thus conveniently
justifying Suyang’s seizure of power). The problem again is a question of knowledge: how would this
information have gotten into the hands of Jurchen tribute-bearers? Two other possibilities resolve
this conundrum. Though they go against the grain of the narrative, they are more likely. One is that
the source of this information was none other than Suyang’s own embassy. Suyang’s entourage, who
had kept frequent contact with Jurchen tribute-bearers throughout their trip, could have easily
disseminated information to serve his cause. If this had been the case, the rumor must have been
spread surreptitiously, given that the sons of Hwangbo In and Kim Chongsŏ had accompanied
Suyang on this mission. The other possibility is that the Ming envoys only learned the details of the
coup d’état after they arrived in Chosŏn. Eager to curry favor with the new power-holder in Chosŏn,
they repeated Suyang’s own narrative justifying his rise.
Regardless of how the Ming eunuchs came to learn of Suyang’s political ascendancy, the fact
remains that by the time of their meeting, their interpretation conveniently coincided with Suyang’s
version. Suyang and the Ming eunuchs were probably colluding. Evidence to the effect is indirect,
since we cannot know how much these Ming emissaries actually knew of Suyang’s coup d’état. The
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records of their interactions are admittedly inadequate for demonstrating guilt of conspiracy beyond
a reasonable doubt, the minimum threshold for obtaining a conviction in a modern American jury
trial. Nonetheless, the circumstantial evidence is strong. We find that both sides quickly entered a
mutually beneficial relationship. The Ming envoys had no illusions about who was the power behind
the throne and made it a point to see Suyang repeatedly, bringing gifts of silk and ivory to him,
instead of to the young king.38 Suyang, in return, catered to the envoy’s demands, provisioned them
with rare tribute items like gyrfalcons to help them curry imperial favor, and elevated their relatives
in Korea through emoluments and court ranks.39 Many Chosŏn kings disbursed these favors as well,
but this time these favors did not come from a regal hand.
These interlocking patterns of mutual benefit was typical of how political favors were
exchanged in Chosŏn diplomacy with Korean-born Ming envoys. Though the Veritable Records is
silent regarding what, if any, political deal was being hammered out, the events that unfolded while
the Ming envoys were in Korea are also suggestive. Suyang orchestrated his nephew’s abdication in
the presence of the Ming envoys. The abdication ritual took place on the eleventh day in the leap
sixth month of 1455, with the approval of the Ming envoys.40 On the twenty seventh day of the
same month, a Ming officer named Zhang Xiong was to return to Beijing ahead of the main body of
the mission and came to the royal palace to bid farewell to the king. The king invited the officer to
Kwangchŏng Pavilion and said to him, “My uncle Suyang has achieved great things for the state—
his virtue and renown make him suitable for taking up such an important duty. I have already asked
him to take care of the affairs of state. I now intend to send someone to report this matter [to the
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emperor].” Having made his desire to abdicate clear to the Ming official, he also wanted secure
formal recognition from the Ming court.41 At this point, Suyang’s control of the organs of state was
virtually uncontested. By the time this account reached us, the original conversation already
underwent through several levels of filtration. Tanjong could have been coerced, his words willfully
misrepresented, and the entire conversation could even have been fabricated.42 Whatever the truth
of the matter, a Chosŏn embassy left for Beijing only two days later to request “permission” from
the Ming for the already-enacted abdication.43 The rapidity of these developments (a diplomatic
mission could take weeks, if not months to prepare) could only mean that the Chosŏn court had
long been ready for this moment.
Though already the Chosŏn monarch, Suyang nevertheless cultivated an aura of avuncular
paternalism. Tanjong was still given ritual precedence over his uncle in dealings with the Ming
envoys.44 Up until they saw the Ming envoys off, uncle and nephew appeared to work in unison as a
harmonious family. Suyang, without formal Ming recognition, appeared unwilling to infringe on his
nephew’s ritual prerogatives.45 With the desire to abdicate already intimated to parting Ming envoys
and his own embassy to the Ming on the way, Suyang did not wait long to formalize the passing of
power. Only two days after the eunuchs’ departure, Suyang donned the royal robes and proceeded
to invest his nephew as “Grand Supreme King” (t’aesang’wang 太上王), the honorary title for retired
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monarchs, and disbursed the corresponding title to Tanjong’s consort, who had only several months
ago received Ming recognition as the Chosŏn queen.46
Whether Ming eunuchs were in fact involved with orchestrating Tanjong’s abdication is
unclear. No record indicates that Suyang sought their prior approval. At the very least, Suyang had
secured them as witnesses to Tanjong’s desire to abdicate, which was probably instrumental in
acquiring formal Ming recognition. In the tenth month of 1455, an imperial edict arrived
announcing tentative support of the abdication. It did warn Tanjong to stay on guard against
“deception by evil words” and “perfidious designs,” but by then, Suyang’s control of the throne had
long been a fait accompli, achieved likely with the private blessings of the emperor’s own ambassadors.
Tanjong was no longer in a position to “investigate the the behavior and character” of Suyang, as
the edict implored him to do. Its closing words, “Oh King, be vigilant, Oh King be vigilant!” had
come too late for the young monarch.

47

The Will of Heaven
At each stage of his rise to power, Suyang manipulated diplomatic contacts with the Ming
court to his advantage. A mission to the Ming secured for him a virtuous reputation. Or, reading the
sources differently, he and his associates used his interactions with Ming and Jurchen officials,
soldiers and commoners to cultivate his regal aura. Through his contacts with Ming eunuch envoys,
his ascent to power became a noble act in defense of the Chosŏn monarchy, not a Machiavellian
grab for power.

Sejo sillok 1.33b [1455/07/11#1] It is unclear whether Sejo had already resolve to eliminate his nephew at this point.
At any rate, the attempt by court officials several years later to restore Tanjong to the throne may have finally steeled his
resolve decision to execute his nephew.
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The Ming court was not entirely gullible. Its warnings to Tanjong point to their reservations
over his sudden request. But, these doubts meant little; Suyang was already firmly in control by the
time the “request” had reached Beijing. Whatever the Ming Board of Rites and the palace eunuchs
had known about Suyang’s usurpation at the moment, there is no evidence of that knowledge exist
in extant Ming records. The Ming Veritable Records mentions a request for abdication and the
imperial court’s subsequent approval, but demonstrated no awareness of the momentous and violent
political events that led to Suyang’s rise.48 In Ming official consciousness, for all intents and
purposes, the coup d’état had never happened.
Ming permission for abdication was not enough. The edict only recognized Suyang as a
“temporary overseer of the affairs of state” (kwŏnsŏ kuksa 權署國事). To obtain Ming recognition
as the King of Chosŏn required a formal rite of investiture, which would have shown imperial
sanction of his legitimacy. Suyang dispatched Sin Sukchu, the former recorder of his envoy mission
in 1452, to lead an embassy to request the patents of investiture (komyŏng 誥命), royal robes, and
seal insignias. Suyang’s choice was well-considered. Sin had served in Sejong’s court and traveled on
many occasions to Ming China. A seasoned diplomat, Sin was rare among Chosŏn civil officials for
his fluency in spoken Chinese.49 Moreover, Sin was likely already known in Ming court circles. He
had been one of the Chosŏn literati who exchanged poems with the 1450 Ming emissary Ni Qian.50

Yingzong shilu v. 262, pp. 5537 (Jingtai v. 75) [1455/06]. This lacuna is present in all other Ming historical accounts.
For example, see the Shuyu zhouzi lu 1:10a. It should be emphasized that the drafters of edicts and the executioners of
diplomacy were in fact different agencies. While the Ming Board of Rites issued the documents, the imperial agents were
Ming eunuchs, under the direct employment of the emperor. Winning over palace eunuchs did not guarantee support
from the Board of Rites, and vice-versa. But, with the support of the palace eunuchs and control over the channel of
information to the Ming, the Board of Rites would have no grounds to deny Tanjong’s requests.
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Sin Sukchu did not disappoint. On the third day of the second month of 1456, an interpreter
from Sin’s entourage arrived in Seoul and reported the imminent arrival of the Ming envoys Yun
Pong and Kim Hŭng (金興).51 They were bringing the patents of investiture for the new king and
queen of Chosŏn. Though Sin had succeeded, details of Sin’s activities in the Ming is unknown.
Suyang evidently received a written report from Sin, as he replied with the following: “I have
received your [envoy] report, and I can see your ardent loyalty in your dedication and responses (赤
心專對), and have thus achieved great success.” Whatever Sin had done, it was enough to allay the
Ming court’s earlier suspicions, or at least, dissuade the Ming from acting upon them.52 In gratitude,
Suyang held a banquet in honor of this meritorious official upon his return.53
Suyang’s political success owed much to the support he received from venerable senior
officials and influential royal clansmen.54 Sin Sukchu was only the most representative example from
this group. Another official whom Suyang had promoted and employed in diplomacy was Han
Hwak 韓確 (1400–1456). After receiving his emoluments, Suyang sent Han to lead yet another
embassy to the Ming, this time to offer gratitude for the patents of investiture he just received.55
Han too was a long standing associate of Suyang. He had been a junior minister in the State Council
when Suyang instigated his coup. Whereas two of the chief counselors, Hwangbo In and Kim
Chongsŏ were killed, Han Hwak, had in fact been part of his conspiracy and was subsequently made
a meritorious official and given the third-highest ranking post in the Council.56 This is unsurprising,
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given that Han Hwak and Suyang had developed affinal ties by this time. Han’s daughter had
married Suyang’s son, who later became Suyang’s heir apparent.57
The relations Suyang cultivated with Ming eunuchs already gave him access to the Ming
inner palace.58 Through Han Hwak, the connection went even deeper. Han Hwak was related not
just to Suyang through marriage; he was also imperial kin. Han Hwak had two sisters who entered the
Ming imperial harem. One married the Yongle emperor. Having been selected to accompany the
emperor in his grave, she was forced to commit suicide upon his death. A second sister was selected
for the harem of the Xuande emperor.59 She, Han Kwiram (Ch: Guilan 韓桂蘭), survived the
emperor, and wielded considerable influence over the Ming inner palace until her death in 1483.60
Owing to these imperial connections, Han enjoyed rare prestige as not only a Chosŏn high official,
but also possessed an honorary Ming title, the Vice-Minister of the Court of Imperial Entertainment
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Sejo continued to cultivate ties with the Ming inner palace through Yun Pong. He granted Yun’s request for an
aristocratic choronym for his relatives. He also helped Yun procure new candidates for service in the Ming imperial
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Figure 2: Ch’ŏngju Han and their Royal Connections
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(Ch: Guanglusi shaoqing 光祿寺少卿).61 Suyang’s familial ties with the Han thus mirrored Han’s
imperial connections.
Suyang employed officials like Han Hwak and Sin Sukchu to pursue relations with the Ming.
He also worked with Korean-born eunuchs like Yun Pong and Chŏng T’ong. He thus made the
most of available Korean connections with the Ming court to secure his political position. The
bounds of interest and power transcended state-centered loyalties when these human networks
brought them together. The fruition of Suyang’s plans, however, was not the logical end of these
connections, but was achieved via their concerted manipulation. To borrow a twenty-first century
turn of phrase, he had hijacked the mechanisms of empire.
Suyang appropriated symbols of imperial authority, diplomatic practices, and the eyes and
mouths of Ming ambassadors to usurp the Chosŏn throne. These were not free-floating resources
available for anyone to use at will, since they required the orchestration of entire institutional
apparatuses. Nevertheless, as Suyang’s own example showed, they were not the exclusive property
of kings either. Ming formal recognition did not stop Tanjong’s supporters (or other ambitious
courtiers, depending on one’s perspective) from using Suyang’s own medicine against him. The
cabal, joined most famously by the scholar-official Sŏng Sammun 成三問 (1418–1456), had
plotted to launch their own coup d’état and reinstate Tanjong while the Ming investiture envoy Yun
Pong was still in Chosŏn.62
The affair ultimately failed, but the advantage its planned timing would have offered is clear.
If Sŏng and his accomplices had succeeded during the Ming embassy, Suyang’s perfidy could have
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been exposed in front of Ming envoys, thereby reversing whatever sanction the new king had
received from the Ming. Whereas Sŏng and others were arrested immediately, Suyang waited until
the Ming envoys departed to move against his nephew. The officials loyal to Suyang petitioned the
court to decry the recent upheavals. But, first, they established Suyang’s impeccable qualifications as
Chosŏn’s legitimate king:
....disaster and chaos have ensued, and the state and dynasty still could not be brought to peace. But,
heaven impelled the will of the former king [i.e. Tanjong] and had him pass the throne to Your
Majesty [i.e. Suyang] to protect against disaster and chaos. The Emperor too bequeathed the patents
of investiture to the king and queen. How could this have been achieved by the efforts of men? It was
the command of heaven and the silent protection of the ancestors.63

Suyang’s rule was the inevitable culmination of destiny. Ming approval was exalted as divine
sanction. The human efforts and political contingencies that made this possible are explicitly denied.
The rhetoric of imperial sanction was now turned against Suyang’s enemies. Opposing the invested
king was to oppose heaven itself.
Recently, the likes of Yi Kae 李塏 (1417–1456) [i.e. Sŏng Sammun and his collaborators], as the
cabalists of Yi Yong 李瑢 [i.e. Prince Anp’yŏng], plotted to carry off [the former king] to undertake
their evil plan, just as Hwangbo In and Kim Chongsŏ once did. These are all great enemies of the
ancestral shrine and villains to the royal ancestors. The former king [i.e. Tanjong] had long heard of
their wicked plots and evil designs. Not only did he not expose them for their crimes and villainy, he
collaborated with them willingly. In this alone, he will suffer reprimand from the ancestral shrine. The
heavens above shall not protect him; the higher state [i.e. Ming] will certainly reprimand him. The
spirits of the former kings in heaven will certainly be outraged. The hundreds of divine mountain and
river spirits will be indignant. Among the royal kith and kin, the high ministers, the hundred officials
and the commoners—there is none who does not hurt from rage. [He, Tanjong] has disobeyed
heaven’s command and opposed the wills of men to such a degree that even if Your Majesty wishes to
change him with your sincerity, it will, in the end be impossible.64

The petition, in the name of the Yi dynastic house, the common weal, and Ming imperial authority,
condemned the actions of Tanjong and his supporters to justify the former king’s permanent

....禍亂又起 而國家終不能安靖也 則天誘上王之衷 使之傳位殿下 以鎭禍亂 而皇帝亦賜誥命 且賜東宮
冊命 是豈人力之所及哉 蓋天所命也 抑祖宗之默佑也.
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removal from the capital. Suyang soon sent his nephew into exile.65 Isolated and vulnerable, the
young former king was forced to commit suicide within a year, dying at the age of seventeen.66
Unbeknownst to the Ming court, it had become an accomplice of regicide during one of the
bloodiest episodes in Chosŏn dynastic history.
Competing with Heaven
Shrewd self-fashioning, the deft management of personal ties and the careful dissemination
of information allowed Suyang to not only seize the Chosŏn throne from within, but be recognized
as a legitimate ruler from without. Throughout his reign as King Sejo, he exploited the same
dynamics of asymmetry that enabled his accession. How he used diplomacy before and after taking
the throne rested on the same institutional foundations. The strategy relied on maintaining regular
contact with various rungs of the Ming bureaucracy. Each layer supplied valuable information,
which could then be dispatched through a tightly-managed waystation system that allowed for its
rapid transmission. The converse of this was to maintain control of outgoing information through
careful self-representation. The intimate relationship between information and diplomacy remained
pivotal for Sejo.
The Chosŏn generally sought peaceable relations with the Ming, but they were fraught with
controversy during Sejo’s reign. Overtures of friendship did not preclude Chosŏn-Ming competition
along their porous frontiers. The Jurchen groups along the valley frontiers of the Chosŏn and Ming
became a central point of contention.67 Both courts utilized “loose rein” (kimi/jimi 羈縻) polices,
bringing powerful Jurchen leaders to their own courts, granting them gifts and various emoluments,
65
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Suyang also ordered the deaths of four other Chosŏn princes who had supported Tanjong.See Sejo sillok 9:25a
[1457/10/21#2].
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including noble titles and official positions.68 These strategies made the most of the disjointed
political alignments among various Jurchen groups. While one Jurchen group might engage in
violent raids against Chosŏn border towns, others may prove to be valuable allies in war, offering
intelligence and manpower. Sejo redoubled his father’s aggressive policy in the northeast frontier,
because Chosŏn control suffered significantly after his coup d’état. He had eliminated able military
commanders like Kim Chongsŏ and Yi Ching’ok 李澄玉 (or 澂玉 ?–1453) who had governed the
northeast regions.69 In the meantime, Jurchen leaders even joined Yi Ching’ok in an attempt to oust
him in 1453.70
Chosŏn expansion into Manchuria caught the attention of the Ming court. The Ming
discovered that Sejo had granted Chosŏn titles to the Jianzhou chieftain Tongshan (童山, also 董山
and 充善; Manchu: Cungšan, ?–1467) and others, who had already received Ming emoluments. To
the Ming, Sejo’s “private grants” (私受) were outward challenges to Ming authority. In 1459, the
Ming dispatched an emissary, Chen Jiayou 陳嘉猷 (1421–1467), to bring an imperial edict to
chastise the Korean king.71
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The Ming emissary might have intended to catch Sejo off guard. Whereas envoys usually
took well over two months to reach Seoul from Beijing Chen Jiayou reached his destination in only
thirty-four days.72 Despite Chen’s breakneck pace, Sejo learned of the mission only nine days after
Chen’s departure, informed by a group of Chosŏn envoys sent earlier that year. Discovering Chen’s
travel plans, they dispatched an interpreter to report the news.73 These messengers noted not only
the identity of the envoy and the purpose of the trip, but also updated the court on the precise
timetable of the envoy’s sojourn.74 This timely information gave the king enough time to request
and receive advice on the matter from Sin Sukchu, who was now stationed at the frontier to deal
with Jurchen matters.75
King Sejo and the Chosŏn court were well prepared for the unexpected Ming envoy, made
possible by their timely knowledge of both the Ming embassy and the exact contents of the Ming
edict. The court prepared generous gifts for the ambassador.76 Meanwhile, Sejo’s officials attempted
to forestall Chen’s progress through the country. The envoy insisted on reaching Seoul within ten
days; he arrived only after fourteen days on the road in Chosŏn, delayed repeatedly by his Chosŏn
handlers.77 The extra time was invaluable, giving Sejo enough leeway to conceal his dealings with the
Jurchens. When news of Chen’s embassy reached Seoul, several Jurchen leaders were in the Chosŏn

Chen Jiaoyou departed from Beijing on the 3rd day of the 3rd month. He reached Ŭiju in twenty-one days on the
24th day of the same month. He arrived in Seoul on the 8th day of the 4th month. See Sejo sillok 15:21a [1459/03/12#2];
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capital. He dispersed the tribute-bearing Jurchen leaders, sending them away from the capital as
soon as possible, so that their presence would not rouse the envoy’s suspicions.78 Sejo had no
inclination of giving into Ming demands straight away, and sought to carefully balance relations with
the Ming court and his political ties to the Jianzhou Jurchens.79
Ming accounts of Sejo’s reception of Chen portrayed the Chosŏn king as a docile vassal who
readily “admitted his faults in trepidation.”80 This impression left in Ming records owed to Sejo’s
strategic self-representation, for the Chosŏn court annals paints an entirely different picture. Chosŏn
king and his court carefully strategized their reception of the Ming embassy throughout. It is clear
from Korean sources that Chosŏn had actively sought contacts with the Jurchens. In policy
discussions, they decided enticing “the submission of the Jurchens” was “the best strategy” for
managing the frontier. When asked about the matter by a Ming envoy, Sejo offered an entirely
different portrayal of Chosŏn policy.81 He denied that Chosŏn had any agency in Jurchen dealings:
These people [i.e. the Jurchen leaders] have the faces of men but the hearts of beasts. If we do allow
them [to come to us], they will certainly instigate border conflicts. We had no choice but to treat them
this way. They came of their own accord.82

Humbling himself before Chen Jiayou, Sejo explained that he was helpless. Chen requested that Sejo
report the names of Jurchen leaders who received Korean titles; when Sejo offered them, he
received assurances from Chen that the Ming will “order” the Jurchen leaders to refrain from
contacting Chosŏn in the future.83
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Sejo also reinforced an image of docility in his memorial to the Ming. Writing that he was,
“overcome with trepidation,” he assured the Ming that his border policies were not “private dealings
with outsiders” that intended to “deceive the [imperial] court.” It was only to avoid further “border
conflicts,” His hand had been forced. Apologizing for these actions, Sejo declared that “from now
on, if [the Jurchens] beg for permission to come [to my court], Your Servant will show them the
imperial edict, and refuse them.”84 The Ming sent back a response to Sejo with a returning Chosŏn
embassy. In this rescript, the Ming laid bare their conflicting interests and came with a stern warning:
“for Chosŏn to give titles to those who have received imperial offices is to compete with the
imperial court.” The Ming exhorted the Chosŏn king to make good on his declarations of loyalty by
“cutting off private dealings [with the Jurchens].”85
On the surface, it appeared that Chen’s mission had succeeded in severing Chosŏn-Jurchen
ties. Chosŏn’s Jurchen policy indeed exhibited a gradual, but noticeable retrenchment after these
interventions. By the early sixteenth century, Jurchen tribute bearers no longer assembled en masse at
the Chosŏn capital, even as Jurchen affairs remained a concern for the Chosŏn frontier.86 These
changes, however, cannot be attributed to the effectiveness of embassies such as Chen’s, but rather
to the structural changes that accompanied the decline of Jurchen power in the late fifteenth
century.87 The image of a docile Korean king in the Ming records was a temporary fiction, a result
of strategic performance. Even though he no longer invested the Jianzhou chiefs with Korean titles,
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King Sejo continued to pursue an aggressive policy towards the groups along the Chosŏn frontier, in
particular the Uryangkhai (Kr: Oryanghap 兀良哈) of the Korean northeast.88
Less than year after Chen Jiayou left Chosŏn, separate hostilities broke out with the
Uryangkhai. The affair escalated when Sejo captured and executed a recalcitrant leader, Lang
Parahan (浪孛兒罕 ? –1459), after luring him to Chosŏn with promise of titles and gifts. Lang
Parahan’s subordinates begged for leniency, reminding the Chosŏn that he “received high rank from
China,” and served the Ming as the Assistant Commissioner-in-chief of the Maolian garrison.89
Fully aware of his connections to the Ming, the Chosŏn authorities had him executed anyway.90 Sejo
openly flouted Ming warnings against contact with Jurchens.
Lang Parahan’s followers reported the incident to the Ming and portrayed it as a direct
affront to Ming authority. The Ming responded by dispatching another embassy to Chosŏn, led this
time by Zhang Ning and assisted by a Jurchen-born military officer of the Embroidered Guard
known for his valor. Again, the purpose, timetable, and identities of the Ming envoys were
discovered by another Chosŏn embassy traveling through the Ming at the time. Although the Ming
kept the mission a secret and did not disclose it (秘不發), Sejo learned of Zhang’s mission only
twelve days after his departure from Beijing. Sejo ordered his officials to “deal with this emissary the
way [they] had dealt with Chen Jiayou.”91

The geographical region is the frontier zone formed by the Tumen and Douman Rivers between modern Hamgyŏng
Province in North Korea and Jilin Province in China.
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Zhang Ning’s mission was likely to mediate the conflict rather than to chastise. The edict
Zhang proclaimed was sympathetic to Sejo’s position. It merely inquired whether the accusations of
the Maolian Jurchens were true. Asking the Chosŏn king to “understand My intentions,” the
imperial voice implored Sejo to “not cover up anything at all” so as to stem escalating hostilities.
The envoy, on the other hand, went to the crux of the matter and demanded that Sejo explain
himself for “wantonly killing” a high-ranking imperial officer. In the course of their discussion, Sejo
never acknowledged this point, but explained that Lang Parahan was in fact “a person of [his]
country” and killing him was no different from executing a common criminal. In the course of this
conversation, Zhang Ning ultimately relented and assured the king that the imperial court was only
concerned with maintaining peace for Chosŏn’s sake.
Zhang Ning had initially shown himself to be dutiful, incorruptible and somewhat officious.
He paid detailed attention to matters of ritual and refused the many gifts prepared for him. Sejo’s
personal meeting with Zhang dramatically softened the envoy’s approach. In the course of their
conversations, Zhang dismissed the Korean interpreter, finding his linguistic skills inadequate (or,
more likely, he feared that the interpreter was dissembling for the King). Zhang asked the king to
speak to him directly in writing. The king’s attendants prepared the stationery, and the two
continued their intercourse on paper. In the middle of this exchange, Sejo expressed his desire to
send Korean students to study in the Ming and declared his unwavering loyalty to the emperor.92
Sejo’s eloquence, his lavish gifts, and the erudite company of Chosŏn’s court scholars, eventually
coaxed the Ming envoy to relax his initially rigid stance.93

Sejo sillok 19:26a [1460/03/02#1]:上曰: 我小邦敬事朝廷 至誠無貳 我國邊民 皆聖皇帝赤子 若見侵暴 朝廷
安得恝然?
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Zhang and Sejo agreed to draft their memorials in mutual consultation. Zhang asked to see
the drafts of several Chosŏn memorials before he approved of the final version.94 Zhang also
composed his own memorial, which explained that the Chosŏn king “truly did not know that [the
Jurchen chief] had received an office [from the Ming]” and vouched for the king’s honesty and
sincerity. Zhang insisted that what Sejo stated in their brush-conversation was “consistent from
beginning to end, and nothing was concealed or embellished.” According to this account, Sejo
merely believed that he was “enacting the laws of his own country” to punish a rebel.95 Lang
Parahan’s Ming affiliation became irrelevant.
Sejo’s own memorial to the Ming echoed these sentiments, but focused on the Chosŏn
court’s belief in having acted within its jurisdiction. It made no mention of Chosŏn’s prior
knowledge of Lang Parahan’s Ming titles. These two memorials worked together to sidestep the
problem of Chosŏn infringement on Ming sovereign claims. Zhang Ning, whether he was aware of
it or not, had abetted Sejo in covering up the incident. The conspicuous declaration that “nothing
was concealed or embellished” really pointed to the contrary: much was in fact concealed and
embellished. The final reports submitted to the Ming court was a co-production between the Ming
literati and the Korean king. As Matthew Mosca has argued, it was not in the interest of imperial
frontier officials to bring to light matters of controversy to the center. Seldom would such
expositions lead to rewards of honesty, but rather call into question the official’s competence. So
long as the matter did not go out of hand, it was much more expedient for an official to manage the
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matter on the spot and package whatever resolution in a narrative palatable to the imperial center.96
The same observation applies to imperial envoys dispatched to Chosŏn. Zhang, by convincing Sejo
to admit to the slaying of the Maolian chief and express his regret, may have achieved all he needed
to do. To push further the matter of whether the Chosŏn had knowingly disregarded Ming authority
would have led to unnecessary escalation, benefiting no one involved (save, perhaps, the aggrieved
Uryangkhai).
Zhang’s cooperation with Sejo teetered on collusion. At the very least, his representation of
the matter equivocated the actual situation in Chosŏn. But, such an impression could not be gleaned
from the pages of Ming historical writing. Instead, we are only told that Zhang Ning arrived to
Korea and “guided [Koreans] through a show of force and display of virtue, laying out his warnings
of calamity and his tidings of fortune.” Zhang’s performance brought the foreign ruler and his
subjects to heel. They “looked upon each other startled, and looked up to Zhang Ning like a
mountain peak or the Great Dipper.” As a result, the Koreans were “ever more respectful of the
imperial court.” To Zhang’s adulators, his mission was “no less than a hundred thousand troops
sweeping across the Yalu River.”97
If Sejo had had an opportunity to read these glorified accounts of Zhang’s trip to Korea, it is
hard to say whether they would have elicited laughter or anger. Sejo once spoke dismissively of Ming
literati who came as envoys to Korea. Sejo wrote, “These scholars know only of [the Han Dynasty
envoy] Ban Chao 班超 (32–102 CE) who traveled to foreign countries to proclaim the virtue of the
Han (漢 206 BCE–220 CE), and [so think] they can bring barbarians to submission with their
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tongue alone.”98 For Sejo, the very idea of a scholar-envoy overawing a “foreign” ruler had already
become a hackneyed trope, one which he consciously exploited in his dealings with them.
Ming envoys, literati, eunuchs and officers alike, were to Sejo instruments for achieving his
own political ends. After Zhang’s departure, and despite Ming entreaties for peace, he immediately
resumed hostilities with the Uryangkhai. Later in 1460, Sejo learned that another Ming envoy was
traveling to Maolian to implore the Uryangkhai to make peace with Chosŏn. He offered to send an
armed escort ostensibly to protect the Ming envoy. An overt gesture of good will, Sejo in fact
planned to use the envoy as bait. He arranged for the main body of his army to travel near envoy’s
entourage. Hoping that the Maolian leaders would assemble to hear the imperial edict, he wanted to
use the opportunity to ambush them and eliminate them once and for all.99 The Ming envoy,
however, departed earlier than anticipated, leaving no time for the main Chosŏn army to reach their
positions. Sejo’s conspiracy had failed.100
The Ming could express its displeasure or dispatch envoys to chastise Sejo for defying their
orders, but the vendetta with the Maolian was to be pursued in spite of them. As Sejo’s adviser Sin
Sukchu suggested, “if the emperor sends edicts,” one only need to answer for the time being that
one “will reverently obey the Sagely command.” If opportunities for military action should arise
later, Ming orders could still be flouted, for there was “no need to fret for the lack of words” in
responses to Ming inquiries. A pretext, an excuse, or some other deft rhetorical ploy could always be
plied to the Chosŏn’s advantage.101
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Conclusion
In the mid-fifteenth century , dynastic crisis and frontier conflict raised the political stakes of
diplomacy. It would be dangerous to generalize from this particular moment and the political
strategies of one very remarkable king. Sejo was, perhaps, unique among Chosŏn rulers for his
ability and willingness to manipulate the institutions of empire for his own ends. Part of this can
attributed to Sejo’s own experience with diplomacy prior to taking throne. Until the nineteenth
century, no other Chosŏn ruler ever stepped outside of Korea during their lifetimes.102 His
attentiveness to diplomacy may only be rivaled by one other early Chosŏn ruler, Chungjong (1506–
1544), who too also came to power via a coup d’état and struggled with lingering questions over his
legitimacy.
As he orchestrated his court’s interactions with Ming envoys, Sejo was exceedingly generous
with them. In spite of frequent protests by his courtiers against all-too-frequent envoy trips that
burdened Chosŏn’s waystations, Sejo generally spared no expense in lavishly entertaining imperial
ambassadors.103 Perhaps his vulnerable legitimacy made it doubly important to maintain friendly ties
with Ming ambassadors and to preserve an image of himself as an ever dutiful vassal, for a
relationship gone awry posed acute risks for his kingship.
On the other hand relations with the Ming, when managed well, offered numerous
advantages. Most of these, such as political legitimacy and access to metropolitan goods and culture,

則亦何患無辭? See also Yi Kyuch’ŏl 이규철, “Sejo tae Moryŏnwi chŏngpŏl ŭi ŭimi wa tae Myŏng insik” 세조대
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Sejo tried to cultivate the same personal investment in diplomacy. Sejo decision to send his crown prince to
personally present tribute to the Ming (this is as he did, and as Yi Pangwŏn did). This, however, was refused by the
Ming.
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had been available to any Chosŏn ruler. Sejo was remarkable among Korean rulers only in that he
succeeded in claiming them even before his accession. Yet, this manner of manipulation was not
remarkable in and of itself. Imperial connections had long been appropriated by nearly any party
who was involved with tributary trade and envoy exchange. Noble-born courtier-envoys,
interpreters, and military officers, erstwhile agents of the king, all made use of their access to accrue
prestige, wealth, and political power.104 All this was done in the name of revering imperial authority
by “Serving the Great” in diplomacy. If a Chosŏn king could borrow the authority of empire to
achieve its own ends, then his officials could borrow the demands diplomacy to achieve their own
ends as well.
The Chosŏn court did not in fact monopolize control over its own diplomacy, though it
sought to maintain one.105 The very connections that Sejo had exploited to seize and consolidate his
power, had, by the reign of his grandson become a political liability. With the death of a particularly
savvy and strong-willed ruler like Sejo, few other Chosŏn kings maneuvered the structures Sejo
helped foster with equal deftness. Good will from imperial envoys could be nurtured with favors
and gifts, but their demands could become excessive. A direct channel of communication to the
Ming inner court through Korean-born eunuchs was useful, but expensive to maintain. Sejo’s
grandson, Sŏngjong had to deal with the persistent demands of his great-aunt, Han Kwiram (the
sister of his maternal grandfather, Han Hwak), who served as senior palace lady in the Chenghua
emperor’s inner palace.106 Sŏngjong’s maternal uncles, Han Kwiram’s nephews, took advantage of

For interpreters see Wang, “The Sounds of Our Country,” 77–86; Sŏngjong sillok 46:17b [1474/08/30#2]; 47:1b
[1474/09/03#2]
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the situation to acquire wealth and status for themselves.107 Even as Sŏngjong’s advisers wanted to
limit the influence of the Han family, the king found himself currying favor from Han Kwiram and
the Korean eunuchs loyal to her in achieving his own political goals.108
Envoy missions did not only tax local resources because of their frequency. Increased private
trade by tribute envoys and their entourages meant that local corvée labor had to shoulder the
burden of transportation. Members of the tribute embassy regularly abused these public resources
for their private gain. Sŏngjong’s court tried to rein in the smuggling, but the court often relied on
the same individuals for enforcement. When King Sŏngjong instigated a crackdown on the
smuggling, he found the envoys he appointed to be among the chief offenders.109 Interpreters and
other members of the entourage who smuggled goods too were often acting at the behest of
venerable high officials, including for example, the famous compiler of the Literary Selections of the
East, Sŏ Kŏjŏng.110
These attempts at managing diplomacy could be seen as the court’s attempt to monopolize
the access to the material (and, potentially the ideological and cultural) resources that tribute-trade
offered. When trying to curtail the abuse of the corvée transport system, experienced diplomats,
such as Sin Sukchu, reminded the king that successful diplomacy required the use of bribes to
cultivate “human feelings” (injŏng 人情) between the various parties involved.111 Private smuggling,
extortion, and the appropriation of public resources had become endemic to the practice of envoy
exchange. The Chosŏn court could not stamp them out because these very practices were necessary
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the system to function at all. As a result, The Chosŏn court, its own officials, envoys and
interpreters, and even Ming officials competed with one another in this complex field of negotiation.
We may wonder whether tribute trade actually benefited Chosŏn materially in the longue durée, but it
is probably safe to concede that these institutions had long been co-opted by a diversity of
interests.112 Empire, once constructed, belonged entirely to no one.
Investiture, diplomatic ceremony, tribute presentation, and edict proclamations were
hallmark features of the tributary system. They were also all vulnerable to Chosŏn manipulation.
When Sejo went to China as an envoy, he usurped both the royal court’s diplomatic prerogative and
the narrative ingredients of imperial legitimation. Poaching both to construct his own personal
mythology as a king-to-be was nonetheless only the most extreme example of appropriation. Viewed
this way, the only substantive difference between his actions and those of the envoys and
interpreters, whose smuggling activities plagued his grandson’s court, was the extent of their
ambitions.
As part of this process of appropriating empire, King Sejo also played to Ming expectations
through careful self-representation. Even as Sejo sought tit-for-tit exchanges of political favors with
Ming eunuchs, to literati Ming envoys, he constructed an image of a loyal vassal, as if drawn straight
from the pages of a Chinese dynastic history. Keen to declare his “loyalty,” he played to imperial
desire and performed, though only outwardly, the role of an obedient vassal. If the Chosŏn king
could make the Ming see itself as a loyal vassal, as it did during the Jurchen wars, he could avoid
suspicion, but more importantly, deflect imperial attention.
Establishing the relationship itself as inherently trustworthy was a way to increase Chosŏn
credibility in Ming eyes, but it could very well be seen as an attempt to exploit Ming trust. Ming
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credulity reinforced the dynamics of knowledge asymmetry already in play. The Chosŏn court
already knew more about the Ming empire than vice-versa by maintaining channels of information
acquisition, such as lateral ties with Ming institutional actors and using tribute missions for
intelligence gathering. Assiduous self-representation worked together with deliberate concealment to
manipulate Ming knowledge of Korea so that it comprised only stereotyped images. These images
were palatable and legible to the Ming because it was readily integral to its legitimating ideologies.
The production of these stereotypes of Korea as a “model tributary” and its rulers as ideal
vassals may have been for ulterior reasons, but over the course of time these stereotypes acquired a
normative power. In Chosŏn, the realpolitik of the fifteenth century seemed to give way to an
internalized “Confucian idealism” of the sixteenth century, as Peter Yun and others have suggested.
Late sixteenth century philosophers like Yi Hwang and Yi I called for Chosŏn to consistently
perform its duties as a loyal vassal to the Ming, but these exhortations to ritual perfection were
always embedded in an implicit moral critique of society, politics, and the imperium itself.113 Within
this “Confucian” logic, these exhortations did not necessarily signal subservience to the Ming, but
instead asserted the moral agency of the hierarchically inferior, whether it be a local literatus vis-a-vis
the state, a court official vis-a-vis the king, or, in the case of Chosŏn, a feudal lord vis-a-vis the
emperor. Even as being a loyal Ming vassal became more than an image to project to the Ming, and
was seen to have normative weight, it did not mean it lost its strategic dimension. It merely operated
along a different axis.
Both strategic and normative discourses of diplomacy persisted throughout the Chosŏn
period, but one way they shifted was in the reification of Korea’s image as an ever-loyal tributary of
the Ming. Rather than see this image as a defining feature of Chosŏn-Ming relations, it is far better

Peter Yun, “Rethinking the Tribute System: Korean States and Northeast Asian Interstate Relations, 600-1600,”
204–207; “Confucian Ideology and the Tribute System in Chosŏn-Ming Relations,” Sach’ong 55, no. 9 (2002).
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understood as a product of choices made by the participants of this diplomacy. Seen in this way,
Sejo’s own self-fashioning and ritualized behavior in front of imperial agents, was a strategic decision
to continue the practices first adopted by his predecessors. Yet, in the process of conducting
realpolitik, Sejo’s court increased the Chosŏn’s investment in Ming ideologies of empire. Ironic
though it is, the Chosŏn ruler who was most hard-nosed about diplomacy and most keen to assert
his royal prerogatives may have also contributed the most to a fiction of empire and the image of
Chosŏn-as-loyal-vassal. It was not simply a matter of degree, because his reign also developed an
entirely novel technology of self-representation, the Brilliant Flowers anthologies (Hwanghwajip 皇華
集). These Ming envoy poetry collections were veritable literary monuments to empire, reifying over
time an image of Chosŏn as the Ming’s most loyal tributary and the Ming as universal sovereign.
But, behind this most pronounced stereotypes was another story, whose significance will be
discussed in the following two chapters.
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Chapter 5
Brilliant Are the Flowers: Empire, Civilization, and Sovereignty in ChosŏnMing Envoy Poetry, 1457–1592
Whether as a prince jockeying for power or as the ruler of Chosŏn, King Sejo exploited his
relations with the Ming to achieve his own political goals. Utilitarian in in his use of power, Sejo
repeatedly disregarded the sanctity of Ming authority as he augmented his own.1 Sejo also
challenged imperial ritual prerogatives by performing heaven-worship rites that were, in theory,
reserved only to the Ming emperor as the Son of Heaven.2 How should these actions be reconciled
with his expressions of allegiance and his otherwise dutiful observance of the obligations of a “vassal
king?” Were they mere instruments for dealing with the Ming? Sejo might have thought so,
perceiving his ritual performances and rhetorical declarations as necessary expedients.
Without access to the workings of Sejo’s mind, ascertaining whether these performances
were conceived cynically or sincerely is impossible. As this dissertation has argued, the search for
sincere sentiment distracts from recognizing the illocutionary force of these performances—that is
to say, the cultural and political work they were to do. On many levels, authentic emotion is
irrelevant to these questions. First, the performative quality of ritual instantiates its larger normative
claims; the performer may be transformed by the act, even as he appropriates its symbols.3 Viewed
in the long term, repeatedly acting out the gestures of obeisance normalizes and thus legitimizes the

Kim T’aeyŏng 金泰永, “Chosŏn ch’ogi Sejo wanggwŏn ŭi chŏnchesŏng e taehan ilkoch’al 朝鮮초기 世祖王權의
專制性에 대한 一考察,” Han’guk sa yŏn’gu, no. 87 (December 1994): 117–46; Sohn Pow-key, “Social History of the
Early Yi Dynasty 1392-1592,” 47–48.
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ideas they represent. Even if Sejo remained impervious to ritual’s transformative power, the bulk of
the Chosŏn elite were born into a world where such rituals were already legitimate. Second, even
cynical performances (so long as they are convincing) can take on a life of their own, for those who
encounter them have no reason to doubt the motivations behind them.4 Ming observers and
Chosŏn performers (and vice-versa) had to interact with each other on the field of this ritual, and
entered into a relationship, an Eliasian figuration, where both parties played to each other’s
expectations. Their diplomatic declarations, once uttered, and their rituals once performed, existed
on a separate communicative plane, taking on a life of their own. Specific discourses and practices
then became objects of symbolic contestation, often in ways that exceeded the confines of their
original purpose.
The Brilliant Flowers anthologies (Hwanghwajip 皇華集) and their surrounding practices are an
example of how a Korean performance of deference to the Ming engendered a space for symbolic
contestation, whose significances resonated well beyond the limits of its original, intended purpose.
In this chapter, I treat the Brilliant Flowers as a novel technology of Korean self-representation that
fostered a space of social interaction between Ming emissaries and Chosŏn literati officials. It also
shifted the burden of empire-making to literary sociability, which enabled the negotiation of imperial
ideology and its symbolism within the social space of diplomatic encounters. As a result, Chosŏn
and its officials could co-opt and the co-construct Ming empire to suit their own interests and
purposes.5 At stake in the practice of envoy poetry was how imperial authority was to be imagined
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in relation to Korea’s civilizing process, an issue which spoke directly to competing claims of
political sovereignty and Korea’s connection to the classical past.
The Chosŏn court first published the Anthology of the Brilliant Flowers in 1457. The anthology
collected the poetry exchanges between Korean officials and the Ming envoys Chen Jian 陳鑑
(1415–1471) and Gao Run 高潤 (fl. 1457), who arrived that year to announce the restoration of the
Yingzong emperor to the Ming throne. Documentary evidence for how the first edition of Brilliant
Flowers came into being is scant, so reconstructing its origins is difficult. There are several plausible
explanations. The Chosŏn court could have printed the anthology as a favor for Chen and Gao. Or
perhaps it was meant to showcase Korean literary accomplishment.6 Other scholars have suggested
that the anthology reaffirmed Chosŏn fealty to an embattled Ming dynastic house. In this view, the
Yingzong emperor, who had lived under house arrest after being returned to the Ming by his
Mongol captors, had only been restored to power after the sudden death of his brother, the Jingtai
emperor. Sejo, whose own legitimacy was vulnerable as a usurper, published this anthology to
ingratiate himself with the Ming.7 Each of these explanations has its merits, but the long-term
significance for Chosŏn-Ming relations lies less in the conditions of the anthology’s inception than
in the life it had thereafter. Whether a momentary accommodation to the whims of two Ming
envoys or a way to satisfy Ming desires for recognition at a time of dynastic vulnerability, it grew
over time into something much more.
After its initial printing, the Brilliant Flowers became the center of a new diplomatic tradition.
Its compilation, publication, and distribution continued to the end of the Ming period. From 1457

An Changni 안장리, “Chosŏn chŏngi ‘Hwanghwajip’ mit Myŏng sasin ŭi Chosŏn kwallyŏn sŏjok ch’ulp’an e taehan
yŏn’gu 朝鮮 前期 『皇華集 』 및 明使臣의 朝鮮關聯書籍 出版에 대한 연구,” Kugŏ kyoyuk 107 (2002): 347–
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on, the Chosŏn court compiled thirty different anthologies, one for nearly every Ming literati-led
envoy mission to Korea until 1633.8 Documenting Chosŏn-Ming diplomacy of nearly two centuries,
these compilations comprise around 6500 individual pieces of poetry and prose exchanged between
Ming emissaries and their Chosŏn hosts.9 As a gradual accumulation of anthologies, they took form
as a unified corpus only gradually. The first attempt to join these anthologies into one,
comprehensive set came in 1773, when King Yŏngjo commissioned their recompilation as a part of
broader court project of commemorating the Ming. With this reprinting, the anthology took on new
significance as a retrospective distillation of Chosŏn’s relations with the Ming court.10
The Brilliant Flowers also wove a social fabric of the personal connections it fostered and a
web of intertextual links through other compilations and texts in both China and Korea. Ming
envoys often kept travelogues of their sojourn to Chosŏn and included their poetry exchanges with

This number includes one anthology published retroactively for a 1450 mission. For the publication history of the
1450 Brilliant Flowers see Kim Kihwa 김기화, “‘Hwanghwajip’ ŭi p’yŏnch’an kwa kanhaeng e kwanhan yŏn’gu”「皇華
集」의 編纂과 刊行에 관한 연구, Sŏjihak yŏn’gu 39 (June 2008): 201–53. Although the earliest envoy mission with a
Hwanghwajip anthology is from 1450, it was actually recompiled and printed later, making the 1457 anthology the
earliest.
8
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Korean officials and poets. Ming diplomatic compositions also found their way into the personal
anthologies of individual writers.11 Chosŏn participants too left accounts of these exchanges,
scattered among personal literary anthologies and miscellanies.12 As a prominent gift for Ming
envoys and other Ming officials, the anthology embodied the cultural and social strategies the
Chosŏn court pursued in diplomacy. Its novelty, both as a technology of representation and as a
product of diplomatic interaction, made the anthology’s emergence a watershed moment in ChosŏnMing relations.
Some scholars have taken the rise of envoy poetry in Chosŏn-Ming diplomacy to signal the
advent of “ideal” tributary relations and thus mark the period of the Brilliant Flowers as emblematic of
Chosŏn-Ming relations in general. The turn to “literary diplomacy” (詞賦外交) indeed occurred in
lock-step with political and cultural shifts at the Ming court.13 When the Ming court no longer sent
special eunuch emissaries to Chosŏn to procure luxury goods and human tribute, as it had done in
the early fifteenth century, diplomacy with Korea left the hands of the inner palace and entered the

Chief among these extant travelogues are the writings of the 1450 envoy Ni Qian, the 1460 envoy Zhang Ning, the
1488 envoy Dong Yue, the 1537 envoy Gong Yongqing, the 1606 envoy Zhu Zhifan and the 1626 envoy Jiang
Yuekuang. Yin Mengxia 殷夢霞, and Yu Hao 于浩, eds. Shi Chaoxian lu 使朝鮮錄. Beijing: Beijing tushuguan chuban
she, 2003. Such writings often enter the personal literary anthologies of these envoys, as was the case for the 1476 envoy
Qi Shun and the 1568 envoy Xu Guo. See Qi Shun 祁順, Xunchuan Qi Xiansheng wenji 巽川祁先生文集, vol. 37, in
SKCM pt. 4 (Zaizi tang 在茲堂刻本, 1655); Xu Guo 許國, Xu Wenmu gong quan ji er shi juan 許文穆公全集 二十卷,
(China: Wanxiang tang 畹香堂藏板, 1625); Gong Yongqing 龔用卿, “Yun’gang Gong Wen Ji [17 Juan] 雲岡公文集
十七卷,” Manuscript (藍格舊鈔本), (n.d.), Mf 9101/5565 (12018), Princeton University, East Asian Collection. See also
Philip de Heer, “Three Embassies to Seoul” for a discussion of Ni, Zhang and Dong’s accounts. Ming envoy travelogues
are examined in detail in Kim Han’gyu 金翰奎, Sa Chosŏnnok yŏn’gu: Song, Myŏng, Chŏng, Sidae Chosŏn sahaengnok ŭi saryojŏk
kach’i 사조선록 연구: 송, 명, 청 시대 조선 사행록 의 사료적 가치 (Seoul: Sŏgang taehakkyo ch’ulp’anbu,
2011).
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hands of the literati-controlled Grand Secretariat.14 The meanings of these political shifts for
Chosŏn-Ming relations are several. Not least of all, with diplomacy the purview of Ming literati, the
values of literary and civil culture, represented by the Brilliant Flowers, became dominant. This shift
marginalized, both in practice and in historical representation, actors who were central to the
exercise of diplomacy but who could not participate as social equals in literary exchange. Eunuchs,
professional interpreters, and military officers were sidelined in favor of an imperial vision that
centered on Confucian men of letters.15
Against this broader pattern of shifts, one must resist viewing this period of “literary
diplomacy” as a distillation of “ideal” tributary relations or Chosŏn-Ming relations. For one, the
gentlemanly exchange of letters documented by the Brilliant Flowers was no more an essential feature
of Chosŏn-Ming diplomacy than the extortive practices of Ming eunuchs (and literati) envoys were
an aberration.16 A more critical problem is that essentializing Chosŏn-Ming relations as “literary
diplomacy” risks naturalizing and obscuring the historical processes that led to these shifts in the
first place. If one uses the larger structural shifts to explain Chosŏn diplomatic practices, then the
latter appear only as reflections of broader changes, precluding the possibility that Chosŏn practices
might actually have effected structural change in the first place. This chapter contends, instead, that
literati ascendancy in Ming politics alone cannot explain the domination of literary values and
practices in Chosŏn-Ming diplomacy. The role of Chosŏn investment in the Brilliant Flowers must
also be appreciated. This investment reinforced the political ascendancy of Ming literati in and thus

Sun Weiguo 孫衛國, “Lun Mingchu de huanguan waijiao 論明初的宦官外交,” Nankai xuebao, no. 2 (1994): 34–42;
“Shi shuo Ming dai Xingren 試說明代行人,” Shixue jikan, no. 1 (1994): 11–16.
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encouraged the Ming to deal with Chosŏn in this channel. In other words, Chosŏn diplomatic
practice and broader Ming institutional shifts not only reinforced one another, but their consonance
was also a deliberate outcome of Chosŏn strategy. This entire process is missed if the emergence of
this new mode of diplomacy is taken for granted.
The envoy poetry of the Brilliant Flowers, like other literary genres and ritualized practices
discussed thus far, did not reflect a political order, but constituted it. The anthology’s many
panegyrics to empire in fact fashioned ideals of empire to envision a proper place for Korea.
Through poetry writing, Ming and Chosŏn envoys co-constructed an empire whose authority was
not invested in the force of arms or the movement of goods, but in a continual process of literary
reenactment. The envoy poem brought the empire to life through its encomia, willing it into
existence through literary fiat. The literary turn of diplomacy elevated the generative power of the
imperial project as a civilizing process, which rendered Chosŏn into an object of its civilizing force.
As it became a consistent part of Chosŏn-Ming diplomacy, the anthology and its literary practices
reified Chosŏn’s identity as a loyal tributary, but also reinscribed imperial claims into a version of
empire that the Chosŏn court and its officials had desired.
The anthology’s poems emphasized Korea’s own independent transmission of dynastic
legitimacy, the literary prowess of its people, and its claim to a common civilizational past. At the
center of this was a claim to local sovereignty articulated in Korea’s own autonomous civilizing
process. Not all of these claims, whether by Ming envoys or Chosŏn writers, were necessarily
compatible with one another. What made literary practice different from other contexts of
construction, then, was the coexistence of divergent views within one body of text. Co-construction
did not imply that either Ming or Chosŏn envoys necessarily shared a monolithic preconception of
what the empire was. Poetic craft, then, provided the mechanisms where divergent and often
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dissonant views could be harmonized and calibrated, even if only within the space of a couplet or
quatrain.
Finding the Brilliant Flowers: Poetic Practice in Early Chosŏn Korea
Envoy poetry was important to East Asian diplomacy before the advent of the Brilliant
Flowers.17 Imperial envoys and Korean officials had exchanged poems before, a practice dating to at
least the Jin period.18 Most notably, in 1396 the Chosŏn envoy Kwŏn Kŭn wrote poems with the
Ming emperor Taizu, an event widely celebrated by both the Chosŏn court and Ming envoys alike
through the 16th century.19
Despite numerous antecedents the Chosŏn court, by compiling and publishing envoy poetry
itself, fundamentally reinvented envoy poetry. Never before had the Korean court published the
envoy writing of imperial envoys. The court’s publication of the Brilliant Flowers formalized poetry
exchange as official diplomatic practice. The anthologies also differed in both form and content
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attributed to Yan Zixiu 閻子秀, which is no longer extent. Wang Ji wrote a Yalu xingbu zhi 鴨江行部志, which was
collected in the Yongle Encyclopedia and even cited as late as the mid Qing. Only small portions of it survive. See Chang
Tong’ik, Wŏndae Yŏsa charyo chimnok, 347–360, esp. p. 348; Jin Yufu 金毓紱, Liaohai Congshu 遼海叢書 (Shenyang:
Liaoshen shushe, 1985), 2540.
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Dane Alston has translated and discussed these poems in his article “Emperor and Emissary: The Hongwu Emperor,
Kwŏn Kŭn, and the Poetry of Late Fourteenth Century Diplomacy,” Korean Studies 32 (2008): 101–147. See also p.
105; They are also extant in Kwŏn’s collected works, the Yangch’on chip f.1 in HMC v.7 14–21b. The Chosŏn court
continued to show the original copies of the imperial poems Kwŏn Kŭn brought back to later Ming envoys, many of
whom left their own inscriptions celebrating the affair. See e.g. Sejo sillok 19:33a [1460/03/07#1]; Zhang Ning, Fengshi lu,
16-17. The Veritable Records also includes examples of Ming envoys exchanging poems with the Chosŏn ruler, but early
Ming envoys were often reluctant to exchange poems with Korean officials. See e.g. T’aejong sillok 4:18b
[1402/10/26#2].Literary exchange was also an important part of late Chosŏn diplomacy with Japan, but this matter is
beyond the scope of this study.
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from other envoy anthologies. When Ming envoys published their own anthologies,20 they rarely
included a substantial number of Korean poems, and chose instead to showcase their own writing.21
The Brilliant Flowers, on the other hand, included both Ming and Chosŏn poetry in relatively equal
proportion. It highlighted the literary accomplishments of Chosŏn courtiers alongside those of Ming
envoys, upholding them as cultural and social equals. By constructing these relations of parity, the
anthology hoped to foster mutual identification between Ming and Chosŏn diplomats, rather than
cast them only as representatives of their respective rulers. Despite the ubiquitous references to the
Chosŏn ruler and the Ming emperor, the monarchs were conspicuously absent as actors, sidelined in
favor of the envoys and his hosts. In sum, the anthology repositioned the diplomatic center of
gravity, shifting it from a relationship between a universal ruler and his monarch to one between
literary peers.
The Brilliant Flowers’ encouragement of mutual identification between men of letters
implicitly upheld literary values in the space of the political and the imperial. This strategic move is
analogous to other practices described in this dissertation, but the Brilliant Flowers did so in a
particularly self-referential way. Its title, “Hwanghwa” (Ch: Huanghua 皇華) suggests an
inextricable link between literary practice and imperial power. The polysemy of the two characters,
hwang (Ch: Huang, imperial/brilliant/august) and hwa (Ch: Hua, efflorescence/civilization/China),
allows the title to be read as “august efflorescence (civilization),” or “imperial China.” This latter,
literal reading of the term hwanghwa, however, was never explicitly employed in the Brilliant Flowers

For instance, Ni Qian 倪謙, Liaohai bian 遼海編, 1469 edition, Reprinted in Shi Chaoxian lu (Beijing: Beijing
tushuguan chuban she, 2003).
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The extant anthologies of Chosŏn envoys included poetry, but usually only preserved their half of the exchanges with
Ming officials and scholars. For an example see, Yi Sŭngso, Samdan sŏnsaeng chip f.2, 6, 8 in HMC v.11. As a point of
comparison, the Vietnamese envoy poetry was too compiled and published by Vietnamese envoys themselves. Liam C.
Kelley, Beyond the Bronze Pillars : Envoy Poetry and the Sino-Vietnamese Relationship (Honolulu: Association for Asian Studies :
University of Hawai’i Press, 2005).
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itself. When both Chosŏn and Ming envoy writers referred to the title of the anthology, they pointed
to the term’s locus classicus, a piece in the Classic of Poetry. The poem, “Brilliant are the flowers” (Ch:
Huanghuang zhehua 皇皇者華), was so titled because of its affective image of flowers blooming
brilliantly across the landscape as a dutiful Zhou royal emissary traveled to feudal states to procure
virtuous men for his ruler.22 By couching it in the world of the classics, envoy poetry transformed
the Chosŏn and the Ming into inheritors of a hallowed tradition, fostering correspondences that
transcended distinctions of time and space. In this rendition the Ming envoy is the representative of
the Zhou king who travels to the feudal state of yore, now imagined to be Chosŏn, where virtuous
men and beautiful customs await his discovery.
The connection to the classical world of the Zhou depended on an appeal to a common
literary tradition through the writing of poetry itself. Cultural identification implied by writing the
same poetry helped construct a broader cultural imaginary. Through a shared knowledge of classical
texts, whether the received traditions of the Zhou Dynasty, the writings of Song Neo-Confucians, or
the poems of Tang masters, the literati of both China and Korea were by the fifteenth century
writing within a larger “imagined community” (only to borrow the language of Benedict Anderson)
with a common script.23 A shared cultural imaginary seemed to enable the expression of political
allegiance. In what he calls the “complicity between Chinese classical literature and the imperial

Shijing, Mao #163. Similar titles were also used in Vietnamese envoy poetry collections. See Liam Kelley, Beyond the
Bronze Pillars, 68, 233.
22

See Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London; New York:
Verso, 1991), 15. Since Anderson speaks specifically about the construction of national identities in the 19th century, I
use this term quite loosely. Other scholars of East Asia have preferred the wording of Sheldon Pollock and use the term
“cosmopolis” to describe this phenomenon. See Sheldon I Pollock, The Language of the Gods in the World of Men, 1–75.
What is important to note is that in this “imagined community” differed from the Sansrkit “cosmopolis” in its
ethnocentrism. The exclusivity of Chinese imperial claims to civilization meant that Koreans, Japanese, Vietnamese and
Ryūkyūans who sought to lay claim to it had to face significant intellectual and cultural challenges, not least of all,
reorienting its ethnocentric underpinnings so that it could be amenable to appropriation by those the imperial center
considered to be beyond the pale. For a discussion of this struggle in medieval Korea, see Cha, “The Civilizing Project in
Medieval Korea,” 56–93.
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system,” Stephen Owen has argued that poetic composition confirmed an individual’s loyalties, not
to the state and emperor per se, but to the ideological world-view that upheld the imperial system.
The poem need not declare ‘I am loyal,’ for it demonstrated a thorough assimilation of the
correlative cosmology on which the government’s authority, even its justification to exist, is
founded.”24
These observations of the use of poetry imperial in the civil service exams appear to apply to
envoy poetry, but only on the surface level. The Korean envoy poem both assimilated the correlative
authority of imperial authority and declared loyalty to it. Moreover, the Chosŏn court’s
encouragement of envoy poetry also suggests its allegiance to the imperial view of the world.
Modern scholars have therefore understood the Brilliant Flowers as an affirmation of a shared value
system embodied in the literary tradition. Du Huiyue, for instance, takes envoy poetry as clear
evidence of both the Chosŏn court’s unquestioned loyalty to the Ming and the admiration of
Chinese culture by the Ming elite.25 Such arguments seem compelling because classical poetics
ascribes poetry, especially the si-poem (Ch: shi 詩), the power to speak to the immediacy of human
emotions, and thus read them as authentic representation of an author’s sentiments (i.e. shi yan zhi
詩言志). As such, they are also seen to be the genre most reflective of the author’s interiority, and

Stephen Owen, “Omen in the World: Meaning in the Chinese Lyric,” Traditional Chinese Poetry and Poetics (Madison:
University of Wisconsin, 1985), 27–29.
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To date, Du offers the most extensive and authoritative body of work on the Brilliant Flowers. Her detailed analysis of
its poems and its historical contextualization mainly serve a literary history, where the influence of Ming poetic trends on
Chosŏn poetry writing is the main analytical thrust. In her analysis of its historical significance, Du generally sees the
Brilliant Flowers as a reflection of “tributary relations.” Indeed, reading the poems of the Brilliant Flowers as examples of
Korean sadae ideology or Korea’s “sincere” devotion to the Ming is the dominant hermeunetical strategy at work in most
previous literary studies on the Brilliant Flowers. According to Sin Tae-yŏng, the relative obscurity of these texts in Korean
languages studies is precisely tied to its connection with sadae ideology, because their existence jibes against nationalist
sentiments and is perceived as shameful. Du Huiyue, Mingdai wenchen chushi Chaoxian, esp. 256–263; Sin T’aeyŏng 申太
永, “Hwanghwajip ŭi p’yŏnch’an ŭisik yŏn’gu - sŏmun ŭl chungsim ŭro 皇華集 의 편찬의식 연구 - 서문을
중심으로 -,” Hanmun hakpo 5 (2001): 118)
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by extension, his moral character.26 When the si-poem is assumed to have lyrical authenticity, the
envoy poem thus becomes a reliable indicator of the subjectivity of Chosŏn and Ming writers. What
better demonstration of Chosŏn’s “admiration of China” (mohwa chuŭi/muhwa zhuyi 慕華主義) and
commitment to “Serving the Great” than the poems that expressed these sentiments?
There are several problems with these views, all tied to the hermeneutics of reading si-poetry.
Proceeding from classical models to interpret poetry by assuming its lyrical authenticity risks
neglecting the social and political contexts of their composition. Moreover, in the Chosŏn context, it
ignores a history of centuries of appropriation and reinvention. Korean rulers had long appropriated
the technologies and ideologies of empire and intertwined their own legitimacy with the symbolic
authority of emperors. For Chosŏn envoy writers, the “correlative cosmology” tied the poem not
only to imperial authority, but the Chosŏn kingship as well. Seeing poetic practice only as a
reflection of politics also implies a recursive and reductive determinism. Certainly, literary practice
can and does reflect diplomatic norms, for political hierarchies, ideological underpinnings, and
institutional arrangements all become visible in the rhetoric and practice of the envoy poem. But, if
poetry is understood in terms of its ability to reflect the “real” (constituted by things such as power,
prestige, hierarchy, or structure, which often are in fact scholarly abstractions), it suggests onedimensional, unidirectional relationship between politics and literary practice, with the former
determining the latter. It discounts the possibility that the literary production could also shape the
political. As a form of representation, literary exchange was part of a political theater, performed
with instrumental aims.
Classical formulations notwithstanding, later writers of poetry saw the performance and
artifice inherent in literary craft as undercutting the sentimental spontaneity and authenticity of the

Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese Literary Thought (Cambridge, Mass.: Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard
University: Distributed by Harvard University Press, 1992), 37–44.
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poem, and thus its moral value as a whole.27 Early Chosŏn courtier-poets shared these anxieties
over craft and its threat to poetry’s moral value. The belles-lettres (sajang/cizhang 詞章), which
included poetry, had a particularly uneasy relationship with both Neo-Confucian learning and the
demands of statecraft. Detractors pointed to its “frivolity,”and found it “insignifican[t]” to a literati’s
proper pursuits, namely moral cultivation and classical scholarship.28 Although the belles-lettres
eventually occupied a central place in Korea’s civil service exam curriculum, their status as a
legitimate scholarly pursuit was tenuous during the Chosŏn’s earlier years. The Chosŏn founder had
in fact abolished the poetry examination and his successors did not restore it until 1453.29
Restoration of the poetry examination was due to the the growing importance of literary
exchange in diplomacy with Ming envoys. As Peter Lee has stated, “if the government failed to
nurture talented writers, the country would fare poorly in international relations.”30 One Chosŏn
official, Yi Ch’angsin 李昌臣 (1449–1506), cautioned his king against neglecting belles-lettres, in spite

This discourse particularly affects the poetry of court poets. The reception of the late Tang poet Wen Tingyun 溫庭
筠 (812–870), known for his crafted, is a case in point. Paul F. Rouzer, Writing Another’s Dream: The Poetry of Wen Tingyun
(Stanford University Press, 1993), 1–26.
27

Peter H. Lee, A History of Korean Literature (Oxford, UK ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 316–322.
Despite these detractions, most 15th century Korean scholar-officials devoted a considerable amount of energy to
poetry writing. A cursory examination of early Chosŏn collections of the writings of individual authors (munjip 文集)
show both the preponderance and preeminence of verse genres, like the si, over prose writing. In many anthologies, the
si-poem alone occupies half of the fascicles. Not only is si the most frequently represented kind of writing, it invariably is
included in the front of such anthologies, suggesting also their relative significance. On the other hand, poetry in classical
Chinese has largely been neglected by Anglophone scholarship on premodern Korea. This neglect reflects the
predilections of modern scholars and not of its level of relevance to early Chosŏn elite society. The embeddedness and
ubiquity of poetry writing in Chosŏn elite life may explain the ubiquity apologies for its practice by serious Confucian
moralists. Neo-Confucian scholars like Kim Chongjik (金宗直 1431–1492) tried to reconcile literary practice with the
broader program of Confucian learning, though he still dismissed literature as a “minor skill” (小技) of “little
importance” (末端). Later proponents followed suit by arguing that it was consonant with the principles of NeoConfucian thought, and thus a viable channel for its moral program. In this conception of poetry, it was no longer “an
autonomous art,” but “a by-product of Human Nature and Principle Learning” (sŏngnihak/ xinglixue, i.e. NeoConfucianism 性理學).
28

Benjamin A. Elman, A Cultural History of Civil Examinations in Late Imperial China (Berkley, CA: University of California
Press, 2000), 23.
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Peter H. Lee, A History of Korean Literature, citing Chungjong sillok 40:46b.
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of its “irrelevance to governing the country,” precisely for this reason.31 The arguably utilitarian
defense of the state patronage of poetry may appear to diminish its intellectual and cultural
importance, such a discourse belied both the political and ideological role it played at the Chosŏn
court. Poetry writing in diplomacy, however, was not simply a matter of entertaining Ming envoys,
for Chosŏn court poets invested their writing with moral and political claims that impacted the
legitimacy and authority of the Chosŏn state on the one hand, and the ideological construction of
the Ming and its empire on the other.
The envoy poet was ever aware of the public nature of his writings, visible not only to his
counterparts on the outset, but with their systematic publication by the Chosŏn court, privy to
posterity. This awareness did not preclude assertions of authentic sentiment, but this emphasis
points to the problems of trust and sincerity inherent to diplomacy.32 The purported lyrical
authenticity of the poem then went hand in hand with the need to establish trust with one’s audience
by assuring them of one’s sincerity. Like in other diplomatic genres, such as the p’yomun memorial
discussed in Chapter 1, sincerity was a construct of the genre. These practices reflected ideology and
structure, but only because its ideology and structure emerged from them.
The intertwined political use and social practice of poetry should reveal where the classical
formulation of lyrical authenticity is inadequate. Envoy poets wrote for social moments. The
anthology’s paratexts: prefaces, titles, and postscripts, indicate with specificity their social function.33
Chosŏn and Ming envoys often wrote poems to each via a popular form of linked composition,
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Sŏngjong sillok 122:9a [1480/10/26#3].

Ming envoys, for example, often called into question the sincerity of the Chosŏn court’s allegiance to the Ming,
especially in times of crisis. See for example Ni Qian, Chaoxian jishi 朝鮮紀事, pp. 6–7.
32

In addition to poems written to Chosŏn high officials, Ming envoys also penned poems of parting to lower ranking
members of the Chosŏn entourage as gifts. They addressed these poems to Chosŏn interpreters, medical officials and
other members of the Korean reception committee, thanking them for their company.
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called “rhyme-matching” (ch’aun/ciyun 次韻).34 Rhyme-matching required responses to a
predecessor’s poetry to use the same rhyme words, a practice conducive to the recycling of tropes
and images. Since Ming envoys often responded to predecessors separated by decades, if not
centuries, this practice granted diplomatic relations between the two states a semblance of
timelessness. The Chosŏn court reinforced this image by carving these poems on plaques and steles
that adorned the sites Ming envoys visited. Both these envoys and their Chosŏn hosts consulted
prior editions of the Brilliant Flowers as models for their own compositions. As it came to be used
and reused through the 17th century, the Brilliant Flowers emerged as a repertoire of knowledge for
both Chosŏn and Ming envoys.35 All in all, the poems of this anthology, ranging from brief
quatrains to extended meditations sustained over sixty or seventy couplets, were not self-contained
pieces of private introspection, but products of literary sociability.36
Literary exchange, as a medium of sociability, often enshrined a sense of personal friendship
between Ming literati envoys and their Chosŏn counterparts. In their exchanges, they often
expressed sentiments they hoped would transcend both political geography and human time.37 The
social embeddeness of envoy poetry is also corroborated by the intertextual relations an individual

Scholars have generally read “rhyme-matching” as kind of ritualized exchange to satisfy political needs. For example,
see Kim Wŏnjun, “Chosa wa ŭi ch’aunsi e nat’anan Chipong ŭi ŭisik- Chipong ŭi ‘Hwanghwajip Ch’aun’ ŭl t’onghae 詔
使와의 次韻詩에 나타난 芝峯의 意識-지봉의「皇華集次韻」을 통해-,” Hanminjok Ŏmunhak 44 (June 2004):
230–269, esp. p. 237.
34

I would like to thank Professor Yi Chongmuk (이종묵) at Seoul National University for pointing this out to me
during one of our conversations. Examples of rhyme matching are ubiquitous in this anthology. These issues are
discussed further in Chapter 6.
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For a comprehensive discussion genres and forms represented in the Brilliant Flowers, see Du Huiyue, Mingdai wenchen
chushi Chaoxian, 133–180.
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Note the many expressions of personal friendship in these texts. For instance, see the 1521 envoy Tang Gao 唐皋’s
parting poem to Yi Haeng 李荇 or the friendship between the Chosŏn official Pak Ch’ungwŏn 朴忠元 and the Ming
envoys from 1568 and 1573. See “Bidding Farewell to State Councilor,” Minister Yi 別李參贊國相 in HHJ 1521
f.6:37a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:427a–b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 539); Chungjong sillok f.43:49b [1521/12/23#1] and Shihua conglin, p.
154; 1573 HHJ f.1:32b–33a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:795a–b (ZBHHJ v.2, pp. 206–207).
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Figure 3: A Tongp'ach'e poem

Insert figure EXAMPLE OF DONGPOTI:

A considerable number of pieces were meant to demonstrate literary virtuosity. The hwemunche poem (Ch: huiwenti
迴文體) and the tongp’ache poem, shown here, (Ch: dongpoti 東坡題), for example, are featured extensively in these
anthologies. Hwemunche, lit. “Reverse-text poems,” were semordnilaps, compositions that showed perfect poetic
prosody whether read forwards or backwards. Tongp’ache poems involved writing a poem with characters using
modified strokes, where color, length, orientation and composition sometimes insinuated whole phrases. For
example, the character for “mountain,” san/shan 山 written in green ink would be read as “green hills,”
(ch’ŏngsan/qingshan 青山). Example from the 1539 HHJ, reprint from the SKCM pt.4, v.301.

poem has with other compositions and with other genres of writing. Chosŏn miscellanies, like the
P’irwŏn chapki of Sŏ Kŏjŏng or the P’aegwan chapki of the interpreter Ŏ Sukkwŏn (魚叔權 fl. 15th
century), which documented this sociability, also reveal a prevailing concern with literary reputation
and competition.38 Literary virtuosity was valued for both Ming envoys and Chosŏn officials, as
anecdotes about their exchanges were abound in these selections. In the judgment of these Chosŏn

38

Ŏ and Lee, A Korean Storyteller’s Miscellany; P’aegwan chapki f.1–4 in TDYS f.4, v.1:728–784.
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writers, a Ming envoy’s character was reflected in a combination of both his literary ability and his
moral behavior, with few receiving unqualified praise in both. By the same token, a Chosŏn poet’s
abilities reflected directly on the overall literary attainment of Korea itself.39
Figure 4: Poem by the 1476 Ming envoy Qi Shun

Postscript to a parting poem to a Chosŏn interpreter, written by the 1476 Ming envoy Qi Shun 祁順.
Original Manuscript, in a calligraphy album of Sŏ Kŏjŏng
Album format (17.9cm x 38.7 cm) Gyeongi Provincial Museum Catalogue.

See Sŏ Kŏjŏng 徐居正, P’irwŏn chapgki 筆苑雜記 f.2 in TDYS f.3, v.2:685–686. The celebrated rivalry between Sŏ
Kŏjŏng and the 1476 envoy Qi Shun provides a case in point. See Sŏng Hyŏn 成俔, Yongjae ch’onghwa 慵齋叢話 f.1 in
TDYS f.1, v.1:567–570.
39
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Both expressions of friendship in poetry and acts of literary competition proffered a sense of
social parity rooted in a common script and literary tradition.40 When a Ming official could see a
Chosŏn counterpart not simply as a representative of a foreign (or worse, barbarian) ruler but as
men of letters, then their mutual identification could also suggest the possibility of cultural parity
between the Chosŏn and the Ming. The Chosŏn court thus tried to foster this identification,
selecting only the best literary talents to be members of the envoy reception committee.41 Hoping to
further showcase Korean talent, it published the Brilliant Flowers to secure imperial attention for
Chosŏn writers, and by extension, Korea’s cultural accomplishments. In this manner, sociability and
literary talent went hand in hand. Even as the Brilliant Flowers clearly coded the hierarchical
distinction between the Ming emperor and the Chosŏn ruler,42 it posited an alternative relationship
of parity, in which the Chosŏn and the Ming were peers in cultural attainment.
The Chosŏn court and its scholars made considerable efforts to claim this parity, but
struggled against Ming condescension.43 The mid-Chosŏn miscellany writer, Yu Mong’in 柳夢寅
(1559–1623), who traveled several times to the Ming as an envoy, once complained that “over these

This identification should not be taken for granted. For example, the 1449 envoy Ni Qian’s Liaohai Bian omits most
of the writing by his Korean counterparts. When the text came to be known in Korea, Chosŏn literati such as Sŏ Kŏjŏng
felt slighted by Ni’s “attempt to make himself look better by highlighting his own poetry over that of great Chosŏn
writers.” Pirwŏn chapki f.2, TDYS f.3, v.1:686.
40

Du Huiyue, Mingdai wenchen chushi Chaoxian, 98–99; Hong Manjong 洪萬宗 and Chŏ Sŏngjik 趙成植, Shihua conglin
jianzhu (Sihwa ch’ongnim) 詩話叢林箋注, ed. Zhao Ji 赵季 (Tianjin: Nankai daxue chubanshe, 2006), 225.
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An example of the coding of hierarchy is visible in the typesetting of the text itself. References to the Ming, the
emperor and his court, are always set off in a new line and raised two spaces above the margin. References to the
Chosŏn ruler, however, was only raised one space, which was the same level of recognition accorded to the Ming
emissary.
42

Chosŏn writing often took special note when this desired parity was recognized. Kim Arro 金安老 (1488–1537)
celebrated Sŏ Kŏjŏng’s single-minded resolve in matching the Ming envoy Qi Shun’s writing verse to verse. Qi, on his
departure, was reputed to have told Sŏ Kŏjŏng that his literary talents would rank among the top three or four “even in
China.” When the 1567 envoy Xu Guo was impressed with a piece of Korean writing, exclaimed that “how could it be
possible that your country can produce a poem [of] this [quality?]” (爾國安有如此之詩?). Chosŏn observers noted the
“condescension” towards Korea implied in this remark, but still accepted it as a mark of praise. Yongch’ŏntam chŏkki in
TDYS v.3; Hong Manjong, Shihua conglin, 59; 153. As this dissertation has shown in Chapter 2, the Chosŏn struggled
with the occasional Ming tendency to dismiss Koreans simply as another “barbarian” people.
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hundreds of years....not a single piece of writing from our country [i.e. Korea]” adorned the edifices
along the “several thousand leagues” of road to Beijing. Yu was miffed that Chinese literati have
“looked down upon [Koreans] since antiquity” and did not treat them as social or intellectual
equals.44 This frustration may have been related to Yu’s oft-cited dismissal of the Brilliant Flowers, a
collection, that was in his words, “not [worth] transmitting to posterity,” and doomed to
“obscurity.” To him, the court squandered the opportunity because it had “indiscriminately”
selected court poets to receive Ming envoys. Chosŏn poets thus failed to shine when the kingdom’s
prestige was at stake and the Brilliant Flowers did no more than “elicit the derision of men from both
man and heaven” (貽笑天人).45
Yu Mong’in’s criticisms anticipated what the late Ming-early Qing literary critic (and selfidentified Ming loyalist) Qian Qianyi 錢謙益 (1582–1664) wrote when he read the Brilliant Flowers.
He too found its poems lackluster, “bereft of remarkably beautiful verses.” Qian explained it to be a
result of the “plain and flat” literary style of Korean poetry. Ming envoys, on the other hand, had to
“weaken their [own] verses to accommodate them,” in keeping with the principles of “cherishing
men from afar.”46 In other words, Qian excused the mediocre Ming writing by claiming their
authors wrote plainly on purpose in order not to embarrass their hosts by showing off their talents: a
sacrifice of personal literary repute for the larger goals of maintaining cordial relations and

Yu Mong’in 柳夢寅, Yŏu yadam 於于野譚 f.3 in Yŏu chip 於于集 (Seoul: Kyŏngmun sa 景文社, 1979), 105： 自
古中國文士小我邦人 數百年來沿路數千里無一篇我國詩懸于壁者....
44

The only writer Yu found praiseworthy was Yi Haeng, but his “tone was too submissive, and his writing feels like
something written for a civil service exam.” Yu Mong’in, Yŏu yadam f.3, 106–107; see also, Hong Manjong, Sihua conglin,
271–272: 我國待華使 鳩集一時之文人稍能詩者以酬應 而擇焉而不精 貽笑天人 何恨鄭士龍雖稱騷將 而其
詩全無成篇 疵病自露 獨李荇渾然成章 而調格甚卑 有類應科之文 每作暫時仰屋 應手沛然 而其對宛轉無
疵 非嫺熟於平素不能.
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Qian Qianyi, Youxueji 有學集 f.46, in Qian Muzhai quanji 錢牧齋全集, 1527–1528. 東國文體平衍 詞林諸公不
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demonstrating imperial magnanimity.47 Yu Mong’in would have undoubtedly disagreed with Qian.
Responsibility for the poetry’s poor quality fell on both Ming envoys and the anthology’s compilers.
According to Yu, the Chosŏn court hoped to curry favor with Ming envoys and dared not refuse
even a single poem that the Ming envoys presented. Without discriminating between the “beautiful
and the ugly,” they included everything.48 Yu and Qian blamed the anthology’s diluted quality on
different parties, but their diagnosis was essentially identical. Accommodation of sociability and
political exigency, whether by the Chosŏn compilers or the Ming poets, was ultimately at fault.
Both Qian and Yu’s critiques might have suggested that collection ultimately failed to secure
Korean literary reputation, but these later judgments must be accepted only cautiously. Dismissals of
literary quality only underscored the political, social, and ideological function of this anthology. A
reader in search of timeless poetry may be disappointed by the Brilliant Flowers’ heavy-handed
ideology and ornate imagery, interspersed with the doggerel of sociability. Those in search of its
political symbolism, however, will find much to appreciate.49 Qian Qianyi may have dismissed the

Such a statement was undoubtedly what Yu had in mind when he spoke of the condescension of Ming literati.
Indeed, Qian’s assessment of the Brilliant Flowers did later earn the ire of later Korean readers. See “Loyalty, History and
Empire: Qian Qianyi and His Korean Biographies.” Manuscript in submission.
47

Yu Mong’in did not have a single unqualified praise for the literary abilities of Ming envoys who arrived. He
summarily dismissed their abilities, often balancing reluctant praise with sharp criticisms. For example, Zhang Ning was
said to write with “clarity and elegance” but suffered from “softness and feebleness.” Yu Mong’in, Yŏu Yadam f.3, 105–
106, see also, Hong Manjong, Shihua conglin，271–272: 皇華集非傳世之書 必不顯 於中國使臣之作 不問美惡 我
國不敢揀斥 受而刊之 我國稱天使能者必曰龔用卿 而問之朱之蕃 不曾聞姓名 祈順 唐皋錚錚矯矯 而亦非
詩家哲匠 張寧稍清麗 而軟脆無指 終於小家 朱之蕃之詩駁雜無象 反不如熊天使化之萎弱 其餘何足言.
48

The very same features that left them ignored in formations of literary canon likely also contributed to their relative
obscurity as historical sources. To date, only a handful of articles have been written about these texts. Sin Taeyŏng’s
monograph in Korean and Du Huiyue’s in Chinese, both studies of literary history, are the only full-length studies that
substantively engage with this text. This neglect by historians is remarkable given the sheer volume of historical
scholarship devoted to Sino-Korean relations as a whole. It is also understandable, given the dominance of diplomatic
and political history in this field. The Brilliant Flowers offers little in the way of diplomatic or political history. Most poems
were written within the conventions of imperial encomium, and social poetry, with its penchant for social platitudes and
generic tropes rarely offer information that could not be otherwise discovered in other sources, such as Ming envoy
travel writing or the detailed accounts of Ming embassies in the Chosŏn Veritable Records. The limitations of the Brilliant
Flowers Anthology as a conventional historical source are exactly what make it a fruitful site for the kind of approach I
propose here.
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anthology’s literary merits, but appreciated it for the reverence it showed the Ming.50 In Chosŏn, the
Brilliant Flowers was reprinted shortly after the Imjin War in celebration of Ming military aid, but was
largely ignored after the Ming’s fall. When King Yŏngjo ordered its recompilation, it took years to
collect the scattered volumes to complete a reprinting. For King Yŏngjo too, the Brilliant Flowers
represented less Chosŏn’s literary attainments than evidence of Chosŏn Korea’s unwavering, if
nostalgic, loyalty to the Ming imperium.
The Brilliant Flowers were appreciated first and foremost as an encomium to empire. Their
superimposition of the literary, social, and political in one space, a result of poetry written to satisfy
the needs of a moment, made them vulnerable to later critical appraisals, but it is precisely the
feature that makes these anthologies a useful window into the culture of diplomacy of this period.51
The superimposition generates several points of tension, namely the function of the literary to
overwrite political and social friction and the multivocality of a literary sociability at the service of
political ideology. The task of literary encomium precluded overt discussion of contentious areas in
Chosŏn-Ming relations. A veneer of high imperial rhetoric celebrated the beautiful and the virtuous,
glazing over possible sources of animosity and conflict, to construct a harmonious social space
paralleling the tranquil relations between the two courts.

The Chosŏn court observed the Ming calendar and showed deference to the Ming emperor, raising words such as
“imperial,” “emperor,” and “heaven” to indicate the Ming’s superiority. Elsewhere Qian linked these practices to the
Korea’s “reverence for proper lunation and [the empire]’s Great Unification,” which he took as unequivocal evidence of
the “diffusive propagation of the Ming imperial house’s [literary] culture and [political] mandate.”Qian Qianyi “Postface
to the a Korean edition of the collected works of Liu Zongyuan” 跋高麗板柳文, Youxueji f.46 in Qian Muzhai quanji,
1527–1528: 跋之前後 敬書正統戊午夏 正統四年冬十一月 尊正朔大一統之意.... 箕子之風教故在 而明皇家
文命誕敷.
50

Typeset with metallic moveable type, the Brilliant Flowers themselves were expensive to produce and only a limited
number of copies of each edition were produced. A print run was likely in the range of dozens, and was usually given
away as gifts to Ming travelers. As such, their circulation in the Ming was limited. However, once in the Ming, it
provided a valuable source of information about Korea in Ming institutional circles. Yan Congjian, the seventeenth
century compiler of the Ming Comprehensive Record of Diverse Realms, included in this treatise documenting Ming foreign
relations several dozen poems from various editions of the Brilliant Flowers in his section on Korea. Many of the verses
made explicit the function of encomium and sang praises either of the Ming itself or the extension of Ming civilizing
influence to Korea. See Yan Congjian, Shuyu zhouzi lu 殊域周咨錄 1:15a–30b.
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Multivocality was integral for the Brilliant Flowers’ effect of encomium. The Ming could
always count on its own officials to sing its praises, but here, the celebration of empire ceased to be
a solipsist’s exercise in self-adulation. Chosŏn officials, by literally resonating with Ming
ambassadors, confirmed the authenticity and legitimacy of Ming imperial claims. As disparate parties
came together and rhymed in their celebration of the Ming, they co-produced the empire in
discourse. Yet, this multivocality cut both ways. Even as these envoys wrote to harmonize in
ideology, rhetoric, and literary style, fractures and divisions still come to the fore as the diverse
participants of the Brilliant Flowers advanced competing narratives of what empire was and should be.
Imperial Encomium and the Academic Style
The poetry of political encomium in Ming literary history is associated with the so-called
“Secretariat Style” (Ch: taige ti 台閣體), so-called because it evolved from the poetry of the Three
Yang’s 三楊, Yang Shiqi 楊士奇 (1364–1444), Yang Rong 楊榮 (1371–1440), and Yang Fu 楊
溥 (1372–1446), three figures who made their literary careers in the Ming Grand Secretariat.52
Though these men only held low-ranking posts as academicians53 of the Hanlin Academy54, they
occupied a keystone position as liaisons between the emperor and the civil bureaucracy.55 By virtue
of both the prestige and concrete political power concentrated in such figures, these academicians
exerted enormous influence on both literary trends and political decision making. Their “Secretariat
Style,” said to “adorn Great Peace” (Ch: fufu taiping 黼黻太平) and “sing the accomplishments and

Ch. Neige (內閣). John W. Dardess, A Ming Society : T’ai-Ho County, Kiangsi, in the Fourteenth to Seventeenth
Centuries (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1996), 199–205s.
52
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Ch. Daxueshi 大學士.

54

Ch. Hanlin yuan 翰林院.

55

Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China, 72–73.
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virtues” (Ch: gegong songde 歌功頌德) dominated the Ming literary scene through the end of the
reign of Emperor Yingzong in 1464.56
Conventional explanations of the decline of the “Secretariat Style” points to its gradual
divorce from social reality. Attributing its dominance to the Ming’s tangible prosperity during the
Yongle and Xuande reigns, debacles such as the Battle of Tumu turned the “Secretariat Style” into
an artifact of courtly conceit.57 It was ironically the wane of Ming power that brought this academic
poetry to Chosŏn. In fact, the first envoy to engage in extensive poetic exchange with Chosŏn
officials, Ni Qian 倪謙 (1415–1479), who arrived in Chosŏn to proclaim the accession of the
Jingtai emperor, has been described as a representative Secretariat poet.58 Ni Qian was not alone
among the mid-Ming envoy-poets associated with this court-centered literary circle. The 1457 envoy
Chen Jian and the 1460 envoy Zhang Ning too were also well-known academic poets of this
period.59

Du Huiyue, Mingdai wenchen chu shi Chaoxian, 183–202; Later critics of Ming poetry, such as Yoshikawa Kōjirō
described the poetry of the Yang’s as an “extremely tedious verse” and the period it dominated as a time of “cultural
hiatus.” Yoshikawa Kōjirō, Five Hundred Years of Chinese Poetry, 1150-1650 : The Chin, Yuan, and Ming Dynasties (Princeton,
New Jersey : Princeton University Press, 1989), 122–123. More recently, however, the “Secretariat Style” has been
reevaluated. Scholars such as Li Shenghua no longer sees these encomiums to be mere paeans of power written by
political toadies (政治的幫閒), but the moral and political visions of upright statesmen. Such a view seeks to rescue the
poem by salvaging the moral character of its writers, but even for Li, its moral message could not prevent it from
becoming a “mediocre mode” (不免庸音). Li Shenghua 李聖華, Chu Ming shige yanjiu 初明詩歌研究 (Beijing:
Zhonghua shu ju, 2012), 357–364.
56

Although, as Li Shenghua argues, the Yongle and Xuande years should hardly be seen as a model era. The secretariat
poets worked in a venal political climate where their lives were often at risk. See Li Shenghua, Chu Ming shige yanjiu, 360–
364.
57

58

See Du Huiyue, Mingdai wenchen chushi Chaoxian, 280–283.

The identification of these individuals with the Taige school may be a retroactive narrative by its later critics. Because
Ming literati envoys were invariably chosen among the ranks of academicians (and their assistants new metropolitan
exam graduates among the Messenger Office 行人司), who were often closely tied with the Grand Secretariat, the
influence of the “Secretariat Style” remained strong, even when it was no longer in vogue. By the end 15th century, the
Grand Secretary Li Dongyang (李東陽 1447–1516), had spearheaded a transformation of academic poetry, but retained
elements of the “Secretariat Style” in his so-called Chaling School poetry (茶陵派). Li Dongyang too had been a close,
junior associate of the Ming envoys Ni Qian and Dong Yue, having written posthumous commemorations of their life
and work. See Li Shenghua, Chu Ming shige yanjiu, 357; Li Dongyang 李東陽, Li Dongyang ji 李東陽集 (Changsha:
Yuelu shushe, 1984), f.22 in v.2, pp. 322–323; f.24 in v.3, pp. 354–357; f.25 in v.3, pp. 361–362.
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Ni Qian came to Korea in a time of unusual political uncertainty, but in fact many of the
Brilliant Flowers were compiled during moments of transition. Since Ming literati usually only led
embassies to announce the accession of a new emperor or the investiture of a Ming heir apparent,
on many occasions the “Sagely Ruler” on the throne was but newly crowned, untested in rule.
Chosŏn’s affirmation of loyalty to the Ming was doubly significant in such times, as it insisted a
stereotyped image of the imperial person that was consistently sagely, benevolent, and perfect in
these literary encomiums. Just as, in the words of Gari Ledyard, “each new diplomatic pouch to
Korea” brought a message that insisted on the perfectibility of imperial virtue, in spite of the
“tyranny and delinquency” of the Ming emperor, the envoy poems of the Brilliant Flowers proscribed
an imperial personality equally disembodied from tangible reality.60
The primary audience for the Brilliant Flowers were not Ming emperors, but the Ming
Secretaries and Hanlin Academicians charged with actualizing a vision of civil rule and who often
had to negotiate and contend with the highly personal and arbitrary style of Ming sovereigns. By
describing emperors in this manner together, Chosŏn and Ming literati constructed a shared ideal of
empire that could also be a vehicle for censure.61 Disembodied ideals of empire were constructed
against the imperfect reality of imperial virtue that Ming officials and Chosŏn courtiers alike knew
too well.62 Detachment did not make the rhetoric and imagery of encomium meaningless; instead, it
should be read as an elucidation of an institutionalized ideal, an illocutionary act that reinforced not
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Gari Ledyard, “Confucianism and War: The Korean Security Crisis of 1598,” 83.

Philip de Heer, The Care-Taker Emperor: Aspects of the Imperial Institution in Fifteenth-Century China as Reflected in the Political
History of the Reign of Chu Ch’i-Yü (Leiden: Brill, 1986), 5; John W. Dardess, Blood and History in China : The Donglin Faction and
Its Repression, 1620-1627 (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2002); Harry Miller, State versus Gentry in Late Ming
Dynasty China, 1572-1644 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), 1–30, 55–75.
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see Chapter 3.
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just the terms of Chosŏn-Ming relations, but also the standards and values of empire. These poems
fabricated an empire in the abstract, not a human emperor.63
The features of the “Secretariat Style” also define the poetry of the Brilliant Flowers. As
imperial academicians, secretariat poems wrote on imperial command. Court life: banquets, royal
outings, ascent poems, painting inscriptions, compositions on history, and seeing off fellow officials
were among its major topoi.64 The 1460 envoy Zhang Ning’s “Ascending the tower at the Hall of
Great Peace in sixty rhymes” is a quintessential example of the kinds of scenic writing common to
both the “Secretariat Style” and the Brilliant Flowers. Aptly named, for it describes a vision of grand
peace that appeared during the ascension of a tower by the same name. Located in the residence for
Ming envoys in the Chosŏn capital, the Hall of Great Peace (T’aep’yŏnggwan 太平館) was the site for
banquets held in an envoy’s honor. Zhang’s postface to his poem written on this occasion tied
literary enterprise with the political aspirations of empire. Conventions of ascending high, scenic
description, and historical rumination fuse together in this piece:
In the spring of the fourth year of the Tianshun reign, I came as an envoy to Chosŏn on imperial
orders. I ascended high and looked off into the distance, thinking of the imperial capital and looked
around me at the kingdom [of Korea]. The timing of nature, the affairs of men, the scenery and
objects, mountains and rivers– the diversity of things hidden and apparent—they all come into my
mind and gaze.65

The envoy-poet mediates between the generative energy of nature and the productive power of
writing. Together they become interchangeable with imperial universalism. The natural scenery of

Unlike, for example, in the French absolutism of the 18th century, where the sovereign person became the concrete
focus of imperial fabrication, the Ming empire, at least as it was created in the space of envoy poetry never focused on
the emperor as a human subject. Peter Burke, The Fabrication of Louis XIV (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992),
15–84.
63

Li Shenghua identifies the prevalence of social and occasional composition as one of the key features of the
“Secretariat Style” in Chu Ming shige yanjiu, 364–366.
64

Zhang Ning, Fengshi lu, 15; 1460 HHJ in Asami v.2 f.5:6b (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 117–118): 天順四年春 余奉上命使朝
鮮 登高望遠之際 緬懷帝都 瀏覽王國 天時人事 景物山川 幽顯雖殊 心目俱至.
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Chosŏn, and affirmations of its loyalty to the Ming, became celebrations of the splendor universal
rule and its cosmic import. Lines like, “The grace of heaven and earth is enjoyed by all the same; /
Among the civilized and the barbarian, none do not pay obeisance to the origin,”66 compared the
bearing of tribute by foreign parties to the all-embracing reach of heaven and earth. Because the
Ming had “inherited the statutes of the Zhou,” (膺周典則) its “territory covered all that was once
the Han’s domain” (輿圖盡屬漢提封).67
Favorable comparisons to past dynasties and ancient Sage Kings in the lines of the Brilliant
Flowers were not in themselves interesting because they were common in other imperial paeans, but
they were deployed in conjunction with favored tropes particular to the Brilliant Flowers. Imperial
universalism was one of them. Chosŏn writers who responded to Ming envoys in verse made use of
similar devices. The restoration of Ming Yingzong to power in 1457 elicited the lines: “[the emperor]
again pacifies the Jade Domain [i.e. the empire]; proclaiming [his rule] within and without, he begins
anew with all-under-heaven, seeing it all with one heart.” Though it opens with an oblique reference
to Yingzong’s restoration, the tract immediately turns away from the imperial person towards the
quality of the Ming’s impartial gaze.68 Chosŏn diplomats often appealed to this impartiality, when
they made demands upon Ming emperors and officials alike. Tied to notions of universal empire,
this trope carried a dual function.69 It praised the imperial project while committing it to a particular
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天地有恩同覆載 華夷無處不朝宗.
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Zhang Ning, Fengshi lu, 13–15; 1460 HHJ in Asami v.2 f.5:6b–9b (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 118–119).
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1457 HHJ preface 1a–4b in SKCM pt.4 v.301:184b–186a (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 47–48); TMS f.94 15b-17b. (皇華集序).

For example, Yi Sŏkhyŏng’s preface to the 1476 HHJ begins, “Grand is the Imperial Ming, unifier of realms” (欽惟
皇明 混一區宇). See 1476 HHJ preface 4a–6b in SKCM pt.4 v.301:291b (ZBHHJ v.1, 211–212); Yi Sŏkhyŏng 李石
亨, Chŏhŏn chip 樗軒集 f.2, in HMC v.9:428d–429b. Kim Arro makes the connection explicit: “Grand is Our Imperial
Dynasty receives its Mandate of Heaven, encompassing the realm of China [lit. The Xia]; the impartiality of its gaze
reaches to farthest expanse. We the Eastern Kingdom has received the most of its culture and teachings [i.e.
sŏnggyo/shengjiao]....” (洪惟我皇朝受天命 奄有區夏 一視之同 極際荒逖 我東國最霑聲敎) in 1537 HHJ preface
1:1a-5b in SKCM pt.4 v.301:439a (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 570–571). See also Kim Allo 金安老 Hŭiraktang munjip 希樂堂文
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way of treating Korea, an “insignificant fief that occupied the sea’s margin.” The Ming, by
“proclaiming the proper lunation to the eight frontiers” had demonstrated its commitment to “see
Korea just as its own interior territory.”70
The deployment and elaboration of this particular trope distinguishes the poetry of the
Brilliant Flowers qualitatively from the usual academic encomium. While Ming encomiums certainly
possessed descriptions of all-encompassing majesty, the envoy poem had to make such visions
concrete and applicable to Korea. Rather than an aloof imaginary of all-encompassing inclusivity
radiating from an imperial center, the gaze of this imperial vision fell concretely on a particular
space. These envoy-poets had to integrate Chosŏn within an imperial vision in the presence of
Chosŏn observers. With the Korean audience contributing its own articulations of that vision in its
matching verses, the impartial imperial gaze, then, was neither the private conceit of Ming officials
nor a fantasy of their Korean hosts. Statements such as “In a Sagely Age of August Peace the airs are
harmonious; / Heaven’s grace goes far to the East of the Sea [i.e. Korea]” (聖世隆平和氣洽 天恩
遙到海東頭)71 may appear as unequivocal expressions of Ming magnanimity, but lines like the
following in Zhang Ning’s “Hall of Grand Peace” also pervaded these exchanges:
In the Eastern Land the culture of letters has always been good,
Since long ago, the Central Court had bequeathed upon it wonders.
A vassal screen for the imperial house, it observes the decorum of virtue;
Its ceremonies model Sagely Forms, consoling the downtrodden people. 72

Korea’s integration into this vision of empire, projected from a vista overlooking the Chosŏn capital,

集 f.5, in HMC v.21: 397a–398b. Examples such as these in the prefaces and text of the HHJ are too numerous to list
here.
1567 HHJ preface in SKCM pt.4, v.301:765b; Hong Sŏm 洪暹, Injae sŏnsaeng munjip 忍齋先生文集 v. 4, in HMC
v.32:382d–383d: 以敝封雖處海表 而世謹候度 視均內服.
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1476 HHJ f.1:24a–27b in SKCM pt.4, v.301:304b–306a (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 226–227).
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由來東土文風好 自昔中朝賜予隆 藩屏皇家崇節度 儀形聖範恤疲癃.
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depended on the mutually constitutive effects of resonance and reciprocity. The empire produced
through this act of viewing and writing propounded a universalism that could make irrelevant the
questions of geographical distance and cultural difference: “The road reaches the ends of the water
and land, and the sounds of the country are different; / [but], spring fills qian and kun [i.e. Heaven
and Earth], and the scenery is all the same.” In the next two dozen or so couplets, Zhang described
Korea’s scenery as one of spectacular beauty, owing to the resonance between nature’s cosmic
magnanimity and the political harmony brought by Ming rule: “The passing years have now changed
again with harmonious light/ Even small things are embraced by Creation’s force” (流年又遂陽和
換 微物均為造化容). The splendors of nature generate profusely from his brush, quickening with
the coming of spring.73
The generative power of spring functioned as a metaphor for the power of literary
production. In turn, writing was a vehicle of the empire’s civilizing influence. The literary
incorporation of Chosŏn’s landscape into an imperial gaze was inseparable from political
implications. Like in the poem of the 1537 envoy Gong Yongqing 龔用卿 (1500–1563), “Crossing
the Yalu” (渡鴨綠) where the imperial messenger’s passage across the Yalu River awakened the
flowers on the river’s banks, the envoy, an agent of empire, literally brought civilization to distant
lands. For Gong, all this was self-evident confirmation that “literary influence belonged to one rule.74
In the logic of this literary device, celebrations of Korea’s own literary accomplishments could then
always further indicate the Ming’s achievements. The 1476 envoy Qi Shun’s “Rhapsody on Phoenix
Hill” (鳳山賦) illustrates this motif. A place in Chosŏn so named because a phoenix had once
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1537 HHJ f.1:1a–b in SKCM pt.4 v.441b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 576): 遂令天塹限中華 扶餘道上春風早 鴨綠江頭楊
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alighted upon it, Qi ruminated on the significance of the phoenix as portents of a pacific age.
Dismissing past examples of descending phoenixes as “marvels of a moment,” Qi exclaimed that
“now with a Brilliant Sage above, the literary course flourishes, extending from the Nine Realms
within to the distant marches without; the transformations of virtue have spread vigorously in
harmony and exuberance.”75 Along with other auspicious signs that demonstrated the Ming’s
splendor, the “colored bird of Korea too comes to meet a glorious dawn.” Qi asks, rhetorically,
“does this not show the renewal of the Eastern Fief’s civilization, and demonstrate the complete
triumph of our Court’s transforming power?”76 Literary enterprise, Ming universalism, Chosŏn’s
allegiance to empire, and the social space of envoy writing reinforced one another. In this
imagination of the imperial, sovereignty was expressed not in terms of territorial rule or military
prowess, but in monopoly of the civilizing process.
Imperial sovereignty, however disembodied from an actual ruler, was nevertheless squarely
situated within the imperial tradition. The Ming claimed to inherit the legacies of its predecessors,
but also tried to show it had surpassed them. The empire was a legible political imaginary insomuch
as it was connected to institutions and practices retrieved from the dynastic and classical past. Korea
played a critical role in demonstrating Ming superiority. A Ming local official, Xue Yingqi 薛應旂
(1500–1575) pointed to the unprecedented arrangement the Ming had with the Chosŏn, in his
preface to the now lost Korean travelogue of his friend, the 1537 vice-envoy Wu Ximeng 吳希孟:
The Chosŏn of today was once the country of Jizi [Kija] in the Zhou. During the Han, it was the
prefectures of Lelang and Xuantu. It was always a place where [civilizing] influence (shengjiao) reached.

1476 HHJ f.1:12a–13b in SKCM pt.4 v.301:298a–299a (ZBHHJ v.1 218–220: 故潁川之集 陳留之赦 不過一時之
異 而未足為盛世之祥 方今聖明在上 文運大昌 內自九州 外達遐荒 德化勞敷 藹藹洋洋. Both “Yinchuan zhi
ji” 潁川之集 and “Chenliu zhi she” 陳留之赦 refers to times when a phoenix was said to have descended. See “Section
of Emperors and Kings” (Diwang bu 帝王部) f.82 in Cefu yuangui f.82, p.956b–957a; “Section of Governors and
Prefects” (Mushou bu 牧守部) f.11 in Cefu yuangui f.681, p. 8135a.
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之全盛也.
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When the mangniji (i.e. the military dictator Yŏn’gaesomun) brought tumult during the Zhenguan
period [627–649], the dispatch of China’s troops could not be avoided.... Only with the rise of the
Ming did they sincerely turn towards transformation [i.e. show their allegiance], and came [to pay
tribute] ahead of the various barbarians—A great triumph of our Emperor’s diffusion of culture.77

Korea’s submission to the Ming made it superior to previous imperial dynasties. The Ming earned
Korea’s submission, not through the force of arms, but through its literary and cultural power. This
articulation of Korea’s significance in the rhetorical logic of empire denied Chosŏn any agency over
the civilizing process. Korea’s only role was in “turning to civilization;” it could not create its own.
Furthermore, the reasoning that underlay Ming superiority over its Han and Tang predecessors
presumed the legitimacy of the Ming’s sovereign reach, that Korea, as the location of the former
Han prefectures of Lelang and Xuantu, an integral part of the empire itself.78 The Ming’s
achievement is only legible within a logic of imperial irredentism, where figurative assertions of
imperial universalism easily slips into a literal claim of imperial dominion. In this imperial vision,
why should Korea, as an independent state, exist at all?
The Problem of Civilization: Eastward Flow or Eastern Spring?
When imperial envoys arrived in Korea, they witnessed a society that appeared to them in
many ways similar to their own. The Song envoy Xu Jing already noted in 1123 the flourishing of
Confucian literati culture and presence of familiar political institutions.79 Korean civil service exams,
an organized bureaucracy, and court ceremonial paralleled imperial practices. Ming envoys, like

Xue Yingqi 薛應旂, Fangshan xiansheng wenlu 方山先生文錄, f.9 28b–29b, in SKCM pt.4 v.102:324a–325b: 今朝鮮
在周為箕子之國 在漢為樂浪玄菟之郡 固聲教所暨之地 特唐貞觀間以莫直離之亂 不免勤中國之兵...迨我明
興輸忱向化 為諸夷先至 我皇上誕敷大慶....
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Dong Yue 董越 (1430–1502) of the 1488 mission, also remarked these similarities. Though he
noted peculiar differences, such as the absence of precious metals as currency and the existence of a
local aristocracy, the yangban, Korea was at least legible to his gaze.80 Unlike other peoples on the
empire’s frontier, whose customs were often dismissed as simply “barbaric,” Ming envoys like Dong
Yue lauded Chosŏn observance of Confucian rituals.81 Korea’s use of literary Chinese and the
performance of rituals while wearing “robes and caps” (衣冠) made Korea uncannily familiar to
these literati, most of whom would have never had an opportunity to travel beyond the empire’s
interior. The ritual performances at the Confucian temple most firmly demonstrated this legibility.
The 1537 envoy Gong Yongqing thus wrote of his visit to the one in P’yŏngyang, “The East holds
on to the teachings of wen, / Revering the way at the temple’s worship” 東方守文教 敬道崇廟貌.
Literary and civil culture, rooted in Confucian teachings, was respected in Korea as well. But, for
Gong, this reverence for “Confucian airs” was the result of “Imperial transformation,” a tangible
testament to the “effectiveness” of its “gradual flow” 皇化重儒風 漸摩知所效.82
Although it was not explicit in Gong’s poem, the “flow” of civilization was always conceived
as trickling from China eastward. This “eastward flow of civilization” (東漸之化) was a common
idiom in the Brilliant Flowers. Drawn from the well-known passage in the “Tribute of Yu” in the Book
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Dong Yue’s description of Korean mourning customs was a case in point. He remarked on the strict observance of
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of Documents it expressed the universalizing aspirations of empire.83 The mid-Ming author of the
Supplement to the Extended Meaning of the Greater Learning (大學衍義補) Qiu Jun 丘濬 (1420–1495),
who emphasized the importance of statecraft to the Neo-Confucian program of self-cultivation,
explained it as thus: “the rule of an enlightened sage... flows like water until it reaches the ocean to
cover all, much as there is nothing that heaven does not encompass; all that heaven encompasses
can be reached by the sage’s moral transformation.”84 The terms used to express this “civilization”
force, shengjiao (Kr: sŏnggyo 聲教) are variably translated in scholarly literature, likely because it defies
an easy equivalence, encompassed a host of related meanings.85 Qiu identified the two elements of
this concept, sheng and jiao, as complementary mechanisms. While sheng pointed to “that which arises

“Flowing east to the sea, received in the west by the rolling sands [and] to utmost limits north and south, [thus] his
influence [shengjiao] filled up to the four seas” 東漸于海西被于流沙朔南暨聲教訖于四海. Shangshu zhushu 尚書注
疏 f.6, 93a–b in SSJZS.
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here and is heard by those afar,” jiao referred to the “models established here and are emulated from
afar.” The process of transformation (hwa/hua 化) thus entailed not direct intercession, but
influence that spread naturally through moral rectitude. Its universal reach was achieved through the
admiration of others who emulated one’s moral example.86 Elsewhere in his Supplement, Qiu Jun,
who likely interacted with Chosŏn embassies during his tenure as a Ming grand secretary, praised
Korea for “observing their station” (安分守) and “reverently submitting to the imperial court,
coming to pay tribute at all times, without neglecting their ritual duties.”87 He explained that the
Ming’s “virtuous transformation was what has moved” Chosŏn to submit and saw the Korean case
as a tangible actualization of the classical ideals he expounded.88
Korean writers also actively participated in this discourse of civilization. The Brilliant Flowers
offers a wealth of such Korean examples, but when Korean writers wrote of civilization’s “eastward
flow,” they often emphasized Chosŏn’s primacy. Kim Su’on 金守溫 (1409–1481) in his response
to the 1476 envoy Qi Shun’s “Rhapsody on Phoenix Hill,” is one example. By stating that “though
our state is said to be [but] one corner [of the world], it is first to receive the eastward flow of
civilization.”89 Kim turned an expression of the universal moral authority of the Son of Heaven into
a demonstration of Korea’s privileged position. Ming rule was to be impartial, but it was supposed
to be especially impartial to Korea.90 As it is often the case in Korean use of classical allusion in
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diplomacy, its interpretive significance was seldom confined to the readings of Chinese
commentators, and were adapted in advantageous ways to the Korean situation, often quite subtly.
The universal mode that Kim elucidates, however, was not the only possible vision of
empire. The Song Neo-Confucian Zhu Xi, whose ideas were foundational to both early Ming and
Chosŏn thought, insisted that there were distant reaches, the so-called huangfu (Kr: hwangpok 荒服),
where civilizing influence could not reach.91 In other words there were two competing theoretical
visions at work, one where influence could extend infinitely, and another in which geography placed
a natural boundary to its extension. The question that remains was where Korea fit into this scheme.
Was it a place where imperial influence could reach, or a place beyond its pale?
As discussed in chapter 2, the first Ming emperor Hongwu chose the latter interpretation
when he rejected the Chosŏn founder’s request for investiture.92 He had told the Chosŏn court to
“do [the activity of] shengjiao on one’s own terms” (聲教自由). The Hongwu emperor denounced
Korea for its recent political turmoil and clearly demarcated China as “where moral norms rested”
(我中國綱常所在) and Korea as a “land separated by mountains and beyond the sea.” Its status as
a land of “eastern barbarians” was “heaven-made” so as “not to be governed by China.” Hardly
statements of approval, Chosŏn’s independence was founded on its unchangeable and preternatural

makes a similar statement in his preface to the 1568 Brilliant Flowers; see Yi Hwang, T’oegye sŏnsaeng munjip f.42 in HMC
v.30:435a: “The Great Ming on high, the eight frontiers are united; but as for the foremost and preeminent recipient of
the eastward flow of the civilization, there is none who is closer than We, the East.” 大明當天 八荒同軌 而東漸之
化 首被而尤洽者 莫近於我東.
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barbarity.93 A later edict to the same effect was promulgated in 1396. While Ming Taizu refused
investiture on the grounds that “Chosŏn... was the country of the Eastern barbarians, with different
customs and distinct mores,” and had no desire to make it his vassal, he also chastised T’aejo for
being “stubborn, querulous, cunning and deceiving.” His acknowledgment of Korean autonomy by
relinquishing claims of cultural sovereignty over it was tantamount to stating that Korea was too
“barbaric:” culturally unprepared for and morally undeserving of his imperial grace.94 Ming Taizu
also stated, however that Korea “should have a king,” and implied that he would “make [T’aejo] a
king,” [i.e. formally invest him] if his “character improved.” In other words, if Korea can prove that
it was amenable to imperial control, the Ming ruler would grant Korean rulers investiture, and make
him a formal vassal, bringing Korea within the civilizing power of the imperial court.
For Ming Taizu, “permitting” Chosŏn to carry out the civilizing process (sŏnggyo/shengjiao)
“on one’s own terms” was a rejection of Chosŏn’s cultural and political legitimacy. It provided
grounds for denial of investiture. After Ming Taizu’s death, however, Chosŏn rulers not only
received Ming investiture, but also appropriated Taizu’s original proclamation and inverted its
original logic. Whereas receipt of investiture would theoretically annul Chosŏn sovereignty over the
civilizing process, early Chosŏn statesmen employed Ming Taizu’s phraseology to sanctify Korea’s
political and cultural autonomy.95 During the reign of King Sejong (r. 1418–1450), the Chosŏn court
undertook numerous projects of political legitimation that demonstrated its local sovereign claims.
Sejong sponsored, for instance, the invention of the Korean alphabet as a “local” vernacular script.
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His astronomers apportioned an “Eastern” heaven that was reserved for Chosŏn.96 In this
formative period, court officials triangulated classical prescriptions and contemporary Ming practice
with native customs to revamp Korean state ceremonies, royal marriage practices, and diplomatic
protocols and other rituals under the auspices of local sovereignty.97 Belief in the legitimacy of
Korea’s own institutions and native traditions, allowed Chosŏn officials to defend them, even
against the criticism and intervention of Ming officials.98
These discourses of Korean cultural sovereignty notwithstanding, Ming envoys and Korean
officials still asserted that the emperor’s shengjiao did in fact extend to Korea and superimposed Ming
claims over the Chosŏn court’s own ones. When examined on these grounds however, this idea of
Ming influence was at best an abstraction. Since shengjiao did not just articulate claims of political
sovereignty, but also referenced more concretely the quotidian actions of “civilizing:” reforming
customs, building schools and shrines, and extolling moral virtues. In other words, the civilizing
project required some level of activism, either on the part of the state or local literati.99 The
“civilizing process” in Chosŏn, defined through the dictates of Confucian statecraft, ritual, and social
mores, was effected through a concerted effort on the part of activist officials at the early Chosŏn
court to enact social legislation.100 The power of “civilizing” (sŏnggyo/shengjiao) was also an expression
of political sovereignty and thus became a way to legitimize the Chosŏn court’s intervention into
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local customs, ritual practice and social mores.101 The tangible activities of “civilizing” were all tied
to court initiative.102 Despite (or rather because of) its “imperial” associations, the Chosŏn court did
not hesitate to characterize its own rule over Korea in these same terms, though it sometimes
refrained from adopting the all-encompassing, cosmic universalism of imperial rhetoric.103
The Ming court had nothing to do with any of these initiatives, but that did not stop Ming
observers from casually attributing them to the Ming’s virtuous influence. From the vantage point of
Ming court, the perspective had its merits. Ming officials, like Qiu Jun, for example, noted the
Korean desire for Chinese books.104 Important imperial commissions, such as the History of the Song
Dynasty (宋史) and the Great Compendia of [Neo-Confucian Commentaries on] the Five Classics, Four Books,
and Nature and Principle (五經四書性理大全) had been requested by the Chosŏn court or
bequeathed via tribute envoys.105 The subsequent flourishing of Confucian culture in Chosŏn was
then attributed to this transfer of knowledge, one made possible by Ming munificence. When the
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Figure 5: Ming Influence Model of the Civilizing Process

Figure 6: Chosŏn Court-centered Model of the Civiliing Process

Two narratives of the civilizing process: Ming influence (Figure 5) and appropriation by the Chosŏn court (Figure 6)
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Yongle emperor granted a copy of the royally commissioned the Great Compendia, his edict called this
gift (along with other, more worldly items), a demonstration of “extraordinary favor” and
encouraged him to “read books diligently.”106
These two narratives, one of “eastward transmission” and another that emphasizes Korea’s
autonomous civilizing process, appear to be complementary historical explanations. Each narrative
reflects a distinct claim of cultural authority, ascribing agency over the civilizing process, and
therefore political sovereignty, to different actors. Neither perspective is complete, nor are they
mutually exclusive. An exclusive focus on Chosŏn agency may occlude the Ming’s role as a
transmitter of knowledge and a model for Korean institutions, but understanding this process solely
in terms of Ming influence leads to more critical problems. For one, it discounts prior Korean
interest in Neo-Confucianism and the classical tradition in general well before the Ming’s founding.
After all, Ming gifts of books would have been meaningless without a ready audience to receive,
interpret, and apply the knowledge they contained. Korean rulers and their subjects did not need
Ming exhortation to “read books;” they were doing it already. Korea’s civilizing process was not a
spontaneous response to imperial virtue. And neither envoys nor emperors were responsible for
bringing spring flowers to Korea, even if their poetry suggests otherwise.
The two narratives are thus less complementary than they first appear, because they in fact
encapsulate largely incompatible notions of cultural and political authority embedded in their distinct
directionality. This tension directly impinges on how the Brilliant Flowers and envoy poetry should be
interpreted. Scholar Du Huiyue points to the reaction of Ming literati to Korean envoy poetry. For
them, such as the Ming scholar Wu Jie 吳節 (1416–?), who wrote a preface to the Ming envoy Ni
Qian’s poetry anthology, Korean poetry exchanges were not only “testimonies to Korea’s

Sejong sillok 6:10a [1419/12/07#3]; For the significance of the Great Compendia, see Bol, Neo-Confucianism in History,
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civilization,” but also a demonstration of “the success of the Ming dynasty’s propagation of civil and
Confucian culture to faraway lands.”107 To show that Korean writers expressed similar sentiments,
Du uses as an example Sŏ Kŏjŏng’s preface to the personal collection of poems exchanged with
Ming envoys compiled by the Chosŏn official Pak Wŏnhyŏng 朴元亨 (1411–1469). Indeed, Sŏ
Kŏjŏng expressed pride over the flourishing of the “ritual, music, and culture of China” (中華禮文
化) in Korea. For Du, Sŏ’s statements too implicitly confirmed the “success” of the Ming’s civilizing
project.108 A closer reading of Sŏ’s preface, however, shows that Sŏ envisioned the directionality of
the civilizing process in ways entirely different from Ming literati like Wu Jie:
Our Eastern Country is situated far beyond the sea. The flourishing of its ritual and music can be
compared to that of the Central Efflorescence (i.e. China, chunghwa). There has been no shortage of
excellent men who were worthy [of comparison] to ancient worthies and ministers. The Revered
Imperial Ming reigns over the universe. From within the seas and beyond, there are none who are not
its subject. It looks to Chosŏn, and treats it as a feudal lord of the interior. With gifts and tribute, [the
Chosŏn and Ming], look to each other.109

Sŏ was certainly proud of the flourishing civilization in Chosŏn, but there is no sense that this
civilization was transplanted from the Ming. Instead, Chosŏn, whose men of talent were on par with
“ancient worthies,” becomes virtually equivalent to China, the Central Efflorescence. Civilization
flows not from the Ming per se, but from antiquity. Chosŏn was now coeval with the Ming, at least in
terms of its “ritual, music, and literature.” In this formulation, trappings of civilization were not
inherently “Chinese” or Ming objects, but legacies of a common classical past. In the present they
became a benchmark against which civilizational attainments were to be measured. The origin of
Chosŏn’s civilization was no different from that of the Ming; they flowed from the same wellspring.
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Figure 7: Coeval Model of the Civilizing Process

Cultural parity and shared inheritance of the past: a third vision of the civilizing process, understood by Sŏ Kŏjŏng
and promoted by the Brilliant Flowers.

Sŏ acknowledged Ming claims of universal authority, which also implied sovereignty over
not only Korea, but all of the ecumenical world. Nevertheless, no causal relationship between Ming
universalism and Chosŏn efflorescence was advanced. Instead, they were mutually constitutive. A
reciprocative hierarchy allowed the two parties to gaze upon each other with “gifts and tribute.” This
sense of mutuality and reciprocity, founded on the Ming’s (im)partial treatment of Korea is
elaborated further in this preface. The way Sŏ emphasized the agency of Korean court officials like
himself in fact decentered the Ming, even as its emperor sat at the apex of the world.
Now the Son of Heaven [i.e. the Ming emperor], benevolent and sagely, [treats] the four seas as one
family. Our Majesty [ever since] he has bore heaven’s [mandate] and inaugurated his rule, served the
Great State with utmost sincerity. Your Excellency assisted [the king] left and right, a great aid for all
times. With your literary refinement and ritual decorum, you acquired a bearing that brought respect
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to our king. With your chanting of poems and your matching of verses, you glorified the Son of
Heaven’s court.110

Even though Sŏ’s original preface praised the Ming emperor as a “benevolent sage” and celebrates
“the four seas as becoming one family,” the Ming’s civilizing role is conspicuously absent. What
follows instead is a delineation of political hierarchy descending from emperor to king to courtier
that was couched in a series of linked reciprocities. The Chosŏn king and the Ming emperor
complement one another in this vision of political order. And, through the mediation of the talented
courtier who “brought respect to our king” and “glory to the Son of Heaven’s court,” the Ming’s
benevolent impartiality and the Chosŏn king’s dutiful service to the emperor fashion one another.
Sŏ’s formulation illustrates a clear alternative to how Ming observers interpreted literary
exchange in diplomacy. Here, each element played a vital role in constructing the political order of
empire. The Chosŏn king received his own mandate, but in this account, the courtier took center
stage. It was the mediating role of the Korean literati courtier—people like Sŏ Kŏjŏng himself and
his friend Pak Wŏnhyŏng—who made empire possible.
Sŏ argued that Chosŏn and the Ming derived their civilization from a common wellspring of
antiquity. The Ming, as guardians of that tradition, had become the fountainhead of its transmission
in the here and now, but it could not prevent the Chosŏn from also claiming a direct, independent
avenue of transmission to that classical past.111 Nonetheless, in the context of envoy poetry and
other diplomatic writing, that Chosŏn claim had to be attenuated with an acknowledgment of Ming
claims as well. Here, Sŏ’s description of the Ming treating Korea as a “feudal lord of the interior”

Ibid: 今天子仁聖 四海一家 我殿下膺天興運 至誠事大 相國左右贊襄 爲時良佐 或文辭禮儀 得尊王人
之體 或誦詩專對 揚休天子之庭.
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The sage Kija became a vital symbol of that claim. This will be discussed further in Chapter 6.
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(海內諸侯) becomes significant, not so much as a way to express Ming suzerainty, but rather as an
evocation of a pre-imperial past, the age of Sage rulers and classical texts.112
These parallel narratives of “civilization,” in terms of Ming influence, of the Chosŏn court’s
activist efforts, and of Korea’s independent cultural transmission from the past, provided the
interpretive lens to understand social phenomena. The case of the filial daughter of Kwaksan is
illustrative. Ming envoys traveling to Seoul always passed through the town of Kwaksan 郭山 in
Pyŏng’an province. There, by the roadside, they saw a stele and memorial gate (chŏngnyŏ 旌閭)
erected on the orders of the Chosŏn court in 1422 to honor the memory of a filial daughter named
Kim Sawŏl 金四月. Abandoned by her father as a child, Kim lived alone with a mother who
suffered from seizures. When she learned that bone and flesh from a living person could heal her
mother’s afflictions, she cut off her finger and fed it to her mother. Her filial act apparently worked;
her mother recovered.113 In 1450, the envoy Ni Qian first took notice of the
monuments and dedicated a poem to her. Later Ming envoys and their Chosŏn companions

The term “feudal lord of the interior” (海內諸侯) literally referred to titled nobles at the Ming court. Various
princely fiefs were granted to Ming royal family members and meritorious military officials, but their grants did not
operate as autonomous polities. They were more or less prebendal grants that allotted princes a set income, but did not
offer political control. This arrangement contrasts with the political function of classical Zhou fiefdoms, which were
upheld often held by early Confucians and later classicists as a model political order. See for example Huang Zongxi,
Waiting for the Dawn: A Plan for the Prince, trans. William Theodore De Bary (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993),
11–13, 21–23, 51–52. Note especially the similarities between Huang’s view of hereditary military feudatories and the
operation of Chosŏn’s relations with the Ming in 125–127. See also Bol, Neo-Confucianism in History, 117–133.
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Sejong sillok 16.18a [1422/06/27#2];. Despite the questionable orthodoxy of this act of self-mortification and the
cannibalistic gesture that followed, finger-cutters like Kim Sawŏl became a vivid symbol of the Chosŏn court’s efforts at
transforming social mores and cultural values along Confucian lines. I have discussed this affair and its relationship to
the early Chosŏn’s Confucianization projects and the gradual transformation of “finger cutting” as an unorthodox
practice, associated with Buddhist ideas of self-mortification, into an exemplary act of filial devotion, worthy of any
proper Confucian. I discuss the background of this issue in more detail in “The Filial Daughter of Kwaksan,” Seoul
Journal of Korean Studies 25, no. 2 (December 2012): 175–212.
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Figure 8: Kim Sawŏl Cuts Off Her Finger

“Kim Sawŏl cuts her finger” Depiction of Kim Sawŏl’s filial act in the Tongguk sinsok samgang haengsilto 東國新繼三
剛行實圖 f.3:21a
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followed suit.114 Chosŏn and Ming envoys were unanimous in their praise of Kim Sawŏl’s virtue,
but what varied was how this extraordinary act of filial devotion should be explained.
From the very beginning of her literary life, the filial daughter became a symbol of the
civilizing projects of both the Ming and the Chosŏn courts. To Ni Qian, she testified to the “far
extent” of the “civilizing transformation” of successive Ming emperors.115 Ming imperial grace,
which “did not distinguish between the civilized and the barbarian”116 made Sawŏl’s deeds possible.
Ni’s respondent, the Chosŏn official Sin Sukchu 申叔舟 (1417–1475) saw the matter differently:
....Our King affirms filial principles;
Where there is good he will bring it to light.
Praising the beautiful to admonish future men,
He carves [these deeds] in stone to set them apart.
To set examples, so that all will have their place,
Are memorial doorways, gates and posts.
And so, this filial daughter—
Her fragrant name will always be exalted.

Sin Sukchu framed these lines with a celebration of Ming empire, but the agency of elevating Korean
customs clearly belonged to the Chosŏn. A filial child like Kim Sawŏl validated the Chosŏn court’s
concerted effort to encourage Confucian practices, and not the natural consequence of the Ming’s
imperial influence.117 In emphasizing the act of “exaltation,” Sin then inverted the outward and
downward impetus of the “civilizing” logic in the Ming envoy’s poem. The Chosŏn king had erected
these monuments to celebrate the virtue of a commoner. By analogy, the Ming envoy’s duty was also

Ni had written his poem with a request that those present would “match his verses,” so that it could demonstrate
“the beautiful [virtue] of the East.”See “Poem of the Filial Daughter of Kwaksan” 孝女四月詩 in Liaohai bian 遼海編
and the 1450 HHJ f.1:41b in SKCM pt.4 v.301:242b–243a; (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 38): 倘惠和答 亦足成東方之美也. A later
envoy Dong Yue, for example, explained that he was explicitly following Ni’s precedent when he wrote his own poem in
1488. See 1488 HHJ Asami v.6, f.11:2a–11.2b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 344).
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Liaohai bian 2:25a-25b in Shi Chaoxian lu 使朝鮮錄 570-571: 夫孝者 百行之首 萬善之原 以一房闥少女 猶能
踐之 矧其士大夫乎 予於是 益知我朝列聖敎化之漸被者遠矣.
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始知帝降衷 不以華夷別.

Sin Sukchu, Pohanjae chip 保閑集 f.12 in HMC v.10:98a: 吾王重孝理 有善必昭晢 褒美示後人 勒石以旌別
垂範各適宜 椳闑與扂楔 所以此孝女 芳名常揭揭...
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to use his privileged position as an imperial ambassador by recognize the success of the civilizing
project. He exhorted the Ming envoy to write “poems that uplift customs and virtues,” so that “in
Korea, for a million and a myriad generations, / A clear wind will blow among the stalwart and
righteous...” (作詩樹風節 三韓億萬世 淸風吹凜烈). Sin centered Chosŏn’s royal initiative while
limiting the role of the Ming by assigning it only an auxiliary power of vindicating virtue through
writing.
Ni and Sin set the stage for later interactions. Other envoys like Gong Yongqing continued
to use Kim Sawŏl as an opportunity affirm the success of the Ming’s civilizing project. Her actions
showed that “imperial airs naturally extend beyond the Nine Reaches / its beneficence has reached
the Eastern Vassal to this degree!”118 Ming envoys allowed for the Korean agency in this civilizing
process, but usually only as a proxy to the imperial one.119 Ironically, Kim Sawŏl’s act of filial
devotion was more likely informed by autochthonic religious practices than motivated by Confucian
mores, but that did not prevent her from being appropriated by two parallel political projects. The
Chosŏn court used her memory in a state project of commemoration, while the Ming saw her as
validation of its political imaginary of universal empire.120
How these nestled appropriations were constructed for Kim Sawŏl is a microcosmic analogy
for underlying tensions in both the envoy writing of the Brilliant Flowers itself and Chosŏn-Ming
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1537 HHJ f.1:8a–9a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:445a–b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 582): 皇風自是式九圍 澤被東藩乃如此.

There were exceptions. Gong’s assistant, Wu Ximeng, for example saw the filial daughter’s virtue to be tangible
evidence of the moral accomplishment of Chosŏn gentlemen.Others, like the 1521 envoy Shi Dao 史道, wrote that
“the vassal king affirms moral teachings; / filial principles flow to the people of the East,” positioning the Chosŏn ruler
in the position of a civilizing ruler. See 1537 HHJ f.4:28a–29b in SKCM pt.4 v.301:539a-b (ZBHHJ v.1, p.726): 東方女
流尚如此 因誠君子倫理敦; 1521 HHJ f.1:1b–2a in SKCM pt.4, v.301:371b-372a (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 449–550): 藩王重
名教 孝理漸東民 褒崇有聖典 東方風以諄 孝女事已舊 千古名常興.
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I have also argued that, in the case of Kim’s example of filial finger-cutting, Chosŏn court was in effect appropriating
prevailing popular and indigenous practices and rewriting them as hallmarks of Confucian virtue. In this manner, a
practice, questionable in light of canonical Confucian injunctions against “self-harm” came to be accepted as a legitimate
and praiseworthy act of filial devotion. See Sixiang Wang, “The Filial Daughter of Kwaksan,” Seoul Journal of Korean
Studies 25, no. 2 (December 2012): 175–212.
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diplomacy as a whole. Chosŏn writers reconciled these tensions by elevating them to a different
register, tying a common project of literary production to classical models of antiquity. Rather than
emphasize Chosŏn’s role at the expense of an imperial view, they circumvented the issue by
incorporating Chosŏn into the imperial vision in specific ways. The Chosŏn poet-official Yi Haeng
李荇 (1478–1534) wrote:
...Who knew that this one girl,
Would alone be collected among the envoy’s poems?
I heard that Confucius had once upon said
“Virtue will certainly have its neighbors”
Though [this] small country is a foreign land,
Its people are also of the Imperial House.
Its people all devote themselves,
To better understand the [Sage] King’s [civilizing] transformations.121

Declaring that Koreans were also “people.... of the imperial house” was not founded on a desire to
become a Ming subject de jure, but an appeal to the universal applicability of classical civilization. The
virtuous actions of Kim Sawŏl did become a demonstration of Chosŏn’s commitment to the Ming
imperium, but did not offer testimony to the Ming’s civilizing project per se. The civilizing role of the
Sage King, wanghwa (王化), sits ambiguously in the poem, equatable to the moral teachings of
antiquity, the civilizing role of the reigning emperor, and the rule of the Chosŏn king. The Ming’s
civilizing power and Chosŏn’s project of Confucianization blended together in a narrative of filiality
that synthesized the two visions, obviating the need to claim primacy for one over the other.
The synthesis led to an emphasis on the literary agency of the envoy. Indeed, the envoy and
his writings sometimes stole the spotlight that was ostensibly shone on the filial daughter. Yi Haeng
hearkened back to Sin Sukchu’s response to Ni Qian and offered the following advice to his Ming
guests:

1521 HHJ f.1:1b–2a in SKCM pt.4, v.301:371b-372a (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 449–550): ....那知一女子 獨取扵諮詢 我聞
孔氏說 惟德必有隣 小邦雖異土 亦是皇家民 斯民各盡性 益知王化諄.
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The starry chariot has traveled far—where does it go?
Its path leads to the Verdant Hills [i.e Korea] for collecting poems.
Sagely Transformation has flowed to the east; every family is virtuous and righteous.
Now, there is more than what [you have seen] on Kwaksan’s stele.122

The flow of civilization eastward had achieved astounding success. Kim Sawŏl was not the only
virtuous figure in Korea. With examples like her everywhere, the envoy’s duty was to “collect
poems” and announce to the world her virtue. The envoy by, “troubling himself with a brush to
write a poem,” could preserve her “fragrant name” for a “thousand ages.” In Yi’s colleague Chŏng
Saryong 鄭士龍 (1491–1570) poem, the envoy writing replaced he physical monument, the stele
and memorial gate, as the ultimate testament to her virtue.123
Ming envoys looked to their predecessors when they composed their poems, but wrote
always in the presence of their Chosŏn hosts. Whereas Wu Jie and Sŏ Kŏjŏng could center the
agency of the Ming envoy and the Chosŏn courtier respectively, free from the gaze of their Chosŏn
or Ming counterparts, the poetic practice of the Brilliant Flowers did not offer the luxury of solipsism.
The diplomatic space congregated individuals with divergent views and their poetry reveals their
coexistence. The writers negotiated the implicit tension between these views by relying on a series of
alternating deferrals. By appropriating the filial daughter as a symbol for both the Ming and the
Chosŏn’s civilizing project, the poems never resolved the question of primacy. They instead
converged on the literary project as the ultimate raison d’etre of empire, offering not so much a
reconciliation as much as an overwriting.

1521 HHJ f.1:20b–21a in SKCM pt. 4 v.301.380b-381a (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 465): 星軺跋涉向何之 路入青丘為採詩
聖化東漸家節義 如今不獨郭山碑.
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For Chŏng’s poem, see 1521 HHJ f.1:21a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:381b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 466): 使節經閭一問之 更煩
椽筆為題詩 芳名定自流千古 不必堅頑數尺碑.
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Reenacting the Past: Tuning the Classical Mode
In writing about the filial daughter, Ming envoys and Chosŏn officials alike appealed to the
function of writing as recognition. Such gestures not only foregrounded their own literary activities
in diplomatic space, but also couched the significance of envoy literary exchange in the language of
antiquity and the classical past. The envoy Xue Tingchong 薛廷寵 (fl. 1532–1539) described his
paean to the filial daughter as a “song of a country’s customs (Ch: guofeng) collected from a boudoir
gate” (國風歌謠采閨門). The term guofeng, evoked the “Airs of the States” section in the Classic of
Songs, where the customs of feudal states were collected to reflect their moral condition. Posing as a
Zhou emissary who “searched all around,” Xue evoked a classical model by comparing his own
musings to works collected by the “music officials” of yore. Although the classical model suggested
the songs were supposed to be local lyrics, not the writings of the envoy, the function of writing was
the same. He was to document the beautiful customs he observed so as to encourage their
continued practice.124
The evocation of the Books of Songs lends broader significance to envoy poetry, assigning a
purpose to diplomatic exchange that situated it in a politics of moral transformation while making
the imperial emissary the central agent in this affair. Xue’s interlocutor, the Chosŏn official So
Seyang responded with his own articulation of the envoy poem’s significance.
...The envoy in one glance gathers the people’s customs,
For a myriad ages, his writing will be as the seas and mountains.
In the East, the principle of filiality has been recorded since antiquity,
Ever more that the Sagely Ming now tends the jade candle.
The “Cry of Fishhawks” begins: the origin of civilization;
Women have their proper behavior and men follow their model.
If one wants to present this in detail to the Son of Heaven,
Without writing (斯文), with what other means does one describe?

1539 HHJ f.1:18b–19a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:585–586 (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 782): 國風歌謠采閨門 皇華使臣徧諏述 我
欲獻之列樂官 示爾世世承芳躅. Stephen Owen, Readings in Chinese Literary Thought, 37–49; and Michael Nylan, The
Five “Confucian” Classics, 78–84. Like the Airs, reputed to have been collected by Confucius from the vassals of the Zhou,
their poetry exchanges were to reflect the social mores of Chosŏn.
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If you are to investigate all of the Eastern Kingdom,
You will find that is not only Kwaksan that has such sites! 125

This appeal to the envoy’s professed duties of representation reminded the envoy that Korea, the
“East,” had always been a place suffused with civilization. Kim Sawŏl was not a recent anomaly.
Only by accurately representing these facts could the envoy do justice to the Eastern Kingdom. So’s
articulation intertwined this appeal with his own evocation of the Books of Songs—by mentioning the
“Cry of the Fishawks” (guanjiu 關雎), the first poem of the Airs of the States (Ch: guofeng 國風), but
the role of this allusion served an altogether different purpose.126 While the hierarchical implications
of this analogy—the Ming as the Zhou, and the Chosŏn as a vassal state—were clear, it also revived
the image of the classical, ideal past in the current world, actualized through Korea’s own efforts. So
Seyang credited the Ming with tending the light of civilization, but it was a civilization that began
with the literature of the Book of Songs. In this rendition, the Ming’s role was severely curtailed. It was
neither the agent of the civilizing process in Korea nor the fountainhead of civilization. The former
honor went to the Chosŏn court and the latter belonged to the Sages of antiquity.
Turning to literature as the origin of civilization converted the political relationship between
the Chosŏn and the Ming into one that served a purpose larger than the relationship itself. Their
activities were to be part and parcel of a grand reenactment of the classical past. In what has been
described as “using literature to adorn the state” (munjang hwa guk 文章華國), the literary here
circumscribes the political within the moral and the aesthetic, where the literary tasks of the envoy

1539 HHJ f.1:18b–19a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:585–586 (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 782): 皇華一顧採民風 萬古文章同海岳 東
方孝理著自古 況今聖明調玉燭 関雎首開風化原 女子有行男私淑 願為彌縫獻天子 不有斯文亦何述 倘得
諮詢徧東國 豈唯郭山有遺躅....
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The “Cry of the Fishhawks” one of the definitive classical expressions of the canonical and moral imperatives
connected to writing. See Owen, Readings, 1-2.
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became the express purpose of diplomacy itself.127 The emphasis also shifts from the empire’s
civilizing function to the envoy’s role as a producer of literature. This combination of tropes, the
literary resolution to the embedded tension between parallel narratives of the civilizing process and
the evocation of classical models, was not unique to the poems of the filial daughter. It also echoed
other attempts in the Brilliant Flowers to tie Chosŏn to classical antiquity. Sŏ Kŏjŏng’s preface to the
1476 Brilliant Flowers offers a case in point:128
When the Kingly Way flourishes,the Odes and Hymns are composed, and so the traces of perfect rule
can thus be investigated. In the past, during the height of the Zhou, the poems of Daming, Huangyi,
Yupu, Zaolu129 were enough to elucidate prosperity and beauty and renewed the [literary] creations of
an era. And so, [the Zhou] employed officials to collect poems, and even the minor [works] of the Kui
and Cao states, were still placed at the end of the Airs of the various feudal states. This only goes to
show that poetry ought never be neglected. After all, si-poetry, originated from the reality of one’s
emotions and sentiments exuding from between exclamations and sighs.130 Among them there are
those that [involve] the higher exhorting those below and those below eulogizing those above. A
cultivated gentleman should especially make use of what is relevant to the civilizing of the world and is
in accordance to the correctness of the Airs and Odes.131 The Imperial Ming reigns over the world
and [its influence] spreads within and beyond the seas, and none do not become its vassal. We the
Chosŏn have received civilizing influence (sŏnggyo/shengjiao) for generations and our poetry,
documents, ritual, and music possess the manner of manifest civility from antiquity. 132

In this articulation of poetry’s indispensability, Sŏ established a series of correspondences. The Ming
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Sin T’aeyŏng, Hwanghwachip yŏn’gu 158–159.

For a tabulation of the various prefaces, brief biographies of their authors and the textual discrepancies between
various versions of the Brilliant Flowers and among the respective collected works of these authors, consult Kim Kihwa
김기화, “Hwanghwajip sŏmun kwa sŏmun chŏnsŏja ŭi Munjip e taehan yŏn’gu 「皇華集」 序文과 序文撰述者의
文集에 대한 연구,” Sŏjihak Yŏngu 41 (December 2008): 227–264.
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The “Daming,” 大明, “Huangyi” 皇矣, “Yupu” 棫樸, and “Zaolu” 旱麓 were encomiums to the virtuous rule of
the Zhou in the Greater Odes section of the Book of Songs. See Shijing (Mao 236, 241, 238, 239).
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I.e. the value of si-poetry (詩) was that in its authentic lyricism. In classical discourse, poems were seen to be reliable
indicators of one’s emotional state. See Owen, Readings in Chinese Literary Thought, 40–44.
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Or, cultivated literary elegance. Here, Sŏ makes ample use of the multiple connotations of p’ung (Ch. feng 風) and a
(Ch. ya 雅) in the Great Preface, where the terms refer to both sections in the Book of Songs and particular modes of poetry
by the same name. Whereas the p’ung referred to modes of remonstrance and civilizing influence, the a provided models
for proper governance. See Owen, Readings in Chinese Literary Thought, 45–49.
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Sŏ Kŏjŏng, Saga munjip f.4 in HMC v.11:247b–247d; 1476 HHJ preface 1a–5b in SKCM pt.4, v.301:290b–291a
(ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 209–210). 王道興 雅頌作 而致治之跡 有可得而考矣 在昔成周之盛 如大明，皇矣，棫樸，
旱麓之詩 皆足以鋪張盛美 以新一代之制作矣 然置官採詩 雖以檜，曹之微 亦得列國風之末 詩之不可廢
也如是 况詩者 本乎性情之眞 發於咨嗟詠嘆之餘 間有上勞下 下頌上 關於世敎 合乎風雅之正者 則大雅
君子 尤有所取之 皇明馭宇 薄海內外 罔不臣妾 我朝鮮世被聲敎 詩書禮樂 有古文獻之風
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is analogous to the the Zhou, when the poems of the Book of Songs were composed and collected.
The envoys sent from the Ming to the Chosŏn are the poetry collecting officials of the past. Chosŏn
is analogous to the feudal states of antiquity, but with one caveat— while Cao and Kui are
insignificant states, Chosŏn maintained a direct link to the classical past, a point significant for
understanding the rhetorical power of this preface.
Sŏ invoked the classical paradigm of poetry as expression of authentic sentiment to speak to
its ability to reflect the governance of the times. Good poetry emerged from good times—the Ming,
overseeing an age of virtue was no exception. The Chosŏn produced good poetry, because it had
received “civilizing influences” (sŏnggyo) for generations. The civilizing influence here, again, is
ambiguous. It could originate from the Ming, but the deep time the preface evokes, and his assertion
that Chosŏn inherited the legacies of antiquity could also mean that the civilizing influence came
directly from classics. In this preface, the arrival of these envoys was less an expression of Ming
influence, than it was a reiteration of the normative status of classical ideals embodied in their
symbolic re-enactment. Explicit evocations of the classical paradigms of the Great Preface of the Book
of Songs thus granted diplomacy an ulterior purpose:
The Sagely Son of Heaven has emerged to carry on the Mandate of Heaven, and his light ascends to
jeweled throne. And now, he invests his imperial successor and reveals the matter to all-under-heaven,
sending the Section Director Qi Shun of the Board of Revenue and Vice Left Officer of the
Messenger Office, Zhang Jin to come to our country. Both these sirs, of temperate and generous
constitution and with gallant and majestic talents, performed their envoy duties with grace and
magnanimity. During days of leisure they condescended to the level plains and looked at the
surrounding scenery. With their own lips, they sang about all things they observed with their eyes
from mountains and rivers, the lay of the land, the people’s mores and the customs of the country.
When they finished their songs, their rhythm was like an ensemble of ocarinas and flutes, their beats
were like the resonance of metal and stone [instruments]. Their gallant verses and majestic works grow
ever marvelous with each. Their intent to observe the airs and investigate the customs is resplendent
in each of their works. [I], Kŏjŏng, obeying my king’s command, served as a welcoming envoy. I
accompanied them to and from from the Yalu [Anmnok] River. I waited with staff and clog [i.e. to be
in the embassy’s entourage] for nearly forty days. It was fortunate that I have also acquired some
pieces of their verse exchanges. After the two gentlemen departed, His Majesty [King Sŏngjong]
wished to consign their poems to undecaying perpetuity and commanded the Compiler’s Bureau to
Print them in order to praise [the envoys’] deeds.133

聖天子誕膺天命 光登寶位 兹者 冊立皇儲 示天下端本 乃遣戶部郞中祈公順，行人司左司副張公瑾 來
使我邦 兩先生皆以溫柔敦厚之資 雄偉豪傑之才 周旋使事 從容甚度 其暇日 則陟降原隰 周覽景物 凡山
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What is remarkable is how briefly Sŏ mentions the overt purpose of the envoy mission— the
symbolic proclamation of Ming overlordship by announcing the investiture of the new Ming heir
apparent— and how quickly he shifts the focus to the role of the envoys, not as transmitters of
imperial intent, but collectors of knowledge about Korea. In this prescription, poetry should not be
the idle musings of the belles-letterist, but a vehicle for producing morally edifying resonances. It also
tailored the moral purpose of the literary to fit the political positional of the Ming envoy. To be a
good envoy was to deploy one’s literary talents, not so much to proclaim Ming rule, but to represent
Korea. While ostensibly a service for the literary reputations of these Ming envoys, the printing of
the Brilliant Flowers co-opted Ming envoy desires for literary reputation to construct a platform for
Chosŏn’s own self-representation.
To be sure, Sŏ Kŏjŏng deftly wove these prerogatives together, using the language of the
classics as a unifying thread. Classical antecedents here did not translate into a monolithic vision of
the envoy and his relationship to poetry; instead they are borrowed to align the envoy mission with
Chosŏn’s own interest in auto-ethnography and self-representation. Sŏ Kŏ-jŏng draws from the
lines of the original “Brilliant Are the Flowers” in the Book of Songs, employing them as an affective
image (興) describing the efflorescent landscape traveled by the envoy. Sŏ explains the relationship
between the envoy poem and the Book of Songs,
The Three Hundred pieces of the Book of Songs were of antiquity. The poems “Four Steeds” and the
“Brilliant Flowers” were all composed by envoys.134 The poems say, “With the ruler’s duty as my
charge, I have not leisure to rest” and “galloping my horses on and urging them on, I inquire
everywhere.” Those who receive the commands of the Son of Heaven, drives his four steeds [i.e. a
chariot] and gallops them on the plains, [anxious] that he does not reach his destination. Those who
proclaim the beneficence from above and represent the situation from below with inquiries and
川地理民風國俗 觸於目 諷於口 牢籠殆盡 鏗乎塤篪之迭奏 戛乎金石之相宣 雄篇傑作 愈出愈奇 其所以
觀風察俗之意 蔚然於其間 居正奉王命 爲遠接使 迎送于鴨江 陪侍杖屨 盖浹四旬 其於酬唱 亦獲聞緖餘
吁幸矣哉 兩先生之還 我殿下欲壽詩不朽 命書局刊印 以侈其行.
134

“Simu” [Four Steeds] 四牡 (Mao 162), “Huanghuang zhe hua” [Brilliant Are the Flowers] 皇皇者華 (Mao 163).
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observations should exert himself whereever possible. It is in this that the official envoy is virtuous.
And, through this the Odes of the Zhou have flourished. Now, the talent and virtue of these two
gentlemen are exactly that of official envoy in the Odes of the Zhou. Their poems are the lingering
resonances of the “Four Steeds” and the “Brilliant Flowers” How could these not be arrayed among the
creations of the Imperial Ming? Once these two gentlemen have returned, we present these pieces to
the Son of Heaven and spread these songs, in order to carry on the upright [legacies] of the Odes of
Zhou.135

The envoy of present conflated the envoy-composer in the “Four Steeds” and the “Brilliant are the
Flowers” with the collator of the Airs of the States. He was both a composer of poems, expressing his
own feelings, and a collector of knowledge, responsible for transmitting the sentiments of the locales
he visits to the imperial throne. In Sŏ’s formulation, the true object of the envoy’s poetry was Korea.
By praising and representing Korea to the imperial house, the envoy was not simply reporting
ethnographic information, but participating in the moral and political edification of the empire.
Sŏ Kŏjŏng was not unique for insisting that observing local conditions should be the envoy’s
central task.136 Ming envoys had appreciated the significance of their place within this poetic
discourse. When Chosŏn officials and Ming envoys played to this classical model in these
encomiums of Ming empire, Ming authority is in turn legitimated by making Ming envoys analogues
to their counterparts of yore. In other words, Ming authority is mediated by its relationship to the
classical past. This mediation was a fundamental qualification of Ming authority; for now, political
recognition of the Ming’s superiority was contingent on an ascription of classical normativity to the
Ming emperor and his state, and not an automatic and unequivocal acceptance of Ming authority per
se.

居正竊念 詩三百篇 古也 四牡，皇華 皆遣使臣而作 其詩曰 王事靡盬 不遑啓處 又曰 載馳載驅 周爰
咨諏 夫受天子之命 駕四牡 馳原隰 常若不及 則凡所以宣上德而達下情 詢咨諏度者 宜無所不盡其心 此
皇華大夫之所以爲賢 而周雅之所以爲盛也 今兩先生之才之美 卽周雅之大夫 其詩卽四牡，皇華之遺響 是
豈可以不列於皇明制作之班乎 兩先生之還 其以是篇 獻諸天子 播之絃謌 以續夫周雅之正
135
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Du Huiyue discuses this at length and expounds on several such examples in Mingdai wenchen chushi Chaoxian, 72–80.
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In this and other prefaces to the Brilliant Flowers, the legacy of antiquity becomes the
touchstone for assessing the moral and political authority of Ming empire, either as an ideal for
emulation, or a lofty example to be surpassed. For this correspondence between the Ming and the
classical past to work, another correspondence had to be established. Chosŏn had to be equated to
the feudal states of antiquity:
And so, even though our country is small, it possesses the marvel of Kija’s enduring spirit. That which
has been recorded was certainly not inferior to the Airs of the Kui and Cao. For this reason, the
magnanimity of the Sage Son of Heaven, magnanimous, does not abuse distant men as barbarians, our
King is in awe of heaven and serves the greater state with utmost sincerity, the two gentlemen carry
themselves with the proper bearing of emissaries. [And], we, Korea (Tonghan 東韓), are steeped in the
civilizing influence that has flowed to us. All of these are praised by metal [bells] and stone [chimes],
ringing and resonating to bring them eternal glory. How fortunate it is for me to have seen the
Greater Odes be revived today!137

Sŏ Kŏjŏng claimed for Chosŏn an unbroken line of descent from the classical past. Envoy poetry
granted eternal recognition for the Ming’s universal and impartial rule, Chosŏn’s loyalty to it, the
envoys’ virtue, and Chosŏn’s civilizational achievements, but it all hinged on Chosŏn’s possessing
the “marvel of Kija’s enduring spirit.” For Sŏ Kŏjŏng, the Ming’s connection to classical past was
authenticated by the participation of the Chosŏn court. Playing the vassal state of yore, it offered the
Ming and its envoys an opportunity to reenact a classical ideal, one which, Chosŏn had access to,
not via the Ming, but through its own line of transmission in Kija.138
Sŏ Kŏjŏng’s preface was unique in how succinctly and forcefully it asserted Chosŏn’s claim
to antiquity and its role in co-constructing Ming empire. Other preface writers, before and after,
were more muted on these points, but neither did they shy from radical statements. The Neo-

則我國雖小 有古箕子存神之妙 其所採錄 亦不必後於檜，曹者矣 抑因此 聖天子不鄙夷遠人之大度 我
殿下畏天事大之至誠 兩先生得使臣之體 吾東韓風化漸漬之深者 亦皆揄揚金石 鏗鍧振燿於無窮矣 何幸得
見大雅之復於今日乎 蒼龍丙申
137

Even as he discussed the influence upon Chosŏn’s civilization, he left the words “civilizing influence” in ambiguous
relationship with “flow” and “steep.” As it is worded here, it could easily be interpreted as Chosŏn being “steeped” in
the Ming’s “civilizing influence,” but it could very well mean that the “civilizing influence” of the Chosŏn court has
“seeped deeply” throughout Korea.
138
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Confucian scholar Yi Hwang wrote a preface to the 1568 anthology that integrated these two
perspectives. He described the special imperial favor granted to the Chosŏn to be a result of its
“generations of loyal behavior, apparent in its observance of a vassal’s duties” (我東世篤忠藎 明
修侯度). But, even as he acknowledged the“eastward flow” of civilization, he asserted that:
The Eastern Kingdom, with territories heaven-drawn, occupied a place far by the sea’s edge. It was,
however, the place where Kija was enfeoffed and the place where Confucius had desired to live. It has
long deserved to be called [a place of] ritual, righteousness, and manifest civility. 139

Yi Hwang has been described as being a proponent of strict adherence to the “tribute system” on
the basis of “moral righteousness.”140 The assertion of Chosŏn’s relations with the Ming in terms of
moral obligation in this preface, however, was accompanied by an unequivocal affirmation of
Chosŏn’s own cultural attainments, one admired by Confucius himself. Integrated with this rhetoric
of political hierarchy was a claim of cultural parity, not one recently achieved, but one sustained for
generations. The moral order that legitimized the Chosŏn’s vassal status vis-a-vis the Ming was also
what allowed them to be equals in civilization to the Ming Chinese.
Conclusion
The panegyrics to empire in the Brilliant Flowers were a joint production between Ming
envoys and the Chosŏn officials who accompanied them through their sojourn in Korea. Chosŏn
poet-officials, by matching the rhymes of Ming guests, echoed not only the sounds of the Ming
poets, but also their sentiments and observations. Every generation, a new cohort of court literati
convened to revisit spaces once trod by their predecessors, recycling their old rhymes, tropes and
themes. Their intercourse intimately bound the social up with the political. Together, they fashioned
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臣竊惟我東國 天畫壤地 邈在海表 然而箕子之所受封 孔聖之所欲居 禮義文獻之稱 其來尙矣.
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Yun, “Rethinking the Tribute System,” 216.
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a vision of empire that was calibrated to the political and cultural claims of the Chosŏn court and the
interests of the Ming poet-envoy.
A close reading of the poems in the Brilliant Flowers within their social context in mind not
only reveals the coproduction of imperial ideology, but also exposes numerous places of fracture
and contention within it. Alongside narratives of the Ming’s civilizing influence spreading to Korea
were also assertions of Chosŏn’s coevality with the Ming. This observation is particularly startling,
given the genre’s role in asserting Chosŏn Korea’s political fealty to the Ming. Even with the
repetition of hackneyed tropes, these poems envisioned empire in a manner that accounted for
diverse ways Korea, the Ming, and narratives of the civilizing process should fit together. Instead of
a seamless reconciliation, what resulted from these negotiations was an overwriting, where the
invocation of a common classical tradition could sustain an appeal to the Ming’s moral empire.
The sublimation of these divergent views needed to work only long enough to maintain a
temporary coherence. Once the banquets and pleasure outings ended, and the envoy-poets returned
to their respective native spaces, they were free to think as they would, though often bringing with
them a piece of the grand, if ephemeral, production they helped enact. None of the representations
of empire was inherently true, though each participant may have had their own preferred
narratives.141 Nevertheless, the social and literary character of the Brilliant Flowers could
accommodate simultaneously different and even theoretically mutually exclusive narratives of
sovereignty. Literary practice, then, was not simply a medium for representing empire through
interpretation, but essential for sustaining it as a construct.

A range of mythologies, rumors, and popular narratives evolved from the envoy encounters, in both the Ming and
Chosŏn, that speak to these divergent perceptions. I address this in a work in progress, “Spurned Courtesans, Returned
Gifts and Invented Pavilions: Convention, Reputation and Moral Virtue in Chosŏn-Ming Relations.”
141
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Literary accommodation was essential because empire is not one, unchanging thing, but
rather a host of moving parts. At stake was not the legitimacy of the Ming’s claim to empire per se,
but the configuration of the claim, precisely how questions of territoriality, civilization, the ecumene,
political authority, and the emperor as sovereign are connected. This chapter has focused on the
contentions surrounding the civilizing process and Chosŏn Korea’s attempt to claim cultural parity
with the Ming in front of a Ming audience. One of the undergirding narratives was the elevation of
mun/wen, civil and literary virtue that could measure prestige and attainments in terms of mastery of
letters. The elevation of the literary moment, however, did not mean that other issues associated
with empire-making, such as military power, territorial conquest, and the broader imperial tradition
were irrelevant. The next chapter, on envoy poetry and the city of P’yŏngyang, will show how all
these issues—history, conquest, and territory—came to be embroiled in the contentions subsumed
in the Brilliant Flowers and its tradition of envoy poetry. To fully understand these issues, we must
leave the pages of the Brilliant Flowers, and return again to the social moments and physical spaces
where its poems were composed.
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Chapter 6
A Forged Antiquity: The Tomb of Kija and Historical Representation in
Chosŏn P’yŏngyang
P’yŏngyang, the most important city in northern Korea, lay en route to Seoul from the border
crossing of Ŭiju. All Ming envoys passed through it twice during their sojourn, lingering for several
days each way.1 They dedicated numerous pieces of writing to the places Chosŏn hosts showed
them, selected for their association with hoary legends. They visited an underground cavern called
Unicorn Grotto (Kiringul 麒麟窟), where the demigod founder of the Koguryŏ, King Tongmyŏng
(東明王 r. 37 BCE–19 BCE), was said to have reared a kirin-unicorn. Tongmyŏng one day rode his
kirin steed to the Heaven Gazing Rock (Choch’ŏnsŏk 朝天石) and launched himself to the heavens.
Ming envoys unfamiliar with local lore would have learned of them after they ascended the Pavilion
of Floating Emerald (Pubyŏngnu 浮碧樓). On its rafters hung the famous poem of the Koryŏ writer
Yi Saek 李穡 ( 1328–1396) that recounted King Tongmyŏng’s ascent.2 Ming visitors saw a
P’yŏngyang deeply connected with the past, even if he might have found some of the stories
fantastical.3
At these sites, the Chosŏn court encouraged practices of space that entangled landscape with
historical representation. Its officials guided Ming envoys to visits of the temple and tomb of the

The exception were envoys who traveled by sea. Once hostilities broke out between the Later Jin and the Ming, the
land route was no longer safe. The 1620 envoys arrived by land but left by sea, and were the last imperial envoys to
travel overland. Du Huiyue, Mingdai wenchen chushi Chaoxian, 420–421
1

2

Yi Saek, “Pavilion of Floating Emerald,” Mogŭn’go 牧隱藁, sigo 詩藁 f.2 in HMC v.3:529d.

One Ming envoy, for example, insinuated that it was strange for a horse to be reared not in a stable, but a underwater
cavern.The story of King Tongmyŏng is clearly fantastical, but even the association between P’yŏngyang and King
Tongmyŏng is tenuous at best, since the Koguryŏ capital was not located in P’yŏngyang during his reign, as many
Chosŏn visitors had already pointed out; 1537 HHJ f.1:25a–26a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:453b–454a, (ZBHHJ v.1 p.595);
1539 HHJ f.3:44b in SKCM pt.4 v.301:659b, (ZBHHJ v.2, p. 895). See Hŏ Pong, “Hagok sŏnsaeng Choch’ŏn’gi” 荷谷
先生朝天記 in Hagok chip in HMC v.58:407a.
3
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sage Kija (箕子 Ch: Jizi, fl. 11th century BCE)4 and the shrine of the mythical progenitor of the
Korean people, Tan’gun (檀君), in addition to sites associated with King Tongmyŏng.5 Since at
latest the Koryŏ period, these figures had represented a native trajectory of dynastic and cultural
succession. When Yi Sŭnghyu 李承休 (1214–1259) wrote the Chewang un’gi (帝王韻記), a rhyming
chronology of Chinese and Korean rulers, he claimed for Korea a “separate heaven and earth” from
the Central Court (chungcho 中朝). This statement sought Korean parity with China, not cleavage,
for in Yi’s eyes Korea was the “little Central Efflorescence” (sochunghwa 小中華) whose cultural
accomplishments were recognized by the Chinese (hwain 華人). Tan’gun, celebrated as Korea’s
divine progenitor, rivaled the sage kings of Chinese antiquity in age. Korea was also the fiefdom of
Kija, who transformed Korea with his civilizing influence.6 Through these figures, the Chosŏn
leveraged narratives embedded in space to make Ming envoys aware of not only Korea’s history of
political autonomy, but also its connection to antiquity.
History had an important place in Chosŏn politics. The court dedicated enormous resources
to its writing. From the scrupulous daily records it kept for royal audiences and the bureaucratic
archives maintained by individual government institutions, generations of Chosŏn official
historiographers compiled the dynasty’s Veritable Records. The Records, containing judgments reserved
for posterity, was kept under lock and key, and away from the curious eyes of kings and high
officials alike in order to guarantee its integrity. Korean official involvement in historiography

The use of the Korean pronunciation, rather than the Chinese one in this discussion is to center the discussion of his
uses in Chosŏn Korea. For consistency’s sake, “Kija” will still be used even when discussing his portrayal in classical
texts, even though the Chinese reading would be more conventional in such cases.
4

5

For example, see 1521 HHJ f.2:32a–43b in SKCM pt.4, v.301:414–420, (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 519–531).

Yu Sŭnghyu, “Chewang un’gi 帝王韻記,” f.2:1a–3a, in Koryŏ myŏnghyŏn chip v.1 pp. 636–637: 遼東別有一乾坤 斗與
中朝區以分.
6
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paralleled Ming practices, but far surpassed them in many areas.7 This dedication, however, did not
discourage politically motivated manipulation. Far from it; it only raised its stakes. History became a
site of impassioned disputes as political factions employed rival narratives of “correct” history to
construct partisan identities.8 Driving these endeavors was something akin to what JaHyun Kim
Haboush has called a desire to “possess history,” in her discussion of popular historiography in
contemporary Korea. Chosŏn historiographers, in searching for orthodox (chŏng 正) interpretations
of the past to provide the moral basis for political legitimacy, share with their modern successors a
view of history as a “confirmation of [one’s] ethical superiority and moral worth.”9 For the Chosŏn
court, this desire extended to representations of Korea both to and by outsiders. For instance, the
Chosŏn sought “corrections” both to genuinely erroneous information in Ming official
publications—an inaccurate genealogy of the Yi rulers—and to “slanders” that in fact pointed to
uncomfortable truths—the Yi usurpation and execution of Koryŏ’s former Wang rulers.10

The points of difference are numerous. Record-keeping practices comparable to the daily minutes of royal activities
maintained by the Chosŏn (i.e. the Sŭngjŏnwŏn ilgi 承政院日記), existed only briefly in the Ming, during the Wanli reign.
(i.e. the Wanli qiju zhu 萬曆起居注). All meetings between the Chosŏn ruler and it’s officials had to be in the presence
of a historian, a requirement that did not apply to the Ming emperor. The Veritable Records, once completed, were kept
under lock and key. Whereas the Ming Veritable Records had been copied and leaked out of the palace even before the
dynasty’s fall, the Chosŏn court retained control of that text through the end of the dynasty. Arguably, Chosŏn practice
showed a firmer commitment to maintain historical knowledge, but also exhibited a strong desire to limit access to the
information it contained and control historiographical discourse. These efforts, however, were not necessarily always
successful, as Chosŏn officials and literati came to contest official historiography with their own historical works. See
Sun Weiguo, Ming Qing shiqi Zhongguo shixue dui Chaoxian de yingxiang: jian lun liangguo xueshu jiaoliu yu haiwai Hanxue
(Shanghai: Shanghai cishu chuban she, 2009), 22–30, 52–64; For Chosŏn use of historians in royal audiences, see
Haboush, The Confucian Kingship in Korea, 19–20; for the development of non-official historical interpretation in Chosŏn
see Jeong Ho-hun, “Deconstructing the Official History of Koryŏ in Late Chosŏn,” Seoul Journal of Korean Studies 26, no.
2 (December 2013): 335–360; a quintessential example of non-official historiography in the Chosŏn is the Yi Kŭng’ik
李肯翊, Yŏllyŏsil Kisul 燃黎室記述, (Seoul: Minjok munhwa ch’ujinhoe, 1982 [18th century]).
7

The Tale of Queen Inhyŏn is a poignant example. See Richard Rutt, Chong-un Kim, and Man-jung Kim, Virtuous Women:
Three Classic Korean Novels (Seoul, Korea: Kwang Myong Print. Co. for Royal Asiatic Society, Korea Branch, 1974); Han
Yŏng’u 韓永愚, Chosŏn chŏn’gi sahaksa yŏn’gu 朝鮮前期史學史硏究 (Seoul: Sŏul taehakkyo ch’ulpanbu, 1981).
8

JaHyun Kim Haboush, “In Search of History in Democratic Korea: The Discourse of Modernity in Contemporary
Historical Fiction,” in Constructing Nationhood in Modern East Asia, ed. Kai-wing Chow, Kevin Doak, Poshek Fu (Ann
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2001), 208–210.
9

More specifically, they sought to eliminate references to Yi Sŏnggye’s “assassination of four Koryŏ kings.” When the
Ming History was finally compiled by the Qing court in the 18th century, the Yi dynasty’s erroneous genealogy was
amended, but added to the account were mentions of numerous envoy missions sent by the Chosŏn court to lobby for
10
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Historiographical concerns of early modern East Asian societies, although distinct from
those of their modern and postmodern successors, were nevertheless instrumental in shaping
twentieth and twenty-first century notions of nation and identity. For instance, history writing at the
Qing court fundamentally shaped modern Chinese perceptions of Qing empire’s territorial extent,
but also of the “China” imaginary, in which past hegemony has come to sanctify current
sovereignties.11 For those subject to such claims, such as the Vietnamese and Korean elites,
Alexander Woodside has argued, “history writing became a major form of ‘boundary
maintenance’ ....against Chinese hegemony.”12 It was, however, not enough to demarcate a clear
boundary between Korea and empire. Another parallel between the postcolonial context of history
writing in contemporary Korea and the Chosŏn is the shared “[yearning] to be major players on the
world scene....not at [its] periphery.” Claiming this importance during the Chosŏn did not require
tying Korea to the then anachronisms of modernity or the ethnic nation, but depended on links to
Confucian civilization through a genealogy traceable to its vaunted antiquity.13 Since Korean elites in
the Chosŏn period sought recognition from their Ming counterparts as cultural equals, they could
not draw boundaries simply in antithesis to Chinese (imperial) hegemony. They instead carved out a
space that was defined in the terminology of hegemonic discourse. Negotiated and nuanced, these
boundaries emerged from practices of resistance enunciating political and cultural claims in a way
legible and palpable to imperial desires.

this precise issue. See Sun Weiguo, Ming Qing shiqi Zhongguo shixue dui Chaoxian de yingxiang , 1–22, MS f.130, pp.8283,
8289–8290, 8291. The irony is, with the transmission of Korean historiographical writings to China, many of which
document the founding of the Chosŏn, late Ming-early Qing scholars like Qian Qianyi only became more convinced that
the Chosŏn court was intentionally rewriting its less-than glorious early years see Sixiang Wang, “Biographies of
Loyalism,” Manuscript.
Matthew W. Mosca, “The Literati Rewriting of China in the Qianlong-Jiaqing Transition,” Late Imperial China 32,
no. 2 (December 2011): 89–IV.
11

Alexander Woodside, “Territorial Order and Collective-identity Tensions in Confucian Asia: China, Vietnam, Korea,”
Daedalus 127, no. 3 (Summer 1998): 191–220, esp. 199. See also Kang, East Asia Before the West, 35.
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JaHyun Kim Haboush “In Search of History,” 208–210.
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This dynamic helps explain what scholars have long noted to be contradictory forces at work
in Chosŏn elite perception of their relations with the Ming. Kija, whom Han Young-woo has
described as a “cultural symbol,” was deployed for diverse purposes by Koryŏ and Chosŏn
statesmen in representing their relationship to the Ming and its predecessors. Among them, the
Sarim scholar-officials (士林) of the sixteenth century asserted, through Kija, Korea’s independent
transmission of cultural and moral legitimacy from antiquity. Related ideas of the orthodox
“transmission of the Way” (tot’ong 道統) inscribed a political and cultural space for a Korea
autonomous from Chinese imperial authority.14 On the other hand, Sarim reverence of Kija has also
been attributed to their being “mired in an ideology of ‘admiring China.’”15 How could Kija
simultaneously symbolize, for the same people, both Chosŏn’s cultural dependence on “China” and
its political independence from it? Reconciling these two notions requires distinguishing between
“China,” as a transtemporal political imaginary of successive imperial dynasties and as a symbol for
the classical discourses and the civilizational values they described. In other words, Chosŏn, by using
Kija, delineated its claims of cultural distinction and political autonomy within a discourse legible to
the Ming and its agents. Employing Kija as a symbol ensured recognition of Chosŏn inheritance of
the classical past, but it also implicitly made Chosŏn an object of the Ming’s sovereign claims. The
latter narrative was never rejected outright by Chosŏn in the diplomatic context. Instead, Chosŏn
latched on to these ideas, infusing them with additional valences. Rather than reject empire, it chose
to shape it. Imperial discourses were coopted rather than subverted, redirected rather than parried.

See Han, Young-Woo. "Jizi Worship in the Koryǒ and Early Yi Dynasties: A Cultural Symbol in the Relationship
between Korea and China," in The Rise of Neo-Confucianism in Korea, edited by William Theodore De Bary and JaHyun Kim
Haboush, 349–374 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1985), 349–374.
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Sŏ Inwŏn 서인원, “Chosŏn ch’ogi yŏksa insik kwa yŏng’uk insik: ‘Tongguk yŏji sŭngnam’ ŭl chungsim ŭro 朝鮮初
期 歷史認識과 領域認識- 『東國輿地勝覽』을 중심으로,” Yŏksa wa sirhak 35 (June 2008): 89–116, pp. 96: 慕
華主義에 빠져들게 되면서.
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The envoy poetry of the Brilliant Flowers provides an ideal opportunity to observe these
dynamics of negotiation, where assertions no longer had the luxury of solipsism. Both Korean
officials and their Ming visitors had to account for each other’s points of view. Even though Ming
envoys were usually unacquainted with figures like Tan’gun and Tongmyŏng, they were already
familiar with Kija, a figure prominent in their shared repertoire of classics and histories. In the
course of their literary exchanges, Ming envoys and their Chosŏn hosts grappled with divergent
interpretations of the past, which implicated how Korea’s present with the Ming should be
understood. Poetry exchange thus echoed a broader strategy of autoethnography in attempts to
shape its image for imperial eyes. A quatrain differed only in scale, not in kind, from other, more
extensive efforts the Chosŏn court made to represent its own past. History, both recent and ancient,
became a site of strategic engagement, contestation, and reinvention.
The social practice of envoy writing also oriented these historical contentions to specific
spaces. Envoy poems (詩), rhapsodies (辭賦), and prose accounts (記) were often written in situ, or
post facto in commemoration of a visit. These spaces could be more general locales—the Yalu River,
Ŭiju, Kwaksan, Anju, P’yŏngyang, Kaesŏng, and the capital Seoul—but they could also be specific
edifices or vistas, like a pavilion or, in the case of Kija, a tomb and a shrine. Seen in this light, an
envoy poem, thus intertwined with spatial practice, was not a discrete literary enunciation, but one
node in a web of relationships formed with physical monuments, their inscriptions, historical
writing, and other envoy poems. While Kija’s significance for Chosŏn history has been discussed at
length in scholarship, the social moment and physical site where divergent Chosŏn and Ming
interpretations of the Kija mythos could interact has yet to be discussed.16

Visits to the Kija shrine is treated briefly in Du Huiyue, Mingdai wenchen chushi Chaoxian, 59–60; and Kim Han’gyu 金
翰奎, Sa Chosŏnnok yŏn’gu: Song, Myŏng, Chŏng, Sidae Chosŏn sahaengnok ŭi saryojŏk kach’i 사조선록 연구: 송, 명, 청
시대 조선 사행록 의 사료적 가치 (Seoul: Sŏgang taehakkyo ch’ulp’anbu, 2011), primarily as Du puts it, a way to
celebrate “bring Chosŏn and the Ming closer” through a celebration of this “bridge” of “Ming cultural influence or
Chinese civilization” for Korea. Sin T’aeyŏng also points out that some Chosŏn reception officials attempted to reiterate
16
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This chapter will address the interplay between spatial and textual practice with an emphasis
on Kija’s shrine and tomb in the city of P’yŏngyang. It adapts Lefebvre’s tripartite model of spatial
production as “spatial practice,” “spatial representation” and “representational space,” for its
organizational framework. It treats envoy poetry writing as a kind of “spatial practice,” where
repeated performances and compositions at particular locations, such as Kija’s tomb and shrine,
“embrace[d] production and reproduction” of space, “ensur[ing] continuity... and cohesion.” Spatial
practices that elevated the Ming envoy to a civilizer of Korea’s unadorned terrain coincided with
traditional interpretations of Kija as a Chinese civilizer of Korea, but in fact they resulted from
deliberate orchestrations by the Chosŏn court. Foregrounding these narratives were part of
Chosŏn’s strategy of self-presentation, producing a view of Korea tailored for imperial eyes.
The Chosŏn court and its officials devoted considerable energies to link itself to Kija the
historical figure and the mythology around him. The Chosŏn made Ming envoys complicit in this
process, in spite of lingering skepticism and apocryphal Korean claims. They encouraged Ming
envoys to visit places of Kija worship, where their “representations of space,” poetic and prose
portrayals of their homage, reifed and reconfirmed not only Korea’s connection with Kija, but what
he represented. These portrayals of Kija transformed the sites he occupied in P’yŏngyang into a
“representational space,” where “complex symbolisms” at work represented something beyond the
space itself. Kija stood for a transhistorical Korea, one that was not only coeval with the Ming, but
also an essential component of the imperial tradition itself. This register of Kija’s symbolic
significance secured both Korea’s moral and political autonomy in its relations with empire, working
in conjunction with other tropes to shape and delineate the limits of legitimate imperial claims.17

the importance of Tan’gun as well for Korea. See Myŏng nara sasin ŭn Chosŏn ŭl ottŏkʻe poannŭnʼga: “Hwanghwajip” yŏn’gu,
180–206.
17

Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Wiley, 1992), 33.
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Kija and the Journey East
The Chosŏn court used the city of P’yŏngyang to showcase Korea’s ancient history. Though
Ming envoys paid attention to all three major historical figures associated with it, Kija stood out. His
sites enjoyed the most consistent veneration from Ming envoys. Whereas they sometimes ignored
Tan’gun and Tongmyŏng completely, they always paid homage to Kija.18 Moreover, the degree of
deference they showed him was on par with the ritual obeisances performed for Confucius himself.19
This deference was due not to his status as a historical Korean ruler, but to what he represented in
the classics. For instance, in the poem dedicated to Kija by the 1488 envoy Dong Yue, he stood for
dynastic legitimacy, the moral prerogative of the remonstrating minister, and the transmission of
classical knowledge:
Chopsticks of ivory—so long ago, he left behind deep meaning;
Pavilions and ponds—how could he have rescued [him] from depravity?
Who could say that leaving one’s hair loose and feigning lunacy
Were not sacrifices of the body to present a stalwart heart?
With the Plan of Yu, he showed the Great Way,
And since antiquity, the Easterners look up to his legacy.
I have by chance come here to rest my horse gaze up his shrine,
To offer a pour of osmanthus wine and fragrant drink. 20

Although the poem is opaque from its liberal use of allusion, any educated member of the elite in
Korea and China, would probably have instantly recognized this recapitulation of Kija’s story in

The dearth of poetry in the Hwanghwajip on Tan’gun does not necessarily mean that they did not visit the shrines. The
proximity of these shrines suggests that even Chinese envoys who did not write about Tan’gun may still have visited. Sin
T’aeyŏng, Myŏng nara sasin, 196–206.
18

When the 1539 envoys Hua Cha and Xue Tingchong, known for their serious attention to decorum, distinguished the
level of their ritual obeisance to Jizi and Tan’gun when visiting their shrines in P’yŏngyang. Whereas they only bowed to
Tan’gun with their hands clasped (ŭmnye/yili 揖禮), they rendered to Jizi the same obeisance they performed to
Confucius: four kneeling prostrations (sabae/sibai 四拜). Chungjong sillok 90:10b [1539/04/05#2]. On the envoy’s
decorum see 90:16a [1539/04/07#4]. On the hierarchical distinctions between different non-verbal ritual gestures see
Wilkinson, Chinese History: A Manual, Revised and Enlarged, 105–106.
19

“Visiting the Shrine of Jizi in P’yŏngyang” 平壤城謁箕子廟 in 1488 in Asami v.6, f.11:13b (ZBHHJ v.356): 象箸
當年託意深 臺池那復救荒淫 誰云披髮佯狂態 不是捐軀獻靖心 禹範一篇陳大道 東人千古仰遺音 偶來歇
馬瞻祠廟 桂酒椒漿且一斟.
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classical texts.21 Kija, a clansman of the Shang dynasty (c.1600–c. 1046 BCE), lived during the reign
of its last tyrant king, Chow (紂王 r. 1075–1046 BCE).22 Kija remonstrated with Chow,
admonishing him against his luxurious lifestyle, as hinted by his use of ivory chopsticks. Chow
ignored them and constructed pleasure pavilions and “ponds of wine” to indulge his desires. When
Kija and other loyal clansmen, including Bigan (比干 fl. c. 1050? BCE), continued their
remonstrances, they only roused King Chow’s anger. Chow tortured Bigan to death in retaliation.
He imprisoned Kija, who only escaped Bigan’s fate by feigning insanity. Although Kija did not pay
with his life, Dong Yue’s poem lauded his actions, and saw his feigned insanity as equal to Bigan’s
mortal sacrifice as an expression of loyalty. When the Zhou king Wu (周武王 r. 1046–1043 BCE)
overthrew the tyrant Chow, he released Kija from prison. Kija transmitted to him the teachings of
the Sage King Yu through the Great Plan (Ch: hongfan 洪範), which served for the new ruler as a
guide for virtuous rule.
All of Dong Yue’s allusions draw from key canonical texts, namely the Book of Documents (尚
書), its commentaries, and the Shiji (史記).23 Though relevant chapters in the Book of Documents may
have dated to the Zhou period,24 their commentaries and the Shiji were certainly Han period (206
BCE–221 CE) texts. In these later portrayals, Kija was heartbroken by the destruction of his state
and left his homeland for a place called Chaoxian (朝鮮), presumed to be Korea, where a dynasty by

This is Jizi as the Chosŏn and Ming elite would have understood from reading the classics. There are significant
historiographical and archaeological debates surrounding the factuality of these accounts. As I recount how Jizi is
represented in classical texts, I do not claim it to be an accurate rendering of 11th century BCE history.
21

i.e. King Zhou zzz. I use a non-standard spelling of the name in order to avoid confusion with the rulers of the Zhou
周 dynasty, which succeeded the Shang.
22
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Sima Qian, Shiji f.3, pp.105–109; f.4, p. 131; f.38, pp. 1607–1621, esp. Zheng Xuan’s 鄭玄 (127–200) commentary,
p. 1620; See esp. the commentaries on the Zhoushu 周書 in pt.12 of the Shangshu zhushu 尚書註疏, 167a–b in SSJZS.
24

Michael Nylan, The Five “Confucian” Classics (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001), 132–136; 139–142.
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the same name (i.e. Chosŏn) ruled in Dong Yue’s time.25 With the investiture (封) of the new Zhou
ruler, Kija established a state there, and by promulgating his “eight teachings” (八條之教) to the
locals, he brought civilization to Chaoxian as well. According to the Sanguo zhi (三國志), a 3rd
century text, his descendants ruled until they were usurped by a Chinese exile named Wei Man (Kr:
Wiman 衛滿).26 For Dong Yue, Kija’s Chaoxian, the kingdom of Wiman, and the Korean state of
Chosŏn existed along a temporal continuum; as he remarked, Koreans continued to venerate Kija
even until his day.
The Kija narrative had immediate relevance for Chosŏn-Ming relations. Recent
archaeological findings have found no evidentiary basis for Kija’s journey to Chaoxian, as depicted
in Han and post-Han texts.27 For those of the Chosŏn and the Ming, however, the significance of
the Kija story rested on its perceived authenticity, if not in historical truth, then in the moral lessons
it imparted. I thus treat the Kija lore as mythos, to emphasize how it captured significant truths and
meanings for those of the Chosŏn and Ming who made use of it.28 Modern scholar Kim Han’gyu
wrote that it was “because Korea received the ablutions of Chinese civilization through Kija,” that
Ming envoys like the 1537 emissary Gong Yongqing, “now recognized it to be a country that shared
with China its culture [and institutions] (tongmun tonggwe / tongwen tonggui 同文同軌).” Kija’s civilizing

In this chapter, I use the Chinese romanization to refer to the land of Kija’s enffeofment in classical texts to
distinguish it from Chosŏn Korea.
25

The post-Han texts likely referred to the location of Wiman Chosŏn, a state newly conquered by the Han Emperor
Wudi in 108 BCE. See Sanguo zhi 三國志 f.30, pp. 848–849.
26

Kija’s enfeoffment in Chaoxian was most likely a later, Han period fabrication, derived from anachronistic readings of
older texts.The most even-handed and thorough treatment of these issues is Jae-Hoon Shim, “A New Understanding of
Jizi Chosŏn as a Historical Anachronism,” Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 62, no. 2 (December 1, 2002): 271–305.
According to Shim, Kija did migrate to the northeast, but there “are no archaeological and textual grounds for the story
of Kija’s eastward migration to Chosŏn.” Kija’s Old Chosŏn did not exist in the 2nd millennium BCE. See pp. 273–275,
299–305.
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Niels Christian Nielsen, Fundamentalism, Mythos, and World Religions (SUNY Press, 1993), 32–44.
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role was a necessary condition for a “tradition of shared culture (同文) to persist in the investituretributary system.”29 In the Ming imperial imaginary, Kija’s actions were antecedents to the Ming’s
own civilizing influence. Take for example the Xuande 宣德 (r. Xuanzong 明宣宗 1425–1435)
emperor’s poem, written on the subject of “Chosŏn Sending Envoys to Present Tribute:”
East of the sea—the vassal kingdom of ancient Koryŏ;
Its writing, civilization, clothing and caps far surpass the barbarians of the four [directions].
Traveling far to join us here, the envoys are often sent,
Filling the court with crates of tribute; they are also ceremonious.
I hear that Kija’s teachings yet remain,
And I feel that Puyŏ’s old customs have changed.30
To make sure they leave with much and arrive with little I will do,
So that in P’yŏngyang too, the same spring light will shine.31

This piece of imperial doggerel employs commonplace tropes to describe Chosŏn-Ming relations.
Here, Kija at once legitimized Chosŏn’s vassal status, served as a symbol of the Ming’s civilizing
power, and authenticated the values of imperial universalism.32 Korean Kija worship and
encouragement of Ming envoys to write about Kija in situ suggests complicity with this imperial view
and its narratives. In short, embroiling the Ming envoy in these spatial practices, transformed him
into a latter-day Kija, an agent of civilization’s “eastward flow” (東漸), from China to Korea.
That Kija represented the presence of imperial influence and therefore Korea’s political and
cultural dependence on Ming China, an idea certainly present in both Ming imperial discourse and

29

Kim Han’gyu, Sa Chosŏn nok, 157.

An ancient people in Northeast Asia, associated with Koguryŏ. Xuanzong identifies them as a barbarian people who
have been civilized by Jizi.
30

Da Ming Xuanzong huangdi yuzhi ji 大明宣宗皇帝御製集 f.35:7b in SKCM v.4:24, p. 216 海東蕃國古高麗 文物衣
冠邁四夷 遠道會同頻遣使 充庭筺篚亦多儀 還聞箕子遺風在 已覺夫餘舊俗移 厚往薄來吾所務 當今平壤
共春熙.
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Examples such as these are abundant in the correspondence between the imperial court and Chosŏn. For example,
the Yongle emperor reportedly once said to his officials, “I often drink, but not to inebriation. Chosŏn is the country
where Kija was enfeoffed, a realm of ritual and righteousness, and it serves the great state with sincerity. Today, I am
feting the envoys of Chosŏn. I will drink until I am drunk” 予常時飮不至醉 朝鮮, 箕子所封之國, 禮義之邦, 至
誠事大 今日因餉朝鮮使臣, 飮而至醉. The Yongle’s emperor willingness to enjoy his wine without restraint was
meant to demonstrate his appreciation of Korea. Sejong sillok 26:18a [1424/10/21#2].
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Chosŏn writing, motivated a wholesale rejection of the Kija mythos by the early twentieth century. In
the wake of modernizing reforms and nascent ethno-nationalism, many Korean reformers rejected
Qing China not only politically, but also intellectually. For them, what the Qing represented—the
classical past and the imperial traditions—lost their relevance as a privileged discourse for staking
meaningful political claims. Kija was no longer an ancient sage representing universal moral
aspirations, but was, in the words of the Korean nationalist historian, Sin Ch’aeho, merely a prince
of “China” (Kr: China; Jp: Shina 支那).33 The antiquity Kija represented was now narrowly
“Chinese”; its norms were no longer adequate to a universal model of civilization. Ideological
repudiation eventually escalated into dismissal of historicity. Korean nationalism could
accommodate no longer the idea that Kija, a Shang (and therefore Chinese) prince could have
established a dynasty in Korea, and began to repudiated the factuality of Kija narratives in the
classical texts.34 Tan’gun took Kija’s place as a premier symbol of a transhistorical Korea, a radical
shift from the Chosŏn period, when Kija was usually accepted as historically grounded and Tan’gun
treated as mythology.35 Whereas Tan’gun still enjoys an unquestioned status as the progenitor of the
Korean people in both North and South Korea, Kija has completely disappeared from popular
historical imagination.36
The rejection of the historicity of Kija’s kingdom in Korea, generally current in Korean
academic circles today, has converged with the findings of modern philological and archaeological

Sin’s adoption of the Japanese word Shina 支那 is significant, as it signaled the demotion of “China” from a
wellspring of classical civilization to just another ethno-national entity on the world stage.
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Sun Weiguo, “Chuanshuo, lishi yu rentong: Tanjun Chaoxian yu Jizi Chaoxian zhi suzao yu yanbian 傳說，歷史與
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work, which has found no basis for connecting the historical Kija with the Korean peninsula.
Scholarly work nevertheless occasionally argues for the historicity of the Kija mythos. While only very
few scholars insist that Kija in fact established a kingdom in Korea, many do assert that an eastward
migration of either Kija or a people tied to his name did indeed take place. In this mainstream
interpretation, Kija’s Chaoxian would have existed not in modern-day Korea, but in Manchuria.37
This link then has occasionally been used to strengthen the modern Chinese state’s claims of
historical territorial sovereignty over Manchuria, which has proved a sensitive issue.38 These moves,
to expurgate Kija from Korean national history (despite his importance in the history of Korean
identity formation)39 and to assert Kija’s historicity in service of Chinese territorial sovereignty, are
both tied to contemporary irredentist nationalisms. The historicity of Kija has also become a
battleground for establishing the extent and nature of early Chinese influence on Korea, though
unlike the related issue of Koguryŏ’s “national” identity, it is one largely relegated to the footnotes
of scholars. The irony of these controversies, however, is that both sides share fundamental
assumptions of what the Kija mythos meant.
Denying that Kija and his kingdom ever existed preempts Chinese claims on early Korean
history, and allows a construction of “national” history without needing to account for outside

Cho Uyŏn [Zhao Yuran] 조우연, “Chungguk hakkye ŭi ‘Kija Chosŏn’ yŏn’gu wa kŭ pip’an e taehan kŏmt’o
중국학계의 ‘箕子朝鮮’ 연구와 그 비판에 대한 검토,” Ko Chosŏn Tan’gun hak, no. 26 (May 2012): 457–516. Yi
Sŏnggyu 이성규, “Chungguk sahakkye esŏ pon Ko Chosŏn 중국사학계에서 본 고조선,” Han’guk sa simin kangjwa
49 (August 2011): 21–71, esp. 25–28.
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연구의 성과와 과제,” Ko Chosŏn Tan’gun hak, no. 20 (May 2009): 395–441. For the Koguryŏ debate and its
relationship to modern Chinese and Korean nationalism see, Mark Byington, “A Matter of Territorial Security: China’s
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influences. Accepting Kija’s historicity, in turn, emphasizes the importance of Chinese cultural
influence. The logic at work in both these positions is to equate Kija with China, and to take Kija as
a figure for the “eastward transmission” of culture. What animates these debates over Kija was
fundamentally an early twentieth century misreading of early modern uses of the Kija mythos. It was a
reinterpretation of Kija in colonial, postcolonial, and ethno-nationalist contexts. Kija’s significance
was narrowly redefined in connection with a moribund “Chinese” imperial system—a reading only
possible if the mythos was stripped of all its other symbolic resonances. As the spatial practices
discussed in this chapter will reveal, Kija meant much more to his Chosŏn and Ming eulogizers than
“China.” These meanings motivated the Chosŏn court to manipulate space to strengthen Korea’s
associations with Kija and to win acknowledgment of these associations from Ming visitors. The
greatest irony of this state-sponsored commemoration of Kija was that its function was what later
detractors of the Kija cult criticized it for not doing: establishing a Korean identity that was
independent and distinct from China.40 To understand how this was possible, we must return to the
social context of diplomacy where Kija was deployed.
Practices of Space
Spatial practices in diplomatic encounters, like the examples in Chapter 5, constructed an
image of an autonomous Chosŏn, a master of its own cultural attainments, but one that was still
pliable and receptive to the Ming’s mission civilisatrice. The image of Kija as a civilizer of Chosŏn
confirmed the latter vision, but attention to spatial practice reveal another set of resonances. This
Korea was the only Korea that Ming literati envoys ever witnessed, and these experiences
authenticated Ming pretensions of universal empire, with Korean complicity, but it was only as real

Andre Schmid notes that by the 17th century, Yi Ik had been reading the Kija lore not so much in terms of Chosŏn’s
tributary relationship with the imperial court, but as an articulation of Chosŏn’s independent claim to moral legitimacy.
This discourse preceded Yi Ik’s formulation and, I argue, had long been central to how Kija fit into Chosŏn political
discourse, though its relative weight may have shifted over the years. Schmid, Korea between Empires, 177–180.
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as the Chosŏn court had fashioned it to be. It was a contrived production, a theater of symbols and
images produced for a specific audience; it was this Chosŏn that entered the pages of the Ming’s
annals, and the imaginations of its envoys.
When he visited Korea in 1537, Gong Yongqing, one of the most prolific Ming envoys,
requested “multicolored boards” to be prepared in advance of his arrival at the capital. Although the
interpreter misunderstood and presented him with “blank scrolls” instead, Gong happily received
them, for they too provided him an opportunity to leave traces of his ink in Korea.41 The Chosŏn
provided a blank slate not only in the form of white paper and empty boards, but also the landscape
itself. Ming envoys saw a land deliberately denuded of native literary signification. Buildings without
names, pavilions without inscriptions (save for those by their predecessors, other Ming envoys)
welcomed these envoys to leave their mark by naming and renaming the landscape they
encountered. By the late 16th century, many of the famous locations along the road from Ŭiju to
Seoul had been transformed by Ming sojourners. When the Chosŏn official Hŏ Pong 許篈 (1551–
1588) traveled from Seoul to Beijing in 1574, he noticed famed vistas that were renamed by Ming
envoys.42 Places like the Moon Admiring Veranda (弄月軒) had been renamed by the 1567 envoy
Wei Shiliang 魏時亮 (?–1585), while a placed once called Gentleman’s Hall (君子堂) became the
Pavilion of Gathering Cool (納凉亭) when the 1573 envoy Han Shineng 韓世能 (1528–1598)
wrote its new name on a title plaque in seal script letters.43 About a fortnight earlier, Hŏ had passed

Ŏ Sukkwŏn and Lee, A Korean Storyteller’s Miscellany, 174; P’aegwan chapki f.2 in TDYS f.4, v.1:759. Though surviving
material evidence is scant, there survives a rubbing of what appears to be a plaque with Gong Yongqing’s calligraphy in
the Kyujanggak archives. The rubbing, and the original inscription, which reads “Fishing village” 漁村 are of unknown
provenance, but it clearly dates from Gong Yongqing’s envoy mission, since it is signed “Imperial envoy Yungang
[Gong’s style] Gong Yongqing.” Ŏch’on kakcha, kyu 28156.
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through Posan Station and arrived at Onion Bloom Hill (蔥秀山).44 This hill had been named by
the 1488 envoy Dong Yue and a stele of his inscriptions still remained. It faced Emerald Screen Hill
(翠屛山), where there was yet another stele with the writings of the 1537 envoy Gong Yongqing.45
Of all these sites, Onion Bloom Hill was the earliest, and the most celebrated. The hill was
nameless before Dong Yue.46 Once the envoy dubbed it, the Chosŏn court erected a stele inscribed
with his “Record of a Visit to Onion Mountain.” The site gradually took on new relevance for both
Ming envoys and Chosŏn literati.47 At the end of the 16th century, a cluster of Ming epigraphy had
gathered around the site. One mid-Chosŏn official, Yu Hong 兪泓 (1524–1594), linked the natural
splendors of the area to the generative power of Ming writing. In describing the scenery of Onion
Bloom Hill, he asked rhetorically, “Among all the scholars of China / whose brush was like a
rafter,” powerful enough give life to this scene?48 As Gong Yongqing once wrote of his “discovery”
of what was in fact a well-known site, the memorial stele for the filial daughter of Kwaksan, Ming
envoys likely believed that sites like these “would have fallen into obscurity in this eastern land,” if it
were not for their writings, which could imbue Korea and its landscape with lasting significance.49
By leaving traces of his ink, he transformed an empty landscape, “civilizing” a “barbarian” landscape
through literary craft. Though the conceit of these Ming envoys, their Chosŏn hosts actively abetted
this indulgence in self-importance. The Chosŏn court’s interventions in this space, whether
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inadvertently or intentionally, actualized the ideological premise of universal empire invested in the
envoy mission. The Chosŏn court presented both a figurative and literal carte-blanche to their Ming
guests to satisfy their fantasies as the embodiment of the Ming’s civilizing power.
Allowing Ming envoys the power to name and to “civilize,” was tantamount to relinquishing
sovereign claims over the landscape. The prominence of Kija worship in in P’yŏngyang and the
sheer frequency of Kija’s shrine and tomb dedications in the Brilliant Flowers, suggests a mutually
reinforcing resonance. Kija, as a symbol of the civilizing influence of Chinese antiquity, seems a
perfect figure for both the Ming envoy mission and its literary practices. The Chosŏn court too
contributed to elevating Kija, erecting a shrine and tending to his tomb. Like other locations, these
monuments came to be adorned with the accumulation of Ming writing from the repeated homage
of envoys. Together, these spatial practices rendered Korea’s landscape legible to the imperial envoy.
Adorned by the writing and calligraphy of Ming envoys, these sites figured into the literary
and geographical imagination of Chosŏn literati and officials. One rare early Chosŏn collection of
epigraphic writing, the Excellent Selection of Famous Epigraphs (Sŭngche yŏngsŏn 勝題英選) featured
numerous examples of Ming writing.50 These sites not only offered visible evidence of Chosŏn’s
connection to the Ming, but also reinforced it through the force of an enduring tradition, embodying
the collective legacies of generations of Ming envoy missions. But, how should their convergence on
the figure of the Ming envoy as civilizer be understood?
The consonance between the Kija mythos and the figure of the Ming envoy as civilizer is
uncanny. Attention to spatial practice, however, cautions against reading them as transparent

Although the text is not dated, given the choice of figures collected, including a preponderance of early figures, it is
likely to pre-date the Imjin War. If these jottings were really representative of an early Chosŏn sensibility, then the
inclusion of numerous Ming envoy writings, all of which predating the 1560s, is doubly salient, for it is an aesthetic
landscape recovered from the calamities of the Imjin War. Sŭngche yŏngsŏn 勝題英選, Kyujanggak Archives, Ko 古
3431-4.
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indications of Chinese Ming influence. For these narratives to take shape, the initiative of Chosŏn
court was essential at every juncture. Certainly these spatial practices built upon existing poetic
practices, such as that of the ch’aun (Ch: ciyun 次韻), the matching of rhymes and themes by one’s
peers and predecessors, which contributed to the repetition of similar themes in identical locales.51
As the 1476 Ming envoy Qi Shun wrote when he passed by Shanhai pass en route to Korea, “an
envoy from the central academy comes here once again; and loves to put old subjects in new
verses.”52 Ming envoys like him continued to read, comment on and respond to the verses of their
predecessors during the whole length of their journey. Seeking to claim membership in an exclusive
coterie of imperial envoys, an envoy wrote in the footsteps of his predecessors; any site or theme
that came to be a subject of one envoy’s poem could inspire others. Poetic composition became a
recurring event whenever a Ming literatus came to Korea, which cultivated an aura of temporal
depth and natural regularity to diplomatic exchange. Ming envoys recognized that the visibility of
their work in Korea could help secure for themselves lasting reputations, and they eagerly adorned
Korean edifices and scenic vistas. The 1450 envoy Ni Qian may have inaugurated the practice,
setting a precedent eagerly followed by his immediate successors,53 but by 1488, the envoy Wang

Judith Zeitlin, “Disappearing Verses: Writing on Walls and Anxieties of Loss in Late Imperial China,” in Writing and
Materiality in China, ed. Judith Zeitlin and Lydia Liu (Cambridge (Mass.): Harvard University University Asia Center,
2003), 73–125.
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Qi Shun, “Ascending the east tower of Shanhai fortress” 登山海鎮東樓 in 1476 HHJ from SKCM pt.4, v.301:322a,
中臺使節今重到 愛把新詩續舊體.
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Two years later, the 1452 envoy Chen Dun (陳鈍) arranged to have his own poetry compositions hung in a plaque at
the hostel in Seoul where in stayed. The 1460 envoy Zhang Ning also took up the practice, occasionally leaving his own
inscriptions at various sites. Some of Zhang’s other pieces were likely treated in similar ways. Nevertheless it is difficult
to confirm, whether this or any other piece that was “left as an inscription” necessarily ended up adorning a Chosŏn
edifice, since the transformation of his writing into a plaque or stele depended on the efforts of a Chosŏn court. Sejong
sillok 127:31a [1450/01a/19#3; Ni Qian, Chaoxian jishi 朝鮮紀事 17–18; Li Dongyang, “Preface to the anthology of
Lord Wenxi, Ni” 倪文僖公集序, Huailutang ji 懷麓堂集 f.29, pp. 263 in SKQS. For Chen,, see Tanjong sillok 2:27b
[1452/08/24#3]: 鈍等令書所製題太平館詩於板, 縣諸樓上. For Zhang, see “Leaving an inscription after ascending
the pavilion at Phoenix Mountain” 登鳳山樓留題 in Zhang Ning, Fengshi lu, 12; 1460 HHJ Asami v.2, f.4:4b.
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Tang already noticed that the walls of one waystation were now covered with “ink, thick with poems
left in leisure” by preceding Ming envoys.54
These effects of permanence and naturalness required the initiative of the Chosŏn court. Its
representatives brought imperial envoys to the same sites as their predecessors, inviting them to
perform in their shadow. The publication of the Brilliant Flowers gave these compositions a
coherence as a genre and a text, constructing chains of precedents that linked Ming envoys across
time. Most importantly for spatial practice, the court also gave physical form to these performances.
In 1464, it ordered local officials along the road from frontier to the capital to hang up the plaques
with Ming envoy writing, in anticipation of an embassy’s return to the Ming. Envoys could thus see
their own works adorning the waystations and pavilions written en route to Seoul, when on their
way back to the Ming.55 The practice continued through the end of the Ming period, and expanded
in scope. In 1522, the Chosŏn Royal Secretary56 Chŏng Saryŏng 鄭士龍 (1491–1570) requested
the court enlist more scribes and good calligraphers to prepare the writings of two especially prolific

Wang Tang 王敞, “On T’aep’yŏng Pavilion” 題太平樓 in HHJ 1488 Asami v.6, f.11:38a-b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 382):
“Over and over, the envoys have come to Pyŏkche Station; / On its walls are ink, thick with poems left in leisure. /
Ascending the pavilion, in the snow and mist, he once composed; /The strength of Lord Ni’s brush approaches that of
Han Yu.” 紛紛使節來碧蹄 壁間濃墨閒留題 登樓雪霽作長賦 倪公筆力凌昌黎.
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Sejo sillok 33:24a [1464/06/02#4]. Given that few Ming literati ever came to Chosŏn more than once, this gesture of
hanging their writings together along with those of their predecessors, even before they had left Chosŏn for good might
have been the way to assure departing Ming envoys of their continued celebration by their Chosŏn hosts, and by
extension, their subsequent literary immortality.
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Figure 9: Myŏngnyundang, Calligraphy of the Ming Envoy Zhu Zhifan

Calligraphy of the 1606 Ming envoy Zhu Zhifan 朱之蕃 adorning the main hall of the Chosŏn National Academy
(Sŏnggyungwan 成均館). Photo by author.

envoys in preparation for their departure.57 With the help of the Chosŏn court, envoy compositions
and calligraphy left the page of literary anthologies like the Brilliant Flowers and became part of the
landscape itself, decorating the pavilions, waystations, and vistas in stone steles and wooden
plaques.58 Ancient sites became newly relevant as they came to matter not as relics of the past per se,
but as places with their own illocutionary power, informing and delimiting what its visitors should

The matter was given to the Chosŏn court’s own printing agency (校書館) and the local officials were ordered to
carve them in boards for hanging. Chungjong sillok 45:30a [1522/07/03#2].
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A hanging plaque accorded a Ming envoy enduring visibility. It seems few pieces surved the Imjin War, but the work
of the 1606 envoy Zhu Zhifan remains visible to this day. Most notable is his plaque hanging in the Confucian temple at
the National Academy, now in the grounds of the Sungyungwan University. Kim Hongdae 김홍대, “Chu Chibŏn (Zhu
Zhifan) ŭi pyŏng’o sahaeng (1606) kwa kŭ ŭi sŏhwa yŏn’gu” 朱之蕃 의 丙午使行 (1606) 과 그의 서화 연구, Onji
nonch’ong 11 (2004): 257–304.
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do. T fixtures created something more concrete and potentially more permanent than the ephemeral
social moments that inspired their literary musings.
The Chosŏn court manipulated these spaces for the gaze of the envoys. Seizing an
opportunity for selective self-representation, the Chosŏn court altered the usual visual landscape for
the diplomatic encounter. The Chosŏn court generally did not allow “any books written by the
people of our state [i.e. Korea] or ancient texts that contained the preface and postfaces of Korean
writers” to be shown to Ming envoys.59 Policies of this sort affected epigraphy as well. Since many
of the sites were frequented by Korean officials and literati as well, their compositions too adorned
the various pavilions, waystations, and vistas they visited. Though wall inscriptions and stone steles
were relatively permanent fixtures, wooden plaques that hung on the roof beams and entrance ways
could be moved at will. All the plaques of Korean writing were temporarily removed in anticipation
of Ming embassies.60 According to Kwŏn Ŭng’in 權應仁 (1517–?) and Hŏ Kyun 許筠 (1569–
1618) both officials who participated extensively in diplomacy, only the plaque of one particular
parting poem by the Koryŏ official-poet, Chŏng Chisang 鄭知常 (?–1135), was allowed to remain
at the famous Floating Emerald Pavilion when a Ming embassy passed through.61
Sejo sillok 32:24a [1464/02/22#4]: 天使經過處 凡我朝所撰書及古文內 有東人序跋收藏 勿令示之. It is
unclear whether this order from 1464 always applied to other cases. Given that requests by Ming envoys to see Korean
writing usually had to undergo court approval, it is likely the casual disclosure of Korean works was prohibited. See for
example Chungjong sillok 84:20b [1537/03/14#4]; Yu Hŭich’un, Miamsŏnsaengjip f.6 in HMC v.34:250c–d.
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Ŏ Sukkwŏn, P’aegwan chapki f.4 in TDYS f.4, v.1:780–781; Ŏ Sukkwŏn and Lee, A Korean Storyteller’s Miscellany 245–
246: 觀察使例去本國之人作 故此詩亦不得留 嘉靖年間 龔雲岡謁箕子廟 讀春亭所製碑銘 屢加稱美 牧老
之詩 豈下於春亭之碑乎 恨不使雲岡輩見之 而碑亦非詩板之易去者 得遇賞於雲岡耳
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Hŏ Kyun, Sŏngsu sihwa 惺叟詩話, in Hong Manjong 洪萬宗 and Chŏ Sŏngjik 趙成植, Shihua conglin jianzhu (Sihwa
ch’ongnim) 詩話叢林箋注, ed. Zhao Ji 赵季 (Tianjin: Nankai daxue chubanshe, 2006), 284. The poem in question is
Chŏng Chisang’s famous “Parting” 送別, also titled “The Taedong River” 大同江. It reads: “After a rain on the long
dike, grasses are thick. / With a sad song I send you off to the South Bank. / When will the Taedong River cease to
flow? / Year after year my tears will swell the waves.” 雨歇長堤草色多 送君南浦動悲歌 大同江水何時盡 別淚年
年添綠波. It is collected in nearly all Korean classical Chinese poetry anthologies, past and present. Translation by
Richard J. Lynn in Peter H Lee, Anthology of Korean Literature : From Early Times to the Nineteenth Century (Honolulu:
University Press of Hawaii, 1981), 58. See also Nam Yong’ik 南龍翼, Jiya jiaozhu [The elegantea of Ki, redacted and
annotated] 箕雅校注, ed. Zhao Ji 趙季 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2008), 74–77.
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The temporary removal of Korean writing conflicted with Chosŏn efforts to raise the esteem
of Korean authors in the Ming. Chŏng Saryong once interceded to keep Yi Saek’s poem on King
Tongmyŏng in place. Arguing that the Ming envoy Ni Qian had once praised it, he asserted that it
was “no inferior to the poem of Chŏng [Chisang].”62 Yi Saek’s poem managed to do just that when
it received the acclaim of the 1567 envoy Xu Guo 許國 (1527–1596).63 The court thus selected
only what it considered the best pieces to both impress Ming visitors and play to their desire to
adorn Korean space with their writings. All in all, whatever the Korea Ming envoys saw had been
crafted for their gaze. The sparse literary adornment of these sites was a temporary fiction.
Spatial practice undercuts the stability of the seeming consonance of the Kija mythos and the
Ming envoy as civilizer. Three caveats come to the fore. First, the Chosŏn court was never a passive
accessory to the envoys’ whims. The relinquishing of the power to name was only momentary. Ming
plaques monopolized Korean spaces, but once the envoys departed, Korean writing returned to
their former places. The Chosŏn court maintained the fiction of the Ming as sole civilizer for only as
long as it needed to represent it to Ming envoys. Second, Kija’s tomb and shrine, contrary to the
renamed hills and vistas, was not a part of a denuded landscape, but in P’yŏngyang, a site invested
with connections to a layered past that told a story of cultural and political continuity. These two
aspects, Korean intention and spatial context, point to the third issue, that of inscriptional practice
itself. Repeated in situ inscription imbued a site with a transtemporal significance. The significance of
any single piece of verse was not localized in the discrete space of its composition and audience, but
was self-consciously one element in the imagined continuity of a broader tradition. These point to a
concerted attempt to utilize space as a site of representation. Further exploration of the interaction
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See Kwŏn Ŭng’in, Songkye mannok 松溪漫錄 selections in Sihwa ch’ongnim, 176.

Ŏ Sukkwŏn, P’aegwan chapki in Hong Manjong, Shihwa ch’ongnim, 153. Note that Hong references a later version of the
P’aegwan chapki.
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between these three aspects show the use of Kija in P’yŏngyang was not a recapitulation of an
existing narrative, but an intervention into one.
A Forged Antiquity: Korea as the Land of Kija
Envoy poetry allowed multiple voices to exist in tandem across a discursive range, and the
visibility offered by spatial practices made the loci of Kija worship, his shrine and tomb in
P’yŏngyang, sites of contestation. Before the nineteenth century, it was common to refer to Korea as
the “country of Kija” (箕子之國). The connection appears self-evident partly because the name of
the Chosŏn dynasty matches the name of Kija’s kingdom, Chaoxian. In turn, Chosŏn/Chaoxian (Jp:
Chōsen 朝鮮) have become synonymous with an idea of a transhistorical Korea in modern East
Asian languages. The fixity of these associations today, along with the importance of Kija for
Chosŏn’s political ideology, makes appreciating the once tenuous nature of this association difficult.
The identification of Chosŏn Korea with Kija was not a foregone conclusion, but one that resulted
from an express cultural and diplomatic strategy of representation that produced and reinforced
these equivalences. To this effect, the sites of Kija’s tomb, his shrine, and the spatial practice of
Ming envoy writing, all worked together to secure the authenticity of Chosŏn claims to his legacy.
Chosŏn/Chaoxian had been used to refer to three ancient Northeast Asian states, which,
save the last one, are shrouded in mystery, without basis in archaeological or reliable philological
evidence.64 Until the 1392 establishment of the Chosŏn dynasty by Yi Sŏnggye, this appellation had

The last state, Wiman Chosŏn (衛滿朝鮮 194 BCE–109 BCE), is also the first historically verifiable state that used
the name “Chosŏn/Chaoxian.” Destroyed by the Han, there was no direct political continuity between it and the polities
that emerged afterward. The commentaries to the Shiji hypothesize that “Chosŏn/Chaoxian” was derived from the name
of a river located there, but the actual location of Wiman Chosŏn was likely in Liaodong, not the Korean peninsula,
leaving even geographical continuity between ancient Chaoxian and modern Korea debatable. For Wiman in historical
sources, see Sima Qian, Shiji f.115, pp. 2985; for debates over location, see Song Ho Jung, “Old Chosŏn—Its History
and Archaeology,” in The Han Commandaries in Early Korean History, ed. Mark E. Byington, Early Korean Project
Occasional Series (Cambridge, Mass.: Korea Institute, Harvard University, 2013), 49–80, esp. 52–73.
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not been the formal name for any state for about sixteen hundred years.65 The dynasty’s founders
likely desired a connection with Kija when they presented two options to the Ming Hongwu
emperor as candidates to replace “Koryŏ” as the national title (kukho/guohao 國號) of the new
Korean state. The two were “Chosŏn,” a name laden with classical associations, and the unfamiliar
“Hwanyŏng” (和寧), the location of Yi’s hometown.66 The Ming emperor predictably selected
“Chosŏn [Chaoxian],” calling it “the only beautiful name for the Eastern Barbarians,” identifying
Korea with Chaoxian of yore, implicitly linking it with Kija.67
Earlier states who ruled the Korean peninsula also claimed Kija’s legacy, but other parties
explicitly challenged them. Koguryŏ had a cult of Kija worship, likely as an ancestral deity, though
Chinese observers considered it a form of “inordinate worship” (淫祀).”68 After Koguryŏ’s demise,
rival claimants contested the link to Kija. At stake was who was Koguryŏ’s legitimate successor. In
the eleventh century, the Koryŏ ruler Sukchong (高麗肅宗 r. 1095–1105) constructed a Tomb of
Kija and other shrines dedicated to him in P’yŏngyang as a part of a broader political alignment to
Koryŏ’s northern frontier. Koryŏ, by worshiping Kija, strengthened its self-identification as
Koguryŏ’s successor, and also of Kija’s Chaoxian, as it looked north to Koguryŏ’s former territories

The Koryŏ system of nobility did use of titles such as the “Duke of Chosŏn” 朝鮮公. Noble titles were honorary,
often linked to localities through their ancient place names. Chosŏn, then, was not identified as an alternative name for
the Koryŏ state. Koryŏ did already identify itself as the successor of both Tan’gun and Jizi’s Chosŏn/Chaoxian. The
Samguk yusa, a late Koryŏ work, identified “three Chosŏns” Tan’gun Chosŏn, Kija [Jizi] Chosŏn, and Wiman Chosŏn.
The Koryŏsa identified P’yŏngyang, the Western capital of Koryŏ, as also the capital of the “three Chosŏns,” and linked
Koryŏ back to the three Chosŏns of antiquity through a genealogy of dynastic transmission.; Koryŏ use of titles, KS
f.1:1b; f.90:13a–b; three Chosŏns, Iryŏn, Samguk yusa f.1:1a–b; P’yŏngyang as capital, see KS f.58:29a–30b.
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By the mid-Koryŏ period a notion of a transhistorical and transdynastic “Korea” was already represented in terms like
Haedong (East of the Sea 海東), Ch’ŏnggu (Verdant Hills 青邱), Samhan (Three Hans 三韓), and Tongguk (The
Eastern Kingdom 東國) These terms, linked to geographical space and cultural continuity, were enduring sobriquets
that transcended dynastic time. Breuker, Establishing a Pluralist Society in Medieval Korea, 30–57.
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T’aejo sillok f.2:15a [1392/11/29#1]; 3:3b [1393/02/15#1]. Han Youngwoo has argued, the choice of “Chosŏn” for
the Yi owed also to its asssociation with Tan’gun. “Kija Worship,” 358–359.
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Liu Ju 劉昫, Jiu Tangshu f.199, p. 5320. Whether Koguryŏ constituted a link between Korea and Kija hinges entirely
on how later states and peoples have claimed Koguryŏ’s legacy, a point of controversy.
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in Manchuria.69 At that time, the Khitan Liao, Koryŏ’s northern neighbor, also held rites for Kija to
lay claim to Koguryŏ’s legacy. The Liao identified their own Eastern Capital, Liaoyang, not
P’yŏngyang, as the site of Kija Chaoxian’s citadel. Like Chosŏn Korea would do later, the Liao
credited Kija with bringing “civilization” to this region.70 Liao and Koryŏ disputes over Kija and the
cultural and political legacy of Koguryŏ come as no surprise, given their competing sovereign claims
over Manchuria.71
King Sukchong’s efforts to buttress Koryŏ claims on Kija, and by extension, Koguryŏ and
ancient Chaoxian, could not dispel dissent. The commentarial tradition of the Shiji, the locus classicus
of Kija’s travel east, had actually identified Meng county (蒙縣) in Shandong as the actual site of
Kija’s tomb.72 One Yuan envoy’s poem dedicated to the Kija Temple in P’yŏngyang alludes to this
fact in its closing lines:
On a hill in the lands of Lu, the pine and cypress stand;
A loyal soul will be known by ghosts and spirits for eternity.
At night I sit on my horse on the path to Chaoxian—
I can almost hear the song of the Ripening Wheat.73

Pine and cypresses were symbols of enduring virtue, but they were also metonyms for tombs and
graveyards. That they stood in Lu (i.e. Shandong), and not in Chaoxian, meant the envoy could
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Breuker, Establishing a Pluralist Society in Medieval Korea, 98–102; Han Young-woo, “Kija Worship,” 353.

Liao historians like Yelü Yan 耶律儼 (?–1113) also refused to recognize Koryŏ claims to Koguryŏ, referring to
Koryŏ as “Silla.” Since the dynastic title Koryŏ already embedded an implicit identity with the earlier state of Koguryŏ,
the use of “Silla” instead severed this nominal link with the earlier kingdom. Jiang Weigong 姜維公, “Liaoshi dilizhi
Dongjing Liaoyangfu tiao jishi miuwu tanyuan 《遼史·地理志》東京遼陽府條記事誤謬探源,” Zhongguo bianjiang
shidi yanjiu, no. 2 (2011).
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Han Young-woo, “Jizi Worship,” 352; Remco Breuker, Establishing a Pluralist Society in Medieval Korea, 111–125, esp.
122–123; 64n14. See also KS f.94:4b–5a; KS 7:33a–34b.
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See the commentaries of Du Yu 杜預 (222–285) on the Shiji f.38, pp. 1609, 1621.

The envoy-author was Guo Yongxi 郭永錫, sent by the appanage court of the Mongol-Yuan Prince of Henan. KS
f.11:13a–13b [1366/12]: 魯土一丘松栢在 忠魂萬古鬼神知 晩來立馬朝鮮道 髣髴猶聞麥秀詩.
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almost feel Kija’s spiritual presence in his fief Chaoxian, but in his reckoning, the Shandong tomb
interred his actual remains.74
If an alternate Kija tomb supported by a prominent classical text indeed made the
authenticity of the Korean tomb suspect for imperial envoys, few in fact voiced their suspicions
openly. One Ming envoy, whose identity is unrecorded, called Kija’s a tomb a site of a “perfidious
burial” and told his hosts that “there were certainly no descendants of Kija” in Korea, to the chagrin
of the Chosŏn court.75 Though an exception, rather than the rule, the above example spoke to
lingering uncertainty surrounding Korean claims, one echoed by others in Ming China. One
sixteenth century Ming scholar found the story of King Wu’s investiture of Kija in Chaoxian to be
“utterly ridiculous” (謬甚謬甚).76 The notion of another tomb existing in China and these
occasional voices of skepticism cast a long shadow over the issue.
The point here is not that the Koryŏ tomb was real or that the Shandong tomb was not (or
vice-versa), since both sites were cenotaphs and not the final sepulcher of the historical Kija. What
ultimately mattered was not the authenticity of the tomb per se, but the analogical authenticity of
Korea’s connection to Kija’s Chaoxian. The late Chosŏn Practical Learning (sirhak 實學) scholar

By the Yuan, this location had become a part of Cao county, in Shandong province. Cao county was so named
because it was the seat of the state of Cao, which later was incorporated by the Lu. Zhongguo lishi dituji 中國曆史地圖集
v.1, p.26–27; v.3, 7–8; v.7, 50–51.
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The Chosŏn king dismissed these comments as “ignorant.” Sŏnjo sillok 165:18a [1603/08/13#1].

This scholar, Shi Guifang 史桂芳 (fl. 1558), argued that Jizi’s association with Chaoxian was based in Warring States
period texts, not authentic classics. Although Shi is a relatively obscure figure in Ming intellectual history today, he was
associated with better known figures like Luo Rufang 羅汝芳 (1515–1588) of the Taizhou School. It is difficult to
know how widespread such skepticism was at this time. See Yi Kyŏngryong 이경룡, “Myŏngdae chisigin ŭi Chosŏn
insik kwa yangguk ŭi pangbuk chŏngch’aek 명대 지식인의 조선 인식과 양국의 防北정책,” Myŏng-Chŏngsa yŏn’gu
25 (April 2004): 67–96, esp. pp. 88–89.
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Figure 10: Kija’s Tomb in P’yŏngyang

Tomb of Kija in P’yŏngyang, circa 1920. Corwin and Nellie Taylor Collection, Korean Digital Archive, University of
California: San Diego.
USC Digital Library, http://digitallibrary.usc.edu/cdm/ref/collection/p15799coll48/id/702

Chŏng Yagyong 丁若鏞 (1762–1836), for instance, sought to resolve the issue once and for all. He
noted that “many are confused regarding [the location] of Kija’s Chaoxian, [believing it to be] in
Liaodong” but he was convinced from his perusal of historical works that it was in fact in Korea. He
consulted the Comprehensive Gazetteer of the Great Ming (Da Ming Yitongzhi 大明一統志), and having
found no mention of the Shandong tomb, was convinced the tomb in P’yŏngyang was genuine. He
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insisted “there was no reason for Kija to be reburied in China.”77 If the Kija tomb in Korea was
real, then its connection to the Chaoxian of Kija would be unassailable. On the other hand, if Kija’s
tomb was counterfeit, then, Korea’s connection to Kija could also become insecure.
The problem of the tomb’s authenticity had to be resolved. State commemoration had
begun with the dynasty’s inception, but King Sejong, concerned that the inscriptions detailing their
significance were inadequate, ordered his official Pyŏn Kyeryang 卞季良 (1369–1430) to compose
an inscription to be carved on a stone stele by the tomb.78 Pyŏn’s inscription recapped the
narratives associated with the sage in the classics, emphasizing his role in transmitting the Great Plan
and civilizing Korea. Pyŏn wrote proudly that Kija who “contributed to the Way,” and the “teacher
of King Wu,” was not “enfeoffed anywhere else, but in [Our] Chosŏn.”79 And so,
The people of Chosŏn directly received his teachings day and night. The gentlemen were bequeathed
the key to the Great Way; lesser men enjoyed the benefit of perfect rule....,Is this not heaven’s
generosity towards the East?80

Pyŏn posited a seamless continuity between the Chaoxian of yore and the Chosŏn of now. Kija’s
teachings had managed to persevere through this vast temporal distance. Adorning the tomb site
with a royally commissioned inscription would have elevated the tomb site to national significance
and given royal sanction to its authenticity. Again, not all were convinced. Before the stele had been

Chŏng Yagyong “An investigation of Chosŏn” (Chosŏn ko 朝鮮考) in Yŏyudang chŏnsŏ pt. 6 (地理集), f.1 in HMC
v.286:230a–231a. Chŏng, however, did not consult local gazetteers of the region, which in fact continued to mention the
existence of such a tomb through the late Qing. His contemporaries who did see these gazetteers were equally
unconvinced, declaring the Chinese tomb to be spurious and the Chosŏn one to be authentic. Shandong tongzhi 山東通
志 f.32:37a, p.7506 (Yongzheng period); The Guangxu period editors of the Cao county gazetteer were no longer sure
about its authenticity, and stated they would “await those who love antiquity to investigate the evidence.” Caozhou fu
Caoxian zhi 曹州府曹州縣志 f.1:14b, p. 155 (Guangxu 10). See also Hong Kyŏngmo 洪敬謨 (1774–1851), “Kija
myogi” 箕子墓記 from Kwanam chŏnsŏ 冠巖全書 v.16 in HMC pt.2, v.113:45a–465d.
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Sejong sillok 3:16b [1419/02/25#6].

Pyŏn Kyeryang, “Stele inscription for Kija’s temple, with preface” 箕子廟碑銘幷序 in Ch’unjŏng sŏnsaeng munjip 春
亭先生文集 f.12 from HMC v.8:147a. See also Han Youngwoo, “Kija Worship,” pp. 361–362.
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朝鮮之人 朝夕親炙 君子得聞大道之要 小人得蒙至治之澤 其化至於道不拾遺 此豈非天厚東方.
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completed, court officials protested the stele’s erection. They argued that the so-called Tomb of Kija
was but a “legend passed on by the locals.” Insisting on the authenticity of the tomb without
“written records as a basis” and “several thousand years” separating Kija from the present, would
“not be the way to show proper reverence.”81 Pyŏn, however, disagreed with the skeptics. He urged
that the stele be placed by the tomb, as originally intended. King Sejong ultimately overruled Pyŏn
and maintained it would be “unconvincing” to have the stele by the tomb, and moved it beside the
shrine instead.82 Moving the stele deferred the question of the tomb’s authenticity. By
demonstrating the continued worship and celebration of Kija’s legacies in Chosŏn, a spiritual
continuity could be asserted, even if the tomb’s authenticity was dubious. The Chosŏn court stepped
back from making a fundamental truth claim regarding the tomb, but in effect, the shrine and tomb
each reinforced the authenticity of the other, manufacturing an aura of certainty.
Throughout the Chosŏn period, there were further efforts to authenticate the Kija
connection. Many occurred on the initiative of the Chosŏn court and its officials, but the imperial
gaze was always implicit. Convinced that Korea was the land of Kija, they also tried to demonstrate
the link to Ming observers. In the process, the Chosŏn court appropriated the presence of Ming
visitors to support this association. When Ming envoys visited P’yŏngyang, they saw an array of
edifices and inscriptions that reinforced one another.83 Their homage to the shrine and tomb, along
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Sejong sillok 39:13b [1428/01/26#5].

Sejong sillok 3:16b [1419/02/25#6]. The relevant entries in the Veritable Records are split between 1419 and 1428. It
seems that the initial decision to erect a stele at the tomb was made in 1419, but the decision to change the location of
the stele to the shrine was not made until 1428 when the stele was erected. The entries from 1419 seem to contain
information about the later decision.
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The existence of a shrine to Tan’gun in P’yŏngyang reinforced the notion that the Chosŏn of the fifteenth century
was indeed the Chaoxian of Kija. Tan’gun, as the autocthonic progenitor (sijo 始祖) of the Korean people who lived
during the time of the ancient Confucian Sage King Yao, ruled a kingdom called Chosŏn before Kija’s arrival. Ming
envoys who visited P’yŏngyang also dedicated poetry to Tan’gun. Tang Gao, for example, wrote of Tan’gun’s shrine,
“[When he] established [his] kingdom, [a time] so faint / This was found ing ancestor of Chosŏn” (開國何茫然 朝鮮
此鼻祖). 1521 HHJ f.3:38a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:417b, (ZBHHJ v. p. 522). See also 1537 HHJ f.1:27b, 30b in SKCM pt.4
v.301:454b, 456a (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 597, 600) etc. Han Youngwoo, “Kija Worship,” 361.
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with the poems and elegies they left in his honor, augmented the legitimacy of Kija’s link to Korea.84
As early as 1457, the Ming envoy, already felt compelled to deliver his own elegy, after having “read
the masterpieces of those who have come before.”85 Visiting “Korea and paying respects to [his] old
shrine” 人到三韓謁舊祠, Ming envoys like Chen Jiayou (陳嘉猷 fl. 1459) equated the “Eastern
fief” of their day, Korea, with the “ancient country where [Kija] was enfeoffed / whose people’s
customs were just as they were before.86 In turn, these compositions were collected in the various
editions of the Brilliant Flowers and occassionally carved into stone steles and wooden plaques to
adorn these sites. By the time the 1539 envoy Xue Tingchong visited P’yŏngyang, he not only saw
Pyŏn Kyeryang’s stele, protected by a small pavilion, but also the “writings of great men from the
Central court in new plaques and old hangings” adorning the shrine.87 The Chosŏn court, by
publishing these Ming writings that connected Korea to Kija in the Brilliant Flowers and endowing
them with physical form, transformed discrete, momentary ritual gestures into artifacts of timeless
continuity. A dubious ancient tomb alone may not have made a convincing case, but the continuous
worship of Kija by the Koreans and the Ming envoys at the tomb site and the shrine reinforced the
authenticity, if not of the tomb itself, then of at least, Chosŏn’s claims to Kija’s legacy. What was
remarkable about this process was not simply how much of it operated in anticipation of the
imperial gaze of Ming envoys, but how that gaze was in turn appropriated and reflected in the
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The numbers of poems and other compositions dedicated to Kija are too numerous to list severally.
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1457 HHJ f.1:13b–15a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:192b–193b (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 55–56): 既又誦諸先輩傑作 不覺內愧.

1459 HHJ in Asami v.2, f.4:13a (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 110): 東藩自是分封國 民俗依然似昔時; The 1476 envoy Qi
Shun made a similar assertion of authenticity in his “Rhapsody on Visiting the Temple of Kija,” (謁箕子廟賦), writing
“Ah, Chaoxian [Chosŏn] far in the eastern lands, / truly the place of the master’s fiefdom. / His shrine hall has endured
and has been renewed, / its solemn and pure winds are just as yore” (維朝鮮僻在東土兮 實夫子之封國 祠宇久而
彌新兮 儼清風之如昨). See 1476 HHJ f.1:1a–6 in SKCM pt.4 v.301:293a–295b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 213) or Gong
Yongqing in the 1537 HHJ f.5:33a–34b in SKCM pt.4 v.301:569 (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 755).
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“Record of Visiting P’yŏngyang” 遊平壤記 1539 HHJ f.5:15a–17b in SKCM pt.4, v301:691a–692b (ZBHHJ v.2, p.
935): 新匾舊揭 胥中朝鉅公題詠
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Figure 11: Kija Rules Korea

Depiction of Kija “ruling Korea” in Yun Tusu’s Kija chi (箕子志) Asami Collection (1570)
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service of these efforts. If Ming envoys had their doubts, offering ritual and inscriptional recognition
of Chosŏn’s claims required only a momentary suspension of disbelief, but voicing those doubts
required confronting an entire established tradition, one that their own predecessors and peers had
helped construct.
Early Chosŏn intellectuals based their confidence in Korean links to Kija on the authority of
Confucian classics and the Shiji, but they still sought additional evidence from local, Korean sources
to support the legitimacy of the connection. King Sŏngjong once asked the governor of P’yŏngan
province to investigate the provenance of Kija’s tomb, including when it first was asserted to be his
tomb and what documentary basis existed for this assertion.88 The Veritable Records does not record
whether this study was ever completed, so it is not known what, if anything was discovered. There
was likely little to be found. Lack of intervening textual evidence elicited some discomfort, evinced
in repeated attempts to further corroborate Korea’s Kija connection. The one-time governor of
P’yŏngyang and compiler of its earliest extant gazetteer, Yun Tusu 尹斗壽 (1533–1601), once
wrote of the city: “The people who remain [here now]—though we do not know from whom they
descended, they should all be the progeny of those received this teachings.”89 Since the evidence was
circumstantial, the reasoning was necessarily extrapolative. In his Records of Kija (Kija chi 箕子誌), the
assessments of past authorities worked as definitive textual evidence. In additional to well-known
classical texts, Yun went as far as to draw on the testimony of relatively recent scholars, such as the
Ming prince Zhu Quan (朱權 1391–1448, better known as Hanxuzi 涵虛子) to support his
claims.90
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Sŏngjong sillok 29:5b [1473/04/18#3].
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今之遺民 雖不知其某人之出自 應是當時膚敏之苖裔也.

“Preface to the P’yŏngyang Gazeteer” from Oŭm sŏnsaeng yugo 梧陰先生遺稿 f.3 in HMC 41:545b–545d; see also
Kija chi, Asami 22.1, f.1–2.
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The Neo-Confucian scholar-official, Yi I 李珥 (1536–1584) drew on Yun Tusu’s work to
compile the True Annals of Kija (Kija silgi 箕子實紀). The conspicuous attention to veracity may very
well hint at a deeper discomfort with the evidential basis of their accounts. Both Yi and Yun
explained that they were often asked to elaborate on what Kija had done in Korea, but could offer
nothing beyond what was already known by everyone with a basic Confucian education. The True
Annals was meant to redress this issue. When the 1582 vice-emissary Wang Jingmin (王敬民 fl.
1584) stayed in P’yŏngyang, he was excited that he could “lodge so close to Kija’s ancient ruins,” but
regretted that he knew little about Kija’s activities after he went east. He asked Yi I, who was his
welcoming emissary, about extant Korean records. Yi I produced a copy of his own True Annals as
his answer.91 Whether Wang’s request stemmed from earnest curiosity or polite skepticism is
difficult to know, but Yi I’s posthumous biographers took great pride at his response. Wang was
said to have “sighed in admiration without end,” and exclaimed in “surprised joy that ‘there was no
document like this in China.’”92
In the True Annals, Yi relied on a methodology similar to Yun’s, “broadly investigating books
of classics, histories, and philosophers and assembling the facts and the discourses of sages and wise
men.”93 This scholastic approach involved collecting existing materials, but its truth claims primarily
relied on what Yi took to be the authoritative appraisals of past “sages.”94 Chosŏn scholars
employed a method of textual authentication that hinged on the trustworthiness of their informants
rather than the independent evidentiary merits of their statements. In doing so, they also made use
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Sŏnjo sujŏng sillok 16:9a–b [1582/11#1]: 每恨箕子東入實迹未悉 本國如有誌載 願見.

See Part 2 of the biography (yŏnp’o 年譜) of Yi I appended to his Yulgok sŏnsaeng chŏnsŏ 栗谷先生全書 f.34 in HMC
v.45:321a–b. 且贈箕子實記 兩使見之 敬歎不已 副使見箕子實記 驚喜曰 中國本無如此之文.
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廣考經史子書 裒集事實及聖賢之論.
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Yi I, “Kija silgi” 箕子實紀, from Yulgok sŏnsaeng chŏnsŏ f.14 in HMC v.44:292a–294a.
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of what we might now call apocryphal works, which contained a plethora of later embellishments
and interpolations. These hagiographical accounts generously praised Kija, but offer little in the way
of new information. As a result, works such as these have done little to resolve many fundamental
lacunae in the Kija mythos. For example, these works spoke of Kija’s “eight teachings,” the
regulations proclaimed in Chaoxian that became the basis of Korea’s civilization, but no scholar,
Korean or Chinese, could ever actually enumerate them. Yi I could only list them “in brief” (略),
giving only three examples.95 Most startling, especially given the fairly solid archaeological evidence
against Kija’s actual, historical connection to Korea, is the ability of both sources to list precise dates
for Kija’s life; Yun’s work even includes a table of Kija’s forty-one descendants, their royal titles and
their reign dates for the period they purportedly ruled Korea until the last Kija descendant was
overthrown by Wei Man in 195 BCE.96 The two Chosŏn scholars may not have necessarily forged
this sort of information intentionally. Motivated by a desire to authenticate the link to Kija, they
simply availed themselves of the limited resources they had on hand.97

The earliest mention of the “eight teachings” appear in the Hou Hanshu f.85, p. 2817. Yi I’s account is drawn from
this text.
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Kija chi 箕子志, segye 世系 1a–4b. One possible textual provenance for a list of Jizi’s royal descendants may be the
genealogies of Korean families who claimed descendant from him. The P’yŏngan Sŏnu 平安 鮮于氏 was one such
descent group. See Sŏnjo sillok 165:18a [1603/08/13#1]. Korean genealogies can be quite reliable, but claims of ancestry
to before the late Koryŏ period are often specious or undocumented, and should be accepted only with extreme caution.
Claims of ancestry to the 2nd millennium BCE, such as the Sŏnu did with Jizi, were certainly invented traditions. See
Eugene Y. Park, “Old Status Trappings in a New World,” 166–87.
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Attempts to authenticate Jizi’s links with Korea continued to the end of the Chosŏn dynasty. Rectangular fields in
P’yŏngyang were taken to be remnants of the agricultural institutions the sage had implemented, a story Ming envoys
came to be complicit in, writing poems that insisted “until today the people of P’yŏngyang / still know the influence of
the Shang” (至今平壤民 猶識商家風). 1537 HHJ f.1:25b–26a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:453b–454a (ZBHHJ v.1 p. 595).
18th and 19th century publications included maps of P’yŏngyang that identified the locations of these fields. Among the
many documents collected in such were Ming envoy writings, which too became further evidence of the authenticity of
Chosŏn’s link to the Chaoxian of Jizi. Some of the Ming writings have been collected in 18th and 19th century
compilations, see Sŏ Myŏng’ŭng 徐命膺, Kija oegi 箕子外紀 f.3:24a–40b; Han Yŏngho 韓榮浩 Kija yuji 箕子遺志
4:1a–13b. For well-field maps, see the first pages of the Kija oegi; and the illustrations in Kija chi, to 圖 5a–5b. See also
Jitian kao 箕田考 (part of Chaoxian zhi 朝鮮志) in SKCM pt.4, v.255:401–408.
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Evaluated under the standards of twenty-first century historiographical practices, these
works did no more than gather a slew of questionable classical references into stereotyped
hagiography. Their evidentiary foundations appear fragile, easily demolished by new philological and
archaeological methods in the twentieth century, when the raison d’etre for sustaining the Kija mythos
disappeared in the wake of new political ideologies. Nevertheless, these works convinced
generations of Chosŏn elite and imperial visitors alike, turning once tenuous claims into historical
reality. In forging antiquity, Chosŏn Koreans may be compared to medieval and early modern
European communities on the fringes of the Roman world who likewise claimed dubious
connections to a classical past. For instance, the medieval Welsh cleric Geoffery of Monmouth (c.
1100–1155) famously traced the origin of Britain to an ancient founder Brutus, an adventuring son
of the Trojan hero Aeneas (and progenitor of the Romans), in order to claim an antique origin for
Britain that could rival the antiquity of Rome itself. Long after the Italian humanist Polydore Vergil
(1470–1555) had demolished these legends (much to the chagrin of his British colleagues), Welsh
scholars still clove to Galfridian myths of Trojan origins to maintain a parallel claim of Welsh
antiquity.98 Cultural prestige was not the only reason to forge a link to antiquity. In a time when
ancient documents could provide bases for political claims, Austrian rulers used a forged document,
the Privilegium Maius, which claimed Julius Caesar himself had granted Austrians autonomy from
Rome, as bulwark against imperial claims over them by Rome’s latter-day successors, the Holy
Roman Emperors.99 The extensive efforts made by successive Korean rulers, officials, and literati to
See also, Grafton, Worlds Made by Words: Scholarship and Community in the Modern West, 146–147; Prys Morgan, “From a
Death to a View: The Hunt for the Welsh Past in the Romantic Period,” in The Invention of Tradition, ed. E. J. Hobsbawm
and T. O. Ranger (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983), 45–47.
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For the connection between forgery, philology and political claims, see also Charles Garfield Nauert, Humanism and the
Culture of Renaissance Europe (Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 176–177. Note most famously,
the case of Valla and the controversies surrounding the Donation of Constantine. See Anthony Grafton, “Invention of
Traditions and Traditions of Invention in Renaissance Europe: The Strange Case of Annius of Viterbo,” in The
Transmission of Culture in Early Modern Europe, ed. Anthony Grafton, Ann Blair, and Shelby Cullom Davis Center for
Historical Studies (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1990), 9–10. We find similar attempts to seek
connections to biblical antiquity, see pp. 12–24. Other scholars have argued that such forgeries were less an attempt to
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secure Korea’s association with Kija likewise testify how much was invested in this link to antiquity
and how high the stakes were. As will soon be shown, like the Austrian example, this link expressed
tangible political claims as well, though articulated in a much more subtle manner
Kija Who Did Not Submit: Rewriting the Classics
The elegies and paeans Ming envoys wrote in Kija’s honor resorted to stock images from
canonical texts and their interpretive traditions to exemplify Kija as a remonstrating official, a
transmitter of the Way, a figure of loyalism, and a civilizer of Korea. Their writings, and the
ablutions they performed, brought imperial sanction to Chosŏn claims over Kija. The resonances of
the Kija mythos, however, were neither stable nor monolithic. Interpreters of the classical tradition
did not always agree with how it should be understood. In particular, the tradition diverged
regarding the significance of Kija’s investiture in Chaoxian. When Chosŏn courtiers and Ming
envoys affirmed, both tacitly and explicitly, Kija’s Chaoxian as a precursor to a transhistorical Korea,
they also raised questions about how Kija’s virtue was to be reconciled with imperial authority,
which by extension, framed Korea’s relationship to empire. The Chosŏn court calibrated the Kija
mythos to fit with the imperial tradition in ways conducive to Korean claims of political sovereignty.
This selective adaptation of a narrow register within a range of possible interpretations, however,
often conflicted with the expectations of the Ming envoys they hosted.
The Kija mythos relatedly ambiguously to imperial authority, because it championed a moral
good that trumped obedience to the monarch. The envoy Dong Yue hinted at these issues in the
opening lines in the second poem he dedicated to Kija. In lingering loyalty to the Shang, he “the
Jade Horse100 refused to serve in the court of the Western Zhou,” so “with cap and gowns,” the
assert historical truths than to illustrate, through antiquarian examples, received narratives. See Alfred Hiatt and British
Library, The Making of Medieval Forgeries: False Documents in Fifteenth-Century England (London: British Library and University
of Toronto Press, 2004), 5–11, 136–155.
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A sobriquet for virtuous officials.
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trappings of civilized life, he “raised pure standards in the Eastern Kingdom,” changing its mores.101
Dong Yue based these lines on the accounts of Kija’s life in the Shiji. After Kija transmitted the
Great Plan to him, the Zhou king Wu “invested Kija in Chaoxian, but did not make [him his] subject
(Ch: buchen 不臣),” which implied that Kija’s new state was beyond the pale of Zhou authority.102
The ambiguous syntax of the last clause, “buchen,” however, also permits reading “Kija,” not the
“Zhou king” as its implied grammatical subject. In that case, it would not be King Wu who “did not
make [him his] subject” in show of magnanimity, but Kija who “did not serve [him],” continuing to
defy the authority of the Zhou.103
The act of buchen, however, was also synonymous with rebellion, and thus had strong
negative connotations, incongruous with the impeccable virtue of the sage. Likely for this reason,
the Han commentaries to the Great Plan in the Shangshu dazhuan (尚書大傳) tried to reconcile Kija’s
departure to Chaoxian with imperial authority, diverging from the accounts of the Shiji. According
to this version, “Kija had received the investiture of the Zhou and could not avoid observing the
rites of a subject,” and thus came to pay tribute to the Zhou thrice every ten years.104 In contrast to
the Shiji version, where receiving investiture did not lead to submission, the two are firmly linked in
the Shangshu dazhuan. Kija’s observance of a subject’s rites emerged out of moral obligation towards
the Zhou, the logical result of accepting its investiture.
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1488 HHJ Asami v.6, f.11:13b (ZBHHJ v.1, p.356): 玉馬西周不共朝 冠裳東國儼清標.
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Shiji f.38, p. 1620: 於是武王乃封箕子於朝鮮而不臣也.

The 1457 envoy Chen Jian tried to erase this ambiguity by adding the direct object pronoun zhi 之 to the original
phrasing of the Shiji: 周封箕子於朝鮮而不臣之, see 1457 HHJ 1:13b–14a in SKCM pt.4 v.301:192b–193a (ZBHJJ pp.
55–56).
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箕子既受周之封 不得無臣禮 故於十三祀來朝. Kong Anguo 孔安國, Shangshu dazhuan f.3, p. 42, in SBCK.
This interpretation was integrated into the Shangshu zhushu f.12, pt. 6 (Hongfan), pp. 167a–b in SSJZS.
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The Sui and Tang dynasties used Kija’s investiture in Chaoxian to sanction their invasions of
Koguryŏ. Their instigators portrayed these campaigns as wars of irredentism, the reclamation of old
imperial territories, rather than the conquest of new ones. The Sui statesman Pei Ju 裴矩 (547–627)
convinced the Sui emperor Yangdi 隋煬帝 (r. 604–618) to invade Koguryŏ by linking Kija’s
investiture to the question of buchen in yet another way. He argued that even though Koguryŏ was
where the Zhou enfeoffed Kija and a former domain of the Han, it “now refused to serve (i.e.
buchen).” For these reasons “the former emperor [Yangdi’s father Emperor Wen 隋文帝 (r. 581–
604)] resented [Koguryŏ] and had long wanted to chastise it.105 Identifying Koguryŏ with the
domain of Kija rationalized Yangdi’s wars of expansion. Kija’s investiture, a symbol of submission
to imperial authority, set a precedent that the Koguryŏ violated by choosing to “buchen,” an act of
defiance that deserved imperial retribution.
The connections between Kija, buchen, and the empire outlined above presented a difficult
quandary for Koguryŏ’s political successors. Desiring both imperial recognition as cultural equals
and assurance of political autonomy, the Chosŏn had to ground both claims in discourses legible to
the imperial state. Association with Kija granted a direct channel to antiquity, but also raised the
specter of irredentism and might justify Korea’s territorial integration into the empire. The
interpretation in the Shiji offered the most room to maneuver out of the quandary. In that version,
Kija ruled his domain without recognizing Zhou authority, but only at the generosity of the Zhou
ruler. Even though it could provide a model of political autonomy, it offered no room for Korean
political agency. How Kija was treated in Chosŏn official discourse had to navigate this dilemma.

Ouyang Xiu, Xin Tangshu, f.100, pp. 3932–3933: 高麗本孤竹國 周以封 箕子 漢分三郡 今乃不臣 先帝疾之
欲討久矣.”
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Pyŏn Kyeryang managed to do exactly that in his rendition of the Kija’s story in the stele in
P’yŏngyang:
When King Wu of the Zhou defeated the Yin [Shang], he invested the Grand Preceptor [i.e. Kija] in
our state, in order to allow him to follow his will of not being subject to the [the new dynasty.]. That
the writing, civilization, ritual and music are comparable to that of the Central States for over two
thousand years owes entirely to the teachings of Kija. 106

Pyŏn’s rendition seemed to echo the classical texts and their interpretations, but actually made
several radical claims. Kija not only brought civilization to Korea, his transmission ensured a
separate strand of succession from China. By equating the Chaoxian of yore and the Chosŏn today,
Pyŏn posited the existence of a transhistorical Korea that was ontologically distinct from China, the
“Central States.”107 Furthermore, Pyŏn not only claimed cultural parity with China, but ascribed it
“entirely” to Kija’s teachings, implicitly to the exclusion of the civilizing influence of later imperial
dynasties.
In Pyŏn’s version, investiture no longer meant political subservience. A subtle syntactical
change in Pyŏn’s account made all the difference. Pyŏn did not use the verb pulsin (i.e. Ch: buchen 不
臣) in its causative sense, where the Zhou king “did not make [Kija his] subject” out of
magnanimity, but instead used it describe Kija’s own moral resolution of refusing to serve, which the
Zhou ruler “followed” (su ki pulsin chi chi/ sui qi buchen zhi zhi 遂其不臣之志). The Zhou king had
merely recognized Kija’s original will. This shift did not change the overall narrative, but expressed
implicit approval of the Shang prince’s defiant “will.” Pyŏn’s turn of phrase was unique, a rhetorical
sleight of hand that transfigured Kija’s investiture from a symbol of subjection and vassalage to one

Pyŏn Kyeryang, Ch’unjŏng sŏnsaeng munjip f.12 in HMC v.8:147a: 昔周武王克殷 封殷太師于我邦 遂其不臣之志
也 吾東方文物禮樂 侔擬中國 迨今二千餘祀 惟箕子之敎是賴.
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Kija could be used to justify customs in Korea which were distinct from those in China and, thus, to deflect criticism
or judgment expressed by the Chinese. For example, as late as the nineteenth century, when a Chinese observer
questioned a Chosŏn envoy on the practice of enacting harsh punishments on slaves, the envoy replied, perhaps rather
disingenuously, “this is according to the teachings of Jizi.” Han Young-woo, “Jizi Worship” 357–371.
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of autonomy.108 The trick then, was to erase the negative tinges of “not serving,” buchen. By hinging
the idea of buchen to the moral will of a virtuous sage, Pyŏn and those who followed him,
transformed it into something inherently worthy of commendation.
Kija’s transformation from a symbol of subjection to China and its imperial dynasties to one
of cultural parity and political autonomy vis-a-vis the empire had lasting significance in Chosŏn
Korea. Like the poems the Chosŏn official Hŏ Chong 許琮 (1434–1494) wrote in response to the
1488 Ming envoys, Kija’s “receipt of investiture was not to become a servant of the Zhou” 受封非
是作周臣, and in “single-minded loyalty, he never paid obeisance west [to the Zhou]” 孤忠終不向
西朝.109 This interpretation remained dominant through the end of the Chosŏn period. At a time
when Chosŏn intellectuals had rejected the moral legitimacy of the Qing and saw themselves as the
rightful heirs of the classical tradition, the Chosŏn literati Hong Chikp’il 洪直弼 (1776–1582) took
this logic one step further, and rejected even the Shiji account that had originally inspired it. In the
essay, “Disputing the tribute to Zhou” (Choju pyŏn 朝周辯) written in 1834, he argued that King Wu
and Kija were both “sages” and treated each other as equals, which implied that Wu would never
have invested Kija in the first place. The Shiji must have erred, confusing Kija with a different Shang
prince. Hong maintained that Kija never paid tribute to the Zhou and ruled his kingdom, Korea, as a
sovereign.110 Korea’s sovereignty was all its own, and Kija’s story granted it classical sanction. This

This turn of phrase, for instance, combines the phrasing of the Mao Commentaries with the Shangshu jingyi
commentaries of the Hongfan. The former uses “buchen zhi zhi” in negative sense, while the latter understands “sui qi
buchen” to be a gesture of magnanimity on the part of the Zhou king. See Duan Changwu, Maoshi jijie 毛詩集解
f.20:1a–b, p. 289 and Huang Lun 黃倫, Shangshu jingyi 尚書精義 f.28, p. 250. in SKQS.
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1488 HHJ Asami v.6, f.11:15a; f.11:14a (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 358, 356).

Hong argued the idea that Jizi was a vassal of the Zhou became prevalent only because of erroneous classical
exegeses, which mistook Jizi for another Shang noble. See Hong Chikp’il, Maesan sŏnsaeng munjip 梅山先生文集 f.27 in
HMC v.296:6a–7a. Han Yŏngho, Kija yuji Harvard-Yenching TK 3483.4 2980, f.7:4a–5a. For Jizi and the rejection of
Qing legitimacy, see Hyung Il Pai, Constructing “Korean” Origins, 113-114.
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position, implicit in Pyŏn’s stele inscription and elaborated by later Chosŏn scholar-officials, did not
always earn the approval of their Ming guests.
The 1460 envoy Zhang Ning wrote one of the most extensive meditations about Kija and
his lore during his visit. He framed his essay as a rebuttal to the famous Tang scholar-official Liu
Zongyuan’s 柳宗元 (773–819) well-known inscription celebrating Kija’s life, but it was equally in
conversation with Pyŏn’s stele and the dominant Korean interpretation.111 In his original tract, Liu
closed off the prose portion of his hagiography with a hypothetical counterfactual.112 He posited, if
the tyrant Chow had died sooner and if the Shang prince Wugeng (武庚 fl. 11th century BCE)113
had succeeded in restoring the Shang, Kija would have been the one to aid him in governing the
restored dynasty. Liu thus lamented Kija’s misfortune, having been unable to bring his political goals
to fruition because of external circumstances. Implicit in Liu Zongyuan’s assessment was that
lingering loyalty to his destroyed dynasty was the prime motivation behind Kija’s actions.
The problem with Liu’s interpretation, according to Zhang, was that the moral virtue of Kija
should not be sought in loyalty to the Shang, but rather in his commitment to a sense of moral and
political order that transcended dynastic interests. Kija’s great wisdom was in his understanding of
the will of “heaven,” which, for Zhang, was equivalent to “rational principle” (Ch: li/ Kr: i 理). This
understanding allowed Kija to recognize the Shang’s demise as the inevitable outcome of “heaven’s”
will. For these reasons, he transmitted the Great Plan to King Wu, even though he had conquered the

See 1460 HHJ Asami v.5 f.5:25a–27a (ZBHJJ pp. 136–137); Fengshi lu f.2, p. 20–21; Like many other pieces of Ming
writing about Jizi, Zhang Ning’s essay was inscribed at Jizi’s shrine and made its way into Chosŏn period histories. Yu
Hŭiyŏng 柳希齡 (1480–1552) quotes Zhang Ning nearly in its entirely, borrowing his authority, in this treatment of
Kija in his Tongguk saryak. See Yu Hŭiyŏng 柳希齡, Tongguk saryak 東國史略 f.1 ; Sŏ Myŏng’ŭng’s Kija oegi included
both the Liu and Zhang texts inscribed on a stele erected in Jizi’s shrine in P’yŏngyang. See f.3: f.3:8a–10a.
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Liu Zongyuan, “Jizi bei” 箕子碑 in Quan Tang wen, f.587, pp. 5927a–b.

Wugeng led a rebellion against the Zhou after the Shang’s demise, hoping to restore the dynasty. Shiji f.4, pp. 132–
133.
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state ruled by his family. For Zhang, who argued that it was possible to understand a man’s “original
heart” by following his later accomplishments, Kija’s activities in Chaoxian were the best
demonstrations of what Kija’s true ambitions were. When Wugeng and the Shang loyalists rebelled
against Zhou authority, Kija did not come to their aid, despite possessing the necessary abilities and
moral virtue. Instead, he remained in Chaoxian and
...taught the people with regulations and laws, inspired rituals and decorum, and nurtured those in the
Eastern land where he lived, as if he had [arrived] already possessing [this intention]. Moreover, only
when he was invested there did the Way become known in Chaoxian. [He had been so successful that]
by the time of King Cheng, it was said that the west was pacified and the east had submitted. Even the
Sage of Eastern Lu (i.e. Confucius) said that there was no shame for a gentleman to dwell there. If it
were not for the Master (i.e. Kija’s) efforts in pacifying the land and guiding its people, how could it
have been transformed as thoroughly as this?114

By bringing “regulations and laws” and “rituals and decorum,” Kija initiated the civilizing process in
Chaoxian. Kija’s moral motivation lay in a commitment to the project of civilization, already
revealed when he first elaborated the kingly way to King Wu through the Great Plan. Zhang Ning’s
recapitulation of the Kija story so far coincided with the Korean interpretations outlined above, but
they diverged on one key issue. Kija’s activities in Chaoxian, which Zhang equated with Korea,
showed that he had not simply “forgotten about the [Shang] and happily followed the Zhou,” for he
had never really submitted to the Zhou in the first place. In Chaoxian, he was able to “...follow his
ambition of not submitting [buchen] from beginning to end” (終始遂其不臣之志). Zhang even
borrowed the unique turn of phrase in Pyŏn’s stele inscription, but he also dramatically shifted the
emphasis:
[Kija] brought great benefit to one region. He turned the barbarians to civilization. The boons of
ethics, mores, ritual and music have continued until today without decline. For generations [his
country] has received investiture and patents, a state that has lasted for a long time. And the Master

惟條法教民 聿興禮讓 裕焉處茲東土 若固有之者 且其初封之時 朝鮮始克通道 及成王之世 傳稱西踐
東服 乃至東魯聖人亦有【君子何陋】之語 苟非先生安土導民之力 其化邃能如是哉.
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(i.e. Kija) has enjoyed sacrifices at his temple in perpetuity. All of these things were the gift of the
Central State, the Zhou. Ah! How benevolent indeed was the Zhou! 115

Zhang Ning equated Kija’s state with Chosŏn and recognized the existence of a transhistorical
Korean state, but also saw Korea’s civilization and independence, and Kija’s continued worship all
as the result of the Zhou rulers’s benevolence. Identifying the Zhou, as the Central State, a title now
inherited by the Ming, Zhang drew an implicit parallel line of descent and equivalence between the
Zhou and the Ming, i.e. China, represented by successive imperial dynasties. In one fell swoop,
Zhang robbed Chosŏn of any agency in its own political determination, historical existence, and
civilization. Korea’s very existence became a gift of China.
Each exchange of envoy writing could gravitate towards a different interpretation of the Kija
legend. The 1521 envoy Tang Gao, whose behavior and bearing during his trip to Chosŏn was
impeccable, and rare among Ming envoys to receive unanimous praise, also implicitly disputed the
dominant Korean narrative, but did so indirectly. Rather than turn all of Kija’s accomplishments
into a gift of the Zhou, he wrote that “Kija was a guest [of the Zhou], and thus did not submit [or:
was made not to submit],” and emphasized the mutual, reciprocal relations that resulted. Kija’s
“country [was now] to begin and end with the Imperial Ming / with baskets of gifts and tribute of
treasures” going between them.116 For Tang, “not submitting [buchen]” too was the gift of the Zhou,
but it was never Kija’s original intention. Writing that Kija had “acquired in vain a reputation of
defiance,” Tang Gao suggested that to see Kija as a symbol of resistance was to woefully

而且終始遂其不臣之志 斂大惠於一方 俾夷為華 彝倫禮樂之澤至於今不衰 世受封錫 享國長久 而先生
亦永有廟祀者 皆中國周之賜也 於乎 周亦仁矣哉.
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Tang Gao 1521 HHJ f.2:32a–34a, pt.4 v.301:414b–415a (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 515): 蓋為賓而不臣兮; 國與皇明相終始
兮，賜有篚而貢有琛.
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misunderstand what the sage really represented.117 Tang’s interlocutor, the Chosŏn official Yi
Haeng, closed one of his responses with a retort: “The East was originally the land that does not
submit; / Influences from a legacy of loyalty and righteousness remain to this day.”118 The two
evidently had different ideas of what “not serving” meant. Whereas Tang excused Kija for “not
serving,” Yi integrated it as a quality essential to Korean identity, consonant with Kija’s legacies of
virtue. This exchange encapsulated the range of possibilities the Kija mythos enabled in the diplomatic
context. Korean writers did not necessarily see Korea’s identity as a “land that does not submit” to
contradict its status as a tributary state. Instead, as Yi Haeng wrote, being a vassal to the Zhou in
Korea, was in itself an expression of “not submitting.”119 This insinuation makes no sense in the
context of Early Zhou politics, since feudal lords were by definition “subjects” (chen/sin) of the
Zhou rulers, but it worked in the Chosŏn-Ming context. By claiming long-standing historical
autonomy, it constructed implicit limits to imperial sovereignty.
The Kija mythos was not monolithic, but accommodated subtly divergent political claims that
embodied rather different historical narratives and understandings of Korea’s place vis-à-vis the
empire. Even as it came to be seen as a model for the institutions of tribute and investiture in
Chosŏn-Ming relations, defiance of the Zhou nevertheless remained a central component. Two
variables were relatively constant all the above variations. The first was Kija’s unassailable virtue,
though how it was to be understood could change. The second was how Kija’s activities in
Chaoxian, identified with Korea, was used to reconcile aporia inherent in the mythos.

Tang Gao 1521 HHJ f.2:34a–35a, pt.4 v.301:415a–415b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 518): 謾道歸周未齒任 一篇洪範已傳心
不臣自是周王禮 虛被頑名直至今
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Yi Haeng, 1521 HHJ f.2:34a–35a, pt.4 v.301:415a–415b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 518): 東方原是不臣地 忠義遺風留至今.

Yi wrote, “In the past when the Zhou did not make Jizi a subject / his enfeoffed land was by the edge of the River
P’ae” HHJ f.2:32a–34a, pt.4 v.301:414b–415a (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 515): 昔周之不臣夫子兮 胙茅土於浿之潯.
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The Kija in historical texts and his status as a moral exemplar did not cohere perfectly.
Confucius had assured Kija’s place as a moral exemplar, ranking him on par with Weizi and Bigan,
as the Three Benevolents (Ch: sanren / Kr: samin 三仁) to protest the tyranny of King Chow.
Among them, however, only Bigan remonstrated until death.120 This stubborn remonstration led to
Bigan’s death. King Chow “said angrily, ‘I have heard that a sage’s heart has seven chambers’ and
“dismembered Bigan to view his heart.” Witnessing his mutilation, Kija “grew fearful and feigned
insanity” in order preserve his life. Were Kija’s feigned insanity and Weizi’s departure from court a
gesture of moral defiance equivalent to that of Bigan?
According to the Shiji, Bigan seemed to have found both Weizi and Kija’s expressions
inadequate, declaring that “as a subject to a ruler, one has no choice but to remonstrate [against his
misdeeds] until the end.”121 Ming envoys often disagreed with this assessment. Dong Yue, for
instance, asked, “who says that leaving one’s hair loose and pretending to be crazy / was not a way
to to give one’s body and to present one’s stalwart heart?”122 Most importantly, Kija’s subsequent
actions, presenting the Great Plan and civilizing Korea, implicitly compensated for where he had
fallen short of Bigan, making his moral heart equivalent to the one Bigan had sacrificed.123
Kija’s connection with Korea helped resolve other points of tension in the Kija mythos.124
The histories and classics may have used the story of Kija to demonstrate the triumph of the kingly
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Analects, “Weizi,” part 1.
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Sima Qian, Shiji, f.3 pp. 108–109. 為人臣者 不得不以死爭.
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1488 HHJ in Asami v.6, f.11:13b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 356): 誰云披髮佯狂態 不是捐軀獻靖心.

The 1450 envoy Sima Xun, for example, wrote “His loyalty and righteousness made him willing to depart with Weizi
/ his heart of benevolence was known only about Confucius” (忠義肯同微子去 仁心唯有仲尼知) and “for millenia,
he has been venerated in an old temple in Chosŏn” (千載朝鮮享舊祠). 1450 HHJ f.1:41a–42a in SKCM pt.4
v.301:242b–243a (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 37).
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The Kija story raises a “host of moral quandaries,” including, “when is loyalty to family less important than loyalty to
community? How may a corrupt reign be restored to goodness?” It also asks when does “a higher duty to the Right”
supersede “conventional obligations?” Michael Nylan argues that the document of the Great Plan “answers such
questions, for it defines legitimate kingship less as res as reverent devotion to... the ancestors’ mandate” than the
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way over despotism, but the figure of a remonstrating official ignored to the end by his sovereign
might have resonated with both Chosŏn and Ming officials in a different way. For those confronting
monarchs who turned a deaf ear to their counsel, Kija was a sympathetic figure who not only
promised the eventual triumph of moral counsel but also embodied the personal tragedy that often
befell those who remonstrated. The 1476 envoy Zhang Jin viewed him as a tragic figure. Visiting the
“desolate tomb” in P’yŏngyang that “faced the setting sun” was an opportunity to lament Kija’s fate.
Kija’s “loyalty and righteousness” only earned his ruler’s “recalcitrance,” leaving him to “suffer as a
slave.” All his suffering was in vain, for in the end he had to witness the destruction of the state he
desperately tried to save. Although “with a hoary head he received investiture from the sagely [king]
Wu,” his submission left him “with no face” to see the Shang founder Cheng Tang “in the yellow
springs” of the underworld. Though Kija’s name has persisted, those who bring him sacrifices
cannot help but feel pain for his fate.125 Sŏ Kŏjŏng, his Korean welcoming emissary, dismissed
these ruminations. He reminded his counterpart of the Shang’s inevitable demise; what was
important was Kija’s contributions to the Way, validated by the “millennia of sacrifice” he enjoyed
thereafter. The Ming envoy, like many a “passerby” had been “moved to sadness in vain.126
Unlike many other envoy writings, such as those of Zhang Ning, which treated Kija
primarily as a moral exemplar, these poems invested a sense of pathos in this historical figure. When
envoys came to “pay their respects” to Kija, they “gradually felt their emotions swell,” but were
relieved when they recognized that “his lingering civilization has flowed here, permeating all over

“efficient marshalling” of the state’s resources, especially its human potential. See Nylan, The Five “Confucian” Classics,
139–140.
1476 HHJ f.1:36b–37a in SKCM v.301:310b–311a (ZBHJJ v.1, p. 234): 當時忠義忤商王 隱忍為奴社稷亡 白首
有封逢聖武 黃泉無面見成湯 高山黑霧迷同水 平壤荒墳對夕陽 千古三人傳不朽 椒漿奠罷使人傷.
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1476 f.1:37a in SKCM v.301:311a (ZBHJJ v.1, p. 235): 丹荔黃蕉千載祀 空令過客為悲傷.”
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the sea’s reaches.”127 Kija’s act of civilizing Korea resolved the aporia in Kija’s mythos, validating the
sage’s life and authenticating his moral intents. Korean worship of Kija stabilized his significance.
Kija explained Korea, but Korea also explained Kija. Each piece of the discourse was interlocked
with another, and together they constituted each other through a recursion of references. The
linchpin that held it all together, however, was that Chosŏn Korea really was the land of Kija.
Chosŏn, by forging this link had now interpolated itself into the classical past, and made itself an
integral component in its interpretation.
Kija’s significance as a representation of moral power that existed outside and beyond that
of monarchical authority also provided an avenue of appropriation. Kija was, as one envoy put it,
“once, in the time of the Western Zhou, the teacher of Emperors and Kings.”128 As a voice against
tyranny, his example was like a “clear wind that through the ages admonishes the edacious and
wanton.”129 This combination, moral rectitude and making the Zhou ruler his “student” by
providing “lessons for emperors,” meant that Kija became the agent of the moral and political
legitimacy of dynastic rule, transferring it from the decrepit Shang to the nascent Zhou.130 These
resonances inspired Kija’s symbolic significance in Korean Neo-Confucian intellectual genealogies as
a transmitter of the Way, a vital link to the classical past.131 For the Kiho sarim (士林) of the early
sixteenth century, who regarded “political realization of the Kingly Way (wangdo) as the primary task

From the the 1450 envoy Ni Qian’s poem. See 1450 HHJ f.1:40a–40b in SKCM v.301:242a (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 37): 我
來拜謁頻增感 遺化漸洏遍海陬.
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See 1450 HHJ f.1:41b in SKCM v.301:242b (ZBHHJ v.1, p. 37): 我來拜謁頻增感 遺化漸洏遍海陬.

In the words of the 1539 envoy Hua Cha, 1539 HHJ f.1:38b in SKCM v.301:595b (ZBHHJ v.1 p. 797): 清風千古
激貪淫.
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See Pyŏn stele, in Ch’unchŏng sŏnsaeng munjip f.12 in HMC v.8:147b–c: 嗚呼箕子 文王爲徒 允也洪範 帝訓是敷;
Michael Nylan, The Five "Confucian” Classics, 139–140.
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Martina Deuchler, “Reject the False and Uphold the Straight: Attitudes toward Heterodox Thought in Early Yi
Korea,” in The Rise of Neo-Confucianism in Korea, ed. William Theodore De Bary and JaHyun Kim Haboush (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1985), 385–386, 402.
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of Confucians,” Kija became first and foremost a example of benevolent rule. But, this articulation
of the Kingly Way conspicuously omitted the monarch, and made the agents of civilization the local
elite themselves.132
The Kija mythos was an explanation as much for Korea’s connection to China as it was for its
existence as a separate political and cultural space. The logic of imperial transmission
(chŏngt’ong/zhengtong 正統) had been appropriated to assert Chosŏn’s independence in moral-cultural
transmission (tot’ong/daotong 道統). The establishment of this moral-cultural transmission was in
turn used to assert and legitimize Korea’s political independence vis-à-vis the authority of the Ming.
That the Chosŏn court used such a figure to forge its links with antiquity is understandable, but that
Kija also served as a symbol for Chosŏn-Ming relations is remarkable. It seemed to contradict the
very premise of tributary relations as one of reified hierarchy and of relations between rulers.
Postscript: The Kija Mythos and the Civil Empire
The significance of Kija went complemented the significance of P’yŏngyang as a historical
site. In addition to being the putative capital of ancient Korean kingdoms, the city was also a site of
numerous battles between them and imperial aggressors. P’yŏngyang, then, was also a
“representational space” that both symbolized Korea’s transtemporal independence and the military
struggles that made it possible. The Kija mythos, as a figure for Chosŏn Korea’s own independent
political transmission (chŏngt’ong/zhengtong), worked to give meaning to these conflicts in P’yŏngyang.
It turned city into both a physical bastion—a monument to how territorial ambitions of empire were
thwarted, and an ideological bulwark—a delineation of how imperial authority could be legitimately

Han Youngwoo, “Kija Worship,” 367. This echoes what Peter Bol has described as the “[internalization] of empire”
that allowed Neo-Confucians to dispense with the “fiction...that the political order was the only possible way to achieve
integration, harmony, continuity and unity.” See Peter K. Bol, Neo-Confucianism in History (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Asia Center : Distributed by Harvard University Press, 2008), 216–217.
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expressed. Read in these registers, Kija’s symbolic significance was not to an abstract claim about
Korea’s relation to empire, but as a powerful talisman to ward off the specter of imperial irredentism
that threatened Korea’s legitimate independent existence.
The 1476 Ming envoy Qi Shun, known for his erudition and frankness, impressed his
Korean hosts with his knowledge of Korean history and geography.133 Qi composed several
meditations for Korean locales, including a twenty-couplet long “Reflecting on the past in
P’yŏngyang” (平壤懷古).134 In this poem, Qi Shun placed P’yŏngyang at the center of a grand
historical unfolding. As the place where “Kija was enfeoffed thousands of years ago”135, the city
represented a Korea, whose history of war and peace was intertwined with past imperial dynasties.
In the course of narrating this history, Qi Shun (perhaps unwittingly) raised the specter of
imperial irredentism. Qi lauded the astounding victories of the Tang generals who invaded and
destroyed Koguryŏ, Xue Rengui 薛仁貴 (614–683) and Su Dingfang 蘇定方 (592–667).136 The
celebratory tone contrasted with his treatment of the Sui and Mongol-Yuan invasions. The Sui
“raised troops three times and harried in vain,” whereas the Yuan wars of expansion were the
“immoral” (budao 不道) indulgence of voracity, “swallowing” Korea’s lands” (胡元不道圖吞併).
The Yuan’s subsequent annexation of P’yŏngyang left the “borderlands with the stench of their

Qi Shun famously bested Sŏ Kŏjŏng in a poetry exchange his virtuoso use of Korean geography in a matching
couplet Yongch’ŏntam chŏkki 龍泉談寂記. Sin T’aeyŏng, Hwanghwajip yŏn’gu, 206.
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1476 HHJ f.1:38b–40b in SKCM pt.4 v.301:311b–312a (ZBHHJ v.1, pp. 235–236). Other works of note, include his
“Short Songs of Kaesŏng” 開城小詠, and “Miscellaneous Songs on Chosŏn” 朝鮮雜詠 (1476 HHJ 70a–76b in
SKCM pt.4, v.301:327b-330b; ZBHHJ v.1, p. 261–266). These works, and the issues presented here, are discussed at
length in the manuscript “Contentious Pasts: Empire and History in Korean and Chinese Envoy Poetry,” presented for
the Sektion sprache und kultur Koreas, Faukultät für Ostasienwissenschaften, Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Germany;
January 29, 2014.
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箕子封來幾千載.

For example, Su Dingfang “accomplished merit” 成功 at Paesu and Xue Rengui, “achieved victory” 得捷 at
Kŭmsan.
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barbarity” (腥風汙邊境). Denouncing the Yuan set up his denouement, a paean to the Ming’s allencompassing virtue. By “succoring the small” (字小) and “delighting in heaven” (樂天), it alone
achieved the Mencian ideal of how a large state was to treat the smaller state. It returned the area of
P’yŏngyang to Korea an act of munificence that distinguished the civilized and virtuous Ming from
the barbarous and immoral Mongol dynasty. The Ming not only guaranteed a lasting peace, but also
diffused its cultural attainments, enabling Korea to achieve the heights of civilization he observed.
The logic at work was that Ming supremacy must be understood in terms of other imperial
possibilities. Qi’s critiques of the Sui and Yuan were not of military action sui generis, but its failures
and excesses. Wars of conquest, like those of the Tang celebrated in this poem, remained legitimate
expressions of imperial authority.137

This account demonstrates the envoy’s erudition, but his knowledge of Korea’s history was limited to what was
documented in Chinese dynastic histories. An equally erudite Korean reader, familiar with Korean narratives, would have
objected to many elements in his poetic cycle. For example, the return of the territories annexed by the Yuan had
nothing to do with the Ming; the Yuan had already returned them to Koryŏ in 1290.KS f.30:21a–b [1290/03 chŏngmyo].
The Tang wars also had an entirely different meaning for Korean history, a prelude to the unification of the peninsula
under Silla (新羅 trad. 57 BCE–935). Though the Tang destroyed the Koguryŏ, according to the Samguk sagi of Kim
Pusik 金富軾 (1075–1151), the Silla eventually expelled the Tang forces. A conclusive peace was only broached when
Silla offered to enter into tributary relations with the Tang. In this way, Silla transformed a military victory over the Tang
into a political compromise that assured Silla’s autonomy at the expense of ritual deference. From this historiographical
perspective, the Silla preserved its autonomy vis-a-vis the Tang through a deft combination of military prowess and
diplomatic savvy. Yi Kibaek writes “the fact that Silla repulsed the T’ang aggression by force of arms preserved
independence of the Korean peninsula is of great historical significance.” JaHyun Kim Haboush write, “the Tang
Chinese forces... intended to stay on in Korea after the victory of 668, the Silla successfully expelled
them....Notwithstanding its complexities, the forging of a Korean tributary relationship with China opened a new era...”
See Lee Ki-baek, A New History of Korea, 71; JaHyun Kim Haboush, “Contesting Chinese Time, Nationalizing Temporal
Space,” 118. See Kim Pusik, Samguk sagi f.7:16a– 17b. Omission of the Silla-Tang wars allowed Qi to unequivocally
celebrate the Tang’s military successes, understandable given Qi’s focus on P’yŏngyang. But, his sources, the Chinese
dynastic histories, also presented him an entirely different perspective. They list only glorious Tang victories, which left a
defeated Silla with no choice but to offer its surrender.For example, see the depictions of the battle of Maixiao fortress
in Sima Guang, “The Tang Annals” 唐紀 f.18 in Zizhi tongjian f.81, p.6375. See also Ouyang Xiu, Xin Tang shu, f.220,
p.6197. The accuracy of both the Korean Samguk sagi and the Chinese dynastic histories are thus still subject to dispute.
For example, see Sun Weiran and his rebuttal of the Samguk sagi’s narrative in “Qiantan Tang Luo zhanzheng zhong de
‘Maixiaocheng zhi zhan’” Dongbei shidi 2 (2010): 43–44; Sun Weiran “Li Jinxing zhengzhan Chaoxian bandao Shiji kao
lun” Master’s Thesis, Yanbian University, 2010. With the elision of Silla’s successful resistance and his erroneous
account of P’yŏngyang’s return to Chosŏn, Qi could claim that the peace and autonomy Chosŏn Korea now enjoyed
was entirely due to the Ming virtue. At the heart these divergences in the historical record was the question of Korea’s
autonomy in the face of empire.
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Sŏ Kŏjŏng, Qi Shun’s welcoming emissary, responded to this verse history with a pithy
rebuttal. Sŏ too celebrated the Ming’s civil virtue, but he inverted Qi’s original rhetorical structure,
and only returned to the subject of history towards the end of the piece on line 29. With the line,
“the Sui and Tang abused the martial–[stuff] of laughing trifles” (隋唐黷武笑區區), Sŏ dismissed
both the Sui and Tang in one swoop.138 The former’s defeats and the latter’s victories were equally
meaningless. The term “abusing the martial” (tongmu/duwu 黷武) was loaded with negative
connotations and was usually reserved to condemn military adventurism and vainglory. Applying
them to the Tang wars was a poignant retort, rejecting the one instance where Qi had celebrated the
military achievements of empire. Sŏ thus posited civil and literary virtue (mundŏk/wende 文德) not as
the complement to the martial expression of imperial authority, but its antithesis. He contested the
imperial prerogative to carry out wars of conquest in the first place.
The center of gravity shifted as their verse exchange unfolded. Eventually Qi and Sŏ
gradually converged on a repudiation of these imperial wars of conquest. While Qi too came to
denounce the Tang’s military adventures, Sŏ reminded the envoy of the disastrous defeats suffered
by both Sui and Tang armies in their attempts to conquer Koguryŏ.139 The celebration of what the
empire could do was replaced with injunctions against what it should not. Within this shift was an
implicit challenge to a notion of empire based in logics of territorial acquisition and military power.
The specters of military conflict, disputed borders, and a contested historical memory lurked behind
the Ming’s explicit commitment to perpetual peace. Even if Qi Shun had not intended for his poem
to raise these specters, Sŏ Kŏjŏng’s pithy, but wholesale dismissal of the military expression of
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imperial authority could still be read as a response, not so much to Qi Shun per se, but the narratives
and logics of empire-making that his poems suggested.
The repudiation of the martial aspect of imperial power went hand in hand with seeing
Korea as the country of Kija. Another poem, the “Ode to the Zhenguan period” (貞觀 627–649),
which too deals with the Koguryŏ-Tang wars, illustrates these connections.140 Though not an envoy
poem, its author Yi Saek (李穡 1328–1396) was the teacher of nearly all the important early Chosŏn
court officials, including for instance Kwŏn Kŭn. Not only was his work widely read during the early
Chosŏn, the claims it made anticipated those of the various Korean writers discussed in this
chapter.141
As a biographical sketch of the Tang ruler Taizong, it narrated his rise from a gallant prince
to emperor and concluded with his death after his failed campaigns against Koguryŏ. An injunction
against hubris, the poem lamented that Taizong “had already achieved martial success” and should
have “followed” the example of sage rulers and “extended civil virtue.”142 Instead he squandered
these earlier accomplishments by trying to conquer, in Yi Saek’s words, “The Three Han [i.e. Korea],
the land of Kija that does not submit.” Since both the civil and the martial were treated as legitimate
tools of imperial authority, his failure owed not to a preference for the martial per se, but rather the
intemperance of the wielder. In this case, the invasion of Koguryŏ violated an ancient precedent, set
by King Wu, when he invested Kija as an independent ruler. This act, rather than legitimizing
imperial irredentism, became a delimiter of the proper bounds of imperial ambition. In Yi’s account,
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Taizong became cautionary example. Taking an arrow to the eye in the course of battle, Taizong
died from his wounds, paying the ultimate price for hubris and vainglory.143
Kija’s brief appearance in Yi Saek’s verse narrative of Tang Taizong career demarcated the
limitations of legitimate imperial power. In this sense, within the poem, Tang Taizong’s military
adventure becomes fundamentally illegitimate. As such, the poem is also a celebration of civil (and
literary) virtue at the expense of the martial. Indeed, this trope of privileging the civil runs
consistently through not just Yi Saek’s poem, but also in the hundreds of diplomatic memorials
written during this period. Both Koryŏ and later the Chosŏn had celebrated imperial authority and
were complicit in the construction of its grandeur, at least in writing. But, such panegyrics were
attenuated by a careful delineation of what that majesty entailed. For Korea, empire was only
legitimate when it was “civil.”
The literary exchange of the Brilliant Flowers offered a definitive alternative to martial
prowess. It was also a resolution to the contentions of the past. As the Chosŏn poet-official, Yi
Haeng once wrote, “One line of the Brilliant Flowers is enough/ there is no need for ten-thousand
troops to pass.”144 The envoy poetry anthology and the Ming envoy himself, the double entendre of
“Brilliant Flowers,” made the force of arms obsolete. The Ming could count on Chosŏn’s
declarations of allegiance and paeans to its virtue, only if empire was expressed in terms of its
civilizing power and cultural prestige, not military prowess or territorial dominion. Perhaps, as Sŏ

Tang Taizong’s death in Chinese accounts blames illness contracted from prolonged exposure on the battlefield for
Taizong’s death. The story of being struck by an arrow to an eye might be apocryphal, as later Chosŏn commentators
puzzled over the provenance of this story. Hong Manjong 洪萬宗 (1643–1725) suggested that the story may have been
suppressed by Chinese historiographers, because such a demise would have been “shameful” to record, but it may have
been repeated in unofficial histories or transmitted orally in Korea as an example of an “outstanding feat.” See Hong
Manjong, Sunoji 旬五志, 452.
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Kŏjŏng suggested, “literature,” really could “wash away at once the disgraces of the Sui and
Tang.”145
When the issues of warfare and imperial conquests emerged in the Brilliant Flowers, they were
usually resolved by sublimating them into an adulation of the Ming for ruling through civil-literary
virtue, mundŏk (wende). What then did sublimating contentious poetry within a high imperial rhetoric,
asserting Korea’s own independent transmission of classical tradition via Kija, and the elevation of
civil virtues over the martial have to do with one another?
The crux of the issue is again the challenge of fashioning a sovereign space through a
civilizing project that could withstand imperial counterclaims. A realm whose civilization resembled
China meant that it was also “governable.” For states like Chosŏn Korea and Vietnam, both ruling
lands once claimed as imperial territory, such a scenario risked inviting wars of irredentism. On the
other hand, remaining “barbarian” (in the eyes of the Ming), put one beyond the pale of imperial
control, and therefore only subject to a “loose rein.” The dichotomy of this imperial logic presented
the following choice: one could either be a barbarian and autonomous, or civilized and subject to
imperial authority. The Chosŏn, however, wanted to be both autonomous and civilized.
It is to resolve this quandary that both the Kija mythos and the cultivation of civil/literary
virtue over the martial were deployed. Kjia was not just a symbol of Korea’s cultural connection to
China; his mythos was pliable enough to construct a way for Chosŏn to claim a line of the
transmission of civilization that was alternative, and independent of imperial claims. Kija was
“enfeoffed in Chosŏn,” but “he was not a subject” of King Wu. By accepting the historicity of this
narrative, Chosŏn and Ming officials reinvented a classical model that legitimized their peculiar
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arrangement. It allowed the Ming to retain its moral authority as universal rulers of the civilized
world, while allowing for Chosŏn’s own space within it.
The repudiation of imperial militarism and the elevation of civil/literary rule worked hand in
hand with the Kija mythos. Not only was Korea guaranteed its own, separate claims to political and
cultural autonomy that was unquestionably civilized, but the empire was implicitly barred from
extending its own claims over this particular piece of land. By assuring, in poetry and in discourse,
that Ming sovereignty and its civilizing influence had already spread to Korea, the Chosŏn court
anticipated any arguments the Ming could have had for justifying territorial expansion or direct
political intervention. Chosŏn succeeded in manufacturing a seemingly impossible arrangement in
classical imperial ideology: a civilized state that was beyond the pale of empire.
Of course, the history of Chosŏn-Ming relations demonstrate that any such arrangement
were never ironclad, and the Chosŏn court continually struggled with the diversity of Ming attitudes
towards Chosŏn. While some Ming officials were keen to see Chosŏn literati as cultural equals,
others remained assured of Korea’s unchangeable barbarity. But, it is precisely because of this
uncertainty that these counterclaims are significant. Without the regular assertion of Chosŏn’s own
counterclaims, Korea’s fate in empire would depend only on the whimsies of imperial desire.
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Conclusion
This exploration of Chosŏn strategies and practices of diplomacy with the Ming has made
three main interlinked arguments. The first is that a large part of Chosŏn diplomatic strategy was
about shaping and changing narratives of Korea’s place in empire. The tributary system, the Ming’s
moral empire, and Korea’s perpetual loyalty were all examples of narratives resulting from Korean
self-representation. The second is that these representations were tied to techniques of knowing that
inverted a dynamic of power asymmetry. Armed with knowledge of empire, the Chosŏn court could
exercise enormous agency in its dealings with the Ming. The third is that empire, whether
understood in terms of institutions or persuasive discourses, emerged from co-construction. By coconstructing empire, Chosŏn interpolated itself into the imperial tradition. As a result, preserving
Chosŏn Korea’s political autonomy became an essential expression of an imperial power’s claim to
moral legitimacy.
The perspectives we apply to the premodern past have inevitably been shaped by the
narratives offered by historical actors themselves. We describe Chosŏn-Ming diplomacy in terms of
ideas like sadae or through the institutions and discourses of the “tribute” and “investiture” party
because historical actors have chosen to reify these particular concepts. This study has attempted to
historicize this process by showing that these concepts endured because they integral to the political
narratives the Chosŏn court used to negotiate with the Ming. For Chosŏn Korea, the imperative was
to distill a narrative of Korea and empire that could guarantee Chosŏn’s membership in the civilized
ecumene, while preserving the sanctity of its sovereign claims as an independent state.
These narratives worked in a context where alternative interpretations. How Ming and
Chosŏn maintained simultaneous claims as heirs to the classical tradition is a case in point. These
claims could coexist because both parties constructed an idealized political imaginary by reenacting
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the past through ritual and literary production. What in turn enabled this co-construction was not so
much a coherent reconciliation, but rather the polyvalency and polysemy of the discourses and
symbols involved. Just as the name for the the hostel for imperial envoys outside of the gates for
Seoul, Mohwagwan (慕華館) could be interpreted as either “admiring civilization hall” or “admiring
China hall,” many of the tropes and symbols of diplomatic discourse could both refer to the
legitimacy of Ming imperial claims or Chosŏn’s own independent inheritance. When different actors
came together, they intervened on a pre-existing tradition with established conventions and
precedents. What they produced also worked in the register of the social; it was never essential for
the participants to share each other’s vision of the world. As Peter Galison puts it, “two groups can
agree on rules of exchange even if they ascribe utterly different significance to the objects being
exchanged; they may even disagree on the meaning of the exchange process itself.” So long that
“local coordination” occurs “despite vast global difference,” a diplomatic transaction could mean
different things to its participants without undercutting its efficacy.1
Meanings then, were not so much ambiguous as they were superimposed, to borrow a
concept from quantum mechanics. One might ask, did performing a particular ritual or using a
particular turn of phrase mean Chosŏn was part of the Ming empire? The answer could be yes, no,
both, or neither—the “correct” answer depends on the motivations and goals of the observer. The
Chosŏn and the Ming (and later the Qing) could theoretically tell themselves wildly different
versions of the story without any unifying coherence, so long as the signs these stories used were
legible to one another. This arrangement, however, could only be stably maintained if diplomacy was
strictly bilateral and other channels of communication were unavailable. Once previously excluded
third-party observers entered the picture, this dichotomous superimposition was no longer possible.

Peter Galison, “Trading Zone: Coordinating Action and Belief,” in The Science Studies Reader, ed. Mario Biagioli (New
York: Routledge, 1999), 137–60.
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As Joshua Van Lieu’s example of Western journalists who viewed a Chosŏn-Qing ritual in 1890
shows, the multiple, multilateral vantages made made a coherent picture impossible, and this
proliferation of interpretations threatened the efficacy of the ceremony itself, even as both the
Chosŏn and Qing court tried to insist on their own versions of the story.2 Seen from this angle, the
breakdown of the “tributary system” in the nineteenth century was as much a result of geopolitical
shifts as of a semiotic dissolution, where old techniques of knowledge management became
ineffectual in a context of new hegemonies, new technologies, and new audiences.
That later nineteenth century and twentieth century thinkers and politicians viewed Chosŏn
diplomacy in terms of sadaejuŭi (事大主義), as cultural and political subservience, reflects less
Chosŏn period ideas and practices, than their own concerns. As they faced the encroachment of
colonial empires and an increasingly aggressive Qing, they turned to a discourse of ethnic
nationalism and rejected the very premise of sadae. Equated with flunkeyism or toadyism, it was
blamed not only for the decline of the Chosŏn dynasty, but also Korea’s colonization by Japan in
1910, a resonance that has remained well into the contemporary period.3 As Chŏn Haejong, whose
scholarship helped define the field of Sino-Korean relations in Korea, describes it:
... the ideologies of sadae [which entailed participation in the tributary system] and the admiration of
China, [which assumed] the superiority of Chinese culture, greatly impeded the political and cultural
independence of Korea. [This is was] especially the case during the late nineteenth century, the period
when [Korea] was to encounter and engage with the west, the sadae relationship with China, or to put
it in different words, the admiration for Chinese culture, did not give the Korean state or society the
opportunity to break out of its shell.4

Lurking beneath this assessment was the charge that Chosŏn’s sadae policies were at least partly to
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blame for all the woes of Korea’s modern political history. Had Korea had the chance to develop its
cultural and political independence and modernized according to Western models in the nineteenth
century, it could have avoided colonization by Japan. Korea’s past relations with imperial China has
become an allegory for North and South Korea’s uneasy geopolitical position, especially vis-a-vis the
United States, the former Soviet Union, and more recently the People’s Republic of China.5
This study has offered an alternative, a comprehensive rethinking of Chosŏn diplomatic
policy unburdened by contemporary assumptions of what sadae meant. That is not to discredit
modern discourses of sadae, but rather to point out that the overwhelming negative connotations the
concept has since taken on, often did not apply to Chosŏn. For the Chosŏn court, the principle of
hierarchical relations was non-negotiable, but how hierarchy could be realized was. For it, sadae was
less an ideology of subservience, than an articulation of a comprehensive political strategy. What a
discourse of sadae, “Serving the Great,” did was make the asymmetries of power inherent to Korea’s
relationship with empire explicit, while keeping its accompanying asymmetry of knowledge remained
largely hidden from view. The Chosŏn remained legible to the Ming court, all the while concealing
crucial details of its social and political organization, its history, and its culture. The triumph of Ming
universalism was fashioned to be as complete as possible, even as the Chosŏn court and its agents
made sure to preserve its own line of legitimacy, cultural transmission, political autonomy within it..
It was a strategy to manipulate of empire.
In retrospect, we can also think of Korean knowledge production in terms of an “archive of
empire.” There was a literal archive, the wood-and-tile facilities where the Chosŏn stored them, but
here I point to a figurative form, where the organization of these documents and compilations grant
them their archival character. As archives, to borrow the wording of Ann Stoler, they are “active,

See for instance, the portrayal of Chosŏn-Ming relations in the popular film directed by Chu Changmin [Choo Changmin] 주장민, Kwanghae, Wang i toen namja 광해: 왕이 된 남자 [Masquerade] (CJ Entertainment, 2012)
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generative substances with histories,” whose documents too have “itineraries of their own,” and take
on a distinctive “archival form” detectable in its repetitive refrains, means of persuasion, and the
modes of rationality they espouse. The Korean “archive of empire” is admittedly minuscule,
especially compared to the vast brick-and-mortar Dutch colonial archives. A more fundamental
distinction, however, lies not in a matter of size or medium, but the kind of knowledge they
constituted.6
The Korean archive, like those of modern colonialism, emerged from a dynamic of power
asymmetry, but with two key points of difference. The first is that it was not the handmaiden of
metropolitan, imperial desires. Instead, these diplomatic missives, interpreter manuals, poetry
anthologies, and envoy travelogues, comprised the knowledge of managing empire from its
periphery.7 This Korean “archive of empire” also far exceeded in scope of what the Ming and Qing
kept about Korea. Here was a dynamic of knowledge and power in empire that defies the
conventional postcolonialist equation of “knowledge of a thing” to domination and “authority over
it.”8 What, then, does it mean if the ostensibly weaker party is in fact shouldering the production of
knowledge? What kind of power does it grant in such a situation?
The Chosŏn-Ming case was undoubtedly a different condition of empire from the colonial
story. This difference can be appreciated on many fronts, but through the lens of knowledge
production, we see an empire that was conjured rather than governed. And, ironically the conjurers
were not those who claimed sovereignty over empire, but those who were supposed to be its
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subjects.9 And, in conjuring empire themselves, they ensured it remained conducive to their ends.
Chosŏn Korea did not deploy the technologies of statistics or ethnography—the standard toolkit of
colonial empire—but the generative power of symbolic manipulation.10 For Chosŏn, it was semiotic
mastery that allowed it to manage empire.
One might ask the question: did it work? Did manipulating the symbols of empire do what it
was intended to do? Did Chosŏn Korea manage to change its place in the imperial tradition? These,
I believe, should be thought of as open questions; without the benefit of alternative timelines and
parallel realities, it is impossible to test these propositions rigorously. Nonetheless, how Korea’s
relations with the Ming and Qing empires in the centuries that follow do offer some points for
consideration. Let us return to the sixteenth century, to 1592, to the outbreak of the Imjin War.
Toyotomi Hideyoshi’s invasion of Korea was not initially conceived as an attempt to
conquer Korea per se. He had much grander designs, seeking to unify the known world under his
overlordship. His primary target was not Chosŏn Korea, but the Ming. Before his troops landed in
Pusan in the spring of 1592, Hideyoshi had dispatched envoys to Chosŏn to coax the Korean court
into supporting his grand plan. The Chosŏn rebuffed them. In the court’s words, aiding Hideyoshi’s
venture would be akin “to a son turning against its father;” for Korea, a loyal vassal of the Ming to

I suspect this inversion of the colonial imperial dynamic was likely quite prevalent in pre-19th century imperial
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take up arms against it would be a gross moral violation. Chosŏn tried to dissuade Hideyoshi from
the invasion, to no avail.11 When Hideyoshi did invade, and the Korean defenses melted before the
onslaught, the Ming came to its vassal’s rescue. After six long years, Hideyoshi’s forces were turned
back, and Chosŏn Korea was restored.
Many scholars have seen the successful Ming defense of Korea in the Imjin War as both
demonstrating the Sinocentric tributary system’s operation and validating its normativity.12 It was a
case where the suzerain repaid the vassal’s loyalty in blood and enforced its vision world order
against an upstart, ignorant challenger. Chosŏn’s investment in relations with the Ming paid off. Du
Huiyue for instance writes, Korea’s “utmost sincerity in serving the great” was “the very reason the
Ming court did not sit idly by when Chosŏn suffered the invasions of Japan under Toyotomi
Hideyoshi in 1592, but sent troops and dispatched generals to Korea to support the war.”13 Other
scholars put it not in quite the same words, but largely concord with this interpretation that Chosŏn,
as the Ming’s “loyal tributary” was entitled to the empire’s protection.
In these portrayals, Ming intervention appears as an inevitable outcome of the tributary
system itself. Only by supporting its vassal could it reassert its hegemonic place and fend off
challenges to its preeminent position in East Asia. When we examine more closely Chosŏn
diplomatic activities in 1592, the sense of inevitability disappears. Certainly, the Chosŏn king, Sŏnjo,
for one, believed Korea’s “service of the great with utmost sincerity” (事大以至誠) over many
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generations meant he could count on the Ming’s support in these desperate times. As he and his
courtiers fled in the wake of the advancing Japanese army, he told his officials that if they reached
Ming Liaodong, they would not only receive Ming protection, but the Ming would help restore
Chosŏn rule with is armies. His courtiers, however, were much more skeptical and dissuaded the
king from abandoning Korea. They were unsure whether the Ming would even accept an exiled
Korean king, let alone lend its support to him.14
Indeed, true to the reservations of his officials, Ming aid was not immediately forthcoming.
The Ming Board of War insisted that “China should only guard at its own gates,” and that Korea, as
one among the “four barbarians,” was only the “outer hedge.” The Ming’s duty towards Chosŏn was
merely to render material aid and send rewards. Despite its loyalty, the Chosŏn court had “fled
before the wind and abandoned its state.” It was not the Ming’s duty to hold it together. In more
pithy terms, the son-of-heaven ought to “use the barbarians of the four directions to protect [the
realm], not protect the lands of the barbarians.”15 Others believed that the Japanese invasion of
Korea was a case where “barbarians were fighting one another,” a situation beneficial to the Ming.
In this logic of “using barbarians to fight barbarians,” imperial intervention would be a waste of
resources.16 Some officials suspected that the Koreans were in fact in cahoots with the Japanese
invaders. A Ming envoy was sent to investigate the situation, and was convinced otherwise only
when the Koreans showed him their wartime correspondence with the Japanese.17 Whatever the
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two hundred years of regular tribute missions meant for the Ming, it was not enough guarantee Ming
military intervention. Indeed, considerable parts of the Ming officialdom continued to oppose Ming
involvement, even as the war waged on.18
As the Ming debated its options, Chosŏn officials sent to request aid waited anxiously in the
Ming hostel. They did find a willing supporter in the Ming minister of war Shi Xing 石星 (1537–
1599). While other Ming officials saw Korea as a place beyond the reach and authority of the Ming,
Shi argued that “Chosŏn had long been considered a place of ritual of righteousness, on par with the
Central Efflorescence and had been reverent for two hundred years” and deserved the Ming’s
support.19 He agreed with his opponents that the fate of so-called “foreign states,” which were “far
beyond the distant marches” were indeed not the concern of the Ming, but Chosŏn, was exceptional
and should be treated as part of the Ming’s “internal realm.”20 In the meantime, Shi Xing invited the
Chosŏn emissaries to his private residence and they worked together to ensure aid in both the form
of troops and armament were forthcoming. After Shi had built a coalition of voices to support the
Chosŏn cause (which included, a Siamese ambassador who pledged military aid to Korea), the Ming
court decided, with the emperor’s personal approval, to intervene.21
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The case Chosŏn envoys and Shi Xing made for intervention rested on calling attention to
Korea’s status as a “land of ritual and righteousness,” Korea’s virtual integration into the Ming’s
imperial realm, and the larger ecumenical imaginary of all-under-heaven.22 At one point, the Chosŏn
court even offered to surrender its kingdom to the Ming (naepu/ neifu 內附), if the Japanese
invaders could be trounced.23 These appeals meant to deflect Ming reservations had to counteract
alternative views of empire that saw Chosŏn as beyond the concern of the imperial court. By
assuring the Ming of Chosŏn’s perpetual loyalty, they also raised up the banner of imperial
responsibility: what the Ming owed its loyal vassals in this time of need. At the same time, they
emphasized Korea’s role as a “fence and barrier” for the Ming frontier, just as the lips protect the
teeth from cold.24 Chosŏn should not be cast away as an extraneous appendage, but preserved as an
integral component of the Ming’s empire. The Ming court could be moved to action, only if it could
be convinced that a Korean intervention was a matter of strategic and ideological importance.
Invoking the ideals of Ming universal empire and Korea’s place within that imagination, then, was in
hopes that the Ming would agree. In one sense, Chosŏn diplomacy did pay off; without the
reification of these very same narratives during the centuries before, such appeals could not have
been convincing.25
The irony is these narratives of empire were never intended for use in this way. As I have
argued in Chapter 3, Chosŏn did not invest in tributary relations so that the Ming could be called to
its aid in the event of aggression by a third party, but as a talisman against imperial intervention.
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Korea was not ready for the Imjin War, because two centuries of diplomacy had already staved off
the greatest potential threat to its military security: imperial China.26 What the likes of Kwŏn Kŭn,
Pyŏn Kyeryang, Sin Sukchu, Sŏ Kŏjŏng and others, the fifteenth century Chosŏn officials who were
the architects of sadae diplomacy could never have envisioned was that the most crucial invocation
of empire in Chosŏn history was not to fend off an imperial army, but to invite one to Korea to
rescue it from an unanticipated threat.
Notably, their sixteenth century successors, the Chosŏn courtiers at the helm during the
Imjin War, were uneasy about imperial aid. Their primary concern, even as Chosŏn faced this
unprecedented existential crisis, was that once the Ming army arrived, Chosŏn Korea would no
longer be able to maintain its hard-earned sovereignty. These concerns were not unwarranted. The
lessons of the Silla-Tang wars offered examples of when Chinese armies had come as allies but
attempted to stay as conquerors.27 As the Imjin War carried on, the Ming gradually sidelined the
Chosŏn court in peace talks with the Japanese. There were even talks of partitioning the Korean
peninsula between Hideyoshi and the Ming. Although the Ming never seriously considered these
proposals, knowledge of such discussions led to much consternation at the Korean court.28
One major, but subtle (and therefore overlooked) effect of the Imjin War was how it shifted
the delicate balance between the asymmetry of power and the asymmetry of knowledge. This
balance, which the Chosŏn court had cultivated carefully over the past two centuries had been
severely disrupted. For the first time in centuries, hundreds of thousands of imperial subjects—
soldiers, officials, traders—set foot in the peninsula. A sizeable volume of Korean poetry, maps,

Meanwhile its land forces were designed for dealing with Jurchen marauders in the north or domestic unrest. Notably,
its navy, which was meant for fending off the Japanese, performed effectively throughout the Imjin War.
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history books, literary anthologies, and Korean editions of the classics—all complied and published
in Chosŏn, trickled for the first time into the Ming. No longer a faraway land, whose vistas had only
entered the eyes of an occasional imperial emissary, Korea was now visible to the imperial gaze in a
qualitatively different way. Even after the Japanese threat abated, the rise of Nurhaci and the
Jianzhou Jurchens (later the Manchus) made Korea a key consideration in Ming strategic calculus.29
Korea’s importance to the Ming was no longer merely ideological. Once the Ming focused its gaze
on Korea, the Chosŏn court could no longer count on imperial inattention.
The ramifications of this shift are enormous. After the war, for the first time in two
centuries, the Ming court intervened directly in matters of Korean succession. It refused the
investiture of King Kwanghae, because Ming officials wished to enforce a rule of primogeniture in
dynastic succession.30 When the Manchu threat grew, Ming officials even proposed to send Viceroys
(監國) to oversee Korean military preparations.31 The Chosŏn protested these interventions, but
what is clear is that the Imjin War set what Chosŏn considered a dangerous new precedent. Empire
was no longer constituted by rituals and poetry; their evocations and fictions threatened to become
reality. The collapse of the Ming, I suspect, was mourned less than what post-Ming narratives of
Korea’s stalwart loyalty to the Ming would have us believe. During the early seventeenth century, the
atmosphere at the Chosŏn court much more complicated. Ming incursions into Korean political
space were no less a concern to the Chosŏn court than the looming Manchu threat.The greatest
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fantasy of hindsight then, shared both by Ming loyalists and Chosŏn statesmen after the Ming’s fall,
was that if somehow Chosŏn and the Ming had cooperated more effectively, the Manchus would
never have succeeded.
The second open question is that Korea had managed to interpolate itself into the
legitimating ideologies of empire in East Asia. The Manchu invasions of Korea serves as the best
illustration of this effect. When the Qing emperor Hong Taiji (r. Qing Taizong 清太宗

1626–

1643) invaded in 1636, he outmaneuvered Chosŏn’s defenses and besieged the Korean king at the
mountain fortress of Namhan. The Chosŏn king capitulated and agreed to a humiliating surrender.
For the first time since the Koryŏ, a Korean monarch prostrated before a foreign ruler to pay his
obeisance. Hong Taiji then withdrew with his armies. He brought with him captives, hostages, and
booty, but he was content to leave the Chosŏn state intact. Unlike the Mongols of the thirteenth
century, he left no overseers or soldiers to enforce Korea’s compliance. Hong Taiji continued to war
with the Ming and his descendants went on to conquer China and much of Inner Asia, but left
Chosŏn to its own devices. Why didn’t the Manchus conquer Korea, when it clearly had the
wherewithal?
Hong Taiji certainly had his own strategic calculations. Korea may not have been worth the
trouble if he had his eyes set on a grander prize. But, before Hong Taiji left, he commissioned a
massive stele to be erected in the Chosŏn capital. Korean literati officials were responsible for
drafting its text. In it, the Manchu invasion was rewritten as an august display of martial and civil
virtue. Korea submitted willingly and all this demonstrated his magnanimity as a sage emperor.32
Having so recently assumed the title of emperor (Ch: huangdi 皇帝), which in Chinese language texts

The stele in question is the Samjŏndo stele (三田渡碑), also known as the “Accomplishments of the Great Qing
Emperor” stele 大淸皇帝功德碑. The University of California’s Asami collection holds a rubbing of the stele.
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now replaced his former inner Asian style of Kaghan (Ch: kehan 可汗), Hong Taiji was eager to
legitimate his claim to the imperial tradition. Hong Taiji saw more value in the idea of Korea as one
major component of the imperial tradition itself than as territory to be appended to his dominion.
As Wang Yuanchong has argued, Hong Taiji wished to enforce tributary relations with Korea as a
way to fashion himself as the rightful claimant to the mandate of heaven.33 To be the tradition’s
plausible successor, he had to acquire all its symbols of legitimacy, which included paraphernalia like
the imperial calendar, dynastic reign titles, not to mention the lost seal insignias of the First Qin
emperor and Chinggis Khan. Claiming the Ming’s former vassals as his own, then was a way to
displace the Ming as the legitimate master of the ecumenical world.
We can preserve Hong Taiji’s logic by wording it slightly differently, a rearrangement with
startling results. If tribute missions from Korea were an essential component of imperial
legitimation, then, it follows whomever Koreans decided to paid tribute to was likely the legitimate
Son-of-Heaven. Could it be also that, an empire that cannot earn Korea’s allegiance, was no true
empire at all?34 In many ways, this logic echoed the narratives Koryŏ memorial writers plied to their
Mongol overlords. They legitimized Koryŏ’s relative autonomy in the Mongol imperium by claiming
that Korea “was the first to submit” to Khubilai Khan, who therefore rewarded the Koryŏ with
perpetual autonomy.35 Hong Taiji’s move, then, had its antecedents in the imperial tradition.
But, viewed against the long history of empire in East Asia, this move was not his only
available option. For the Sui and Tang emperors, Korea was an object of conquest, former imperial
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territory that must be regained. By the Ming and the Qing, this idea was no longer tenable. What
replaced it was the notion of Korea as the empire’s most loyal vassal, whose regular devotion
validated the imperial project. For this mechanism of legitimation to work however, Korea had to
remain independent. Hong Taiji, of course, coerced Korea to submit, but by leaving his stele behind,
he was content enough that Korea’s submission be narrated, in perpetuity, as their willing
recognition of his virtue and destiny.
***
In August 2007, on Tieba, a popular Chinese social media forum, a netizen posted a series of
questions about Chinese history. One of them was, “why didn’t China conquer Korea?” The netizen
listed several examples where it looked like a past imperial state could have. One of the respondents
offered the following answer: “China has always been a country of ‘propriety and righteousness’ and
so, its attitude towards the little countries on its borders has always been of care and concern. If
Korea wasn’t next to China, but was next to a country like Portugal or Rome, it certainly would have
been destroyed a long time ago.”36
In this response, the anonymous netizen offered, in a nutshell, a grand theory of
comparative empire. What explained Korea’s survival over the millennia, essentially, was the distinct
character of the Chinese imperium. It was qualitatively different from other imperial formations.
Unlike the rapacious Portuguese or the ever-expanding Romans, it only ever considered matters of
ritual and propriety and thus never exploited its neighbors. Though not the words of a professional
historian, this perspective well reflects a thread of Chinese-self perception in mainstream

“Why didn’t China conquer Korea?” 中国为什么不去征服朝, Tieba http://tieba.baidu.com/p/256840212 中国
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imagination. It is also implicit in elucidations of the tributary system contemporary scholars have
offered. It is also, what I have called, the Whig history of Chinese empire.
This perspective rests on a teleological reading of imperial history, one in which historical
development is perceived as the inevitable outcome of the essential values of an imperial ideology.
For the British empire, it is the march of market-driven liberalism; for the Chinese empire, it is the
idea of cultural superiority, magnanimity and non-interference. Just as the former has become an
essential part of British national identity, the latter has become so for the identity of modern China.
The idea of China’s moral empire is deeply ingrained in how modern Chinese perceive China in the
international order. What this dissertation shows, however, is that this particular notion, as it applies
was in many ways a Korean production.
This Whig history of empire exists in part because it had been constantly reinforced by
generations and over centuries. Its plausibility to modern Chinese audiences today is not only
because of its prominence in nationalist discourses or in selective readings of the imperial past, but
because for centuries, Korean diplomats have been repeating this narrative to modern China’s
imperial forebears. In hindsight, the sheer volume of utterances in support of this narrative makes it
appear qualitatively true. What is lost, of course, when one proceeds from these assumptions is what
purpose this discourse really served for the Korean diplomats who had used them. Viewed from the
vantage of Chosŏn diplomats and memorial drafters, Korea’s survival owed not to some essential
quality of the Chinese or even the imperial tradition as a whole. It owed instead to their efforts in
convincing emperors and their agents that the best way to be imperial was to behave according to
“propriety and righteousness.” And, to do so, they invested greatly in an image of moral empire.
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